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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
ED6CATION ACT AND RELATED MEASURES

Part 1Secretary of HEW

TUESDAY, MARCH 20, 1979

HOUSE OF REFRESENTATIVM,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PosnECON'DARY EDUCATION

OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

The subcommittee met, 'pursuant to notide, Qit 9:30 a.m. room
2175, Rwburn. House Office &fading, Hon. William D. Ford' (chair- .

man of fhe subcommittee) presiding.
Members present: Representatives Ford, Brademas, Bi

Peyser, Weiss, Ratchford, Perkins, Erlenborn, Buchanan, Jeffo
Edwards, Tauke, and Ashbrook.

Staff present: Thomas R. Wolanin; staff director; Pairicia F. w
Rissler, deputy. staff 'director; and William C. Clohan, minority
assistant, education counsel. -

Mr. FORD. The Subcommittee on PostseCondary Educat.on will
come to order this morning for the purpose of beginning earings
on the reauthorization of the% Higher F,ducation Act and elated
measures. Most of the programs authorized by the Higher uca-
tion Act will expire ouring the life of this Congress and absolutely
demand our attentioh for reenactment.

In addition we plan,, during the course of consideration of that
legislation, to review all of the-higher education-programs, whether
they are about to expire or not, and that means all of the programs
in postsecondary education coming under the jurisdiction of this
subcommittee.

The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act in this Con-
gress gives us a unique opportunity to make significant improve-
ments in the existing program, and I know I speak for the commit-
tee when I say we hope that we can strengthen and broaden the
Federal role in postsecondary education to move our Nation evtn
further toward full and equal educational opportunities for all
Americans.

it is appropriate to quote the title of President Johnson's mes-
sage to Cangress in which he proposed the Higher Education Act of
1965, which is, to quote another President, "the fotmdation on
which all of the higher education legislation ViSS built."

I think it is particularly appropriate that we have, as the first
witness to begin what we expect 'to be a long series of hearings, a
gentleman 'who was here at the beginning avid actively lobbying
this great body for the adoption of the Higher Education Act of

(I) '
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.1965. Some might say it lea fitting retribution that he noW finds
himself wearing the "hair shirt" of trying to administer these
programs after .the success he.had that far back getting them put
"on the books.

Secretary Joseph Califano, Secretary of Health, Education, build
Welfare, is our first witness this morning to begin a scussion of
what we should be considering in the reenactment e Higher
Education Act of 1965 and all of itS progeny.

Mr. Secretary, I welcome you on behalf of the committee. It is
indeed a pleasure to have ypu, and I see that you 4ve the heavy
hitters with you at the table this morning, so we expect a lively
session.

Mr. BLI61-1ANAN. I would 'like to join yon in welcoming Secretary
Califano to the committee and say we will hear you with our usual
interest and respect and perhaps with more curiosity,than usual
since we have not yet had the opportunity to read your remarks,
which have just arrived. You have developed a new technique
which willguarantee our very strict attention to your remarks, Mr.

" - .Se4retary.

STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH A. CALIFANO, JR., SECRETARY
OF HEALTH; EDUCTION, AND WELFARE; ACcOMPANIED BY
MICHAEL O'KEEFE, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
PLANNING AND EVALUATION: AND LEO KORNFELD, DEPUTY
COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF EDUCATION
Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Chairinan, it is a pleaSure to be here. I

ihink what you and this committee have dohe in tents of going oul ktO all of the interested organizations and putting into legislative
language and putting together their cormpents about existing legis-
lation will be of enormoits help to all of us.

I am delighted to helP start these. hearings. I Would note at the
outset that I am here not with specific proposals by and large but
with general comments on the problems with these programs as
well as some of the pluses with these programs.

My statement is unusually long. I will not 'read it all but I. will
stand by it, noting that we have provided an errata sheet with
respect to two sections of the testimony to correct and delete por-
tions of it.

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to appear 'today before this distin-
guished subcommittee as you begin hearings on the readthorization
of the Higher Education Act of 1965. I am here today with, on my
right, Michael O'Keefe, who is Deputy Assistant Secretary of HEW
for Planning and Evaluation in the education area, and Leo Korn-
feld, who 'is 'Deputy Commissioner of the Office of Education fliv the'
student financial aid programs.

This Nation takes great pridein itS system of higher education
and justifiably so. Some 3,000 colleges and universities, public and
private, now educate 12.6 million students, or three out of every
eight 18- to 24-year:olds. An additional 2 million students are en-
rolled in postsecolidary occupational programs.- Expenditures in
postsecondary education will be,about $57 billion in 1980, compared
with $12 billion in 1965, when the Higher Education Act was first
passed.
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There is a 'richness and diversity. in these instilutions. They
rauge from community collegeswhidi provide job-related employ-
ment training, adult education and access t6 an academic career
for millions of students to whom it was not available a decade
agoto the greatest public and private research universities in the
world. These institutions, with their vitality, their brillance and
their cherished tradition oracademic freedom, are one of America's
great national treasures.

Together with a strong elementary and secondary system, the
thstitutions of higher education will continue to provide all Ameri-
cans with the opportunity and training to make a better life for
themselves and for their Nation. Education is the bednkk of our
national life. It is a good in itself because it embraces and expands
the potential pf: us all, and.it is a necessary condition of illemorracy
because the gmatest safeguard for our freedorri is an informed
citizenry'-As Thomas Jefferson said, "rfla nation expects to be both
ignorant and free it expects What .never was and never will be."

-SinCe;i:p0,5 thr..-Xf.xlerai,GlosSrnment has become a major partner
in postsecondary edueation, ;with assistance in fiscal 1980 projected
at about $10 billion for 1980, compared to $2 billion for 1965. Three
basic purposes underlie the Federal commitment: (1) Removink the
financial barriers to postsecondary education through direct aid,

'thus. helping disadvantaged students, especiapy those from lower
income and minority families, gain access to our Nation's colleges
and universities; (2) insuring that Americ4, remains an intellectual
leader among nations through the support of basic research and
graduate edtication; and (3) providing support to institutions tgat
have unique needs or roles and assisting them to improve the
quality of the education they provide.

Although large and growing, the Federal presence in higher
educatign must not intrude in any way upon the freedom of schol-
ars even as an increasing share of costs, especially in some schools,
is provided by the Federal Government. No reason, however com-
pelling, can justify Federal constraints upon academic freedom and
integrity. As we work together in reauthorizing the higher eduea-
tion programs, we must keep this fundamental premise clearly in
mind.

This morning's testimony, Mr. Chairman, is about student' aid
programs. But, imPortant asIthey are, they do not go to another
fundamental problem of higirer education, the deterioration of the
research plant and facilities built up Tin the 1940's at our basic
research univerSities and the need to provide opportunities for our
brilliant young Ph. D.'s.

I thi4 anYone who has read the study from the 15 research
university presidents and the national interest- will be profoundly
copéerned about this aspect of our Nation's educational resources.

he continued development of our Nation, the continued expan-
, sion of knowledge, the solution of many of ow- most complex prob-

leins, ranging from energy to edudation to human behavior, require
that we enrich and nourish our basic research capability. That' is
why President Carter has, even in a tinie of tight budget, continued
to increase the proportion of funds devoted to basic research. That
is why I believe we must explore whether there should beadditiort-

1
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al .Federal support to deal with those 'protlems as part of the
overall reauthorization process.

Let me turn now to the Federal student aid programs. Major
student asstance programs,-the basic education opportunity
grant program, the supplemental educational opportunity grant
program, the guaranteed student loan programs, the national
direct student loan program, the State student-incentive grant-
program and the college work study programcomprise an impres-
sive Federal coMmitment to the assistance of students and their
famifies.

In fiscal 1979 these programs will result in about 6.6 million
awards that channel $4.9 billion Federal dollars and generate an
additional $2.5 billion in loans a.nd matching dollars -from other
public 'and private sectors. These dollars constitut4 45 percent of
the total Federal effort in postsecondary education and 13 percent

the $57_ that we.estirnate will be spent on,Rostsecondary
education in fiscal 1979 ron both public and private soUrees.

My remarks today ar ot intended to be a ,final 'statement of
administration policy. Ra er they' refict HEW's views and are
intended to stimulate debate during the course of the hearings. As
we hav& . reviewed these programs, we have sought out the views of
those who administer these programs and those who benefit from
them. We have learned much from regional hearings involving
over 250 witnesses. And we hope to benefit further 'from these
heanings anci.the hearings in the Senate.

I Pauld like to emphasize that in 197S sharp increases in student
financial assistance were mandated by the Congress with passage
of the Middle-Income Student Assistance Act, an important set of
reforms in the Federal aid programs that were develoed in close
cooperation with this subcommittee.

But, despite the needed expansion in student aid, We \skust also
look at the student assistance programs in the context -Of the
budgetary restraint that .will be required in the iminediate future
and in tlie context of other competing claims for education spend-
ing. As we develop proposals fon; reauthorizing the student assipt-
ance laws, we should thus seek to ensure that the resources pro-
vided fot- these purposes by the' taxpayers are. used equitably and
efficiently.

I will move now to page 11, Mr. Chairman.
Problems, nonetheless, exist within the student assistance pro-

grams'. But before outlining them I. think it is important to share
with you some of the basic principlesbeyond the need for achiev-
ing access and some choicethat should guiae our ,consideration of
changes in the Federal student aid effort:

Parents through some family tontribution, and studentS,
through self-help in the fOrm of work or loans, should retain a
significant resptmsibility for financing postsecondary 'educatien,
Students 4nd parents on average today 4iirectly, provfde about 35
percent of the total costs of postsecondary educatOn.

The fount that parents should be expecteetql conti;ibute
their chi

l
dren's college education should be .in direct proportion to

their own financial ability .to do,so: Federal pregrams should thus
continue to provide more assistance for'low-incoine sttidents than*
for e- and higher-income Students.

1-2



The burden. of loenc that a itudent carries after his postsecon-
dary eareershould be Manageable, bath m - terms Of 4,1140 total
ameunt owed and in terms orthe repaynient period.

'Federal tittident aid 'programs should not stimulate increases in
the price of llighee education; that .is, schoolsshould mit.increase
tuitioit simiily because additional Federal funds will be available to
students. Minilarly we must guard against the substitution. of Fed;

'private, philanthropic fi-eral student aid. support' for State,--,

nancing of postsecondary education.
Federal programs that help meet t1he Costs of ediicagon should be

packaged at the institution because institutions are in the best -". a
. position to Akil with- the sPeeitil problems of particular students..
'Net packaging of aid shoulel reflect-the ba;.;ic Federal policies and ,
insure some conaistency of availability from institution to institu-/--'
don: i

There" is also a iole for loanS, perhaps not subsidized, to aisist
the parents in spreacting out the b en of that portion of the costs
the family conto4bution must rn . We must insure that basic

-. - farailY living patterns are not d' .. . ,-. when sons and daughters
attend colleges and uniV'ersities,

I expect there'Will be sorne debate abciut the Tundamental Vrinci-
. ples. Indeed there have been a variety of recent proposals that

.. challenge them, such as tax credits and th tuition advance fund.,
The oppesition of the adzninistration to -sredits is well flown.
They' would be costly and yet would p 'de °nix ,very small
amounts of help to each family. More seriously, they benefit rich.
and poor alike, not recognizing, as do these *grams, that the poor
need mere assistance and the rich less. .

., Let me discuss briefly problems which were addressed in the:.
'reauthorizatien and should be addreased more completely this year: *

.

iNtatg#,SING CO6T TO PARRIsliS

..From 1967 to 1976, thefafter-tix' median family, income of those
fainilies likely to .have children in college rose by about 70 percent
while 'the average tuition. at public institntipns rose about 84 per-
cent 'and, at private instittitiOns, 78 percent. Duripg that period,
tuition at public 21ear colleges increased by almost 130 percent
and, at `ptiblic 4.-year colleges, by 95 percent

The evidence supports parental concerns about the rising cats of
ethication, concerns that now arise in middle-income as Well aslow-
income familids. Last year, working together"we took a major step,/
in feirlressing this concern through the" budget increases and the -
expansion of BEOG incipded in the paSsage Of the Middle-Income
Student Assistance Ad. f

ven given 'increased Fqleral student assistance, there remain
inequities in 'the .distribution arid availability of Federal support.

Federiat-gick:mgramsin -particular the loan prograinsare
complex; both for-those who administer them, and for these who
benefit, as.l will describe in greater detail:

Members of Congress and the public are alsO,Concerned with the
problems of frau* abuse lind waste in thee& programs. As 'you
know, we have in the last, 2 years moved .;iggressively to correct
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'problems oft abuse and have Made substantial progress' in dealing
with the level of defaults in these programs.

During our g years ,in OM* we have taken nutior steps to im-
prove these Federal student assistance programs. am pleased to
report that our efforts are beginning to show results. Here are the
most recent figures we have.

One: By the end of the first quarter of this year we will-have
collected $10 minim oh defaulted Guaranteed Student Loans
GSLfive times the amount collected during the same quarter in
fiscal 1977.

Two: In the same GSL. program,-over 30,000 student defaulters
began repayment or fulfilled their obligation during the second
fiscal quartermore than three times the total for the entire fiscal
year 1977.

Three: federal collectors are now converting defaulted GSL 'ac-
counts to repayment at a rate of 2,500 per weekmore than eight
times the rate when I took office. In Atiril 1978 there were about
400,000 students in default. By this past March 1. this number hid
dropped to about 300,000. And we will effectively eliminate the
backlog gf student defaulters by the Aid Of, the first term' of the
Carter administration:

Four: We institute4 Project Cross Check, which seeks.to cleim ,up
the Federal Goveriunent's own house by using computers to match
Government Rayrolls against the federally insured student Joan
default file.

Five: In the last.'9 months we have referred over 4,600 civil cases
to U.S. attorneys, compared to a total of about 500 for the previghs.
5 years.

Six: The result of these efforts is that we have reduced the.
default rate in GSL from approximately.14 percent in fiscal year
1978 to a recent figtire of about 10 percent.

Seven: In NDSL I recently announced a majOr effort to reduce by
a substantial amount a, default rate which is now running at ap-
proximately 17 percent. This is th campus-based program and it
has been much more difficult to clean up than the GSL program. I
have written to the heads of each institution and I met with them,
and we will deal with the, problem of the past, the probl now
involving more than 700,000 students in defaultalmos 8 ,000
and three-quarters of a billion dollars in default. . .

There is no question but that allot remains to be done by the
universities and the colleges in this area in the short term. In the
longer term I have the gravest doubt as to whether 'or 'hot those
institutions should be in the business of collecting money.

Eight: In addition, our validation efforts in the basic grant pro-
gram, our increased program review and audit efforts and the new
institutional application procedures for the campus-based programs
have improved the integrity of these programs. With the 1976
autho'rity given us, we haVe limitedand terminateclsehools from
participating in the grant programs. This Year we will conduct
about 1,000 program revieWs compared with 481 last year.

We estimate that, as a result of the computerization of the
BEOG program, we will save about a half-billion dollars in BEOG
grants that otherwise would have been ina4 for the schopl year
1978-79.
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:Finally, we should -all be concerneA about the potenti41 or dra-
,

matically increasing costs to the Federal Government of these
programs.

More than any other area of Federal studeni, assistance, the
'student low! programs are in. need of serious reexamination, andthis is perhaps the one area where we need substantial change.

The, current seudent loan programs are beset by problems. Loans
vary widely in availaility to students. The forms and procedures
for obtaining loans are overly complex. The programs have well-
kno4n collections and repayment problems. And, because 'of their
complexity, their reliance on admini4rative middlemen and their
generous incentives to the private sector, the programs are increas-
ingly costly to the Government.

Let me now discuss these problems in a bit more detail. .

FIRST-WAN AVAILABILITY

'Guaranteed student loans vary greatly in availability for many
reasons. First, the willingness of banks to commit capital to stu-

dent loans is not uniform acrpss the Nation. The amount of loan
money available varies from time to time as alternative investment
options become more or less attractive.

In additioncommercial lenders often set arbitrary limits on loan;
amounts arid many discriminate against students who are seen as
poor risksfreshmen, vocational students, poor students and -stu-
dents Whose families are not regular customers. For some 'students
this (means they simply cannot get loan money. I am concerned
about the substantial variation in loan availability and the poten'-
"tial inequity which can result.

NDSL funds are also not uniformly available. As you know, in
this program a lean fund is established at the institution through a
Federal contribution of $9 for every $1 contributed by the institu-
tion.. Low-interest-3-percentloans are then made by the finan-
cial *id officer out of that fund.

These funds are not uniforriily available because many institu-
tions do not participate in the program. TIN, high level of defaults
in the NDSL program also limits, availability since uncollected
loans mean fewer dollars available for riwr lending at the institu-
tions which do participate. In NDSL today there .is an estimated
total of $702 million in defaulted loans. ,If these moneys were
collected, lending coUld be expanded in the program by 50 percent.

COMPLEXITY FOR STUDENTS

The loan programs are coniplex and confusing t6 students in two .
wazs:

First: There are now seven Federal loan programs: five in
HEWguaranteed student loans; national 'direct Student loans,
health professions student loans, nursing student loans; and two
outside HEWlaw enfbrcement education program loans and vet-
erans assistance loans. The resulting diVersity of loan terms, limits,
interest rates; forms and procedures result in serious confusion,
inequitable student treatment and unanticipated repayment prob-
leMs.,
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.
Second:. Even within the mai r piograrn, GSL, 'there is a great

deal oG complexity. Students t emselves 'Mist seek put a bank.
which is willing to make a I often involving letters or appliCa-

. tioos to a halNozen or more ka. The forms, cen tions, .a.nd
limitatiods on the siie of loans ill varyfrom`bank to k es well
as among States. From the stud nt's Point of view, GSL is either a
single nor easily accessible prog a4n:

.

COMPLEXITY ADMINISTRATION

Ffam the administrative pe pective, the fragmented and
ple organizational nature of t etie progKams also presents serioas
comnautiCations, accountability and fiscal control prohlems. In any
student loan program there re five mAjor 'functions: Providing
capital, determinmg the aino nt of need or eligibility, actually.
making the loan, the collecti n of payments. and dealing with
defaults.

In the Current GSL progra these functions are split up and;,'
shared among many differen agencies: Schools; State guarantee7,'.
agencies, banks and Other co mercial lenders, private collection
agencies, the Student Loan arketing Association--Sallie
through centract with, private collection,agencies and the Office Of;
Education. The role of the gu*rantee agencies, for example, varies',
markedly from .State' to'State. This itself leads to exeessive
plexity'and to unnecessary cot

The process of collections il -trates theeomplexitk. At one point
or another four different InsOtutions could become involved in th'o
collection of a loan: the haekstor otiginal lenders, the State agency,
Sallie Mae through a contract with a private collection firm, and,
the Office of Education.

1

DEFAULTS AND REPAYMENT

Both of the major programs have experienced serious repayment
and collection problems. As. I have noted above, we have made
substantial progress in GSL but !iave a substantial distance to go
in NDSL.

Defaults are the result of bot fladministratie problemswhich
can 'and are being cerrected7as well as problenis which legislatiVe
changes .can help solve. UnreasOnableness and inflexibility of re-
payment terms can often lead to defaults, a situation Arhich can be
improved bytAmending the l4iw Wallowing, repayment schedules to
he tailored more precisely to an individual's situation.

The costs of existing Fed ral loan programs are higlnow ;nd, I
fear, may potentia1lybec4e Much higher. Both N IrM and GSL
have cost problems, NDSL is COsily to the Federal Governinent
beeause it requires a direct appropriation to Provide the capital to
be foaned. The original in ntiOn was that the pool of loan funds
created on the campus b NDSL would become self-sup-aorting.

This has not happened r two reasons: First, as noted, because
of the high default rates large amounts of the NDSL capital
remain uncollected and un vailable for new. loans. Second, because
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the interest rate charged the student is well below die an
increases in college costs, the effective purchasing -power o the
pool of NDSL 'money will continue to, sAtink whether collections
are adeqUate ot not,.

The fixed-and ,low Level of interest on NDSt loans was appropri-
ate when money waif, much cheaper and when grants were not

Given the present high cost Of capital 'grid given the
rapid expansion or the biiic education opportu e grant progranq,
I feel this interest tate should be reexamined. ,

Rising costs .in the guaranteed student 1. program are the
moia tierious and -critical problein with which we must deal in the
reaUthorization. Costs in- GSL are already high but will ahnost
certainly get much higher without changes in the program.

In its current fotm, it is likely that lean volume in GSL Will
increase draniatically --in the .next few years. The universal avail- ,

ability of Fc:cieral money which is interest-free while in school and
costs only 7 percent afterwrqd is being widely advertised. In the
recent isSue of Changing Times magazine there is a Story about-the
new availability of .federialy :guaranteed and subsitiized loans at
local banks. ;

In Indiana recently!the cOmmissioner for higher education urged
parents to obtain these loans, desclibing in detail show they could
be reinvested for a net profit. There is preliminary evidence that,

* in , response to these and other preSsures, volume is increasing
rapidly.in Maryland, for example, in the last.year there has been
an increase orapproitimately 73,percent in total loati volunle in tilg
State.

Given the news stOries, it ispossible that volume in this program
will expand, even beyond that. If half of those eligible to obtain
loans are able to do SQ, an.hual borrowing could approach- $10'
billion at a cost to the Federal Government af $5 to $6 billion
during the life of the loans.

Recent public attention has focused on defaults in the loampro-
grams, givink the inaccurate impression that they are the msjor
source of costs in this program. In fact, the major source of costs to

. the' Federal Government are the subsidies provided to lenders arid
the subsidies provided to students. Pefault costs lite less than.:
either of these,although they are still too high.

At recent interest rates a $1,000 GSI will cost the Federal Gov-
ernment over the life or, the loan abott $700. Of this $700; only
abut*, $100 is attributable to defaults. The major cost iS the pay-
ment by the Federal Government of the 7-percent intetest while
the student is in school.

For the average $1,000 loan til)s will cost.the Federal Govern-:
.ment about $325. The remainder, about $210, is the amOUnt paid..
over the life of the loan to make, it attractAre to the lender to
invest capital in a student lOan.-

I would like to. make one other point about these loan ptoranis.
tin relatibnship to Sallie Ma ie. It s possible today fot ir len er to
leverage a small dmount of its own eapital into a mudh larger and
more profititble 1:*ortfolio of student loans, Once a lender lamina
number of loahs, he van then borrOW 80 percent on the face value-
of 4hose 'loans for Sallie `Mae at interest rates which are 21/4 per-
cent less than it charges for, the loans,



By .repeated. borrowing on the reiulting n'ew loans, the lender -.

can multiply its original capit..al severgold, 'giving it; a very sub-
stantial rate of 'return on its oWri-investment, For example, by
doing this. with $100,000 of its own .casital, a lender can easily
increase the tOtal loans it makes to $800,11 I.
7 This program 'has been:made profitable for the lendeiy to enlist
their participation.. But that fact altio makes it very costly to the
Federal Government, which,,must ultimately. bear .the burden of
these subbidies eS well as the costs resulting from fully guarantee-
ing the lender against any riskor loss.

THE ROLE .0E- SALLIE MAE

The current role of the Student-'Loen Marketing 'Association also
' causes ine much concern. Sallie Mae waS cleated in 1972 as part of

the attempt to attract adeqOate private capitel into GSL. A private
profit,making corporation, its role was to insure a ready and pre-
dictable market in which lenders could sell student loans should
they, want or need to do so. Briefly, its 'major activities .wete tO be:

, Raising capital, initially thrmigh a Federal apprepriatiOn, then
froth' the prifiate capital markets (the. appropriation was never
requested);

rchasing student loans from lenders or. State agvIcies to
insure liquidity of lender capital; and

Supplying capital advances to lendersholding 'a lender's stu-
, dent loans as collateralto allow rapid expansion, of lending to

students.
, In 1974 Sallie Mae was authorized to obtain funds from the

Federal Financing Bank. The Federal. Financing Bank maintains
the policy that if an organkiation borrows from them it can*t al
on the' private market. As a result the capital it uses for purehas=
ing loans and making advances is Inow as percent public, Of a
current volume of $900 million, only $38 million is from private
.sources. The remainder is borrowed from the Federal Financing_ _

Bank at very attractive rates.
Sallie Mae did not fully sell its first public offeri4g and, until

recently, has required lenders to make a minimum stock purchase
as a condition of doin& businesS with Sallie Mae. Sallie Mae's
;Federal guarantee and thus its access to money from the Federal
Government will expire in 1982, unless reauthorized. It will then
be expected to raise capital through offerings.in the private mar-
ketplace. It is likely that, if Sallie Mae -must rely solely, on the
priVate money market, the amount of capital available to it will .

shrink and will become more costly. If this is to be avoided, then it
will be drawing on even greater amounts of Federal capital.

Sallie Mae has moved slowly to establish a broadly accessible
market for student loans. Only a relatively small proportion of
!enders deal with ,Sallie Mae. Of 8,506 active'lenders in GSL, Sallie
Mae has made transaction Commitments with less. than 400.

To prepare for the time when it must raise-capital in the private
markets, Sallie Mae must be cautious and coneervative about
which loans it buys and. which hulks it deals with: That necessi- .

tyadvisable from a business standpointin torri limits its effec-
tiveness in providing complete liquidity for student leans.

1
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As part of this reauthorization,Mr. Chairman, we urge careful
review of Sallie Mae to determine whether it needs te be altered in%
order to insure that the purposes.fer which it was created are fully
and effectively carried out.

IDEAS FOR REFORMING THE LOAN PRORAMS

How can we deal with these problems? Any proposal er Set of
. proposals forrestructuring or' reforming the student loan programs

must: (1) Improve student access to needed capital within reason:.
able loan limits; (2) reduce current program complexity and related
costs; (3) reduce opportunities, for,program abuse and mismanages.

--I:Ant; (4) treat students and schools fairly and eonsistently; (5)
provide' reasonable, clear and more flexible repayment terms; and
(6) complement and preserve the need-based Federal grant and
work-study programs.

YI..et me sukest a set of possibilities for dealing with these prob-
lems. I hope they can be an appropriate starting place for the
discussion of how the loan programs should be altered. I would
note again that these are not the administration's official positions.
Rather they are a point of departure which can heln focus. the
debate.

First: You should consider how the current institutional struc-
turethe' banks,' the guarantee-agencies, Sallie Mae,-can be aim-
plified or otherwise changed. Simplification could lower costs to the
Federal Government, It could also insure uniform access to loans
from year to yearirrespective of the attractiVeness of other in-
vestmentsas well as State to State.

We shoukt seriously examine whether the cost to the Federal
Government of attracting banks and other lenders into the pro-
gram is worth it, especially given that' the eapital being lent is also
increasingly being supplied by the Federal Government through
Sallie Mae,

"possibility-would-be --a single, fedthl1y oPerated loan agency
that would perform, under a single roof, the following jsasic func-
tions: capital development, collection and dealing with defaults.

Second: We could consolidate the five HEW student loan pro-
gramsND$L, GSL, health education assistance loans,, health
public service loans and nursing student loansinto a comprehen-

if sive arid conceptually coherent loan program. This would reduce
complexity and confusion for students, campus administrators and

'4K the Federal Government. Ideally we would also consolidate, the
loan programs lodged elsewhere in the executive branch, although
I recognize this is not a possibility in the near term:

Third: We could establish a dual program consisting of two clear-
ly differentiated andcomplementary types of loans:

A basic loan made to the student and limited to the amount of
support remaining after the family contribution, the BEOG and
other'Wederal, State and institutional assistance is .taken into ac-
count. This loan could Pear a relatively low rate of interest and the
interest payment could 'be forgiven while the student is in school.
There could be graduated repayment options and the matimum
repayment period could be related to the student's total debt

45-934 0 - 79 7 2
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A supplemfAntal :lean above the basic loan amou,ntup to pre-
scribed limitato help _cover the parents' contribution. Since the
loan would betused to help tile family spread out its cost of educa-
,tion, it probably should bear a higher rate of intezest, more in
keeping with the actual cost" of capital. Interest sHould also be
required on- tiiis loan during in-schoal and 'deferment periods,, per-
haps allowink the borrower ti5 add to the principal obligation
duripg these periods.

Such a dtial program would simplify the loan structureAreflect
the differing purposes of loana an0 insare that the Fedetal subsidy
inclutied in low interest rate loans is provided 'in' relationship.to
the students' needs.

There would also be advantages if both lOahs were originated at
-the campu and included in the aid package the student financial
aid officer works out with the student. Schools can .act as disburs-
ing agentsas they do for the currelit Federal campus-based pro-
gramsbut schools should be relieved of ,all loan collection respon-
sibilities. .

These changes Would have two-very" posktive effects:. First,, stu-
dents would not be required to shop around at many different
banks, -and financial aid'officers would be better able to insure that
the students' needs aie met. Second, schools would' be relieved of
the burden.of collection of loans; a function they have not, on the
whole, performed well. The high default rate of the NDst prograni
would be reduced appreciably.

All loans should be able to be consolidated for repayment pur-
poses ap that the korrdWer would haVea single repayment schedule
after graduation 'All loans should belimited to educational costs
after the parents', contribution and other Federal, institutional and
State Asistance is taken into account.

There are ether ways of dealing with these problems which will .

be . suggested and Obated in the days to come. As that debate
proceeds, we will need to address three.hasic' questions:

How do we balance.costs to the Federal Government, costs to the
student borrower and equitable access' to loan funds? The total
costs of the program will depend upon participation rates. If the
problem of equitable acceSs to loans is solved, total loan volume
may rise substantially. At current levels of subsidies to the student,
if volume increases, costs to thelederal Government could bet,me
very large.

If these, costs are to be kept within realistic bounds,-then interest
rates charged students will have to be closer to the real costs of
money to the Federal Government or the nurnber Of eligible stu-
dents reduced.

This is the basic public policy trade-off with which we must deal;
With a given amount of Federal money, do we want a heavily
subsidized program which benefits a few or do we want to 'reduce
that subsidy soknewhat and insure that all who need a loan can get ,
one? Or is there a middle ground between these two broad alterna-
tives?

To what extent- should the existihg system be restructured? As I
discussed earlier, there are costs and complexities which result
from the large number of institutional partners 'involved in GSL.
Are there simply too many middlemen in the system? We need to
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debate the trade-pffs of these factors ansl the effectivenesw'Of
current structure compared to a simeier,
structure. ,

And, as part of this inquiry, weishould give the State guarantee
agencies careful scrutiny. Are theg perfonming their assigned tasks
well? Should theirtole be simplified and reduced?

Finally, what should be the nature and role of Sallie Mier As I
noted above, _it la_ my 'view that Sallie Mae to date has not func-
tioned as effectively ai it could. We should determine how Sallie'
Mae should be\ altered to better serve the purposes for which it was
intended or whether indeed we need Sallie Mae.,

These, then, are the issues concerning the loan programs Which F
hope will concern us. The loan programs are exceptionally impor-
tant as a coinponent in the total Federal stratea qf guaranteeing
accesa and some .element of choice. Until they operate effectively
and equitably we will not have fulfilled the promiaes end commit-
ments made when these student aid programs were established.

I think the grant discusaion I would skip over for the most part
d go just _briefly to page 39 and note that, in addition to the

(program Auld the other grant programs, there are programs`eI am not discussing this morning but which we will have comments
on and I know this committewill deal with.

The colliw work-study program has been tremendously expand-.
ed during-this administratien, in cooperation with tbe Congress,
from about 670,000 to about 1 million students and we think.that
porojosals there should be considered, because it is a strong and
g program.

Second, we have continued the TIIIO and the graduate and pro-.
fessional opportunities program to provide opportunities for minor-
ities and disadvantaged students to move into the higher education
arena, and prog7ams relating to women in. higher education. The

-title III developing institutions program, we think, deserves a care-
, ful look and restructuring. We will have speCific proposals but I

would note that that program is, no longer a program for tradition-
ally black institutions. They receive less than 50 Percent of the
fiinds tinder that programtoday.

As a result of a variety of court decisions, those institutions are
being desegregated and over the next decade they, are going to
change dramatically. And, I think, as one looks at the title III
developing institutions program, we must keep that in mind and
keep in mind the' problems of the small liberal arts college and
pr&lems of Hispanic institutions.

begmning to place
Finally, Mr. Chairman,

ial pressures are
at all of these programs at a

time when dernographit an
great strains on America's titutians of higher education. Over
the nett 11 years the drop in the size of the l to 24-year-age
group will be roughly 4.4 million students, or 16 percent. Although
the decline in this prime college-age population rsay to some extent
be cornpensated by increased college enrollments of older people, it4
seems Clear that overall student enrollments will Shrink.

This Shrinkage will not affect institutions in a uniform fashion.
Many strong, institutions will feel the squee2e only slightly or not
at all. Weaker institutions, however, may stiffer greatly. The many
will be 'simply that some. will have to contract the scope of their

21
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operations, others may have to merge with sister institutions and
still others may have te,go gut of business, .

...Together wIth deniOgraphic,pressures, institutions are alst, faced
with other: increitsingly'evident burdens: Inflation has led to cut-
backs of.marginal but critical expenditures, sue, as .books for li-
braries,. Moreover the buildings create4 in the. ..m of the tate
forties and early fifties that allowed institUtions to meet the needs
of a ,greatly expanded, higher education clientele are beginning to
require greatly increased maintenance and renovation.- The Federal
demands for acoess for 'the handkapped and ,health and safety,
regalationS increase the noninstructional costs.

Rebuilding the physical plant of the colleges and universities is a
national problem of great concern,,and there are social imperatives

-which. the law places on these institutians, including enforcement
.of title IX of the education admentrments of 1972.

The population shifts of the past 20 years have added yet an-
other area of concern in -our eonsideration of the higher education
prograins.,The entrance into -the c011ege and universIty teaching
prefession and the resultant tenure of large numbers of professors'.
in the sixties and early seventies threaten to eliminate job open-
ings for neW scholars in a variety of important academic areas.

The Federal-Government ,cannot and should not address all of
the consequences of these institutional problems. The national role
will necessarily be limited. So long as the overall higher education
establishment 'remains sound we need not be unduly concerned
about the closings or mergers of individual colleges and universi-
ties:
.'It is no more in, the interest of the Federal Government to-

rrpintaiwithrough subsidies an unneeded college than it 'is in- the
nItional' interest to prevent the closings of unneeded elementary

,schools. Similarly it is not in the national' interest to subsidize
convntional maintenance costs of higher education Institutions.

What should we do in the extraordinary:circumstance where the
national 'interest is threatened? We must make sure, for 1.1xample,
that the decline' in enrollment does not lead to the disappearance
nationally of entire curricula 9r fields of inquiry. Should we also.
have the authority to aid institutions dUring this period of adjust-
ment? For example, should we have the. authority to underwrite
experiments to make .colleges and universities more efficient
through the pooling of scholarly resourcesprofessors, librarieS
and physical facilities?

Together we face a great challenge in the consideration of the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act: I have tried to- point
out a few of the primary issues and the direction of our prelimi-
narythinking.

.In closing,. I want to reiterate what I. believe to be the major
theme of this testimony. Simply put, We face an extraordinary
opportimity in American history. This 'Natien is at the threShold of
achieVing the goal that all qualified, students will have the finan-
cial Means to obtain a bachelor's degree and to go on to profession--
al or, graduate school.

Moreover, INE) arelnaking.great strides in inswing that access is
,backed up by essential special attention for individuals, who have

2 2
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not had enriched elementary.and secondary -school opporturiitiee.
..We cannot let this goal, escape us. ' .

Yet We cannot afford to pursue this goal' singlegiindedly . and
disregard other. siificant problems facing institutions .inj the
Nation. To insure acs t.41' institutions, that are declining in qual-
ity ;Would be-a .cruel end fir all of our effOrts. The challenge for
higher education is to protect .and enhance quality while simulta-
neously insuring equal opportuvity. I believe that together w e are....
equal to tbe task: Thank you.

Mr.17ban.-Thank you, Mr. Secretary. Tbe 'gentleman froin Indi-
ana.

Mr. BRADKIllt. I wbUld like to ask imanimoug consent that there
be inserted 'following the statement of Sedreta4 Califano in the
transcript a committee print entitled ."Legislative Recommenda-
tions 'for Reauthorization of the Higher Education AcCand, Related
Measuree," together with an- apPendix and .accornpanying docu-
ment.

\ Mr. FORD.- Without objection, the Secretary's prepared EitiAtement
will be inserted, in full in the record at this point followed immedi-
ately by the compendium- of legislative suggestions, which we have
receive& now from approximately 60 organizations representing
higher eduCation.

[The statement errata sheet and other documents referred- to
f011tiw. The committee print is ..available for review in the subcom;
mittee office.] ,

'
a
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MR...CH.41mm%, Mem% OF TIiSultiCOMMITTEE:
wr

.1 AM PLEASED TO APPEAR TODAY BEFORE THIS DISTINGUISHED SUBCOMMITTEE

AS YOU gsINHEARINGS OW THE RE,ALITHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION kr

Of 1S05.. THIS "is A CRUCIAL TIME IN THE HISTORY OF HIGHER EDUCATION--; TIM'E

Of TRANSITION BENEEN TWE IDLPANSION OF THE SIXTIES AND EtARLY SEVENTIES MID

THE MORE CONSTRICT wORLD OF THE EIGNTIES THE FEDERAL PROGNAms XevE

EVOLVED SIGNIFiCANTLY IN THE 15 YEARS SINCE PRESIDENT JOHNSON SIGNED THE

HIGHER EDuCATIQN AcT INTO LAW- THEY NOW ARE AN IMPORTANT ELEMENT IN THE

1 POSTSECON,QARY SECTOR Ajol22ESE PROGRAMS WILL PLAY AN ImPORTAir HOLi

DYER THE NEXT DECALDEAS OUR INSTITUTIONS RESPOND TO THE NEEDS OF A CHANGING

-ERA-'00TH ACADEMIC AND ECONOMIC

N,
v.

THIS NA1,100. TANEQS GREAT PRiDE IN ITs SYSTEM OF HIGHER IEDuCATION--

Alp juSTIFIABLy..SO«.,-'SOOE j,L100 COLLEGES 'AND UNIVERSITIESPUBLIC Attli

,18 TO4 YE442 OLDS. AN :ADDITIONAL 2 MILLION STUDENTS ARE. EIIROLLED' IN,

Post SECoi4114V"LrticuPATIONAL PROGRAM -F.xPENDITURES IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

WIu_ BE A8of.li.57 BtLLIp44 IN 19bU COMPARED WITH $11 'BILLION IN. 1965.

'THERE IS A RICHNESS AND, DIVERSITY IR. THESE INSTITUTIONS THEY.RANGE FROM

COomUNITY COLLEGEs7-W1ICH PROVIDE ../0B-RELATED EMPLOYmENT TRAINING, ADULT

EDUCATION, MID ACdeSs To AN AcADEm IC CAREER FOR MILL IONS Of STUDENTS TO

.14 * -

WHCm IT wAs Nor AVAILABLE AnECADE AGOTO THE GREATEST PUBLIC A-ND

PRIv4TE ResEARcH thivERSITIES IN THE itORLD, %HIGH EXPAND THE FRONTIERS

OF BASIC XNOwLEDGE THEsE INSTITuTioNs--WITH THEIR VITALITY, THEIR

BRILLIANCE' AND-THEIR CHERISHED TRADITION OF ACAD IC FREEDOMARE ONE OF

AMER ICA 'S Gif.Ar .HAT TONAL T REAsuRE s

.10

.4
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'10GETHER A S T STRyNG ELEMENTARY AND SECONDAZ( SYSTEM "ME 1N1T1iuTION

2F HIGHER EDUCATION WILL conTssut TO PRovIDE ALL AMERfCANS WITH THE 000ORTUNT

+
AND TRAJNING TO MAAE A oETTER LIFE FOR THEMsELvEs AND FOR THEIR NATIoN.

6

18

EDUCATION'IS T aIROCK OF OuR NATIONAL'LIFE--/T IS A GOOD IN ITSELF'

BECAUSE IT EMBRACES AND EXPANDS THE POTENTIAL OF US-ALL AND IT IS A NECES

CONDITTON OF DEMOCRACY AECUSE nig GREATEST SAFEGUARD FOR OUR FREEDOi
1 -

IS AN INFORMED CITIZENRY. As THOMAS JEFFERSON SALO: .1F A NATION ExPEcTs

To BE BoTAGNORANT AND FREE IT EXPECTS WHAT NEVER wAS Atto NEVER .WILL BE."

11 4

SINCE,1965, THE'FEDERAL 4OvERNMENT HAS BECOME A MAuOR PARTNER' IN

POSTSECONDARY 'EDUCATION, wITH ASSISTANCE IN FIsCAL 1920 PRoJEcTED AT

ABOUT $ld'BILLION FOR,I580 COmPARED TO S2 BILLION FOR 1965- THREE BASIC
.#

PURPOSES UNDERLIE THE.YIDERAL COMMITMENT:

EJVlNG -14FiNANCIRL 7BAiRIER'S TO -POSTSEcoNDARY.EDECATION TODUGH

DIRECT AID, THUs HELPING DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS, ESPECIALL/ mosE

FRom LowER INCOME 'AND MINDRITY,FAMILIES, GAIN,ACCESS- TO OUR N;TION'S

COLLEGES AND UNIvERSITIES.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL PROVIDE ABOUT $8.4 BILLION IN STUDENT

AID IN rY1979. OE STUDENT AID PRINRAMS ALONE WILL PROVIDE ABOUT

' $4.9 BILLION IN DIREcT AID AND wILL HELP PROVIDE $2 BILLION IN

LOANs.

0 ENSURING THAT AMERICA REMAINS AN INTELLEcTuAL LEADER AMONG

NATIONS THROUGH THE SuPPoRT OF BASLC,RESEARCH AND WqADUATE

EDLCATION.

v 2 6
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IN F SCA. iSh< LT IS EipMATED THATADERAL SUPPoRT TO-COLLEGES AND

UNIVERSITIES IN THE'SCI.ENCES AND HUMANITIES FO6:i40ADNANCED SCNOLARLY,

INWIRy4wILL.TOTAL BILLION4,

PRovIDING.SUFPORT TO INsTITUTIONS THAT HAVE ':OR ROLES'

AND'AISISTING TsEM TO IMpROW THE DuiLITY of THE EDUCATION THEY.

. PROVIDE.

-r

TOTALLI $151 MILLION IN FIScAL 1979, THESE FUNDS AID DEVELOFING-,

,INSTLUTI 6; SuPPORT,COLLEGE AND RESEARCN LISOARIESi AND OFFER

INCENTIVES TO NSTITUTIONS TO'TRy OuT NEWHIOA:Ek-UWAS CooPERATIVE

Eptiarlok. 4N.ImPoRTANT EXANKE OF SFECTAL'INSTITUJIGNAL AID

iS FlOuND IN PRES/DENT CARTEeS RECENT AFFIRMATION OF THE STRoNG,'

,FEDERAL,COMMITTMENT To plE HISTORICALLY SLACK COLLEGES AND tEDERAL

uNlvERSI\TIES.

,
o ALTHIDUSH-LARGE AND C10101N4',; mE,rgDERAL P4.IEsENCE IN *GHER EDUCATICN.MUsT

lior INTRUDE IN ANY.WAY upON.THE FREEDOm OF,SCHOLAgS, EVEN AS AN INCRf-SAING

N.

SHARE OF CO5TS-7ESPiCIALLT IN SOME,SCNOOL5--IStPROVIDED BY THE RDERAL GOvERN7

MEW.. RE'AsCNI; HOWEVER comPEL,LING,.,CAN JUSTIFY FEDERA.L..CONSTRAINTs
.

APOti ACADEMIC FREEDADM AND INTEGRITY./ AS WE,WORK TOGETHER'IN,REAUTHORIZING

THC HIGHER EDUCATION PRoA,10 wE MUST KEEP THIS. FUNDAMENTAL pREMISE CLEARLY

as:

,

IN MIND-
.

2 '7

.
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THIS MORNING'S TESTIMONY IS AliOUT STUDENT.AID PROGRAMS DLIT, IMPORTANT

AS THEY ARE, THEY CO NoT GO TO ANOTHER FuNDAMENTAL PROBLEM.OF HIGHER.

.,EDUCATIONTHE DETERIORATION OF THE RESEARCH, PLANT AND FACILITIES BUILT

'UP JA THE 1940's AT OUR BASIC RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES AND THE NEED .11.0

PROVIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR OUR iRILLIANT YOUNG PH.O.'s.

THE CONTINUED DEVELOPKNT OF DOR NATION, THE CONTINUED EXPANSION OF

KNOwLEDGE, THE SOLUTION oF mANY OF oUR MOST COMPLEX PROBLEMSRANGING

FROM ENERGY TO EDUCATION TO HUMAN BEHAVIORREQUIRE THAT WE ENRICH AND

,NOURISH OJR BASIC RESEARCH CAPABILITY. THAT IS WHY PRESIDENT CARTER HAS,

EVEN IN A TIME OF TIGHT BUDGET, CONTINUED TOANCREASE.THE PROPORTION oF

FUNDS DEVOTED TO BASIC RESEARCH:1 THAT IS WiY 1.BELIEVE WE MUST EXPLORE

WHETHER THERE SHOULD BE.ADDITIONA1 FEDERAL SUPPORT TO DEAc WITH THOSE

PROBLEMS AS PART OF THE OVERALL REAUTHORIZATION PROCESS.

LET ME TUilst TO,THE FEDERAL STUDENT AID PROGRAMS.'

TIIDERTASSIE,TARCE PROGRAMS: AN gERVIEt

I's MAJOR STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS--THE aASIC EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY

§RAAT PROGRAM, rHe SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY ORANTS, THE GUARANTEED

4

STUDENT LOAN OROGRAMS, THE NATIONAL, DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM, THE STATE

STUDENT INClikIvE GRANT PROGRAM AND THE.COLLEGE WORK STUDY PROGRAMCOMPRISi

-AN IMPRESSIVE FEDERAL COMMITMENT TO THE ASSISTANCE OF, STUDENTS AND THEIR

FAAILIES.
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IN FISCAL 1919'.1 THESE PROGRAMS WILL RESULT IN ABOUT 6..Gi'MILLION

AWARDS THAT CHANNEL $4.9 BILI,ION FEDERAL DOLLARS AND Ge4ERATE AN.ADDITIONBL

' $2.5 BILLION INLOANS AND MATCHING DOLLARS NOM OTNER'PLISLIc AND PRIVATE

SECTORS.. THEsE DOWARS CONSTITUTE 45 PERCENT OF iNE TOTAL'FEDERAL EFFORT

IN POST4ECONLIARY TION-AKO a PERCENT Cf TWE $.57 BILLION THAT WE ESTIMATE

WILL BE SPENT Ok STSECONBAAV EDUCATION- LN FISCAL 1979 FROM BOTH PUBLIC

*ID PRIVATE SOURCES.

ACAY, I WANT TO TAIGE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO DISCUSS:

0 THE EVOLUTION OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID POLIO./

0 MY CONCEPT OF THE FUNDAMENTAL'PRINCIPLES THAT SHOULD GUIDE.OGIR
. .

.POLICIES IN rHts AREA,IN THE COMING YEARS; AND

0 Al!TERNATIVE METHCKI, POR ADDRESSING SOM4,CF THE S&TOUS PROBLEMS

THAT aIST IN THE PROGRAMS TOMO/

MV WARNS TOGO' ARE NOT INTENDED TO BE A FINAL STATEMENT OF

-Abkiiiii4Afibti POLICY. RATHER THEY REFLECT wiles AND AR& INTENDED

TO STIPNWE DEBATE DURING THE COURSE OgaiMelfitARINGS- AS WE HAVE REVIEWED

THESE PROGRAMS, WE HAVi jjokikfT WI THE VIEWS OF THOSE WHO ADMINISTER

THESE PROGRAMS AND THOSE WHO BENEFIT FROM THEM. WE HAVE LEARNED MUCH

FRCM REGIONAL HEAANGS.INVOLVING OVER 250 WITNESSES. AND WE HOPE TO

DENEFI)'1URTHER FROM THESE HEARINGS AND rHE HEARINGS. IN THE-SdkAYE.

29
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6mpHASIZE.THAT

FINAACIAL'AsSISTANCE woe MAIWDAIID

1IDDCE-44CONE STDEENT ASSISTANCE

THE FEDERAL AID PROGRAms TNAT wEOE

THIS SUBCOMMITTEE. 54T DESPITE

MOST ALSO LOOK AT: THE STUDENT45SI

THE BUDGETARY REsTRAINT'THAT WILL

'4AND rmie copaut OF OTHER cCNAT

AS.WE DEvEECO PROPOSALS FOR REAUT

wE SHOUlD THUS SEEg To ENSURE THAT

PURPOSES BY THE TAXPAYERS ARE.uSE

IRE imporiksstsTAecE,excgiAml:

THE FEDERAL STUDENT,AIDPROG

PURPOSES, A$ YO.LKNOW WELL, kR.

0 Fzur, TwEr.iscai IN:TENDED pa,

fioR CAPABLE STUDENTS- ,WE NAVE

REALITY FoR THE moR AND THE DI

PROVIDE ASSISTAW-E ..foR MTDOLE-INC

POSTSECoP/DARY EDuCATI9k-

IN 478 EHARP'INCREASES, IN iTDDENT

Y `THE CONGRESS ,WITH.PASSAGE Ok THE

JMFORTANT SET:OF REFORMS IN
,.

DEVELOPED IN CLOSE COOPERATION'WITH

NEEDED EXPANSION IN STUDENT AID, wE,

MINCE PROGRAMS IN THE:CONTEXT OF

"REQUIRED IN-TbR IMMEDIATE' FUTURE

culms FOR EDUCATION SPENDING-
!

411AG THE.STUDENT AssISTANCE LAWS,

THE'RESOORCES PROVIDED FON THESE

EQUITABLY AND EFFICIENTLY-

*Ry. AND_ SucassE$

S wERE ESTABLISHED FOR TWO MAJoR

WM-

TO POSTSECONDARY toCATIot4
-

TO MARE EDuCATIoNAL. OPPORTUNITy

ANTA4ED, BUT WE'HAVE Auda'souGmT TO

FAMILIES FACED WITH HEAVY ExPENsEs F.

acaka, rHEY wERE INTENDED To F,f4:0JIDE BOTH LOWER AND PIDDLE-INcOAE
e

sTuDENTs wITH UM POSSIBILITY oF,CHoicE--THAT Ii, THE OPPORTUNITY TO

ATTEND A HIGHER coST INSTITUTION- SHOULD THEY sE WILLING TO ASSUME nlE

ADDI T BNAL S.URDEN oF WNW A1 I.
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AS NE levIEN THE EXPERIENCE OF:THE"FAST FIVE YEARS,. WE cAN, TARE 4,REAT
,

PRIDE 'THAT THESE'POLICI6 AND-PRoaRAms HAvE,,EEEN SUCCESSFUL IN'OPENING

-TWE DOOR TO.MANy sTODEAT51AHO FOR iota OF FUNDS, EITHER wouLD NOT' HAVE

'ENROLLED IN COLLEGE AT'ALL,OR cpuLD NoT oR NAvE Bah, ABLE it) ENROLL IN

,THE COLLEGE dO 04010E. LAsT 14464 Al PERCENT .0F*HE 18-24 YEAR OLDS71HE

COLLEGE AIEC, POPULATION.71wERE ENROLLED IN COLLEGE.COMPARED TO aPERCENT

.1
: 4E' IMAT AGE GROUP ENROLLED 161 'THE' FALL'CIF19,47: IF.0NLY. 29 pERCENT oF

THIS ARE GROUP WERE PARTICIPATING IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATIC* TODAY,-
.

,

ABOUT ONE MILLION FEWER STUDENTS WOULD BE ATTENDING CCLI,E6E.

'145TilALLAN ESTIMA ED LI MILLION MINORITY,STUDENTS,WERE ENROLLED

COLLEGE AS COMPARED YHTH SLIGHTLY MORE THAN ONE-NALF MILLIONIN 1958.

Ike MINORITY COLLEGE AGE POPULATION, AROUT PERCENT' NOW ENROLLED

COMPARED WITH ON6%.kROUT Li PERCENT:A OECADE AGO li0ORITY uDENTs

HOW.MAKE UP oypi 13 PERCENT OF.THE STuDENT'PoPuLATIoN, WHILE ERE ARf

PRONAILY MAALy:CAUSES FOR THESE DRAMATIC 'INCREASES, THE FEDERAL STUDENT'

AID PROGRAMS ARE UNDoURJEDLY A MAJOR ONE.

,
.

THESE FEDERAL STUDENrAID PROGRAMS-"AND THE POLICIES THEY REPRESENT"-HAYE

typou DRAMATICALLY SIACE,THE PASSAGE OF,TME GI BILL IN 1944.m1cy. THE

FEDERAL GOVERNNENT UNDERTOOK Ifs FIRST MAAR EFFORT AT STUDENT ASSISTANCEI

4
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,

0 SPURRED AY THE LAUNCHING OF SPUTNIK AND FEARS THAT THE UNITED -

STATES WAS LAGGING BEHIND IN DEFENSE RESEARCH, THE ,CONGRESS IN
. .

. , .

ISSZ PASSED THE MATIONAL ItiENSE EICCATION ACT. A MAJOR PROVISION

OF TI* BILL WAS A SUBSI IZED STUDENT LOAN INITIATIVE WITH CANCELLATIONS

,4FOR TEACHING SERVICE -MAMMAL kkFENSE STUDENT° LOAN (MLISL)

PROGRAM. -

,
.

.0 IN 1964, THE COLLEGE N-STUDY PROGRAM (CWS) WAS AUTHORIZED IN THE

'ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY ACT. ..

*0 Is 1965. niE HIGHER EDLCATION ACT, THE FIRST MAJORAECE OF STUDENT

ASSISTANCE LEGISLATION ORIENTED TO THE STUDENT'S FINANCIAL NEEDS

CREATED' EDUCATIONAL: OPPORTUNITY GRANTS (N3W'SEGG), AND THE GUARANTEED

STUDEHT LOAK PROGRAM (GSL).-
%

0 THE CONCEPT OF ASSISTANCE ON THE BASIS OF NEED iSTABLISHED IN 1945_

WAS EXTENDED IN 1972 WITH THE CREATION OF THE BASIC EDUCATIONAL

OPPORTUNITY.CRANT (BEOG) AND STATE STUDENT INCENTIVE GRANT (SSIG)

PROGRAms:,

0 THE 1975 MIDDLE INCOME STUDENT

THE INCOME-RELATED NATURE OF GRANT AWARDS, EXPANDED ELIGIBILITY

FOR THOSE AWARDS TO APPROXIMATELY ONE-THIRD OF THE STUDENTS ENROLLED

Di POSTSECONDARY EDOCATICN IN ORDER TO HELP STUDENTS FROM MIDDLE

INCOMt FAMILIES DEFRAY THE RISING COSTS OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION.

32
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As.THESE MANUIAMS HAvE.EvoLvED, THE AMOUNT OF FEDERAL MISTSECONDARY

STUDENT AID HAS'ALSO EXPANDED DRAMATICALLY:

4

"Iw 1965 TaTtL EXPENDLTuRES IN THE POsTSECONDARY SECTOR NERE ABO(IT

$12.8 BILLION- THAT YEAR, PARENTS AND STUDENTS FACED TUITION AND

FEEs oF ApPROXIMATELY $4.6 BILLION- GE STUDENT AID PROGRAMS

Wilk A MODEST SU AILLIOW. ONLY 4 PERCENT Of THE TOTAL TUITION

AND FEES PAID BY TO STUDENTS AW) FAM4LIES-

0 1975, POSTSECoNOARY EDUCATION WAs WADING AL),OST $40.1ILLION
,

AND,sTuDENTs PAID TUITION AmD FEES. OF APPROXIMATELY $9.2 BILLION-

. Y THAT YEAR THE FEDERAL STUDENT Alp PioRgAks ASSISTED THOSE

STOW'S AT.THE LEVEL OF $2.2 AILLiow oR 24 PERCENT Of TwaIR TorAt.

TUITION COSTS.

0 F-STimATES RaR ISM PLACE TOTAL CULLEGIATE EXPENDITURES AT ABOUT $57

BILLION AND TUITION AND FEES AT ABOUT $15 BILLION- THE LE STUDENT

AID RROGRAMS WILL PRovIDE APPROXIMATELY $4.5 BILLION OR 37 PERcENT

Cf THESE NEEDS-

I-14D- WS
GREW BiplOAE THAN TEN-FOLD BErweed 19E5 AND 1975. BETWEEN 1975 AND 1980 TwEy

WILL MoRE THAN DOUBLE-
. ON A PER STUDENT BASIS THIS:GROWTH IS ALSO MARKED.

IN 1965 HEW STUDENT AID PROGRAmS PROVIDED AN AVERAGE OF $.$4 PER *WADI

FULL7TIME STUDENT. at' ;an THAT AmOtiti wow GROAN TO APPROXIMATELY $200

PER STUDENT, AND BY 194, IT wILL BE $396 PER STUDENT-
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THUs, wE HAVE MADE GREAT STRIDES IN ACHIEVING THE DREAM 'MAT TIVATED

THOSE OF uS.wm04SOUGHT n3 ENAcT THESE PROGRArti IN THE LATE SIXTIES AND THE

EARLY SEVENTIES.

0 COMBINED,WITH sturto SUMMER EARNINGS, OUR BASIC Ak0 SLOPLEMENTAL

GRANT PROGRAMS 00w EFFECTIVELY ASsURE.ACCESS FOR-A NEEDV'STUDENT .

to A fOuR-vcAR FuBLIc UNIVERSITY THAT COSTS AN AVERAGE OF ABOUT

,w
&Low IN 191i9. 04E:POOREST STUDENT, wHo RECEIVES NO CONTRIBU-,

TION FROM HIS PARENTS' AND ATTENDS THIS °AVERAGE" AJBLIC INSTITUTION,

WILL RECEIVE A HASIC.GRANT of $i,400 AND MIGHT, fOR EeMPLE, RECEIVE

A SuPPLEmENTAL GRANT Of $700. WITH NO AIRE THAN $10016 SUmmER

OR pART-T1mE EARNINGS, THAT STUDENT'S COST OF EDuCATION CAN BE

FULLY MET,

o THAT sAME STuDENTATTENOING THE mAWERAGE° PRIVATE INSTITuTiON,

FACES COSTS oF ASOuT .$.5,9C0 IN.197-19. HE WOULD BE ELIGIBLE FOR

ABAsIC GRANT OF 4,650 MAD comp RECElyE A SLPPLEMENTAL GRAN1 Op

UP .4) $1,500. COMBINED WITH S7C0 OF EXPECTEDUMMER EARNINGS,

AN 'AVERAGE." PRIVATE EDucATION wouLD BE WITHIN HIS REACH.

THUS, THE GOALS.OF ACCESS AND, TO A GREAT DEGREE, CHOICE HAVE BEEN

ACHIEVED fOR MANY sTuDENTS.

I
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FRINcIPLEs PRostE.mc

PROBLEmS, NONETHELESS EXisT WITHIN THE STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS.

Buf sEFonE OUTLINING THEM, I THINK IT.IMPONTANILTO sHARE WITH YOU SONE

OF THE 14sic FRINciPLEsBErokb ToE NEED FOR AGO/EYING ACCESS Atli SWE
,

CHOICETHAT smouLD OUIXE OUR CONSIDERATION OF CHANGES IN THE FEDERAL

stoDENT AiD EFFORT:

O PARENTSTHRCUGH SomE FAMILY CONTRIUTION, AND STUDENTS, THROUGH

: SELF114ELP IN THE FOAM Cf wORA,OR LOANS, SHOULD RETAIN A SIGNIFICANT.

RESPONSIBILITY FOR FINANciNG POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION. STUDENTS.

AND PARENTs.cN MIRAGE TODAY'DIRECTLY PROVIDE ABOUT 35 PERCENT oF

THE TOTAL,COSTs-OF POsTSEcoftDARY .EDuCATion-

O THE AMOuNT THAT PARENTS SHOULD BE Ex0EcTED'T0 CONTRIBUTE TO

THEIR cmILDRENiS.COLLEGE EDUCATION SHOULD BE I DIRECT .PROPORTION

ALTO THEIR OwN FTNANcI ABILITY To DO 'S EDELLO. F PROGRAMS SHOLP

IHUS COMTINUEJOYIDE MORE assiSTANcE PaR Courni4comE.sTUDENTs

THAN FoR MIDDLEAND.'4TOiti71;e0Ar-TDDENTs..
_-

o THE BURDEN OF LOANS THAT 044DEMT CARRIES AFTER His PosTSECONDARY

CAREER siiouLp BE MAMAGEABLE-'210T11 IN TERMS OF THE TOTAL AMOUNT

On AND iN TERMS tf THE REPAYmENT PERIOD.

A5-934 0 - 79 -



9 FEDERAL STUDENT AID PROGRAMS sHoutp NOT STIMULATE INCREASES 4A

THE PkICE OF*HIGHER EDUCATIONTHAT IS,. SC1W000 SHOULD NOT JACK

UP TUITION SIMPLY BECAUSE ADDITIONAL FEDERAL FUNDS WILL BE AVAILABLE

To sTuDENTS. SiMILARLY, WE NUST GUARD AGAINST THE SUBSTITUTION 1/4

OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID SUPPORT FOR STATE AHD PRIVATE PHILANTHRiipIC

FINANCIAG OF PUBLIC POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION-

0 .FEDERAL PROGRAMS THAT hELP MEET THE cosTs OF EDUCATION SHOULD

si °mu:6ED' AT THE INSTITUTION BECAUSE INSTITUTIONS ARE IN THE

1WST POSITION TO DEAL 'WITH THE-SPECIAL PROBLEMS Of PARTICULAR

'STUDENTS- NET PACKAGIN4 OF AID. SHOULD REFLECT THEJASIC FEDERAL

POLICIES AND ENSURE SOME CONSISTENCY OF AVAILABILITY FROM

INSTITUTJON-T0-4NSTITUTION. IME,PROPOTYPE "PACKAGE" 'WHICH WOULD

MEET THE COSTS OF EDUCATION INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING:

-* THE FAMILY, CONTRIBUTION AND THE BEOG WHICH TOGETHER FORM THE

AOUNDATION OF SUPPORTTHESE ARE OBVIOUSLY TIEliTOGETHER

SINCE THE GREATER THE FAMILY'S ABILUY TO CONTRIBUTE

THE SMALLER THE BEOG'S.GRANT WILL REI

-- SOW AIKAW,=-C,DOCAWAT-TAPECTED OF THE STUDENT. LKLUDING

WM-STUDY)

-- 106 AND aTHE STATE AND INSTITUTIONAL GRANT AIDI

-;" ,
SUBSIDIZED LOANS WILL FILL TS GAPS BETHEEN TOTAL COSTS

:OF EDUCATION P3 rHE STUDENT AND THE ABOVE SOURCES OF SUPPORT.-

36
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.Trigm Is ALSO A IICILE POR LOABS,-PERHAPS maT sUBSIDITEEr-TO ASsIsT 7HE

PARENTS IN SPREADING OUT.THE BuRDEN OF THAT PORTION oF THE COSTS TH1 '

..*FAmILY CONTRIBUTIoef#NsT MEET. WE PRGT ENsuRE MAT RASIC FAMILY LIVING

PATTERNS ARE NoT DISRuPTED whEN SOM AND DAuGHTERs ATTEND COLLEGESAND

uNivERSITIES.

1 EXPECT THERE WILL BE SOPIE =ATE ABOuelHE PuNDAMENTAL.PRINCIPLES.

_INDEED, rhERE HAVElIEEN A_VARIETY OF RECENT PROPOSALS Trice CAALLEENG THER

SUCH AS TAX,CREDITS AND THE TuITIoN ADVANCE FUND. THE OpPOSITIOW OF THE

ACMINISTRATIoN TO Tax CREDITS IS WELL-RAI/wow THEY wOULD SE'COSTLY AHD

YET wOUCD PROVIDE aiLY.vERY SMALL AmOUNTs OF HELP TO EACH:FAmiLy. Poi

SERIOUSLY, THEY BENEFIT RICH AND POOR ALIKE, NOT RECOGNIZINGAS DO THESE

PROGRAM-74AT THE POOR NEED mORE ASSISTANCE AND THE RICH LESS.'

- THUS, 1 BELIEW 7rIg wE SHOULD REJECT SuBsTANTIAL DEPARTURES FROM
.

THE PR9 STRUCTuRE OF THE FEDERAL STuDENT AID PROGRAMS.WiICH RELIES

CA A CoMINATION OF COMPONENTSFAMILY CONTRIBUTION. GRANTS, Lams, woRx

ANDOTHER INSTITUTIONAL AIDIN MEETING A STUDENT'S COST OF-EDOCATION.

ALTHouGH THIS SkAD STRUCTURE IS SOUND AND ALTHOUGH WE HAVE ACCOMPLISHED

MLCH-WITH FEDERAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE, wE $1.61, HOwEvER, A-S0 RECOGNIZE INAT

1.464-4.41--PROILEAR-FAc4K-i-EBERAL-S-TeDEffi--A-1-0-0PROBLEM *HI
S4

pARTLy IN MISAA AND *ICH THIs REAUTHORIZATION SW= ADDRtSS MORE COMPLETtLY

THIS YEAR..

-AY

4
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LET ME DISCUSS THEM BRIEFLY:

0 ..psn TO PARENTa. FROM 1967 TO 1976,.Trig AFTER TAXINNaKs r

MEDIAN FAMILY INCOME OF THOSE FAMILIES LIKELY TO HAVE CHILDREN.

JN,COLLEGE ROSE SY ABOUT ZI! IERCENT,,,OHILE THE AVERAGE TUITION

AT PUBLIC INSTITTUTIONS ROSE ABOUT 84 PERCEAt AND AT FRIVATE.,

INSTITUTIONS 78 PERCENT. WRING THAT. PERI00,,TUJTION AT FOLIC

SO-YEAR COLLEGES INOREASED SY ALMOST 130 PERCENT AND AT.PUBLIC

FOUR1YEAR COLLEC4S BY 95 PERCENT: THE EVIDENCE SUPPORTS PARENTAL'

CONCERNS ABOUT THE RISING COSTS OF EDUCATIONCONCURS THAT

'NOW ARISE ik MIDDLE-INCOME A. WELL AS LOhER-INCOPIE FAMILIES. LAST

YEAR, WORKING TOGETHER, WE TOOK A MAJOR STEP IN ADDRESSING THIS

CONCERN THROUGH 1HE BUDGET INCREASES AND THE'EXPANSION OF BOG

INCLUDED IN THE PASS'EAG OF Tt4E MIDDLE-INCOME STUDENTASSISTANCE

kT

O EVEN GIVEN INCREASED FEDERAL ST601 ASSISTANCE.

THERE REMAIN Ifigaum4 INJIX DISTRIBUTION AND 6VALLABILITY

',Q1F FEDERAL SUPPQRI.

O FEDERAL AI,: PROORAMS--IN PARLICULAR THE LOAN PROGRAMSAEI
*v.

L 4-61X, SOTH FOR THOSE WHO AZMINISTER THEM AND FOR THOSE

WHO BENEFIT AS I WILL DESCRIBE IN GREATER DETAIL BEL*

tr.

.



MINGERS OF. CONGRESS. FAD 'THE PL,T..IC4,ARE ALso cohaiimp WITH THE

PROBLEM 'OF FRAUD, liABL./.;0.AD *STE THFaE. kligrataa As'. YOU

WOW, RE HOYE- IA THE LAg'I' ploCk YEARS-Hi:NED AGGRESSIvELY TO 'CORRECT

PROBLEM OF ABUSE Ate 4tA,'4E. HA..BUSTANTIAL. PROGRESS 04 MALIK

WITH THE . LEVEL Cf DEFAULTS IR \HESE PROGRAMS- TAMING OOR Two YEARS

s. I N OFFICE ,RE. HAVE TAKEN MAJQR,STEPS TO IMPROVE THESE FEDERAL.

STUDENT .f.ssisrawct RROGRAMS. I 4,14 it,E4gD TO REPORT THAT OUR

EFFORTS ARE BEGINNING TO' tnom SLJCS .MiT4E, ARE THE MOST kapa

FIGURES we TONE:
40

, .

BY THE EMD OF THE FIRST QUARTER 'OF THIS YEAR, HE HILL HAVE

cOLLECTED ,$10 1,44.1.1aN ON DEFAULTED GUARARTEED 8,TUDENT. LOANS )

vE., TIMES' THE, A;HOUAIT COLLECTED DM NG 1146r. SAAE 'QUARTER,

IN, FI SCAL. 1977;

L.aw THE GAME (LI. PROMS, OVER 30,0W Swaim* DFAULTERS EGAA

REPAYMEAT pa fptilLLED THEIR OBLIGATIONITORINOHE SECCOID FISCAL

GUARTERFORE THAR THREE TINESIHE TOTAL_FORJHE ERTIRE'FISCAL
ow ,

YEAR 1.977.

-7='1reklik-COdrOW'744E-NOlittORVEkTINO-lifAIXTED:=1.4-Aati,In-

-To REPAYMENT AT. A i!IATE. OF 2,500 PER WEEV--MC4 THAN EIGHT TIMES

TC4E RATE wHeR 1,TooK OFEICE. IN APRIL, 1978, MERE WERE ABOUT

400,000 sniocriTs INDEFAULT. BY THIS'FAST MARCH 1sT, THIS

!AMBER KW DROPPED Tb-AaouT 300,000.

I



FAfiz

WE U4STITUTED PNIJECT CROSS .CAECK MICH'SEEKS TO CLEAN

UP THE.FEDERAL GOVERNMENT'S VAN NDUSE BY USING COMPUTE5S

TO MATCH GOVERMENT PAYROLLS AGAINST THE FEDERALLY 1051.1R0
a

STUDENT LOAN pt LT FILE*

IN THE LAST RAE THSr WE HAVE KiERRED OiER 4,15004CIVIL

CASES TO U.S. ATTORBEYS, COMPARED TO A TOTAL OF lir 56)

paR THE Nevi= 5 YEiRS*

'THE RESLR.T OF.THESE EFFORTS IS THAT WE RAVE REDUCED TRE

DEFAUN RATE IN GSL FROM APPROxIMATELY 14 PERCENT IN FISCAL
.1

YEAR 1978 TO A RECENT FIGURE OF ABOUT 10 PERCENT*

IN,NDSL I RECENTLY ANNOUNCED'A MAJOR EFFORT TO RECDUE BY

A SUBSTANTIAL AMOUNT A DEFAULT RATE iMICH ;.1S NOW RUNNINa' AT.

APPROXIMATELY 17 focENT: THROUGH LETTERS pa READS OF THE

PARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS, 'I RAVE INDICATED SPECIFIC STEPS

THAT 1 EXPECT THEM TO'TARE TO CORRECT TAIS'SITUATION*.

FOR THf LONGER TERM WEPRET SQUARELY FACE THE QUESTION OF

METNERINSTITUTIONS OFMIGHER eaucATIom. WILL EVER SE EFFICIENT
JP

BILL COLLECTORSz

4 0
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/14.AODITION, OPR,YALIDATION EPFORTS IN THE BAste ERANT PROGRAM,

OUR INCREASED PROGRAM REVIEW AND AUDIT EFFORTS, AND THE NEW

INSTITUTIONAL APPLICATION PROCEDURES SOR THE CAMPUS-BASED

PROGRAMS HAVE IMPROVED ymc INTEGRITY Of THESE PROGRAMS. WITH

THE 1976 AUTHORITY GIVEN US HAVE LIMITED--AWD TERMIRATED-
.

4

sump FROM PARTICIPATING IN THE GRANT PROGRAMS. THIS YEAR

WE WILL CONDUCT ABOUT lop° PROGRAM REVIEWS COMPARED WITH 481

LAST YEAR.

S4HPLIFYCNG.THESE' PROGRAM114iLL ALSO REDUCE THE LIKELIHOOD :

OF WWII, WASTE,' FRAUD AND ADDSt.

0 FINALLY. Mi4SHOULD ALL SE CONCERNED ABOUT THE POTENTIAL OR

flMt&TIcAIY Lticathwia psis TO THE FEDEAL'GOVERNMENT Of THESE

PRC6RA'S'

TICSE SERIOUS. PROBLEMS OUTWOT SO SERIOUS Ai TO CALL IN QbEsTloim r4

BASIC STT1JIE Of OQR STUDENT-AID.POLICIES AND PROGRAMS. WE cAk AND,

HITE, WILL DEAL WITH THEM OVER iHE NEXT. MONTHS,

lalaiatra
MORENTHAW'ANY OTHER AREA OF FEDERAL STUDENT ASSISTANCE, ME STUDENT

'LOAN PROGRKS ARE'. IN NEED OF SERIOUS REEXAAINATICA1 ARD THIS,IS,.PERWS,

"'THE ONE AREA MHERE wf NEED SUBSTANTIAL CHANGE-

"":*
11,

e 41
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;

cuaiwiT guT"LON4 PROWL-ANS Mg BEsET BY s. LoAto VARY

WIDELY AVAILABILITY To STUDENTS. THE pi:Ws AND PRCCEDURES FOR COTAIN.LNG

LOAM ARE OvERLY COHPLEX THE PRoG-RAHS N.AvE wELL-R140*. COLLECTIONS AND

REPAYMENT PROBLEmS. ANDILEO.AuSE of THEIR CQMPLExITY, THEIR RELIANCE -ON

ADMINISTRATIVE MIDDLEMEN, A.WD THEIR GENEROUS INcENTIVES TO THE PRIVATE

SECTOR--/HE PROGRAMS ARE INcREASINGLy COSTLY To THE GovERANE,Ni.

LET mE row Discuss THEsE PROBLEms IN A*.BIT mORE DETAIL

1- .1W AvAtLARIL1TY-, -GUARANTEED STUDENT LANs VARY GREATLY IN

AVAILABILITY FOR MANY REASONS, FIRST, THE WILLINGNESS OF BANics, To czpoliT

CAPITAL To STUDENT LOANs IsNoT uNiFoRk ACROSS THE NATION. THE'AAOUNT oF

LOAN MONEY AVAILABLE VARIES FROM TIME TO TIME As ALTERNATIVE MNVESTMENT

OPTIONs BECOME MORE OR LEsS ATTRACTIW. IN ADDITION, COMMERCIAL-LENDERS

ofitH sET ARBITRARY LIMITS cm LoAN AmOURTS, AND moo; DISoRimINATE AGAINST.

STUDENTS,*DARE siEENAs "Ooog RIsle-1FREshmEN, voCATIDNAL STUDENTS,

POOR STUDENTS. AND sTuDEATs wHOSE FAMILip-ARE NOT REGULAR customis.
.;

FOR soMEitTuDENTs, THLS mEANOTHEysim4Y CANNOT ,SET LOAN mokEY-' I AA,

CONWERNED ABM THE SZSTANTiAL. VAgiATI44. IALJJC
POTENTIAL. INEQUITY *UCH CAN REsuLT.

kik L. FUNDS ARg ALso NoT L1LaLY AvAILABLE -.AS YOU KNOW, IN THIS

PROGRN4 A LOAN FUND IS ESTABLISHED' AT 'THE INSTITUTION THROUGH A FEDERAL

CONTRIBUTION OF NINE 1:OLLARs FOR EVERY ONE DOLLAR CONTRIBuTED By THE

INSTITUTICN Low INTERESTT)WiEE PERCENTLOANS Ala THEN MADE BY THE

FINANCIAL AID OFFICER OUT OF THAT t

42
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THESE FuNDS-ARE NOT UNiFORMLYAVAIL4LE BECAuSE MANY INSTITUTIONS DO

NOT PARTtCIPATE IN THE PROGRAM. THE'HIGH LEvEL OF DEFAuLTS K ThE KLISL

PROGRAM ALSO.LimITS AV6IL4BILITY, SINCE uNCOLLECTED LOANS ?Vol- FE1ER

.4LLARs AVAILABLE FOR NkW LENDING AT THE INsitTuTeoNs WHIcH Do PARTICIPATE.

14. NMI. TODAY, MERE Is AN EsT1mATED TOTAL OF 002 MILLION IN DEFAuLTED
.

LOANS. IF THESE MONIES WERE COLLECTED LENDING COULD RE ENPANIXD IN

THE NOWA BY 50 PEROiNT.

.. CWLX TY FOR STL11T. THE.LOAN PROGRAMS AWCOMPLEX AND

.CONFUSINR TO STUDENTS IN r4o NAYs. FIRST,,DtRE ARE. NOW'SivEN FEDERAL

LOAN PROGRAMS;. FIVE IN *E--iiiARANTEED STUDENTADANS, NATIONAL DIRECT

STUDENT, UlANS, HEALTH OROntsiosS STuDENT LOANS, NURSING STUDENT LOANS,

--AND TWO cUTSIDE HEW,-LAN.ENFoRCEMENT EDUCATION PROGRAM LoANS, AND VETERANS

ASSISTANCE LOAN;- THE-REsuLTING DIVERSITY OF LOANIIAMS, LIMITS, INTEREST.

RATES', FoRks, AND PROCEDURES REsULT IN SERIOUs CONFUSION, INEQUITABLE

wsluDENT. TREATMENT; AND UNANTICIPATED REPAyMENg PROBLEMS. SECONDLY, EVEN

WITHIN THE_MAJOR PRoGRAm-'-CISL--THERE IS A GREAT:tgAL OF..COMPLExITV,!:

STUDENTS THEMSELVES' MUST SEE,: OUT A.BANK whIcm is WILLING To mANE A

LOAN, OFTEN INVoLVING LETTERS OR APPLICATIONS TO A HALF-DOiEN OR KIRE ;

,.,BANX.S. THE Foams, CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS ON THE SIZOF IOW WILL

-VARY:AND* BANN'TD.BANWAS'weLL'AS'AMONG.SIATES..--TwaN'ThESTUDENT'S.POINT

OF VIEW, C.,NSL. VS NEITHER A 41)I.EGLE NOR EASILY ACCESSIBLE PROGRAM.
S.



3. Gamptlxgy LI{ koltortart44. FROM THEWMINISIRATIVE PERSPOCTIVE,

THE FRAGMENTED AND MULTIPLE OMIZAT1AL NATURE OF THESE PROGRAMS ALSO
.

PRESENTS SERIOUS COMMUNICATIONS, CO&g1ILITY AND FISCA CONTROL

MOSLEMS. IN ANY STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM, HERE ARE FIVE MAJOR FUNCTIONS:

0 .PRIVIDNG 'CAPITAL
.

0 DETERMINING THE AMOUNT OF NEED ELIGIBILITY,

.0 ACTUALLY MAKING THE LOAN,

0 ;TNE. COLLECTION OF PAYMENTS,

.0 DEALING WITHrDEFAULTS.

TN THE CURREN PROGRAM, THESE FWMCTi 6 ARE SPLIT IP AND SHARED:AMOWG

MANY DIFFERENT NCL4-"SCHCOLS, STATE GJ4&ANTEE AGENCIES BANKS AND

OTMER OOMMEICIAL LENDERS, PRIVATE COLLECT ON.AGENCIES, THE.STUDENT LOAN-

MARKETING ASSOCIATIONJSALLIE MAO, THOI4H CONTRACT WITH PRIVATE

COLLECTION AGENCIES.AND THE OFFICE OF EDU4ATZON. THE ROES OF Ile GUARANTEE

AGENCIES FOR EXANFLE, VARIES PARKEDLY F %STATE TOSTATE. THIS LEADS

. To EXCESSIVE COMPLEXITY AND TOLMNECESSAR COSTS.

THE MROCESS70F COLLECTIONS ILLUSTRATE .''THE.COMPLEXITY. AT ONE
,

MO NT OR ANOTHER, FOUR DIFFERENT INSTITUT COULD.SECOME. INVOLVED

'IN Tietaciietipii 44.1idAN:: TlBMS ORIGINAL LEdRS, 'THE STATE

AGENCY, SAL:LIE MAE riltDUGH AtONTRACT tT PRIVATE,'COL ONPFIRM,

0.

1,0,,,A.,1.101.1.1elfwitt'te-#4t4i46;

4 4
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. 4 ItuiviLTs ANa REPAYMENT.. BOTH OF THE MAJOR maxims HAVE

'EXPERIENCET SERIOUS'REPAYMENT AND COLLECTION PROBLEMS. As 1MAVE NOTED

ABOVE, WE HAVE wog SWISTANTIAL PROGRESS IN La BUT RAVE A SUBSTANTIAL

DISTANCt ra GO IN NILL.

DEFAULTS ARE THE RESULT OF BOTH ADMINISTRATIVE PRDBLEMSNNICH

CAN AND AAg BEING CORRECTEDAS wELL AS MAW% MICH LEGISLATIVE CHANGES

CAN HELP OLVE. 1Asoaita4aifs5 AND INFLEXIBILITY OF,REFAYMENT TERMS

.CAN OFTEN LEAD TO DEFAULTS, A SITUATION WHICH CAN BE IMPROVED BY AMENDING

,THE LAW TQ N,LOWING REPAYMENT SCHEDULES TO BE TAILORED MORE Pagisio

TO.AN INDIVILUAL'S SITUATICO.

54 Cail. THE CASTS OF EXISTING FEDERAL LOAN PROGRAMS ARE HIGH

'MOW.AND, I FEAR, MAY POTENTIALLY sEcomE MUCH HIGHER- Borli WSL Ate ta

HAVE COST PROBLEMS-

NAL IS COSTLY TO 14 FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BECAUSE IT REQUIRES A

DIRECT APPROPRIAdION TO.PROVIDE.THE CAPITAL TO SE LOANED. THE ORIGINAL

. .

.; ttAg#TIGWAIS§ O A FUw. cgArR,90. CAMFUS sy NE&

I WOULD BECCOE SELF'SUPPORT 1 NG. THIS HAS NOT, HAPPENED FOR TWO REASONS. .7'

41, a
e

DEFAULT RATES; LARGE MOUNTS OF THE' PICK

4 CAPITAti. 4/4A IN UNCOLLECTED AM) LNAVA I LADLE FOR ISEN LOANS. SECONDLY,'

BECAUSE THE INTEREST RATE CHMISED THE STUDENT IS hELL BELOW 14:ANNUAL

INCREASES IN COLLEGE COSTS, THE EFFECTIVE PURCHASING POWER Of THE POOL

OF MILL ;MONEY WILL CONTINUE TO SHRINK WHETHER COLLECTIONS ARE ADEQUATE

4 5
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OR MOT THE XED AfriD LOW LEVEL OF. INTEREST ON ItiSL LOANS INLS APPROPRIATE

*iEN MONEY wAS CKAPER AND WHEN GRANTS WERE SOT AVA !LAKE. GIVEN'

THE PRESENT HI GH COST 00 CAP AND GIVEN THE RAPID EXPANSION OF THE

.BAS IC. EDUCAT ION OPPORTUNITY GRANT POOGRAM, 1 11E.I. Tnis INTEREST RATE.

SHOULD RE RE -ExouNa.

RISING COSTS IN THE agastaflakzuziaji PROGRAM ARE THE MOST

SERIOUS AAO CRITICAL PROWLER WITH WHICH WE MUST DEAL IS THE REAUTHORIZATION

COSTS IN GU:ARE ALREADY HIGH BUT WILL.ALMoST CERTAINLY .GET MACH HIGHER

W I THOUT CHANGES IN THE PROGRAS-

IN ITS CURRENT mom, IT IS LIKELY THAT LOAN VOLUME IN 1,,,SL WILL. INCREASE

DRAMATICALLY IN THE NEXT FEW YEARS. THE UNIVERSAL AVA ILAB IL I TY 'OF 'FEDERAL

MONEY WHICH IS INTEREST-FREE MILE IN SCHOOL AND COSTS ONLY SEvEN PERCENT

AFTERwARD IS BEING WIDELY ADVERTISED- IN THE RECENT IssuE OF CHAGING Tifta

MAGAZINE, THERE IS A STORY MOUT THE NEW AVAILABILIT,Y OF FEDtiALLY GUARANTEED

ANO USSIDIZED LOANS AT LOCAL SANXS. IN INDIANA RECENTLY, THE

'COMMISSIONER FOR IfIGHER EDUCCION URGED PARENTS Ty) OSTAIN THESE LOANS ,

,7,4440440, .ath4G1M0* 41416.1E011;CD GE IREINvESIDEK FORnA-NEr PQM'. T

IS :PRELIMINARY EVIDENCE THAT IN RESPONSE TO THESE AND. OTHER PRESSURES

VOLUME IS INCREASING RAPIDLY. IN MARYLAND, FOR EXAMPLE, IN THE LAST UM,

THERE HAS REM AN INCREASE OF APPROXIMATELY 73 PERCENT IN TOTAL LOAN vOLUOAE

It"THE STATE-

4 6
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GIVEN iHE NEWS STORIES, IT IS POSSISL4 THAT VOLUME IN tHts pitoastAm

-44111.1 EXANMD EVEN BEYOND THAT. IF HALF OF THOSE ELIGIBLE TO OBTAIN LOANS

. AAE AiLE TODD SD, ANNUAL SORAOWING COULD APPROACH $10 BILL/ON AT A COST TO

THE'FIKRAL GOVERNMENT OF $5 Tp $16j1ILLION DOWEG THE LOE OT THE LOANS

RECENT PUSLIC ATTEST/OS HAS FOCUSED ON DEFAULTS:IN THE LOAN mums,

GIVING THE INACCURATE IMPRESSIONTHAT THEY.ARE THE MAJOR SOURCE OF

COSTS TN THIS PROGRNI. IN FACT, THE,MAJOR SOURCE OF COSTS TO THE FEastie.

GOVERNMENT ARE THE SUBSIDIES, PROVIDED TO LENDERS AND THE" SUBSIDIES

PROVIDED TO STUDENTS. DEFAULT COSTS'ARE LESS THAN EITHER OF THESE ALTHOUGH

THEY ARE STILL- TOO HIGH.

AT RECENT INTEREST RATES, A $1,000 GSL WILL COST THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

ONO Dic LIFE OF THE LOAN MOUT &U. OF THIS $.700, ONLY ABOUT 41ou Is

A/TRISUTABLII TO CEFAULIS. THE MN.mOR COtT IS ThE PAYMENT BY THE FEDERAL

GOVERNNENT OF THE SEVEN PER6ENT INTEREST WHILE THE STUDENT IS IN SCHOOL*

PON THE AVERAGE $1,000 WAN THIS WILL COST ThE FEDERAL GOVER1MENT ABOUT

$A35. THE REMAINDER-'ASONT $165--Is THE AMOUNT PAID OVER THE LIFE

OF THE LOAN TCLOAXE IT ATTRACTIVE TO THE LENDER TO INVEST CAPITAL

IN A STUDENT LOAN:

.

THE LAST POINT DESERVES FURTHER EXPLANATION- GSL-ts BASED ON THE

ASSJOIATtON THAT IF: TME PROGRAN IS MADE ATTRACTIVE ENOUGH, PRIVATE

CAPITAL WILL SE COMMITTED TD IT. THIS IS A COSTLY STRATEGY POR

gr'He . 0.11
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FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.. BANKS Cr NOW MAXE AN ANNUAL.LOAN OF $2,500 TO THE

tOLLEGE SON OR DAUGHTER Cf ACUSTOMER ANORECEIVE AN ANNUAL PAYMENT FROM

THE' FEDERAL' GovektimeHT-dF41300 (12 PERCENT) wAlLe. THE.STODENT IS IN

'SCHOCL, WITH AO ASSOCIATED COLLECTION COSTS.- ONCE TNE STUDENT LEAVES

SCH0040THE BANK CAN ELECT TO KEEP THE LOAN. q WILL Tt4EN RECEIVE PAYMENTS

AT 7 PERCENT FROM THE STUDENT AND A SliCIAL ALLOWANCE (NOW OVER 5 PEACENT)

FROM THE FtDERAL GOVERNMEN4. THE to414.CAN ALSO DECIDE TO SELL THE.STUDiNT

40ANS TO STUDENT:LOAN MARKETTNG.ASSOCIATION AT FULL, FACE VALUE, RETURNING

ITS CAPITAL fOR FURTHER.STUDENT LOANS OR OTHER 'PURPOSES, THUS AOIDING

rHe COSTS OF COLLECTION.

our

IT IS ALSO POSSIBLE FOR A LENDER TO "LEVERAGE" A SMALL AMCAINT_OF ITS

4! OWN,CAPETAL INTO A MUCH LARGER ARDMORE PROFITABLE PORTFOLIO OF STUDENT,

LOANS. ONCE IT HAS A NUMBER Of LOANS, THE LENDER CAN THEN'BORROW.

ao PERCENT OF THE FACE VALte Cf THOSE STUDENT LOANS,FRON SALLIE MAE Al%

iiNTEREGT, RATES WHICH ARE FOUR PERCENT LESS THAN IT.CHARGES FOR THE LOANS!

-11V REFCATED'SORRDWINIkON rHe RESULTING NEW 1.6AgitillE Lobia CAN MULTIPLY.

iTS COIiiNAL CAPITA4 SEVERALFOLD, GIVING ITA VERY SylSTANTIAL RATE OF

AKTURN ON ITS ON iNYESTMENT FOR EXA*E, 5T OING THIS winc$100:,003

Of ITS OWN CAPITAL, A J.E$DER CAN EASILi INCREASE THE TOTAL LOANS IT MAKES

TO $500,000 AND CAN EARN AS MUCH AS $24,000 PER YEAR ON THATORIGINAL

S100,000 DIVES/KAT-
I

THIS PROGRAM HA§ SEE4 MADE PROFITABLE FOR THE LENDERS TO ENLIST THEIR

PARTICIPATION.' BUT THAT FACT ALSO MAXES,IT VERY COSTLY TO ,THE FEDERAL

GOVERMIENT WHICH MUST ULTIMATELY BEAR THE BURDEN OF THESE SUBSIDIES

48



Ai WELL AS THE COSTS RESuLTING FROM Fluff GUARANTEEING THE LEADER AGAINST

Agy RISK oR LOSS.

'ts. BaLL.Di.,141,1FLISE4

THE CuRRENT ROLE-Of rHE STUDENT LOAN MARKETING AsSOCIATiON ALSO CAUsES

NE MUCH.CONCERN. SALLIE MAE RAS CREATED IN 1972 AS SART OF THE ATTEMPT

,To ATTRACT ADEQUATE PRIVATE CAPITAL. INTD681.. A PRIVATE PROFIT MAKING

'CORPORATION, ITs SOLE WAS TO ENSURE A WADY AND PREDICTABLE MARKET IN wHIcH

LENDERS COUCD SELL STUDENT Loom SHOULD TWEY wANT OITNEED TO DO SO.

BRIEFLY, ITS MAJOR ACTIVITLif WERE yo BE:

'0 RAISING cAPITAL, INITIALLY THROUGH A FFIRAL APPROPRIATION,

THEN FRO, THE PR vATE CAPITAL MARKETS;

0 PURCHASING STUDENT LOANS PROM LENDERS OR STATE AGENCIES To ENSURE

LIQUIDITY OF LENDER cAPITAL1

O SUOLYING CAPITAL ADVANCES TO LENAtRS--HOLDING AlENVER'S sTuDENT
-

LOWS, AS CALATERAv7-TO.ALLON RAPID EXPANSION.OP LENDING:TO

STUDENTS.

To DATE, ULLIE KAE HAS UNFdRTUNATELY -NOT FULFI1LLED ITS PROMISE.
. . .

IT HAS FAILED TO ATTRACT Pity AIP ANTAL To'iLip064$ ITS OPERATIONS

AND IS UNLIKELY TO RE ASLE TO Ad HE CAPITAL IT:USES FOR PuRCHASING,

Loms AND MAKING ADVANCES Is mat.96TERami Pv3LIC- OF. ACURAENT:VCLum.

OF $900 MILLION, ONLY *8 mILLION'IS FROM PRIVATE sciiieel. TkE REMAINDER

IS SORROWED FRAN THE.TEDERAL FINANCING BANK AT VERY ATTRACTIVE RATES.

4 9
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SALLIE MAE DID NOT FULLY SELL ITS FIRST PUBLIC OFFERING
AmD,:UNT1L RECENTLY,

ORS REQUIRED LENDERS To mAKE A mINImu4 STOCK PURCHAsE As A CONDITON OF

DOING_IUsIkEsS wITH SALLIE MAE. SALLIE'MAE'S ACCESS TO MokEy FROM THE

FEDERAL GOvERNmENT WILL EXPIRE IN 1982 AND iT WILL THEN ILE 'EXPECTED

TO RAISE CAPFTAL THROuGH OFFERINGS IN THE PRIVATE mARKETPLACE- Pt IS

LIKELY THAT IF SALLIE MAE MUST RELY SoLELY 6-14 THE PRIVATE MONEY MARKET,

THE 4MOOKT OF CAPITAL AVAILABLE TO IT ELL SHRINK AND WILL BECOME.MORE

COSTLY- IF THIS js To BE AVOIDED, THEWIT WILL BE DRAWINs OK EvEN GREATER

AMCWS OF FEDERAL CAPITAL?

.

.SALLIE MAIE HAs iLso..FAILEu To ESTABLISO A BROADLY ACCESSIBWMARKET

FOR STUDENT LOANS:
ONLY A SMALL.PROPORTION OF LENDERS DEAL WITH SALLIE

MAE ADUNTIL RECENTLYIT DEALT WITH vERY FEN.SMALLER BANKS- clf 4,930

ACTIVE'LENDERS IN 64, SALLIE MAE DEALS,M1TH,LESS.THAN 100-

TO PREPARE Po* THE TImE MEN IT MUST RAISE CAPITAL IN THE PRIVATE

MARNETS4'SALLIE.MAE MUST SE:CAUTIOUS AND CONSERvATIVE ABOUT WHIG/1.0ANS. IT

p

VerS, AND WHICH BANKS IT DEALS WITH- THATOIECEsSITYADVISABLEFRom A .

2JUSINE$S STANDPOINT-i1N TuRm LIMITS ITS iiirECTIVINEtS IN PROVIDING COMPLETE

LIQUIDZTY FOR .STWENT LOANS.

dr4".4%

As PLRT OF THIS REAUTH0RIZATION, WE s*LD CAREFULLY REviEw SALLIE MAE

'AND DETERMINE wHETHER IT NEW TO BE ALTERED IN ORDER TO LNSURE THAT THE

..OURPOSES FOR WHICH IT WAS CREATED AREgOOLL. AND EFFECTIVELY CARRIED oUT:.'
,

410
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KOw CAN wE DEAL WITH Dicsg PROBLEMS? ANY PROPOSAL OR SET OF PROPOSALS

FOR RESTRUCTURING OR REFOWMING THE STUDENT LOAN PROGRAMS MUST:. (I) IMPROVE*

STUDENT4 ACCESS TO NEEDED CAPITAL WITHIN REASONARLE LOAN LIMITS, (2) REDUCE

CURRENT ',WARM OCKPLEXITY AND MATED COSTS, (3) REDUCE OPP&TUNITIES

Fag PROGRAM ABUSE AND MISMANAGEMENT, (4) TREAT STUDENTS AND SCHOOLS FAIRLY'

AND CONSISTENTLY, (5) pROvIDE REASONABLE, CLEAR AND MORE FLEXIBLE REPAYmENT

TERMS, AND (6) COMPLIMENT AND PREsEGVE THE NEED-BASED FEDERAL GRANT AND

WORK/STUDY PROGRAOS.

LET MI SUGGEST A SET OF'POSSIBILITIES FOR DEALING WITH THESE PROBLEMS-

I HOPE THEY CAN BE AN APPROPRIATE STARTING PLACE FOR THE DISCUSSION OF WIN

THE LOAN.PROGRAMs SHOuLD BE ALTERED- I WOULD NOTE, AGAIN, HAT THESE ARE

MOT THE ADMINISTRATION'S OFFICIAL POSITIONS? RATHER,:THEY ARE.A POINT OF

DEPARTURE PRIICH CAR HELP .Focus THE DEZATE

0 FIRST, YoU SHOULD CONSIDER HOw THE CURRENT INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE--

THE BANKS, TME GUARANTEE AGENpES, 4ALL1E nAE--CAil SE SIMPLfFIED

OR OTHERWISE CHANGED- SIMPLIFICATION COULD LOWER COSTS TO:THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT- IT COULD'ALSO ENSURE UNIFORM ACCESS TO LOANS

OROM YEAR TO YEARIRRESPECTIyE OF THE 'ATTRACTIVENESS OF OTHER.

INVESTMENTs--A$ %ELL AS STATE TO STATE..., WE SHOULD SERIOUSLY

EXAMINE WHETHER THE COST TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OF ATTRACTING

BANKS AND gTHER LENDERS INTO THE PROGRAM ARE WORTH IT, ESPECIALLY

GIVEN THAT TH8 CAPITAL BEI.NG LENT IS ALSO INCREASINGLY SE1NG

SUPPLIED BY TOE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT THROUGH SALLIE E.

e

4575134 0 - 7- 4
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ONE POSSIBILITY WOULD BE A SINGLE, FEDERALLY OPERATED LOAN AGENCY

,TNAT WOULD PERFORM, UNDER A SINGLE ROOF AND WITHOUT THE EXTRA

COSTS NOW fNCURRED BY SALLIE MAE, THE'FOLLONING BASIC FUNCTIONS:

CAPITAL DEVELOPMENT, COLLECTION AND DEALING WITH DiFAULTS.

ONDLI, WE COULD COMSOLIDATE IcaslyglasnatiLlgut_etiafigiai
4DSL GSL HEALTH EDIJCATICO ASSISTANCE LOANS, MEALTH.FUSLIC

SERVICE LOANS, AND WRSJNG STUDENT LOANS). INTO A COMPREHENSIyE.

CONCEPTUALLY COHERENT LOAN PROGRAM, NIS WOULD REDUCE
.

-COMPLEXITY AND CONFUSION FOR 'ssucoas, CAMPUS ADMINISTRATORS,

AND THE FEDERAL-GOVERNMENT. IDEALLY hE woua ALSO CONSOLIDATE'

THE LOAN PROGRAMS LODGED ELSEWHERE IN THE EXECUTIVE IIRANCO,

ALTHOUGH i RECOGNIZE THIS IS NOT.A POSSIBILITY IN THE NEAR TEAM.

0 TNIRDLY,'HE COULD ESTASLISH A DUAL PROGRAM CONSISTING OFTWO

CLEARLY DIFFERENTIATED, AND.CORPLEMENTARY TYPES OF LOANS:

7- A Aar i0A4 MADE TO THE STUDENT,AND LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT

pF SUPPORT REMAINIK AFTER THE FAMiLY CONTRIBUTION, THE BEOG,

AND OTHER FEDERAL, STATE AND INSTITUTIONAL ASSISTANCE IS

..

'RATE OF IhTEREST, AND. INTEREST PAYMENT.COULD BE FORGIVEN

WHILE TOE STUDENT IS I OWL, THERE:COULD SE GRADUATED
0

REPAYMENT OPTIONS AND'THE MAXIMUM REPAYMENT PERIOD'-COULD SE

RELATED 'IQ THESTUDENTt.$ TOTALLEST..

5 2

-
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A UPPLUJENTAL tnAp ABOvE THE BASIOLOAN AMOUNT (uP TO

eRESCRIBED#LIMITS) TO Ha.? COvER,THE PARENTS' CONTRIBUTION. .

SINCE TI4E.LcAN WOULD SE USED TO HELP THE FAMILY-SPREAD OUT

ITS COSTS OF U)UCATION., IT PROBABLY "OLD BEAR-A HIGHER

RATE OF INTEREST, MORE IN KEEPING WI& THE ACTUAL,COST OF

CAPITAL. INTEREST SHOULD ALSO BE REQUIRED 014 THIS LOAN.

Num IrSCHOOL AND DEFERMENT PERIODS,:PERHAPS ALLOWING

THE BORR TO ADD TO THE PRINCIPLE .06LIGAtIon DuRINo THESE

'SUCH A DUAL PROGRAM WOULD STMFLIFY THE LOAN.STpCTURE
lk
, REFLECT THE,

DIFFERING PURPOSES OF LoAmS, AND ENSURE THAT THE,FEDERAL SUBSIDY

INCLUDED IN LOW INTEREST RATE LOANS is PROVIDED IN RELATIONSHIP TO

THE STUDENT'S NEEDS..

0 T.HERE WOULD ALSO BE ADVANTAGES IF BOTH:WAS WERE ORIGINATED'AT:

THE CAMPUS AND INCLUDED IN THE AID PACKAGE TNE STUDENT FINANCIAL'

AID OFFICER.WWS OUT WITH. THE.S1'UDENT. -SCHOOLSCAN ACT AS

DIEBYRSING-AGENTS (ARTMEY CO.:FOR THE CURRENT FEDERAL "CAMPUS-

BASED" mows), BUT ScHOOLs SHOuLD SE RELIEVED.OF ALI LOAN

COLLECTION RESPONSIBILITIES. THESE,CHANGES WOULD HAVE IND

VERY POSITIVE EFFECTS. . FIRST, STUDENTS WOULD WIT BE REDUIR'41;

TO "SHOP AROUND" AT MANY DIFFERENT BANKS AND FINANCIAL AID

OFFICERS.WaLD BE BETTER.ABLE TO ENSURE THA/kTHE STUDENT!S NEEDS

ARE mET. SECONDLY, SCHOOLS WOULD aE RELIEVED OF THE.BURDEN Of

COLLECTION Of LOANS, A FUNCTION THEY NAVE HOT, am THE WHOLE,

PERFORStp WELL. THE SIGH DEFAULT RATE OF4THE NDSL PROGRAM

WOULD BE REDUCED APPRECIABLY.

-N.
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o ALL Loms sHooLD sE ABLE TO RE r24.01194,1f4J.OILV.,earttiLJZILEMISEL

SO THAT THE BORROwER WOULD HAVE A SINGLE'REPAmENT SCHEDULE AFTER

GRADLIOION.

o ALL LOANS SHouLD BE jIMITFP To 5.DticAlrIONAL cosTs AFTER THE PARENTS'

zialLaiaai AND OTHER FEDERAL, INSTITUTIONAL, AND STATE ASSISTAICE

TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT.

THERE ARE OTHER WAYS OF DEALING WITH rscsi PROBLEMS NHICH WILL $E

SUGGEsTED AND DEBATED IN THE DAYS TO C. As THAT DE$ATE PROCEEDS, WE'

wiLL NEED ro ADDRESS THAEE BASIC QUESTIONS:

IHIZeL-20j1FSAIditiCECaltS_LLI.U.If-Dth&I.44=tit

THE STUDEeNT,BOR&ONIER,AiD EcturthasLE AcCESS.TO !JIM FUtio? THE

TOTAL COSTS OF THE pRoGRAm WILL DEPEND UPON PARTICIPATION RATES:

IF THE PROBLEM Of EQuITABLE ACCESS To LOANS Is SOLVED,TOTAL LOAN'

voLumE mAY,RISE SuBSTANTIALLY. AT CURRENT LEVELS OF SUBSIDIES'

TO THE STUDENT, /F voLumE iNCREASES, COSTS.TO.THE FEDERAL

.GOEIRNMENX,CDM4D WOKE VERY LARGE. IF THESE COSTS ARE TO BE

KEPT WITHIN REALISTIC BOUNDS, THEN INTEREST RATES CHARGED

STUDENTS WILL HAVE To REOLOSER TO THE REAL COSTS OF Whey

To THE FEDERAL GovERNmENT OA fHE HUMBER OF ELIGIBLE STUDENTS

REDUCED. THIS 16 THE SASIc PuBLic POLICY TRADE7WF.WIT8 WHIcH

wE musT DEAL: WITH A GIVEN AMOuNT Of FEDERAL MONEY DO WEWANT

A HEAVILY SUBSIDIZED PROGRAm wH1CH BENEFITS A FEW oR Da WE

wANT TO REDUCE. THAT SUBSIDY sOMENHAT AND ENSURE THAT ALL'IdNa,

NEED A LOAN CAN GET ONE? OR IS THERE A MIDDLE GROUND BETWEEN

THESE TOw E.RoAD ALTERNATIVES?

S.

5 4
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o laittwaxattLabaLutiLszyulagt_aymitiAugaracnigf.a? As

1 DISCUSSED EARLIER; THERE ARg oosTs AND COMPLEXITIES WHICH

RESULT FROM THE LARGE NuMGER OF INSTITUTIONAL:PARTNERS INVOLVED

IN GSL. ARE THERE SIMPLy TOO mANY MIDSLEMEI4 iN THE SYsTEM?
. .

WE NEED TCCDESATE THE TRADE-OFFS OF THESE FACTOO AND .THE

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE CURRENT STRUCTURE COipARED To A

SIMPLER; CONSOLIDATED FEDERALLY-RUN STRUCTURE. -AND AS PART OF

THIS INQUIRY; WE SHOULD GIVE THE STATE tUARANTEE AGENCIES.

CAREFUL SCRUTINY:--ALLE. THEY PERFORMING THEIR ASSIGNED TASKS

WELLj SHOULD THEIR ROLE SE'SLMPLIFTED--AND REIZUCED?

O FINALLY; WM.T.UCIULa-ALTitt.jittE2 :As'
r

NOIED WYE, IT Ts MY VIEW THAT SALLIE MAE TO DATE HAS NO, .,.

FUNCTIONED AS EFFECTIVELY AS JT COULD. WE SHOILD DEXERMINE.WH'

SALLIE MAE slipup BE ALTERED TO,ELETTER SERVE THE:PURPOSES FOR

WHICH 1T WAS odEmogo.

THESE' THEN ARE THE ISSUES CONCENNING_Dd LOAN PROGRAMS WHICH 1 HOPE ,

W11.1. CONCERN US. THE LOAN PROGRAMS ARE EXCEPTIONALLY IMPORTANT AS A COMPONENT

N THE TOTAL 'FEDERAL STRATE0tOF GUARANTEEING ACCIFSS AND SOME ELEMENT OF

CHOICE. UNTIL THEY OPERATE EFFECTIVELY AND EQUITABLY, #E WILL. NDT HAVE

FULFILLED THE PROMISES AND COMMITMENTS mADE WHEN THESE'STUDENT AID PROGRAMS :

WERE ESTARLISHED-

,
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At THISPOINT 1 WOULD LIKE.TOTHRN TO DISCUSSION OF SOME OF.THE ISSUES

1,4I THE RE06 PROGRAM. LAItT yEAR, THIS SUSOCMAITTEE HELPED MAKE THE MA4OR

CHANGES IN THE PROG$AM THAT smouLo Exuma MORE COMPLETE ACCESS TO HI,OHER.
r .

'EDUCATION. WITHIN THE.sTRucTuRE OF THE PROGRAM, HOWEVER, 'THERE REMAJN

PROSLEMS WHICH ARE -IMPORTANT AND WHICH SHOU-D SE ADDRESSED' IN THIS

REAUTHORIZATION. 1 WOULD LIKE TO RAISE TIVEE OF THESE ISSUES AT THIS,TIME.

jlobillmtpaamily. ONE ASPECT'OF THE BE,PG FORMULA WHICH HAS SENERATED

WIDE;SPREAD DISCUSSION IS THE WCAI.LED NHALF-COST. RULE. As
ect

YO0 KNOW THE AMOUNT Of THE ULUU.GRANTAS W.T.4440.44-1igWON4IA=
atcPCSA-NC.. iff60.1

CONTRISUTICW

.THE EXPECTED PA ENTAL

4 I 1 ,1'4

tms-eeffror-ailepliflotvr

THE EFFECT OF THIS PROVISION IS THAT AT A LOW-COST INSTITUTION,

A MIDDLE-INCOME.STIMENT AND A LOWER-INCCME STUDENT mAy RECEIVE
.

AN IDENTICAL RANT, IN SPITE OF THE DIFFERENCES INIAMILY SITUATION.

TAAE THE EXAMPLE OF TWO STUDENT§ WHO ATTEND A SCHOOL wmIck costs

$2,400. THE FIRST STUDENT HAS NO EXPECTED FAMILY CONTRIIUTION

AMR THUS NEEDS 520403.IN.AID. THE SECOND MOW HAS AN expecTiD

FAMILY CCOTRIBUTION OF $400 AND .THEREFORE A REMAINING NEED Of

$2,000."UNCER THE NekLF-COST RULE THEY WILL BOIN RECEIVE' $1,200.



PROPOSALS TO DEAL WITH THIS Notrucpamtre INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

\
THE SIMPLE,ELIMENATION OF THIS PROVISION. THE EFFECT.OF THIS

'WOULD BE TO INCREASE THE GRANT TO THE LOW-INCOME STUDENT

ATTENDING THESE COLLEGES. IN THE ABOVE EXAMPLE, THE LOW-.

INCOME STUDENT WOULD NOW RECEIVE $1,800 Akp THE.HIGHEW"

NCOME STUDENT $1,400.

SHIFTING FROM HALF-COST TO A LIMIT QF NO MORE THAN HALF OF.

NEE6. b4 THE'ABOVE EXAMOIE "COST* ES $2,400 AND l'S4-EEVt IS

$2,400 FOR Tit FIRST STUDENT AND $2,000 FOR THE SECOND.

UNDER THIS ALTERNATIVE, THE'FIRST STUDENT Wi/OLD STILL

RECEIVE $1,200, THE SECOND STUDENT WOUN ONLY REeEIVE

$1,000.. THE:NON-UNIFORMITY IS DEALT WITH 3'; REDUC\ING THE'

AMOUNT TO THE HIGHER INCOME STUDENT.

°- REQUIRING-A SPECIFIED CONTRIBUTION BY 11,46 STUDENT IN THE FORM

Of WORK OR LOANS AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR 'THE HALICCOST4OLi.

THE DETERMINATION Of THE AMOUNUF THE BASIC GRANT NOW

ASSUMES A CONTRIBUTION FROM THE FAMILYITS INCOME AND-

ASSETSBUTI, NONE FROM INCOME GENERATED BY THE STUDENT

HIMSELF (FOR EXAMPLE, THROUGH SUMMER OR PART-TIME WRK).

'IN THIS CIAION,'THESTUDENTWOULD BE ASSUMED TO CONTRIBUTE.

FROM HIS OWN EARNINGS: IN THE ABOVE EXAMPLE, IF A $600

7

CONTRIBUTION WERE ASSUMED OF ALL STUDENTS, THE FIRST STUDENT.

: WOULB RECEIVE A GRAAT OF $1,800 ($2,400 MINUS $600) THE
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SECOND A GRANT Oi Sc1 400 $2,10 MINUS THE

OF 4400 AND THE STUDENT'A *SEL74ELPN ,CONTA

. .

--AN INCREASE PROPORTIiirE TO.THEIR RELATIVE

THESE ARE THREE POSSIBLE WAYS TO DEAL-WITH THIS

WHILE NE DO KIT HAVE A SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATION AT T

ATTRACTED BY TNE NOTION THAT IN BOCA, THERE SHOULD

FOR WORK ON THE :PART OF THEP$TWENT. INCLUDING A WOR

WOULD REFLECTA REALITYSUMMER JOBS CAN INCREASE INC

AND WOULD ESTABLIe CLEARLY THAT EVEN 7HE STUDENT All

LOW*COST INSTITUTION SHOULD MAXE SOME FIKANCIALeCONTRI

TO HIS OWN EDUCATION.

RENTAL CONTRIBUTION .

TIM{ OF MOO) .

S TIME, WE ARg

SOME EXPECTATION

COMPONENT

FOR STUDENTS*.

/1

UTIO\

0 fACKANNA. A SECOND WOUITY IN THE STUDENT AID PROGIIAM IS LESS \\

SPECIFIC TO BEOG BUT HAS TO.* WITH THE WAY Iu WHICH.THE RANT IS A

COMBINED WITH OTHER CAMPUS"BASED FEDERAL AID IN THE SIVE I 1Bd

FINANCIAL ASSISTAAL OFFICE!
.

THERE ARE' CURRENTLY NO RULES FOR HOWTHIS ASSISTANCE .sooliip BE

*PACtAGED" BY THE CAMPUS FINANCeAL AID OFFICER. THIS IS APfPRIATEJ

INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS' FINANCIAL CIRCUMSTANCES CAN DIFFER IN WA $

WHICH CANNOT, BE t4/4.14 INTO ACCOUNT IN A RIGID FORMULA SUCH AS

IN BEOG. YET, THAT SAME FLEXIBILITY CAN CREATE WIDEVARIATION

IN WHAT AN IDENTICAL STUDENT MIGHT-RECEIVE IN TOTAL RANT AND

WORK 'STUDY. MONEY FWOM ONE CAMPUS TO ANOTHER. THE RESULT IS AN

58.
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INEQUITY SINCE THeONE STUDENT WILL BE REQUIRED TO COVER THE

DIFFERENCE SY ASSUMING A LOAN-IL:ROE/4 IN EXCESS Of THAT FOR THE

OTHER STUDENT-

WE FEEL THAT VOLUNTARY, 'NOT COMPULSORY, GUIDELINES FOR 'THE

PACKAGING OF FEDERAL STUDENT AID SOOLIU BE ESTABLISHED.

STUDENT FINANCIAL AID CfFICERS SNOULD BE URGED TO.UTILIZE itiosE

Gt./MI:INES AS.MUCH AS POSS4..E, HOWEVER, LEAVING DISCRETION

IN THEIR HANDS TO DEAL.WITH THE.UNIQUE CIRCUMSTANCE. IN THE.

/STATUTE, VCLUNTARY GUIDELINES .COULD BE REQUIRED AS PART OF

THE REGULATIONS.

r

COMPLEXITY- ANOTHER,AREA OF CONCERN IN THE GRANT PROGRAM IS THE

COMPLEXITY OF THE CALCULATIONS INVOLVED AND THE FORMS THEMSELVES-

WE ARE MAKING AOMINISTRATIVE EFFORTS TO STREAMLINE.THESE FORMS.

AS.MUCH AS POSSIBLE. As A' PART OF THIS REAUTHORIZATION, HOWEVER..

We SHOULD ALSO EXAMINE. THE SPECIFIC ELEMENTS OF THE FORMULA TO.

DETERMINE WHETHER SUHPLIFICAilON IS POSSIBLE. FOR EXAMPLE, WITHOUT

AFFECTING THE,PROGRAM 'SUBSTANTIALLY, WE COULD PERMiT FINANCIAL BID

OFFICERS TO USE SCHOOL-WIDE AVERAGE COSTS INSTEAD'OF ACTUAL COSTS

FOR DETERMINING THE 'BASIC GRANT AWARD, THIS WOULD REDUCE SOME OF

THE ADMINISTRATIVE BURDEN AHD COipLEXITy AT THE CAMPUSES-

0 INFIATjj. THE FINAL AREA OF CONeERN WITH RESPECT TO THE GRANT

PROGRAM-. -AND IN 'FACT THE ENTIRE STUDENT AID PACKAGE --IS THE

4

.PROBLEM OF INFLATION-. THERE ARE TWO ASPECTS OF THIS PROBLEM:.

4

5 )

<.,

4.

of
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THist PWARAMS NAY PROVIDE THE KIND OF.STIMULUS TO INSTI".

4 TUTION4 AND STATES WHICH WILL LEAD TO iAPID INCREASES IN

TUITION AND FEES IN AN EFFORT TO SUBSTITUTE FEDERAL STUDENT

AID DOLLARS FOR STATEAND INSTITUTIONAL.SUPPORT,t

THgRE ARE ALSO NUMEOCAIS PMOPOSALS To. iliotim saic AuTomalc

,MECHANISM THAOLIGH'WHICH THE BASIC GRANT WOULD,INCREASE EACH'

WE MUST ALL.BE CONCERNED ABOUT THE FIRST OF.THESE ISSUES. IF

TUITION INCREASES BECOME Exassive, 114E EFFEcT ts)-o sHIFT THE FINANCIAL

SURDEN MORE AND MORE TO. THEFEDERALGOVERNMENT WITHOUT ANYvREAL INCREASE

IN ACCESS. SUCH INCREASES WOULD, IN EFFECT, FRUSTRATE THEPORPOSE OF

THSZ PROGRAMS.

THE sac= ISSLE GROWS-OUT Of
t
A CONCERN. THAT IF THE BOG m4iMUM IS

NOT INCREASED, THE YEAIrTO"YEAR INFLATION IN FAMILY fNCOMES AUTONATICALLY. 4

-REDUCES-THE SIZE OF THE GRAMS A STUDENT RECEIVES, 14 SPITE OF THE FACT THAT

HIS SITUATION HAS NOT CHANGED. . THIS IS A REALITY,RUT INDEXING)S,NOT THE

MASNER TO IT.

4S,0 FIRS:C./INDEXING WOULD LIMIT OUR FLEXIBILITY N FINANCING EDUC TION

PROGRAMS. IN A TIME OF BUDGETARY RESTRAINT, THIS'FLEXIBILITY IS VERY

IMPORTANT.

ar

A,.

60
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0 SECOND, OVER THe LIFIETHE PROGRAM, THg AmoRIATios moms

WI PROVIDED FORA MORE THAN ADEQUATE INCREASE IN THE MAXIMUM AWARD.

INsI974 WHEN THE FIRST AWARDS WERE BEGUN,' THE MAXIMUM AWARD WAS $452. .

THIS YEAR,,THAT MAXIMO! IS $1,800 --AN.INCREASE-OVER'SEVEN YEARS Of

300 PERCENT, WELL AHEAD OF THE AVERAGE INCREASE IN COSTS ovER TWIT
.

SANE PERIOD. THERE IS NO NEED TO INDEX THE MAXIMUM: THE ANNUAL

APPROPRIATION PROCESS HAS ADEQUATELY.AND.EfFECTIVELY DEALT. WITH

NECESSARY INCREASES.IN THE PRC6RAM.

BEFORE 1 END THE DISCUSSION,OF THE GRANTS-PROGRAM, I saopu COMMENT

4RIEFIA4A-A RELATED MATTER, OUR PROPOSAL TO PHABE-OUT SOCIAL SECURITY

,STUDENT BEN8FITS. IN iges WKEN THE SOCIAL SECURITY STUDENT BENEFIT

WAS ERAC-4,,TOTAL FUNDING FOR OE'S STUDENT AID PROGRAMS WAS ONLY $200

Alum. IF THIS FUNDING LEVEL HAD SIMPLY KEPT mg WITH INFLATION,

ABOUT SMILLI CA WOULD BE AVAILABLE TODAY. BUT, AS I'HAVE SAID; THESE

PROGRAMSPWILL IN TOTAL PROVIDE men TH044.9 BILLION NEXT SCHOOL YEAR.

. BECAUSE OF THE LIMITED AMOUNT OF FEDERAL ASSIiTANCE AVAILABLE IN 1965,,

THERE RASA LEGITIMATE NEED FOR SPECIAL HELP FOR THE STUDENT WHOSE PARENT

WAS RETIRED, DISABLED OR DECEASED- HOWEVER, GIVEN THE EXTRAORDINA6'

pRolem IN THE FUNDING LEVELS OF THE CE sTuDENT AJD PROGRAMSSINCE THEN,

WE BELIEVE THIS NEED IS' CURRENTLY BEING MET. IN A PERIOD OF SCARCE

DOLLARS, WE SHOULD MORE CAREFULLY TARGET OUR STUDENT.AID FUNDS.ON

RECOGNIZED NEEDSAND ALLOW INSTITUTIONS AND STUDENTS TO DEVP.OP THE

MOST SENSIBLE PACXAGE OF STUDENT ASSISTANCE TO MEET INDIVIDUAL

CIRCUMSTANCES-
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St

ny DISCUSSION TO THIS POINT HAStFOCUSED PRIMARILY ON THE LOAN AND

T STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS. BUT THEY ARE NOT THE ONLY SIGNIFIcANT

NTS IN THE FEDERAL COMMITMENT TOrpRovIDE OPPORTUNITY FOR ALL

QUALIFIED STUDENTS TO EXTEND THEIR exicktiou TO COLLEGE AND BEYOND.

,THERE mg FOUR ()I-KO IMPORTANT FARTS TO THIS EFFORT;

0. THE 'FIRST IS THE COLLEGE WORK-STUDY 'PROGRAM.. IMMENSELY AND .

DESERvEDLY POPULAR, THIS PROGRAm HAS GRONN AMATICA1.Lq, UNDER-THE
O.

CARTER ADMINISTRATICN. THE PROGRAM SERVED 67 ,000 STUDENTS IN 1?..76.

BUT Naw PROVIDES WORK EXPERIENcE.FOR NEARLY ONE MILLION sTUDESI.

T,H4 PRoGRAm IS NOT.EXPERIENCING ANY MAJOR'PROBLEMS AND ACCORDINGLY.

OtB PROPOSALSPOR REAUTHOCZATION WILL NOT BE DESIGNED TO

OVERHAUL TNE PROGRAM BUT RATHER.wILL STREAGTHENAND BETTER

'INTEGRATE'IT WITH THE &HER PARTS OF THE SISENT ASSISTANCE

EFPORT. Yot upuLD CISIDER LEGISIATT\IE PROPOSALS,TO: -

L

MAKE 1HE DISTRIBUTION.OF WORK4sTUDY FUNDS MORE CONSISTENT.

-WITH TSE NEED AMONG STATE; AND INsTi?UTIONS FOR STUDENT AID;

2

iNCREASE THE NuMBER, QUALITY AHD VARIETY OF JOBS AVAILADLE.TO

STIdDENTS, INCLUDING THOSE A-40 ARE HAHDIcAPPED;

r

IMPROVE TIfE ADmINIsTRATION. OF THE PROGRAM AT THE INSTITUTIONAL

LEVEL.

-
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A SECOND CRITICAL COmPLEMENT To THE STUDENT ASSISTANCE g FORT ARE THE

-.PROGRAM THAT PROvIDE ADDITIONAL. SERvIcES TO STUDENTS 1 ENHANCE AND

SUrPORT THE FINANCIAL ACCESS THAT STUDENT AID PROVIDES. TRIO

PROGRAMS ARE LODGED win.; STUDENT ASSISTANCE 'IN TITLE W.- HESE

(4.
PROGRAMS SEEK OuT AND PROVIDE GuIOANCE A6 SPECIAL TRAINING.FOR

TALENTED POOR AND MINORITY STUDENTS IN HIGH SCHOOL AND:COLLEGE..

OuR COMMITMENT 4 THE GOALS OF THESE SuPpORT SERvICES is STRONG7-

AND OUR APPRECIATION OF THEIR EFFECTIVENESS IS GROWING. THE VERY

"POSITIVE FtNIOINGS OF A RECENT EVALUATION OF THE OPwARD BOUND'

PROGRAM HAs:CONTRIBUTED TO OUR CONFIDENCE IN THESE pRoGRAMS.

EFFORTS'FOR THE REAuTHORIZATION WILL RE SIMILAR TO oUR

APPRoACH TO WORK-STLOy7-TO CLARIFY THEIR FOCUS AND TO mAKE SURE

THEIR IMPACT IS mORE BROADLY FELT ACROSS THE NATION. I sHouLD

.iNDICATE HERE THAT OUR COMMITMENT TO TRIO IS FURTHER HEIGHTHENED

SY ITS ImPoRTANT ROLE IN REALIZING THE MAJOR GAL' OF. ACCESS-

We ARE STRoNGLY cOmmITTED To YHE GOLA oF S4GNIFIcANTLy INCREASING

.THE PARTICIPATION/OF MINORITIES AND WOMEN-- IN A BROAD RANGE OF
;

PROFESSIONAL 04UPATIONS. MINORITIES comipIsE ABOUT 16 PERCENT

.° OF THE POPuLA/IoN YET THEy oBTAIN LEss THAN 6 PERCENT OF ALL

DOCTORATE.,14) PROFESSIONAL DEGREES. WOMEN COMPRISE OvER 50 FERcENT

OF THE POPLATIDN, YET RECEIVE LESS THAN 50% OF THESE DEGREES-

ALTHOUGN.4THE TRIO PRoGRAm STRATEGY FOR INCREASING THESE pERCENTAGES

EX/ENDS/Dam INTO THE JuNIOR AND SENIOR. HIGH sCHooLs AND ukDERGRADUATE'

, MUST ALSO ExTEND INTO THE GRADUATE SCHOOLS! WE

6 3
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INTEND TO PROPOSE ReAGTHoGuAriow AHD sTmEk0THEAING Of TNE NEW

GRADUATE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION PROGRA1). TO AiD IN MEETING THIS

GOAL.

O. FINALLY/A PROGRAM THAT IS NOT OFTEN CONSIDERED, IN THE CONTEXT OF

STUDENT ASSISTAVCE EFFORTS IS THE Tufa III DoEtafiNG'ImsTinnums

PROGRAM. WHILE THIS IMPORTANT LEGISLATION SERVES MANY DIFFERENT

PURPOSES, IT HAS ONE YERY SIGNIFICATIT'FONCTION THAT DESERVES

AENTION iN.THIS CONTEXT. IN MY VIEW.THIS PkOGRAM MUST CONTINUE,

TO OFFER STRONG ASSIFAICE TO INSTITUTIONS THAT PROVIDE ACCESS

,TO STUDENTS WHO woom OTHERWISE NOT-HAVE TNE.OPPORTUNITY TO

ATTEND COLLEGE- .

*ETHER FOR REASONS OF ENROLLMENT POLICIES, SCHOOL TRADITION,

OR GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION THESE INSTITUTICWS PLAY A VITAL ROLE

IN PROVIDING FULL ACCESS TO QUALIFIED STUDENTS. INSTITUTIONS

THAT PROVIDE SUCH A SERVICZ-"SUCH AS THE HISTORICALLY,SLACK

CotteGES-7-Am THAT HAVE IRSUFFICIENT RESOURCES TO MAINTAIN HIGH

QUALITY EFFORIS HAVE A LEGTTIMATE CLAIM UPON FEDERAL ATTENTICN.

ALTHOUGH THEL!TUDEN1 AID PROGRAMS THAT I HAVE DISCUSSED TODAY HAVE

SY FAR THE LARGEST SNARE OF THE FEDERAL BUDGET IN HIGHER EDUCATION,

'THEY ARE ONLY A FEW OF THE MANY PROGRAMS IN THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT.

DURING THE NEXT MONT% ME WILL 'PREPARING PROPOSALS RELATING TO EACH'

OF THE TITLES OF THE ACT.

6 4
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As wE CONSIDER OUR RECOMMENDATIONS-IN THESE MANY AREAS *44 WILL KE P

IN MIND THE NECESSITY FON THE HIGHER EDUCATION SECTOR TO REMAIN BOTH'

STRONG AND VITAL AND INDEPENDENT OF FEDERALSONTROL*

WE LOON AT THE PROGRAMS AT A TIME WHEN DEMOGRAPHIC AND SOCIAL PRESSURES

ARE BEGINNING TO PLACE GRAET STRAINS ON AMERICA'S INSTITUTIBIt OF HIGHER

j EDUCATION. OVER THE REXT 11 YEARS, THE DROP.IN THE SIZE Of THE 18-24
' 7

YEAR AGE c,R9up WILLIE RouGHLY 4.4 miLLIow STUDENTS gR 16 PERamr. ALTHOUIIG

THE. DECLINE IN THIS PRIME COLLEGE-AGE POPULATION MAY, TO SOME EXTENT; BE,

COMPENSATED BY INCREASED COLLEGE ENROLLMENTS,OF OLDER PEOPLE, IT SEEMS

CLEAR THAT OVERALL STUDENT ENROLLMENTS WILL SMIRK. THIS SHRINKAGE WILL

NOT AFFECT INSTITUTIONS, IN A UNIFORM FASHION -MANY STRONG

WILL FEEL THE SQUEEZE ONLY SLIGHTLY OR NOT AT ALL. WEAKER

INSTITUTIONS

INSTITUTIONS,

HOWEVER, MAY SUFFER.GREATLY.\ HE RESULT-WILL SIMFL .Bf THAT1SOME WILL '

RAVE TO CONTRACT THE SCOPf OF THEIR OPERATIONS, OTH S.MAY HAVE TO MERGE

WITH SISTER INSTITUTIONS AND STILL OTHERS MAY HAVE 19 GO.OUT OF BUSINESS-

TOGETHER WITH DEMOGRAPHIC,PRESSURES, INSTITUTIONS ARE'ALSO FACED WITH

OTHER INCREASINGLY EVIDENT BURDENS- INFLATION HAS'LED TO CUTBACKS OF

MARGINAL BUT CRITICAL EXPENDITURES, SUCH AS*.BOOKS FOR .LIBRARIES. MOREOVER,

THE BUU_DfNGS CREATED :N THE liCCM OF THE LATE 4015 AND EARLY 50's THAT ALLOWED

INS/ITIthONS TO MEET THE NEEDS OF A GREATLY EXPANDED'HISHER EDUCATION

CLIENTELE ARE BEGINNING TO REQUIRE GREATLY INCREASED MAINTENANCE AND

RENOVATIONITHE FEDERAL DEMANDS FOR ACCESS FOR THE HANDICAPPED AND HEALTH

-AND SAFETY REGULATIONS INCREASE THE NOW-INSTRUCTIONAL COST REBUILDING

THE pAYSICAL PLANT OF THE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IS A NATIONAL PROBLEM

OF GREAT CONCERN.

1.1
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THE lOPOLATtOtt SHIFTS Of THE PAST-20 YEARS HAVE ADDED YET ANOTHER

AREA OF CONCERN IN OUR CONSIDERATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS-

THE ENTRANCE INTO THE COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY TEACHING PROFESSION AND

.THE RESULTANT TENURE OF LARGE'NUMBERS OF PROFESSORS. IN THE SIXTIES AND

EARLY SEVENTIES THREATEN TO ELIMINATE JOS OPENINGS FOR NEW SCHOLARS

IN A VARITY OF'IMPORTANT ACADEMIC AW-As.

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CANNOT AED smots4p NOT ADDRESS ALL OF THE'

CONSEQUENCES OF THCSE INSTITUTIONAL PROBLEMS. THE NATIONAL ROLE WILL

NECESSARILY BE LIMITED. SO LCAG AS THE OVERALL HIGHER EDUCATION ESTAB-

LISHMENT RAEMINS.SOUND, WE NEED NOT BE UNDULY CONCERNED' ABOUT THE'CLOSINGS

OR MERGERS OF INDIVIDUAL COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES. IT IS NO MORE IN THE '

'INTEREST OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT TO MAINTAIN THROUGH SUBSIDIES AN

UNNEEDED COLLEGE THAN IT IS IN THE NATIONAL INTEREST-TO PREVENT THE'

CLOSINGS OF UNNEEDED ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. .SIMILARLYpiT IS NOT IN THE.

NATIONAL INTEREST TO SUBSIDIZE CONVENTIONAL MAINTENANCE COSTS OF HIGHER

EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS.

WHAT S8OU19*-101E- DO IN:THE EXTRAORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCE WHERE THE

NATIONAL INTEREST IS THREATENED? WE MUST MAKE SURE, FOR EXAMPLE,

THAT THE DECLINE IN ENROLLMENTS DOES NOT LEAD TO THE DISAPPEARANCE

NATIONALLY.OF ENTIRE CURRICULA OR FIELDS OF INQUIRY. SHOULD WE

ALSO HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO AID INSTITUTIONS DURING THIS PERIOD OF

ADJUSTMENT? FOR EXAMPLE, SHOULD WE RAVE THE AUTHORITY TO UNDERWRITE

(
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EXPERIMENTS TO MAKE COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES MORE EFFICIENT THROUGH THE

POOLTNG Of SCHOLASLY RESOURCES -7PROFESSORS, LIBRAR ES AND FHYSICAL.FACILITIES.

T6GETHER WE FACE-A GREAT CHALLENGE IN THE CONSIDERATION OF THE ,

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE. RIGHER EDLCAT1ON ACT- I HAVE TRIED TO POINT. O.UT\

FEW.OF THE PRIMARY ISSUES' AND THE DIRECTION OF OM PRELIMINARY THINK!
1

IN CLOSING, I WANT TO RE1TE WHAT I BELIEVE TO BE THE MAJOR THEME

7
OF THTS TESTIMONY& SIMPLY PUT, FACE AN EXTRAORDINARY OPPORTUNITy IN

AMERICAN HISTORY. THIS NATIO4- 1.4s AT TEE THRESHOLD OF ACHIEVING THE GOAL

' THAT ALL- QUALIFIED STUDENTS WILL HAVE THE FINANCIAL MEANS TO OBTAIN A

BACHELOR'S DEGREE AND TO GO ON TO PitOFESSIONAL OR GRADUATE SCHOOL.

MOREIgrER, we ARE MAKING GREAT STRIDES IN ENSURING THAT ACCESS IS BACkED

UP BY. ESSENTIAL SPECIAL ATTENTION FOR INDIVIDUALS WHO HAVE NOT'HAD

ENRICHED ELEMENTARY AAD SECONDARY SCHOOL OPPORTUNITIES. WE CANNOT LET

THIS 'GIDAL ESCAPE US.

YET, WE CANNOT AFFORD TO PURSUE THIS GOAL SINGLEMINDEDLYAND DISREGARD

OTHER SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS FACING INSTITUTIONS IN THE NATION. To ENSURE

ACCESS TO INSTITUTIONS THAT ARE DECLINING 14 QUALITY WOULD BE A CRUEL END

foR ALL OF OUR EFFORTS. THE CHALLENGE FOR HIGHER EDUCATION IS TO. PROTECT

AND ENHANCE QUALITY WHILE SIMULTANEOUSLY ENSURING EQUAL OPPORTUNITYI

BELIEVE THAT TOGETHER WE ARE EQUAL TO THE TASK.

THANK YOU

..mP

45-934 0 - 79 - 5
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M. FORD. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN. I would like..to compliment the chairman and

the staff for) this compilation. It should be a most useful body of
material. I am not aware of this having been done before: To
obtain this information in advance in such a convenient way, at
the.fingertips of the members,. I think is most helpful: I would like
to compliment the chairman and.the staff for that work.

Secretary CALIFANO. May I echo what Mr. Buchanan said. It is
enormously helpful to HEW and is an extraordinary document. I
have never seen any set of hearings begin with something like
that. \_41

Mr. FORD. We thank you. The credit goes to the very able staff
on both sides of the aisle that thiS committee enjoys having; and I
would like7to say to Mr. Bnchanan that we appreciate the coopera-

-- tion we have had from you and your staff in putting this together.
And I think it is only fair to coMpliment the special interests, if

you will, in higher education for the response to our request of last
SepteMber and giving us something more substantial than the
general kinds of recomniendations that normally would be forth-
coming at this stage of the considerations.

We asked them to be very specific arid go through the entire
package of legislation, examine it and give us their best judgment
with respect to What, if anything, should be changed and how,

: specifically, it should be changed. One of the salutary results of
'this has been conversations I have had with representatives of the

,,...groups, who tell me fin, the first time the accumulated genius of
their boards of directors has found how diffidult it is to write a
single ,paragraph of legislative .language as distinguished from A
whole Volume of legislative suggestions. They noW share with us
some sense..of :frustration in trying to write national policy with
respect'to this important subject.

Mr. Secretary, I am grateful for your personal involvement and
commitment to the work Of this committee in higher education
Matters. I am sure you know that very member of this committee
enjoyed very much working with you on the development of and-
ultimately the passage of the Middle-Income Student Assistance
Act at a time 'when the attitude and atmosphere in the country
was being portrayed to tis in terms of constant negatives that
suggested nothing new or'better could be done.

No little, bit of personal effort was expended on your part. But
for your very direct involvement and very pggressive pursuit of the
objectivestf that legislation with the administration, I am gatisfied
that it would still be a s,learn in the eyes of some people in higher
education and not be a reality. We are looking forward to continu-
ing to work with you and your very able stafron the development
of this legislation.

It is very clear, from your statement, that you have an under-
standing of how very complex the task of putting all of the pieces
of higher education legislation together in a meaningful way is
going to be and how difficult it is going to be even when we come
to agreement as& what it is we would like to accomplish.

I doubt that we would have on this committee any real question
with the general objectives put forth in your statethent, although I
suspect that there might be some reactions to the specifics.

6s
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And, with that, I would like to get to the members of the 'corn-
mittee and hope we can hold to the 5-Minute ,rule at least for the
firit go-round sor; everyone will have ari opportunity to ask the
Secretary questions. I call first on our ranking member, Mr. Brade-
MEW. .

Mr. Bninnuss. Thank you, Mr. Cliairman. At the-outset I want
to welcotne the Secretary to the subcommittee. He is an old friend
of mine and I think he is doing a fme Job in one of the -toughest
responsibilities in the Federal Government.

I especially want to compliment you, Mr. Secretary, on the vigor
and sensitivity with which you have tackled one of the most widely
publicized problemsthat is, the matter of default on student
loans. I think the record that you have given us hece today indi-
cates that you are very sensitive to the problem of abuse and waste

.in these programs anct aware that, iLwe cannot effectively get a
handle on them, we will poison the well for the millions of Ameri-
can students who need help and who want tc; pay their bills. I
think it also reflects a great deal of sensitivity to the question of
fiscal restraint, which is very,much op the Minds of all of us today.

It seems to me the 'contrast between what you have done in
respect to this problem and the last two administrations is the
contrast between -administering a major program by shoe box,
whiah was apparently the style that the last two adininistrations
utilized, and doing it through computers and bringing the program
into the 20th century. So I commend you on that.

I have two questions, Mr. Secretaryt One, do you feel that we
now have in place basically sufficient legislatiVe authority to pro-
vide aid for midclle-inconie .students from middle-income families;
and, second, in respect to .your testimony on .page 25, where you
spoke about how a lender under the guaranteed student loan .pro-
gram could leverage a small amount of its capital into a very large
and more profitable portfolio, do' you think that it would be possi-
ble to provide adequate incentives to private lenders without, in
effect, allowing them to have what would be thought of in some
quarters aS windfalls? Those are my two questions, Mr: Secretary.

Secretary CALIFANO. r think, with respect to the firsi question,
we mide enormous strides forward in tents of middle-income pro-
grams 'for students. I think thiit in the course of.looking at this
reauthorization there may well be some additional steps that this
committee might want to fake 'and the Congress might want to
take in that area, I would note, and some modifications that the
Congress might want to make in that area.

By the time the committee has to act, next year, we will have,
for example, a much better fii on the impact of making a highly
subsidized interest rate Available to everybody in the country,
whether or not money is fungible, and.it is the best bargain that
anybody with a significant amount of m&ney could have for a
student in college. It would make much more sense for that stu-
dent to borrow regardless pf the income-of the parents and invest
that meney in another way than it would hot to.

But- I think, by and large, what the Congress did last;year is a
remarkable achievement and will ease a tremendous amount of
pressumi on the middle-income American citizens, particularly in
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moving the -BEOG program all the..way up to $25,000 in terms of
family income.

Second, with respect to your second question, in terms of th e
windfall profits issue, I do think that this committee should look
carefully at Sallie .Mae and the way .it operates and the way the
banks relate to Sallie Mae in ,the context of the cost of these
programond see whether or nit, there are alternatives that would

. provide Mes incentive necessary ftir private involvement and at the
saw time not be so costlY and not provide the kinds of windfall
opportunities that you mention. I think that is worth a hard look
this time around% . .

,Mr. FoRn, Mr. Buchanan: .

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ICIr. Secretary, you
certainly raised some interesting proposals for discussion in your
prelirninary.official-nonofficial-first blush. bo you have,any idea of
when we would receive your official proposals. We might decide
you-will be our leader and follow yoil down this path and find your.
proposals -are off in some other direction. Do you have any idea as
te the,time frame? . .

Secretary CALAFANO. What we would like, Mr. Buchanan, is an
opportunity to review material that Mt). Brademas put in the
recordwe got that just a few days agoand benefit from some of
the hearing& you will be having. We will be up here with speCific
proposals in the courSe of those hearings on some of the other
subjectS besides student financial assistance.

.

We will try to have proposals ready roughly tit the time of the-
hearing .and,' I-hope, in ample tiine for this coMmittee to review
them. And I nlyself am prepared-to come back at the end of your
hearings; if We committee so desires, to give specific comment on
what has happened during the hearings and what our views are.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to yield the balance
of my time. We have with us this morning the ranking member of

.

our full committee, who is ex officio on this subcommittee, Mr.
Ashbrook; and the gentleman from Illinois, Mr. Erlenborn, whose
role in the student loan progratn is well-known. I have an idea he
might have questions. I would like to yield the rest of my time in
the first rtiund to him. ..

Mr. ERLENBOgN. I thank my colleague. Mr. Secretary, let me
welcome you and thank you for your.testimony. Let me start by
congratulating you 4..trid the- Department on the job that you have
done to begin t attack the problem of defaults in the student loan
programs. I th k that that is a necessary underpinning to the
co'ntinuation or expansion of these programs. Public cOnfidence in
our wi.ilingness to do the collection job is, I think, very important.

I would-like to ask yoo some questions about the Middle-IncOme
Student Assistance Act that passed last year, particularly in regard
to removing the income cap for subsidized loans. Can you tell us
what the cost of that will be to the Federal Treasury?

Secretary CALIFANd. Wedon't know, Mr. Erleriborn. I would note
that, to .some extentwhich is hard to pin downthere has been
an increase in participation in that program. I noted in my testi-
monyI don't know whether. I read it or not but it is in my
testimonythat in the State of Maryland, for .example, doing a
quick check in the past week there has been a 73-percent. increase
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in particilia0on..in that program'. Overall, the increased participa,..
tion in the program is ;3-4 perCent nationally.

'think one.of the questions*that this committeu should addresS is
the extent to which subsidized loabs should .be...thade available'
(;Dmpletely .without regard. to need, withdut*regard to income, be-
cause the Money is fungible, as..we know. .

Mr. ERLENBORN: Along..that line; I would like to .know,, Mr.
Secretary: Under the current practice, is it permissible or required
for the lending institution tO. inqtiire as to the family income?
There is,.a qualification. How are we going to knoW`who is getting
the additional money from this greater participation, whgther that
is going to high-lncome, middle- or low-income.students?

cretaiy.cAuFANo. We don't know the answeti to that,. What.we
have to do' s. make; pacticular evaluations on some statistically
-sound sample. crhat-Ts why noted thate we do not know and do '4\'not attrifiute the 73.-percent increaSe in Maryland directly to that
program.

ERLENBORN. 'Is it impossible for'you under, the _law to allow
or require the lending institutiOn to inquire' as to faniily income?

Secretary..CAuFANO. I don't think I am prohibited under the law
but I think, since one of the clear purpoSes Of.that!chAnge, .particti-
larly on the Senate side, was to ease the .burden.of filing all of that
informationalso I should note that, once the intkrest subsidy' is
given,to people.with a faniily income pf .4;40,00(/or $50,000,, then We'
are talking about 9P-plus Percent of the population, the isSue being -
whether or not,..we should have that massiveamount of paper-work
when all but 10 perce nt. of the population' is eligible.' ;-

Second, I gave aVerage costs ,of institutions in my testimony.here.
As -we know, .there are many,. many .instilkiiions in 'this .country
with $6,000, $7,000, indeed breaking $8,000 .a year; the tette costs of

.year of illo llege in .soine . of our, finest universities are noW in
exces of $10,000.

There is a need to sOlve that liquidity problem for middle
income, and a man making even $40,000 a year before taxes has a
serious problem Corning .up with $10,000 after taxes per year for
One son.. ,

The way, I think, that we get the information'you are after is by
avising some kind 'of a statistically .gund sample, not subjectipg
everybody to all of that paperwork again, 'and, I am prepared to do

f that. Indeed I think we should do that. Whether we can get you a
sample that is that good in the shott period .of time within which
you will be acting on, this, legislation I don't knOw but we wll do'it
as promptly as we can if you are interested in it.
us Mr, ERLENBORN. Mr. Secretary,.getting to.SallieMae, I read that
it was the purpose of these proposals -for you to expand slightly the
oversight authority you now have for gallie Mae. Could you cite to
me the statutory authority for your oversight of Sallie Mae?

Secretary CA LIFANO. We guarantee their financing. I can ..give
you S'pecific..statutory citation. I have no desire to become more
involved in Sall.ie Mae, The questions I raise here go to whether or
not there should be a 'Sallie Mae and whether or not the Federal.
Government should Be subsidizing in that way:

We are both guaranteeing the money nd subsidizing the inter-
est rate. The o iginal concept of the Con ss was that that would

f
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become privately financed in time., It is clearly not happening. The
original concept of the Congress %Vas that it would be widely availa
ble to banks. -.Of a few thousand banks in GK.; programs, Sallie
Mae hus agreements with-about 400 banLs.

I think that as -part of-these hearings the committee should hearfrom Sallie' Mae, should look -at everything it has done and seewhether or not it is worth the price we are paying for it in terms of
taxpayers' money tO continue that organization at all; or as it is.

Mr. .ERI.SNUORINt.. Would you tell me how, they compare with
Fanny Mae and Ginny Mae as to the number of institutions.
served?

Secretary ,CALIFANO. Pcannot tell you'-that. We can get that
inforthation. from HUD and submit it for the record. I just wasnoting that we guarantee the paper we pick up defaultece.paper.
We set the volume ,for Sallie Mae and the Treasury Department
has the authority to audit Sallie Mae..-.

..orMr. ERLENBORN. One last .4uestion, Mr. Secretary: .I noted that
one of your recommendations.would be to have loans generated at
the educational institution. Does that mean you would like to get
the banks out of the business of making loans?

Secretary CAUFANO. No, I don't think so. What I think What we
should do is.build on the existing system we 'have. We-created
Sallie- Mae ourselves. My point about Sallie. Mae -is that it is' not
doing what it was supposed to-do and it has become apparently a'.
relatively expensive middleman, or, as I sajd, middlewoman.

, Mr: ERLF1NBORN. ExpenSive in what why since they pay taxes
every 'year on tReit profit and they have no- budgt, .no appropri--, ,

Secretary CALIFANO. I think the same work that is being done by,
Sallie Mae could be-- .

Mr. ERCENBORN. Could .. be done by someone getting 'an appropri-.
ation and not \Paying taxes?

Secretary CALIFANO. Sallie Mae" has not achiwed any goal that
Congress established for it.' Maybe you-can. change it around and
make it:do that. Second, I think, without a Sallie Mae, probably
thesbanks alone could do the job with. incentives that would cost
the, American taxpayer less money.

.Wh'en you say they are making a profit, it is 'the same as" appro-
priating.money'because it is the American taxpayer who is pouring
the dollars in there. Those are Federal bank dollars. Those are
Federal subsidies.
.Third, it does.. provide an opportunity for a private 'lender to

make an investment of.$100,000 to get a return of $18,000 per year,
assuming a large loan volumeyear after yearthe way it is now
structured. -

Mr: ERLENBORN. Da you have any example of where that kind of
leverage has been, misused?

Secretary CALIFANO. Let me see if we can provide some specifics
for the record.

Fourth,' with a program, aS I said, w'it.h 8,500 banks in it, it is an
institution that'has agreements with 400 bank:s. In terms of bank-
ingVgenerally, my point about student assistance being dealt with
at the campus is that, by and large, it is the campus that can best
deal with the, individual needs of the- student and, with a cornbina-

I
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tion. of packages that .student may need in ternis of work-study
BEOG's, loans pf one kind or another; subSidized and Unsubsidized,
In terms of collection and that whole process, the cami:.uses have
not proved particularly adept at it.* it ik not within their normal
range of business., Banks have not Proved particularly adept at it,
either. .

There is not a lot of incentive when NO are standing there
guaranteeing the loans,' willing to'-pick up the interest rates. HEW

tr for years, the Congress passed laws, 1972, 1976; HEW put, no
gulations out, there were no. standards to guide the universities.

The Department in that period ,of the seventies Was terrible. It did
not respond to the laWs that you were pasSing here. -

Congressmani Brademas mentioned shoe boxes. When I became
Secretary, in two of the regions in this country the loan accounts
were kept in shoe boxes on index cards with hundreds of thousands
of Clients. It was an inexcusable negligence in terms of administer-
nig a program that has taxpayers' dollars.

Mr. ERLENBOAN. Mr. Chairman, you have been mbre than gener-
ous with the time. Let me say that if we did move all of the money
to the campus we would take aWay -from .the consumer, the stu-
dent, the bond he now has and we would,see this being used as a
recruiting tool loan:

Mr. FORD.N Thank you.. I did impose a. little bit On the other
members by extending your time. I wanted you to have the chance
to argue With the Secretary on the two amendynents yoU offered,
one in the committee and one on the floor, fh didn't pass. I was
refreshed by -the .wisdom ,dembnstra.ted by the mmittee and the
Congress:

Counsel has just pointed out te Me a compilation here. If one
looks at section 439, subsection (bX3), you:find this language:

it is hereby authorized to be appropriated to the Secretary of aealth. Education,
and Welfare. $5 million for making.advances for the purpose o? helping to establisL
the association e

We are now talking about Sallie-Mae. ,

Frorn the very beginning the moneY was not appropriated to
Sallie litlae; it, was appropriated to your office for the Purpose ,of
establishing- it.' It is clearly a child .of the Secretary of HEWnot
this Secretary but a predecessor. Maybe that answers the question
as to what a thority you might have for overseeing its activities.
Mr. Biaggi.

Mr. BIAGG Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I kould like to congratu-
late th Secretary for thiS very comprehensive statement. It is
certainly going to be abasis for study and consideration and coep-
eration of the past few years. I am just delighted that you dre
addressing %yourself in the manner you are:with Such vigor, in
connection with the default of loans. -4

That is a national disgrace and, in my judgment, poses a threat
to the' continuance of the program unless we adjust ourselves, and
the reaction on the part of the people of our country has been
salutary.

The chairman pointed to your leadership in the Middle-Income
Student Assistance Act, where we had great difficulty. I waS de-
lighted to be cosponsor of that bill. We knew the controversy and
conflict but that in the end, if we didn't have that legislation at the

,
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closing, tumultuous 'clays of the congress, we would npt have had
anything. Although it was difficult at the outset, it Was fortunate
we had it. We are' grateful .to you for your leadership in thatregard.

I have a couple ofquestions. I have a number. of them and
perhaps I will submit them to you for response in the record, but
thin0 appear.obvious:You say there are 8,500 banks that would be

rticipating and you say only, banks are participating in the
llie Mae process: Why?
Secretary CALWANO. It is hard to tell, Mr. Biaggi. Part of it, I am

sure, is that you have to buy in with with buying Sallie Mae stock.We have just begun to look at this problem in some depth and I
think we will have to submit a more detailed analysis to the
committee eventually, but it is ckearly not doing what is was de-
signed bCongress to do in the Wslation originally 'passed.

Mr. BIAGGI. On. page 12 you pose as a problem that Federal
student aid.programs should not stimulate increases in .the price of
higher education. I can see that happening as a matter of course.
I-low do we protect against this?

Secretary CALWANO. We are not sure. There. are two problems'. -
One is the danger of that, and one of our real concerns about the
tuition tax credit was: That kind of flat-out equal amount for
everybody would raise tuition by $250 or $500.'The BEOG program,
geared as' it is to individual student need, individual family need,
provides less than opportunit37 because it is not across the board a
specific amount' for each student.

The second kind of problem is the, extent to which it is important
to maintain the academic quality of institutions as they be&me
more and mere aggressive in hunting for students. All you have to
do is look- in newSpapers and you see aggressive advertising Of
many institutions of higher 'education to get more students as they
become concerned about the decline in the number of 18- to 24-year
olds.

I bsicaliy caise these as problems and we will do our best to
work with the committee to deal with them.

Mr. BIAGdi. Your statement makes reference to the possibility
that institutions will go out of business and that those of lesser
quality will fall by the wayside. In light of what you just stated,
that seems to be p real potential. Do 'you have a time frame?

Secretary rALIFANO. I think we are talking about over the next
10 years as this ,10-percent decline in enrollment begins to take
place. Some institutionsealready Billie. We an provide numbers for
the recdrd. I think it is lesS than 100 but, it is approaching 100
institutions over the past couple of years that have already closed
their doors. More and more will have.to merge both facilities and
plant equipment, all those costs.

I think institutions will haVe to find out how better to generate
income during siirnmeremonths, for example, and to use that plant
all year. But there 'is no question that this is going to be a problem
-in this country.. 4

One* thing that many institution are doingas you yourself' are
Well aware, because you have hee such a strong supporter of
getting senior citizens more. involved in educationis going out for

7i
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mue,h older groups. offering courSes that cazi enrich the lives of our
senior citizeniVand What have you.-

Mr. BIAGGI. I have one final question and am.going to conform to
.the rule. You proposed consolidatior and, on its face, it
sounds like a practical solution perhapS in the Way of adthinistra-
tiOn, liqw does that faailitate adcessibility to loans?.

Secretary CALIPANO. The cohsolidation of the loan programs
would make the loans easier, more.underStandableit is a compli-
cated process now for a student to b.ecOme .involved in the loan

'process. We think by making it 'a simpler ProcessjuSt as we are
trying to make the ,BEOG program a simpler processthat more,
students will become involved, more students will fill out those
forms.

Second, one of the suggestions is that if the student has to go to
only one k.ilace--the camPias does not actually have to make the
loam the bank can continue to make the loan if that is the way one,
ultimately decides to do.itif .a student could go to one place and
have hiS _or her needs- dealt withlending needs, grant needs and
what have youand- get those decisions made in one place, it
would make things a lot easier.

Mr.. BIAGGI. I said that was my lot question but a thought
occurrd to me. In your effort to recover defaulted loans, you
implemented the .computer system here and..elsewhere. When, eld,
you believe, will that whole program be completed?

Secretary CALIFANO. .For the Fla. program, the .direct, Govern-
ment-insured program, We believe that we will'effectively eliminate
the Iiiicklog by the end al980. The default rate-.peaked at 400,000
'last spring..We noW have the numberof defaults in, that program
down to 300,000. We have- had more difficulty with -the NDSL
program. The number of defaulters continues to- rise. It has gone
up by 100;000 from roughly 700.000 to 800,000 in the past year and
currently almost three-quarters of a billion dollars is in default in
that program.

We Irave now, at the urging of the Senate Appropriations Sub-
cOmmittee. 'published a list of the default rates in that program to
every institution 'in the, country. We are moving to urge them to
turn their loans over' to us, let us collect..them. We are providi
technical assistance to them to collect those loans.

In regard to institutions which do not bring their loan defaults
dowm we are now prepared to suspend .and terminate them from
the prpgram if.we have to, and I cannot in candor give you a time
in. which I thihk 'tke will solve the problems of that program. It is
much more difficalt-

In about -6 months we should be able to put a timetable in that, I
think. will ,have stime validity. Bu't over .the long haul, if the
experience 'we have had in the last 2 years is any indication, I
think the committee should look at the possibility of taking the
campuses out of the business of collecting loans and let somebody
else go into that business.

Mr: BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. Thank. you Mr. Chair-
If .

IM FORD. If my colleagues will bear with me I would like to
make,the i-otation, here for a, moment to recognize the chairman of
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the full.committee, who has joined us and is under a time con-.
straint. Chairman Perkins.
Chairman MOPONS. Thank 'you', Mr.hairman. First, Mr. Secre-

.

Wry, let me compliment you on your testimony. I heard the great-
est portion of your testimony..I know you have been, part of a great
move in 'this country in furthering the welfare. of higher education,
partieularlyfin the, sixties, when we had the grat buildi .pro-
gram.'You were most active in that regard as assistant to
dent Kennedy and President Johnson.

But for all of those, building programs in the sixties ,and early
seventies, I don't know what the higher education institutions
.would have. I don't think we_would have had the enrollment we
have today in higher education institutions.

I know you are revieWing all of the Federal 'loan programs in
higher education with an eye to simplifying these programs as
much as possible. I woutd hope that in this-review you will keep in
mind, the need of disadv.antaged college Students and that.you will
not push those needs aSide in an effort to conform several of our
present loan programs.

In particular r am concerned about propoSals to merge.the guar-
anteed student loan program, where the'interest rate for students
is now 7 percent, and the national student loan program, where the
interest rate is now 3 percent. 'As I understand some of these
merger proposals, th'e lower NDEA interest rate would be in-,
creased to .a higher lever in order to make that program more
similar to the guaranteed student loan program.

I am concerned, though, that iri that proCess of simplification you
would be making needy students pay- more in interest rates and
you might even be precluding those students from being able to
afford to'attend college. Vould you care to comment on those
concerns that I have mentioned, Mr. Secretary?

Secretary CAUFANO. Mr. Chairman, the fundamental objective
should be to provide an opportunity for all young people in this
country to have all of the education they can take to develop _Their
talents to the fullest regardless of whatever their means are. That,
it seems to me, is the fundamental objective, accompanied by an
objective of making sure there are institutions of excellence and
quality available to fulfill that. .

In any consolidation of the loan programs, there has to be a loan
program substantially Subsidized to provide for the low-income stu-
dent to accempany a grant program, and no consolidation that we
would propose would eliminate that kind of a program.

One of the things we are thinking about is supplementing that
kind of a program with a loan program at or cloSe to the actual
ratelf interest which would be designed ,not for the needy student,-,
nyrOr the needy family, but for the family that simply had a
temporary liquidity problem and needed some money to ge
Through those 4 years.

There are no circumstances under which I can conceive of our '
proposnig any program that would not fit with the fundamental
premise that every American should be able to get all of the
information he can take whether he 'has a dollar or a. million
dollars,
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Chairman Pruditris. You did not come to any definite conclusion
as of now, I take it, as to what the interest rate nay be On any
merger on a national defense,student loan 'or loan that compara-
bility.

. Secretary CALIFANO: No, Mr. Chairman. 1'
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. Thank you, Mr.
airman.

r. Foitn. In keeping with our strong interea to protect the
norities of all kinds, I call on the ranking minority member of
e full comniittee, Mr. Ashbrook.
Mr: ASHBROOK. I listened with great interest to the statement the

Secretary made and others have made regarding the great progress
You have.made ih your 2 years, which many of us hoped would be
More than just a statement.

I have in my office a file which I would share with you some-
timelike Mr. Brademas I go through-six-administrationsI have
statements of all the former Secretaries of HEW after Mrs. Hobby.
Each one of them uniformly has made a general characterization of
their tenure, whether they be Democrat or Republican.

One, HEW is unmanageable. They really did not feel like they
penetrated it. They really did not feel anybody could. I wonder if
Joe Califano when he leaves and goes back to law practice or runs
for the Senate, whatever he has in mind, is going to jolt' all of
those former Secretaries of HEW and say that 7ou preside oVer a
virtually unmanageable institution. You could not even stop then
froM smoking and so forth.

What do you perceive in your 2 yeara? Do you think you.sriouS-
ly can manage HEW and do you know what goes on there?

Secretary CALIFANQ. I think HEW is manageable. I think by Luid
la* we have not adequately and imaginatively enough used com-
puter systems on the big pay programs. The biggest program in
HEW is the social security program. It is $120 billion.of the $200
billion: It operates remarkably well in terms of the welfare pro-
grams.

The heir rights and supplemental security program were 6.5
percent when I became Secretary. They are down to 4.5 percent

In terms of the medicaid program, we are putting in manage-
ment information systems that are saving literally hundreds of
millions of_dollars a year.

I think-That in the student aid programs with which this commit-
tee is most intimately associated we are making progress. Whether
the NDSL progr,arn were sitting out there as a lonely program or
whether it were in HEW, it would be a difficult'program to admin-
ister because there are thousands of camPuses, because we have
not by and large prPvided any technical assistance to them and one
must remember, Ashbrook, the fundamaptal fact about the
student loan prograM is that nobody asked the students to Pay
their loau s. back, and,you and I rarely pay bills that we do not get
and students did not get Those bills.

I think it is ineyitably difficult to deal with individuals in groups
who are by and large either getting or believe sincerely that they
are getting the sh rt end of the fruits of American society arid the
Americwn econom whether they are handicapped, whether they
are poor, whether they are women, whether they are olders what

Na.
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have you, black, minorities, and it is that political turmoil that
creates one kind of problem.

.The second kind of problem is the extent to which the Congress
makes decisions on behalf of the country that pufs HEW into an
enormously sensitive area. This is more difficult -by far in the
health area than in any other area we are involved in.

.Speak there of issues like abortion or in vitro fertilization,.
.....oft5rchosurgery; all .the difficult problems. By and large this commit-

tee and the Congress has been very sensitive to issues of freedom,
academic freedom and the importance of it, while we .provide a lot
of funds, keeping -our distance, and we get less involves. But I
'think the place is manageable.

.Mr. ASRROOK. I, follow that theme and I appreciate your re-
sponse but You .talk about Congress-creating .sorne Problerns: Let
me take the point of view that you in HEW have created problirns
under title IX that Congress did not mandate you to create, .

I read the Specific legislation in 1972 which says, "No perSon in
the United States shall on the basis of sex-be excluded from partici-
pation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected ta discrimina-
tion under any- education program or activity receiving federal-
financial assistance."

It seems to me in your administration you have taken the posi-,
tion, rather than talking in terms of education programs receiving
Federal assistance, that anyprogram or activity of any institution
which receives Federal financial assistance. I sent to your desk\two
pages which-assuming reasonable conversance with what is gding
on in HEW are circulating there,---asserting the subject of coaches
compensation. Are you privy to that? Do you have ,arjybody from
your civil rights diVision that can comment .on that?

Secretary CALIFANO. I do nOt have anyone from the Office for
'Civil Rights with me but. I will be happy to comment on it:

Mr. A81-113ROOK. It interprets'. section 86A1 (CXBX1) to mean
coaches of institutions means team and Coaches of its women's
teams must receive equal pay for equal work in order for students
at least of each seCtion to realize equal opportunity in athletics.

It says: "There may be no other objectives or criteria, which can
: be used tO satisfy salary differences. Factors which will not be
saiisfied as different are gate receipts or spectator interests." Is
that the kind of simplification you were talking about in your
testimony on the kind of help We are giving the Atherican colleges?

.I would say as one critic of your testimony there is a lot of
comment out there on colleges regarding problems they have which
did not seem to be addressed _in your testimony, largely, because
they feel they are problems caused-ty HEW.

Secret\ary CALIFANO. Mr. Ashbrook, let me go back on title IX.
That particular interpretation,I would like to submit.specific com-
ments for the record on to inake sure it is Still valid. Congress
passed title IX. Congress dealt` explicitly with the Issue of' athletics
and title IX. There were attempts on the floor of the Senate to.
amend that part of title IX., . Iri 1975 President Ford sent to the Congress detailed 'pages and
ixiges of regulations with respect to title IX. That put IIEW in the
business of not only coaches salaries but a whole host of other
explicit wklys in which title IX is to be measured..
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There it was sent forth by President Ford with his support The
Congress under 'the law had an opportunity and obligation if it
chose to review this. Congress let those regulations take effect.

When I became Secretary, ive started looking .at title IX and
those regulations. I have started hearing one of the things those
regulations sent forward by President Ford did was explicitly put
HEW in the business of assessing the validity under title IX of
dress codes in schools, that is, whether it is discriminatory under
title IX to prohibit women from not Wearing brassieres, of hair
length in schools, that is, whether or not it is discriminatory on the
basis of sex to say boys have to have their hair cut to a certain
length.

I put out a proposed rule a couple of months ago saying JIEW
has no business in that business in my judgment ar we want to
get' out of it. We have to amend the regulation. W1 have to go
through a process set up in the law and when we o, President
Carter mill send to Congress' a proposed change in t e regulation
which is the only way we can change it.

I hope you will support that change in regulations issued by
rresident Ford. .

.

Mr. ASEIBROOK, 1 did not support them; I doubt that I would
support' it now because I think it is an extension of law. If you go.
through court cases you have a hard time pointing to any. court
case that; is allowed by .pie authority that you or .the previous
Secretary of HEW say they have under title IX. .

. There is a long 'series of court casesone of them beam your
name aS a matter of factwhere the courts continuously say you
do not have that aUthority. The institutional or infection theory, to
take everything in the institution as coming-under Federal jurisdic-
tion just because some programs receive Federal assistance.

In'the second roundl have a few more questions I would like to
ask. This is what people in the institutions of higher learning are
concerned about. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for that latitude.

Mr. ,FORD. I might 'observe, apropos of your exchange with the
Secretary, that I am informed informally that we are to expect a
new title IX regulation to hit this committee some time about the
middle of next moriQl. I am sure there will be no.shortage or lack
of sense of urgency on the part of all members who really want to
.get into the title IX fight so badly:

Mr. Secretary, with all due respect to the example you use of
Congress not doing anything with regulations that came up from
President Ford, the fad iS no.pne who was here during the title IX
fight at any stage really wa ts to get back into that. That is why
we are most anxious to' ha you handle the hot. potatoes on the
other side of the street and keep us out of it.

Npparently, he is now going to give us our opportunity to legis-
late in a reSponsive fashion:

Mr. Peyser.
Mr. PEISER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Secretary, I am

delighted to see you here this morning. I must admit, Mr. Secre-
tary, before hearing 'your testimony and also. reading it; that the
student loan program was in direct line for thy monkey wrench
award.
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I have just removed it from the hist based on what You have said
this morning, at least for the time being, because obviously it is
moving in- the direction that it should be moving. I realize yhat a
mamm,oth job it is to turn this program around.

QneW the questions I have deals with the problem of the univer-
sities and the colleges who are in. this program who have what
appears to be 'a perfectly horrendous recorcL a terrible record in
the collection end of it, even though I realize colleges and universi-
ties have little real technical skills in handling this.

But I do recall now in thelast several Years most major universi-
ties have adopted a policy that says: that if a student is in debt to
the university or the college at time of graduation unless the debts
are cleared upthey will not graduate.

Now, I recognize the student ipan program, of course, is sPecifiz
cally geared to give the student t4e opportunity of time to pay off
his indebtedness. I am wondering las your Department"been talk-
ing With the universities on this problem currently aS to immediate
kinds of actions that can be taken and what thdir response has
been.

Secretary CALIFANO. Mr. Peyser, I want to preface what I say by
the fact, the universities, while they had difficulty in this area,
have also looked at HEW arid wondered why we had not helped
them previously.

A couple of examples. This committee did recognize there was a
problem brewing out there and passed legislation, if my recollec-
tion is right, in 1972 related to this problem. No regulations were
put out to implement that legislation until 1976.

For example, it was legislation that authorized the universities
in, I think, 1972 to turn over their loanS to HEW and have 1:-IEW

Itake on the collection, process. There was no regulation put out to
im lement that. We have now done that.

ond, the Congress gave HEW the authority to penalize the
universities and colleges that did not collect loans or suspend them
or terminate them from the program and HEW never put out any
regulations to deal with that part of it.

We never gave any sense that we cared-abgiut this problem. Since
I have done that, I went to the universitieslibout a year ago with
this program. I wrote to every president of the universities to get
their attention and they began to get interested in it.

A couple of months ago I met with representatives of the associ-
ations of the universities. I went over what we intended to do. I
would say they by and large are in agreement. They asked for lists
of the universities within their associations along with the default
rate so they themselves could contaCt those universities, and I have
written again to the presidents of all the universities. And I think '
now there is A much greater consciousness and they are moving on
this problem.

I think .in fairness to them, HEW did not come to this problem
With clean hands as it began. But I also would underline the fact in
the shortrun I hope one of the things we have done is encourage
them to turn that default paper over to us. They lose 10 percent if
they do that. We get-90 percent goes back, and also we will now
Move to provide them with more technical assistance and we have
gdne around the country in the last year, Mr. Kornfeld and others.

so
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We have .held seminars to teach them how to do this. We now
should begin to get some of the' fruits of this and I hope we. will.

Mr. PsEa. I amtatally supPortive of' exactly what you are
doing arid what you are saying, Mr. Secretary. A suggestion,if it .is
'feasible and it mould seem to me it can be done.

would like to suggest that your Department would prepare a
list- of collt:TeS and -universities by congressional districts that
would provide:the Congressmen in that district With the colleges
.and universities in default arid the amounts and so forth because I
have many. ctilleges and universities in my own district who I am
working closely- with, who I am trying to help in any way I .can.

Very frankly, if I knew those' college default aKeas, I would make
a point personally, as-.1 think every .member of Congress can and in
many eases is, at a ,`far more personal level than HEW might,
urging they start moving and seeing what their problem is in this
problem of collection.

I would personally like to kriow in my own dit# what colleges
are in default, how much they are in defaillt ai that should, be
available to every member of Congress.

Secretary CALIFANO. We can do that, Mr. eyser. We have, pre-
pared a list at the request of the Senate Appr priations Committee
of every university and the default rate. We can, break that list
down by pongressional district and give it to this Committee or

:distribute it directly.
Mr. PEYSER. I would Iike' to suggest both be done. The committee

rkeived it but Li direct letter from you, Mr. Secretary, to each
member saying that you felt they would be interested and what-
ever they 'could do within the scope of their area. I think it would
helP us a great deal when we reach the' time of moving ahead on
this program.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr: FORD.' Mr. Jeffords.
Mr. JEFFORD:S. Thank you,. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, this comMittee and the Congress set up a program

recognizing that, in most States, the age for majority had been
reduced to 18 and we had a gtoup of independent students who had
trouble being able to qualify for.BEOGS.

I would like to know why the Carter administration is not fund-
ing the independent student provisions of the Middle Income Stu-
dent Assistance Act when authorizing legislation is clear on the
.subject and key members of the Authorization and Appropriations
Committee have indicated to .you that it was Congress intent to
imVement those provisions in fiscal 1980?

Secretary CAUFANO. 'Mr. Jeffords, we are not .funding it in fiscal
1979. I think there is funding in fiscal 1980.

The reason we did not fund it with the supplemental in fiscal
1979 was a budOtary decision. It is not because we do not think
the program is good: We just made the best judgment we could
make on the 'basis of prioritization. We provide funds for that
program in fiscal 1980. 1

Mr. JE1TORDS. How much (36 you provide, do you know.
Seeretary CALIFANO. $133 million which would cOver alout 18:000

students.
Mr. FORD. Would the gentleman yield.to me at that nt?

T.
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Mr. 'Jklierouns..I would be glad to.
Mr. FORD. As. frequently happens,. Mr. 4ffords is thinking for

me.,.As the chairman I was prepared to ask at the end of the go-
arauond about this very specific problem, and the, committee should
,be aware of the fact thatVery late we now-have coming toward.us
the new regulations for BEOGS which recognizes-we are told
from the unofficial-. copy Ave haveho 'existence of the language
that .1 worked sk hard to get in' the Middle Income Assistance- Act
saying that for periods of enrollment beginning'on or after August
1979: we. would treat the independent students in a more liberal
fashion than we had been treating them in the past.

It was a selling point that we' used w4h our colleagues in the
House in particular. One of the great advantages' of the changes we'
are making is recognizing that college campuses are no longer
inhabited by a majority of 18- to V'-year-old students who are in
fact dependents of an existing family.

Now, your regulation that is on its Nay to us spells out What we
said in the act but says notwithstanding that, you are going to
delay'it until next year.. As a lawyer, I have some difficulty with
Ow fact that your shop keeps telling us you cannot follow the
Middle Income Student Assistance Act because of language in an
appropriations bill that wzis enacted before the Middle Income
Student: Assistance Act. Some place along' the line; I thought I
learned in law school the latter act controlled the former act. But
apparently that is ,not the interpretation that 'HEW lawyers are
putting on it.

There is, Mr. Secretary, considerablkconcern -being exPressed to
us by the groups whO Worked very Ilard to help Us pass that

-legislation about what they perceive to be something less than good
faith on the part of the administration not .funding the independ-
ent student the way We intended to have him funded.

Coming from the kind of area I represent, the independent stu-
dent is a very-real person to us. The .factory worker who now
attends. Alege because of new programs that have.been developed
on a full-time basis-while working full tinve in,a factory is becom.
ing a very common kind of student in the Detroit area.

When I looked at the makeup of the student body' in our commu.
nity,and junior colleges, I was surprised to see the average age noW
of a student in those institutions. Even thoUgh.one half of them are
on their way to a baccalaureate degree in sOme other institution,
the 'average age is 36 and the average age of a female in that type
of institution is 35. -

So, the -definitions we have carried in the law with respect to
independent students do not make much sense to that kind of
student population. More- thau hart' of .tie people attending some
kind of postseCondary education program'now are beyond the tradi-
tional baccalaureate graduation age of 22 and that has been a..
reality since about 1976 and it .keeps increasing in that direction.

The proportion of students beyond the traditional age to the total
population is going up constantly. Very frankly,. I must tell you
and I am sure Mr. Jeffords will'lx-Ohappy to cosponsor have
already inStructed the staff as *)on as we get thr paperwork to
prepare a resolution of disappr al for the regulations.

82
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We rare going to be engaged in a game of chicken because if we
disapprove the regulatfon, we rup the risk _of delaying the.imple,
mentation of the-program for fhe next sclool .year. j am prepared
to take'that risk if the members of the committee will support' me
on that:

.

So, we have to tell you thiS is soiamoi anticipatory regudiation. As
soon as you& regulations get 'there, we are prepared to hold .'a
meeting and turn them down and send them back to you.

Secretary CALWANO. I shad hoped, Mr. Chairman, that the coin-
Ments o th'isiubject would end with Mr, Jeffordry

Mr. BUc.HANAN. If the gentleman .would yield, I aM afraid they
will not.

Mr. JEFFORDs.Thank you, Mr: Chairinan. I certainly will look
with interest upon your proposal.

would hke your comments on what would- happen, assuming
you do implement the iii4'6pendent,student proYisions, as to wheth
er ,that is going to complicate the BEOGS applications. I know we
had if lot of trouble this past year Nnd I Want 'to know what kind of
Complications will restilt in this year and what kind of delays you
anticipate..

Secretary.CAUFANO. I wduld like to answerwthat with more preci-
sion for -the record. I think it is easier to implement in 1980 than it
is to implement in .1979 There is-no question abotit th
not the reason Wily we..did not include them, in the appropriatious
legislation. But we .are certainly prepared fo 4o it gracefully and
efficiently in 1980.

It will be more cumbersome and less .graceful in 1979, but I 'do
nOt think I can tell you it iS iMpoSsible to do it. -

Mr, JeEkoRus. I. think you have .the views of the chairman on
that. flaying gone into thatarea, if I .could have additional time, ,

'Mr. hairrnan. I would like twapprise you in another area, and4ay
it is an area I. 'have been :deeply interested in. That is utilization. Of
computers to better Control fralid.

ha,ve lwen interested in food stamp and other areas. Could you
give me your thoughts on what impediments you run into in the
statutes in trying to more fullSr implement a program which will
give us a better liandle. on Araud and abuse through computer:
Checks and hoW we could- help ydu in 'trying to further your effortait..
in this area?

SeCretary CACIFANU, I think by and large" we do not have
statutory probleins in this x.ea. We. now have access to current
addresses through the Intyrnal Revenue Service. We 'have the
social securit y'. address sYstem we can uSe'.' We do not use it Or need
it in this 'program, at least as of...this point in time..

I think we have nostatufory impedii.ments of any significance. I
would like to leave a caveate that I will look at this in a little more
detail'and submit someth'ing to you.

Mr. jEt;TORDS. I woulda:Ppreciate that, Mr. Secretary.
. ,Thank you Very much.

Mr;'fottn. Mr. Nreiss. . . --
Mr. WEISS. Thank you\ Mr. Chairman.

. .
Mi- Secretary, I want to start OUt by CoMmending- you for your

overview of the situation 'and for raising sormuif the hard ques-
tions that °I think we have to contend with. Let me -refer my .first

.45-134 1.
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question to your testimony- at page 41 where you .addiess the
question .of the title III developing institutions program.

agree with-the general thrust of your statement and the ques-
. tion really is whether or not you think we should be increasing the

autherization level for that program given the need and necessity
and +liven the fact it always seems to be unfunded and unauthor-
ized.

Would you be in favor 'of,an authorization increase to, say, $250
or $300 million?

Sovretary CALIE'ANO. Let me say that.One of the first things did-
when I became Secretary was to move 'appropriation requests up to
the fun authorization of. that statute. ,Whether the authorization
shauld go as high as you indicated, I cannOt really answer off the
top of my-head.

There it-r no question the authorization has to be inereased,-butI
think-we have to look at the program. We' have to look at the way

,.that legislation is Written, the standards' that are set in that legis-
latibn and recognize that tient legislation is how' serving a much
broader .purpoe..

I think fundamentally in .1965 title III was regarded as legisla-
.tion to provide an opportunity to enhance black colleges, in the
South. The reality of 1.979 is that more than half the money does
not :go there. It goes to a lot of other developing institution's all
over .the country. In the Midwest, in)the East, there are now
colleges- and institutions with large Hispanic student populations.

So. I think we have to look at that. I think we Should look at our
experience over the course of that, .I thinkwe should lOok Eit what
those funds are actually used for and what they have achieved over
the past seferal years so in addition to increasing' the.`authoriza-

. tion,. I would urge the coMmittee to look at the fundamental legis-
lation itself. 1

. ,

We will have eventually recomme,ndatiens in this area but I. k
think title III deservesia good ldok.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you. One other 'area that we have haci a ,great
deal of' discussion about especially in light of the digcussioh on
regulations concerns independent. sttkients. Generally1 in- this time
.of lean and austere budgets ,that the President has spoken about,
you have indicated that you felt that perhaps tfie Sallie Mae pro-.
gram 'ought to r3,e eliminated because it serves ,a middle person
function and it adds cost but does not fulfill any of the congression-
al purposes. ,

My question is broader than that. You. sort cif touched *On it but
you shied away from even a suggestion of full. ex:ploration
moving in the direction of eliminating the private sector, the pri-
vate lending institutiom ,totaily froth this program.. ,

For example, the testimony-you give on .page 24 and 23, just to
quote a few. -At' recent interest rates a $1,000 kuaranteed
student' loan will cost the Nk'ederal Go.vernmerit over the life df the
loan about 37.00.." . ,

'Part of the built-in cost .is the direct cost or subsidization of the
intereSt whi,le the stirdent is in. school. The balance of it iS tq make
it Attractive ibr rhe sender to -Come in to a no-risk situation. Should
we go by way of.eliminating the private sector all' together and
have- it a Government-funded prdqram? The costs will be reduce-it

er
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more money .,availableLof what little money is availableto the

. student who needs.it for his educational purposes?
Secretary CALIFANO. I am not .prepared to recommend that at

this' point in My'.inclination is 'to try and use the private
sector:to the extent we can, make them more efficient,make it less
expensive to do so.

Kr. WEISS. What do they give us that we could not get by
\eliminating them? How do they 'advantage- the student who needs
the money to get an education? 2

Secretary .CALJFANO. They -have been by and large administering
.the long term loan to date' There is another point here. Much of
thj cs. grew up because of the freeze on budget cost of this progra% if
you put it all in the .Federal budget, as distinguished from simply
having it on the Federal budget, whatever it takes to subsidize the'
interest rate..

It .is less eipensive in that sensewhatever it takes to take care
of the risk of picking up tke price of the default. And my comments
about Sallie Mae go to the issue of whether or -not that is not an
unnecessary piece of equipment in this process for which we are
paying money we do not have to pay. I think the committee ought
to look at that,.

What you, at7 talking about would ultitnately lead to some kind
of Federal bank b't HEW hank that would be a Federal bank that
would finance these loans.

WEiss, We have a Federal lending institution now which
.provides the money for Sallie Mae. That same institution -you
would have provide the money directly for universities or the
students, instead of making that money availab3t1y to
them through the mechanism of the private banking system.

Secretary (7ALIFANO. But if' we utterly eliminated this whole
guarantee process,and did it all through the Federal Government,
you are then pot4sibly adding several billions of dollars, immediately
op the Federal budget. I thihk that .may be a more difficult proposi-
tion..in terms of getting funds out to the students than going
through some guarantee program.

I am not dismissing what you are saying, Mr. Wei..s's.. Pl&se
understand that.

Mr. WEISS. I appreciate that. I am raising it only in the cOntext
of the very thought provoking statemelt that you made. I. fhink
that if wt, had unlimited amounts of money and used' tliis qs. a
system where everybody gets his piece and remains happy, it would
be one thing. It is obvious, however, that where you cut out or
issue regulations to save $130 million for budgetary reasons you do
not have the money to fund all the programs.

And, if in fact it is costing us money for no good educational or
administrative purposes, then I think that we really ought to give
a very, very hard look at the way to achieve a loan in an *austere
budget. This is to take the banks and go into the. private profit
making sector or we will let you compete,with the Government,.

But, we are not going to give you additional inducements to come
in to a program where xou have no risk at all.

Secretary CALIFANO. hear What yoU are saying, Let me give you
a sense of the problem s-a-viS just the Federal budget. In the GSL
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lrogram roughly of $6 billion now out there, $1 billion. is Sallie,
'Mae, $5 bilipan through private capital.

When you talk about the Federal Governmrnt. taking that over,
'youtalk about the likelihood of taking that $6 billion and putting
it directly on 1.he.Federal budget: So we are buying something. The
question is 'whet4hei- the,price we are paying for it is too expensive.

Mr. WEiss. Aren't we kidding olirselves into thinking that is not
really costing us any money, when you and I know, whether it is

. on or, off ,budget, that it is the taxPayers of this country who are
'pa?ing for it. . .

Secretary CALIFANO. Yes, but it is 'one thing to pay currently out
of' the taxpayers' pocket for .the subsidy of the Joan, and it is
another thing to payNpme Way to put that "plot of' money in
there. One of' the reasons' indicated in the statement if it were a
permanent pot of money in which Tou Iiist had $10 billion in and
we would finance, we would keep a rstvolVing loan fund; it would'
not cost any more once we got the $10 billion irk, that would be one

-thing. .

But the reality of' inflation in college coSts is it would not be
that. You will have 4.)': be continually., appropriating additional
funds into that process!

'Mr. WEISS. I will close with the comment that my hometown and
yours got into the tronble it is i right now because the co mon
wisdom was that it waS cheaper i d easier to borrow and pay pack
in the. future rather thiin to. have. udgetary'allowances and al oca-

_,./ dons made at ihe time you vCiere assuming those obligations.
Ultimately it all 'ran out an0 it seems to me the fiscally.responsi-

ble thing for us4o do is to acktiowledge what our obligations aro!
This is preferabie to pretentfing they do not exist because somebody
else is lending and .we are Just paying the ,interest. Ultimately, we
are going to have fo pay back the principal as well.

.Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
.'`Mr. Foon. Mr. Edwards.k
., Mr. EDWARDS. Thank you', Mr: Secretary.
Jh your testimony you talked about the effort that Was being, mode by your office in relation, to the .direct student loan pro-

gramthe default rate. In the_ letters you have written to the
heads .of' the participating institutions in which you indicated sdnie
very specific steps you expected them to take to try to correct the
default problem, I am curiouS to know what,it LS you have spelled /
out ',for them, the steps you have asked them .to follow, and what
kinds of' responses you have received from them.

Secretary CALIFANO.' First of' all, beginning with the 1980-S1
schoOl year we Will set performance standards for the reduction of'
default: rates. We realize that an institution witii an SO-percent
defaUlt rate cannot. get down under 10 perceift in a year but they
eafi get down a certain amount'.

Second, we will take over the collection of' loans that have been
in default for inore than 2 yearS and use the same colleCtion
techniques we used in FISLP program. We think they will, work
better than campus-based collection. .

We are making it easier for them and encouraging tF1em to get
those kiahs in, to us. We have not been successful in iie past in
doing. that. We are saying if; we turn the defauied loans over to us,

S ti
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we will take them out of the twits we use ta calculate their default
rates, if they turn their loans o'veil to us.
- We are providing technical assistatice to them and Commissioner
Boyer 'has terminated some Institutions 'from this .pr.ogram,. so I
think by a combination of carrots and stickS we will make some
progress:

V,DWARDS. gding to' ask xon about the stick and hew
well tile stick.is.being wielded. How many schoole have-been termi-
nated? Do you have those figtires?

Secretary CALWANp. Let me and preface this by saying
Congress gave us the anthority, gave HEW the author,ity to termi-
nate. in 1976no regulzitions were put out under that authoriW
until 1977 when wke put out some regulations in that area, 1977 and
1978.

- Since Octobi4 1, 1977 \Le l*ive, with: respect to 20 institutions,
taken .actions continuing their eligibihtly Unde'r their authority only
with certain conditions; special condittons they have to meet. We
have elirninated .17 institutions from participation in the ituclent
aid program. We have 'on an emergency basis taken action lyfth
respect to another .17 institutions withholding flinds forg'the
moment.

During 1978; calendar 1978 we went through about 1,000
auditsthat is more,than double what -we did in the prior 'year of
these institutionsidentifying problems in these programs. So that.

'NO are moving as fast as we can.
The basivesponsibility reses with those universities and colleges

and, as I sa, they do. not traditionally,collect 'money. That is not
their bag, if you will. They have not been presse&by HEW. to do
this until the Jost year or so. We are now pres4g thetn to do it
and we will use. the authority.Congress has gi us to the fullest.

It is inexcusable and when you get the list,. f default rates and
you see some of these institutions with 90-percent rates of
default; there is absolutely no excuse fOr that,

Mr. ELIWARDS. Let me ask you a' couple of questions about title
HI. I know tinit your office has received a number Of letters frOm
both Members of the nouse and Senate concerned about the way in.
which the administration has been handling the processing of the
pronosed regulations for strengthening developing institutions. And
I- understand the administration has begun processing the grant j
applications, for fiscal year 1979 on the basis of criteria that are
established in regulations that have not been finalized yet.'

Is it the intention of the administration to try to force the
Congress to accept as fait accompli some new regulations which
might tend to change the direction of the program?

7ALIFANO. Regulations have been finalized: W(onade a
e in the final regulations in response to the cornments we

iv
ich

ed from the CongresA 'which will provi,de that institutions
received grantS ih fiscal year 1978 do not have to meet. the

n eligibility criteria. This does not meah those institution's are
omatically going to get grants.. They are Ondy eligible. Their

applications will be reviewed along .with all others on che basis of a
second set of criteria-the funding criteriawhich are separate
from eligibility.

Seer
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. Mr. EbwAtals..Let me ask you one more question, 'Mr. Chairman,-
if 1

. .

'Could you explain how the administvation. sees the relationship
'between the...compliance activities of the Office of Civil. Rights on
disestablishment .of a dual system of higher education and, on ttie

. othei- hand, the Federal support which goes to many of4he tradi-
.tionallk.black.insttitutions tinder the title III prOgram.

It. appears .that at the same time .we are enfbrcing the Siate
plans whith require disestablishment of dual systems, on the other
harid, we Are financially assisting .traditionally black institution's,
for example, to continue to develop as traditionally black institu-

. tions.
Would* you explain Ifow !the administration sees those two dove-.

tailing or conflictingbewhat your policy' is in that regard?
Secretary. CALlt,ANO, . We /are under a Court order to effect the

desegregation of dualasystems.of educatiOn'ip the South and we are
abeut that. That couTt order was iMtled 'by the district court here
in 'the District of 'Columbia. There Were plans submitted. lt was.
issued in.1972., %

. . . .
f

There were Plans submitted for desegregation of the State sub-
ject to that order. Those plans were accepted by HEN, The judge
in the.district courts.ttid.the placis were inadequate to' effect deseg-
regation. That order was appealed to thethis is before I became.
SecretarS7the.Court ofAppealsIfoi the-,District of Columbia which
unanimously and en .blanc said desegregation. .

Brown v: Board of Education is 25 years.old. That is what we' are
about doing, Since I have become Secretary I have under that court '

.: order issued criteria that we believe will desegregate these institu-
tions. We are in settlement with all States, except North Carofin,.

1 might say one other thing. The cOurt order specifically, says, be
attentive to the problems of ,the tradition", black institutions,

' The objective of the court order was, as yoR move blacks into the
whjte instifutions and Whites into tlie black institUtions, make "sure

) that you dO.not deny those blacks the opportunity toget a college
f 'education im theeurse of dvsegregating.-

There are two;ce-ntral,ways for having one system of education.
One is to elipinate the duplication of courSes. You have scores of ..
courses in these States in which 'adjoining schools right nekt, to
ea'clt othei. -are teaching 'exactly the same thing and they were set
up originally in an unconstitutiOnal Manner to perpetuate segrega-
tion. . .

. ,

The other manner is to enhance the bl'ack institutions so that
they will attract w,hite student's and' these plans in one way or
another provide funds"' for that. In that sense using the title III
funds is helpful and can be helpful and they can be used-for' that-
purpose, although by and large the States will haye to provide-the
bulk of the funds for-this purpose.

There are goals and timetables approved in the plans.and ap-
proved by the court for integrating..blaCks into the white institu-

tions. There was a 2year.lagtime approved .by the court but begin-
hing.next September, there will be goals anci timetables for whites .

going to the black institutions. .

So, in the State :institutions subject to the court orders distin-
guished from the private black' institutions we hoPe in 5 years.that

.

(
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.there will not be traditionally white institutions and traditi nally
black institutions in those States. There will just be one sys m of
higher education for }Atlas and whites. ,

That ,is the objective of the court order. That is the iy the
courts read the Constitution and separate and unequal flas de-
clared unconstitutional in 1954.

I should note that 'nearly half of the funding for developing
institutions, 46 percent now goes to 'othei than black titutions.
Many of these sitre small doll in, the Midwest and be East.

Mr. EDWARDS. IS it your goal that trends will contin e and a
stitallerlortion will con#nue to go to the all-black institutions
until the change is made?

Secretary CAL/FANO, I do not think the money goes ^to those \\
institutions' pow because they are black. It goes to them because
they Meet the statutory requirements for being a "developing insti-
tution" and the eligibility criteria which measure the .degree to
which they serve disadvantaged,students and their financial need.

Again many institutions other than black colleges receive fu
For example, the statute contains a 24-percent set-aside

community colleges most of which are new, and most of which even
in the south do not suffer the same vestiges of unconstitutional
eegregation that the traditional-institutions haVe suffered.

For example, in North Carolina the cqmmunity college system is
not unconstitutionally segregated in tershs of the plan they submit,
at lasat as far as we are concerned, anti! think in the context of
the court order, the 4-year and masters and doctorate programs in
the University of North Carolina State system are segregart .

, Mr. EDWARDS. Thank yon.,/ Mr. Chairman.
Mr. 'Foam We have resionists constantly telling uhat title t

,III was supposed to do. There are differing versions. Mrithat com-
mitments'Nere made by the administration. In a statement that
accompanied the ,Higher Education Act of 1965 when it came up
here from President Johnsonwhich you may have written for all
we knowtitle III is referred to as aid to small colleges. 'That is all..

Alsparently, somebody was talking to someone and led people to
.believe that that should really' read aid to traditionally bl ck col-
leges.' We. have Reople who argue there wis 'some sort of e mmit-
Ment that that Ais goin to be a vehicle far assisting that rticu-
lar type of institution.

That persists githe extent of having people concerned with ose
schools believe that the Congress consistently add the admini ra-
tion consistently have looked down on that commitment and ot
fulfilled it, Or other peoPle read the clear language of the st4u
and,assume we really mean something quite different. Perhaps yo
can assist uslin clarifying the objectives of title III as we ar
reenacting it s'o we can pi4 to rest the concern that these dive
groups are constantly expreasing to us.

Even if we just found a way to get five times as muck money,
there we still would .not IN able to divide it in' a way that wo d
make everybody happy. And when you find a program that ev n
money will not solve in terms of getting a compromise, you know
you have trouble.

Mr. Ratchford.

A
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Mr. RATCHFORD. Thank you, Mr. Seoretary. First I would compli-
ment you on your patience. Ydu have been as patient with the
conunittee as you are in your'support of the football teams, such as
the Washington Redskins or Holy Cross.

My first comment is that, as a new member of this committee, I
will support any efforts you make to simplify the current aid
programs as they now exist. Any program that requireg 20 pages of
simplified explanation to outline for a college freshman, let akin
very busy college administrators, is one that needs to be reformec
And your emphasis on reform and simplification certainly should
be applauded.

Allow me to address myself td the question of inflation. On page
15 of your testimony, you point out all too well for the committee
and the public that from 1967 to 1976, "Average tuition of public
institutions rose about 84 percent and private ihstitutiims 78 per-
cent. During that period tuition in public 2-year t olleges inereased
by almost 130 percent and public 4-year colleges by 95 percent."

Given this rate of inflation, do you think these aid programs are
adequate or are we witnessing a time -period in which people are
being priced out of higher education because of the inflationary
factor that exists?

Secretary CALIFANO. I think that by and large, particularly what
the Congress did last year in the Middle IncoMe Student Assistant
Act does a great. deal to deal with the problem of inflation4 I
personally would not want to see these programs indexed.

I think that it is much better to have the authorizing comMittee,
if you will, take a lopk,. particularly at something rike the ABEOG
Frograni, and take a look at fashioning its needs every couple of
years or what have you. And indeed I think by and large if one
looks back over that period of time that the authorizing commit-
tees have moved the BEOG .contribution faster than the rate of
inflation, by and large.

Mr. RATCHFORD. Do you have any sense that there are studehts
in this country today who are academically eligible but not apply-
ing to colleges with the support of the aid programs because of the
cost of American education?

Secretary CALIFANO. I am sure there are individuals like that.
But not so much because of the cost as because of their perceived
inability or difficulty in getting the funds necessary. ,

President Girmatti of Yale University spoke at HEW *ibis year,
from your State, and he made the point, while Yale has now
broken $8,000 as.the basic package of room, board and tuition, the
fact is that any student that gets into YaleYale has been able to
put a package together for them of aid and loans and what have
you so they 'could get enough funds to go there, but that thousands
of students do not apply -.; ii(e they are either afraid of it or
because If the deb)irith w ich they will walk out when it is all
over.

I think you have to loo at it from that second point of viSiw. I
think simplification will h ip a lot. I think your first point, you are
right, 20 pages to explai ,how to fill outlhe BEOG application is
a little heavy. -

Mr. RATCHFORD. Mr. Secretary, before other members and other
committees of Congress you have called for cost containment in the
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health and welfare areas, Has afikierebeen any thinking within the
Department 'that perhapS- it is -time'to look at cost ,containment
within the highes education area?,

Secretary CAN-WAND. I. thOught abont it. I have enough problems
with the hospitaIS without taking on the Universities. Sure, basical-

. ly.I think they haye to look at their fuel consumption,' in terms of
closing down a Couple of weeks in the winter, maybe staying open a -little longer in the'spfing. A lot of plant and_ equipment should bc
used in the summertime.

.1f you look at the private schools here in WaShington, the sec-ondary schools are more adept at 'using their plant and equipment
in the summertime; turning their athletics' field over into clubs,'
turning tennis courts into clubs, golf courses into chibs they charge --`
people for and get revenue on.

?They are using their buildings on Saturdays and Sundays where
there is no class r_wrn for the community. Sure, they have to look
harder at that. TTe5 is soMe ericouragement in legislation in thepast.

When you get to the libraries provision of this legislation, I think
we ought to look at proViding.strOng incentives for pooling some of '-these libraries. I think you can pool courses and departments. I
think there is a lot more that can be done than they are doing but
I do not have any master plan for them to do it.

I 'would hope they themselves would to it, and increasingly they
are. I think it was Sacred Heart in Newton, that merged with
Boston College. Boston College found a law school using Newton as,.
the place and it turned into a major coeducational institution and-
was saved in the process. I think lots of institutions have to laok.atthat. .1 4

Mr. RATCHFORD. I am aware of the reaction" to some of the cost
containm at, programs that we are both supporting. I. have hospital
adminigtr tots in hospitals that are adjacent to college campuses
saying, "N y us?" The college' campus has the same problem with
utilities, the same problem with fuel costs, the same, problem- with
insurance costs and yet is not subject to containment whereas the
legislation which we both support would direct itself to contain-S
meat in the hospital and welfare area; major elements of your
three-prongee program itL,UZW.

A final oinstion. Do 76u feel that these seven said programs are
geared toward the student that CongresZsman Ford talked about
who is so prevalent in our colleges and universities today, the part-
time student who is there because he or she cannot afford full-time
enrollment, the'student looking at a second career, the 65-year-old
stqdent s;rho is going back to college to improve the Quality of life
of his or her reinaining years?

I taught these studerits at the college- level in the State of jon-
necticut . and I just wondered if iou feel that these students re
being adequately provided far under the current categories of d
available.
' Secretary CALIFANO. I think we can do more in that area. It isk
hard. for me to suggest that we d6 more at this point in time with
no money in the budget for the i dependent student which/was the
first step the committee suggest but I think probably when you
look at this 2y.FT..,,the long hau of the reauthorization, We should
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look and see whether there are other things we can do in response
. to that clientele. -

Mr...RATCHFORD. Again, I thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Mr: FORD. When you find-yourself riding the crest of the Wave of

popularity with<the university presIdents because of what the title.
IX regulation is creating for you, y1.1.1,,uaight relax that and suggest

ait cost containment to'thein. That will get their minds off of title IX.
Mr. Tauke.

\Mr: TAUKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

.

.-1 Mr. Secretary, it seems customary this, morning to begin by
.

complimenting you or the Departnlent. Since my tenure .here is
relatively limited, I really do not feel I can ektend those comments
with any credibility. , . .

Secretary.'CALWANO. We will take them anyway.
Mr. TAUKE. So, let me juSt say it is a pleasure to meet you, and. I. -

do. not envy your position at all. -

First, I would like to make a few general observations and seek
from you a few g ieral observations about the. testimony that you
offeked 'this mo ling. You began ,talking about the constricted
orld of the 19,0's and then° you spialie in some detail about the

-demograPhic and social problems that face higher education in the
1980's. ,

But I did not see any correlation.between that re-cognition of the
pr41.1ems and the information that is contained in this document.
Now, if this is a peogram. an unofficial program for higher educa-
tion at. the Federal level during the coming year, him does,his
recileeize new realiti64 of decreas'ng students and excessive, institu-
tional capacity? .

Secretaty UAUFANO. My test ony today is' not meant to be a
program in this area. It 'is mea t to throw out sonie suggestions, to
lay out a.s best as we can what we-see as the problemS from our
point of view of administering the student loan programs,ogaps we
see in thElp. We will have a specific program.

Indeed I personally believe that onv of the fundamental problems
that it is imperative to deal with and that this,iprovideS us an,

. opportunity to deal with is the problem of the deterioration of the
., research plant etpapment at our 15 or 20 Thajor research universi-

2
Ces. And I do not attempt to'deal with that issue in this legislation.

But in terms of the excellence of the Nation, in terms of Our
'allacity to solve some of our problems, we have to deal with that.
So, I do not propose this testimony as a prograrh. I propose it
simply to raise some issUes, to lay out sOme facts and get us all
started thinking about it.

We have not h a chance, for example, or the time to analyze
,with care the reohimnendations . that this committee has .pulled
together in the three volumes' t Congressman Brademas put in
tilip. record. We wiJj -be. up witff specific detailed suggestions when
we get a chance to ok at that. ..

Mr. TAUKE. Mr. .cretary, you have raised 'questions. I feel this
document should l made part of some kind of overall program to
'deal in .some way with these questions. Now, it seems tcr me that.

. what this does is suggest to higher education in America that what
We are attempting to do is to develop programs to attract enough

'tt 9 )
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students to enter into higher education so we can fill .our excesS.capacity. .

'Is that one of the goals f thetpdministration?
. Secretary CALIFANO. No I do not think 4&o. I think the fundamen-tal goal is to make sure t ry student, -every young person,

every individual, young or mi aged or-old, has the Opportunityto take .all the education the an handle,. that theirAtinds canhandle so they can develop theifalents to the fullest.
I do not think we.should keep inevitably increasing the popula-tion of peolile in universities and colleges. I wrote a book in .1969about the-student revolution, Oile of the points which was theremay- well be too many in college that did not belong incollege.
But I do think that in: terms of socializing -and civilizing a democ--.racy there are still thousands of students who, are not iia higher/ education who should have access to it. They may chpo.le 'to do

, something else but they do nOt quite have -access and we can-haveprOgrams thatdo that.
=There 'are other possibilities. If we have that kind of excessplanning capacityf for example, one can argue we should take

advantage of it in terms of the rest of the world. Why shouldn't wehave people from -developing countries corning over from all overthe world to this country and- studying. at our universities and.bringing back to their countries in addition to whatever skills theybring in science or medicine or accounting or computers, also a,,,sense of *hat it'is like to be in a democratic society.
Some sense of democratic values, democratic 'ethics and that.,is

one-way to use some of this-excess plant, capacity. Thexe are lots of
'ways-.

.
Mr. TAIIKE. Do, I understand at some time in the future thilt , the

Department will be submitting to -this committee some ideas. 6i-suggestions, some plan for the future, to deal .with thi.s problem?
Secretary CAUFANO. We are full of plans for the future and wewill submit as much of those,plans as OMB will let us send to the

coin m ittee.
Mr. TALSKE. On mother question, was interested in your corm

thents abatit the effort to end discrimination on -the basis of race.and 'sex in public institutions of higher education. What'do you seeas the future of private institutions that are all women or allblack?
Secretary CAL FANO. What I was talking about, Mr. Tauke, wasthe court orderl We a,,re under court order with respect to certainstates in the outh "directed at their institutions of public educa-Lion. Ultim 4 we should have an integrated system of educationat every level in every state in this country.. =,

My references was not that-we do not think privpte institutions
should be desegregated. We obviously do. We hold if, as a Nation;as
a constitutional value and a moral imperative, but the court order
to which Mr. Edwards was referring, which I was referring to,'dealt only with public institutions of higher education in certain
StateS 'in the Soutth. It does not even cover all the States in the
South.

Mr. TAUKE. I think -we are not coming :from the same wavelength. I ,h'appen to have -in my distr,ict an all-female, private

93
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college. It wants to survive. I believe this type of college performs a:
legitimate service. It offers a unique quality .. of education 'from a +

unique perspective, and there is conitiderabIe concern that because
of the efforts /kif the Federal Government as a !whole and your
Department in particular that itS future days are numbered:.

Secretary. CALWANO. Their future days are not:numbered as far
as I am concerned and you can go back and tell them that. 1 was
referring largelsY..to- racial desegregation in the South. There -is
nothing that prohibits having all boys schools or all girls`schools in
title: IX, and I think Congress gives us enough to doln title IX.
without our corning up and asking you to change it.

Mr. TALTKE. I have one more observation or question, This is
peihaps because. of my, background as a State legislator. As you
.know, a neMber of States, inauding my own, have develoPed var-
ious good programs that prQvide tuition grant' assistance to stn.-
dents in private colleges and institutions.. .

A problem is develdping though. In my own State of Iowa, the
...percentage of students who come from our State in each institution
is increasing dramatically, which has some &xi points obviously:
But this tends to create, a student body that is honiogeneous, rather
than heterogerieens; that. is perhaps a little parochial.

Is-,there any consideration being given to pro*riding some iricen-,

tive o the States to extend their tuition. grang -programs to stu-
den m outside their States?

Set ry CALIFANO. We ha've not given, any consideration to that
but 1 11 be 'happy to look at it and consider ii explicitly in
formin our.recommenclations..

Mr. TALTI(Iti. Thank you, Mr: Secretary.
M r. Foal). Mr. Biaggi.
Mr.'t IAGGI, Orie question, 'Mr. Secretary. I .know you stated .that

your statement was a prelithinary direction .dealing with primary
issues. Are you in a position to state whether or not the adminis-
tration supports the urban grant universities bill?

Secretay CAi.IFArw.%1 think we have te give.I cannot give you a
formal administration position on that. legislation. My own person-
al view is that, with the permission to give you more sophisticated
;analysis of that particular piece of legislation, that it makes a lot
of iiense to dq something like that. But I think to .give you
adniinistration position I have to go bAk and proyide it.

Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr., FoRn. I thank you for the_ questions. I hope your Staff has

noted that in the -Last,. Congress originally every member of this
committee cosponsored.thelegislation and its principal cosponsor is
Mr. Buchanan; sitting ,on my right. When you find something_that
is as well thought of. in Birmingham,. Alabama And Petroite. Michi-
gan as this program is, you better grab it and run with -it. This is
popular..

This is one of the things we hope to be able to help you with that
is going to bring people to love us instead of giving 'us difficulty.--

We, have held the Seceetary beyond the time scheduled for his
depaiture to meet with someone on the other end of the 'street.
And .I 'appreciate very much,. Mr. Secretary, your taking the titne
to 5iswer the quekions the committee had.for you.

i



I would ask the meinbers of the coMmitteeho have additional
questions, since we are cutting this f, to give them to the respec-
tive aaff and we Will transmit them to the Secretary for answering
and then intert them in the recdrd after your testimony.

Thank you very much.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Chairman, I also ask permission -to insert-in

the,record the response of the United States StuAni Association to
your Independent study, just to end on a nice soubd.,

Mr. FORD. Without objection, it is so ordered..
[The information to be supplied follows..]

- r
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TIke MINI*/ at iii U.S. Mat Waal Stwstnt Assnciation Alan trio Nationai Sews lo,nt Lobby

For Immediate Release 3/20/79
Coetactz Joel Packer, 667-6000 NEWS TZLEASE

USSA OFFOSU BASIC GRANT YAKUT CONTRIBUTION SCHEDULE

The United States Student Association (tISSA) expressed its strong opposition

to tha proposed Basic Educational Opportunity Grant (BEOC) Madly Contribution

Schedule which was submdtted to Congress today by mu. This Schedule, which

determines who is eligible to receive a Basic Grant, takes effect unless disepproved

by Congress. HEW's proposal xcludes the improvemetts in Oalculation of BEOG

*yards for financially independent students that ate mandated by the Middle

Income Student Assistance Act (M1SAA), P.L. 95-566. Thil deletion will deny

60,000 law-income students the awards they are entitled to under law.

"We suet urge Congress toedisapprove this Schedule", said Frank Jackslone,

USSA National Chairperson. "The students who will be completely prevented froe

receiving Basic Grant sre primarily those students with their awn dependents,

cleerly students W110 are desperately in need of finsncial assistance. HEW is
t'

blatantly !snoring the intent of Congress. They are reneging on commItuants

made last year."

Packer, USSA Legislative Director noteal--theriV Administrarlon initially

' %sired on a legal tschnicalit'y as sn excuse to delay funding this provision, but

has finaltly admitted that the deciiion to,eave an estimated $130 million is

based on budgetary issues.. "We have made t'ais issue one of USSA's top priorities

tor this session", noted Packer. W. will not sit idly by while tjAl AdMinistration.

in clear violation of the lay, attempts to take away vitally,needed dollars from

wiliowed parents and young married couples attempting to obtain a collage education."

USSA has urged ell its members to con.ract members of Congtees on this issue.

On April 23-24, 1979, USSA will bring almost 400 student leaders to Capitol Hill

to lobby on Vlis issue se part of its 10th National Lobbying Conference.

Mr. FORD. The committee is in recess.
[Whereupon, at 12:30 fim., the committee was recessed subject to

the cal,l of the yhair.
f
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REAUTHORIZATION OF TILE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT AND RELATED MEASURES

,

Part 1Strengthening Developing Institutions

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2$, 1979

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,... , I
Was h ington, D.C.

The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., pursuant to call, in room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. FOrd ( chair-
man of the subcommitteeLpresiding.

Members present: Representative§ Ford, Peyser, Welm, Tauke,
Buchanan, and Williams. '.

Staff prt Thomas R. Wolanin, staff director; Patricia Rissler,tit.
:deputy st. ff director; William Clohan, minority assitant education
couniel; J nnifer Vance, minority legislatiVe asSociate.

1Mr. FORD. The SubcomMittee on Postsecondary Education will
come to order . for the purpose of continuing hearings on the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965, and related.
measures,

Our hearing tgday, and out hearing tomorrow, will consider the
program .for strengthening developing institutions, title III of the
Higher Edu&ition Act. This is orie of the original programs author-
ized in,the Higher Education Act of 1965, and nearly $1 billion has
been appropriated for this program since it was first created.

. The current fiscal year, the appropriation is $120 mpinn which
is the full authorization. There are, I know, many question& and
concerns over the impact and effectiveness of the program as well
as suggestions for improving its performance and sharpening its
focus. A

On Novernier 2. 1978, the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, published proposed new regulations that would dramati-
cally overhaul the operation of the program. These regulations
have not yet been finalized, but I am sure that they will be the
subject of' comment by our witnesses.

[Regulations appear at end of hearing.]
On February 13, 1979, the General Accounting Office issued a

. report to the Congress entitled, "Federal Programs to Strengthen
Developing Institutions of Higher Education."

Our witnes.ses today will 4ticlude representatives of the General
Accounting Office, who will sufnmarize their report and respond to
questions about .it. I might note that copis of the report have been

0
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,

made available to the members of the committee prior to today's
hearing.

.We also have representatives from the National Center far Edu-
cational Statistics, who will comment on the new methodology
p,roPosed in .the regulations .for determining.whether an institution
of higher education is a developing institutions, reprentatives
'from seOrat of the major 4onsortiu which provide assistance- to
deve!pgisit,..institutions; and tepresentatives of institutions of ,

,"; , iiigher educarioti s;;.'iii,16h-lfiiNit; 'partraiiiitijir ini the 'bile 'Hi 'Piograiii:'''''
I ,woild at this time, without objection, ask unanimous consent

that the written statements on title HI submitted by the witnesses,
be inserted in full at this. point .in the record, so that we- can
proceed to hear from them-in any manner that is most convenient.

The First panel is from the General Accounting Office, Mr. Greg-
ory Ahart; Director, Human Resources Division; and Ed Niemi,
Supervisfiry.Auditor; Marie. Eldridge and Rolf Wulfsberg from the

. National' Center 'for Educational Statistics.
[Preintred statement of-Gregory Ahart followsj

STATEMENT OF GREGORY. J. AHART, DIRECTOR, HUMAN RESOURCES DIVISION
4Mr. Chairm'an and *embers -of the subcommittee, I am pleased to appear here

today to disCuss our February 13,1979, report to the Congress on the Strengirwning
Developing Institutions of Higher Education Program. The program is authorized by
title fii of the Higher Education Act of 1;315, as amended.

We made the review at Office of .Education i0E) headquarters in Washtngton,
D.(7., 19 colleges and universiiies, arid 7 assisting agencies. We Wand that serious
questions remain about who the program should be assiSting, how it shoulebe
organived, and where it is going, This is our second report to the Congress on the
Developing Institutions Program. In the first review, which was completed in 1,975,'
and again in this later review. we could not evaluate the success of' the program
because OE had n t defined a "develoiting institution," nor hod it determinod when
an institution would be considered developed. This report points out that there is a
net.d for OE.A6. ,

,Clarily the program's direction.
Reaffirm grantee selection procedures: .

Stiengthen controls over the expenditure of fundS;
7 Better plan 'and account for services under funded projects; and

I )vvelop effective performance evaluation procedures.

NEED To CIARIFY PRIX;RAM DIRECTION i

1 Basic to each of the problems we found with the Developing Institutions Program
ts that it lacks direction, Prior to the program's inception there was concern over
the inability to define a .developing institution. , The Congress included general
engibility requirements in title III of the Higher Education Act of 19.65 and author-s
ized the Commissioner of Education to issue specific eligibility criteria through
program regulations.

OE issued'the first regulations for the'program in May 19'74more than S years
after passage'of -the law. After 12 years of operation and more than MS million in
grantS, fundamental questins about the Developing Inatitutions Program are large-
ly Unanswertd

What is a developing institutiomand how does such a school iteach the main-
streath of higher education? t -

Which institutions should receive priortty?
How king will title III funds be necessary?

! Although we identified projects which provided valuable services to irustkutions,

no .institutions' have been identified as having reached the mainstream of higher
education as a result of their participation in the program.lt is virtually 'impossible
tO determine the program's impact on moving schools towarck the mainstream of
American higher education. Of the 244 institutions which received grants in aca-

'Omit year 1977-74, 120 had been in the program for at least 8 years.

L
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SE4A1,iON PKOCEDukES

Because so many institutions have been determined to be eligible for title III
aasistance, OE has been unable to fund all applications. Therefore, OE inust be
selective in making grant awards.

However, OE's procedures fdl- selecting institations have been inconsistently ap-
plied, and determinations have been subjective. Because institutions which had
participated in the program for several years received preference, institutions with
the must' critical needs or the greatest opportunity for advancement might nut have
been served. Institutions receiving grants might have beCome dependenta.un this
support rather than seek ways to replace this money.

Since 1973, the Developing. Institutions Program has been divided into two pro-iqeic More hi1
developed institUtions which were cldse, to, iDut 'not in, the mainstreain-oThigher
education. These schools were expected to reaCh a stage where thex'would no longer '-

need title III ussiStance. Under the Baa sic program, OE offered _grunts to less devel-
oped schools to imgrove their overall *Nality.

TeEhnieol reciew
OE uses field readers and OE officials in the technical review of funding applica-;

tions. For fiscal year 1977,.field reader reviews of .applications resulted in inconsist
ent and inconclusive recommendations for final funding and many ?ceders had
conflicts of interest based on OE procedures. Twenty-four percent of the Basic;
program . Field readers worked' for institutions which rapplied for Basic program
funding.. Staff from OE's title ILI program reviewed, applications for Basic. and
Advanced programs. contrary te OE:a procedures.

For these reasons, the value ot the field reader recommendations to -OE was
questionable. For the technical review process for fiscal year 1977 grants, for exam-
ple:

Not ali Advanced program applications received field reader riviews.
Eighteen of the 410 Basic applications came from institutions which had already

been recommended .for funding under the Advance4rogram.
Field readers' recommended,funding levels varied'widely for the same application.

Finul funding cieterminutions
After the field reader reviews. OE's Basic and Advanced program staffs separately

,determined which projects wouldlinpe funded. Title III awards for fiscal year 1977
revealed many inconsistencies in OE's application of procedures for selecting institu-
tions for funding. These inconsistencies resulted in questionable awards. This was
especially true in the Basic program. which followed a predetermined hinding
strategy.

This funding strategy set standards for distributing funds among colleges repre-
septing the various ethnic and racial populations in American higher education.

The .iliconsisterft application of. the selevtion procedures shows up in an analysis uf
the final'Basic program grantees for fiscal year 1977

Many institutions which received large grants received low funding recommenda-
.tions from field readers.

Many, Unititutions which received comparatively high..field. reader ratings didinot
receive grants.

Institutions in a single la'rge, multifunction' Consortium arravernent of predomi-
nantly black; 4-year colleges received the largest grants.

Generally, funding waa based on amounts awarded institutions in the previous
year.

The inconsistent applicatain of selection procedures in the Basic program raised
questiona about whether: I r institutions were treated equally in the compelitive
process: and (2) the most deserving institutions received grants.

NEED TO sTaxt.aiTilEN coNTROLs OVEN f.'UNDS

Title III grants are Atended to assist developing institutions which are struggling
fur survival for financial and other reasons. However. adequate financial controls
for the-program have not been established to ensure maximum benefits from grants.

OE .has not provided grantee ifistitations with' adequate guidance for administer-
ing. Federal funds and has not established postaward procedures to review expendi-
tures under title III grants. This led to mismanagement of Federal resoumvs by

.institutions. At many institutions-we visitkd: the institutions' control over title III
expenditures did nat inet4 standardS Set by the law and the general grant provi-
sions. The major problems idtritiiied., wt'r* Ii Inadequate suppOrt for grantees'
payment to assisting agencies; (2) questionable chorgea to.grants; (3) carrying over

4'i-934 0 - 7
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grant funds beyond author*d grant periods without OE approval; and (4) inaccu-
rate and tnistlendingreportirof financial activitim to OE.

Insufficient confrvis over paymiznts to assisting cigencies
Assisting agencies (service providers) have become deeply involvt-d in the beveiops

ing Institutions Program. alisic program grantees use .assisting agencies under each
arrangement. and some Basic program consortia are controlled almost entirely ,by
assisting. agencies. The agencies determine what services will be offered, which'
schools will be invited as memberS, and whieh schools will be coordinating inetitu-
tions. Basic schools we visited.did not select assisting agencies competitively, even
though this was encouraged by OE regulations. ,

Title III grantees have not adequatel carried -out their responsititlity betOre
making payments to assisting agencies. Grantees have functioned mogeky'.as chau-
nels foe title III funds, and often buOed payMents to assisting agencies'On budgeted
preiectioe;4ather than actual agency ceet records and performance. . .

We fotiM nuntereus examples of defiCient monitoring of. assisting agency activi-.
ties by grantees,

An institution paid an assisting ageficY about $580-,000,. but it. had no documenta-
tion te 'show 11(4 the funds were:used or. what benefits were 'received. A school'
official could, not adequately explain what the agency- wi dóiiij di:4th- the money
and admitted:that the grante4 school had received no benefits from the arrange- .

ment.
Based on documentation at one assisting agency, many institutions received only

u portion of,the services to which they were entitled.
An institution paid three assiiiting agimcies .$82,000 without verifying that the

agencies incurred the reimbursed costs.
Many-of the problems in monitoring payments to assisting agencies exist because -

OE as not defined the role qf aseisting agenCies under title III and the way
cOordinatmg institutions and other 'deveieping institittions shoald interact with
them. Grafitee institutiens did not, understand their responsibilities for managing
funds-paid to assiSting agencies.

In many coses,' charges by institutions and aSsisting agencies aPpeared to violate
OE's regulations. The znost common examples of this were charges for persono'el
costs (salaries arid fringe benefits) .and consultantsnormally two of the- largest
items budgeted under w title III grant.. We fpund that charges to title III wete not
always .curtsistent with individuals participation Jn th4e'applical4 projects, consul-
tants were paid up to 4-1:i00 a day without OE'Stapi5roval of iiayments exceeding $100 -los
per clay, and funds earmarked for consultants were used for other purmses.

While these were the most common types questionable items, there were
others.

:Interest earned on title III funds was not returned to the Treasury, as requir4 by
the provisions .

An agency used title III funds fe offset deficit-9 in other Federal and non-Ft4eral
prograrns.

An assisting ageney used title III funds to pay a portion of the costs te relocate its
headquarters in another city.

We found ..tio cases where OE had collected excess funds or reduced the follow ng
year's grants because funds were available at the end of the grant period.

. .
Postuidurd monitoring..

Problems with OE's postaward monitoting activities included the following!
Grantee evaluation reports normally did not evaluate hinding controls.
There was lAttle OE followup on reports sublnitted by institutions. ,
Site' visits were too few and normally did not adequately consider funding eon-

erols:
Audit exceptions were not- properly resolVed, andiassisting agencies huve not been

audited on.n regular basis'

Next) To PLAN Li ALL'OUNT SERVICESUNIJEk. TITLE Ul PRWECTS

AlMost any typo, (if rproject'can be funded under title III if it shows promise for
develoPing.the particiwnhg institutions:a While this flexibility enabled developing

, institutions to design individualivkd Programs, t also led tes a number of problems,
rispecially in'the Basic program. Many institutiOnieentered into cooperative arrange-
.nwnts without proper, consideration' of how these ,projects 'would help them reach
overall development objeetives.

The Adtanced program placed heavy emphasis On. the need for comprehensive
planning of an institution's titles Ill activities and, although the institutions were
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not always succesaiul in meeting their objectives, their progranaidid seem to be well
organized and geared toward achievnig some ultidate'deyelopmental goals.

Sonic Ba Sic program . projects were riot designed to ilasiat the institutiona which
received title Ill funds, and sonw arrangements resulted in payments for nontitle Ill
activities Part of the reason for this was the substantial inflUence of assisting
agencies in the direction that the title III Basic program would take. Because aome
institutions participate in two or more arrangements with a similar focus it is
difficult to ensure that duplicate payments . are not made to assisting agencies.

Because moat Basic program institutions 'we visited did not .properly plan their..
development goals, they could not show what additional services were needed or
how long title III funding would be.necery,

NEED .ro '111-ATIA' EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE EVALUATIoN pRoaDuiMs

The Education Amendments of 1972 required title III applicants to "set forth
policies and procedures for the evaluation of the effmtiveness of the project or

.activity .in accomplishing its purpose." OE had not implemented adequate proce-
dures for conducting external evaluations in'the Basic program..and. evaluations in
the Advanced program could also be improved. Evaluations were often not objective,
cornplete,,or timely and 'did not provide sufficient feedback on progress, Therefore,
OE was . unable to use the evaluations to determine how an institution was progreas-
Mg toward its long-range developriumt

Each 'Basic program institution decided for itself how the eXternal evaluation
would be performed. This led to problems, including; I) Selection of rev,iew team
nwmbers with vested interests in the activities they were evaluating; (21 Incomplete
and inconclusive reporting; and iZt Mobility of OE to use-the reports in administer-
ing the Basic program.

Unlike the single evaluations made in the Basic program, the Advanced ,program
provided for evaluations on three levels. 'Although we noted instances or (I) Evalua-
toN having vested interests; und.i2) incomplete and inconclusive rePorting, informa-
tion submitted to OE provided a better basis for evaluating institution performance,

'Site cants
Oecasionalty. 9E condacted site *visits to developing institutions, There were no

formal procedures; for selecting institutions for visits, and the number of visits
fluctuated yearly. depending on the availability of staff and travel funds. During the
1977-7s project.year, OE staff made vis4f, toabout 17 percent uf all schoola partici-
pating in the program during this period.

;Site visit reports for 1977-7S did not give proper coverage to institutions' adminis-
tratam of grant funds, nor did they appraise institutions progression toward their
long-range develophwnt objectives. There Was no followup by OE staff oh issues
identified during the site visitti, and the reports were untimely..

avi'QMMFNI),\TIONS TO VHF SECRE7VARY OE HEALM. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE, AND
CoMMENiN ON REVISED ,RE.GIILATIONS

Our report contained recomthendations to the Secretary of Health. Education, and
Welfare to revise or strengthen criteria for determining eligibility, selecting pro-
gram participants. establishing institution responsibilities in administering grants,
and evaluating institution perfornsance. Our recommendations are included as an
attachment to this statement,

We beiWve tha,t it is important that we say something about OE's November 197 i
propoSed regulations for_ the Developing Institutions Program. We agree that the
proposed reguiations might resuli in some improvements in the administration of'
tne title III program, riowever, we are not sure that these revised regulations Will
be yore adequate than, the regulations ir effect when we -mock our review in
assuring that those institutions intended to benefit by the law receive title III
support, It aeems to us that, under the proposed 'regulations. many institutions
winch are 'providing valuable services and are struggling for survival might' be ruled
ineligible for the program.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE 1I./I0 ;1*Ni

The operating problems and the more basic problem ofcadequately defining a
"developing institution- are so fundamental and pervasive that we believe the
program as presently structured is lartly unworkable,

CTherefore, the ongress should ti determine whether or not the title III pro-
gram should be continued. If it deternsines that the program should be continued, it N
should clarify the program's purixxse by providing as much sPecific additional guid-

s it can to OE concerning the types of institutions which the program should
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serve And the ultimate- goala kiat -ohould be achieved by these institutions. The
emigres* should also determine whether the funding strategics; and other criteria,
including thowe in the proposed..new regulations, are appropriate and in keeping
with the intent of the law.

Mr. Chairman. that concludes our statement. We will be happy t\ answer any
queutions that you or the other Subcommittee members may huve.
U.S. General Accounting Office, recontwndations to the Secretary of Health, Educu-

hon. and Welfare, concerning the strengthening deoeloping institation$ of higher
education program

NEED TO CLARIFY ritOGRAM DIRECTION

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW direct the CoMmissioner of Education
to:

Establish eligibility eriteria that would take into consideration the intent of the
(ongress in continuing the program asa that: (I) Will identify those institutions
intended to be benefitted by the law and any amendments thereto;und (2) can be
toed to determine what these institutions 'require to reach developed status.

Consistently apply thoSe .criteria in selecting institutions for prograM participa-
tion.

Use the refined criteria as standards for measuring the-progress of funded institu-
tions in meeting specific step by step categories of development which would move
'theta toward' their Ultimate goals.

Also. the Commissioner should be instructed-to emphasize the need for inStitu-
tions to plan their activities so that, ultimately, title 111 aesistance is no longer
neeessary. OE needs to establish more specific categories of development for each
institution so that OE can closely monitor .the progress of each institution to insure
that it is moving consistently toward the mainstream of higher education.

The Seeretary of HEW should oversee the implementation of these recommenda-
tions to assure that the direction of the title III program and the roles And responsi-
bilities of Prticipating institutions, assisting agencies, 'and OE are clearly defined.

NEE() To REAFruof GRANTEE, SEI,Et-TION PRX'EDUHES

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW direct the Commissioner of Education,
to reaffirm the need to aahere to title III program grantee selection procedures
which provide for consistent treatment of applications (giving appropriate considera-
tion to.facters related to institution eligibility). This should result in grants being
awarded to the most deserving institutions, based on -eligibility deferminations, and
alleviate the current subjectivity. Grants should be used for projects aimed at
uplifting institutions in those areas which caus ihem tc) be eligible for title HI
assistance.

Alec, the Secretary should direct. the Commissioner to give special attention .to
improvine the field reader process by:

Appropriately sereening field readers to insure that they do net have conflicts of
interest,

Giving appropriate written clearance if field readere with possible conflicts of
intersst must be usedthis practice should be allowed only in rare circumstances,
and

Providing appropriate guidance to field readers so that greater reliance can be
placed on their recommepdations.

Deviations from recommendations of field readers and program staff should be
fully justified and explained.

NEFD TI 6041ENoTIIEN toNTROI-S OVER FUNns

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW direct the Commissioner of Education
to provide grantee institutions with mere specific guidance for the administration of
title III funds. This guidance should incluchidetailed instructions for:

.determining what typeS of costs may be charged against title III grants;
Maintaining financial ,tecerds to support program expenditpres. including pay-

ments to consultants arra assisting agencrpersennel assigned to title projects;
Establishing. maintaining, and terminating relationships with assisting Agencies;
Returning to the Treasury funds not obligated by the end of the grant period and

funds which heve been Allowed to accumulate at twisting agencies; and
Providing detailed repOrts to OEon grant activities.
Additionally'. the CommissiOnOr should .reemphasize She nivel for identifying ,po-

tential problem institutions before grants an...awarded, ThiS would necessitate a
careful review of an institetion's performance under previously awarde&Federal
(both title III 'and .other) grants, OE's procedures for identifying and monitoring
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"high-risk" grantees should be used 'as the basis forproviding sucivinstitutions with
badly needed, assiitence in.effectively and efficiently Wang Federal funds.

Also, the Conimissioner should be directed to strengthen postaward monitoring of
the financial activities of institutions (especially those identified as laigh risks)
receiving title III grants. This could be done through: (1) Verification of iTiformation
provided on periodic financial renorts; and (2) a systematic site visitation program
which includes the use of grants specialists to review the procedures followed by
eelected institutions in administering'progrem funds.

The Secretary should also direct the Commissioner to implement existing proce-
dures for the proper resolution of audit exceptions'including those discussed in our
report and other 'exceptions brought to OE's attention by the audit agency.

In addition, the HEW Audit Agency should schedule audits of each assisting
agency which receives sdbstantial Federal support to determine Whether it is adher-
ing to the General Provisions for Odic*. of Education Programs, (45 C.F.R., wart .100)
-and HEW regulations forthe title HI program.

NEED TO I'LAN AND ACCoUNT FUR SERVICF. LINDER TITLE III PROJECI'S

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW direct the Commissioner of Education
to:

Require each institution provided title III assistance to develtan a compx-ellensiva
development plan.

insure that the projectS funded' at individual institutions are necessary, compati-
ble, and consistent with long-range developntent goals.

-Evaluate the role of assisting agendies used in the title III program.
Enforce stricter controls over, the use of assisting agencies under title III grants.

Greater use of competitive selections of agencies.shOuld be encouraged. The services
to be. provided to the institutions should be clearly defined in a formal agreement
showing how the services will move- the school toward tbe mainstream, and final
payments to -the agency should be made only afteithe agreed-upon services have
beenprovided. Coordinating institutions should require assisting-agencies to subniit
periodic reports describing the services .they have provided, and these reports should
be available to OE for- review. The disordinating institutions should also be required
to periodically check to.see that each institution that is part of an agreement with
un assisting agency has received its agreed-upon services.

.Nit.:Eit it) DEVELOP EFFECI1VE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROCEDURE$

We recommend that the Secretary of HEW direct the Commiseioner of Education
to provide title III grantees with more specific guidelines on requirements for
conducting program eveluations. These guidelines should insure that.

The evaluation will, include an appraisal of the success of each project funded
under title Ill-,

an evaluation will be conducted at least annually by qualified individuals with no
,vested interests in the institution's program;

the evaluation will include a determination of the adequacy of: (1) The institu-
tion's administration of grant funds, including necessary monitoring, support for
expenditures, end prior authorizations for changes; 'and (2) the performance of
assisting agencies, including services to be provided to specific institutions, agree-
ments with consultants, and assignment of personnel to work with developing
institutions: and

the evaluation will provide anlappraisal of the progress being made by the
institation toward meeting development goals.

After these improvements in the evaluation process have been implemented, the
Commissionerof F:ducation should be directed to d&ign a better system for monitor-
ing external evaluation reports. This will require more 'feedback to fhe institutiogs
on the-success of their programs and more followup on potential problem areas
identified during the evaluations. The Commissioner should also be directed to
improve the site visitation program fqr title III. This should include the develop-
ment of :the following:

Periodic coverage of all institutions receiving grants; High-risk grantees and
schosfis which have had previous -problems in administering grants should be the
firSt schools visited.

),inifortn guidsii-nes for conducting site visits, including deterinination of the
adequiicy.of institutions' financial operations under title III grahti, to insi com-.
prehensive and uniform coverage at each location visited.

.A standarc,iezed reporting format to allow comparisons of the performance of
institutions.

/ 0,3



A system for providing feedback to tbe institutions and followup action on prob-
leins identified during .the visitD.

.

STATEM1NT OF .GREGORY- AHART, DIREcrpR, HUMAN RE-
SOURCTS DIVISION, ACCOMPANIED BY ED NIEML. SUPERVI-
SORY 'AUDITOR, GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE

Mr. AHART. I am Mr. Ahart, from the General Accounting Office,
amyl will hit the highlights of my statement, .which will take
about 10 minutes, with your permission, Mr.-Chairman.

We'are pleased to be here today to discuss our report, which you
referreeto, on the prOgrarri authorized by title III of the Higher
Education Act. This is our second report on the developing institu-
tions program. In the first review, on which.we reported in 1975,
and again in this review', we could not eValuate the success of the
program, because OE had pot. 4ef),ned 4developing institution, nor
had it determined when an institution:would be conSidered devel-
oped.
-, There is a need for OE to clarify the program's direction, to
reaffirm grantee selection procedures, to strengthen the control
over the expenditure of funds, to better plan and account for
services under funded projects, and' finally to develop effective
performance evaluation procedures.

After 12 years of operation, and More than ,$728 million in
grants, fundamental questions abont the developing institutions
program are largely unanswered. What is a developing institution?
And how does such a school reach the mainstream of higher educa-
tion? ,

..

Which institutions should receive priority? How long will title III
funds be necessary? *

Although we identified projects. which provided valuable services
to institutions, no institutions have been identified as Nving
reached the mainstream of higher education as a result of thei#
participa k ion in the program. Of -the 244 institutions which re-
ceived gr MS in 'academic year 477-78, 120 have been in the
program for at least 8 years.

Because so many institutions haVe been determined eligible for
title Ill assistance, OE must be selective in making grant awards.
However, OE's procedures for selecting institutions have peen in-
consistently applied, and determinations have been largely subjec-
tive. Because institutions which have participated in the program
for several years receive preference, these institutiOns, might have
become dependent upon the support, rather than seek ways to
replace the title III money.

Since 1973, the program has been divided into two programs: the
advanced program,for morehighly developed institutiops; and the
basic pr(4,,ram, forl1$ss developed institucions.

Title III awards for fiscal year 1977 revealed many inconsisten-
cies in OE's\ application of procedures for selecting institutions for
funding. These inconsistencies 'resulted in questionable awards.
This' is ,especially triie in the basic program, which followed ,a
pr&determined funding strategy whiA set standards for distribut
ing funds among colleges representing the various ethnic and
racial populations in American higher education.
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The inconsistent application of selection procedures in the basic
program raised questions whether, first, institutiohs were treated
equally in the competitive process and, second, whether the most
deserving institutions receive grants.

Adequate financial controls for the program have not been,estab-
lished to insure maximum benefits from grants. In many institu-
tions we visited, control over title III expenditurestAid not meet
slandards set by the law, arki by the general grant provisions. Th
major problems identified were: (I) Inadequate 'support for- gran-
tees' iSayments to assisting agencies; (2) Questionable charges to
grants; (3) Carrying over granttfunds beyond authorized grant peri-
ods without OE approval; and (4) Finally, inaccurate and mislead-
ing reporting of financial activities to the Office of Education.

We found numerous examples of deficient monitoring of assisting
agendyaftivitie-s bY grantees.'FOr example', one inaitution Paid .an
assisting agency about $580,000, but it had no documentation to
show how the funds were used, or what\ benefits were received.

Many of the.problems in monitoring payments to assisting agen-
cies exist because the 'Office of Education has not defined the role
of assisting agencies under title 1,11, and the way coordinating insti-
tutions and other developing institutions should interact with
them.

Grantee institutions didi not understand the responsibilities for
managing funds paid to assisting agencies. In many cases, charges
by institutions and assisting agencies appeared to violate Office of
Education regulations., The most common example 'of this were
charges for:. personnel costs and consultants.

We found that the charges were not always consistent with
individuals' participation in applicable projects. Consultants were
paid up to $300 a day without OE's approval of payments exceeding
$100. Funds earmarked for consultants were used for other pur-
poses.

We found :no .cases where' OE had collected excess funds, or
reduced the following year's grant because funds were available at
the end of the grant period.

Problems with OE's postaward monitoring activities included the
following: (1) Grantee evaluation reports normally did not evaluate
funding controls; (2) There was little OE followup on reports sub-
mitted by institutions; (3) Site visits were too few, and normally did
not adequately consider funding controls; and (4) Audit exceptions
were not properly resolved, and assisting agencies had not been
audited on a regular basis.

Almost any type of project can be junded under title III, if it
shows promise for developing the participating institution. This has
led to a number of problems, espkially in the basic program. Many

,institutions entered into cooperative arrangements without proper
consideration of how these Projects would help ihem reach overall
development objectives.

The adVanced program placed heavy emphasis ori the need for
comprehenSive planning, .and althmgh not always successful in
meeting their objectives, the programs did seem to be well orga-
nized and geared toward achieving some ultimate developmental
goals.

1 0
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Some basic prggram projects were not designed to assist the" 1
institutions which .received title HI funds. Some arrangements re-
sulted in paymentfj for nomtitle III activities.

The Education Amendments of 1972 required title III applicants
to set forth policies and procedures fOr the waluation of the effec-

o .,,

tiveness of the.project or actin/ity in accom -thing its purposes OE
had not implemented adequate procedures 4r conducting external
evald6tioris in the basic ptogram, and evaluations in the advanced
program could also be improved.

OE . was unable to use the evaluations to determine how an
institution was progressing toward its, long-range developmental
goals.

Occasionally,' OE conducted site visits to developing in4itutions.
,There_Avere,,no fox...mai .prqpedures jpx, ..selec4ng institutioas. for

visitss and tlie number of Visit's fluctuated ytiarly depending upon
the availability of staff and travel funds. - '
'. Site visit reports for 1977-78 did not give proper covke to
institutions' administration of grant funds, nor did they appraise
institutionsc... progression toward their long-range developrrient ob-
jectives.

.

There was no followup by OE on issues identified during the site
visits, and the reports were not timely.

Our report contained a number of recommendations to the Secre-
tary of HEW tO revise or strengthen criteria for determining eligi-
`bility; sele.cting program participants; establishing institutional re-
sponsibilities in administering grants; and evaluating. institution/performance.

Our recommendations are included in an attachment to the
statement. I niight mentiop that the Secretary of HEW did concur
in all of these recommendations. ,

.

We believe that it is important that we say somet,hing about
OE's November 1978 propsed regulations for the develWing insti-
tutions program. We agree that the proposed regulations might
result in some improvements in the administration of thwprogram.
Howexer, we are not sure that these revised regulations will be
more adequate than the regulations in effect when. we made our
review in a'ssuring that those institutions intended to benefit by
the law receive title III support.

It seems to us that under the proposed regulations many institu-
tions which are providing valuable services, and are struggling for
survival, might be ruled ineligible to participate in the. pirogram.

Our report also contained suggestions to the Congress. The oper-
, ating problems, and the more basic problem of adequately defining
a developing institution are so fundamental and pervasive that we
believe the program as 'presently structured is largely unworkable.

We, accordingly, belieVe that the Congress should first determine
whether or not the title III program should be 'Continued. If it does
determine that the program should be continued, we believe the
Congress- shOuld clarify the progrank's purpose by providing as

'much specific -additional guidance as it. can to the Office of Educa-
-tion concerning the types of Institations which the program should
serve, and the ultimate goalS that should be achieved by these
institutions,
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This completes the hiithlights of my statement, Mr. Chairman,
We would be pleased to respond to any questions.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very Much.
Just as a matter of curiosity, I glanced at the front of the report.

Where did the request fbr this audit on your part come from?
Mr. AHART. This was a self-initiated study, Mr. Piairman. We

did not have a congressional request for it. As y*rou probably are
Aware, about onethird of the work of the General Accounting
Office is done at the request of committees of the Congress, or by
statutory direction, and the other approximately two-thirds is done
on our own motion. T,his was a self-initiated study.

Mr. FORD. How did it happen to come up again Lit this time for'
study?

Mr. Aumit,_We.,had guide a study in 1974, arbdo.issued a,report in
1915. That was pur first study of the program, although it.had been
in operation for a number of years at that IllOme. We found a
number of problems with it. We made a nuniber of recommenda-
tions to the Office of Educatioin, and the most difficult problem vAe

, faced at that time was that we could not get a good picture of what
the Congress intended the-or.ogram to achieve, and OE had not
developed more Opecific criteria as to what institutions were de*el-
oping institutions, and what the program was intending to achieve.

So the study that we have just completed ,and reported on in
February was a followup on the earlier study, as well as a more
indepth review of some of the problems which we had come up
with in the earlier study.

Mr. FORD. In either of your studies, were you able to find any
tonsistent folklore about what we meant in 1965 by this type of an
ingtitution?

Mr. AVART. Well, we struggled with it. We don't really have a
good idea at this point :in time, just what Nvas intended to be
accomplished by the program. The criteria under which the institu-,
tions are selected for funding were not WO bad in the previous,
regulations, we believe, except that they were applied so inconsis-

, tently and there was a lot of overruling of the findings of the
reatiers of the proposals hi rating the proposals against thofP crite-
ria.

We don't have any good feel from the Office of Education, and
they cannot tell us how they would judge whether a developing
institution has become developed. So it strikes us, in a large part,
the.program is as;ting some fairly arbitrarily selected institutions
in more of a gen I aid type of situation, as opposed to reaching
toward some specific Apurpose and some goal that the individual
'institutions are attempting tt achieve, or are expected to. achieve.

Mr, FORD. Was this arbit4ary selection process you have de-
mk scribed present and commented on in your report or1975?

Mr. AHART. We did comment on the criteria problemthe eligi-
bility criteria problemand on the objectives problem in' the' 1975
wort.

Mr. FORD. Would your report pinpoint examples of what you
considered arbitrary determinations of eligibility?

Mr. AHART. We comment on this in the February i975 report. In
the 1975 report we actually did a statistical analysis to try to find
what factors what characteristics of institutions, seemed to have
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some correlation to the institutions selected for participation. To
my recollection, we.came up with only. two factors. No: 1, whether
the institution had received money the year before, which was a
very important factor; sc-,condly, to some degree, the racial composi-
tion of,the student body was a factor.
. But those, I think, were the only two factors that seemed to have

any Statistical significance in our analysis.
Mr.'Foan. 'How is the racial composition of the student body

weighted into the calculations to determine Whether or not a
school is going .to, reeeive.aid?

Mr. AHART. I 'sould have to ask Mr. Nierni to talk more specifi-
call?, on what the current regulations provide in that regard. I
don t believe that it. is taken directly into consideration, but more

..,,-sukjectivelx,into Coasideration. Is that right?
Mr. NIEMI. Yes. Under the basic program, at the time we were

conducting our field work, there was a predetermined strategy
under which OE would designate, for example, that predominantly
black institutions would get 49 percent of the funding.

Under the re>ied regulations, the basic grant eligibility criteria,
the predominaiy black institutions would have a high number of
students eligible for such grants.

Forw.-,,What is a predominantly black institution?
Mr. NIEMI. Historically, the-student body-would be predominant-

ly black students, and the institution so designated. I believe there
Are approximately 100 such institutions. 'This is a designation that
has been generally recognized to apply to such schools.

Mr. FORD. Did you find that HEW actually was using some sort
of a nunieration that selected out schools as predominantly black
institutions?

You said that 49 percent of the money was set aside for predomi-
nantly black institutions.

Mr. NIEMI. That is correct. That is for the basic program.
Mr. FORD. Do they have some kind of a listing where they made

a 'determination as to which schools fell into that category?
Mr. NIEMI. I believe -there are, as I said before, approximately

100 institttions that would At that criteria, and these are generally
recognized throughout the educational community. This would be.
somewhat similar to the primarily Native American institutions,
and' also the Spanish speaking institu-tions, which were specifically
mert.thioned in the title III legislation.

They, allow certain leeway in terms of eligibility for such institu-
tions.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. Buchanan. Thank you, itilr. Chairman.
I know that GAO provides each agency an opportunity to re- '

spond to your.,findings before publishing the report. Our informa-
tion is thae yoU sent a draft report of the title III audit to the
Office of Education on September 19, 1978, and asked OE to submit
-their departmental cominents by October 13, 1978. It was Pecem-'
.4r 13, as our-information has it, when you received OE's response.
VCould you detail the exchange between GAO and OE during that
1 Q-month period and share with us what reasons. OE gave for this
slowness in response, if my information is correct? 4
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Mr. AHART. First of all, your dates are correct, Mr. Duchanan.
woiild have to turn to Mr. Niemi to give you a chronologyapr some

-feef for fhe kind of exchanges we 'had between qurselveSnd the,
OtNe of Education during thatttri:d: t

Mr. NIEMI.. When the draft rt was- first ,,aubmitted to ,thu
HEW and Office of Education for amment, it Was 'our underStand,-.
ing ayhat time that this was going to be sort .of an example of
hoW cooperative the Office.of Etducation would be. .

We had the as;surances e the Office _of EailCation's liaison office
tliat, they. would_ be tra4ing 'thiS,, arid tt; 'it wOuld be a high
priority item in the offiee:We periodically touched base, with the
Qffice of Education's liaison to get a sta_tus,report.

Essentially,- it Carrie down to the fact that they wanted the' re-
sponse to be as accurate and 4s eriComtsassing as possible, and it
was just going.,eo talZe, them that muCh .tirrie .to coMpletes their
response, and theyjust cotild.not 'Meet the deadline.

Mr. BUCHANAN, We ,will be hearing 'later thisi.mOrning from a
panel- of e,xecutive directors' froM the three largest conSortium, ar-
rangements funded under the :title III program. t You were very
Specific about some of the abuSes that.exist in thos arrangements.
Let Me ask 3.frou several questiOns about that.

Many of the consortia. contract (or services with.assisting agen-
cies, ,to: aid in the 'clevelopnient- of teChnicaL .assistan& for 'the.
Participating _institutions. Who iS respcinSible for paying for these'
services? . 041. ."

Under- the,. funding arrangements-for the program,
there has to be under these. consortia type'arrangements, a cooldi-
nating institution, whiCh is- responsible for. the 'funding and the-
payment to the assisting.agencias..-Eaoh- such- arrangenient wotild
.have 'a coordinating insti t.

'Mr. BUCHANAN. Are I ments made by the consortium
. `office, the grantee institutiori';or, sy a third entity?

Mr. NIEMI. The grantee ins itution.
Mr. BUCHANAN. There havebeen some concerns that sole indi-

viduals are serviriga.v donsultants on.,more than:one of the assist-
ing agencies contracted,outby,any one consortiuni. Was there any
evidence of salary irregularities which 'might' indicate that an indi-..
vidual was receiving a aal.arSr under more than one of the services

, offered to the institution? -
Mr... NIEMI. it. was thot spticifically that type of situation but the

problem.we had was associating the amount of tinie that individual
eOnSultants and even .members of the assisting. 'agencies actually
devoted to title III aactivities.

Mr. BUCHANAN. CoUld you give us .some ideaof levels ot salary
that might .pe involved, if you ..have any information on that?

Mr. NIEMI. As far. .5as salarieS devoted , to title. HI specifically,
salaries from. $28,000 to.$40,000 Were'not uncommon. , . .

. Mr. BUCHANAN. Would this be per annum?. .

Mr. NIEM1. Yes.
,Mr. BUCHANANDo you have any idea how .much time this

represented?' is this anything 'close- to full time ot can you ascer-tain? .....

1r. NIEM1. We had .specific instances where it-was not- full time,
where we can document:that it was not full time'. Instances, where

"-
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individuals were actually ut of the Country° while drawing their
salaries from title III.

Mr. AHART. One of..the examples that we gave in the report, Mr.
Buchanan, was a case where a man was being paid a titlètIII salary
of abotit $40,000 a year, and also had a salary from other sources of
about $30,000. So, obviqusly, the $40,000 was not for a fulktime
kind of a situation. 7,. I think that this is alSo the example where the gentleman spent
quite a bit 'of time Out of the countrY, or perhaps that is a different
example.

Mr. NIEMI. It is a different eXample. .. , .

Mr.. BUCHANAN. COuld you describe. 'what you found to be the, ..
relationship between the consortium and the coordinating or grant-

.
..- 'ee institution? . . .

For example, the grant award -is made to the institUtion=per- .

haps you have just answered this--Lwho .is responsibl:a for managing '
those funds, the agency or the consortium office, or .this third

k.
entity that you mentiened? . / .

Mr. NIEMI. It is the grantee 'institution who has the respOnsibili- *'..
ty, and is supposed to account for the funds.

.

Mr: BUCHANAN. Who chooses what services will .be offered?
Mr...NiEmi, Well, this varies Under eaeh arrangement It is in-

tended that. the grantee institutian would .select -what services th6y7--
would need to.develout in practice, some of the assisting agen7
cies; it appeared to us, were dictating what serVices would be

- provided, and which. institutions.'would be allowed to participate in
the consortium.

Mr, BUCHANAN. The size of th
.

consortium grants for the .three
largest consortia are considerable. What were GAO's findings with

e

regard to accountability for funds Vithin the consortium; were the
records accurately and sufficiently detailed to Show where all the
d011ars were goine for example?

. . Mr. NIEML N. Again, it varied, but there werp several cases
where the doCumentation was ipadequate.-

. .

Mr. BUCHANAN. Were budgets- eaSy -t0 follow, or did you' havë '
difficulty pihning down *hat happened to the. money?
'Mr. NIEMI. The budgeted eipenclitures, as f as where the

. money was intended to go, ,..,,ere.detailed. But:as ar as the. assist-V
.ing agency- and the consortium were concernere did experience.
cerfain 'prOblems ih identifying where the mohey actually went.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Could, you give us any specific examples of the
,problems in this area?

.
.

.

Mr. AHART. Let us go to Mr. John Crowder, who is on my staff
and more familiar with the details on this. ,

Mr. CROWDER. Mr. Chairman, to respond to your question, at one
'.assisting agency involved' as part of a' consortium, we. did identify
one budget wherein an individual was to receive a consulting fee.
We subsequently found out that the consult4nt was, .in fact, the
chairman of the board of that assisting agency. .. '

. Therefore, the 'consulting fee was not paid in actordanee with the
original' budget. . ,.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank yoU. If, fly the record, ybu caa cite any
.other comparable examples, -We would appreciatp it very much.

I d
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,Mr. AtiA$ . We woUld be happy to do that.'A I iviiited out in
my. statenient, "we did have a lot of trouble in finding out whether
thi people that were being paid with:title III funds were actually
.spendinl their ,time on title III activitieS, beCause of:inadequate
records.

[Information submitted follows:]

ExAsart.xs or PxyaLsids' ON IDENTIFYING ALM TITLE III FUNDS WERE USED

As stated:on page 37 of our February 1979 report, an institution paid an assisting,

agency about $580,000 in title III funds over a 2-year period. The school paid the
agency the budgeted amount eaCh year, but had no documentation to show haw the
fun,ds were used or what benefits were received.

In another case, which is cited on page 38 of our February 1979 report, one
assisting agency received $38,84,Xi from 21 institutions under bilateral arrangements
duridg 1976-77. While the agency received the fully budgeted amount from each
grantee, based 9n our review of assisting agency documentation many of the institu-

\ tions received only a portion of the services to which they were entitled. Assisting
agency officials told us that they did not .provide docinnentation on actual expendi-
tures beeause none of the institutions requested it.

In a third case, which is not included in our report, an assisting agency 'received
'about $1.2 million in 1976-77 under title III arrangements involving several grabtee.
histitutions. The assisting agency provided detailed expense reports to only one

. grantee which accounted tor a96,000 of the title III expenses. For the. remaining $1.1
'Million, the aasiiting agency either did not provide any expense reports to the
grantees or provided 'only periodic summary reeorts which- did not give sufficient

Lrlorniation en how the funds were used.
n arT6iiier caSe, WhIch -is-cifed-4-n peg-4-'38

assisting agencies a total 'of $.82,000 under its multiyear Advanced grant through
' June 1976. The payments wte made in 'respenee to,billings'.subrnitted ,by the

aisisting agencies during the year. In no case did the institution attempt: te verify
that the assisting agencies actually incurred the cosbefor 'which they were rim
bursed. ,

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. AproPos of that, your statement mentioned on page 8,

an institution paid an assisting agency about $580,000, but it had
no documentation to show how the fundS were used, dr what bene-
fits' were received. 'A school official could not adequately explain
what the agency was doing with the money, and adinitted that the
'grantee school had received no benefits from the arrangement.

'Would you submit for the recbrd the detaili-of that-Incident that,
yoii are describing there?

Mr. AHART. We Would be happy to, Mr. Chairman.
[Information submitted follows:]

DETAILS ON THE PAYMENT or $580,000 WITHOUT DOCUMENTING SERVICE...
PROVIDED OR BENEFITS Fiscraveb

In fiscal year 1975 the,Office of Education (OE) approved a title III Basic Institti-
tional Development Program arrangement which wasAeimprove Undergraduate
instruction in predothinantly black institutions tbrougH faculty development.' The
arrangement provided for a center of advanced study and research for about 20
post-doctoral schoh4s. The scholars were to come from institutions with high 'per-
centages of black And other minority students.

This arrangenient is discuseed on page 37 of our report as an examOle of title HI
grantees' not adequately Carrying out their responsibility before making. payments

-to assisting agencies. The report points out that:
"An institution paid. an assisting agency about $581),000 in title HI Basic funds

under a bilateral arrangement over a 2-year period. Th aseisting agency was to use
the funds to operate a-center to improve undergraduate instruction in predominant-
ly black institutions through facUltydevelopment. The school paid the agency the
approved butikt amount in each year, but had no documentation to;show how the
funds were used er whie benefits were received. A school official cdiild not ade-

e
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quately explain what the..agency was doing seith the money atd admitted that the
grantee school had.receivad no benefita from thearrangement. We later found that
the agency was using the funds to enable. college 4nd university faculty to carry on,
independent .research projects. Examples of' reaeairOh projects undertisken by faculty
aCtending the center, many-Of whom were 'from Advaiwed program institutions and
nondeveloping inatitutions, inclioled completion ef a multivolume history 'of the
hid& struggle for freedom in the United States, tebeinoh into the life and art of
'black women blues aingers of the 1920si as a creative response to racism,' and
'analysis and texture of black life in .an urban environment. The grantee school,
which received fUnds under the Basic program, 'never sent a participant to the
center."'

In addition, we found that high ranking OE officials overruled staff judgements
and recommendations in funding this'arrangenient for fiscal year 1977. The justif-o-.
cations fin- the final approval decision were not contained in OE's official files but
were inserted later after our written inquiry to the Corfimiesionerof Education. A
chrondlogy of the revisions and Approval, process for tiscalyear 1977 funding for this
arrangement follows:

Field readers and OE's project officer did not r..commend the arrangement for
funding fot fiscal year 1977. Some of the reader comments were ,that: (1) This .'
program was totally unacceptable by title III guidelines; (2) title III is not designed
to support independent studies for scholars; and (3) additiOnal evaluation should be .

requested before authorizing funding.
In September .1977, OE title HI staff subsequently visited the center and found

that: (1) The center's director could not provide drafts; or finished products of studies
undertaken..since fiscal year 1975; (2) few projecta appeared directly related to the
interests of developing institutions, and the majority were far removed .from their
inttvest.K (3) the center's expenditures were underproductive forboth the developing
institutions and the title III program: and (4) few potential fellows were interested

to ,the concerns of divaleping inatitu--
tions.

On Noveniber 23, 1977, an approval document was submitted through the offiCe of
OE's .Deputy Commiseioner Designate for the Bureink of' Higher and Continuing
Education_ A grant of $300,0(X) was approved for continued Support of the ariange-
ment for fiscal year 1977. However, there was nq written support in 0E4 official
files to justify the axproval. .

In December 197,, we asked the Commissioner of EdOcation to provide comments .

on this-matter so that we could fully consider them in oar review.
In January 197S, the Acting Deputy Commissioner of Higher and. Continuing

Education provided the Actiras Director of OE's Grants and Procurement .Manage-
ment Division 'a written justification for the award, He said that in reviewing the
grant it.was determined that OF's originaT negotiation with the coordinating insti-
tutitin 'and the assisting agency called for a 3-year project period, of which 1977-78
weuld be the fast He said also that duo to an administrative error, this commit-

Ataft not known, .unt.i.1 it waS brought to tile ,atteution.Ag.the QE ffk OW
institution and the center. Therefore. OE hondred the commitment, he said.

In February 197. the. Commissioner of Education told us that the November
approval was not dc until after the matter Wie.; discussed with his office. He also
told us that tfie justification provided by-the 6ding Deputy Commissioner for
Hi her and Continuing Education should have been made part of the official rec-
qrds and that thit situation hud been corrected.

OE's initial notification of grant award 'for the project shows that OE was not
'committed to fund the Koject for three years. The notification stated, in part, that:

"This_ grant supports the first budget period of a project period approved for three
years'Upon showing satisfactory prOgtess toward achievenwnt uf the goals of the
project and availahihty pf funds, the U.S. Office of Education, at its option, will
consider the putitinued funding of the project for any period remaining of the total
approved projkt period

. mr. FORD. That is 'sort of startling, to lose $580,000 and. that
anybody has the gall to say, "We don't know what 'happened to it,".
since 073, is kind of surpriSing to me.' .

It should be noted for the record that it is not just the GAO that
has difficulty coming to grips with the definitions of the, institu-
tions to be served by this title. One of the disappaintments we had;
after having solicited all of the m .or higher education groups in
the country, to go through' the' Hig di Education of 1965 title by

9.
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title, and giVe us, suggestions, as to how to imi5rove the legiSlation;
is that nobody is willing to tell us how to define, the institutions
intended to be covered in this section. Although it is interesting to
note, and the recommendations are now public record and a part of
this record, that groups, of higlier education, orgrOups Concerned
with higher education, are perfectiy willing to recommend to us
that. we fund title 111 ,at a higher, a substantially higher. level.

. The _only .suggestion that wk found 'any place about bringing
focus to the definition of the institiktions to be served, in spite of
two consecutive GAO report, which..say that you as auditors cannot
find Out from the Office of Education what kind of institutions are
really sUpposed to be eligible, is from groups Tepresenting Hisparl-
ics who would like to see a definition that included schoolsr.because
of where they are locatedto wit, rural settingssecond, because
of the nature of the student bodyto wit, disadvantaged students
corning from an environment' where 'English is not the. primary
language.

At least they are up front with it. I have been hearing ever since
1965 that something that is twit written into the law, and some-
thing that was not:written in President Johnson's message when
he trangrnitted the bill to Us for action, and something that has
never been written into the regulations, does, in fact, direct that
something like the 49-percent setaside fOr "traditional black, col-
legeS" was understiood by soMeone.

I find it difficult-to:deal with a legialative history that no one has
ever been willing to Put down in writing, or 'in a, .stItech oh the
floor, or in a statement in this committee. If that, in fact, is a.
criterion that Congress is to adopt, I am left a little bit concerned
about how in 14 years no one has ever been willing to put it down
and say sq.

Could you, at' this time, with any degree of certainty, tell this
committee what percentage of the funds that haVe been allocated
in.recent years under title IlL taking any year, have, in fact,, been
used for edecatronal purposes in institutions that are struggling for,
survival, and Out of the'mainStrearn?

Mr. A4ART. We do not "have dat.tc on that; if your question is:
How much for direct educational services as opposed to other kinds
of services. I am not surf that I understand the thrust of your
question.

Mr. Fogp. Your report seems to, indicate that you had soine
difliculty-Betermining -where the money goeii, angl how it is spent.
Normally, if yoU were loOking at one of these programs, you would
have some item for -us as to how much of it is,spent for the purpose
set forth in the act, and how much of it gets bled off by administra-
tive costs and studies, and what-have-you.

Can you do that With respect to title III?
Mr, AliMiT. I am not' sure that 'we -can, Mr. Chairman. But I

might point out that the act and the regulations are broad enough
that the funds are available to do, ak I mention in the statement,
a)Most eq.), kind Of a project, sct long as somebody decides that that
wopld further the goals of the institution.

.&) it can be used for the development of management informa-
tion systems, for example, or accounting systems, financial man-
agement, curricultah deVelopment, faeulty salaries, emeritus pro-
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fessors ana.stiideni- eichange. Just almost anything that softi'
would perceive ,a,s laelping the strength of that institution would be

.eligible for funding.
So there' just an awful-lot of different types of things and I am

not Sure what kind of criteria yOu would use to sort them, but as.to
whether they Nere or were not within' tho verrbread framewoiliff of
the law and the regulations.

Mr...Fofrin. What you are really saying is that under the,present
law, and the present regulations; whoever is administving the
program tor the Office of Education virtually has no legal restraint

,

with respect to who.they select as grantees.
Mr. AHART. That is basically the situation.
Mr. FO.RD, SO UP audit iS really kind of meaningless in terms of

compliance with the purpose of the law.
Mr. AHART. As auditors, we struggle with this on occasion. We

struggled very hard with respect to this particular program, .both
in an earlier revieW and in this review, because we cannot get a
very good fix as to What the purpose of the,program is, who it is
supposed to help, whether or not the inStitutions that it is supposed
to ltelp are getting helped, and what they were trying to be helped
to do.

With that lack of criteria, it is very difficult to audit the pro-
gram, and that is why we have come' back to the Congress now in
this most recent report, and suggested that because the definitional
problem of who it was ttying to help, and the operating Problems.
no one really knows what they are trying to accomplishare so
pervasive and fundamental to the program that Congress 'really
ought to think about whether this program should continue. 4. it
should continue, the Congtess should try to give as much legisla-
tive direction to the Officetof Education as possible as to what the
Congress really intends fotitheni to try to accomplish.

Mr. Folib. Now, we have had a set-aside in the law for communi-
ty and junior colleges. We have a recornmendation to inctease that
set-aside, which we expected. But how, mechanically, do they deal
with the 24-percent set-aside for community colleges and the 49-
percent set-aside for pirdonriikly black colleges. What are the
mechanics that' divide that up, and how do they, pass out the rest of
the money?

Mr. NIEML I am not completely clear on the quest4on, bUt in
termS of the community and junior colleges, I believe that this is.
Vie first money to come out of the pot. There are two distinct
determinations for the.4-year and the 2-year institutions.

We 'found, generally, that they were meeting the requirements
for the junior and community Colleges. This was taken into consid-
eration initially in the funding determinations.

Mr. k911D. But in meeting it, deks the 24 percent, in fact; become
a lid as well as a floor? They take'the 24-percent setaside,arid then
forget all other applications for-, community and junior colleges?

Mr. NIEMI. It is at least 24 percent, and I think that it is running
somewhat higher than the 24 percent fot th* past couple of.years.

Mr. FORD. M Yeyser?
Mr. INvsic.R. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I aPpreciate my colleague from New York letting me speak.
before him this morning, as; I have another 63mmittee meeting.
But something is deeply concerning me.over this report

I have ,in' front of me the Oct6ber 31 report of 1975, dealing with
the same sUbject matter, baikally. I have ak couple of questions:

One, as I look through this report, I certainly 'see as' damning a
report of this Whole program as the repoil that you have prePiently
given us. It indicates at the verk end that the Secretary of HEW is

- mok anxious to make changes in the Officof Eelucran, and they
are going to Move ahead. e

Two questionsone, based on the report that yOu have just filed,
do you feel that the Secretary or the.Office of Education has acted
since the 1975 report was issued?

Mr. &um': Basically, no, although as you indicated, the letter
froin the Secretary of HEW at the tame indicated concurrence with
our recommendations. In our followup review we found that very- --:--
litle had happened as a result of our resommendations,

Mr. PliNSER. Is there any indication that the report that you have
just filed, which I will assume the ()Trice of Education and HEW-
will equally concur with, that any other action will be taken? Is
there any reaSon to assume that they 'will bring about any change?

Mr. AHART. They did concur again with our recommendations in
our most recent report. I would hope that 'they would follow
through, and do the kinds of things 'that need to be done in
strengthening program administration.

I-might point out, though, that the program does not have very
many people t9 run it. It is run out of Washington, and I believe,:
that they only have about 24 people. Without more staff to make
site viSits; monitor 'the program, give guidance to the institutions_
with regard to their financial responsibilities, help the institutions -
decide, or at least let them'know what they have to decide in terms
of ihstitutionai goals that they should work toward, and evaluate
the program against those 'goals, I ,am not sure that they are going
to be able to do all the things that they say they concur in.

Mr. PRiSER. CThe other question which chagrins me, because I.
was on the Education Committee in 1975, was the report that you
filed, such, as the report You have just filed, circulated to every

.Nfember of the Congress, or every member of the Education Corn-
mittee, or gets this report?

Mr. AHART. It is made available 16t0 each committee that has
responsibility for either oversight, legislation, or appropriations for
the activity that ds involved. It is made available to the whole
Congress, and any Member of Congress upon request.

Mr. PRYSER. Let me ask you, when you say "made available,"
that might infer that I could ask for it and,you would give it to Me.
But how do I know that you have done it?

Mr. Aiwa. With respect to the baSic committees that have an
interest in the particular activity or program, we send them direct-
ly, at the time the report is i..sued, to the committees.

Mr., PEYSER. So every member of the Education Committee re-
ceived a copy of thiSi then, ill 1015.

Mr. AHAFer. We would riot send it to each individual, member,
unless there is a standingrequest for it.

Mr. PRfsER. But the committe staff would get it.

45-93.4 0 7 9 -
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Mr; Alouir. Yes.
Ur. P.Evgiut.,I thank crou for ttiat.
There is a comment that 1 would like tp.make, and I am sure you

are, equally -concerned, is that here that. I have certainly been ;
supportive of anY program-that would aid the smaller institutions
or ,the larger instittttions fn the .,higher education field. We are
putting a substantial amount, of money every year.' We have two
reports, one -in 1975, -and one in 1978, equallic condemning the
program. Yet, I don't believe that we have done ankthing about;
and certainly the Office of Education has not done anything about
it.

I feel; ry remiss here: How ther 4itive gotten away with having
a report Sitting there for 4 years, telling thern to be doing, and
ylhat has been done, and they !lave done nothing: Now we have a
new report. I jost hope that by the enilt of this year. we get some
very definite action as to what is going tO happen here:

It is $120 million that is going into this program, and I would
rather put,it into another.program, if it is not going to get any real
value from this one right here.

I thank the chairman for giving me the time.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Tauke.

' Mr. TA.ux.E. Thank you, Mr. Chairnian. -

First of all, perhaps you could tell ine something-about the way
the study was conducted by the GAO. How long a period of tithe

--did-it -take?-,How many people- did- -you-rhave-1;vorking- on it? Could
yOu cover a few of these things?

Mr. AHART. First 'of all; as in any study, we took,a good look at
the legislation, the regolations, and so oh and so -forth. We :began
our field work .on the study, I believe,- in April 1977, and finished
about a 54ar later. We had a draft report available io August 197.

We stritted the report to HEW for comments in September. As
someon has already pointed' out here, we received their camments
in December 1978, and issued the report iti,February.

The total job took about 1,800 staff-days to complete. We went to
19 educational institutions that received help under this program,
and to 7 of the assisting agencies. AlSo, as we looked at the assist-
ing agencies; -we, in effect, got coverage of a lot of the institutions,'
Other than the 19, that were being provided help through the
aRsisting agencies and the conSortium arrangements.

That is the basic outline, the time frame, the amount of time we
put into the job, and where we went.

Mr. TAUKE. Ai I have listened this morning, it seems to me that
' there are about four things that your, report concludes. Let me" run

these by you and see if these are fair assessments.
FirSt of all, you are saying that the goals of the program are not

clear in two differencways: WeAon't know what kind or what type
of institution the program is deswned to serve; and we don't know
what is supposed to happen te that institution once we do figure
out what kind of institution we are going to serve. :Would that be
accur.,ate?

Mr: Atawr. That is a good stateinent,of the problem.
Mr. TALJKE. Secondly, we don't know what:the progress of the

goal of the program is supposed to be. There does not seem to be

I
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any reel progress for thbse institutions selected, because the insti-
tutiOns are net graduating from the program.

Mr. AHART. Well, if we don't know where We are going, it is very
difficult to tell when we get there.-aThat is, I think, that kind of a
problem. .

Mr. TAUKE. That is trele.
Thirdly, apparently there is a lack of kcountability in the pro-

gram for funds.
Mr. AHART. That is correct.
Mr. TAME. Do you consider that a serious problem?
Mr. AHART. Yes, we do. Again it ties back in to the goals of the

prOgram, and the financial management; against the goals of the
program: If we dan-'42know what we are ;trying to do, and we have
no one who is really looking at where the money is going, there is
room'for all kinds of things to happen. We don't know whether the
funds are being used for even any good pUrpose, irrespective of
whether they are targeted to some definitive goal for an ,institu-
tion.

AS w pointed (nit in my statement, and as was alluded to later,
we think in some ceses the assisting agencies play a much larger
role; epil have much more influence than was ever intended by
anyone, in deciding what institutions should get help, and what
kind of help they should get, as oppoSed to the:institutions them-
selves deciding what goals they want to achieve' and buying serv-
ices, or targeting services and funds against those goals,

cpn4er financial management and' contro4 offunds, as a
major problem in thiis program,

Mr. TAUKE. Finally, I suppose the fourth point I glean from your
report is that since 1975 there has not been any change 'n what
hos been happening.

Mr. AHART. That is basically an accurate statement.
Mr. TAUKE. Are there any other major points that Lam missing?
Mr. AHART. I think that you have covered it pretty well, Mr.

Touke.
Mr. TAUKE. Before you said that you had difficulty determining

what the Costs of administration of this program are. Perhaps
could phrase it another way,, and maybe we will at least find out if .

you have that information.
--ath yOu tell us What percentage of the money is going to pro-

grams defined by the institutions as being part of the 'developing
institutions' program?

11/In AHART. I am not sure that I understand the question.
Mr. TAUKE. As I understand it, each institution defines cectain

things that it mto do in order to participate in the progra:
What percentage f the funds is going to those defined programs?

Mr. AHART. I don t think we could give you a percentage on that.
Mr. TAUKE. OK.
Mr. *AnAter. The institutions that we went to did have-budgets,

and the reporting back was generally, in accordance with the
budget. But whether or not the acdounting was alway% squared'
with the budget is another question.

I don't think that overall we could give you a percentage, or that
the institutions that we visited could give you that kind of a
Percentage.

1
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Mr. Tiwiciz, Can you tell me, under, the consortia that have

participated in this program, were there ever any institutions par-
ticipating in the consortia that would not have been able to qualify
as developing institutions on their own, but qualified because they
were part of a group?

Mr. Ninal. Eac,h institution that is amember.of a consortium is
supposed to meet the eligibility criteria for the title III program.

Mr. TAUKE. Are they looked at individually?
Mr. NIEMI. The institutions?
Mr. TAUKE. Yes.
Mr. Nikati. Yes.
Mr. TAUKE. Were the funds ever used for operation and mainte-

nance in a colleke, rather than for academically oriented purposes?
Mr. Nirmi. Our analysis did not go intt that.
Mr. Ammo'. Mr. Fulton from our Atlanta regional office informs

me.that we did find som institutions that participated in consortia
that were -not title III eligible schoolS. If you want more comment j
on that; I would ask him to come to the microphone.

Mr. TAUKE. Could-he, please?
Mr. AHART: He might have some commen1 on the operation and

maintenance, too.
Mr. FULTON. Weifound one consortium setup that tended to serve

advanced schools, ibut it was really a basic program grant.
In trying to find out actually what went on in that piograin, we

found that there appeared to be some schoolS that Iad been getting
services that were not title III schbols, that had never really quali--"rlecilbrtitttrttt.

It is difficult to assess the eligibility of some of the schools that
participate in the consortium arrangements because the consortia
are so broad, and involve so many schools, that there- does not
appear to be an indepth- evaluation of every school that applies for
participation in a consortium.

For example, if 120 schools were, participating in the same con-
sortium, they apparently were iiet evaluated individaally just for
that consortium arrangement: For eiample, if the consortium is set
up for institutional development, or institutional research, they
would not necessarily evaluate, that panicular college's needs for
institutional research functions.

On your previous question of operation and maintenance, the
vast majority of the money spent at the schools is for salaries.
There is also a considerable amount spent for consultants and
there are other miscellaneous expenseS, travel and things of this
sort, but the vast majority of it is salaries. About 90 percent of the
money coming through the program actually stays at the schools.'
About 10 percent of the money is for fees to asAistin:g.agencies.

Mr. TAUKE. Thank you.
One followup question an your earlier comments. Did your office

aitempt to identify those schools that were participating in consor-
tia, but which would not otherwise qualify? Could you giVe us a
'listing, for the record, of those schools'?

Mr. FULTON. I will have to ask Mr. Crowder.
No, we don't have that right now. We can obtain that for yOu, if

you would like to have,4.
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This particulyx..consortium that I am talking, about was an un-
ugual situation. The biggeSt problem welound was not sornuch
that they did not qualify for title III. -We found schoolt that quall.;
fled for the, advanced program getting money under a basic grant,

..cbecause they were participating in a program 'that was funded
under a basic grant.

So, while some of the schools .might have qualified for a title III
advance grant, theyswene actually participating in a basic program
consortium.

If it is easily available, I wouldappreciate it if you'
could submit that listing for the record..

Mt...FULTON. We. Will be pleased to"submitthat.
..,[Information submitted follows:1

INstrrtmoNs. AND ADVANCED: I/iSTeiTTIONS IN CONSORTIA FUNDED BY Basic
Gasirrs,

The General Accounting Office does not have data on the extent that non-title III
institutions and Advanced program participants were served under Basic 'Program
censortia arrangements. However, we noted the following two exainples 'during 'our
.latesit review of the title HI program.

Under the $580.000 Basic program grant discuesed on pages .and 38 of our
February 1979 report, the assisting agency used funds to operatearresearch center
providing services to several institutiOns. As stated in our eepOrt,.`an officialat the
grantee institution told us that the grantee institution did not receive any services
under the arrangement. Also, we could not .identify any Basic prOgram schools
which participated in the program in 1976-77. Of the 10 people who attended the
center. 4 were from Advanced .program schools, 4 were from non-title.HI universi-
ties, 1 was from a local school district, and 1 was from a private organization. The
organizations which were represented are hsted below:

Advanced piogranz sihools:-North Carolina A & T University, Tuskegee Insti-
tute, Tennessee State University (2 attendees),

Non-title Ill schools.-City ,UniVersity of New York, Livingston College, H4tgers
University. University of Maryland, Howard University.

Local school district -School District of Philadelphia.
Private 'organi:ration.=lnstitute of the Black World.
In 'another case, which is not cited in our report, a consortium arrangement to

provide an arrax of library service% to its member schools was funded in' 1975-76
partly through 6. Basic program grant. Of the ceinsortium's 27 member schools, 9
were Advanced program schools and 2 were non-title. III schools. The consortium did
not differentiatebetween the aervices provided to these 11 schools and those pro-
villeti to thellasic pre?gram schools. These 11 schools are:listed below:

Advanced schovls.:-Bennett College, Benedict College, Fisk, University,. Tuskegee
Institute, Rust College, Morris Brown, Mary Holmes, Virginia Union, Clark College. -

'Non.title III schoalf.-:-Florida Institute. Mercer University.

Mr. TAUKE. Thank you very much.
One more question, then. You cOmmented about the reader

review program, and how readers would review the applications,
and they would be overturned apparently somewhere in the.Office
of Education.

Did the Office of Education have any comments about that?
Mr. AHART. I' think we questioned them specifically in writing on

six different awaritis. But I, would like.to ask Mr. Niemi to comment
more specificallY on just whatwas going on in that process.

Mr. NrEut. Yes. The CommiSsioner of Education responded to us
on these six awards. The assisting agencies or the institutions
complained ta the 'Commissioner about the fack of funding. The'
Commissioner said that based on other decisions that had been
reached in the program, he was at a loss to_decide that the institu-
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tions should not receive the funding they had requested. Therefore,
he reinstated the amount that had origi ial ly been requested.

, Mr. &HART. As I understand the prob m that the Commissioner
, had in these six ases, it was that awards actually made were

out of, correlatM4 with the rankings that were given by the field
reviewers.

. The six that protested had higher rankings than ea
lot of others,

that got awards. So out a about 400 applications, even though they
g i were funding only about 200 institutions, they, would fund some

institutions that were ranked near the bottom. -

So somebody would come in and'say: "Well, I was No. '66," and if
there were several awards that had a lower ranking, the Commis-
sioner did not feel that he had a&yery strong reason to turn them
down.

Mr. 'FAURE. Thank you very much.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Weiss.

1Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Ahart, I find a seeming contradiction in your testimony, and

I wonder if you would clarifr it for me.
Early on, you suggest that because there seemed to be no philo-

sophical guidelines, no philosophical framework for the program
itself, and because no clear definition exists as to what a develop-
ing institution is, you cannot tell when somebody has reached the,
developed stage. .

Then, you point out of the 244 institutions which received grants
'in academic year 1977-78, 120 of them had been in the program for
at least 8 years. I take that to be, at least, an implied criticism.

Then on pages 13 and 14 of your testimony, where you talk about
the proposed new regulations of HEW, you say that under the
proposed regulations, many institutions which are providing valua-
ble services, and are struggling for survival might be ruled ineligi-

ble for the program. 0
Can you really have it both ways? Can you, in fact, criticize on

the one hand because the majority of them have been in for 8
years, and on the other because some of .them are likely to be
moved out of the program under the new regulations. How do you
square that?

Mr. AHART. First of all, without knowing, as we put in the
reitatement, what would qualify as a developing institution, a strug-

gling institution, et cetera, it is difficult to answer your question
because there is an apparent inconsistency. But at the same time,
the new regulations spell out a formula which would establish
basic eligibility for the program.

It is a quantitative formulaI think Ms. Eldridge will comment
on that a little bit latermade up of basically two different mea-
surements. The measurement of the average basic educational op-
portunity grant per full-time equivalent student at the institution,
which is given a po&sible point count of 200, and the other one is
the amount of money that the school spends on general and educa-
tional expenses per fall-time equivalent student.

That strikes us as being somewhat arbitrary, and not having a
direct relationship to whether or not the institution is a developing
institution, and whether or not the institution is struggling for
survival.
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The %Vey the formula works is the higher the-general and educe--
. tion expenses are for a full-time equiv.alent student, the worse

score ytu get for eligibility purposes, and -the higher the liasic
educational opportunity giant average is for each full-time 'equiva-;
lent student, the.higher the score you get.

It is a simple mtchanism, relatively siMple, and it comps out
With nice objective answers, but we are not at 'all sUre that it has a
great- deal to do directly with whether or not the institution is a
struggling developing institution,. .

So that is about the best explanation I cammake-of it.
Mr.. WEISS. Have you, in the course of your recommendations,

suggeste4 what might be more appropriate criteria? Can one piece
together, from the summary ,of your recommendations, what GAO
might think would be a more appropriate formula?

Mr. AHAB', In actual fact,' and depending on Siour particular
persuasion & IB what kind of institution we are trying to help in
this program, we did not see all that much wrong with the eigiit-
point criteria that were in the former regulations if they were
applied reasonatly and consistently, and the awards made .on that
basis.

Again, I have' to qualify that because it would be very difficult
for us to come tAp with whatcriteria should be used, unItss we
know what we are trying to accomplish, and what kinds of institu-
tions the Congress really intended to help.

Mr: WEISS. I also find somewhat _confusing, and maybe it is
unavoidable, the diial thrust of the report. As I listen to arid read
your testimony, I find that your criticism is on the_one hand, the
lack of firm, philosophical grounding for the program, and, on the
other hand, the normalthat is normal within the context of what
usually iscomplaints of abuses, be it conflicts of interest, corrup-
tion, or lack.of accountability, and so on.

It seems to me that there is a seeming intertwining of those two
.ip the- report, intended or otherwise. I think, obviously, the clear-
cut cases of lack of accountability, and worse, ought to be able to be
handled with very clear dispatch.

I think that any DePartment worthy of its name should be able
to deal with those problems very quickly; effectively.

The other part of the probl m is the philosophical grounding. I
am not sure, when you addrefrd the question of what is intended
here, and when an institutioit cease being developing, and how it
justifies continuing to remai a developing institution for eight
years, whether yon addressed the other side Of the question. That

P is, without the assistance that has been provided by the program,
would the institution have 'been able to survive;. what kind of role
is it fulfilling within the geographical or economic community it is
serving; and whether, overall, there is a valid purpose which is
being serveil by- the program.

I wonder if you would comment on that. Was the other side of
. the coin given consideration while you were conducting the study

and preparing the'report?
Mr. AHART. Yes. As I mentioned in my Statement, Mr. Weiss, we

did find a lot of good things happenings at the institutional level.
There were valuable services being provided to institutions: They
were doing things that were valuable in the institution.
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. But at the'same time, when you lookat it from a philoalaphieal
point .of.view, you have 4 prograrti that has Operated for over .12
years. 'You have 244 institutions that are currently iri.the program,
and another 500 or more that had been, in the program at Some _

point in time, and/then lipparently knot funded. 1 think that there
were SOO institutions that participated at ikme !taint dUring_that
periodf time. - r .

Since it is a developing institption program, we have no way to
say, and, nobody else: can say:that the institutions that got grants,'
and then were not funded, were developed.. They are presumably'
still developing: In no ease do We have any clear goal as to what
'the particular' instittition is supposed .to achieve over 4 period of
time;-to reach whatever'goal the program has in mind,

I understand that Under the new regulations, Instead of making
just annual grants, they are going-W. Make grantS,for.up to 3 years,
and Solon, so that the inN-t4itions, perhaps, an.set some goals that
are a -little bit more -farsOltpd than they an if they haVe to
compete for funding on an annual basis. Th' t should be a plus.

I don't know -if th.atanswers your queStion not.
r. Weiss. can you foreSee .a s , or example, where an

stitution 'may be in the progr from the beginning and:given a
different.ititerpretation of the c mmonly accepted' definition of the
word "developing" that is, rath r than one that ..seems as formal'
and inflexible as"GAO 450d-it m aping dev,elopipg to Some specific
goal, instead as it is used, 'we.' used it: in° the context of
developing ;countries. ,Not that it is going, to reach a position by a
certain .time, but because of certain deprivations and disadvan-
tsges, it is not as developed as other nations: ,,

You could have institutions that could be- developing for a long
tiMe, arid perhaps forever, because they have not reached at the
end. of a certain time the stage of developed.. The Office of 'Educa-
tion and the Department would still be justified in continuing to
fund those institutions because of the valid Purpose which they, aree.serving.

Mr. AHART. Yes, I could Conceive of that, if that is what the
Congress has in mind. I have read teStimony by Office of Education
officials, when they still had the basic and advanced programs, that
the idea was that you would be in the basic program for a period of
time, until you developed to a point where you were fairly close to
getting into the developed stage. Then you go into the advanced
program.

Some testimony I read said that they kind of visualized a 15-year
period. You woUld have g or 10 years, or whatever, in the basic
program, and then another several years in the advanced program.

-Then you would reach the goal.
Under the new regulations, that particular philosophy certainly

does not. hold because now they have wiped out the basic and
advanced programs. ,

If what Congress has in mind is a continual subsidization of a
school which is poor, but is judged to be pr6viding valuable services
in a rural area, or community, and clearly articulates that, certain-
ly, GAO has no quarrel with that. But our trouble ,is, with the
present legislation and the regulations, the way it is administered,
and the way the grantees are selected, we cannot tell- what the

a
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Congress wanted to accomplish, or what QE i trying to accom-
plish, That is exactly what we have tried to focus on.

Mr. Muss. My final question, in A different area. It is regarding
10o-called assisting organizations, or institutions. Do. you have any
judgment or opinion as to whether it is necessary to continue those
erganizations, or whether, in':fact, the same services which theY
render could not be more effectively supplied by the Office of
Education itself?

Mr. AtiART. I really dontt_think that the Office of Education
would be in a position to dolt. I think the interchange among'the
colleges is certainly useful. People can learn from other organiza-
tions. Some money could quite usefully be spent for that.

The Office of Education, I think, even if they could get the right
kind of resources to prOvide that kind of help, would certainly. need
more people than they have in the program to do it. As I men-
tioned earlier, I think they run this total progmam with about 24
people on a centralized basis. .

When you are dealing With 244 institutions, if that is the right
nurnber that we' want ,to help, it would be very d' ult for that
small cadre of people, even if they were qualified to ii it, to go out
and provide the kind. Of assistatice which the assisting agencies
sloould be able;to provide to the developing institutibns.

Mr. Wiass. What you are really sUggesting is that it is not the
concept that is. the problem, but the monitoring of hOw that system
is working, and the abuses which .haire crept into the program
somewhere along the line.

Mr. AHART. Yes. I don't, think that we have any basic problem
with the coneept of having ,an ageney in the business of giving
certain kinds of help, and having the real expertise of giving cer-
tain kinds of help to the institutions. ,

We do feel, as I mentioned earlier, that some of the assisting
agencies seem to be much- more influentiiirin huiTii actUally
happening under the ;program than, we would expect to find that
kind of an agency having.

Tilt), seem to be almost in the position to dictate to the schools
that they are trying to help, what the schools need as opposed to
jointly working out with the school what kind of help it needs, and
then try to help it do what it needs to do.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you yery much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Aoitn. Mr. Buchanan?
Mr! BUCHANAN. Thank ybu, Mr. Chairman.
Did you find any institutions which had moved b-ackward from

thadvanced to the bas,'c program?
Mr. NIEMI. Yes, there were cases where institutions did move

back, hnd receive funding from the basic program after being
funded under the advanced program.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Do you have any information as to why that
would occur?

Mr. NIEMI. No. We could na. get an adequate 'explanation. The
only explanation we received was that the 3-to-5-year period for
funding under the advaneed program would have elapsed for these
institutions, and that only under the basic program would they
have received funding.
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Mr. AHART. I might point out, Mr. Buchanan, that there 'are
quite a nuMber Of case's where an individual institution would
apply simultaneously under both programs, presumably not know-.
ing whether they would qualify under the adVanced program, but
certainly wanting to get the basic program, if they did not qualify
for the advanced.

So the distinaion between the programs, at least to me, obvious-
ly was not clear enough for the participating institutions to .tell
what stage of development they were in, and what *prograin they
would' qualify for.

Mr. B,ucHkxArl. There were cases where they had been' advance
funded, and then went back to basic funding. It does not necessar-
Hy imply that with our help they Were developing backward, .jr
underdeveloped? ,

Mr. AHART. Not necessarily.
Mr. BUCHASTAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

, Mr. FORD. DO I understand from what has been said here, and in .

your 4tatement, and in responses to the questions, to sum. up, that
we have no way of looking at the track record on this program, to
determine what institutions have done with the millions of dollars
that have been funneled through this program. Thereforfe, presum-
ably, we cannot tell, what has been done, and whether it has been
beneficial or not beneficial. Does it really. come down to that?,

Mr. Atimer. I think. it basically comes down to that. Basically, we
cannot tell what has been done in furtherance of the purpose of the
program. You can certainly go out to.an institution, see what they
have done, and make some subjective judgment as to whether it
was, good, and whether it helped the institution. But whether it
helped the institution in the way and toward the goal that it
shouldkiLhad is another question in the context of this program.

Mr- There is another thinz that we have to clear up, for.
the record. When I talked about the 24-percent -set-aside for corn- .

Munity end junior colleges, the way the statute is written it is
really the other way around. There .is a 76-percent set-aside for 4-
year institutions, which means that the community and junior
colleges catnot receive more that 24 percent.

We had an exchange a few moments ago that seemed to. indicate
that more than 24 percent was, in fact, going to community and
junior colleges. I call your attention to section 301(bX2):

Of the sums appropriated' pursuant to this subsection i July fisc,al year, 76
percent of them shall be available only for carrying out the provisions of this title
with respect to developing institutions which Om to award one or more bachelor's
dvgrees.during such year.

Mr. ,AHART. I thinleyou are correct, Mr. Chairman. The record
was confused. Thank you for clarifying it.

Mr. FORD. So the assertion that more than 24 percent was, in
fact, being spent on community and junior colleges was incorrect?

Mr. AHART. I think it was incorrect.,
Mr. FORD. The Kegulations now would use the characteristics of

the student body, using the correlation between the size of the
BEOG grant and its relationship, therefore; to the financial 'need of
the student.

If this program from the beginning has had one thing clear about
it, and that one thing *was that it intended to aid institutions.'
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Alm est all of the other programs in the act aid institutions only
indirectly by sending the aid to students, and deal with the charac-
teristics of the students.

The new regulations now seem to take this institutional prograrn
into the realm of something that relates to the need of the student
rather than the'needs of the institution.

What correlation, if any, do you find when you compare that
regulation with what is going on between'the si* of .the BOEG
grant and the needs of the institution?

Mr ARART. As I stated earlier, Mr. Chairman, we don't see any
dir .correlationobetween those. We don't see that the average
BOG grant at an institution on a full-time equivalent student
basis has any direct relationship to the needs of die institution, or
to,the status of the institution as a developing institution.

We are not sure that the other factor insidered in #ie formula,
the /average amount of general and educ onal expenses of the
school for a full-time equivalent stud t, rily has any Tela-
tionship to the need of the 'institu on to whether it is in 'a
developing status. Keeping in mind on that particular point, That
ceftainly if you ate running a ool in New York City, yolv
average general and educational -e nses for a full-time equivalent
student are likely going to be higher than if you are running one
in some rural area, because of higher salaries, higher expenses;and
a lot of other factors.

So we don't see that either one of those factors dirgetly relotes to
the developing status of an institution.

Second, we are bothered by the fact that this program was en-
acted in 19435 and the BEOG Rrogram was enacted in 1972. Now in
the regulations weiailticking up a program that was enacted 7
years. after the titl rogram, and using the amount of assist-
ance we are putting out on the 1972 program to measure the
eligibility, of all institution for help under a program that was
dqcided on 7 years earlier. That bothers us somewhat, too.

We seem to be coupling programs with no clear legislative intent
that they be coupled.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
We will now call on Mrs. Marie Eldridge.
[Prepared statement of.Rolf M. Wulfsberg follows:]
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Title tIl of the-Nigher Education Act of 1965'is designed to assist developing

4

institutions of'higker ducation to strengthen their academic quality and .

4/

edeinistrative capacity. On Npvenber 2. 1978, the Federal Register Orol. 43,

213) cooteLnad notice of yoPosud ruleasking which:vonld change the

method for determining whet se institutinn should be classified is

developing. The proposed re leti s cited two quantitative criteria;

1) Average basic education opportunity grant &ward per full-time equiv

elent undergraduate student (ILOC/FTR); end

.2).Average educational and general expenditures per full-tine equivalent

undergraduate studeat (EAG/FTE)..

4

She proposed enthod.for determining eligibility --referred to heresfrer si the

.Percentile.Method - -would assign peints to en institution on the heels of that

institution's percentile rank on each of the criterion variables.41

The Percentile'Method of determining eligibility hes been questionerVon

sethodologicel-grounds. Percentile scores are not semeitivi to the difference

between two yew scores.; they depend 'only on the nuaber of raw scores between

the two scores in question. A strong argument could he'msde for Loins procedure

such as tandardising the two raW criterion scores and adding them instead.

.E.tandard scores are sensitive to the difference between two raw scores,.ind

stendnrd.scores wooid, in gnerel. essuis the relative weighting (two-thirds

for SEOC/PTE, ons -third for tiC/FTE) that theLpropose-d regulations intended.'

2

12/
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In order to determine weather there are ignificant differences netwesa

the sete.of institutions which would be cleasified eligible by the two
0

methods. the Subcommittee oci Postsecondary EducitiOn of.:1111,Committee on

StducAtion sad LabOr reo,uested the MatiomaI Center for Education Statietics

.(NCES) to conduct eanapirical:coeparative analysis of ths two methods:

'This report presents the findings Of that analysis.

Methodology

The Percentile Method awards points to an institution of higher education on

the basis of a 200-point scale for gp6/FTE and 4 l00-00int scale for

EiC/FTE. 'In the first case, all inatitutionS of the SLIM type and control

1'

ate ranked in ascending order of SZOOFTX. An.institution in the first

percentile (lowest SLOG/FTE) is awarded two points, an inatitution.in the

second percentile ie awarded four points, and so forth... In the rcond reit*,

all inotltutions ers;rankaS in descending order Of EiC/FTE. Au inititution

in the first percentile (highest ELGIFTE? is AWarded,Osa point, an-iititution

in tha second percentile is awarded two points, and so on.. The two percentile-,

based.sCoras era then added together, with any Institution with it least

A74 points being cirified as davieloping.

Aq alternative eethod of combining the criterion scores, referred to as the

Standardized Method, assigns point's to institutions of higher education in

ths following manner. For each of the 'four type and contro.l categories,

the mean and standard deviation are calculated for ach of the two criterion

variables (REOG/FlE and EiX/FTE). The raw REOC/FTI and B&C/FTE data Are

conyerted.contandardized scores which have mean 50 and standard deviation

'



20. The stenderdiaed WAIT score is thee enbiracted from 100 te "reverse"

:

844 expeeditasea.per.111. will be **op:tad eiti Woe'
,

merge as the Proposit regulations latanted. Flaailyt thslesulting value.

'is. added, to-tScrs the steederdised 81140G/FTe:score, yieldiag-o total scare

'which gives'iitrothird of Che weight to ,the teaderdiied 1180C/FTE score.

4.

Ile means aid standard Soviet:foes for:sech criterion variable end eech

type and cdatrol category re shows in Table 1. In.many cases, the
.

Alteadert deviation IS pore thee half of the else of the seen, indicating

that theme Do aisable aeount of skewing in the distribution of Abe raw

data. This seams that-outliers (rev ram; severs1 standard devAatioas

from the mean) will be given eiormous advantages (in the case of AEOC/FTE)

Or disadvantages (in the casa of ESC/FTE). Therefore, the initial

standardised scores for each criterion variable wire truncated to vrevent-

. aay sCore from differing from .the meanby more then three steadard

deviations. (In the actual empirical, Analysis! truncating the scores only

meda'a difference between eligibility and non-eligibliity for tic of 2518

.tmatitUtioma.)

Lech method (Percentile or ,Standerdized) classifies an institution into

.

Ogle of three categories: Eligible (denoted by "Yes" on the tables). Not

iligible (denoted by "No"), ea4.Unclassifiable (denoted by "N/A"). The

tIlird category is aisigned whoa one or both of the criterion scores de

not available. If tha sloalF71 score is missing, both met,hods will

classify the institution se Unclessifieble since 1210C/FTE-carries two-
,

thirds of the weightlgad the cutoff icor* cannot be ettsined by the

1.40/FTE score clone. On the other hend, if the BEOC/FTE scars for an

123



lastitution is-very bLh (low).' it eey be possikle to claseifi tiat
- .

isetitutine asfiligihle (1."elt ElAiihle) even'in .the abase** of an 846111

acorn.

, .

.Table 1: Means &ad Standard Deviations tor SW/YTS 'tad C6G/FT8

Comcrol :Type
SECC Am EiciPTE

. Mean ''' ' -Std. Dav.4Kean .. Sto0. 1Nsv.'

Public 2-Year
-.4.

$165 , 4111 . $2293 $ 906

Public 4-Year $241 $178 . 43170 $1149

_

,Privatn 2-Year 4354 $239 . . $2641 $1479

Privatei
.'

4-Year $254

.

-43792 $1639

For the purposes of' the eefir cal comparitiveanalysis,.em iostitution of

higher education 'was declared to be eligible under the Stand:rased Method

if its'coebined stendardised score esceaded 152.fO. Tha value of 152.10

was seleCted in order to assuPs that'both methods would,claesify the Maw

total number of institutions es eligible (developing). A careful 'masa- .

nation weethen conducted to see how the sets of institutions declared

eligible by the two 'methods differed and whether thi differincret Wert

significant.

Resul-ta-af-Clus-Camparat.iva_nalayain..._

While each method selected tha $111114 nuaber (821) of eligible institutions

by design, the number if institution1 selected in each type and control

-t.
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category differed. AA *hove la Tita* 2, the $ tandardised Method.cle.seified

17 mare public two -2(eor institutions ae'develeping then did the Percitatils'

Method. Noverer a chi -*guars tost'of significance applied ro'the data

ia Table 2 (throe degrees of freedom) iediceteerhet the distributional.

difference between the two methode is not statistically.significenf.'.

Table 2: Number of Institutions Detereinad to be Eligible
by Type and Control

Method
Public institutions Privet. Institution:1'

Total. 2-Year. 4,-Year 2-Year 4,,Year

-1jrcestile 269 119
4

70 363, 821

Stendardised 286

,

111 64 360 521

The two method* performed subitantially the ease within each category of

type 4nd control as well. Tables 3-6 show how each method classified the

institutions for *loch category of type and control.. The 'results for all

institutions are shOwn in Table 7. An agalytis of these resulre shows that

the two methods'categorixtd 96.2 percent of the institutions identically.

(Sae Table 8.) When one coebines the categories of Not Eligible and

Unclassifiable (since neither group is eligible to funding under this

criterion), the percentage of identical classification rises to 97.2

percent. (See Table 9.)

A

Based on the results of this empirical analysls. NCES concludes that, in this

partidular case, there was nc, statistically significant difference between.the

'two methods of computing eligibility.

45-934 0 - 79 - 9
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Stmadaidiled. Wit lead
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Table 4: Title III Ingibility of Public 4-Yeer IastitUtioaa

Stan4ardised Matbod

121111:1111111111211
so

0

°

50

,oEMI
Mil 11111111111111111

Ell
IIIIIIIIII

ims MI11:111

11111/1 340
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ii144,$: 'Title III IligiUllty of Privite 2-Yeac Intitutipas
-r

Standardieed Method

11:111011112111:111
MIMI
11111111111111111111

0 0 Ell
120

112111111111111111
11:1111111111111111111111

7

Table 6: Title III LlIgIbIlity of.PrIvate 4-Yesx ,Inatitutioss

Stamdsrdixod

111111111111111:11
MEE
111311111 5°4

1111
Ma1°

MIMI= 350 121
=MIMI 340 1041
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Tabls 7i Title III Eligibility of All Institutions

Standardised Method

1111111111111111121
MERE 0.0 lia
MIIICIIEIMMIIIEI
REIM inn"

11111111111 111111111111211

-Table 8: 'Parcent of Inatitutions Clarsified Identicaily
by Both ';iethods (N/A vs. No vs. Tea)

Public
1

Private Total

2-Ysar 97.5

.-

93.0 96.6

4-Yaar 96.4 96.0

Total 96.7

_
95.3s 96.2

1 3 -1
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Table 91 Percent of Institutions Classified Identically
by Both nathada (B/A-No vs Tie)

' Public Private Tots 1

2-Year 97.7 96.5 97.4

4-Year 94:7 97.8 97.0

Total 96.9 97.6 97.2

[The prepared testimony of Ms. Eldridge follows:1

TRRTIMONYrOF MARIE D. ELDRIDGE, AMAINIBTRATOR' OF THE NATIONAL CZNTER FOR
EDUCATION STATISTICS, BEFORE THE SUBCOMlarTTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
OF MIX COUIRrTTICE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR OF THE HOUSE OF RIEPRESENTATIVES,
MARCH 28, 1979

I am very pleaeed to have this opportunity to testify before this subcommittee on
}the -impact of methodological differences in determining eligibility of a developing
institution under Title III, of tile Higher Education Act of 1965. The method for
determining eligibility, proposed in regulations published in the Federal Register on
November 2, 1978, utilizes a percentile-based score for each institution using 1)
average basic education opportunity ithint (BEOG) award per full-time equivalent
undergraduate student and 2) average educational and general expenditurei per
full-time equivalent undergraduate student as criteria. These criteria assume that a
high average BEOG award and a low average educational and general expenditure
are reasonable indicators that an institution is serving a a4mificant number of
economically deprivegi students and is struggling for survival. In that context, the
criteria are utilized as an initial screening d.eyice. Because the validity of combining
percentile scores has been quesiioned, this subcommittee asked NCES to conduct a
comparative analysis of this niethod and a method based on standardized_ scores to
determine the differential impact of the alternative approaches.

It is recognized that percentile scoree are not sensitive to the differences between
two raw scores; they 'only depend on the number of raw scores between the two
scores in question. A strong argument eould be made for using a procedure such as
standerdizing the two raw - criterion scoree and adding them instead.. Although
standard scores are sensitive to the differences between two raw scores, and stand-
ard scares would, in general, assure the relative weighting that the proposed regula-
tions intended, an empirical analysis of the two methods shows that, in this particu-
lar case, there is little difference between the results of the two methods.

In response to the requeet from this subcommittee, we have completed an analysis
to determine whether there are significant differences between the sets of institu-
tions which would be classified as eligible by the two methods. The analysis was
designed so that both methods of computing eligibility would claseify the same
number of institutions as developingroughly one-third of all two- and four-year
colleges Of all the S21 institutions selected, 76 institutions or, 96 percentare
determined to be eligible by both approaches. In terms of categories of institutions
classified as eligible, the distribution of the 821 institutions does not shift apprecia-
bly. The figures are:

pn mconil

Trim of nsittlitun
Pecontlie

mettad

garcdatrld
method

PUblic. 2-year 33 35

Pubiic 4-year 14 13

Prrvate 2 -yeal .
9 8

Prrvate 4-year., .. 44 44

Total ....... 100 100
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On thia basis, it is reasonable to conclude that only extrernely minor differences'
result from the used either approigh. From a statistical point of view, the differ-
ences are not sivificant.

A detailed technical report has been prepared, and I would be.pleased to submit it
for the record if you iirdesire. The report wsts prepared by Dr. Rolf M. Wulfsbarg,
Assistant Adminuitrator for Research and Analysis, who is with me today. Dr.
Wulfsberg and I will be pleased to answer any questions you might have.

r
:STATEME/NT OF MARIE D. ELDRIDGE, ADMINISTRATOR, NA-

TIONAL CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS, ACCOMPA-
NIED BY ROLF WULFSBERG

Ms. ELDRIDGE. We have, in response to your request; conducted a
..

comparative analysis of the percentile score methodology at pro-
posed in the regulations, published in the Federal Register of No-

.

vember 2, 1978, and the method bweci On standardized scores, to
determine the differential impact of the alternative approach.

Conceptually, the difference between the two . methods it the
difference which results 'from a simple-ranking of scores, Which is
the percentile 'method, as oPposed to a system Which takes, into ....-
account the spread of the scores as well as the rankings. The Ikter 7
we call the Standardized method.

An empirical, analysis of the two methods shows that, with the

1

data in hand, tIlere- is little difference between the specific sets of
institutions which Would be classified. a eligible by either of the
two methods.

.., 'In other to maintain complete comparability between the two
methodS, we held the number of eligible institutions constant,
roughly one-third of all s2,-, and 4-year colleges. This resulted in each
methed selecting 821 institutions. .

Wa found that .786 Of the 821 institutions, or 96 percent, were
determined to be eligible by. both approaches. That degree of com-
parability is impressive, and'. we might have justifiably stopped our
investigation at that point:

k ,

However, : we did pursue the analysis by type' and control of
institution just to reassure ourselves that the few differences which
did emerge between the two methodologies were not concentrated
in any one group. _

,

The greatest change was found in 2,year public colleges, where
the percent of all eligibles rose from 33 percent to 35 percent with
the standardized method. Public 4-year colleges, and private,.2-year
colleges shifted from 14 percent and 9 percent to 15 percent and 8
percent, respectively, a shift of 1 percentage point.. , ,

The private 4-year colleges captured 44 percent of the eligible
ratings under both systems. .. ..k .

I found these, comparisons dramatieally close, and it is reason-
. .

able to Conclude that-only extremely minor differences result.froin
. ,the use of either approach. .i.

From a statistical point -of -view,:there was no significant differ-
ence.

oThe technical 'Ap' rt whs prepared by Dr. Wulfsherg, and he and .

I will be pleased to' answer any questions you may have. .

Mr. FORD. Thank you very'rnuct
The "Empirical C.,omparative Analysis di Alternative Methods a

Computing Eligibility"' was prepared. at the request of members. of
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the committee. What concluaion did you reach from the concluision
that you reached on page 3 that .either method of scoring

I assume that in Making the tomparison you Assumed the m
based on the new reaation of the size of the BEOG grant for f
time equivalent students?

-Eumunox. That is correct, We did Utilize the two criteria as
- provided in the proposed. regulation. These criteria assume that 'a

high average- BEOG- grant and a low average educational and gen-
. eral expenditure are reasonable indicators that an institution, is

serving a significant number of economically deprived students and
is .struggling for survivaL We did not question that assuraption.

Mr. Form Even though both methods produced similar results,
can you tell us whether one methad or the 'other has. a greater
degree of accuracy, operating under the, assumption that' you just
described that is presurnably a fair &finition .of the new regula-' tion. .

Operating;under that 'assumption, doee either of the two methods
that you 'explored here produce a greater degree of accuracy than
the.other?

Ms. ELDRIDGE.% Ai I indicated, the differences Were nOt signifi-
cant, either statistically or, I think, in terms of any practical
consideration, when you consfder that 96 percent Were identified as
eligible under eithet alternative apProach.,

-Mr. Fortn. Were there institutions excluded under the OE
method, that would have been included under the NCES method?

Ms. ELDRIDGE. I don't think of the standardized approach as the
.NCES method, but we can refer to it in'thoee terms.

Yes, there was a difference of 35 institutions which were includ-
ed under the )oercentile, or OE approach, but which were not
included under .the NCES approach. There wail a similar balance in

,
..the other direction, .because we did have the constraint that we
wanted to identify 'exactly the same number of eligible institutiOns.
Therefore, there- were also 35 institutions which were identified as
eligible under the 'standardized method, which were not identified
under the pereentile ranking method.'Those represent 4 percent
of the base of 821 institutions.
. Mr. Foal). Did the 'excluded institutions have any common char:
acteristic that is apparent from what you were doing with num-
bers?

Ms. ELDROGE. The scan that we made of those did not indicate
anY great differences. I did mention to yen that the greatest differ-
ence was in the eligibility rate for the 2-year public colleges.

Of the 821 institutions identified in the percentile ranking meth-
odology, 33 percent of tLose 821 were in the 2-year public colleges.
_Under the standardized, method, that percentage was increased by
2 percentage points. That was the most marked difference.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. Weiss, do you have any questions?
Mr. %ass. Thank .011, Mr. arairman.
Mr. Wulfsberg, did you want to add anything to this?
Mr. Ww.vesxso. Mr. Chairman, we- also loOked at. the geographi-

cal distribution of the institutions which differed by the two rneth-
'ods, and there was no consistent pattern apparent.

I. 3
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,

I did want to add that the bulk of the diffeience between the twp
methods, namely, thoee institutions whielf ivere eligible by 'one
method-and not eligible by the otlièr, we would attribute-to normal
statistical fluctuation. 1 .

Next year, when new data are available, it wAld most likely be
a very different set of institutions which would differ by the two.
methods. We did not find these differences to be significfmt from a
statistical standpoint. .

.

Mr. FORD. Just as a matter of curioaity, how did you develop the
base, make the computation in terms of the BEOG grant? I have
been led to believe that we did not have available an inventory of
successful 'applicants.

What year were yodable to use, for example?
Mr, WutssimaG. The data base for both'of the criterion variables

was the fiscal 1976-77 information. The educational and general
expenditures data came from Nas information which we gather
annually from all institutions of higher education. The full-time ,

equivalent information, which is the denominator of the criterion
variable, is-also derived frbm data which NCES athers every year.
The BEOG information is not gathered by N ES. It is derived,
rathe4r, from data maintained by the Student mancial assistance
office of OE.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
4We have a slight change in the program now. We are ready to

cOme to another panel, but our colleague, Mr. Williams, wishes to
be heard at this time.

Our next witness is the Honorable Pat Williams of MoAana. Mr.
,

4-Williakps', 4atement: will b4...sinsertad 4n, faiL. ut-this--pointi 4n. -tho--
. fe6rd, ahd you may proceed to supplenient it, add to it, or com-

ment on it in-any way that you feel most comfortable:
-

STATEMENT OF HON. PAT WILLIAMS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROSr THE STATE OF MONTANA

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased, to have the opportunity to testify before the mem-

bers of-the subcommittee during your consideration of reauthoriza-,
:tion of title III of the Higher Education Act. .

Title III, as .We only Federal program that gives large direct
grants to higheducation institutions for improving academic
programs, administration, itudent services, and faculty develop-
ment, is, in fact, making a substantial contribution to the higher
education resources of this country as its framers had hoped.

Certainly in my homeeState of Montana, the program is key in
relucing the academic 'Isolation inherent in locations where vast
distances block easy interaction with and access to other higher '
learning programs.

For the title III consortium made up of Carroll College in,
Helena, the College of Great Falls, Miles City Community College
and Dawson Community College' in Glendive, and also for Flathead
Community College in Kalispell, Mont., title III has been a bridge
bkween the institutions and the outside academic world.

It has fostered imrovements ranging from advanced manage-
merit and data collection, to institution of Native American studies
programs, to improvement of student services. ....,..-4--

1 3 s.
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Testimony from the administrations of each of the institutions is
overwhelmingly supportive of. title. III: It is a program that has
consiitently enabled our colleges to improve and expand services
for Montana students.

Because of the importance of the Title III program to Montana, I
am c cer about the posaible. effects of new title III regulations
which to be published in the near future. The draft regulations
included eligibility changes which could-'drarnatically shift the ern.
phasis of the program, and disqualify many participating institti-
tiOns, thus, perhaps, altering the original intention of the program.
'The proposed regulations which were developed with the aim of

improving the administration of the title III program, were first
issued on November 2, and a 60-day public comment period was
opened at that time.

The General Accounting Office audit of the program then Under-
waY was expected to be issued in mid-December. Participating col-
leges and Members of Congress were anxiously awaiting the' GAO
findings -to use as the basis of their comments on whether or not
the new regulations appropriately address title HI administrative*
concerns.
- On September .19, the. GAO report was transmitted to the De.
paitment of Health, Education, and Welfare for cOmments; and the
Department was asked to submit comments by October 30. It was
December 13, nearly 11/2 months beyond the deadline,sthat the
draft report was returned to GAO with the agency's comments.

Because of this delay, the GAO report was not issued until
February 13. nearly', k month-and-azItalf after, the .lasi.p.g 403..0

dic)ti'e.:aw- title rn -regulations', IiiiorIbnaays"
after the closing date for submission of applications:

In late January, I and 12 members from other affected western
districts wrote to Commissioner Boyer, asking that iSsuance of final
regulations be deferred pending the availability of the' GAO: rePort.

The letter urged the Office of Education to proceed with the
grant processing on the basis of 1978 regulations, and to avoid
program intecruption.

Senator Claiborne Pell, chairman of the Senate Educaiion Sub-
committee, and 11 other Senators Also requested deferral, suggest-
ing that appropriate changes in the title III program could be
saisessed during reauthorization of the Higher Eucation Act this
session.

I followed up on ()Ili- letter with a series of phone calls, and
another letter. dated February 21 to the Office of Education, urging
a prompt response 'to our request for deferral of'the new regula-
tions. On March 15, a full 4idays after my original letter wassent,
the Office of Educition wrote back, denying our request.

The only concession that the Office of alucation made, or even
addressed, was extending the deadline) for reapplication by partici-
pating schools which had nOt submits& applications under the new
regulations.

This concession, in fact, only affected seven institutions in the
countrY. So, Mr..Chairman, the Office- of Education in no way
addressed our concerns about the.disqualification of 'participating
institutions under the new regulations, and did not even allow us

3),
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the time te determine whether these dramatic changes would re-
solve or exacerbate the problems identified by GAO.

The- GAO, in fact, indicated in its report that it is not clear that
the rev jsed regulations will be more adequate j.4 meeting the inten0.
of the law than the prior regulations woulhave been, or are.

I think that it is a valid question, and one which should be
considered by Congress, and one.that most particularly should be
considered by the members of this comMittee. For this reason, I
urge the committee to determine during tomorrow's hearings
whether the Office of Education has adjusted the title III regula-
tions to allow continuation of existing programs.

I would also urge the committee to carefully review the regula7
tions when they become available, to determine if they are, in fact,
appropriate, and if remedial legislation will be necessary to avoid
sudden, harmful changes in the important title III program.

Thank you, Mr.= Chairman. ...-

Mr. Foal). Thank yoU very much, and as chairman of this sub-
comMittee, I want to thank you very much for the extraordinary
l'fort that You have put into tracking activities of the administra-

t on with respect to this program.
". We will have a representative of tike Office of Education here

tomorrow, presUmably completely &slipped to respond to questions.
11 would invite you to join us and ask him the questions that you

asked him in your phone calls, under circumstances where it can
hardly take a month-and-a-half to answer them, sitting there at
that table." .4 *-

Sadly, a month-and-a-half delay. is not real bad for that bunch
over there. It does not seem to niake much difference which party
has the administration. A more cynical person than the chairman
now presiding might look at the chronology that you have outlined
in your statemen0, and come to the conclusion that some-one did
not want the GAO report to move through the channels in time to

a is fof comment on the pending regulations.
'Mr. ILLIAMS. You know, Mr. Chairman, I am new around here-

myself, and I guess I just have not become appropriately callous to
a month-and-a-half delay.

Mr. Four). I hope you never-do..
Mr. WIWAMS. I know you are not either.
Mr. FORD. As you soend a little time around here, you learn, as

the rest 'of us have, a variety of ways to express your concern over
month-and-a-half delays, using methods that leave an impression.
Sometimes vacant seats.

Counsel advises me that an even more curious problem exists in
that the institutions are being told n* to apply for funOing on the
basis of the not yet finalized, but proposed regulations rather than
the 19asifs of the existing ,regulations, because the new regulations
willinot be in effect in time for the new funding year. That leads
one to assume thgt they did not expect that anybody was going to
complain about the new regulations, and also to assume that if one,
does now complain, or if we try to legislate, we will be too late
because they will be passing out the money on the basis of what
the law is going to be rather than what the law is.

We have so many resolutions of 4:lisagreement on HEW regula-
tions penciling before this committee that I hesitate to get into any

1 4
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more of them, but perhaps some place in the middle of this year,
we are going to legulate, and perhaps we can get them to go one
step furthemand take the applications not on the basis of what the
law is, or what the law is going to be under the regulations, but
what the law might be when we get through legislating.

If we are going to use a prospective formula, maybejotiere should
be some consultation with this committee and the-Senate commit-
tee, since Senator Pell has expressed his deep concern in this, to
see what the ultimate projected law is going to be, and then we
ought to apply on that basis rather than some interim regulation.

can guarantee yoti that the committee will do whatever it can
to respond to your concerns, and I hope that we will have an
'opportunity to work with you in doing this. We invite you to
participate with us.

Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. Buciamtx. Thank you, Mr.
I would simply associate myself with the .chairman's ri'amarks,

and say in response to his comment, it does not seem to make
much &fference which kind of administration we have, the bu-
reaucracy seems to remain the same.

I am reitinded of the story of Moby Dick, and a statement that
made an impact on me."Ahab is forever:Ahab." I thought in this
instance we might say, "The whale is forever the whale when we
are talking about the Office of Education or the Department of
HEW.

Mr. W Thank you, Mr. Chairman
Mr. FORD. Our next panel of witnesses will consist of Thomas

Englund, executive director, Small College Consortium; Rid
Witter, executive director, ACCTion Consortium; and Van Alleil,,
executive director, TACTICS Consortium. Without objection the
prepared statement will be made part of the record, and you may
proceed to highlight, comment or add to your statements in any
way that you wish;

[Prepared statement of Thomas Englund follows:]

. 4*
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I as Thomms gnglynd, Executive Direct7 of the Small College CoiltOr[1US.

1 OS pleased to be hare iu share with you some of our:impresaiens about the

value of conaorlial a 1111414518 for providing assistance to

developing inetitutions.

The Small College Consortiva came into being on Jelly 1, 1976, with ths

awarding of its first Title III grant. The design for the consortium evolved

out of previous) programming of'the Council for the Advancement of Seall Colleges

(CASO, membership organization now serving about 200 institutions. The troject

was devoloper1 by of CASC schools and by the CASC staff. Their

objective was to provide te {cal assistance enabling an institution .to respond

to those problems it seeN as ofEgreaiest concern and to deal with those issues.

in the cuatext of comprehensive iristitutional development. that 'ia to'say,

there was an awareness that institutional health cannot be attained piecemeal;

it must. be recognized that a problem in one area of institutional life has a

ripple effect throughout the institution. To remain viable, an institution

must fine-tuna each of its individual programa and departments as well As the

linkages among them. ,Thus.talthough pur proje!,:t offers ipecific technical
.. .,

assistance in areas sisch aV:plannAng or enrollment deVelopMent, our ultimate

goal iv to help iestitutions link all these effort. together and to begin to

se. themaelves el organic wholes.

For the cu rent: project yesr, there are 51 participating Anstitutions

reoglug in /size from about 110 students to abont1550. The mean snrollement

18,907. A list of the schools is provided.in Attachment A.

each iouritution receives slightly over $20.000. in direct funding from
....-

the Federal gEant. Et also cmErtibutes $2000. to a fund ,which colitis some of

the expenses Ea the prIoject staff and office (all of the rent, most of the

telephone, dUplieat pE;mtage, and supplies budgets, and a portion of salaries,

(ringe benefits, and travel items)).
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From the Federal. monies, * collage.hires au Ou-Campus Coordinator and

secretary, each of whom exist be assigned at least two-thirds time to prolect-

related activities. In addition. the grant provides travel funds stud a budget.

for othervniecelleneous expenses.

. The project staff consist, of 10-individuals, nine of whom ore full-time

employees amkoili oi which Os part-rise. There is Eby equivalent of 6.

full-time professi4Ral Positions and 3.0 support staff position*.

The coordinating iieritution is Averett Coilege In Danville, Virginia. The
410

Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges continues its relationship to

the conmoreium by-serving as the aseisting agency. CASC's National Consulting

Network helps participating colleges.identify external consultants; to complement

the work of the project staff; the Planning and Data System provides analytical

tools for program analysis and plsinnin; ond individual CASC ataff'ssembers

assist in workshop, and make some campus visits.

Additional details about tha operations of the Small College Consoi:.tine

-are incloded in Attachment S.

genefite of a_gonwt.i*kArreojiement

Chairman Ford's letter .inviting us,to participate on this panel slaked that

we speak co thrre'matters: the Atreyyths of consortia,,tlie waysNin which we have

Assisted the.Tarticipating institutions, and the reasnne for which we believe the

consortial arrangement ihould be a continuing part of che Title III program. In

the following cumments I would like to make a series of observations about the

first two of those trims. The third reasons fur centinuing consortial Arrange-,

sent, under Title ZII - will be implicit In what. I .have to say. We hope that

zmnsortia will remain a part ot Ticle III to provide similar opportunities fo;

developing Institutions under the reauthorized legislation.

14.j
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Overcoming_ lactation - The first benefit I would like to mention is that

coosortia are able to mitigate the degree to which Title III iperitutiny "are

isolated iron the mein currants of aesdemic life." This isolation may have

several components: In part, it can be geographic; most of our institutions are

in relatively remote locations where it is difficult to interact with professional

colleagues. Isolation can be related to financial resources; tight budgets

toad tn provide funds for day-to-clay problems, not for long-range developmental

fforts. Often, one of the first items to be eliminated is funda for professional

travel. And moue aspects of isolation are due to isolation from currant technology

and new procedures; most developing institution; are staffed by generalists who

wear many hats - there is ma way for them to keep abreast of developments in

their many areas of responsibility.

Participating in our Titlellit consortium has assisted colleges la breaking

out of their isolation. Attendance at workshops and seminars has helped people
..

share common probleme and to be expooed to the latest approaches te solving

those problems. The project not only provides resourcee for producing these

workahops but also the travel funds so that LOMA Of CollegAyerSOOMA,1 CAA

attiecid.:- inStachmorWG is inclucled to.a4vds full yeax's overview of,workshop

and seminar offeriugs. The columns headed "Schools Attending" And "Total

Attemdees" provide some indication af thia extent to whi'Ch participating institutions

take advantage of these activities.)

The project's resource library I. another means fur reducing isclatiUn by

Id
sharing information. ' .contains wide air-ay cif questionnaires, planning

documents, curricular els, reports, and other materials, most of which have '

been generated at project schools under the auspices of the' %rant. Member
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colleges need only contact project staff to receive copies of material\s in the

'library an4 thereby benefit from the work of their colleagues at other inetitutious.

Lately the On-Campus Coordinators have found there is much to be gained by

corresponding with each et.het AbOut current converns. As we visit the campuses,

staff swayers regularly learn about yet sr mailing from a Coordinator

Aseeking information from his or her peers- a pertinent topic.

High g2elity. Techniral Aesiscence - A second benefit is that the consortium

provides a source of competent, reliable
technical assistance that is designed

to permit direct application on a campus. Participating institutions ere notwi

left having to utilise uirfeollier consultants who may turn-out not
. to have Lhe

combination of profeseional expertise, personal qualities. and intense commitmeat

required to solve pressinglliohleme.
The projectesteff and the assisting agency

provide a pool of resources especially
designed to meet the needs of small

colleges. By'tapping that pool, a participating institution can have a high

degree of confidence that it will be dealing with people who understand its

neede and who have the competency to resolve them. Our annual external evaluation

reports have consistently shown that the quantity and quality of technical

assistance'available through the project are highly regarded.

Cost Effectiveness - We believe that.delivery of technical assistancg.,through

a consortium c.an bowery cost effective. lo our project, for sozething less than

$10,000. per institution per year we are providing: a two-thirds time professional

person (the On-Campo'. Coordinator) to carry not project activities; a two-thirds

tiom * recary; opportunity for campus teams to attend several professions).
.

shops per year; a minimum of three vieits to campus by the project staff; access

to a resource libtary eh.ivh facilitates dissemination of project outcomes (and

diminishes the need for each school to "re.invent tlie wheel" whenever a new effort

1 4
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is undetteken); and several issuse of the project pawalerter'coutaioing technical

assistance reviews and other tips for successful management of the project..

With respect to this topic of cost-effectiveness, we also know the project

has served as a catalyst to mobiliae the efforts of many individuals at the

participating inatitutiones Our evaluation data demonstrate that significant

number* of administrators, faculty members, and students get drawn into'develop-

mental activities due to the atimulus provided hy the grant. Thus, the' Federal

monies have had a very important molttplier effeet iirterms of remourcas actually

committed to developmental effort..

Continuity of Re1ationships_- Ougoing personal and profersional relationships.

possible through a consortium help to maintain momentum. The consortium does

not siMply provide the "high' that attendance at a vrofessiohal meeting sometimes

giveiror that may occasionelly be obtained by using an effective external consultant.
.

Involvment to workshops, campus visits by tha project uraff (the ataff spent 258

days on the various campuses last year), a ateady stream of correSpondence from

the-project office, periodic required reports, and participation in the annual

external evaluation process al/ serve to keep college personnel involved in the'

project! In fact, it might tie tha CA'se th4t.M consortium, through thq extra-

institutional dimensions it offers.. may ke a more effective means to stimulate

dave1op0.6ta1 actiVitiai Oen a bilateral 'grant-. Fartly.thii ii because college'

personnel learn A groat deal from shared experiences, leit we think there is also

something to be said for the peer piessore which can he a subtle motivator iu

A project such As outs.

Integrated Pevelopmeotak Artivr ies As mentroned at the beginning of my

starament, CASC personnel designed the SmaiICollege Consortium to provide com-

prehensive institutional developmental eervicm;this has facilitated our approach

4
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to whet we Ler. integrated 1natitut6nal developmet. For example, it is not

unnommon for college pereonnel to tell us that there is "an admissions problem".

The ersditioael response would probably be to recommend-hirieg :nether *omission..

counselor and budgeting more advertising money. lAver, our ongoing rela,tion-

",

ship with tha institution say tell tee that this ill only the proverbial tip of the

iceberg, The admissions problem may be there because students perceive the

inatitution as a dull, uninviting place, and they are telling their friends at

Wise to stay away. Or the problem may be caused by outdated curriculum or by an

inadequate understandlog of Ole needs of the inatitution'e pUblics. Thus, our

broed array of teChnicel Resistance possibilitiesmay lead to a remove climate

./

study, to a revieWand upgrading of the curriculum, and to a meOne survey.

These activities may, in turn, pave the way for improved student development

services, faculty development activities, and a better working relationship with

the local community. The resultant impact on the institution is likely to be

much.eore powerful then the bandages usually applied to "an admissions problem".

put Program Outcomes - Iu thinking about ths outcors of an institu-

tion's participatiOn in consortium, it may be helpful to think both of new

programs sad activities and of new processes and procedures. The first is the

more tangible, identifiable result, the'second more subtle and difficult to

evaluate with any degree of precision. Ti one my be seen les directly atisfying

the needs of an institution's clientele while he other has the potential to

contribute to ongoing renewal over many years.

Some of the nefir p gram fostered via the consortium include linkages with

two-year tnstitutIon,.velopment of weekend prograMs; course offerings at local

penal institutions; servile-wide retention efforts; career development progl-ans

involving faculty and student development personnel; new or upgraded faculty

evaluation efforts; and revised, more meaningful academic sosisio4 programs.
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in the arena of In end procedures, we have seam the followine et varioue

colleges; maw or upgraded pleasing processes giving both Obort- sad loag-ters

outcomes; new management information eystems which ha;re improved the collectioa,;

anelyais. and dissemination of data to improve service. to students and to enhance

iostitutiooal decision making; more effective and efficient procedures for

saximistng resources in areas such'es admissions'and the buainees office; involye-

moot of increased numbers of institutional personnel in decision making; better

time management practices for adminietrative personnel;'ind dramatic reductions

in the amount of time spent by institutional personnel in committee meetings.

Attachment-D is provided to give some indication of tba institutions'

appreciation for outcomes of the project. The quotations therein are taken from

the 1977-78 external evaluatioo questionnaire in which institutional personnel

were asked to identify the most apparent outcomek frau the first two 9mars of

Smell College Consortium involvement. The quotes illustrate how some respondents

chose to focus on epecific program outcomes while others described useful new

processes am! procedures.

The Future

In that the current cycle of Small College Coneortium activitieswill come

co a close at tha end of the 1979-80 project year (assuming that we are funded

for next year), we are in the prOcess of working out a deeien for the consortium

beyond that point. One model eight be to start over with.a new group 'of institu-

tions and provide basically the same type of program we will have offered for four

yeefs while, ar the same time, providing some reduced level of services to the

currant participants. Regardless of ,ghe details of the model that ultimately

emerges, vs certainly hope that there will be continuing provision for consortia

such am ours to exist under Title III.

14 .9
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summary, it goes without saying that we are comfident that consortia

can provide effective vehicles tor delivering Tiile III services to davielopiat

twitutIonli. We are aleo convinced that there ere many institutions scions the

country which, ift the words of the legislation, "have tha deslre and potential

to make a inilsetential cuntribtutioa to the highit education resource* of the

tetion". Ja therefore encourage you co provide for a vital Title III program

LA your work related to reLthorisatiou of the Higher Education Act.

Thank yow for this opportunity to Appear before you.

.At
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ATTACKMKNT A. Participating Institutions,
Smell College COneoxtium, is of March 241979

klad.4ea

College

Arkansas
John Srown University

California
Westmont College

Georgia

;xenaU College
Titt College

IlDinois
Eureka College

' Indiana .

iWel College
Marlon College

.Taylo-i- university

Iewa
' Buena 'Viata College

Central College.
Mount Mercy college
Morthweetarn C011ege

0
Ximeati

Frimmle University
:MicPbeerson College.

MI&America Newsreel* Colley&
St. Mazy

.

.terling College

Mosachtisetts
.,Curry CoiSge

Michiisn

SpeIng'ashor College
.

'Now

---b6aa7sicai College 'of illauvelt
Houghton College
Kolloy College
The ring's college

North Clroline

Sacred-Neart College

5,4

*Oath Dakota
si-aryFoTiegar

Ohio 7
College of Mt.4t. Joseph
Findlay College
Notre Dame College
Ohio Dominican College
Urbana Cdllege

Oresion

George Fox College

Denneylvania
CWypedd Mercy College
:La %oche College.,

Ma'scyhurst College
St. Vincent College

Rhode Island
-; Naiiington College

c

South_ Dakota
.

Dekota Wesleyan University
* Huron College

. Termites.,

Bryan' College
. Covenant College
Freed -Hardeman College

TrevocCe Nazarene College

InCarnate Word College
Texas'Lutheran College

yirginia
avezett colleqe

Eastern Mennonite College"

wisconsin

Lakelind College
Mount' Mary College
silver Lake College
Viterbo College .

La
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\
lackground

. sef

The Smell College Coneortium (SCC) C4as into being a* an extension
ceprior activities conducted by.the Council for the Aaivaaceeent of
SmaAl Collegsv(CASC). In peiticular. the SCC can be linked to outcomes
of thelostitutiOnal Raiweacch and Planning Project, a Title III undertaking
which involved about 15 CASC member institutions's In 444itioe; CASC.1e*
traditionally focuaed on a specific topit for it* annual National Institute
which bas uaually been attmoded by.a high proportioa of member.schoola;
some recent concerns have been student.developeent, trustee developmeet.
aad fund'raising. governemmtal isletiona, curriculum review And design,
and enrollmeat ledoes (admissions and ratemtioa).
. Out of thee* various Jingle-focus thread came the desire to provide+
A program of comprehensive deVelopment services. Such no effort sassed
to be compatible with g.S. Office of Potation's progranof Aid .to Devil-
oping Institutions. . '

In designing the SCC, CASC staff "webers followed their longstanding
practice of involving representatives of venber institutions in the plan-
ning, Thus, the foondations of thie undertaking Include outiomas from
earlier CASC programs and input frOm individoils whoee institutions were
candidates for participation in the proposed project. In ahort. rte pro-
ject was consumer-designed. The services and the staffing ward tailored
tormset the self,perceived needs of thSbe who would be using thee.

mervimer of
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Small College Consoctim* Oper!ktioas

Crowth Plana A

0

. 0

Based un its own assessment of needs, a participating college
prepares an annuel growth plan. This plan includes bjective', pro-
Posed activitiee, a schedule of key dates, sad the means for evaluation.
The growth plan li the vehicle for coordinating the delivery of services .
to the.illatitution. Project staff members assist collage personnel la

...achieving their stated objectives.
a

Advising

.fach member collage haa an advisor.from the project staff. iIhe
advisor ie responsible for the general oversight of activities at a
given inetitution, for coOrdination of the delivery of eervicee, %Rd
for suggespions about matters that may warrant attentiou .
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Tecksin4lAaileten4e

Profeasiorial expertie* is proVidecrto help the colleges.schieve the
4bjective4.0 their growth plane as well am to imstill the entice of coo-
prehmaa4ve AdVelopment: Ai:elegance is.eveileble is these Heil:

Axes I: Planning
Management Information: Systeme
iscal Menegement

!rasa Xl Marketing
Recruiting/Admits:ions,
Retention
Yinancial4eadgrce Development

(
Area III: Curriculum DeVelopmen;

Career Development
Student Development

Area IV: Faculty Development end Evfluation.
Administrative Developeent and Eviluation
Orgentestional Development \

Orianiietion

Averett College, Danville, Virginia,is the coordinating institution;
Averett administers the grant oc behalf of the Colleges and the
project stiff.

Thn Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges (CASC) is the
aesiaing agency. CASC's National Consulting Network and the
Planning and Data Services are of particular importance to the
project.

The Presidents',Advisory Council reviews programe,.discusses
alternative strategies, nod acts on eignificnnt policy issues.
rp. Council is nedie.up-of the presidents of 12 member colleges
plus the president of CASC.

.

The project stiff In hoOod in Washington, D.C. The ten staff
ftemb.ra have frequent interaction with the colleges through

. workshops. camPos visits, an4 other mean* of Orovidins issietauce,

DIA;3114

Titls III irant Total audzet

- 19711-17,, 11,500,000 1,64111,955

. 1977`-721 . $1,560,000 $1.608,000

r
1978-79 $1,404,500 $1,506,500
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ArTACIMWOFF Cs Sma 1 College Consortium Seminars end Workshops, 1477-78

Workada0P/Seasinar 0 of
Days

Staff
Involved

Mon -8=
Consultants
Used

Schools
Attending

TOtal
Attendees
(Won-StakEL

Ceicus Coordinators'
Workerinp

Summer 1 SL
Winter 46

Antiom-Obiented.Planniag

management Information

3 24

Systnems
Overview 1 12 .

, Student Sin:vices 3 5 I 18 16 .

Mena4e2/21t. 3 1 1 15 It

Sudget Manageeent' 0A, IcrA

Principles of Marketing
Washington, 1 7 f3 .32

Chice40 4 12 28

Adeiesiona Management 2 2 19 26

NicrultMent 6 Retention
Philadelphia 3 5 1 15 28
St. Louis 3 .5 I 15 33

,

'Development end Public

silatiOns 2 3 2.

11...)
27

Implementing Curriculue
Change

, 2 1 .. 1 8 30

Continuing Educations 3 3 8 15 25

Course Design and C'

Modules 3 1 1 7 16

Student Learning Patterns 1 1 1 6 10

Planning for Faculty
OnwaloplApt 2 1 1 4 11

Faculty 'Evaluation 1 1 1 15 22 .

485

A. An additional 9 schools and 19 people were regisEered but were not al4111 to attend
due to weather oanditions.

X. Co-sponsored with Conn. of Mt. St. Jourpb oh the Ohio.

1 5 4
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ATTACRANT Di Quotes frNa the 1S77-711 estectial tveluatiow

All ftall College ContiortiumPecticipating inetitutione annually respond
to a questionueire which is major portion of the project's external valuatiOn.
Far the 1977-78 project year, one portion of the questiOnnaire Askod cempux
personnel to describe "the single most apparent outcome" 'from Anvolvemerit with
the prcject. The following quotes are iltustrative of those forma:laid by'the
evaluators; they are included here to provide some suggeetion of tine inatitu-'
tiona' perceptions' regarding impact of this type of activity. The quotes'
COMO from presidents, on-campus onorAfnatUrs, and ad hoc groups of people
who had coma relationship to the project and who were drawn together to respond
to a section.of the questionnaire.

or The emphasis and Attention that is being given Co institutional Song-rimim
planning has been increased due to [the college's) participation in the
SCC. Planning for the years ahead is on ihe.minds of etaff, faculty
and students. The true picture of Projections for the future i becoming
known to the [college] cOmmunity, Planning is taking place in the AreaS
of functraieing, improvement of property and grounds, .studant services,
faculty development and curriculcm.

1977-78 has boon a turbulent yeer on cemPus; in part because the college
has Attempted to.face 'some issues related to steady-state nrollments
budget, tenure, liberaleducation, and the initiation of a cooperative
education program. The 5:CC project provided expertise and perspective

.

to help the institution deal with thee, iseues.

The Student Services Center wherein one pffice is noW the canter for

lt

four. previous offices! finaneial aid, accounts receivab , transcrip s
student sClIedeling. Management information systems wet iAaugu.retedr.
Result '-- better service to students, less personnel, be ter morel.
among students.

The tracking system of students hoe been establishes end a program of
addressing the hivh attriticin rate ham baran clearly articulated.

our involyement with the SCC his both enabled and forced us to .do scow
long-range ,planning whigh we would libt.have done withou-Crthe support and
'encouaagement of th4 project.

.The sin4te,mpat striking.accooklishmant .is the deVelopment of a ceepre-
hens.ive, inclusive, long-range plann'ing process and the succeesful com-
pletion of the first plenning cycle..

while the nmed for some sort of annual planning was' evident to molly
.faculty and edainistiators the past few years, Ow SCC piojeet through
prwitrting an OCc who came to coordinate'the prOcess, and workshops that
enalOad moxe people to learn what is involved in planning, played'. direct
rola eh enabllncsuch planning to develop here at [the 'college%

an increase in retention is tbm single most apparent outcome; [the college's)
ret.4ntioV Itit_in2 the academic year 1977-78 has improved 61/ at "Least 2.7%
in pAch class when attrition rates are comparod with thooe of tha'pre-
ceding 4 years.

R.

i
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The single most amportant oetoome of the Snail College eioneortium woe the
*total inetieutional foetid om'edueational" outcomes in terse of etudents'
attainment and institutional yoals.. Activities Wive related to the modifimA
competency-besed c:orricul um. short ana\loog-rengs planning process, manage-
-Ment, budgeting and evaluating swats., faculty doetiopeout, student
development, and resource developmentY Aa of this date, (the college) has
not completely integrated itsimanagement information system and its
modified competency-based curriculum.

The existing curricului has been evaluated end rodesighed indluding uhanee
of course-credit system, improvement of gold st4isrience guidelines, re-

, otganisstion of divisions, reduction of majors, and several other specific
proposals being considered by faculty cemmittees.

To date the single suit apparent outcome of our institutional involvement
with the SCC is the reactivetion of the Office of.Institutional Research
and the generation by that office of*the institutional coat analysis me
well ,a4 other information needed for acCurate long-'end short-range
planning and internal decision making.

During this past year we Were confronted 4ith a slight decline in enroll-
ment. This is a serious matter for All Small Colleges. It was therefore

0 determined that our efforts shoyld be directed toward student services
which woeld promote a better student attitude and therefore improve our
.retention.

Our retention rate between semeaters has been the best that we have
ever had asih it appears that the retention between years will also be the
highest on record. This is at least in part duo to the effort and expertise
the SCC grant allowed us to us.e.

The single most impOrtant (if not apparent) outcome of the institution's
involvessent with the SCC is the accumulation of an unprecedented amount of
institutional data. And that is' eaactly what we asked for when we applied
for participation in the project. Several of our projects are still .
incomplete; but by the end of the fiscal year, we expect to have good
factual information coecernine the followings'

I) our primary; secondary, and tertiary student market and our
' ability to capture pertinent segments of these markets;
2) consumer satisfection among present students;

e 3) compatibility between student expectetions and faculty/

administretion goals;
4) attrition patterns and causes for attrition;
5) instructional program costs;
6) etudent/faculty ratios and faculty productivity.

The formation of the evening college. -Shore no evening college existed pre-
viously, we presently have /1 students enrolled in the evening program..

Creating an awereness on the par of' olany facultY and administrative staff
Chat finding sod retaining etude ts is the name of the game. Marketing
analysis petsun el and student iviscrent personnel working at their,specific.
tasks wIthrE of outcomes a ssor4, cost analyste and admissions everts
is the single. most important ous me of Sec activities this year.
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That moot appareat outcome of our t(o. year involvement is that to Nay, 1978,
ithe ballegel faculty adooted our ocepleted and relriaad Gesoral Eillooatioa
Nodal. If a visitor Came to our campus, I could chow him the timatabl*,
for goaeral oduclatioa raviaioa which les adopted by ourfaculty at our tall.

lecooteronoo Seotarabor 1976; *how hie tho log book whiOh rworda core
mattes meeting*, divisiooal'meetings, faculty mooting* devOted to the Int*
iact, boating: with divisional chairmen,. And ons-on-ona Meetings of tho
OCC and Individual facUlty meeberc, staff members, administrators,. and
atodents. This hos trUly Won a damonding, and all-oampus project. It'
is gratifying to.aow be able to move oa.to the second phaso-of our work
as a developing institution:

The singls moat apparent omtcome is ow/iron/Res that Itha college) can, and
mmat, talus steps to shata its,own future. ars more conscious.of the
noed to cloorly define tha uniguanses of our college and to devslop the
ability to mlirkat it in such a way ae to attract a largar shorts of potential
studants, both traditional and continuiog education. This has lead to
sore prompt sind ystematic attentioa to prospactive students, development
of a new advising program to laProve retsntion, and.an effort to assess Jhow.the collage is Viemwt by our weriou* oonstitoencies as a basis far
44(ivoloping marketing etratagias'. Most lsdsneta1 parhaps is the &mergence
of a mones-that'within our caepus community ws avs groat human resourosa
which can be engaged in discomeriag

alternativas, esploriii options, aad.
*making deoleions about our future As an adocational institution.

Our new core 'curriculum. which involves a freshman program in Comprahansive
Liberal Studies and Critical Skills plosthamatic courses at the opOer
level, is ugdoubtadly the one project outCome which has had and will have
the moat significant impact on the total institotioq. It was reaearched,
developed, spproved by theTaculty, incorporated into the catalogue in
record ties and wilt be initiated for freshmen entering in the fall of
1978. $CC.fuods wer* tubed for faculty travel, participation in-workshAps,
stipends tor released time to develop course syllabi, purchasm of hoOksgetc.

The single most aliparent outcome of fthe college) irmolv
College Consortiimuhas been development of an isproved
planning,cycle has heeo'worked out which provides for
priositisa in.the fall for tha next acaflemic year. ne veriowt.divisione
and departaents of that college then pracoed to develop datailedplaos in
lino witb tturiA priorities. The planning process provide* far wide parti-
cipation in tadavelopment of plans.

A oomplete now cur icoler program was design*d to attract a now clienteft
of non-traditional stodants through a cu.A.ricular interface with the local
teohnical.school.

Tha ?initial "Image Study wbich suggested the feasibility of such a
program was ooaducted during ths first year of SCC paxticipation. purimi
the second year (1977-78), fly* individual market surveys were conducted;
demograPhic study was completed; the design of the program:was formed

and'approved bY the Soard of Oiractors; and A pilot Xiirollment of. 12
studsats weir parmitted to test Oie operational dyuamick,of the program. . .It is hoped that tha potential markot of 4800 tochnical achool graduates
will *aro* as an alternate pool ol students in the declining 11,22 year old
market.

1 5 1/
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e To date elirollamon$ developmeni. This was the.amot asocial. Pr Oblast.
There.hod boon 5 yeors of dim:lint*" atrollMant until Isiot' year-.

F.CC inVolvoment has 'boost moat significant: in the aXita Of facolaY-growrli
.eed devolopeont.

Elliii:4tmo. vomplestad the development of an orinulil plAnning cycle
adapted to wriditiona.on its CAN,1111 and implemented * portion of that
planning oyfgle as a field teat to resoovm,any prettfcal difficulties that
develo,ped ont'of the planning fior 'planning. In addition, the..school %

used the same protiedors 'in proposing the self-study far North Central
'reaccreditition.

STATEMENT eril.rHomAs ENGLUND. EXECUTIVE DIRECFOR,
MALL COLLEGE CONSORTIUM *

Mr. ENGLUND. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I
am pleased. to be here this morning in spite of the previous

testimony about the operation of the large consortia under title III,
because I think we can shed a bit of ,light on some of the things
that haye been discussed.

Let me, if I may, just' skip through highlights of the document
that we have submitted for the record; thip I will be. More than
happy to respond to your questions. 7*

Our consortium, the Small College Cimsortium, came into being
in 1976-77; it grew put of previous, activities of the Council for the
Advancement of Small Colleges, O'ASC, an organization that, 'serves
a number of small colleges scattered around the country.

Important in, understanding what went into the design of our
consortium is to recognize, and this in part responds to some ques-
tions of this morning, that that design evolved with 'the participa-
tion of CASC meihber colleges and the sCASC staff in determining
what the consortium would look like, and the services it would

. provide.
For the current project year, there are 51 participating institu-

tions, ranging in size from about 310 students to 1,559, the mean
enrollment being 907 students. A list of those schools, and the--
states in which they are lotated, is provided in attachment A fo
our document.

From the Federal title III grant, each institution receives slightly.
over $20,000 for direct expenditures on its campus, and it contrib-
utes in return $2,000 toward the operating expenses of the Wash-
ington staffland office.

From the Federal moneys, the college hires an on-campus coordi-
nator and a secretaryi each of whom must spend at leait two-thirds
of his/her time involved in developmental activities. The grant also
provides the college travel funds and a budget for other miscella-
neous expenses.

The staff, housed here in Washington consists of 10 individuals, 9
of whom are full-time, and 1 of whom is part-time. It amounts to a
full-time equivalent of about six-and-a-half professional positions
and three support staff positions...The coordinating college is Aver-
.ett Colleie in Danville, Va., and CASC cOntinues its relationship to

,the ,project as our assisting agency.
In response to the items that were listed in the letter inviting us

to be here this morning, allow me to touch on six areas that we
think provide important c&Inmentary on the, impact or effective-
ness of consortia in serving developing institutions.
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The first benefit speaks directly to an item in the legislation, and
that is that Title III is designed to ,help institutions which are
isolated from the main currents Qf academic life. We would like to
suggest that this isolation may be _geographic, may be related to
financial resources, or may be related to the way institutions such
as those we serve are staffed by gen ralists and not by specialists,
and hence the institutions have a toiJher time keeping abreast of
developments in many areas than they would if they were larger
institutions and more adequately staff

We can assist them in breaking.out of that isolation through our
workshops and seminars. In attachinerit C, we provide a list of the
kinds of things we do in workshops and seininars over the course of
a project year, and that list also provides an indication of the
colleges' iesponsiveness to thoseaferings.

The Project resource library contributes to the breakdow of
isolation by sharing information among the colleges, and, an
iidded factor, it also proVides for dissemination of what is h pen:-
ing on an individual college campus, so that it may be share with
an institution's colleagues at other inStitutions.

The second point that I would like to mention is that a consor
tium can provide a source of high quality, competent, reliable
technical assistance. Developing institutionsare nOt faced with the
need to go out into the general market place to find technical
assistance to solve their problems: We believe that the kind of staff
relationship that we have with them is an important plus for our
project.

Third, We believe, again perhaps in spite of what has been said
earlier this rriorning that .consortia can be cost effective. In our
projecffor something less than $30,000 per institution per year, we
are proViding the following:

First, a two-thirds time professional staff person, the on-campus
coor4nator, to carry out project activities;

Second, a two-thirds 'time secretary;
Third, opportunity for campus, teams to attend several profes-

al workshops per year;
/Fourth, a minimum of three visit's to campus by the project staff;
Fifth, access to the resource. library; and
Sixth, several issues of a project newsletter containing technical

assistance reviews and other tips for successful management of the
project.

Also with respect to this topic of cle effectiveness, we think that
it Ls important to note that a project Such as ours can serve as a
catalyst on Campus to mobilize the efforts of other individuals who
are not directly paid through the grant. Our annual evaluation
study tells us that hundreds or thousands of hours on the part of
administrators, faculty members and students"are generated each
year through the activity of Small College ConSortium.

Fourtlf, we think that continuity of relationships with personnel
on the campuses is an important plus, so that over a period of
,timein the case of our consOrtium, now three-years, and we have
submitted our application for a fourth year of fundingwe got to
know people,, and they get to know us, so that we can respond in a
variety of ways to their needs.
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There is hardly a day that goes by that there is not some aware-
ness of the Small College Consortium on one of our campuses
because of the many ways that they relate to the project.

Our fifth point is that integrated developmental activities are
important to a small college in the era in which we live. We find
that because we can go back to the campuses from time to time, we
can touch on many bases, and help them more adequately respond
to what they perceive to be the issues facing theni.

For example, it is not uncommon for college personnel to tell us
that there is an admissions problem. The traditional response prob-
ably would be to recommend hiring another admissions counselor
and budgeting more advertising money.

However, our ongoing relationship with the institutian may tell
us that this is only the proverbial tip of the iceberg. The admis-
sions problem may be there because students perceive the institu-
tion as a dull and uninviting place; and they are telling their
friends at home to stay away. Or the problem may be cau.: by an
outdated curriculum, or an inadequate understanding of the, needs
of the institution's publics.

Thus, our broad array of technical -assistance possibilities may
lead to a campus climate study, to a review and upgrading of the
curriculum, and to a marketing survey. These activities may, in
turn, pave the way for improved student development services,
faculty development activities, and a better working relationship
with the local community. The resultant impact on the institution
has the potential to be quite a powerful one.

Finally, we believe that in looking at a consoitium, we need to
look at both process and prograni outcomes..The pregrams may be
more identifiable when, one goes to the campus. We can identify a
new English offering,, a new program in student activities, or what-. ever the case may be.

However, we think that it is equally important to,16ek at process-
es and procedures that evolve through the work in a consortium
such as ours. We list on e 7 and the top of page 8 of our
document some of the kin:. of activities that take place on the
campus. We would like to suggest that the process activities which
are tough to arcount for, tough to identify in evaluation studies,
are important for 9zoing developmental activities of the institu-
tions. They reajjy4mount to tAelffgacy we feel we have to leave
behind.

Attachment D is with our docunSçnt as a way of sharing with the
committee some of the im ressions hat the presidents, on-campus
coordinators, and other co lege personnel have given back to us as
indications of their appreciation for this soft of involvement. We
felt that it would be a useful way to share their appreciation with
you.

When we look at the future, we recognize that the currerit cycle
tinder which the Small College Cousortium was planned will come

to a close at the end of the 1979=80 project. year. We are in the
process of 1.vorking out a design for the consortium beyond that
point. One model might to start over with a new group of institu-
tions and to provide basically the same type of programming we'
have offered for 4 years, while at the same time providing a re-
duced level,of services to current participants..
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Regardless of the details of the model that ultimately emerges,
we certainly hope that there will be continuing provision for con-
sortie such as ours to exist under title HI.

Thank you.
Mr: Buckupatx. Thank you.
Mr. Witter.'
[Prepared statement of Richard Witter followic]

STATIMINT BY ACCIsmat CONSORTIUM

- Mr. Chairman and members of the -coMmittee: I am Richaid. Witter, executive
director of the ACXTion Consortium, a technical assistance consortium Of the
Strengthening Developing Institutions Program. I very much appreciate the oppor-

,

tunity to appear before you to present our views about consortia interests in the
Title Ul program. I hope this testitheny will help you to better understand what
Strengths exist in such cooperative . efforts, how ACCTion has very specifically
helped strengthen institutions in the consortium, and why I believe consortia should
be a Continuing part of the Title UI program.

4

TILE AMMON CONSORTIUM . -

the ACCTiOn Consortium is * national technical assistance organization of 116
'two-year private and public coinmunity, junior and technical coNeges. Its' majOr
miasion is to strengthen staff, programs and organizational effectiveneic in the
areas of reeource development. community services, instructional service., and stu-
dent services. This, strengthening- takes place through a multi-faceted program of
technical assistance. This includes -ultant services, visits to etemplary colleges,
intensive one-week specialiat training program& regional team-attended workshops,
thematic workshops, internshipa, inf. .. tion Services, staff planning and monitor-
ing visits, and preaidente institute&

A coordinating office, located in Washington, D. C., and four ACCTion technical
assietance centers, located GI: two-year college campus**, comprise the' basic achnin
iatrative 'and programmatic structure of the consortium. Title U.I. staff and ccmktr-
Wm staff agreed to this structure wheo the consortium ban in 1975.

The four ACCTion Centers are located at Kirkwood Community College, Iowa
(Community Services); TA-County Technical College, South Carolina (Instructional
Services); Hmston College, Kansas (Student Develepnient Services); and Brevard
Comniunity College, Florida (Resource Development). Grants to these four "coordi-
nating colleges total $1.424 million for 1978-79 to serve the 115 colleges.

colleges participating in the consortium during 1978-79 are apportioned among
the four centers as follow& Community Services, 24; Instruction, 35; Resource Devel-
opment, 27; Student Development, 30. A callege's placement with a particular
center is Weed 'upon the college's

STRENGTHS 01:: THE ACCTION OONSORTIUM

The strengths of th.e ACCTion ConsOrtium aa we see them are detailed below.
1. Economic.One of the original ideas behind the consortium wait that it could

serve, with limited ,economic resources, a number of two-year colleges not being
served hy Title III .funds. Applications for Title III grants by twb-year inatitutions
far out number the funds available. The consortium is a way to assist a great many
additional colleges. It was a direct response to the ever-present conflict of limited
economic resources and virtually unlimited educational needs. This conflict Provides
the spawning ground for cooperative and collaborative efforts wigch are made
possible through a consortiuta arrangement.

Unlike some other Title III programs, there is nos-money going directly to cqlleges
to create new eositiona, buy new equipment or establish officet. The ACCTion funds
are "incentive funds in the best Arnerican tradition. It is based on a "matching

°funds" concept of particular interest to many Congressmen and the Office of Educe-
tion. ACCTion technical assistance activities encourage considerable inveitinent by
each participating institution over and above what ACCTion spends.

2, Ripple effect.The "ripple' effect" carries the influence. -activities and ideal of
ACCTion beyond the participating collego. The ACCTion Consortium has gained an
excellent reputation throughout the two-year college 'field. The four' ACCTion cen-
ter* have received numerous requests, from oolleges external to the consortium, far
documents and information. In addition, ACCTion colleges have share& information
and ideas gained throagh ACCTion with other neighboring institution& A few.
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colleges have uhed ACCTion experts or workshop faculty to conduct special pro-
grams of a local or regional nature.

S..-External catalyst The creative uae of full-time professional staff, external to
participating colleges., serves as .a constant and continuous catalyst for' internal
activity -and change. The ACVTion model serves as a monitoring mechanism for
each college. There is an intensity Of contact with the colleges by ACCTion center
staff. Because they are external to the institution, this staff can more frequently
mediate or effectively intervene in difficult or awkward campus issues or situations.s This kind of contact reinfbrcei the efforts of the colleges to achieve their goals and
objective's. It also provides for 'continuous evaluation and campus visitations which
are not possible by Title III staff to individual grantee institutioris.

4. Collective professional knowledge. The ACCTion's professional staff have, over
time, developed a considerable, storehouse'of information and ideas: Theae include
materials, exemplary programa, .reaource persons, organizations, training events and
'documents, etc. which could never be approached, let alone duplicated through the
resources available to individual institutions without enormous expenditures.

Intni-staff consuliation.Staff at ACCrion participating colleges have the ad-
vantage of group consultation on specific problems and issues.. -ACCTion staff,
through frequent staff conferences', and consultations, freely discuss and consult

. with one another concerning a particular college's problems or areas of difficulty.
Tliis brings the hearts and minds of a number of persons to bear on institutional
problems and necessary Changes;

6. Gmap trainthg.A consortium like ACX2Tion presents the colleges with the
advantages ofgroup training programs involving staff from many colleges. Through
carefully planned thematic workshops traveling seminars, specialist training pro-
grams. und regional workshops, the consortium .brings together representatives from
many colleges to s central location 'for group, technical assistance activities. Through
these events: (a) nationally recognized resource leaders Can be effectively integrated
into .the most appropriate training format; (b) logistical arrangements are efficiently
centralized; and (e) staff from many developing institutions learn froin one another,
discover common problems, learn of practical solutions 'to those problems, and 'in
general share mutual concerns and experiences.

7. Coniprehensive evaluation system.A comprehensive evaluation system for
ACCTion s teChnical assistance activities and program has been designed. Each
center has devised its own evaluation procedures for its activities. Evaluation re-
po ts_a_nre carefully . assessed and .compared by staff and "fed" into the syStem.
Wherever inadequate results are obsereed, corrective action is prescribed and, t..4en.

It iS extremely doubtful whether any individual college could design and adminis-
ter an evaluation system of this scope, objectivity and professional quality. It is
beyond belief to assume that colleges, working individually, would do so.

8. External advisors. Each of the four ACCTion centers is given guidance and
suggestions for program operation by a nationally recognized "boards of ndvisors."
These groups guarantee the consortiuM's continual high level, informed, objective
and subjective analysis. They lend support and prestige to the consortium and
provide for the infusion 'of ideas from the "mainstream of American higher educa-
tion".

9. Interchange of irkus.Title III legislation 'seeks to bring post-secondary institu-
tions into the mainstream of American higher education, The ACCTion Consortium
provides a vehicle whereby that happens. "institutions,. isolated from that main-
stream where there 'is an abundanee of free-flowing exchange of information and
ideas, need to get to know what other institutions are doing. They neeel to know
about the innovations and new prograins being put into effect in other locales. The
exchange of ideas and knowledge which occurs at ACCTion activities facilitates the
transfer of new program'and activity ideas to other colleges.

In addition. the basic idea of "colleges helping colleges behind bilateral or multi-
institutional arrangenwraa is multiplied muny times by a conaurtia. It is posaible to
identity and clarify the. special . strengths of all sparticipating colleges. .These
strengths then can be capitalized upon. by Other colleges. Through contacts made at.
workshops, conferences and other group situations, one learns to whom to turn for
expertise and experienced judgment about particolar kinds of programming, e.g.
developmental education, wonien's program's, etc. .

The consortium provides the means ,for an expanding network of information-
sharing two-year .college staff, A Specinl comradeship, understanding and support
ibr one another develops between faculty and staff within an institution and be-
tween institutions. An informal communications network is eventually established
which will last beyond the existence of the consortium itself: This important net-
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work will lead to more coheeive and integrative efforts on individual campusee. Itwill lead to the development of interdependence among two-year institutions.
10. Teamwork of external internal chcoige agents.Aa.:Tion staff work closelywith eaeh institution's deeignated ACCTion coordinator. The combination of theirconsiderable profeellional inaights, experiences and external penspectives with thetalenta and informed insights of college staff provide a fine team approach' toprogram planning, implementation und evaluation.
11. Cooperative program design. ACCTion participating colleges are required andassisted by external resource persons (center and coordinating office staff( to basegoals and objeetiveb and program design on careful analysis of institutional, pro-gramplatic and personal/professional areas of growth needs. These need areas areoften considerably clarified through the professional ins Ihts of the highly qualified

center staff and consultants. It helps to modifycansider bly the tendency to spend
money indiscriminately on pet projects of certain staff. It provides for the moreobjective analysis of institutional needs.

12. Pool of experienced staffOne ot' the strengths a the consortium is theexperienced and Icnowledgeable personnel whe staff the four centers and the coordi-
nating office. This creates a pool of well-qualified and talen 'persons who can beused by any ACCTion college. It would be impassible for most lieges to kmploy on"soft money" the number of educationally credentialed staff rsons On the consor-tium staff This kind of staffing pattern also alleviates the ne. essity for any "in-
between" assiatiag agencies' to help plan, conduct, und evalua consortiuM activi-ties, with the exception of summative evaluations conducted by e ternal evaluators
as called for in the Title III regulations.

1,?. Provitthn for professional growth.. There ig a special .lea perienceassociated with the establishment of a consortium like ACCTion learningexperience applies to both the ACCTion staff and the staff of th coll res. Theexperience. of putting the consortium together, organizing it in an orchrly and
systematic fashion, the development of plans of operation for each college, a tending
to the.details of arranging 'technical aseistance activities for .11t3 colleges, ev luating

. programs and activities, the modification of prwratas based upon evalua on, allthese provide an intrinsic and valuable experience of professional growth an/ devel-
opment for all associated with the consortium.

aocrums, RI.SILTS AND OUTCOMES

Results and outcomes are the "bottom' line" for any federally funded praject of
ACCTion's magnitude. And the risults and.outconies are a constant source of pride
to the ACCTion staff and participating college:6% It is not possible to delineate in this
teStimony all of the results and outcomes in the many areas of college activity. Let
me however, cite a fewspecifie examples Of what has happened at some institutions.
A listing of general resulta and outcomes taken from ACCTion's third-year external;
third-party evaluation for 1977-7S is appended to the testimony.

At Mohegan Community College in Norwich, CT, the position of resource develop-
Ment officer wigs established as a paid position, after a year's involvement with the
ACCTion Consortium's Resource Pevelopment'Center. 'This position is paid for by .the college, not by Title III funds. An increased number of proposals for external
funding has resulted, including a Title III Basic Institutional Development Programproposal .for a consortium pf several local:Connecticut state community colleges,

Maliama .Christian Gollege's involvement with the InstrUctional' ACOTion Center
has resulted in the expanaion of the media department, introduction of' a faculty/
staff newsletter,.and more sophisticated techniq tt for analyzing student needs. One
thousand studenta' were tested to assess learning s ao As a result, changes have
been guide in developmental' English and math, including a selfa3.aced format forboth courses . in addition, criteria for-the employment of part-time faculty have beenestablished tand a faculty, handbook hasiven deVeloped for the first time. New
faculty evaluation forms 'have been adopted and' put into use

A.LOlney Central College in Olney. Ill_ the_ learning skills center which had been
planned during the first year of ACCTion involvement, became operational in the
seeond'year upon the'hiri.ng of waiirectur and ussistant director with college funds.
With the acquisition of audiovisual materials in mix.skillti areas, the center is able to
provide assistance to students both for credit courses and with individual tutoring.

- The college'also planned a child care center with ACCTion's help.A'his is' now0
operational and serves 4O-r,o studenta annually. .

Tompkins Cortland Community College' in Dryden, NY has used the ACCTion
Commanity Services Data Bank for the development of new off-campus programs,
especially some designed specifically for women. The college has experienced a 20

. 'percent growth in the enrollment of the ."nontraditional student, primarily in

1 63
45-934 0 - 79 - 11
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noncredit programs. Because, of this expansion of tile community eervices program,
an additiOnal istaff member hasbeen provided. for in the college budget.

Meria Regina College in Syraeuse, 'NY haa been working with the.Student Devel-
opment ACCTion Center. The college'haa concentrated on strengthening counseling
and career guidance services. The eollege now haa a system of Counseling interns
who offer workihopa in career guidance and assist with job-placement. Special
emphiasis on retruiting nontraditional students has brought about the enrollment of
50 part-time mature women. A career counseling centereetablished after an ACC-
Tion workshop and consultation is now used by 60 percent of the college's students.
The ci..)Ilege has also trained and appointed resident saseistanta tu counsel students
about all aspects of dormitory and college life. In addition, skills development
courses in communications, mathematics, and reading and student skills; diagnoetic'
testing; and a new learning laboratory and improvement in the visual education
aids 'center are new programs initiated with expertise gained through ACCTion
programa.

Iowa Western Community College in Council Bluffs, IA, has established a
_women's center as areeult of ACCTion involvement. In addition, there has been a
10 percent increase in enr011ments in the rural ileeas and four .new staff memers
havt been hired. As a reselt of an internship sponsored by ACCTion on Adult asic
Education'/(eneral Educational Development test, rowa Western -is now usi sig a
diegnoaticiprescriptive approach to individualizing programs .for students in its,

learning center.
At Kirkwood Comretinity ColltTe, Cedar Rapids, IA, an inatrUctional 'design

center (IDCa has been established. This has facilitated the coordination of resource-
related activities with the instruetional design activities carrfed out by the IDC
staff. Kirkwood has also implemented 'a prograin leading to a General Student
degree. Eighteen students are cerrently enrolled 'in this new program. An educa-
tional .telenetwork delivery system has been introduced at six locations with an
enrollment. of 270 students. In addition, the technique of cognitive mapping tdetei-
mining student' learning styletIr is now being used to assist agricultstiral and dental

,students.
Dawaon ComMunity College in Glendive, MT has established a kraneh campus on

the Ft. Peck InIlian Reservation about 125 miles from the main campus. Through
this program, courses-at Ft. Peck are given for credit toward a certificate or a
degree. Abbut 200 students Are enrolled. And with this neweprogram Dawson
re .)orts an increase in off-campus enrollment of 33 percent.

y de NQC Community in Escanaba, Mich., through ACCTion's assistance was
'Ole to develop a labor studies- program. With ACCrion funds, they' visited an
'exemplary site for a well-developed labor studies program. Bay de Noc now has a
labor studies advisory committee; and several courses, which evehtually will make
up a labor studies curriculum.

ACCitION'S EXTERNAI. EVALUATIONS

The ACCrion Consortium-had in its first three years of operation three external,
third-party evaluators. Each of them have reported positive and constructive results
at the institutions. Each of them has highly complimented the Consortium for what
it itodoing to assist institutions in their search for strengthened change.

The-first-year evaluation was completed by Tadlock Associates, Inc. of Lee Altos,
CA. They commented that "compared to a broad ,spectrum of federal projects which

. TAI has evaluated, we find this project absolutely superior when, its operation is
judged by impact related to resources available." In their evaluation interviews, TAI
received comments from colleges such as:

"If we've got a problem, they are buck to us immediately."
"Above all tlaey helped tis crepte the climate for change on this campus."
"They carethey really careand they really help."
"They didn't do it for us; they helped us to realize we could do it ourselves."
"We were unhappy in the beginningbut they made no -excuses; they just

changed what was wrong and gave us what' we needed."
"They don't pose as expereijust as co-equal professionals who are ready to share

with ,us."
'In addition, TAI commentedrf'Although the scope of this evaluation did not

permit' a cost/benetit analysis, TAI judges this project to be oee of tIse most effective

it has seen. At a mit pee school within the small grants range of' $8,800,

bandit' ds of programmatic ithd operational changes have been effected which will
be sustained by the institution's own funds. Further, about half of the schools

interviewed, noted that they had supplemented' the project funds with additional

resources.
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And again. "Despite its catalytic ;Action in initiating a large number of actualchange% within the client schools, its overwhelming success has been to change theclimate at many schools and to eet high etpeetations for tangible results to fo/low.,'Educational Consultants, Ltd., Manhattan, Kanses, ACCTion's second-year evalu-ator, noted thet colleges aseignixf persons at the College expenee to efforts associated
with ACCTion. They estimated that one full-time faculty/administrative person and0.5 eteretarial/clerical person on- the average were assigned to..ACCTion efforts."Given that thew figures are likely undereatitnates, the results Were quite striking,Institutions clearly have been stimulated tu contribute subetantily 'in salary re-sourcee te the ACCTionieffort, a strong indication that they have- 'ken made awareof, arid value, its:goals. Institutions rarely provide scarce resources to programs theyfeel unworthy of support."

Again, "if cost effectiveness can be viewed at least.partly as inaximizihg,program
effort for dollars spent, it seems the ACCTiOn program is a very efficient' one. Onthe whole, Educational Associatee, Ltd. finds ACCTion to be a strong, irifluential,

. and cost-effective consortium. The quality of ACCTion technical assistance is eon-sistent1y extremely high. The centers work .well with the coordinating office andwith the 'institutions. ACCTion IS characterized by sensitivity to.institution needs,receptivity tofeedback. sound judgement in the choice of aseistance, pereonnel and
activities, :and the application 'of good management principles.. The consortiumseems to jiiave stimulated subetantial activity, awarenees, and support fir institu.tional development in the institutions themselves, considerably magnifying theimpact of the dollars spent for assist4knee (the hallmatk of a coet-effective project):"

The third-year external ev-aluator for ACX,Tion was Enterprises for New Direc-tions, Inc., of Washington, D.C. A summary comments from thera states: " " the
ACCTion Censortium has produced desirable effecte on the 114 two-year poetseeen-
ditty institutions affiliated with the conaortium. The institutions have deznonstrated
eFiange, growth;and development in one of the fciur functional areas of operation:

7 community services, instruction, resource development, and student services. Affili-
ution. with the ACCTien Consortium is providitig rumpus persOnnel with the SkillsocT techniques to bridge the gap Oq the mainstream of higher education."

They particularly noted ACCTion's effectiveness in the following areas:
In accompliahing the purpose of a consortium.
lii providing, qppOrlanities for interaction fon personnel in the ACCTion-partici-

,pating colleges. .:
With personnelin other ACCTion. participating institutions.
With outside consultants.
With personnel in nonparticipating institutions.

' In meeting Many. of the needs' of affiliated tWo-year colleges in a relatively
efficient, cost-effective, and timely manner..

In. providing ACCTion participating institutions with information and' resourceSrelated to the Ever functional 'areas: community servicee; instructional, resources'development, and-student development service6.
.1n upgrading staff skills said strengthening programis in the four functional areas.
In increasing staff knowledge and awareness of the potential fur the development

in one of the functional areiii.
ln conducting needs assessments far each of the participating institutions.
In developing evaluation initruments for each form of technical assistance of-

,

fered._
In addition., they commentedoe the majur findings for each of the four college

functional areas in which ACCTion is working:
Fof Resource Development:,
For sonic colleges, exposure to personnel at other institutions and the oppOrtunity

to share has been the._ greatest asset of belonging to ACCTion.
Coeperateie relationshir with other institutions have developed as a direct reault

of ACCTion. .;

Administrators-are generally very aware of AGCTiun goals and objectives and actin supportive roles.
Faculty tend not to 'be knowledgeable aebout resource development, except at

celleges that have emphasized increasing the role of, faculty in securing resources.
'A management teanl approach has been begun at many colfeges as a result of an

AWrion conference Atended last year and the approach lased .during Regional
Conferences whereth a team of campus representative* ardtencouraged to attend
and reqtexed to devise.some plan for implementation upen their return.

The Reeource Information Center is an excellent source of information and a
resourCe thut the colleges depend on.
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The geographically isolated schools are .less able to' handle a large number of
activitiea and are leis likeVto take advantage ofthe multiple Center membership if
offeredil

College* receive a pereonal response from Center staff.
Material aged is 'generally well thought out.
Sorne colleges have wen little increase in dollars, while others estimate a 5

percent to 10 percent increase as a direct result of ACCTion. .

The Resource Development offices at the colleges will be operating at a much
better level.'

Center staff are`highly rated, and it is felt that management of the CInter
increases in effectivenela each year. -

Collegee are estimated to be four years ahead of Where they would have been
without the impetus and teols provided by ACCTio-n.

Peraonnel are no longer awedby the "syatem", frefering to the Office of Education,
and other Federal governmental agencies). .

For Student Development:
ACCTion has provided ideas which the colleges have put into practice.
Affiliation with ACCrion has provided opportunities for colleges to see how good

they really are, to gain confidence in what they are doing.
ACCrion leas demonstrated shared decision-making, which haa affected adminis-

trative functioning at the colleges.
ACCTion has provided an awareness of the value of couneeling; colleges feel that

this and other things learned -from ACCTion will improve their student retention
rates.

Colleges have allocated more rooneyto student services then theY did prior to
their affiliation with ACCTion. One college reported doubling its administrative .
budget to provide additional support for student services.

Affiliation with ACCTion has resulted in the college staffs' Working more as
teams. .

Presidential attitudes toward student services have improved as a result ef ACC-
Tion activities.

ACCTion has provided professional growth for staff members, enabling them to
get special training and skills needed to help students.

Affiliation with ACCTion has produced more emphasis on students at participat-
ing inetitutions.

Some colleges reported that the entire faculty met for the first tiMe, a Suggestion
of the ACCTion staff.

Students have, been directly affected As student services personnel learned how to
run workshops for students.

Students have become involved in the proceas of evaluation, which in some cases
has led to the revision of the student goVernment.

Although changes would probably have ociurred eventually, they have been
speeded up by the affiliation with ACCTion.

ACCrion's servicea are asseesed as being of very high,quality. Personnel .have
extensive experience in suident development and know the problems Of institutions.

For Community Services:
ACCTion has opened minds, broadened horizons, and atretched imaginations.

There are many areas of community service.
Colleges have been provided the opportunity to share ideas se that they do not

reinvent the wheel; they are 'serving more people with a broader scope of services;
they now see the potential of community services.

Some colleges now use retreats for accomplishing an activity, such as working out
a course schedule. The idea of facilitating these activities thro.ugh working at
another site was learned through ACC'Tion.

AC(.71'ion is highly service oriented.
ACCTion represents reassessment and change.
Change would probably have occurred eventually; ACCTion has made it happen

faster and in a more orderly manner.
ACCTion fulfills the need for un organization that will bring college personnel

together to talk to each other,
ACeTion has been invaluable for training coordinators in what can be 'accom-

plished with a strong community services program.
ACCTion serves as a valuable resource agency; in fact, it is hundreds of reaourcee

rolled into one.
Participation in ACCTion has been a catalyst inthe process of finding and trying

new programs and sharing ideas with othert.
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Some- ACCTion participating collLges have doubled student enrollment it the
community service programs.

. Many programs instituted at tiietie colleges were first learned about at ACCTion.
St,orkshivs.

;For Instruction: .

ACCTion has extended and .opened*commtinication among colkges in the consor-
tium as well as among colkges consulted outside the consoftium.

ACCTion ha fostered staff developmept by enabling faculty to visit exemplary
programs in instrUction and to attend workshops on current and timely topics..

ACCTion has enabled faculty to cOmMisnicate with peers.
ACCTion has provided the opportuni,V for colleges to gain a perspeetive.lboht

where they are in relation to other similar colleges.
Exemplary site .visits and the use of outside consultants has opened' communica-

tionli with institutions outside ACCrion's member institutiOns". '
Consultants, have been competeat and hen...performed in a professional mannes

' InvolveMent with ACCTion has reaulteci inss significant reallocation of resources
into the:instructional areas

. Becaose of ACCTion, there is continuouS reasaessment of the curriculum.
Colkges have recoivtdmore services with greater creativity than they..would have

been able to generate by themselves.
Accreditation) has been, achieved more rapidly than 'expected; colleges attribute

this to the improvements apparent at their .institutions us a. result of ACCTion!s
involvement. /

There 'is a greater al.wptance of staff development activities since these collegiis
have` fvcome affiliated with ACCrion.

ACCTion is 'oriented to innoVations; some institutions feel that there s not
enough emphasis on learning theory or on the basics.

ACCTion is 'viewed as having more impact trian ny: other Federal program.
There is a netd for programs to train support staffte work with faculty.
At.Vtion programs have 'united 'younger and older faculty members. .
-ACCTion works with ctilleges on relexant issues.
Exposure at regional workShops has led colleges to the realization that,they.are

not doirt4 a great job in some areas.

'ii coNscncriA Knot:to REMAIN PART ()E THE PROCRAM

Consortia shoule'remain part of the Tkle III Program for the following reasons:
1. Consortia have proven their succesS -at helping to pull institutions out of

isolation apd helping to put them into the mainstream of American higher educe-
tam: The interactive and interdependent nature of consortia activities attest tothis
fact.

2. Consorthi have been successful at strenjthening colleges in those areas where
college'self-analysis has indicated there is need for external help.

:i. Consortia have proven that they can be very cost . effective in terms of the
resulta und outconws achieved compared to the money spent,

4. COnsortia arrangements such as ACCTion provide "incentive funds" for the
colleges.*Our second-year external, eValuator. Educational Consultants, Ltd., conser-
vatively estimated our colleges voluntarily gave more than $1,000,1)00 (most in-kind)
to match the $1,460,000 federal grant that year. This stimnlus greatly multiplied.the
effect of each federal dollar.

5. Consortia are able to provide for the strengthening of numerous colleges that
have limited my-own:es but unlimited tducational needs.

Consortia haxe proven that colleges can be strengthened and accomplish signifi-
cant results Wahota large grants.

' 7 ('onsortia hilve b-~ successhil as acting as catalytic agents for inn.,ortant and
substantive change on- college campuses. It has been proveo, time and time again
that moat institutional change comes about because of external forces. rather than
internal nnes.-w

S, Consortia with a multifaceted program of techoical 'assistance, delivered in
continuoos ilnd systematic way, serve us a ''monitorine agent for college change.

Consuitia ;Oster participation in a network of c,00peratioa, sharing, and ex-
change of ideas 'and information, which mill continue to be a source of change for
inuticipating colleges. -

ll).-Consortia work with a variety of -institutions Hi.' the postsecondary level. This
Variety hdpelColleges to compare and contrast themserves with other colleges,and to
gauge the qunlity and substance of their programs.

I a



1,1. Consor,tia provide for a very faCused eftert on particular problems at,partici-
pating collegee. Consortia arrangements, such as ACCTiori, assist college* in the

"development of very individualized goals and.objectives to be achieved: ,

12. Coneortia tester interinstitutional coMmunieation andl:oroviae colleges with
the opportunity' to reinforce or to validate some of theprograms'or actiyitiee they
are conducting.. .

7 RECOMMFNIJATIONS FOR YITLE III rot,e'Y AND CH'ERJOION

In the past few yei;ri the Title III program has had numerous problems, not the
lease of which Was the lack of leadership at the director's level. for more than a 4.

year. I now SIX, signe a much stronger program with u ne* sense of efficiency and
effeetivenesa, given-the bu.reaucracy within wttich it 'Must work. I ebould like to
commend the new direetor, Dr. Edward J. Brantley, for his continUaus courteous
and.4w1pful responsiveneve and interest ip.the problems facing consortia. Under his
leacierehip 'Lem sure that the reorganization of the Title III pr ram will be/:'
skillfully administered and that results .and outcomei Will be the huUmark of his
adminiet ration.

.In order to eceomplish, this, I believe...it will be neceseary to increase the authori-
zation for the Title II program and to increase the funding' for the Title III.office
itself. One of the real probieme ties been the understafling.of the Title III program.
Increased fundiag for the office will allow fur mbre monitonieg of Title III grants
arid lead to a much improved delineation of the results and outcomes of the
program:.

Certain aspects of the Title Ill program mrtaining especially to two-year colleges
are also of special importance to the AtX7imi.Coneertime. (ihe, we would hope that
the Congress would Once again, as in the past, provide for a set-aside of Title III

,., funds for two-year colleges. We support the testimony of the American Akaiiiciation
of Community and Junier Colleges which speaks to the Need.for continuation of a
aet-aside, based upoa a number Of reakmable arguments.

We would hope that aomeadditional time and effort coald be spent on arriving at
iedefinition of "developing" institistion. Current rules nd regulations are restrictive
in their definition and the .controversy iucroundi 7 at new definitiod indicates
that further public debat'e May be necesary.

We would hope.that the Title III Advisory Committee Would centinue to have, in
its memberaiiip representatives of two-year institutions. Also, that the separate and
distinct determination o eligibility for4two-year and four-year, colleges he main-
tained as well as the separte application reader process for both types of institu-
tions.

Finally, we suggest -that coosideretion be given to the development pf special
appliCation guidelines ler consortia. For the ilahSt part. present ,guidelinio relate
more te colleges applying for bilateral arrangements: :. e

APPIENDIX.IGKNIiRAL Rh:SULTS 4NL) OUTCOA41., FOUR ACCTIbN ChINTRRS, 1.97748

iFrom External ,Evaluation Report, Prepared by Enterprises fo'r New Directions)

COMMUNITY SERVICES ActmoN rENTER

The iollowing conclusions relate specifically to the Community Ser4ices ACCTien
Center. The,* conclusions are derived from two sourees and are thus divided into
two parts: first, conclusions from tife survey data analyzed in Chapter IV; second,
summary of the major results/outcomes detailed :itOhe case studies in Apperdix tg
pp. A-108 through A.-126.

CONCLUSIONS

Significant wsitive change in the establishment of goals and objectives is indicat-
.

ed by the personnel at the institutions affiliated with the Community Services
ACCTion Center.

These institutions indicate that AOCTion has had a significant impact on their
effortre,to stracture and organize community services programs and to develop' .

appropriate evaluation techniques for these prOgrams.
ACefien is ,responding to changing needs and nationa ncit in higher educe-

tion. specifically in the areas of women's progrumming aruT recreation/physical
education.

The institutions affiliated with the community Services ACCTion Center indicate
thar the Center has met their needs for program development in the arees of
precareer educ,ation'secondary level, diettibutive educstidh,and senior citizens' edu-

i 6 s



cation. In these arras, their newts are significantly less than they were three years
ago.

The personnel at thew- inatitutions indate that generally, the chief Campus
.adminietrative officers have demonstrated a stroog commitment to the ACCrion
program area through the allocation of professional time unci their continuing
support of the program.

There is great variation in the AtrTion Coordinatore perceptions of their
kichouls' need to ehange the overall community services program.

Institutional tUrnover in the ACCTion program area is not a problem for moat of
the collegee affiliated with this Center; however, there is a wide variation in the
adequacy of institutional staff size to perform the nedesgary functions, as perceived
by thew colleges.

Thertfis general agreement that the involvement of the chief campus administra-
tive officera has a pronounced effect on the achievement of ACt-Tión goals.

Coordinators feer that the community aervices program is not accorded
veryihigh priority in relation te other institutional priorities.

ACCTion Coordinators and the chief camPus adminiatrative officers agree on
the high quality of the Center's serVice

Of special note are the very high ratinga given by the -Coordinators to the
upgrading of staff skills and to the strengthening 'of programs at the institutions.

Center staff members .are unanimous in 'their overall negative reeponse to the
possibihty of Multiple Center memberships. They indicate that the overall impact of
ACCTion Would be weakened with further proliferation of component iiervicee.

SUMMARY 01 RkZULTSIOUTCOMESt

Outreach into the community is receiving an inereited amount of time. and -

enera from most of the collegea affiliated with the Community Services ACCTion
Center.

Many colleges are opening their facilities to the community.
Many ute using local bug:mess people and artisans' to augment their faculty. and

. Many are having opcn house toWhich the local community is invited in an effort'.
,to explain the purposes of the school and obtain local cooperation with the activi- .

, :ties.
.Increases in total enrollment are a direct result of increased interaction with the

community and community groupa.
For the first time !poet inatitutions affiliated with the Community Services Atr-

Tion Center have instituted community.wide needs asiessments.

IN5TRUCT10NM. accrioN (1:NTER.

The felowing conclusions relate specifically to the Instructional ACCTion Center.
These conclusions derive from two spurcee and are divided into two parts: first,
conciusions from the survey data analyzed in Chapter V; second, a summary of the .

results/outcomes detailed in- the case studies in Appendix,ti, pp. A-I27 through A-
150.

CONCLUSIONS

Wqrking with the Instructional ACCTion program has increased the awareness of
the mendous potential for ifnprovement in inatructional prwramming:

Pelionnel at the affiliated 'institutions incifcate that the ACCTion Center staff has
proied individualized-attention to each school.

Evaluation has been an ongoing process, and there have been inputs each time a
Center stuff member has visited a campus.

Institutions affiliated with,the Instructional ACC-Mon Center for three years have
exhibited positive prOgress in meeting rnarfagerial and Funeral needs which had
been idelaified in the original needs asaessment instrument.

The Instructional ACCTion Centef haa had significaht impact on thy development
of faculty and staff programs at its member institutions.

There is a general trend toward positive development iir the program and techn'
'cal areas for the institutions affiliated With the Instructional ACCTion .Center,

Fhti development Of meChanisms for the assessment of pria;sam effeetitrenesa has ..
been an important .outcome for these affiliated institutions, The Coordinators, chief
campus administrative officers, and Center -staff members iriew the institutions'
need to change and ability to change in a similar manner.

Few "of the respondents state that their scheola 'have a great need to change the
overall instructional Program, indicating that ACCTion lute been effective in bring-
ing about c)anges with a poeitive impact on the instructional area.
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In Terms al the effect on the overall 'institution, the respondents indicate that tlie
Instructknaal ACCTion Center has been effective in upgrading staff skills, and
strengthening programs.

The reaponses to queetiona asaeeeing the coordinating and facilitating skills of the
Center staff indicate that the Instructional ACCTifm Center stair is viewed yery
positively on all vaiiables.

The chief ofticere at the affiliated colleges appear to be
very supportive of t e ACCTion, instructional program; this is eeen as having a high
facilitating effect On ACCrion goal achievement.

Twentyfive percent' of the AWTion Ccan-dinatorsindicated that the instructional
program at their colleges is gise-n an average or below-average rating in relation to
ottlier inetitutionar priorities; 12% of the chief 'campus. administrative officers rated
this variable 'similarly.

SIIMMIlRY O RE-SULTS/OUTCOMkN

Introduction to and assistance in obtaining new techniques for teaching courees
are two of the most mentioned outcomes from affiliation with the Instructional
AtX7Tion Center.

Regional and on-campus workshops have included topics on self-paced, competen-
.cy-baaed and individualized inetruction. Throughout the case studies aseociated with.
the IAC, reference is made to English, Mathematics, and 'biology course that have .

been reVised und expanded to include these techniques. .
Instructional laboratoriee to asaist students have been'added or revised according

to new 'skills and techniques acciuired at or through involvement with ACCTion.

gtaff development programs streseing long-range growth plans and faculty evalua-
tion procedures have been included bY .many of the institutions.

The development of audiovisual materials, the establishment of media centers,
end the training of faculty as instriactional specialists are highly rated .by the
ACCTiun Coordinaters with the Instructional ACCTion Center.

The nee* of nontruditionpl studentee.g., minorities, the handicapped, and older
adultshave been addsesied in workshops and hove provided new programmatic
upproaches for the institutions.

Student surveys have been developed for incorporation as 'regular evaluation
measuree of teacher and program effectiveness.

Ri.'.ziOtiRCE DEVELOPMENT AIVIION CENTE.R

The following conclusions r ate specifically to the Resource Development ACC-

Tion Center. These conclusio ire derived from two sources and 'are divided into
two parts: first, conclusions from he survey data analyzed in Chapter,VI:aecond,
summary of the major reuults/outcomes detailed in the case studies in Appendix 6,

pp. 'A-151 through .A-187.

cosalusioss
For eolleges affiliated With the Resource Developnient ACCTion Center for three

years, significant positive development has occurred in establishing goals and objec-

tives and in developing..internal operational procedures in the area of general and

managerial ,needs. -

The institutions appear to be Aire invelved with funding sources than they were
before association with ACCTion. One of the significant changea for the institutions
affiliated with the Resource Development ACCTion Center is their awareness of and
contact with corporations and private foundations as potential sources of revenue.
This ia related to their increasing ability c) locate and identify appropriate resou;ce
development infgrmation.

ACCTion has helped chief campus administrative, officers to seethe benefits of an
organized, formal approach to fund raising and of a staff that is devoted exclusively
to expanding sources of funds for the institution.

Campus perSorinel indicate' that ACCTion has been very successful in achieving

the goal of providing opportunities for two-year college personnel to interact with

each other.
The development of evaluation skills continues to be a concern among both the

Coordinators and the chief campus adminiatrative officers.
.
The overall assessment of ACCTion servicei.is very poeitive, indicating a general-

ly high level of satiefaction with ACCTion aerVices.
Chief campus administrative officers report a significantly greater need to change

and ability to change theraverall. resource development program than do ACCTion
Cocrdinators and Center s ff member:4.
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In general, ACCTion Oaordinatora indicate that the chief campus edministrative
officers at their inatitutioni are, both cboperative and involved with the ACCTion
prOgrtim and.that their cooperation and involvement has a facilitating effect on the

_achievement of ACCTion geals.
Some respondenta indicate that the institutional staff- in the reeource development

program is inadequate and that this hue an inhibiting effect upon ACC"Tion goal
achievement. .'

Acceptance Of and cooperation with ACCTion by the college's faculty and staff do
not receive a veri:wheite rating. However, this rating la expected to change as more
faculty members e involved in reeource development activities.

The institutional staff in the ACCTion program area and the alideation of protes-
si ruil staff time are viewed by the chief campus administrative officers us having

mosit facilitating effects on the ACCTion program.
High ratings given by COordinators ond chief campus administrative officers to

the continuity of relgtionships with the Center staff members and to the upgrading
of staff skills contribut* to the powitive aseesament of the facilitating and cooedinat-
bag skills of the Centerstaff.

Given the resporukte to the survey. one, overall conclusion to be drawn is that
there shouid"be a demanitrable inorerase in the level of outaide funding.

SUMMARY a.- VuLTsiouTcomEs
Increased awaruneas of and involvement in fund raising by chief campus adMinne.

trative officers is one of the frequent.ly mentioned outcomes of involvement with
ACCTion.

Increased space and support staff is another factor used to indicate an increase in
support for the resource development activity. Prior .to involvement with ACCTion.
colleges .often had little or no allocation of time or money to resource development
activities. In aome cases the types of resourcea readily aveilable to the institutions
were unknown ie. g., foundation directory-, listings of federal grunt prograrnsaetc).
New positions, such ao vice-president for development, and development Committees
have been esteblished.

There is a coneurrent trend toward inCreaaed awareness-by and involvenient of
Other faculty regarding the aeeking of additional. funds. The ACCTion Coordinator
usually Sivarheads this aspect of resource development bylssupplyiig information.

, relevant to the different academic specialties and arranging far AMTion-sponsored
workshope and consultants on campus.

Workshops featuring propoaal writing or techniques of grantsmanship are among
the most frequently presented workshOpe sponsored by AIX7Fion. Thia type of work-
shop draws participants from all disciplines.

Several schools have sent faculty to Washington, D. C., to read proposals and
grant applications for NSF and NEH.

There is a 'clear Inti-aubstantial increase in the number and Variety of propoaals
submitted by colleges affiliated with the Resource Development ACCTion Center,

Many, institutions now issue, on a regulas basis, a newsletter that contains selmt-
ad information originally distributed by the Reeource Development ACC'Fion
Center, information on ACCTion-related activities on campus and at other instal-
tions, and notea on faculty and staff activities.

One of the most frequently cited benefits from ACCTion participation is the
developing or, strengthening of un institution's foundation and/or endowment fund.

KrUDENT DEVELOPMENT SERVICES MVTION CENTER

The 'following conclusions -relate specifically tothe Student Development Services
ACCTivn center. These conclusions are derived from two sources and are divided
into two, parts: first, conclusions from the survey data analyzed in Chapter VII;
second, q summary of e major results/outcomes detailed in the case studies in
Appendix 6, pp. A-I ough A-216.

.
(11NCLTISION

Significant positive changes occurred in colleges affiliated with the Student Devel-
opment Services ACCTion Center in the areas related to establishing philoaophy,
goals and objectives; design and organization of the program in accordance with the
philueophy, goals and objectiaes; in-service staff development and training; and
eveluating student development programs and pervicea.

All gene'rel and managerial needa variebles showed greater develepment .for
colleges affiliated with this Center for three years.

Significant development was recorded for student information .systems; staff de-
'velopment of 'group counseling skills; development of counseling skills related to .

o.
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wear development; sensitivity, anti awarenees enhancement; and student leader-
ship training.

The Student Development Servicea Accuon Center has had significant impact on
counseling skills. program evaluation, and career sensitivity at colleges affiliated

, with this Center.
In terms of the achieveMent of overall ACCTion gmls/objectives, those rated 'the

highest 'are the rendering of swafic and individual assistance to the colleges, the
provision of opportunities for the exchange of information, and the development of
the institutional plan.

ACCTion. Coordinators and chief campus admittistrative officers indicated- high
levels of satisfaction with the,pervioes of ACCTion.

According to the survey fresulta. the Student Development Seryices ACCTion
Center has been very effecti in involving the chief campus administrative officers
and other campus personnel in the ACCTIon program. However, in terms of the'
acceptance af and ccoperation with ACCTion by the chief campus edministrative
officers, this opinion is not shared by the ACC'rion Center staff.

There is a wide variation, in the siamesament of the variable relating to staff
turnover and its effect on the'achievement of the Acerion program area goals. The
ACCTion Coordinators indicate that it has an inhibiting effect, and the chief
campus.administrative officers are almost evenly divided among the opinion* that it
is inhibiting, has no impact, and is facilitating. .

Both the ACCTion Coordinators and the' chief campus administrative offuiers view
the skills of the ACCrion Center staff as ficiiiteting.the achievenient of the goals of

. the ACCrion program at their institutions_
The responees to the question relating to the dissemination of information indi-

cate that the personnel at the institutions feel that they are receiving too much
material at this time.

SUMMARY Of ansuizsiotrronstss

The development of nontraditional programming stands out among the achieve-
manta of schouls aesociated with the Student velopment Services ACCrion
Center.'Most of the affiliated institutions are experienning changer; in the composi-
tion of their student bodies.

Interaction with representatives frOm other similar institutions is listed as a very
important outcome of ACCTion" involvement.

ACCrion pordinators have' been able to shari their prohlema with and explore
potential w.o.ns with others who hive had the same experiences.'

Visitations to exempary Programs provide the Coordinaters with opportunities to
observe at first hand the implementation of successful relevant programs.

-New' approaches to recruitment and retention of students ia-another frequently
cited need which I. being met by ACCTion services.

Contaets with high schools and the local commtinity have been explored bY Tany
colleges.

Follow-up studies have been instituted and adaptations of services and prokrams
' are based on the responses obtained in these studies,. . -

On-line computerized regiatration systems and phone-in registration programs are
being introduced on many campuses.

Counseling and advising programs have been expanded into the evening hours to
accommodate more students.

Faculty are receiving career-guidance training in order to' improve the quality of
itervice to students.

Women's programs, health service programs, and developmental studies programs
are bei,ng offered.

New management and admissions procedures have been emphasized. including
. training for administrators in developing a statement of institutional_philosophy

41110"

and goals.'
Planning skills are being strengthened.
The development of team management techniques has affected decision-making

processes. -

STATEMENT OF RICHARD WirivriR, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
ACCTION CONSORTIUM

err Mr. Wrrrw.a. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee: I,
too, am very glad to be here this morning: esi-kcially in light of

)

ff.
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some of the testimony which was prese ted this morning regarding
consortia and assisting agenc*s.

I would like, firtt, to gilt a brief re iew of the ACCTion Consor-
tium, something f its structure, and jhow it works. Then, I, too,
would like,to r er to the three item that were indicated in the
committee's le ter to me, that is the strengths of the consortia,
something of the results and outcomes; some of the ways in which
we have helped to strengthen institutions, and somethineof why
we feel consortia should remain as' a part of the title III program.

The ACCTion Consortium began in July of 1975. It has been
structured in such a Way that it has four coordinating institutions,
Kirkwood Community C,ollege in Iowa, Tri-County Technical Col-
lege in South Carolina, Brevard Community College in Florida, and
Hesston College in Kansas. Each of these four coordinating colleges
is responSible for a basic area of activity.

The consortium works in four areasi namely, community serv-
ices, instruction, student development, and resource development.
In .addition to those four technical assistance centers, there is a
coordinating office located here in Washington, D.C.

I would like to say at this time that this coordinating office is not
an assisting agency, as I am sometimes-hearing people refer to it.
The coordinatingrittfice is funded as a part of the grant which goes
to Kirkwood Co unity College, and the employees of that offfee
here in Washington are employees of Kirkwood Community Col-
lege, and not of any outside or external kind of firm or organiza-
tion with which Kirkwood is contracting.

We havebeen hired to perform the duties of a coordinator's
office, just as a full-time coordinator might perform for a bilaral
grant within the title III program.

We do rave a board of seven members, AO operate to watch
after us in terms of policy and how we pre proceeding with our
work, I. guess I would say that the basic purpose of the consOrtium
is to help improbve and strengthen the staff, program and organiza-
tional effectiveffess of the institutions:

As to the strength of the consortia, we, too, feel, as Mr. Englund
does, that the consortia are cost effective. Here is a way to assist
many institutions that have not been able to receive funds under
the title III program. There are always many' more requests from
irkstitutions than there are flinds available. Here is a way to assist
inItitutions that way, and it is a way to get at the problem of
limited economic resources, and yet unlimited educatiodal needs.

We find, too, that the con ia areJ cost effective in that they
provid ncentive funds for t olle r . In our second year exter-'

'nal eVa uation, for example, we f nd that nearly $1 ,million,
mostly i kind, was being contributed by the institutions. That is,
.the worl of the consortium had generated that kind of extra serv-
ice, help,, and income by the institutions to work and carry out the
kinds of things that they were trying to do, to achieve the goals
and objectives that they had set for themselves.

We found also that it had generated at least one full-time equiva-
lent person, either a faculty member or an administrator, to carry
out tht consortium efforts, and a half-time support person,

I, t , concuor with Mr. Englund when he says that the consor-
tium a rangements helps tq pull institutions out of !solation, one of
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the very direct mandates of the legislation. There is an interactive
and interdependent nature among the institutions in the. consor-
tium, which tends to help. pull- them out of the isolation of the
own local communities. ,

There is a transfer of 'knowledge, an exchange. of ideas and
information, which again is a medium to help pull them out of that
isolation. Institutions are able to compare and contrast themselves
through various kinds of group training, and they are able to
develop all kinds of communications networks, which we think will
continue, long after the consortium has ceased to eXiist.

Third, we 'believe that the consortia act as a stiWtantive, exter-
nal catalyst for positive, and constructive change within the institu-
tion:\Nume\rous studies on change have indicated that more change
is likely to take place from external forces than from internal ones.
We believe that the consortia bring about an effective kind Of
continuous and on-going systematic contact with the institutions,
and cid provide for a kind of monitoring for the achievement of the
'goals and objectives that they have set for themselves.

Fourth, we, too, believe that the abilities and talents and skills of
the staff of the consortium give a kind of collective, professional
knowledge, which helps catalyze the interchange and communica-
tion within institutions and between institutions, which, provides
for effective organizations.

Fifth, the consortium forcgS institutions to be mere aware of
their needs. We conduct, with our institutions, a majOr needs as-

. sessment each year; It helps them to be constantly a'ware of their
needs, and at the same time to be aware .of the priorities within
the many needs that they might have.

Lastly, I would say that the consortia have brought about signifi-
cant rekults and outcomes at small cost to the Federal Govern-
ment. Our program this year is funded at a level of $1.426 million
for 116 colleges. That averages out to about $12,300 per institution.
I would refer you to the listing of numerous results and outcomes
that we have presented in the written testimony.

'to give you some idea of results and outcomes, I would like to
cite a few exampleS from some of the institutions.

In Michigan, a state which is often noted for its interest in labor
problems and concerns, at gay de Noc Community College, which
is a member of our consortium, they have developed a full labor
studies program. It is now an on-going part of their curriculum. .

In Iowa, at Kirkwood Community,College, they have developed a
,general studies degree, and have introduced the technique of cogni-
tive mapping, a way ordZtermining student learning styles. They
'have also introduced an educational teleneythat is a telephone
network which exten4 into six locations; this is now serving sever-
al hundred students.

In New York, at Tohipkins Cortland College, they have succeed-
ed in developing new off-campus programs closer to Student clien-
teles. There has been a 20 percent growth in enrollment of the
nontraditional kinds of students that might be attending these off-
campus programs.

In Illinois, at John A. Logan College, we have assisted in the
development of their long-range planning capabilities. Their adult
ind continuing education classes have increased considerably; they
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have been 'able to hire seven new community coordinators, and
have added.seven new advisory committees. Also, there is a new
handbook for all instructors in the Division of Adult and 'Continu-
ing Education.

In Conneeticut, at Mohegan ComMunity College, they have estab-
lished a position of resource development officer for the first time
as a paid position within the college budget. I might say that a
number of.institutions have increased their personnel in the area
of resource develoPment.

In Alabama, at :Alabama Christian College, one of the small
private colleges in our consortium, 1,000 students have been tested
in the area of cognitive mapping. because of that the college has
made substantive changes in the developmental nglish and math
programs, including some self-paced formats.

They have also, for the first time, established criteria/ for the
hiring of part-time faculty, and eStablished a handbook especially
for this part-time group.

I was very pleased to hear Congressman Williams testify because
at Dawson Community College, which he mentioned, we h ve been
able there, through a consultation and through some work hops, to
help Dawson establish a branch campus on the Fort Peclç Indian
Reservation, which is now serving several hundred studen .

They are offering courses both toward a certificate and a degree.
The,tuition charge is $10 per credit hour, $8 of which is rettjrned to
,the reservation education council for their use. .

Finally, as to why consortia should remain a part of tit e III, I
guess we could ask ourselves the questiOn: How may coll ges be
strengthened? We might say:

Well, they can do it on their own, or they could do it with the help of another
single agency, or they could-do it as a part of a larger group. something called a
consortium.

If you look at those threèalternatives, which are three alterna-
tives which now exist within the title III program, we believe that
the consortia has been an Tective agency to help bring about
change and strengthening in t e institutions.

The consortia have helped pull colleges out of isolation, and
helped put them into the mainstream as the legislation asked. The
consortia have strengthened institutions, and helped to improve
their programs in all kinds of areas. The consortia have proven
themselves to be,i cost effective, with the use of incentive funds,
When results are compared to Money spent.

The consortia have provided the opportunity to serve many more
colleges than might have been served within the title III program.
The consortia have strengthened the institutions without large
grants of money.

The consortia have served as effective outside catalytic agents,
helping institutions to look at goals 'and objectives, and determin-
ing which direction they might want to go. The consortia have been
an effective monitoring agent for change with this continuing kind
of contact they have with the institution.

The consortia have fostered networks of cooperation and sharing,
and there llas been great development of intercomniunication, in
terinstitutional communication.
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The consortia, too, have helped with a variety of. institutions.
They have helped colleges to compare and contrast themselves and
perhaps to even reinforce and validate what the colleges them-,selves were trying to do.

The consortia have provided, lastly, for a very focused effort on
very specific needs of th.e institutions.

Thank you.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Mr. Van Allen.
[Material submitted by Mr. Van Allen follows:

,
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INTPOOtrilON

This document ttempts to set forth certain of the developmental

accompliihcents that have been reallzed.by the colleges and universities

that have been', and are presenVy oeing4. Served by the TACTICS prograP.

More specilicallY, this work represepts an 'effort to identify areas

of institutional experietces that have bein clearly.impacted by the TACTICS

program over the last seven and bne-half years of its operatiOn.

- During this period of time, the TACTICS mechanise itself has had to

evolve its program and service emphases in keeping with the development of the

institutions being terved. This evolution is evidenced by the fact that

the first three years of this program were spent in helping 'Institutional
A

personnel to update their background information, skillsland techniques
.

related to their disciplines. administrative functions, etc., to the end that

they might be able to do a better job for their institutions. This'period

(1971-197a) was later termed the Professional Development Period; TACTICS

After three years of concentrated effort under the TACTICS 1 program

and serv4ce emPfias, the institutional personneLturned their attention tO

utilizing their uodated information and new skills and techniques to redress

certain of the relevant'probleis and concerns that were negatively affecting

the effectiveness of-their institutional 7ogram efforts. TOWard this end, the

focus for TACTICS and the institution was on institutional developmental

needs, This phase extended over the period 1974-1977 and was termed TACTICS II,

Institutional Develo2ment.

In 1977, the institutional personnel began to direct their institutional

strengthening efforts to the obective of goal achievement.

7

L.,
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The motivation behind this emphasis was in response to the question. "How

can one iurther assis'institut.i.ons'whoie. personnel have had their discipline

backgrounds uPdated. and their s.11ls and techniques sharpened?"

The answer to this duestion,weemthat such institutions and their personnel
-

coulAncelthould de encouraged to give more of their energies to 'Institutional

Coal Achievement. .

It is this phase of the TACTICS program that is operitional now. It is

.called Institutional Goal Achievement, TACTICS III. This emphasis is presently

In its second year.' andAnstitutions are being.helped eb focus on the achievement

of such goals and objectiyes as relate to increasing the nuMber of persons

eduCated. inereasinwthe range of educational offerings. and increaSing the

quality of the graduating product.'

The införmation that follows, as stated previously, is selected for illustra-

tive purposes. The first part of this document aCcounts for Certain developments

and irpacts.occuring btetween 1471-197.

The remainder of the information in this documenOcomes out of the f

-tioned,period as 0'01 as the period frail 1975to the present.

ii
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TACTiCS

.

TACTICS (Technical Assistance Consortiui.To Improve Coljege

Services) was established. in 1971, at the regueSt,of the presidents and

chancellors of the historically Black colleges:and universities of the nation.

Its stablishment was airesponse to the felt needs of,the leedership of these

institutions for a planned, systematic, and long tern approach to meeting the

technical support needs of their colleges and universities.

The stablisivanit of a separate systmw (TACTICS) for meeting these tech-

nical suppoet needs was necessitated by the fact that these colleges and uni-
i

versities, unlike their wort affluent counterparts, had not beenable to

accumulate within their individual operations, the extra funds, nor the extra

personnel, such as would allow them to Like care of their technical assistance

needs,without seriously disrupting some other parts of the institutional opera-

tions.

1
Faced wIth these deficits, the institutional leadership, with the estab..

lisheent of the TACTICS Program, sought and brought together the needed

expertise for meeting the technical assistance needs of their colleges and

universities through the formation three consortia, namely, a consortium of

Assisting Agencies comcrtsed of Me Aoton

tub' For Services To Education, The Phelps Stokes Fund. Inc.: T Urlitet

Board For College Development, Inc.1 and Univ_mity Assgclates. Inc.: a_corfL

sortitai of five coortinati.mssilltaLyitacii_itte

OakwoOd, Paine.and Stillmanj and a.consortium of technical Program and service

delivering componentl. nemelv, cooperitive 'Academic.Plannino (CAPIlitiapxwwwwpr

Information Systems (MIS): Academic Adinistrationi_Programs (AAP)i Library

t
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Administration/Educationel Technology (LA/ET); Program SuPport ServiCes. (PS5):
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Management DeCelopmant Program (M)P); Noton ConsortiuM on Admissions and

financial Aid (MCAFA); and The Moton Foundation ancyederal Relations Program

(MFF10).

.

The kis4ting Agencies, in coopeilitinn with the Coodinating Colleges,

provide the backup support for both the programmatic aad fisca) aspiCts of
A .

the programs and services delivered by the several service.componenti to the
.

colleges ond universities served.

The program and service delivery components each respond to institutions

having need of thein particular specialties, resulting in the formation of At

least seven consortia of colleges and universitris.

, This complex of Assisting Ageocies.'orogram and service-components and

Coordinating-Colleges, cooperativebrITin, develop and deliver the requested

technical programs and services ta the recipient colleges. This arramgement

represents a bringing together of the accumulated experiences and expertise of

agencies And their personnel in a context designed to meet the technical pro-.

gram and support oeeds of the institutions served without these institutions

having to seriously disrupt their internal operations. This arrare'egemnt makes'

available to the institutions served prekrams and services that are

from the co4lective talents of the Assisting.Agencies, component personnel

ancl.the Coordinating -College personnel. The tem approach is employed in the

program and service evolvement at the 1deatinn,4-mnraileinn.41.17atinn.olanning.
, A

and developMent arkollikeliver; levels.

4 mee
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Tha relationship of TACTICS to its.constituent institutions is a continuous

one. u!tarein the coMponents have tht resionsibi.Tity of not only delivering

nooda4 grygrawa And sfrvites, but alio following through to sae that such

programs and Services ire effective. :This Program is presently in it's

eighth year.

411..
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Locations. ol Dim loping Colleges & Universitios
Served by TACTICS
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TACTICS Program Update
1971 - 1975

_Raekground_

TACTICS (Technical Assjstance Consbrtium To Improve College Services) wasestablishe n FY 1970-71, at the request of the historically Black collegeAnd universi presidents, fur the purpose of addressing the technical programend service n4eds of these institutions,
and in the Process, achieve the fol-

lowing Stren honing objettivos.

Develop pools of deployable manpower capable Of
dealing with speCific institutionel probleos

Academic programs

EstableTm closer inter-face between Institution
and federal programs

Disseminati inforeation an federtlly funded programs
to the colleges and universities

Assist the collegel in becoming recognized as a
national reetorcm

To the end of achieving the above
objectives. TACTICS was initially funded

an March 25, 1971, with the following marinents
by the than Caomissioner Dr.

Sidney P. Marland:

The program [will bel known as the Technical Assistance
Consortium tot the Imorovement of College Services,
consist[ing] of si.c consgrtia with total membership of
BA developing colleges. Within each consortium a develop-
ing college will serve as program coordinator and admAn-
ister the funds ;;rovided under Tit1# III of the Amonded
Higher Zducetion Act of 1965 ... Strengthening Developing
Institutions'

The anoouncement continued:

By developing the technical know-how to generate ademic
reform. ioprove management systems, [andj bete itmmit
and admi:sions orocoduris, those grnyis All be at10 to
strengthen the voice of slack col-legos in the higher educe-
tipn commun1ty2

1 d nos quleese (Friday,
March 25, 1971)

1 Ibid.

+Os

1
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As to anticipated outcomes Dr. Kirland noted:

kind of inter*instituti af cot rati n can also
serve as a moo, or t e uture w en poo no o e orts
42v other collects tnrauch out the country is likely ti)

be neoessiOv for their survival. 3

In terms of more specific objectives for'the TACTICS program whore meeting
the needa.of the colleges was concerned, the following were delineated for
TACTICS program emphasis:

>
Securing ears federal funds

Bringing needed academic reforms

Instituting improved development and manage nt systocs

Improving recruiting,and admissiont pro res

ReVising and thanging.curricular offerings

Establishing en ffective)eata system on:Black tellegas

Providing technical support seriicts to get the rious

, The operational arrangement for the TACTICt program contains the allowing
eleeents:

the TACTICS Nalicy Board

IP/
The Coordinating Offick

The Coordinating Colleges (6)

The Assisting Agencies (5)
40

The Service Components(7) 0

TACTICS Component Support Service (1)
(See Crganizatianal Chart on page 2-

The Assisting Agencies, service components, eberdinating colleges and pro-
gram and service specialties ire recorded billow:

.1 Ibid.

s

/
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Assisting-
. Agencies

Mown Memorial
leatitute

Natty' Memorial

Institute

Phelos-Stokas
Fund

United &card
for College
Ovelopment

Unitsti aoard

for College
Develagmet.,

Institute For
Services To
Education

Institute For
Services To
Education

5ervice
Component(s1

Moton College
Service 'prism
(NCSE)

Moton ConeortiLes

on Admissions
Financial Aid
(MCAFA)

Manegement
Oevelopoent
Program (MOP)

Academic
Administration
(AA)

11gRoArga-
tional Technology
LA/ET '

Managteent Infor-%

mation Systoles

(MIS)

Cooperative
Academic
Planning (CAP)

Institute Or Coordination

. Services T
Education
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Coordinating

CLIIISJMUL$1.--
Jiimlis Christian

College .

Seint Paul's _
College

5ethuni-CocAmeui
ColleiW

Tougaloo College

Tuugalou collemM

Knoxville College

Knoxville College

Knoxville College

University
Associates%.

Technical.
Support
(CSS)

Stillman College

...

Progrem(s) and
SerVio(s) Deliyered

. Proposal Stimulation

federal Agency
Relations

Recruitment
. Admissions

Financial Aicl
Retainment of
Recruits

Malagement Systmes
Institutional
Management

Academic Adpini-
stration

LiOnary Dig.olopmeni.
ResOurce Canter
Devel

.-Edura;17n1( Technology
Applitations

C011age Data Systems
Computer Appl.ication
College Data Use 7

Curriculum Develop-
ment
Revision 1.Change

..1.esearthoetc.

-. Coordination of .

Planning.Develoccent
and Delivery of Ser-
vices
Monitoring Program
end Servfce Delivery
Assessing and &Jew. -
tins Program & Ser-
vice Effectiveness

Research
Progrse Planning
Program DeVelOment .

Federal Agency

Relations

enr
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The TACTICS programe and services have been delivered to the colleges
and universities through the MAAS of the following moans:

CORfar2M4eS . Memoranda . Campus visits
Workshops.

. Newsletters
Seminars . Telephone
Consultants \ Letters

The numbers.of colleges and universities served 4y each of the TACTICScomponents, during the first fouriviers.of
the Oacrismos operation are listedbelow:

TACTICS
Component

1971-72 1972-73 1973-74 1974-75

Management Information Systems (MIS). 53 . 66 112 112

Cooperative Academic Plantling (CAP) 25 so so 63
Milton College Service Bureau (MCS8) 63 .83 83 68

Managerent Development Progrme (RP) 30 43 , 64 68

Library Administration/Educational
lechnoIogy.(LA/ET)

21 19 21

Academic Nministration (AA) 28 53 24 43

Motan Consortium.on Admissions and
Financial Aid (MCAFAY

32 64 62 68

During the first three years of TACTICS
programming the focus was on thetraining progress for improving

the-combetencies of personnel ln the varioutareas. Consequently. Ws phase has been termed the period of professional
4titlioment.

.

'Mear.the end o third year of the TACTICS 'operation an asseslhent wasdone by TACTICS poi for the purpose of determininn Mo., well institu-
tional personnel who had participated in the various progress and services offeredby TACTICS were doing in toe Application of their updeted,and new knowledges to the,tasks of.neeting the needs of their institutions.

The assesiment revealed that, while stem progress *As being realized, lqader.,'ship mblems, institutional priorities
and institutional inertia were creating

,significant ro.,1,71737 triFre-PecTiTZapp1Ication or the updated and new 4n41 -
ledge, skills and ttchniques Of insfiUt1onal personntl.

P,*
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_

111 AA effort La develop /ram this Ale-alma a workable program.
it was oceicludimi that011rorlar for the institution* to reep.the greater bene-
fits of ttair TACTICS exikriendes, it would be necessary to put the pieces of
the mule together, myd to do this'. it Mould ble necessary to focus the TACTICS
efforts on the institution-as a workable whole, rather than just the personnel
of the institution, as hed ielluni,plact during the first three progrim years.
This emphasis (institutional development) was further identified programmati-
cally as TACTICS II-. (see paoe 6)

TACTICSII

In the process of idenZtfying the salient tasks that had to be done tO
-

"put e pietas of the puzzle togetherl it WS determined-that "institutional

lrOn
devei ,nt" had to be the fOcus. And, in order to utilize the institutional
develo t approach the folTgaing specific tasks had to be a part of such an
ixidertaking:

..-

Institutional Research
Educational Plans

.(' Long-Range Planning
. Prograel Planning and*Development
. PrograsmeticLinkage Formation

Cooperative Arrangements
Application of Kanaowment Systwas
Progrem Impleiantition flans
Evaluktiom I

It was further determined that working together on the part of each initi -
tution's personnel was going to be Assantial to effective institutional develop--
mint. And, by the same token, working together was going-CD he a necessary
requirement for.the TACTICS Cboponent personnel.

, .

The TACTICS response to the recognition of the increased need for its iev -
oral service componenUto work together was the inauguratiom of the tete approach
to proqrrn and service, Oa nin , develdoment and delivery. The process requires
thetiichinstl MillWi pi1me to la responded to woofd 5. viewed or examined from

.

A prospective contextthatconsidershowthisproblemaffecp.and/or relates to the
institution as a whole. For example, an enrollment problem mey De caused, in part,
by Podr recruitino techniques; too lengthy turnaround time in the registrar's
office; irrelevant curricular offerings; reputation of faculty for being insensi-
tive to student 11410S, etc. Given the,lbove example, the"team approach inaugurated
by the TACTICS progrme not. Only eould see the component chargeqwith helping the insti-

.

ff3

tutians with their.recruitin Problems relate to this arta, but alat'thiisd Coomonents .

concerned with procgstno o apolloatIonsi curricular offerinos and academic admini-
stration. In other words, cur components end up being invo.lued in CFI-Mort, .. .

ERFIUting to the resolution of the problem at ond or all of.the following levels:
)

0



TACTICSri

itaff Professional Development

TACTICS-II

Institutional Development

Institutional Research

The Educational Plan,

Lonb-Range Planning

Program Planning & Development

Programmatic Linkages

Cooperative Arrangements

ManageMent Systems

Implementation Plan

Evalisation'
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. Ideation .

Progrme and Service planning
Program aod service lannintand development

. Prngrem and Service Y4fy

7o support further ti;e Importance of the development of the LAM apPrOA0
within ths colleges"and universities to be served, the TACTICS program prof,

cats waS o nized so as to,have a TACTICS team visit with institutional counter-

part teem some nine (S) campuses in I974-75. and with representAtivt teems

from Cluste Of institutions thAt could not be vistted individually by the

TACTICS becluse of lieited resources. '

In addition to encoureging.the teaming approach to the resolution of insti-

tutional inmoblems the TACTICS team also.utilized this malts for securing sharper
definitions of the roblems and'concerns'oftne colleges and universities, to
the end that more e fictive prograeming could be Achieved.

, 0 .

The shiner-1' lee-definition process WAS facilitated by three edditional
TACTICS component burcu of information, namely:

ADP ginalement Systems Inventory
MIS Data Sank

. The AA Cost-Analysis. ComS-Effectiventss Studies

The MOP
vide a da

t-lInvento is comprenehsive instruient designed to pro-

ng o of the total institutional operation.

The MIS Cate Batik is the source of historic and contemporary dati

- relate to-i-Z71axes as onrollment*faculty ranks, courses offered, number
graduates, salary ringes, etc.

el

.
.

.4-

.
)

The AA Cost-Analvsis,_Cost Effectiveoess-date
provides information such as -/

course and dtpertmente) costs per student, cott per discipline; cost per facultYL
.

etc.,

In addition to having eoctss to.thase sources of infdraation. TACTICS pe

sonnel have also been privy to such information sources as:

Institution4,self-studies
Departmental studies,
AccreditAtion studies

,. Institutional evaluations, std.

The prooramt and services provided the participating institailons during this

first and second year of TACTICS II.have been influonceo by information output

fro% all of the above sources.

This informational 6asm for program and service develooment and delivery
nukes the TACTICS effort unique in higner education. And the program's effaces ,

. are significantly foam:mach
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\ The information that Mallows encompassis
indemes that attempt to presentARACosaMulatlee portrayal of the TACTICS

proves accomplishments for theyears1971-7S, in the context,of "Listitiltional Osve1opment.'

The concept of institutional
developmmnt as delineated in the xamples

contained herein encompasses all developments that have the potential forstrengthening and othereise making the inseitutions moneeffectiveinstruments
of education.

1. The instituting of the team approach for:

TACTICS personnel

College and university parsomel relating to the
various areas of inst1tuf4onal operations
Development of:

- perticinative management
- institutional concerns
- systems approach to problem resolution
- leverage for impact
- support for ideas

2. Identification of problem areas:

In the second year of TACTICS operations the Management Develop-
pent C=cneet initieted the e4minitterieg

cf a comprehensive Menactment Sys-tems inventory, designed to identify tt' strengths and weaknesses Erthe institutions. ,

The developmenttof the TACTICS pr4r,e and service plans forthe first year of the institutional,Deve
oorent cycle saw the pullingther of the top plearemalklugh

the MOP Yanagimmnt Sys-
s inventory (which, at that time (1974-7S] had been administered

tp sone forty colleoas and universities).
Each institution responded to

the problem areas in terms of their speoific.needS.

The problem areas so identified were:

.The need for additional funds
Maintaining and increasing enrollment
Development of long-range plans
Curriculum revision, change and
Resource management r,

Eaployem leadership and executive teaW deve opment
Improved coloup4eaarion and information systaMm
Curriculer-impliCiTion
Performance evaluatign
Organizational relations

Given tne Abcpee broad problem
area iointifications, the TACTICS organizationhad in its possessi6n the first

reCly Scientific data on which to tlase 1tS Pro-gram and service activitieS for its
institutional constituency.

)

-of
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With this information outlining the Arlso at colleges and universities
would need help with, and considering the nature of the help dictated by these

need areas; it was 'obvious that the general objectives of TACTICS would need

to be restructured.

To the above end the objectives listpf below wore arrived at:

4. TACTICS' IT Proorkm.s strategic objectives:

Kelvinstitotions set or red;pfine purposes, goals
and objectives and set4pr1orit1es on these in
vIIMV 0 *kid -resources ., - . .

Forrulate short and lonn-ranPe plans (to

Adlitve institutions' objectives)

Integrate resources for accomplishment of Olans

.` Develop programs [services] foraaghiwvement of plans

. Evaluate efforts

To the end of accomplishing the above objectives TACTICS II progressive

programming was instituted. This plan is set forth below:
0.

5. TACTICS' II Proutssive Programing

Component EmIlml
RI S- Minigiimnt and

utilization of
institutional '

information

CAP Corricular
Change

MCP Management SystZ
, Inventory

Management tools &

techniques
Improvement ef
operations
Management update

KCAFA' Admissions and
Financial Aid
Ls a part of
institutional
planning and
development

k

'4er 1,

1"--Tn anddove pment of
projects and
models

Analysis and
'Planning

Comprenensive

Institutional
Flanning

New ce4 rect i ons

Arm strategies

Year 2 Year 3

lirionintation of raliiilion
projects and
models

Strategics or

Implementation

Acquisition and
btilization of
funds

Oevilaping
organizational
structures

Planning and
retention

Evaluatidn

Management
of resources

CommunfoationS
infprmation
flow

Evaluation

legal

asbects of
Admisslops
and
Financial Aid

4



Component Program
Ndiral Relations
Activities

Private sector
funding strategies

AA Cost EffaCtiveness

LA/ET

Management for
accountability

Educational
Technology

186

ion

Planning and
developing new
approaches

Inventory of
date

Formal and in-
formal roles

Conceptualiz4tfon
of Oehavioral
objectives

Learning packets

Year 2 Year 3
Srarsral insti-

assis- tation of
tenon organi-

, zational
hew institutional structures
structures and support

system

Analysis of data Problem
solving

Faculty account- based On
ability develop- data
mint

Change

implemen-
tation

Media instruc-
tiorrs"

Develop-

ment of
Learning
Resource
Centers

Institutional Develooment plans require baseline data of hrious forms
rrlated to the different areas of institutional operations.

6. The TACTICS/741S program, during its four years ot operation, has
accomplished the following where the msnalement of basic data on the colleges
and universities served is concerned!

O./eloped and instituted a uniform data system
.with the colleges and universities served

Sllped some 34 institutidns establish insti-
tutional research offices *

. Developed e

ing to =moon
institutions:

pronram models for respond-
Wass oxperienced by the

Financial Aid and Grants Management
Admissions, Registra;ion and Student
Records

Facilities Kanagement and HOusing,
- Personnel faculty and staff

Programming, Plannino, Budgeting Systems
StUdent Health Management
Budget Information Petrieval,System

- Computer Job Accounting and Billing System
Autdmated Affirmative Action System

k
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Data elements verified for the partIcipeting
institutions, 450

. Research Publications , (6) and I975, (5)

. Copies of oublicati
the above

istribul 1300 of each of

7. Still another source of basic data made available to the TACTICS cum-
ponsnts to be utilized in their progrsm and service development activities
for the colleges and universities being served (also noted elsewhere in this
document) was from tha MOP xecuted Management Szstems Invental.

The imfonmation from thie source reflected circumstances and problems,
As well as strengths, of the sevieral institutions, cutting across the losi'ved
areas of:

Environommital factor%
Planning

Organization, governance and management
Comeunications, internal and external
Resources
Evalustion

'On the oasis of tine findings growing out uf t4u inventory the fol-
lowing institutional development achievements have been realized;

. sixty-five rdilenes and universities have t:ern
inventonled (1971-75)

mint.

The TACTICS program effort, through its natural evolution, ie., from
focusing on individual ar professional development in the collages, to an

Fnurtv-five of the r!bove institutions have redefined
certain of their goals and objectives based on
thitiniientory results

t,

Thirty'four of these institutions have initiated
law-range plans based on their inventory findings

Organizational changes have been impleeented by
45 of the inventoried institittions

Twenty five of these institutions have established
task teams to respond to their management inventory
findings

Each of the above &Wows is absolutely essential to institutional develop-

4c l4 79 I I
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e mphasis on institutional davelopment, has necessarily had to seek more and
more definitive bases for programenng to help its constituent institutions in
the'resolution of their problums.

8. The TACTICS-AA oro9rom, which in its firs ar of.TACTICS II operation.
inaugurated Cost-Effectiveness Studies as one of 1 emphases, stimulated by
the austerity circumstances of the general econoefaid the effects of saes on
the already limited budgets of the institutions ng,served.

This inventory provided TACTICS and the oarticipating institutions with
such information indexes as:

Cost Accounting
Cost Efficiency
CaSt Outcomes (quality and quantity)
Cost Effectiveness Evaluation

The above Cost-Effectiveness efforts.have productd definitive informa.tion
on such indexes as:

Faculty Salerlas
Courses Offered
Number and Types of Malori
Other Direct Departmental Costs
Enrollment

EU Educational Expenditurt and Income

To date participating institutioms have achieved the following:

. Cost data collection has been completed at 23
out df 37 institutions

Fourteen institutions have alrtady usad certain of.
their,cost data in dacision-making

Thirty of the participating institutions havt had
their data analyztd

Thirty six ,institutions have done coMparative cost
analysis by comparing their own cost findings with
tholes of similar sized institutions

Some ten institutions have organized for assessment
of the quality of their program offerings

9, anothor critical tspect of institutional dave1opment for the histori-
cally Slack colleges and universities is the enlarging of thttr capacity to
take advantage of federally funded programs.

'Historically, these institutions have gotten most of their support from
HEN's OE programs,
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TACTICS through Its Proposel Stims4ation and Federel Agency Aelations com-
ponent, MCSS, has sought to, among other things, incrimse the institutions'
participetion in the attrscting of fond* from sources other than REW.

A cumulative record of indiums suggesting what has happened in the abov
regard IS recorded below:

Total number of institutions served by this coi-
f poment, 81 plus (1971-75)

Full-time Federal. Relations Officers soployai
unclip' the stimulus of th,Is components efforts, 94

Total proposal sobmittad (1971-75), 2,542

Percentage of proposals submitted to HEW in 1971, 76%

Percentage of proposals submitted to non-HEW agencies
in 1971, 24%

. Percentage of proposes submitted to HEW in 1975, 58%

Percentage of pr000sals submitted tonon-hEW agencies 14
1975 32%

number of Grants Councils estsblished (1971-75), 47

Individual institution-research requests filled 1971-75,
3.701

Especially significant to Institutional development has been the establish-
ment of the Grants Council. This body has, among other responsibilities, the
following:

,Screening of all proposals prepared and submitted
in the name of the institution

Determining the capabilities of the institution to
rts pond to propos: l rogues ts from various agencies

. Anticipating possible overall effects, positive and
megative,that a proposed project may have on the
institution

Encouraging those units of tht institutions clearly'
having the meoessary capabilities, to prepare and
submit proposals to the appropriate acincies

Avoiding proposals that are antithetical to the
institutions purposes, goals and objectives

9 /
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In the pest a number of the colleges ad universities have found themselves
in difficulties evolving from federal and her Agendy program involvements
that had ilttle or ma relationship to the purps.s, goals andior objectives of
the institutions themselves.

The Presence and functioning of these council e institutions suggest
significsnt institutional development. In that they are ins its whose objec-
tives Include avoiding the above noted dilemma.

Historically Slack educational institutions have been tradi tonally short
of basic support funds and fund sources. This shortage of fun haS related
to the societal response to these institutions as well as the ct that their
constituency has continued to be, fnr the most part, poor.

The advent of StudenAid Programs rebresented a important development
in the history of these iistitutions, in that these omogn4ms brought Spee Wed
assurance that students,wou,id have,.signIficant he'd iii"Mieting the already low
tuition ratet being charged ty these colleges 4nd universities.

As a partial consequence of student ati. institutionsl
development,-fur these -

institutions, naturally dictates heinq able to serve more students, which automatically
demands that the instirution would be able to attract MOre Student Aid cinllArs.

Evidence of institutional development in this area is reflected in theifitittirs ro,In-444r4

A survey of 67 intstitutions receliving,TACTICS-MCS8

aid between 1973 and 1975 showed 93.3% reporting
increases in student aid dollars

tIA
A survey of 4.0 institutions worked with by the same
component between 1972 and 1975 reported funding
Increases as follows:

- public institutions 94.71
- private institutions 95.2%

Enrollment increases pccurrir7 in some 40 institutions
between the'years 1972-1975 were:

- public Institut/Tons 100% experienced increase
Private institutions 1CO% exuerienced increase

Percantage of institutions having enrollmtnt decreases
during 1974-75 in relationship to 1972-73 enrollment,
and at the same tire experienced increaset in student
aid funds:

- public Institutions 89t
- private institutions 90.9%
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It is Significant that, even %there decreases in enrollment occurred, the
student aid -funding levels for-such A large preeportion of these institutions
incrtesed. This development is attributed to changes in the Student Ald Pro-
grams, 41 well as the increased capacity of tmese Institutions to claim such
funds.

Being able to sustain a rate of growth or just meintain the status
duo Is' significantly related to the development ofany institution, be it
educational or other.

Historically Black Colleges over the years, have had to generate ways
and means of keeping theoselvpst4foris their ootential constiAuentsiOn the
absence o/ adequate fundi to 40 se 61r;u-On contemporary means. The TACTICS
program, recognizing this area of inadequacy, has sought to address itself to
this probNe through its MCAFA component.

One ox4mle of MCAFAs' response ta this need area is menifestad in its
publication, The Motdn Guide To American Colleres with Black Merits .

.

Tii I s document 41escrites nst tut (Ins n terms o such in xes as locations.
Course offerings, tuition costs, enrollment, sports, etc. TO data it has been
dietributed in numb. es follows:

tsHi h school counselors in 50 statei, Nova Scotia,
Porern Ries, Virgin Islands. Panama Canal.Zone
and Guam 3000

vs
Public lihrtries around the netion 65

lndi vi duals interested In the n i s to r I call y
Slack cm1lepes and universities

Governmental and Eftcational Agencies

Business and Professional Organizations

4S5l

1200

375

Educational Centers SOO

Another extremely important experience previded through TACTICS, in the
interest of sustaining the nrollment efforts of these institUtions, was the
presentation'of an exposition at Expo '73 in wnich tht TACTICS agency and its 1

Assisting Agencies'noles in the sdeport of higher education far blacks were
depicted. It was.estinated that some 450,000 vietwed'the exhibitions presented
in Chicago at that tine. Of critical importance in this experience was the fact
that thousands of Slack high school students, both from the Cnicago area and
other northern locat'sons where there are no nistorically Slack,colleges, were
introduced to thine educational options for the first time in their lives.

An important end product of the wove exoerience_bas been,the fact that
these colleges and universities have mad more inquiries from Black students in
the Chicago area than ever :Afore. .And, they have accepted applications frem

an Increasing number of such students.

4
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A further evidence of these instituilons having improved their ability to
attract students (with tne federal help received), is depicted In the statistics
below:

The perceArige Increase In enrollment in historicalry
!Slack colleges in the fall of 1975 was 11.6%

The percentage enrollment increase in all colleges
in the fall of l97 s

Ilei percentage in first-time freshman enrollment

4n rhistartWlyillact tellegis and universities
in the fall of I975 wiS 16.1%

. The percentage enrolleent increase in all colleges
and universities of the nation was 6.5%

A principel difference between the historically slack college and univerL
sity thrust in the competition for enrollment at this tie. is the TACTICS -'
MCAFA extra-agency support of the recruiting fforts of these institutions,
which has involved the training af recruiting personnel, improving admissions
processes. Increasing the responsiveness of the student aid programs, etc.

Ilhat'is particularly significant ebout the above-mated dramatic increase in
froth:ion onr-zIlocnt In these institutic= IS th: ft:t thtt it cores tt a tim
of serioes austerity and it Involves students from homes that are among the
poorest of the nation.

10; The institutional development process requires a willingness and
ccemdtment to change at el levels of institutional operation.

' Academic administration is one of the areas in inich.TACTICS help has
been required by the colleges and universities.

This component Of TACTICS (TACTICS-AA) has been concerned with leproving
the institutions' liadhip capabilities at the academic administration level;
that level where Policy nfluences such letters as, what'will be.taught. how
it will be teught. by it will be taught, how long it will ba taught.
an4 how what is taught best be fitted Into the I nstl tution's support system
for achieving its goals and obJectives,

Department heads, division chairmen. and vice presidents for academic affairs
are several of the titles worn by those warked with by this component (AA) in
its support of institutional development.

aecorded below are stat stics that art more definitive of the work done
bY AA during the last four yàrs of the TACTICS operation:

. Institutions warted with 63
Number of academic teams formed

,
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Number of significant changes implemented 147

Number of supportive pro4ucts.produced-(.1.e,
position papers. guides, manuals.Creating
administration relating to faculty, evalua-
tion, etc.) 31

Especially critical to tie instituti.onal developsent process, where the
TACTICS 'involvement is concerned, has been the development of Academic Admini-
strative teams on the several campuses. These testes are significant in itmt thsy
have the responsibility for continously monitoring the academgc acednistration
aspectf of the ihstitutions'operetions, with the 'overall objective of kiming
these functions current and relevant to the goals "i objectives of the insti-
tution.

.- .,- . ,
At this point in tjme these teals r4reseot trained personnel iho art pre-

pared to continut,doing a particular job it thelinstitutions concerned.
0

11. Cooperative Academic Planning (CAP). is the TACTICS component that
been responsible for helping the colleges end universities update, revise,
chenge and otherwise sake sore re1event their curriculum offerings.

The TACTICS-CAP approach has been much like that of the Academic Admini-
strative components approach, in that each utilized the teas development
approach to providing requested services and in institutionalizing the necessary
dovo1opmento1 ;rococo:: ..:horo cwrriculum itprovecent needs have been corcerieti.

During the tenure of the TACTICS program CAP has managed the following
Major aicorplishments: .

Worked with some 92 institutions

Influenced some 80 significant changes in curricular
offerings in these institutions

Stimulated curriculuk planning on the parts of 9)
institutions i

Supoorted the formation of some,40 Curriculum Planning
Tema

PrAded SO institutions with performance evaluation
support (i.e., planning, guidelines, evaluative
instruments, etc.)

Produced some 12 major Curriculum Chance publications
based on the actual curricUlum change experiences of
the institutions served

-
Major publications produced.by CAP between 1971-1975, 13
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Again, as was true'tn ihe case of TACTICS-AA, the training of individual
personnel. followed by the formation of campus CAP Teams represent two
exceptionally important developments where the institutional development pro-
pos,: is concerned.

Of equal importance has been the production of permanent records of the
changes inaugurated vie the several eajor publications produced by this com-
porent. Inherent in such recorgs are the a ploortunitios not to repeet the
sails mistakes, avoidance of the duplication of efforts. and baselines for moni-
torin g. progress toward goals and objectives, both short-and long-termed.

12. At the beginning Of the sea.nd year of the TACTICS program a number
of'presidents registered a need for an Educational Technology emphasis on their
cAmPusms. They were particularly concerned with the question of how they eight
more effectively utilize'the learning resources of their campuses in the educa-ting of. tttrtrr.,stgignts..,

_
In reSponSe to the above Concern the TACTICS-eArrlirMearempte0s,mert

,
inaugurated by the United gbard for College Development in its role as Assisting
Agency to that TACTICS program.

Since the inauguration of this program the following developments having
institutional development implications have been realized.

Total number of institutions served 53

Fully developed Learning Resource Centers 15

Fully developed Media Centers 20

Lear Resource Centers in various stages
of p ning - 12

?lumber of Educational Technology Institutional
Teams organized 53

Mumber of campus personnel trained to use
hardware:

--
-- in regional workshops IBS
. in on-campus workshops 520

Number o rsonnel trained in developing software, 705

1.3;,
Number of so twart phoducts produced by insti-
tutional team members 38G

Murber of software products produced, by faculty
members

' 608

Nu.

:202,
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To further entrench the institutional development process, the TACTICS
Coordinating Office, in 1974-75, evolved two forms designe4 to helolkeep cOm-
ponent pre nd service functions in line with the goals and objectives ofti% institlit being served, as well as, providing a more solid base for
accounting for the effectiveness of progrersand

services delivered to the col....
14gee end-universities. ,

These forem were:

A Work Statement
A Program Stateoent

,The work statement requires the following information fnam the partici7
pating institution:

Statmmeot of the probTem

Objectives to be achieved through the
resolution of the problem

A third item on this document is:

A delineetion of the TACTICS services needed
to respcnd to the problem area

I

alono with *P. nf the TACTTCS rnmponent dir.rtnr 4nd the insti-
tution's president/chancellor or deSigilee.

The proqram tatement articlulates the tollowinq information about the problem',
area or arras of-Concern to tPe inctitution!

. Setting forth of specific nature of problem

. Soggestionsas Co what the IpItitution Wishes
to.happen in the problem resolution process

. Steps to be taken dy the institution as per-
ceived by the appropriate institutional repre-
sentative

What actions the epprooriate'institutional

representati4e proposes to take in relition-
ship to the designated TACTICS service com-
ponent's involvevent

Signatures of aoprooriate institution official.
end TACTICS component heaci

7

Another important aspect of the adbve prlcess is the setting of time lines
and identifying milestones that art related to such tirm lines in terms of
goal and objective ichierement.

'4a

o
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These inetruments an4 usociated protessu provide the necessary reforloce
points for ;mewing development at:

. The programmatic level
,The departrantal level
The institutional level

over time »hid is esseetlil to the demonstration of the development process.

Getting the institutional representatives to spell out their institutions'
needs and concerns within. the context of the Program Statement and Work Stat.-
' !lent is taking soma time, howeever. Havinq inaugurated the process about mid-

1974-75, the count on such statements as of the end of FY 1974-75 (June 30.
1975) for the various components was distributed as follows. intluding both
Work and Program Statements.

MIS (Management Information Systems)
s (-
CAP (Cooperative Academic Planning)

7

27

MOP (Management' Development Progria) 18

. IleCAFA (Matan Consorti 041 Admissions ind
Financial Aid) 1B

MCSG Natoli College ice Bureau) 24

U (Academic Administration) 40

L.A/ET (Library AcMinistratigin end Educational
Technology) 19

Total TO'

.13. The programs and services of the TACTICS program are diwidad into two
categories, namely nelkeral and samcial. The general services are Pero, namely,
the Menet:event Information Systems service and the Proposal Stimulation and
Federal Aancv Relations Servi-ces. These services have zemn available to all
of the oarticipatlng institutions each year. The special services (those
offered by TACTICS-CAP. kA, LA/F:7, MOP and MCAFA), because of' the intensi-ty of
effort required and liarited funds to suooart the necessary efforts, have been
available to small nuaters of colleges aeon year (i.e.. 25 to 15) with th :l. op-
tion of all colleges, over a three year cycle, getting each of the special ser-
yi cats des i red.

For a record of the distribution of TA ICS' servimaccording to the cate-
gories of special and general, spanning the years 1971-1975, see the information
below:



Total meter of cal Segos served

Gement SerVt_cai

Kam then one Gensral Servide

Spacial SarvAces

Nore than Cho Special Service
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1972
VT-

73

14. With the reda.cti3On th
served by TACTICS, which was occasioned
into the AID Program begtrinin9 in 1973-
activities with nit institutions would

Examihation and-ccavarsions-of the
leek with the colleges and universities
TACTICS Ne-Programingl,and 1975 (the ft

73

76

1973TT 1974
7T"

1975
MC

103 97 67

31 .83... 67

38 88

64 93 70

443

r of colleges and uMversities te.be
tiy the entrance of BIDP instltution2t

74, it was anticipated chit TACTICS'w
be intensified.

variom component records of involve--
for the years 1974-(the last year of

rst year of TACTICS lI Progragmaing)
produced the figures $bt forth below:

TACTICS I
Selectet Activities Year III

TACTICS II
Year Number

of:71,CTICS Cdmr.oncht.-.. 1074 1075
Conf'erences, workshops1
seminars 124 160 36

Parti ci pants Invol ved 242 4096 1404

Number of contacts mada
on causuvisita 411111055 674

Cortiultank uti 1 zed N ao 158 78

Chang . programs, fni tiated
Ad and supported 56 121 65\

College fun-time staff
positions establ ished . 14 37 23

Spacial Tecnni cal
Assistance 1St.% 16 109 93

15. The TACTICS program assumes that ell efforts and programed activities
designed to strengthen and otherwise imorove the colleges and uniamimAkies ccn-
corned also, directly and indtrectly, suggest institytionai development. For
example, a stronger curr1culumi can produce more cometent graduates mho enjoy
greater successes, which bring more prestige, ancl hence, respect, &od recognition
to the college, wtiicn attracts more interested students, etc,

a 0 I )

et,

a
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A summary of indemck suggesting institutional deveopeenthat oas taken place
in 04 institutions served by TACTICS during the yearsbetween 1971 and 1975
is recorded below:

Number of colleges
nem to program

Number of colleges
continuing with
program
TOTAL

TACTICS I l'Actrcs rr
Years 1 2

93 22'

-

H.
93 107

3 Years 1 Z 3

6 7

97 64 q
97 70 72

Management systems inventories and program installations

Establishment of new and revisednissionsand goals

Inauguration of long-range plans

. Establishing institutional Research Offices and engaging in
Institutional Research

Imployment af more AIS Models

Lrying out Cost-Effectiveness Studies end program planning based
on findings

Generating more proposals for C4V4 as well as non ONEW programs

Increases in Freshman Enrolment

Increases in Financial Aid

A more authenticated data biSe

Significant turn-around-time reduction in admIssions process

Numerous and significant changes in curricular afferingl

istabllsNmeilt. of Tislc Teams for facilitating development processes

Institution of wvalustior oroLesses where none had previously existed

mvploprent cf mimerous HOw-to' manuals. quidelines, procedures forms, etc.

4.

,20
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16. Having moved these colleges and universities thus far in their develop-
ment'processes , it Is concluded that, while "Joh institutional dmiellopment
remains to be done, these institutions certainly do not have tO spmnd as much
of their already 1iited resolIrces on dermlopmental processes, but rather, they
can begin to direct, more of their institCgional energies to their central objec-
tive of "educmtinfi."

Projecting uuViof the above context, and considering MAFECHE's Year 2000
Plan which has as one of its objectives, helping Black ilmericans to laChl-eve
paTri iy in the American Society throurp the vehicle of education, TACTICS is
bstig vimied as the techniCal veMcle for mobilizing the resources of tha his-
torically Black colleges for changing such deficit statistics as art recorsied
below

Black
Phys cl ans I: 3,7/0 17-760

Dentists 1:12,500 I: 2,500

Lawyers 1: 1,700 1: 627

Scientists- 4:10,000 27:10,000

Engineer's 3:10,000 46:10,000

PrhirmAci.f.; 1% of all students in Pharmacy

Registered Nurses. 7: of all registered nurses

ProSections of Allied Health needs by 1980, 422,000, of
whlct 117,000 Dieticians
Ind 130,000 Pharmacists will be needed

(Cne encouraOng Index in this category shov6 that presently l:12 Blacks
between ages 16 and 341s completincj four or more years of college, as,, con-
pared wi th 1:15 whitp" In the same age range.)

It is pruposed that HEU would enter into a Partnership with the histori-
cally Black colleges and universities for the ourpose of, among other things,
changing the tenor of the,atove li,ted care.r statIstics Into 1 70re positive

posture oumeriLally

:PI,' 'Ai:TIC:7 effort ..ou'J ne,d to he prepared to:

Continue its technical support of colleges and
universities continuing in the BID program,
erohas zing th:

- Profess one l Devel,opment
- Ins ti tutiona 1 Cove lament

, Help colleges and universities prepare for entrance
to V14 or,)Orim



Contiftue prooram aqd serVics support of colleges
moving from 6:DP to AIDP during transition period

Providing support to AIDR, colleges through:
cooperstion with alOP directors

- program facilitation and.forlow -through help
- program apd resource coordination help

In addition to the elN,Ve noted institutional development thrust, these

institutiogi expect to address more of their energies to the task Of helping
to meet natione manpower and related needs where the devolopant of Individual
skflls and expertise are Cancurned. To the latter end, these institutions will
need to address themselves to-.

Emphasizing Career Education far getting more students
tO consider carvers In areas of short supply

Continually improving the quality of education offeed

PrOducing more health manpower carter oriented graduates

Bringing mons creetivity to the teArcii for solutions to
the nation's energy problems

efftotivsly .rith tht nrohleam inhertnt in
foad production technology and ag'i:l.busineSs

Doing a more effective job of encouraging the development
of more appropriate cultural and social values

Improving transportation teohnology

Producing more personnel who can relate to the nation'a,

nvironmental protiCtion needs', etc.

An increasingly larger role in helping to meet the nation's need for sPeci-
fically trained manpower is viewed as a very normal aspact of the development of
these institutions.

To the end that the development prodess Might continue then, these insti-
tutions will need supoort for making more ffective application of the program
efficiencies they have developed to date, as well as resources for. continuing
the professional and institutional develocrent emphases with those institutions
needIng eu4n.

Mori specifically, these institutions, in order to continue, must have-.

Adequate funding
Adequate lead time
Continuity of program and service suoPort
as well ts special and general program support

) f

4. L')
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An txternal catalyst to lump the institutions
stimulatad

A coordinating agency to pull viewpoints togathAir

Given An adequate response to the above, these institutions can continue
to milua,a signifloant,contribution to higher education in Aotrica. They can
continue to bt the principal vehicles for helping Slack Americans, and any
othierAmericans choosing to attend that, tchievt A reasonable portion of the
fruits of the American democracy. They can continua to be tht most effective famr-
msnort povtrty liminators of tha nation.'

itasptctfulfy submittad by,

41.

Van S. Allen
Exacutivi Director
TACTICS (2-5-76)



Addendum to TO1CS
;Watt 1Nhformat1on

Covering Period frnm 1,71-1979

Thq,infommation that follows is selectee, by comoonents. so RS to
illustrate impacts Of.valious types and magnitudes, that the TACTICS Program

,

has F,ad on colleges and universities serhed durfng the periti from 19/1-1979.
.

vnkmr$

The Aanagement inNrmat1on.5v%tems (MIS7 component qs been concerned with
helping the several institutions to develop eine operetibalize eLfective data
management systems. cutting across all of the apPlicatile institelynal saera-
tions.

,

Several evidence% of the success of this component are reflected by the
xperiences recortied 'below;

1

MIS NiS helped to establish the base for a uniform
data system for 105 col)eges and universities

MIS has Collected and analyzed yearly data ou His-
torically Black Colleges and Universities covering

enrollment. degrets,revenues, expenditures, demm-
qrsphics and Title III,and shared same with insti-
tutions

MIS,Athrough its consultetions has saved institutionl
as math i. S80,000 a year on data processinqiequip-
mint purchases

This comoonent has helped institutions to design new
information systems that resulted in savings of up
to $60,000 per year

MIS has aided colleges and universities ih developing
their PPBS's (Program Planninu and Budgeting Systems)

help has Deer, provided institutions in updating their
registration processes

Institutional date svstems created with MIS help provide
information for Qualifying institutions for participating'
in AID Program

MB has provided training experienceS for data support
Personnel on most of the TACTICSNserved Colleges



CAP

Cooperative Academic Planning CAP) is A TaTICS cempOnent concertsed with
helping institutions revise, change And otherwise update their cUrricular offer -
flogs.

aglow ere recorded some examolve of curricular ereas write* changes and or
adjustments have been made with tne hero of :AP during these seven. yearl'of
TACTICS operations:

SW* ninety(90) institutions have :lad the CAP
services

. Curricular additions and changes hive included:

Discipline No. Institutions,

Early Childhood Uucatien -: 3

Competency aaseg Education 9

Independent Study for Superior Students 4

Independent Studs, for All Students 3

Work Study Programs 3
Local Community Projects 2

Undergraduate Study Abroad 1

i

Off CAMAIS Study in U.S. 5

Freshman Services 3

Urban Programs 3

Honors Programs 3

Inter-disciplinary Studies ID
NeW Aestern Studies 5

Non-Traditional Studies 9
Remedial Programs 4

Programs for Drop-outs I

Continuing Education 6

rci-EaT 17 'Di f ferent kreas

Presently 32 institutions are
curricular offerings'

further diversifying their

SOP
"J4

The TACTICS ',atonement Develonment Program (MOP) has been concerned with
strengthening the sn nrn,ers of the institutioNs particioating in the
TACTICS Program. .

over the last seven year,: this component's work has'nesulted in the follow-
ioe developments among the colleges, imam; others:

Served 92 institutions

Administered Management Systemt Inventory,
instrument to 7FTFiTTETtions

4s-e34 0 7g - 4
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Administered follow -uo MST to some 14 institutions

25 institutions used their MS1 data in theiriprepa-
parat'on for entrance into the AID Program

14 institutions used their' MSI data in the develop-
ment of their institlitions long range plans

instituticms used their MSI data in their self-
studies for accreditation re-e(firmation

21 institutions used their MSI date'in determining.
their capability to participate in the U.S.-Depart-
ment of Comnerces Entrapeneural Program (BuSinesS)

40 institutfons used their WO information in preparing
proposals for the corporate, foundation' and federal.
programs other than OE

LA/ET

The Library Administration/Educational Technoli1PY (LA/ET) component of the
TACTICS Program-has-been responsible for helping this group of institutions to
strengthen the management of their library resources, and with the help of Educa-
tional Technology, increase the capacity of the libraries and related personnel
to respond to the information needs of matriculated students.

_

To'this end, a nonber of program efforts have been undertaken by LA/ET,
over the last seven years. The outcomes of several of these efforts are
recorded below:

LA/ET served 70 institutions during this period

It help 14 institutions design led develop Learning
Resource Center concepts for implementation

It aided 20 institutions implement uhified'Learning
Aksource Centers (VC's)

LAJET helped 70 institutions to institute Library/
KediaiLRC oreentatiOn programs for users

Scme 42 institutions have reported increased use of
libraries and related resources (i.e., LRC's).-

30 of these institutions are implementing Management
By Objective (400's) Systmns

This progrm.4js trained 1710 persons on campuses in.
the selecting, utilising and evaluating Of media resources

Scowl N75 tarsoni. on .these campuses nave been trained
in skills and techniques for developing their own
learning packmgeS



PSS

The Prows* Supnort Service (PSS) Zompoment of the TACTICS Program has
been responsTble for providing technical support in the areas of overa$1
orogrem and sir:vice plann1pi, development and delivery for the TACTICS Coordi-
nating-ManageMent Office as wen-as the individual c fronts. It has also

cipating collegs, the comoonents and their Assisting encisi, OE 'end other

Pled a major mole in keeping the lines Of tcomunicatio open between the parti-

bodies and ageeCles havtng an interest in the TACTICS 'Program.

To the above ends this compoment, over the last seven years, has been
responsible for, among other accomolishments, the following:

Program planning anddevelopment as relate to:

- Personnel and orosni.pitional devailopment
. (of the TACTICS ;mechanism)

Institutional Development

Institutional goal achievement

Developed. administered tiser-Istssiyzed need analysis as
related to the institutions served by TACTICS

Providwd teetnicalpsuoport to components in the develop-
ment of program vetoes

PreperediAnd published monthly newsletter during thii
period /.

Prepared 79 technical papers for the program ann ser-
vice olinning and delivery for the CND and components

Researched and surveyed minority college issues and
Problems

Provide technical assistance to 040 And components in
developing graphics for wriltn and visual comewnications

AAP '

The Academic Administratton Program (AAP) component of the TACTICS Prograri
Is resoonsibTe for working wIth the icadamic leadership pirsonnel of our campuset,
i.e., debartment heads, division chairpersons, aeademic deans, etc. Its specific
function has been to provide leadership And training experienceS for these per-
sonnel that will wnable them to do thw most effecti4 jobs in carrying.out their
academic leadership responsibilities on the several campuses.

Over the past seven years AAP has iroacted the colleges and universities'
concerned via the following accomplishments;

I. Served a total of 110 institutions

Ase $
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'During thii period interaCted with.5432 personnel
of these institatigns

.

Esteblished and aCtivatid kAP work teams on 47
campuses

Administered 60 Cost-Analysis/Cost-Effective studies

Completed analysis of cost studies for 35 institutions

Cost-Analysis um! by 35 institutions in:

.budget development
- program planning and development
- adjusting

Cooperated with the Sog;hern Association of Schools and
Colleges in accreditati4n process for 15 schools

Produced eight (8) oublicelins

HelPed 25 institutions revise tOclr faculty evaluation
and development procedures

Cooperated with the Southern Association of Schools and
Colleges in accreditation studies for 20 institutions

Cooperated with SOuthern Association of Schools and Colleges
in academic analyses for self,.study purposes for 20-insti-
tutions

MFFRP

This component, the Motor FoOdation and Federal Relations (MFFRP) ;nother
'component of the TACTICS Program was charged wi1F F41p4nq the institutions to
develop their skills in proposal developeRmt end Federal Agency relatiOns as a
means of achieving the obJective of getting more federal funds into these colleges
and 'universities.

This component, in carrying out its reponsibility, has engaged in the train-
ing of 0tvelopment Officers and Federal Relations Officers, and in more recent
tioes the training of institutional personnel in Federal Grants Management.

Some of its significant impacting achievements to date are reflected in
the statistics below:

Federal Relations Officers in these institution?
Increased from four (4) full-time ones in 1971 to
53 in 1979

The average number of proposals submitted Dy ach
institution in 1971 was 10,2'
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Ihe average numeeT of propcsali submitted in 1977
was 20.5 per institutivn

Percentage Of proposals submitted by.OE
institutions ih 1971 was O.

by these

Percentage of Proposals submitted to OE in 1977
was 73.5%

5/ Administrative Grant Councils formed

MOVA

The Mo/oniCAsortium on Admissions and Financial Aid (MCAFA), another com-
ponent of the TACTICS Program,ls concernee with helping personnel 04 the campuses,
who are responsible'for the Recruiting, Admissions an& Financial Aid onerations,
to improve their skills, technies and procedures,.to the end that they are able
tO present their.institutions more effectively to prospective students In the
face of rising competition from more and more historically white colleges and
universities, and the debilitating ffects of inflation on the capacities of
the principal student constituency to pay their own way in academia.

Over the seven years of this component's operation the following notable
achievements, among others, have been moted:

Between 1974 and 1976 some 55 colleges (77,5%)
reported increases in total enrollment (28
25 private

During this SW. period of time 53 colleges or (74.6%)
of these institutions reported increases in freshman
enrollment (27 public, 26 private)

Under the stimulation and leadership of this component
75% of the Aid Officers have developed or revised their
manuals of ooerations

Ninety (90%) of the Aid Officers reported having esta-
blished yearly Wanders for effectuating better manange-
want of Financial Aid activities

One ncndred percent (1005) of these institutions reported
Increases in on-camous activities and responsibilities
related to Financial Aid

Sixty three (63%); reported a decrease in the turn around
time attend nt to the financial aid oruceesinq and awards
notifications

Thirty five perceat (3551 of Aid OffIrers meported that
new nroceoures hid made for more effective use of their
budgets
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Eighty time Percent (82%) of the Institutions reported
Increases in the amount of federal monies received
for finanCial aid'

4elpid to develop end tesi. DE'Training'Program for
Finencial Aid Officers in 34 colleges and universTes
in North Carolina

Participated cooperatively with OE's Basic Grant Program
personnel in training onagram involving 32 Developing
Institutions

As hair been stated elsewhere in this document, the impact Items noted
herein have been selected. There are many more.

Evidences of Strengthened Institutions

. Increased' enrollment in Historically Black Colleges and giverslties
from 178.000 In 1971 to 215.000 in 1977

Increased degrees granted (AS's and BS's) from 24,000 per year In 1971
to 215.900 in 1978

90 four year-41storicelly Black Colleges and Universities account for
46t of Oki( grmduates

1866 nistorically White Colleges account for 55% of Blacks ritoelving
(BA and BS degrees)

Increased ability to attract Corporate and Foundation Funds (Increesed
by 58.7% between 1970-1977

-Change in Degree disciplines:

- 1,e.. decrease in degrees in Education from
46't In 1966 to 34% in 1973

- i.e., increase in Business and Menaqement from
a% in 1966 to 16% in 1973

. Gains in accreditetion from 65 in 1970 to 72 in 1976

Only one(1) of the 110 accredited colleges and universitiey closed in
the U.S. between 1970 and 1976 WAS historically slick,

04



. Folfil]ing tne R1. ofolo National Relogrce

Of the 597,01310 Slack College Alveni reported
inithe U.S.' Census Data

for the years 1973-74i

283,000 aro locited.in the states in the Satheast
Region Sangre tnewerSikit)e of the NSC's anci U's ars
located

119,Qii are located in the Northeast U.S.

- 114,000 are located in t Midwest
1

a1,000 are located in the st

aetter than one-half of all Slack colleges and university gratuates
ars located and serving outside of the Southeast Region

As a more specific xample of
productivity and quality as a National

resource, the following selected statistics from one institution of
the 460 and U community are cited:

- Enrollment 735

- l'oroduced prior to 1949:
a. 10 doctors, 10 dentists, 9 lawyers

w.

roduced between 1950 - 1959:
a. 21 doctors, 7 dentiSts, 2 lawyers

produced between 1960-1969!
a. 15 doctors. 3 dentists, 25 lawyers

Produced between 1970-
a. 12 doctors,-1 dentist. 9 lawyers

The Aistribution of the above noted professionals in the U.S.
is es follows:

- 21 dOctors and dentist are in Mississippi

Ji 58 cartons and dentist are in 23 other states

22 )wvrrs rt In Mississippi

- 23 lawyers are in the 13 ther states

Continuing productivity: Jhis same institution has in the Professional
colleoesand unlverSities today:

mt.
50 medical and dental students (2 mnd and dent
Schools including Meharry, Howard, Harvard, North-
western, etc.,

if) 4
4.# /
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15 in other Health professions

75 in law school

14 of tht 1978-79 class accepted hv some 73 med and
dent schools as of-t(Ts aate

Component Activity_Reports

The TACT/CS Progra* has attempted to keep a well documeeted record of its
program activities as well as its accomolishments.

Appendix A is a documentation cf the activities engaged in by the several
components in 1971-78. To get a feel for how ruch such activity hes teen
engaged in over the last three years (which have been similar in this regard)
multiply the figures pretented by three.

Publications

Another documentation procedure followed by the TACTICS Program has seen
the publishing and sharing of significant experiences in trIning and accom-
211shments as well as ohilosophical and theoretical renditltlans of orals
and-concerns oft the institutions being worked--.Lit.lu__ (See Appendix El)ir

tnstitution Being
Served in 1978-79

The institutions being served by the TACTICS Progrem in FY 1918-79 -ars to
be foOnd in Appendix, C.

TACTICS Programmatic Schema

, This chart depicts the several organizational units of the TACTICS Program
and how they inter relate (See APP4Indix D)

TACTICS Teem Approach To Team Operation

This shesna is illovitrative of how the TACTICS program and service develop-
ment and deivey processes are evolved and related to the colleges alpuniver-
sities partigipating in the TACTICS Program (See Appendix E)



Number of workshops, con-
ferences, cluster sessiOn,
ur wtsits.held

Number of persons attend-
ing or contacted

Number of institutions
represented

Nunber of campus person-
nel visitiny cocoment
office

Nult,er of telephone
consultations

r

WRITTEN CONMuNiCATIOns

letters and memos
Printed peices ard publi-

cations
Others

SUMMARY Of TACTICS COMPONENTS' ACTIVITIFS FOR 19/74178-

CAP MIS- MCAFA MfFRP LAAET AA 1410P TOTALS

36 49 45 22

468

43 289

3,444

850

667 i.3m 2,227 4,222 368 803

251 466 1,564 , 1,09 285 302

2 I 9

11,445

3,309

1,320

1

^ ,

I-

rrt-
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APPESDIX B

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TACTICS
' PUBLICATIOMS

1971 - 1978

COOPERATIVE ACADEMIC PLANKING (CAP)

Curricular Innovations in Historically Black CollegeS-and Universities, I..

Washington, D.C.: Institute for Services to Education, February, 1975, pp.54.
-4

CurriculJm Change in Black Colleges, Washington, D.C.: Institute for Services

to Education, May, 1972, pp. 179.

Curricului Chang, in Black Colleges, II., Washington. D.C.: Institute for

40, Services to Education, August, 1972, PP. 97.

Curriculum Change in Black Colleges III., WashingtOn, D.C.: Institute for

Services to Education. Kay 1973, pp. 156.

Curriculum Change in Black Colleges, IV., Washington, D.C.: Institute for

Services to Education, August 1973, pp. 219.

Curriculum Change in Black Colleges, V., Washington, P.C.: Institute-for

Service's to Education, December, 1973, PP. 99.

Curriculum Change in Black Colleges VI., Washington, D.C.: Institute for

Services 'to Education, June, 1974, pp. 130.

Curriculum Change in Black Colleges VII., Washington, D.C.: Institute for

Services to EdUcation, August, 1974. pp. 162.

Curriculum Change in Slack Colleges VIII.., Washington, D.C.': Institute for

Services Ao Education, September, 1974, pp. 137.

Curriculum Gocument Preparation and Team Development, Washi ton, D.C.

Institute for Services teEduca212. Joe, 1975, pp. 92.

txng Range Adadimic Planning. Washinoton, D.C.': Institute for Services to

Education, March, 1175, 0.67.

Managing Change in pevelopinq Institutions: A Report on Cooperative Açademic

Planning and Management Information. Systems Seminar on Planning, Management

and Evaulation of the Educational Process, Pashington. D.C.: Institute for

Services to E'ducation, April. 1976, pp. 75.
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATIDN SYSTEMS (MIS)

v

Degrees Granted and Enrollment Trends in Historically Black Colleges: Eight

Year Sttidy

-

Impact of the Thirteen College Curriculum Program on Graduating Seniors

Student Financial Aid - Two Analyies

march 1473, FtnanCial Aid: Who Needs It7, Vol. 1, NO. 1, Linda J. Lambert

July 1973, 1411w/for Grith in Rapidly Chen:ling Institutions. Val. 1, Me. 2.

.Jesse Ingram and Georgiann Haslag.

Septemben,1973, Banks: Colleges--A'Joint Undertaking, Vol. 1, No. 3.. Thoisas 0.

. Cgrebc.

December 1973, Szstems Analysis Approach to Academic Planning, Part 1, Vol. 1,

No.4.. Joel 0. Nwagloaroacha.

Januery 1974, Systems Analysis Approach to Academic Planning, Part II., Vol. 2.

No. 1, Joel 0. Nwagbaroacha.

January'1974, SyStems Analysis.iipproach to Academic Planning, Part III, Vol. 2,

No. 2. Joel kwagbaroacha.

March 1.975, Preliminary.Fall 1974 Enrollment in,iiistorically Black Colleges.

Vol. 3, tlo. 3, Linda J. Lambert.

April 1975. The College Endowment Fundina Plja,,..11e. 3, No. 4, Frederick D.

Patterson.

September 1975, A Profile of Survey Data on Instructional Computing Systems in

Minority Institutions. Vol. 3, No,. 54 Clinton E. Jones and Eric Von Stearns.
-1

MaY 1976, Considerations in the Development of Questionnaires for Student Evaluation

of Services., Vol. 4. No. 2, Joseph Turner.

February 1977, Preliminary Fall 1976 Enrollment in iistorically Black Colleges.

Vol. 5, No. 1.

'Education Data Elements Dictionary, Septentier 1973, James A. Welc& and Linda J.

Laibert.



Management Informatioe Systems, HEGIS-eased Institutional Reporting System. Revision 1,
E. Schick

CooperatIle Academic Planning, Agency for International Development (AID) and
Black Colleges, J. Ryan -

Cooperative Academic Plannieg Student Options in Shortening Their Educatifon,
R. Wolverton

Cooperative Academic Planning, Faculty Worklpad, E. Schick'

Cooperaeive Academic Plenniee. Early Ceildhood Educators: An Undergraduate
Career Preparation Model. Staff

Cooperative Academic Planning, Con,tinuing Education for Adults, E. Welden

Cooperative Acadmeic Planning. Developing an Honors Program, M. Haines and A. Collins

CooieratiVe Academic Planning, Long-Ranee Planning Outline, J. R. Edwards

Cooperative Academic Plannimg, College Cae Study: Presenting the Case far
Colleges. E. Liderimalne

Cooperative Academic Planning,,Improving College Teaching: Guidelines for Faculty
Development and Evaluation, Staff

Cooperative Acedemic Planning, Implications for Academic Planning, staff

Cooperative Academic Planning, A Sceneriolr an Approach to Developing Compuni-
cations and Learning Skills at Entry L vels, Staff

'1972

Management Information Sysbmns, MEGISeBased College Management Reports w/ Multi-
Year Trends, Staff

Management lhformation Systems. Supplementary HEQIS Coordination Matrices for
Lieraries, Facilities, Institutional Characteris-tics, Income and Expendi-
tures Data. Staff

Kanagenent Information Systems, HEMS-Based College Management Reports with Multi-
Year,Tren4s, Revisien I (Phase I), Staff

Cooperative AcAdemic Planning., The 4-1-4 Calender Plan, Staff

Cooperative Academic Planning, Special Programs to Increase Minority Enrollment,
S. Spellman and Y. Mix

, Cooperative Aeademic PlanninetQuarter System to Semester System, E -SchiCk

Cooperative Academic Planning, A Proposed Yedel for Training Teachers of
Adults, E. 'Olden

Cooperaiive,Academic Planning, Curriculum Evaluation, Staff

TACTICS Program, TACI:cs Annual Penort. 1971-1972,
Staff

4,
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'LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION el0 EDUCATIONAL TECNNOLOGY (LA/ET)

LitJary Administration and Educational Technology Program Rrochures

A Study of Needs and,Media Activftits oflibraries and/or Learning Resource

Centsr5 of Parttcipelptinc-Insti,tations in the TACTICS/LA7ET Program

A Self-Evaluation Instrument i'or Evaluating Libraries and/or Learning Resource

Center Program in Small Colleges and Universities

Management Ry Objectives and the Academic Library and/or Learning Resource

Center

AMAGEMEMT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM (Sample Listing)

TACTICS II Annual Repdrt, 1975

Resource Management and Institutional Development, 1977

Managepent Development Program Conference Report, 1976

Atitutional Program Review: Milestone Determinatiol;, 1977

Institutional Program Review: An Interaction Model, 1917

Management SyStems InventWy. 1915
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MOTON CONSORTIUM OM AOM SSIONS AND FINANCIAL AID (MCAFA)

MCAFA Pmvsletter

SOtember. 1978
October, 1974
November, 197,8

-December, 1978
January, 1979 .

Publications

Financial Aid at a Glance
MCAFA PecrUitment Manual
The Moton Guide to American Colle(yis wt,th a Bk Heritage
MCAFA 1776-79 Directory of Admissions and Fine ial Aid Officers

Institutional Infos

0113 "Interim Final Regulations foe SEOG, CW-S and NDSL: A Narrative,
Summary"

4114 "SEOG. CW-S, NDSL Closing Dates Set"

4115 "OE Extends GSL'Comment Period"

f116 "Phase III Implementation of Project Cross-Chect In the GSLP"

0117 ','Need Analysis Systems for NDSL, CW-S andSEOG"

0118 "OC Sets Closing'Date for Title III Applications",

0119 "Veteran Educatiom Entitlement Negulatiori'Proposed"

0120 "Immigration And Naturalization Service PUblishis Final Rule on
Nonimmigrant Students"

0121 "DE Extends Closing Dates for Corrections of SEOG, CW-S and NDSL"

4122 "OE Sets Application Deadline Dates for State Student Incentive
Grants and State Student Financial Assistance Training Programs"

0123 "OF Guidelines for Determining Priority Program Reviews in Financial

4124 "OE Extends Application aeadline Dates for Upward Bound-Veterans
Projects'

' 0125 "VA Announces Education Proposals for New Vets"

Technical Assistance Briefs

0101 'Student Consumer Information Services:- A Narrative Summary"

0102 "Proposed General Provisions or StudentsAssistance Programs"
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PROGRAM SUPPORT SERVICES (PSS)
(University Associates-Assistinn Agency)

Technical Assistance Papers, Reports. &ad Presentation Materials
Prepared fin TACTICS Components and/or tho TACTICS Coordinating
Management Office:.

1971

1. .Manageiesit Information Systems, Design Of A Management Inform-
ation System Conference, C. Chambers

2. Management Information Systems, Ra.preSantative Small Scale
Computers and Terminals For Cwepus-Based MIS, C. Cliambevs

3. Management Information System', A Synopsis Of A Total System
,For Admission, Registration, Financial Aid, Planning, Budget-
ing And Accountihg tor Colleges, haff

4. Management Information Systees, Guidalinas For Information
.

Services Plan. Staff

Management Information Systems . Outline Por Computer Planning.
C.-Chambars

6. Management 1:iformation Systems, HEGIS-Based Institutional
Reporting Syetem. E. Schick

7. Management Information Systems, PPBS Bibliographil, J. Ryan

V. Management Information Systems MEGIS-Based Institutional
Reporting System, Revision I. E. 4chick

9. Cooperative Academic Planning, Agency Tor International Develop-
ment (AID) And Black Collings:, Ryan

10. Cooperative Academic Planning. *Student Options In Shortening
Their Education, R. Wolverton

11. COoperativMAcadamic Planning, Facult/ Workload. E. Schick

1. Cooperative Academic Planning, Early Childhood Educators: An
Undergraduate Career Preparation Model, Staff

13. Cooperative Academic Planning, Coritinuing Educ&tion For Adults,
E. Weldon

14. Cooparstivo Academic Planning. Developing An Honors Program,
M. Haines and A. Collins

s .
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15. Cooperative Academic Planning, Long-Rang. Planning Outline,
J.R. Edwards

Cooperati4e Academic Planning,
The Case For Colleges, E. Lindemann

17. Cooperative Acidemic Planning, Improving Colleg Machin:
Guidelines for Faculty Development and EvafUation, Staff

18. Cooperative Academic Pi.aaning, Implications For'Academic
Planning, Staff

19. Cooperative Acadmic, Planning, A Scenario for an A.proach to
Developing Communications and learning Skills at nty Levirs,
staff

1972

20. Managemant Information Systams, REGIS-Sased Collage Management 3.0-
port.7, w/,Multi-Year Trends, Staff

21. Management Information Systems, Supplementary HiGISlloordination
ation Matrices For Libraries, Facilities, Institutional Char-
acteristics, Income and Expenditures Data, Staff

22. Managiment Information Systams, HEGIS-Based College Management
Reports With Multi-Year Trends, Revision I (Phase I), Staff

23; Cooperative,Acadamic Planning, The 4-1-4 Calendar Plan, Staff

24. Cooperatiye Academic P,Ianning Special Programs To Increase
Minority enrollment, S. Spellman and Y. Nix

25. Cooperative Academic Planning, Quarter System To Semester System,
"t. Schick

2%. Cooperative Academic Planning, A Rroposed Model For Training
Teachers Of Adults, E. Walden

27. Cooperative ACademic Planning, Curriculum Evaluation, Staff

28. TACTICS Program, TACTICS Annual Report, 1971-1972, Staff

1973

29. TACTICS Program, TACTICS Brochures, Staff

30. TACTICS Program, TACTICS Annual Report, 1-972-1973, Staff

31. Cooperative Academic Planning, Improving College Teaching:
Guidelines For Faculty Development ind Evaluation, Staff

a
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32. Cooperative Academic Planning, LOnci-RangePlanning Outline, Staff

33. Coopetative Academic Planning, A Scenorio For An ApproaCh
To Developing Communications And Learning gkills At-Entry Level's,
Staff

34: CoOperative Academic Planning, Knowledg and Learning: Im-
alications For Academic Plamning, Staff

35. TACTICS Program, TACTICS Presentation to the U.S. Office of
Education, 1973:-X-Report, Staff'

36. Motan Consortium For Admiesions alnf Financial.Aid. Manual For
Consultants. Staff

37. Moton Consortiam For Admissions and Financial Aid,.Pocket
Di estof the Heaton Guide To American Colleges With A Black
eritage. W.B. Seiniger

34: Management Information Systems, Data Elements DictionarY,Staff
in collaboration witl MIS staff

1974

39. Cooperative Academic Planning, Career Programs: Issues ahd
Problems; W.B. Soiniger

40.. Cooperative Academic Planning, The Elemmnts Of Proposal
Writing. R.M. McCarthy

41. Cooperative Academic Planning. Interdisciplinatity In The
Undergraduate College Curriculum, A.W.'Bradin

42, Cooperative AcademiC Planning, Cooperative Education, E. Bacon

43. Cooperative Academic Planning. The Role Of The College Develop-
ment Office, R.M. McCarthy

44. TACTICS Program, TACTICS Annual Report, 1973-1974,Staff

1975

45. Cooperative Academic Planning, Competency-Based Education,
Aldrich and A.A. Schmeider

46, Cooperative Academic Planning, A Guide To The Preoaration Of
Teaching Modules, L.R. >teeth

47. Cooperative Academic Planning, General Education in an Egali-
tarian Society. E. Bacon

45-914 0 - 79 15



48. Cooperative Atademic Plenning, The Role df The Institutional
Research Office, D.D. Smith

49. Cooperetive Academic Planning, A Guide For Establishing A.
Developmental Reading Program, E.R. Meath

50. Capoperative Academic Plenning, The Developeent Of Faculty
Authority and the Role Of the Department Chairman in Amer-
ican Colleges, A.W. Braden

51. Cooperative Academic Plenning, Multi-Cultuxal Programs and
Black Collges, Z. Bacon

32. Cooperative Academic Planning. Establishing a Department of
Media Communications , X. Kraui

53. COoperativmAcadimic Planning. A Survey Of Interest In,Career
Education Programs On The Part Of raditionally Black Colleges,
W.I. Seiniger

54. Cooperative Academic planning, The Role Of The President's
Office. F.A. Bose

55. TACTICS Program. TACTICS II Program, 1975, Staff

1976

56. TACTICS Program, The Career Development PrOpni, W.B. Seiniger

57. TACTICS Progra.M. Directory of .outhern Foundations Interested
in Higher Education. L. McCarthy

SiL TACTICS Program. Series: Contribution-To-Objectives Matrix

Task drganization and Development of
a Master Plan

Preparing Work Statements

W.B. Seiniger

1977

59. Moton Consortium on Admissions and Financial Aid, Some Hish-
light4 Of The A/tin Study Of Dropouts and Implications For
.The Black Colleges D.D. Smith and W.B. seiniger

60. Cooperative Academic Planning, Careers In Personnel Management
and Labor Relations, W.B. Seiniger

61. Cooperative Academic Planning. Liberal Arts and Career Educ-
ation. FA. Rose and W.B. Seiniger
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62. Pholps-Stokas Fund, Management Development Program. Resource
Manageoent and Institutional Advancement, T. Glover

63. Fholps-Stokes Fund. Management Development Program, An Inter;
actiRn Model, W.A.'Seiniger and G. Stokes

64. phelpe-Stokes Fund, Management Development Program, Milestone
Determination asd Eatablishment Of Performance Crittiari7----
K. Price.I. Raiford. and W.A. Seiniger

65. Cooperative Academic Planning, Career Manpower Pro,actions,
R. Pellisier and W.2. Sminiger

66. Phlps-Stoks Fund, Management Development Program, Account-
ability As An Inatitutional System:'"The Case_Of River,College,

Seiniger and G. Stokes

67. Phelps-Stokes Fund, Managoment,Dovelopment Prograft, Account-
ability As A Change Agent: The Calm Of Delta Colloge747,37--"-
Seiniger and G. Stokes

1978

6.8. TACTICS Program, 1978 Csp.sbilities Statement, T. GloVer

69. Academi Administration Program, Translation (S.weish To Englishl.
Faculty Development Manual I, L. rapinosa

70. .Academic Administration Program, Translation (Spanish To:English)
Faculty Development Manual II, L. Espinosa

71. TACTICS Program, Boston Partnership Case Study, J. Radasch
.

72. TACTICS Program, The Implications For Historically Slack Univ-
iversitiss and Colleges Of The Loss Of Identity and Mission
Inci2ent To their Effective Absorption Bv HistoricallY White
fUbliclnstitutions, A.M. Braden

73. TACTICS Program, TACTICS Cluster Conferences Evaluation Summary,
Staff

74. TACTICS. Program, Higher Education Based On Meeting Societal
Need,. W.B. Seiniger

75. TACTICS Program, Funding Delays Impact Study, 1978, Staff

76- -Cooperative Academic Plenning-,. Minorities' Ih-engineerino,
T. Glover

77 Cooperative Academic Planning. Career Opportunities in Chem-
istry and Chemical Engineering, T. Glover

I.
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7. Moton Federal and Foundation Relations Program. Directory
of Southern Foundations Interested In Higher education. 1979 .

Staff, Now At Printers)

1972-Present: TACTICS Monthly Newsletter

(10 issues a year; present circulation 1200)
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APPENDIX C

LISTING COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

BEING SERVED BY TACTICS

HISTORICALLY BLACK caLECES AN)

Alabama State University (Ala.)
Albany State College (Ga.)
Alcorn State University (Miss.)
Allen University (S.C.)
Barber-Scotia College (N.C.)
Bishop State Junior College (Ala.)
Cheyney State College (Pa.)
Claflin College (S.C.)
Coahoma Junior College (Miss.)
College of the Virgin Islands
Coppin State College (Md.)
Durham College (N.C.)
Edward Waters College (Fla.)
Elizabeth City State University (N.C.)
Florid,' Memorial College (Fla.)

Harris Stowe College (Mo.)
Huston-Tillotson Collage (Tex.)
Jarvit Christian College (Tex..)
Knoxville College (Tenn.)
Lane College (Tenn.)

Langston University (mo.)
Lawson State Community College (Ga.)
LeMoyneOwen College (.Tenn.)
Lewis College of Business (Mich.)
Livingstone College (N.C.)

uNIVERSITIIS_ MING suu By TAQT10

meco Kin Harlem College (N.Y.)
Medgar Evers College (U.T.)
Mississippi Valley State University(Miss.)
Morris College (S.e.)
Morristown College (Tenn.)
Nairobi College (Calif.)
North Greenville College (S.C.)
Oakwood College (Ala.)
Paine College (ga.)
Paul Quinn College (Tex.)
Philander Smith College (Ari.)
Saint Paul's College (Va.)
Saint Philip's College (Tex.).
Shaw College at DetroitiMich.)
Southern University (New Orleans) (Lei
Southern University (Shreveport) (La.)
Southwest COmmunity,College (Tex.)
Southwestern Christian College (Tex.)
Stillman College (Ala.)
Talladena 011ege (Ala.)
University of Maryland (F.S.) (Md.) s

Utica Junier College (Miss.)
Wiley Col4ege (Tex.)
Winston-Selem State University (N.C.)

HISTORICALLY WHITE COLLEGES Aft UNIVERSITIES BEING SERVED 6 TACTICS

Columbus Colrege (Ga.)
Concordia College (Ore.)
Chadron State Collece (Neb.)

.
Newberry College (I.C.)
Reinhardt College (Ga.)

HISTORICALLY HISPANIC COLLEGES AMC UNIVERSITIES BEING SERV& BY TACTICS

Bayamon Central University (P.R.)*
Catholic University of P.R.(P.R.)*
Colegio Universitario del Turabo (P.R.)*
Inter-American University (P.R.)*
Puerto Rico Junior College (P.R.)*
University of the Sacred Heart (P.R.)*
World University *(P.R.)

*(Puerto.Rico)
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So'me of the Principal

'ources of informstion
Contained In-This DOCUMent

1. HEW News Release (Friday, March 26, 1971)

2. TACT?c Annual Reports covering years 1471-1973.4

3. TACTICS nnual Reports for 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977, and 1978

4. United Negro College Fund Research Report (January, 1979)

5. First Annual Report of the National Advisory Committee on Black Higher
Education and Black Colleges and Universities (June 1978)

6. -NAFEO Report to President Jimmy Carter, Auoust 18, 1978

7. The Institute for Services to Education Report on Historically 8144
Collep Enrollment (February 19, 1979)

8. NAFEO's Position Paper "Enhancing MFEO's Effectiveness to Serve Black
Higher Education"(April 27. 1978)

9. Institute for Services to Education's Profile of Enrollment§ in Histarica11Y
Black Colleas (Fall 1979)

10. AnnualA4;ports of TACTICS Component AAP, MOP, MFFRP, CAN' MIS, MCAFA, PSS,ii L

11. U.S. Department of Commerce Census Bureau 1973-74, and 1976

12. The Office of Education
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INTRODUCTION

TACTICS is a coneonium of noncy-sponsored components that provide programs,
and services wIllich have been root/sated by the daveloping institaations participating in the

Office of Education's Basic Institutional Development Program WIDP). TACTICS services
mist the institutions to intros's shier resources, improve management, and continue to
ffactivaly *ducat* thoir share of Amorica's youth, including large numban of dliadvantagsd
students.

TACTICS is a problem-solving organization, oriented toward goal achievemont It
brings to each institutioital problam and eedh institutional goal an overall systams approach
with neeourcee and export's* In each of the major areas of academic administration and
institutional managemsnt

Through directly with all levels of administration and faculty at participa
ting colleges and u ivarsities, the TACTICS components have provided substantial anistancs
in professional development institutional devalopment, and accountability methodology.

This document discusses 1) the caPabilitiss of each component, 2) the programs,
services and accomplishments of the compononts as thay served as many as 107 collages and
univeretias a year since 1971, and 3) the history and onjanization of the TACTICS con-
sortium.
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HISTORY

TACTICS Wil formally initiated Gn March 26, 1971, as a major Instrument for assisting

predominantly black colleges end universities to make the academic and administrative
changes that, would enable-them to continua their mission as a vital, unique national educa-
tional rosaarce. Despite the increased opportunities open to black citizens in an evolving
society, it is clear that for ,a long tkne to come the historically black institutions must con-
tinua -to exert leadership in education to help black men and ivomen compete in today's
society.

Backing by the U.S. Office of Education for the creation of TACTICS was a part of the
federal government's recognition of the need established by NAFEOHE (the Nationel Assoc-

iation for Equal Opportunity in. Higher Education, the organization of black college pres-
idents) far greater federal support toblack institutions.

The historically black collages needed technical assistance in many areas of their opera-

tions but did not have funds to obtain the assistance; the expertise to plan, develop, and
deliver needed programs and services; nor sufficient free administrative time to monitor
such a large-scale program. Five Assisting Agencies with proven record, of contributions to
these colleges were asked to provide the necessary programs and services.

The Phelps-Stokes Fund, the Ingnituto for SerViCS1 to Education, the United Board for
College Development, the Robert R. Moton Memorial Institute, end University Associates,
inc., Awe kwited by7the.presjdariti of the hietorically black collages to-caebonte in the
delivery ot, assistance in the areas tha presitents had Outlined:

Assistance to-

1 ) Secure more federal funds

21 Bring about needed academic reforms

3) Institute improved development and management systems
4) Improve recruiting and admissions procedures

5) Revise and change curricular offerings

6) Establish effective data mansigemant systems

7) Provide technics{ support to get these tasks accomplished

In June, 1974. TACTICS complettd its original three-year funding span. During this
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period, the consortium concentrated its resourcis on Programs addressing "Professional
development," helping collage pommel to acquire the skills, techniques and insights which
would enable them to bring &Bout the needed changes on their campuses.

TACTICS II, the second three-Ater span of the program, addreseed "institutional devel-

opment:' This phase of the TACTICS prow= recognized that no problem within an ins-
titution 'is without relationship to itsother problems and that resolution of problems within
an institution must be approached with teamwork at several levels.

The third three-year span, now in progress, aims to increase institutional productivity

through the use of better institutional end accountability procedures. The major emphasis
hare on the attainment of program and institutional goals and the documentation of
ech ievemont.

Though the TACTICS program was established to serve the historically black institu-
tions, the problems of developing institutions are not confined to any ono group. In recent

years, both Puerto Rican and historically white collages and universities have Joined and are
very active with the consortium.
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FUNCTIONS AND INTERRELATIONSHIPt -

OF VARIOUS TACTICS ELEMENTS

The TACTICS program Is actually a consortium of consortia. On each level of organ-
Llitionf getteral entities cooPerati toward a common goal:

The TACTICS Policy Board'is the governing body. It consista of representative
or members of present and former TACTICS institutions, the Anisting Agen Cy. heads,

' end the director of the TACTICS Coordinating-Management Office. The Policy
toard eats direction and determines policy for the TACTICS oPeretion.

The five Assisting Agencies participate an the Policy Board end .work in conjunc-

tion with the Coordinating Collages to oversee the operations of the eight com-
ponents.

The five Coordinating Colleges 1) receive and account for the expenditure of
funds, 2) report the fiscal and programmatic activities of theTACTICS compo-

nents to the Office of Education, and 3) work together to assist the, components
in planning sod coordinating component activities.

The.,Coordinating-Management Office gives leediership to the develoPment end
delivery of appropriate programs and services to the colleges, coordinates all TAC-
TICS efforts m the interest of the coliews, develops periodic reports on TACTICS
program efforts, maintains communication and informationflow, and holds Policy
Boartl meetings.

The seven service components assess the needs of the participating colleges and

universities, then plan and deliver the appropriate programs and services via site
visits, conferences, workshops, telephone consultations, etc. The one remaining

component alesisu the CoordinatingManagement Office in overall program plan-
ning and development and provides individual assistance to the seven SOTVICII com-

ponents.

The sixty-three colleges and universities now participating in ,the TACTICS pro-
. grant torm.ancither consortium level as they astial one another while participating

in the component programs. Institutional personnel who have achieved high levels

of competency in a given area often are engaged by the components to serve as

cohabitants to help other:Institutions.
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COMPONENT CAPABILITIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS

MIS

'Management information Systems is the TACTICS program working to improve the
effectiveness of information 'flow on the campuses. The MIS Directorate, a corporate
program offered by tha institute for Services to Education for TACTICS, applies sci-
entific techniques to facilitate decision-makkog within the College end university environ-

ment. The management supports generated by the Directorate represent a broad ranos of

technical resources available to developing Institutions. Them supports are biased on an
elawn-year experience with the black colleges and similar daveioping institutions.

The MIS Dkectorats essesses existing information systems. Offen counsel, and assists

institutions in developing lono-rangs pions for total information systems capability, in-
cluding stiffing configurations and modification ent acquisitions of hardwere/software
paCkages. General models of information systems are deveioped, which ars used in &vet-
opkig institutionel date bases, transactional systems and comprehensive inform/bon ay*
terns tattered to the needs of institutions.

The MIS Directorate critiques documents formulated by the colleges that are related

to information systems development (e.g., proposals, document*, long-range plans). The

Directorate maintains a longitudinal data base of 460 selected inttitutionai parameters try

means of an annual Fall data collection across all participating developing institutions.

Throucii the Liae and maintenance of this data base on historically blick collages and
Other- deveksOing inStitutions;the MIS Directorate publishes trend analysis ?ports and
responds to queries from colleges.

General and specialized ,conferenalliyioncshops and other forms of training and
brieng 'programs are 'offered try the Disilltorate. In summary, the services offered by .

MIS are these:

MIS Orientation

MIS Development

Oats Sass Definition and Development %

Tranuctional Information Systems Development
System Evaluation



Model Development

Documents:ion Review

MIS Toole

Resterch Profiles

Statistical Reports

lame Papers

Recognizkig the increasing need for MIS services at TACTICS Collages facing
diminished financial resources, the MIS program is designed to achieve high impact levels
with each partidpeting institution.

. SWIM/ colleges utilized the MIS Directorate to evaluate computer acquisition
propOsals. it was determined that the pmposele did not respond to the needs of
the coliagee The atcwieition actions welt therefore deferred, resulting in the
Institutions' avoidance of buying equipmenT that would not properiy serve their
needs and saving an estimated MAXI.

"Cough consultation with one college, the MIS Directorate provided advice in
the design of a new Information system for tha college. As a illitilt of this dig*,
the scheduiing Of a computer installation wes delayed by at least six months,
saving the college about SWAM

Mississippi Velley.$tate Univenity Nal provkiad tachnics4 assistance in the design
of a PPEIS (Program Planning and Budgeting System).

Jarvis Christian College utilized the Directorate to streamline its manual registra-

dOn lirpcees. Tho new registration system save; time and energy for both faculty
and students.

North Carolina Alta University, the Puerto Rican MIS Consortiurn, Paine College,

and Wiley Collage are using MIS to facilitate data base deveiopment at their ins-
titutions.

One college was provided with.operational Procedures and job descriptions for the

establishment of the long range planning office and the management information
systems off ice.

242
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Scud lern University in New Orleans asked the MIS Directorate to provide a
trning program for support personnei. This service resuited in increased office
efficiency and improved *sprit de corps.

Among many other accomplishments, the MIS Directorate has assisted in the es-

tablishment of 36 institutional research offices and produced 12 research publications,
2600 copies of which have been dieraminated.

CAP

The Cooperative Academ'ic Planning program, sponsored by the Institute for Serv-

,, Ices to Education, assists TACTICS institutions in developing and implementing new

curricula and in updating existing courses of study. CAP meets an institution's indivi-
dual needs for short, medium, and long range academic program planning in coordination

with the institution's plan.

The CAP program:

SWIMS as a catalyst for curricular change, improvement, development, and assess-

ment upon academic departments and divisions.

By a comprehensive team approach with other TACTICS components, integrates

chsnges in existing majors and freshmen studies, and develops new majors, learn-

ing resource centers, etc.

Helps optimize curriculum decision-making by assisting institutions in the devel- ,

opment of sound planning, programming and management techniques.

Hips strengthen institutional awareness and capability in ongoing 'systematic
academic planning, recognizing that a hohstic view of planning promotes a syn-

thesized analysis of goals and objectives.

Keeps institutions abreast of new alternatives th ontribute to the improvement

of educational practice.

Helps institutions develop objectively verifiable indicators and evaluative methods.

4, -934 - I. t
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Helps design cooperative short-range, medium-range, and long-range plans with

the collages and universities that will lead to the so:abllshment of accountability
based planning schemata, focusing on academic divisions.

Provides opportunities fof the participating coileges and universities to evolve
feasible techniques which will enable them to allocate limited mouton more
efficiently into the total academic program.

Encourages and assists in the development of innovative learning 'environments
for studants.

Provides technical assistance and papers in a variety of academically related arms
(kg:, new majors, evaluation strategist, faculty performance evaluation, etc.).

Provides COM itiVa and other supportive sovites to those colleges and universities

that are at varying stages of institutional davaopment. Spedial saviors will be
available to those institutions that are far into the process of developing matter
plans.

Although the concept of planning has myriad interpretations, the CAP program
yams planning as a process by which a college or univariity defines its mission, overall

goals and specific objectives, and subesquently designs quantifiable means to attain them.

Based upon the increased demands on institutions for programmatic and fiscal account-
abty, the CP program has designed a comprehensive service delivery system which
assists tiin ki4qtyyzg, woys to affectuate comprationieve mod systsmark pima:
ning constructs'. The CAP program's delivery system encompasses the following thrustsf'

1. Research and technical peey development

2. Individual institutional
WOrklelep and consortial

4. Systematic approach to planning, and

5, Program evaluation/management 7

CAP has influenced 109 curriculum changes within TACTICS colleges and univer-

sities, and 115 schools have engaged in curriculum planning with CAP. 115 curriculum

planning turns have been formed, and 14 curriculum change publications have boon
developed. 2,568 campus personnel were involved in curricular planning, implementa-
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tion and evaluation with CAP. 4,173 copies of major publications have been distributed

to the developing institutions` curriculum planners. CAP hem aeslited some collages with

malsivre reorganization and curriculum modification, Who Woad establish Weekend
Colleges and numerous other innovative programs and participated in a study commission

to determine how one university could become a "spacial purpose" iatution for urban
programming.

The CAP. personnel ers ever cognizant of the importance of accountability and
therefore have daegned strategies and methods to determine the effectiveness and
fficiency of its programmetic operations in meeting ,the needs of the educatienal ins-

titutions it selves. The key elements of the CAP program's evaluation process are these:

1. Clarification of service detiVery design

2. Asseament of progress (formative)

3. Assessment of process objectives (activities)

4. Review

5. External evaluation

LAIET

The Library Administr)tion and Educational Technology progratn provides assist-
ance to TACTiCS collages and universities in improving library administration and in
establishing programs of. educational technpl,ogy. This TACTICS component, sponsored

b'y the runtisci Board for C011age D.velcprnint, issistiicUits in firidgiiirg.the 4WD-between

educational needs and financial resource' through the Planned IIPPlication df dew inetruc-
tional technoiogy. The LA/ET program promotes the development of learning resources

centers and the use of media in teaching and learning. The program also emphasizes the

improvement of management "skills necessary to operate an efficient, effective Qbrary,

media or learning resources center.

LA/ET has misted in the daveiopment of 45 learning resources centers and media

canters; 15 learning resources canters are in the planning stages. 63 educational tech-

nology teams have been organized on.TACTICS campuses. Over 1800 persons have been

trained at. LA/ET and on-campus workshops, and in-service training sessions on the
Leelection, utilizatio71, application, dissemination, productic; and evaluation of haniware/

e
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software media. Presently, 18 programs am being designed, developed and/or implement-

ed in the organizational management of the library, media center or learning nssources
canier, utilizing systems of 14,480 (Management By Objecthres)..'

AAP

Under the auspices of the United Board for Wive Development, TACTICS'
Academic Administration Program works to strengthen tha academic administrative
leadership of the participating collages by assisting academic administrators to 1) solve
problems of academic management based an the Principle of developing teem leadership
(with emphasis on role definition, communication skills, problemlio/ving competencies.

etc.), and 2) develop pnd demonstrate academic managemait capabilities in the foiiowing
areas:

1. Academic long-range planning

2. Academic program budgeting and cost analysis
3. Staff and faCulty recruitment and evaluation
4. Role and function of academic menagers
5. Academic policy. making

6. Academic otganization
7. Processes for curriculum clings
B. Interpersonal communication and problem-soMng skills
B. Fiscal, legal and progammatic accountability

Of central significance to the progrem is the staff of consultants who conduct
campus wcirkshops and participate in inter-institutional as well as staff development sem-
inars. Consultants ars assigned to institutions on the basis of current need; hence, an

assignment may be extended or brief. 0

The undergirding thrust of the Academic Administration Program, is to increase

institutional goal performance and accountability, in order to insure the stability of the
institutions ;Jul their survival as viable educational facilities. Some of the program
objectives emerging from this approach to service by the AAP ate listed as follows:

1. To encourage horizontal rather than vertical academic administration, I.e., to
broaden the administrative base through greater involvement of middle-revel



administrators.

2. To eseist in establishing administrative and faculty development evaluation
procedures.

3. To assist in improving managemem and administrative procedures through
acaderMc team development.

4. To develop academiciaivisernent processes.

5. To develop specific produres and guidslinee for using academic program costs,
student outcomes, and faculty evaluation results in decision-making processes.

6. To assist colleges in understanding -the legal requirements of accountability.

7. To' establish and facilitate the linkages ,and interrelationships inherent in the
PME system.

8. To promote perfomunce-based budgeting_

The Academic Administrition Prograni Proposes distinct and differential activities in
achieVing the objectives set forth. These activities are designed to meet the needs of the
colleges participating in the prograin by addressing academic decisiomaking in 1) cost-

,'
efficiency and cost-effectiveness inelysis, 2) legal accountability in academic decision-
making, 3) 'design and management of faculty evaluation and development, and 4) the
role of academic administration in planning, managepent and evaluation activity to assist
colleges in moving toward Advanced Institutional Developinent status.

Thirty-seven colleges have completed the various stages of cost-eff iveness analysis
with the Academic Administration Program. Eleven publications have produced and
distributed among participating institutions.

MDP

Thdr Management Development Program component of TACTICS was established in
1971 with the Phelps-Stokes Fund 'serving as the Assisting Agency. From that time ru
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forward, the focus of MOP hap been the development of comprehensive management

systems and coordinated team skills in the administration of developing institutions.

;
MOP achieves its purpose through administering workshops, conferences, cluster

training seminars and campus visitations to train the institutions administrative staff In

such areas as value analysis, purchasing systems, advanced management techniques,

effective executive communications, maintenance. management and executive secretarial

development. MOP conducts a direct mailing service, distributing topresicants and
development officers selected management articles from proressional litareture.

MOP has edreilnistered the Management Systems Inventory (MS1) to more than SO

TACTICS institutions for the purpose of assessing their management structtires in order
to help these institutions effect positive change. The MSI gives a picture of the institu-

tion as it is viewed from several levels within the collage community. The resultant

reports of the MSI outline the strengths and weaknesses of institutions' management
systems end recommend varying approaches for improvement The data gathered by the

MSI has proved to be a very valuable tool in planning for TACTICS service delivery to
institutiohs.

The Management Developmeht Program is cOncerned with institutional aevelop-

mint concentrating on the following areas:

1. Need for additional funds

2. Competition for enrollment
3. Need for Long Range Planning System

4. Resource Management

5. Communications and analytic information flow

6. Leadership and executive -team development

7. Management process to facilitate curricular applications

8. Market research for techniques for curricular development

9. Organizational relations
1 0. Performance evaluations

In 1976-77, MDP focused its attention on "Planning for Enrollment" and "Com-
prehe'nsive Management Planning." Service delivery was administered in the form of
Management systems inventohes, management conferences, workshops, and management

technical assistance.
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1977-78, MDP identified four arms that document Me need for training, basal
on de= provided by the MSI. Those four areas are institutional organization, com-
munication, fiscal office procedures. and davslopmem office proceduns. As a result of
Moe problem areas kientified by the MSI. MDP has concehtrated its efforts on the devel-
opment 9f skills and techniques in resource management (human and phvildia) with par-

ticular reference to acobuntNbility procedures for managen of Title lii programs. Service
delivery takes the form of MSI administration,ion-campus technical assistance, duster
canferencee, end vecirkehops. The Management Development Program is utilizing the
Pheips-Stokes Fund's Evaluation as a Process for Progress (EPP) evaluation methodology
in order to determine the effectiveness of the program.

In 1.178-79, MDP will continue to provide technical mai/lance in traditiope!
categories es it has done since its inception, but primery concentration 1ll focus ong"A
Total Institutional Approach to Marketin7g." Service delivery will take the form of five
marketing institutes and On-site-tectinical assistance in marketing, management systems
inventories, and etraluation.

MF F RP

The Moton Federal and Foundati eietions Program (formerly the Moton College
Service Bureau), sponaored by the Moton Memorial Institute, has as its ooals inCreasing
the schools awareness of aid sources apd building proficiency in proposal preparation.
The major thrust of the efforts of MFFRP is two-fold: to assist the participating ins-
titUtions in strengthening !heir federal and private sec4or fund raising programeand to
assist the institutions in strengthening their rnaneoement practices for fiscal account-
ability and effective program implementation.

MFFRPNimanialyzes and reviews federal programs and sends regular memos to the
colleges announcing new federal and private funding 'sources and proposal deadlines.

The program also provides galley and direction to the entire grantsmanship effort of the
institutions. In particular, the actitities and services of MFF,RP-

Stimulate the cievelopment'and submission of sound proposals through on-campus
proposal development workshops and conferences.

.-Nvitle on-campus, in-office, and conferenee-type training for Federal Relations
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or Grant Officers.

- Provide on-camposi, in-offici, and conference-type training for Title III
Coordinators and other program or project directors.

- Provide technical asaistanca in orthanizing institutional grants opunclls and provide
training programs for these campus teams.

Supply on-campus grants administration training programs for directors, program
staff, and administrators.

Provide consultants, undor spacial circumstanCes and as resources permit, for
technical assistance in proposal preparation.

Identify and research potential federafand private sponsors for specific programs.

Develop relationships with responsible federal agency personnel to obtain in-
formation and guidance reparding their programs.

Schedule appointments with appropriate federal agency staff members for ins-
titutional representatives.

Clarify questions of interpretation and procedures during the course of grant
application.

Distribute general and specific information on federal program assistanoe. and
application deadlines.

Provide limited secretarial seryicas to Fsdaral Relations 'Officers and institutional
rooresentatives visiting Washington in connection with grant applications.

Provide technical assistance t?college officials to assist them in complying with
recent Faderal accountability regulation.s.

MF F RP has worked to increase greatly the number of full-time Federal Relations
Officers an Grants Councils on the carniSuses of TACTICS schools in an effort to in-
crease the niber of proposals submitted and funded.
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MCAFA

,The goal of Mown MeMOrial Institute's McAFA program is to affect change in
TACTICS institutions througis a series of specially designed programs and activities to
improve the administrative skill:Land intrainstitutional relationships in the management of
enrollment and student aid administration. MCAFA conducts five maior programs;
1) Research and Date Collection, 2) Training Workshop's, 3) On-campus consuitatlons,
4) Information Services, and 5) Intensive Program Audits and Reviews.

The services provkied througti these programs include the following types of ac-
tivities:

1. On-campus assistance in improving the processes of recruitment, admissions, and
student aid administrations.

2. Oncarnpus supervision in the analysis and documentation of successes and,
failures in admissions, recruitment, and student aid administration, with the
results to be used as gpides tib improve future efforts.

3. Assistance in she ening recniitment methods for attaining enrollment"
proiections.'

4. Promoting of institutional involvement with recruitment, admissions and finan-
cial 'aid offices in the development of a sound retention program.

5. Training of new financial aid ,and admissions personnel.

6. Providing of information and materials on current trends affecting the operation
of admissions offices and the administration of student aid.

1. Evaluating of office procedures and assisting in the preparation of operations
manuals.

8. Developing of surveys and questionnair
, gram for systematic reporting.

or research, and developing of a pro-

9. Assistance in analyzing credentiali and predicting achievement.
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10. On-campus assistance in improving the registration process.

11. Provicling of information on such topics as salaries, job doscriptions, comparative
enrollment attrition'.

1,2. Providing of reports on recant legisiation and impact on admissions and student

13. Stimulating of inter-institutional cooperation.

14. Assistancs in devoloping =Wive alumni recruicEnont activities.

15. Preparing and diStributing of appropriate publications in the areas of admiations,
racruitment, registration and student aid.

10.. Conducting of admission's and financial aid aadits and program reviews.

tiecause of the exceptionailythigh turnover in admissions and financial aid personnal,
often rosulting in ineffectiva or inappropriate assignments. MCAFA's training program is

continually needed. MCAFA also %walks to increase the visibility of the colleges in an
effort to broaden the market for potential students. The Moton Guide to American
Collages with a Black Heritage has been distributad to hph schools, public libraries, in-
dividuols, agencies, organizations, and adocational centers.

PSS

Under the guidance of University Associates, Inc., PSS provides tachnical support to
the seven TACTICS technical assistance cOmponents and to the TACTICS Coordinating-
Management Office. In general, PSS provides technical support utilizing its capabilities
in 1) aducational management consultation, 2) program davalopment 3) resoarch and
data analysis and internretation, and 4) graphic and communications services.

Mors :pacifically, in the porformance of its services for ,the TACTICS institutions
through the components and the Coordinating-Management Office, PSS functions in the
following ways:

1. Assisting in ovirall program conceptualization, formulation of program stra-
tegies, planning, development, and program coordination.

It
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2. Assisting in planning and coordineting evaluations of overall TACTICS pmgram.

3. Assisting In te preporation of materials to improve institutions' management
system .

4. Designing and developing materials on careen and their relation to collage
majors.

5 Increasing awareness of TACTICS services end other assistance opportunities

through the preparation and publication of the monthly TACTICS Newsletter.

6. Disseminating information on educational developments through the TACTICS
Newsiatter and other sources. such as the ERIC system.

7. Assisting components and the CoordinatingMenagernent Office through the
degign and preparation of visuals and graPhics

S. Providing technical assistance and position papers, as requested.

9. Assisting in the development of proposals, annual reports, brochures, and other
documents.

10. Responding to written and telephone queries concerning the nature of the
TACTICS program and its services.

11. Researching, analyzing, and interpreting educational, economic, and legislative,
data of interest to TACTICS institutions,or the components.

12. Assisting in documenting technical assistance needs and administrative and
management problems.

13. Providing "information and data of value to colleges in furthering their cur-
riculum-relateel career programs.

14. Providing information and data of value to colleges in their external relations
,prografri.
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15. Assisting in planning for and cooreinating increamed Private Sector support for
lee TACTICS-served developing institutions.

16. Increasing communication between TACTICS colleges and universities and the
private sector.

To date, 51 papers on a variety of educational topics have been written by PSS staff
sod consultants; 11 publications have boon printed and distributed to TACTICS institu-
lions and others requesting them.

EVOLUTION OF OBJECTIVES

At the inception of the TACTICS program, five major objectives were agreed upon
by the organization and the presidents of the institutions to be served. In its first three
years, the aims of TACTICS were these:

To create a pool of deployable manpower capable of -dealing with specific
institutional problems identified by the colleges. This manpower will consist of
the most hignly skilled personnel in these colleges as well as in the nation.

To assist the colleges in their efforts to strengthen academic programs by helping
them design academic support and administrative support systems.

To establish a closer interface b411W1104) federal programs and institutions for
their rnutuai benefit.

To ensure that the CAlleglIS become knowledgeable about federal fUnding pro .
grams, as well as non-government programs from yvhich they can benefit

To assist the colleges in their efforts to become recognized as a national resource
by directing their expertise in research end education to a number of high-
priority social problems in both urban and rural settings.

The assessment and evaluatiop of the TACTICS program for 1973-74 revealed that
TACTICS 'through its several component programs and services, succeeded in updating
the.inforrnation, the understanding, snd the techniques and procedures of administrators,
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%mites and staffs of the colleges in the problem areas delineated at the outset of the
program. Thar personnel who had improved their knowledge and abilities found,
however, that getting needed changes instituted on campus was suite difficult The

campus personnel who had received TACTICS assistance were as piaci* of a puzzle
unassembled. To put the pieces together, the TACTICS Team Approach was emphasized
in accomplishing the objectives of the second three-year span. Val-JOU! ACTICS compo-
nents and College personnel at Went levels within each institutions cop ed in plan-
ning.developing, and utilizing programs and services.

The TACTICS 11 objectives tackled through the Team Approach wens as follows:

Helping institutions set or redefine purposes, goals and objectives and set
priorities on these in view of limited resources.

Formutating short' and long range plans to achieve institutions' objectives.

Integrating resources for accomplishment of plans.

Developing programs and services for achievement of plans.

Evaluating efforts.

Activities relating to these objectives constituted the "institutional Development"
emphasis of TACTICS II.

Recognizing the advancements made by the TACTICS institutions in many anaas,
but reaiizing the need for moris training and greater efforts in institutional management,
particularly with the recant increase in accountability requirements, TACTICS III seeks

to improve institutional goal achievement thrdogh management systems approaches to
performance and accountability.

Based on this ceseall goal and the needs of the individual institutions as they have
defined them, the objebtiyes of TACTICS If are as follows:-

j
To assist oavetoping institutions in strengthening their personnel, academic and

management capabilities, and their physical resources, in order to progress along
the continuum of development



To assist institutions in improving their operating performance and account-
ability through the development implementation and application of effective
mensoament systems, e.g., PERT, MBO, PPS, and PME.

To assist institutions in meeting the requirements' for qualifying for the Ad-
vanced Instioational Devetopment Program.

To interface, through the institutions' Title III Coordinators, all TACTICS
technical assistance services and programs with other applicable Title III pro-
grams Wire; received by the participating institutions.

To mz institutions in applying their resources to responding to major curreni
problemS of society (e.g., shortages of medical personnel, lawyers, ongineen,

. researchers, and management personnel; and societal probiamtsuch as Pollution.

crime, transportation, hsing, employment, and care of the aging).

ETH 0 DO LOG Y

The TACTICS service components deliver their programs and soviets through a
variety of methods. Depending upon the nature of the institutions' needs, the resources

available, snd the goal to be achieved, TACTICS components conduct conferences,
workshops, seminars, on-campus visits, telephone consultations, and information

IN

TACTICS institutions request the services they need through the Work Statement,
a form on which the problem area, objective to be achieved, time frame, and responsi-
bilities of the institution and those of TACTICS an, specified.

Milestone charts art employed to plot out activity steps toward the achievement of
goals. The institutional program managers have been instructed by TACTICS personnei

on methods of keeping track of progress toward objectives through the use of these
charts, and TACTICS component directors themselves chart their activities toward Pe

. achievernen.t of the objectives of their programs. PerformanjterIa, PPE, MEM, and
PME are other means employed to improve program manaQemOnt

The TACTICS Team Approach is employed extensively to bring the expertise of two



or more components to beer on a multi-faceted prob

ma). Though one cor*nent may receive the Work S
that comPonent will be-assisted by whatever other corn
to make to the solution of the problem.

as most institutional problems

t on a specific problem,
te may have contributions

TACTICS makes frequent use of the Cluster Concept. Institutions with similar
problems or those in the same geographic arse are grouped into clusters and are worked
with collectively to facilitate appropriate and economical seMca delivery.

Schools desiring the services offered by the TACTICS consortium may apply to the
Office of Education for "developing institution" status and approval to receivii TACTICS
Services. Schools may also write to the TACTICS Coordinating-Management Office which
will then direct the request for services to the Office of Education, B I OP Division.

BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF TACTICS PROFESSIONAL STAFF

Van S. Allen, Executive Director of TACTICS. A.B., Biology; M.S., School Health
and Zoology; Certificate of Alcohol Studies; M.P.H., Public Health; Ph.D., Public Health.
Formerly, Assistant Hasid of Biology DePertment, Aspociato Professor of Biology, Social
Service Director, Economic Opportunity Director, Lecturer in Social Wort, Associate
Director of institute of Higher Educational Opportunity. COnsultant to numerous col-
leges and universities and to government agencies. Member of Board of Tougaloo College
and the LOC Lamar Society, published over 40 articles in the fields of health, science

.. and education.

MIS

(Institute for Services to Education)

Mary Carter Williams, Director of MIS. B.S., Elementary Education; M.A., Edu-.
cation; Ph.D., Educational Administration and Educational Technology. Taught element-
ary school, was Reading Specialist, Director of Public information, consultant in
management and management information systems. Currently directs Division of Re-
search and Evaluation, ISE. Competencies include administration, curriculum design,
computer-based education, educational research, new management technologies.



Burton Lamkin, Associate Director for Syttems, MIS. B.S., Chemistry; M.S., Library
Science; additional study with IBM in communications, computer science and manage-
ment. Has served as consultant in management information systems, Systems analysis.

information management, educational services, federal liaison and coordination, program
Planning and evaluation. Has administered federal gnsnts; designed library and informs-
tion retrieve/ systems; prepered policy and procedures manuals; taught university courses

in systems analysis, automat* data processing and management. Was ranking U.S. de-
legate to UNESCO in France and IF LA in Russia and Hungary.

Consultatnts

Frederich A. Fresh, B.C.E Civil Engineering; M.A. Mathematics; M. Eng., Civil
Engineering. Currently, Assistant Professor of Business; was systems analyst and data
processing project manager. Worked with manual procedure development, systems
simulation, time-shared and large wale batch processing problems. Planned and directed
the implementation, installation and training for an expense control system. Former
Director of MIS.

Harry N. Keeling, B.S., Mathematics and Computer Science; M.S., Computer Science

(software and operations research). Has coordinated work of programmers and research-

ers in systems development; provided technical marketing Support on proposals; designed

research instrumenu, data transcription procedures and computer support systems;

written COBOL programs in several areas; produced several publications for the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration.

Armand Chambers, B.A., Psychology and Physical Sciences; M.A., Experimental and

Social PsychologyTR-.D., E:perimental and Statistical Psychology; post-graduatestudies
in Biomedicine. Is founder and director of Century III Center (a research and consulting
organization). Has served as consultant to numerous agencies, businesses, corporations;
directed several research offices and programs; conducted training and field surveys;
developed manuals and other educational material. Authored over 250 rapi5rts and
numerous published articles and chapters in books. Major focus: the safety, health, per-
formance and satisfaction of people as they interact.

Dane R. Brown, A.B., Sociology, Mathematics; M.A., Sociology, Researcla Method-

ology; further studiea in Project Management and Urban Plannicig. Currently, research
associate urban affairs and research. Was Special Assistant to Provost, Massachusetts
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State Colleges, coordinator of information services; systems enginaer; and consultant in
survey design and analysis.

Dudlay W. Gill, B.S., Engineering; Doctor of Sciancs. Currently, a principal of
Dudlay W. Gill. and Associates and Diroctor of Information Process and Analysis. Has

crioducted government studies; devaloped education modals; developed survey Instru-
menu; served as management consultant to several companies arid cprporations. Was also
Assistant Profastor of Electrical Enginaering.

John .1. Pateros, B.A., Business Administration; C.P.A. Is consultant in institu tonal
improvement programming in planning, budgeting, administration, curriculum stru re,
financa. student affairs development and support services. Has collectaddata for NEt IS
and conducted education studies. Was manager of higher education consulting fl ,

university Vice President for Businsu and Finance; and a financial managamant offi
for the, U.S. Office of Education.

CAP

(Institut* for Services to Education)

-Alfred L. Cooke, Director of CAP. B.S., Secondary Education; M.S., Guidance and
Counsaling; Ph.D., Counselor Education and Counseling Psychology. Served as Diractor
of ISE's Consortia for Institutional Research; Assistant Director of Financial Aid, guid-
anca counselor, administratNe assistant, academic advisor, and public school teachar.

Compatencies include systems development, teaching of guidance and counseling, and
program administration.

C.on.sultanor

Bernard G. Crowell. 3.5., Biology; M.S., Physical Education; Ed.D., Hight* Edu-
cation. Presently Vice Prasident for Academic Affairs. Formerly, Director of Admissions
and Records, Institutional Research, Special PrOjectS, Five College Curriculum Innovative
Thrust, physicaf .Plant and Security, Athletics; Coordinator, College and University Ins-
titutional Research Consortium; Chairman and Professor of Health and Physical Edu-
cation; Assistant Foothall CoaCh: Associate Director of Upward sound; Head Basketball
Coach, Track Coach.
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William S. Edmonds, B.S., Secondery Education; Counseling and Guidance;
gd.D., Education end Counsoling Psychology. Presently, Dean, School of Graduate
Studies. Formerly, Dean of Students; Counselor; Chairman, Division of Education and

Psychology, Academic Testing Program; Director, Division of Graduals Studies; Profile-

sor, Educational Psychology; Vice Presidint for Academic Affairs; Academic Dean.

Elton C. Harrison, B.S., Mathematics; M.A., Education; Ph.D., Education. Current;
ly, Vice Presidenefor Administration and Planning. Formerly, Instructor of Mathematics;

Assistant Professor of Education; Director and Professor of Industrial Technology; Coor-

dinator of Instruction; Dean of the University; Vice President for Academic Affairs;
University Vice President

Charles L. Knight. A.B., History; M.A., History; Ed.D., educational Psychology
4Counseling and Guidencel. Currently, Professor of Education and Vice President of
College. Formally, Acting President; Dean of Faculty and Instruction; Dean of the Col-
lige. Director of Counseling Services; Dean of Instruction.

Edward E. Riley, B.A., Zoology; M.S.,' Zoology; Ph.D., Biology. Preeently, Aca-

demic Dean. Formerly, Instru or in Biology; Chairman, Division of Natural Sciences;
Associate Profassor of Biology ofessor of Biology; Dean of Instruction.

r
Robert E. Shepherd, B.S. Mutic; M.A., Education ; Ph.D., Academic Administration,

Higher Education. Currently Assistant Academic Dean. Formerly ,Vice President for
Academic Affairs; Assistant Directoe, TACTICS Cooperative Academib Planning Program;

EduCational Program Specialist, USCE.

Roy A. Woods, A.B., Mathematics; A.M., Mathematics; A.M., Physics; EcI,D., Sci-
ince Education. Formerly, Research Scientisti Profesior of Mathematics a 'cs;

Chairman, Divison of Natural Science; Head of Physics Department; Vice Predent for
Academic Affairs.

E. Oscar Woolfolk, B.A., Chemistry; M.S., Chemistry; Ph.D., Chemistry. Desn of
the University. Formerly, instructor of Chemistry; Research Chemist; Professor and
Chairman of the Department of Chemistry; Director of the Division of Natural Sciences

and Mathematics; Dean, College of Arts and Sciences; Vice President, Academic Affairs;
Director, Cooperative Academic Planning Program.

if
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Lk/ET
(United Board for College Development)

De finds M. Brown, Director of LA/ET. B.A., Elementary Education; M.Ed., Edu-

cational Technology; Doctoral Student, Educational Technology, Taught in elementary
and middle schools; Coordinated tutorial reading skills program; diracted and coordinated

wide recreational programs; designed, developed and implemented learning packets in

Mathematics for Pereonalized Systems of Instruction usage; designed and developed
multi-media presentations; planned and coordinated workshops in educational technology

.and library management; and developed a system for cataloging and shelving non-print
materials. Was nominated an Outstanding Young Woman in 1975. Presently holds
membership in Alpha Kappa Mu and Kappa Pi National Scholastic Honor Societies.

Consultant

Courtney Funn, B.A, Education; M.LS., Librery Science, Presently; Director of
the Library and Assist:ant Picifessor of Music in Evening College. Member of Coordinating

Council for Academic Libraries. Middle States Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, Bowie indusey Clus-

ter, Task Force for Computer Information System; Served on prograrn evaluation teams.

AAP
(United Board For College Development)

Haywood L. Strickland, Director of AAP. B.A., History and English; M.S., History;
Ph.D., History (with emphasis on the Negro in America since the. Civil War). Was As-
sociate Professor of History; Upward Bound Project Director; Visiting Professor of
History; Assistant Director of Special Studies, Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools; Assistant Executive Seciatary, Comrnission on Colleges; Director of Rural
Minority Assistance Corlitertium; President of 4Cittrell College; and consultant to the Of-
fice of Economic Opportunity, Office of Education and other organizations.

Dbrothy S. Beatty, Program Specialist, AAP. B.A., English Education; M.S.W.,
Social Work Education; additional study in Social Work Administration. Presently, Ins-
tructor and Field Work Coordinator in Social Welfare. Has served as personnel inter-
viewer and social work consultant in Heed Start; Office Manager of public relations and

) ('
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dre1omyt office, and admissions. recruitmant. placement and alumni office; group
loader or juvenile girls in foster home; consultant with churches in naighborhoods
changing from white to black. Member of several social work organizaticins.

Consultants

David Sponce, B.A., History; M.S., Education; 'Ph.D., Higher Education. Servad as

Assistant Director of AAP; Associate Diractor of Academic Cost Analysis Project; Anis-
tsnt Director of College Work Study Program; Consultant to 311Vitral colleges and church

education boarts.

Joffre T. Whiaanton. B.S., M.S.', Has lth and Physical Education; Ph.D., Educational

Psychology and Guidance and Courier ling (minors in Physical Education, Spacial Edu-

cation, Administration and Curnculum Development). Was Professor and Chairperson of

Education and Psychology; Program Associate in Office OtStudent Development; Asso-

ciais Executive Secratary, Commission on Collages; Instructor of Physical Education;
sports coah; Dean of Men; Director of Athletics; Dinictor of Institutional Self-Study
Program. Recently sieved as Special Assistant for Educational Policy to the Secretary of
HEW handled. on behalf of the Secristary, contacts with key government officials,,
legislators, national organizations, and citizens groups and represented HEW in discus-

csions of edu tonal policy with White House, Congress, Government agencies, etc.
Member of ma professional and social organizations.

Stanley H. Smith, B.A., Social Science, M.S., Sociology; Ph.D., Sociology.
Dean of the College o Human Resources and Profassor of Social Welfare. Was Chairman

of Sociology, Lecturer in Sociology and Community Psychiary, Dean of the University,

'.4Projact Director of Graduate Training Program in Social Gerontology, member of the
College Evaluation Committal for Ford Foundrion, rnamber of several boanis, consult-
ant to various groups. Has published extensivelY.

Bernard S. Smith, B.A., Psychology; M.Ed., Education Administration; Ph.D., Edu-

cation, Administration. Was instructor of Soignee and assistant high school principal; aca-

demic counselor; coordinator for Southern Regional Education Board Interinstitutional
Seminars; Assistant to Dean of School of Education; Associate Director of Exchange
Program Consortium; Associate Director of the United Board for College Development;

Assistant to Chancellor at Atlanta University Center; Vice President for Special Programs;

Director of institutions AID Program;,consultant to andmember of several organiistions,
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Catraila V. Stool., Coordinating Callow Representativa. S.$., Susinoss Education;

M.S., Su Simms Administration; wield as Registrar, Direct& of Cooporative Education, Ti-

tle Ill Coordinator. Compartenciss include student placement & program 'administration.

, MOP

(The PhelOs-Stokes Fund)

George Stokes Jr., Director of MDP, 8.A., Sociology; M.A, Sociology; furthar grad-

uate work in Special Edu Cation (educating the visually and auditorially impaired) and
pregram managemint Taught, in public secondary schora4.k tha blind and deaf; served

as Director of Deveiopment at 2 univenities; co-Oirected an iiibwnthiPSipsogram in devil-
.' opment, and international curriculum development Mr. Stokes is Executive Secretary pf

AFRO-INC (a professional association ckf deVelopment officers in minority institutions).

Mary 0. Price, Program Officer, MOP. A, Anthropology; M.A., Sociology and.
Education. Coordinated humorous faculty and tniciarit proiects and programs; planned

and coordinated workshops on institutional management and on Paraprofessional edu-
cation; developed a study of community and other voluntary associations as non-formal
educational rosources end facilities; researchsd management information to determine
suitability for publication; dovish)* and administered iessardh instrument.; and inter-;
view scheduies; mote and edited grant proposals.

Ramon L Raiford, Program' Officer, MOP. S.A., Psychology. Tausin in elementary
and secondary public schools; directed methadone drug abusa program, establishing
management systems for and providing management information to drug abuse offices;

served is Coordinator of Adult Continuing Education in Dade County, FL; currently
conducts sits visits to developing inititutions of higher education and coordinates work-
shops in managomint, planning, and development

MFFRP

(Moton Memorial Institute)

Leortard E. Dawson, Director of MFF RP. B.A., English; M.A., Ouidance and Coun.

soling; Professional Diploma, Educational Administration; Ed.D., Counselor Education.
Presently directs proposal writing workshops and training programs, assists proposal
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detisiopment Fomwrly served as Director of Region IV for Upward Bound Program, 74
division representative to Federal Interagency Committee on Education and Vetarans
Programs, college dean Of ingsuction, high school counselor and teacher.

Gansu lien=

Marcus V. Bell, B.A., Social Sciince; MA., Educational Ailministration; furthier
study, Administration and Supervision. Served as field coordinator for Mown Co Haus
SIINViCA ,BUtil; Coordinator, Mission-Moton Education Opportunity Centrir; OE Edu-
cation Program Speciblist; Director of Upward Bound; public school teacher.

Clyde C. Aveilhe, B.A., Political Science and Education; M.A., Education; Ed,D.,
Guidance and Counseling. Prasently, Assistant Diractor of Washinthon,'D.C. Office of
Educational Tasting ServiCs. Formerly Director of Pro Wct OPENACCESS, Director of
Student Activities, Assistam binge-tor of Admissions, pupil perionnal worker in Title
Program, tsacherand COnitiltaln in measurement and evaluation.

"t-t

r
Fir; ley T. McQueen, B.S., Agricuitural Education; M.S., Agricultural Education;

Ph.D., Education Administrailon encli Supervision. Taught vocational education in
actricolturc wir(i Assistant Pcoftwor of Agricultural Education, Visiting Professor ofJ,Adult 'and Teachar Education, Chief of Party and Director of Tuskegee Institute's West

titAfrica Proiect in Liberia, Advisor to Liberia's inistar of Education. Servad as consultant
to privata and government agencias,universi and coliegesvind sise4 African ambas-
sadors and embassiee-t5thducasion and rural community depfnant prOgramS. Cur-hint-
y. Presidant of Nitional Association of Poders4 Ralations Officars and member of

. numarous educational, agricultural and devalopment,organizations.
,,,

-.it i

John Foster Potts, Sr., Honorary Doctor of Plidagogy, Honorary Doctor of Hu-
mana Letters. Was assistant principal of elamentary and MO schools, high school social
seance taacher, high school principal, navy recruitirsg specialist,iresident of Voorhees

4-College, Assistant Director of the American Church Institute of the Proteitant Episcopai
Church, "Eketutive Director of Triangle Association of Colleges, Director,,of Motonn
College Service Bureau, Officio of Education field reader and site yjsitor. Prsently, con-
sultant to sevarai calves in proposal preparation and Title III Program evaluation.

Jamas M, Hinton, Jr., A.B., History; LL.B., Law. Admitted to practice before tha
bars of South Carolina and Georgia and the U.S. District Court. Experience as Title ill
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Coordinator; Federal Relations Officer; Financial Reseircher; tor* Review Counselor
for Economic Deveiopment; Third Vica President for Administration and General Coun-

sel, the Pfigrim Health and Life Insurance Company.. Servednn numerous boards and was

a membar of the Georgia State Advisory. Com:nine* on education. Also conduct, private
law practice.

MCAFA

(kiloton Mamorial Institute)

Robort L Albrighs., Director of MCAFA. B.A., History; M.A., .Educiation; Ph.D.
Candidata (ASO), Higher Educational Administration. Taught in high school and college;

tented as Director of Admission:, Dirarctor Upward Bound, Director of Special Services,

bun of Studants, Vice President for Student Affairs. Taught for the past six years at the

Harvard Summer Institute on College Admissions. ,Servad as consultant to oe the
Student Services Institute of the Unitad Board for College Development, and the Penn-

sylvania Department of Education. Compotancies include admissions and financial aid,

designing and administaring Special &micas Programs, stuctent affairs administration,
statistical evaluation, and institutional administration.

Ellen J. Anderson, Cobrdinating Collage.Reprasentative, B.S., Secondary Education;

M.S.W., Social Work. Currently, Title III Coordinator. Formerly, taught high school
business courses, was Supervisor of Edurtation for church-relead schools. Further ex-

porience as social worker and community service-program director for city and county
housing and urban reniwal program. Competencies include administration, supervision,
con su I ta tio n.

PSS

(University Associates. Inc.)

Frank A. Rose, Cbairman of University Associates. B.D., Thiology; L.L.D., The-
ology. Formerly Pnasident of Transylvania College and the University of Alabama;
Founding Trustee of the Salk Institute. Has broad exparience in higher education and
public policy. Cumen y, president of the L.Q.C. Lamar Society.

W

Luther L. Tarry, President of University Associates. B.S., Biology; M.D., Medicine.
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Formerly Surgeon Generar of the United States Public Healih Service. Has extensive

experience in medical education and the administration of national health programs.

Currently, a diplomat of the Americen Board of internal Medicine, a Master of the
American College of Physans, and special consultant to the American Cancer Society.

Arthur W. Braden, Director and Senior Associate of University Associates. B.A.,

History and Philosophy; M.A., Philosophy; P>lir. Formerly, Director of Division of
Humanities and Society and Social Sciancea, and Director of Academic Services at the

University of Alabama, and Vice President of Transylvania College. Extensive experience

in teaching and administration.

Richard M. McCarthy, Executive Director of University Associates. B.A., English.

Experience with program design and management of public information and educational

programs, communications, sociai and economic development during two decades aith
the United States Foreign Service. Formerly Director of Development of the Salk insti-
tute. ,

William 6. Seiniger, Senior Associate and Coordinating Director of TACTICS PSS.

B.S., BusMeu Administration, M.B.A., Business Administration. Has served as consulting

associate, Manuement Science/Research Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio; staff and faculty

mamblar, Leadership Training Institute, University of South Florida; Industrial Consultant

in the field of organization and organization development to a number of manufacturing

and ,research and development firms; faculty member and Associate Dean, School of
Business., University of Buffalo (now SUNY at Buffalo)

Trienne Glover, Editor/Writer, PSS. B.A., Teaching of English; M.A., Linguistics.
Formerly, Editorial Assistant at research center press, university Instructor of English,

Research Linguist, and consultant to education organizations in the fields of writing and
in the use of Nonstandard English in public schools.

John Ft, Rouse. Coordinating College Representative. B.S., Biology and Chemistry;
M.A.; Counseling and Guidance (Student PeesonneI in Higher Education). Taught chem-

istry and mathematics; served as Dean of Men, Director of Housing, and Title Ill Co-
ordinator.

Ada Cores, Graphics Specialist, PSS. A.A.S. Commercial Art Degree (Advertising
and Graphic Design), Has designed corporate identity packages, logos, posters, ads,

publication covers, flyers, menus, and theater programs fur nurnerolis area businesses;
taught an Arts icla Crafts Summer Workshop for elementary school children. Further

experience includes typesetting on the lEIM Composer and production background.
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STATEMENT OF VAN ALLEN,.EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, TACTICS
CONSORTIUM

Mr. Au..E.N.- Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and members
of the committee.

We of the TACTICS program are especially appreciative to- you
and your committee for inviting us here today. I should like at this
time to ask your permission to utilize some visual aids that we
have brought along to assist us in our presentation.

Mr. FORD. GO fright ahead. ,

Mr. ALtaar. I should like to begin by speaking to the strength of
the consortia, and particularly, what the TACTICS consortium has
meant to us and to our institutions:

The opportunity to do for ourselves what other people are able to
do and have done for theMselvés has been a particularly important
function that this program has performed for the group of institu-
tions that we serve.

The opportunity to bring together our divergent talents and ex-
pertise into an institutional context for broad application, the op-
portunity to grow and develop, the opportunity to provide self-help,
and the opportunity to be equal in terms of equals doing for them-
selves what they have need of.

We are .fible to show and demonstrate our skills for all of the
Nation to perceive, and we have been able to share this expertise

.not only with historically black institutions, but interested and
participating white institutions.

The Material that I will share with you now will tend to demon-
strate some of the specific ways in which this consortium has been
able to help the institutions that we serve.

We, first, through the TACIICS program, concentrated on the
personnel on the campuses of these institutions, helping them to
update their background information, and procedures to better
carry on their purposes. This phase of the program was called
TACTICS I, Professional development.

Having engaged in this kind 4' activity for 3 years, we raised the
question of ourselves as to just what (JO we do now that we have
been able to reach large numbers of the people orr the campuses
and address their particular roles and functions?

In consultation with the representatives on the ovripuses, we
determined, with their consent, that they were ready to concen-
trate on taking their new skills and understanding of their prob-
lems and turning these to the task of solving their internal prob-
lems. This stage of ourprogram, we called TACTICS H, institution-
al development, which extended over the 'second 3 years of our
operation.

The work that we did ,with the institutions in TACTICS II tended
to be focused on the problems ,and concerns that the institutions
had within their intermal operation, and this got us into practically
every aspect of the institution's operations: curriculum, data sys-
tems, data management, academic administration, et cetera.

The' evolution of the development' of the TACTICS services
moved from a professional development emphasis into an institu-
tional development emphasis, and finally in 1977, when we exam-
ined our situation with the colleges and what their needs were, it
was determined that the colleges were, at this point, ready to

I
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consider the whole question of goal achievement, and- prc ntly
TAcTIcs is concentrating its efforts on helping the institutions to
better achieve the goals and objectives4that they have set for
themselves. This phase is identified as TACTICS Ill, goal achieve-
ment.

Our approach to achieving all of these tasks has been one that
we have defined as a team approach. This approach requires the
program personnel of TACTICS to sit together an4 conceptualize
the, ideas for program and service thrusts for responding tO the
con'cerns and problems of the institutions, and ,to develop the sys-
tems for delivering these programs and services to the institutions,

More specifically, the process involves 'idea conceptualization,
input, program planning, program kievelopment and program deliv-
ery. That is generally the procedure that we follow in developing
our programs and services to be delivered over the period of a year,
or whatever time is projected for achieving particular goals and
objectives for the kistitutions concerned.

Here are some examples of the things that we have been able to
do in the 71/2 years that the program has-been in operation. These
have been selected for the specific purpose of demonstrating
impact.

Twenty of the institutions that we have worked with in this
program, have been helped to gain full accreditation. We have been
able to help institutions in facilitating linkages in their academic
'programs, resulting in their being more cost effective.

Over 50 of the colleges have been helped in improving the basic
skills of their students_ TACTICS Cost analysis studies have been
used by :3r, of our institutions for program and budget development,
and--2:) institutions have-revised their faculty evaluation and devel-
opment procedures with TACTICS help.

Our components have coopepated with the Southern Association
of Schools and Colleges in self-studies, for 20 'institutions as they
have struggled with their reaccreditation affirmation, and also in
their efforts to become fully accredited:.

Some 70 institutions have been helped to institute library media
and learning resource centers and systems. Forty-two institutions
increased use of their library media and learning resource center
activity. Thirty institutions have been helped to implement man- ,
agenient by objective systems in their library operations in particu-
lar.

Management systems inventories, completed by 91 institut\ions,
have already been used by :35 institutions in the development of
their long-range plans. Twenty-one institutions have used the man-
agement systems inventory data to determine their capabilities for
participating iii U S Department of' Commerce business education
progra otherwise 1Znown as entrepreneurship programs.

ave established an information data base that has uniform-
it V across the 1();-) institutions that have participated regularly in
the program. Our data systems component has developed procedure
manuals and job descriptions for long-range planning, and for the
operation o.L4,lata system offices. Seventy-five percent of the finan-
cial aid ofifces developed or revised operating manuals on the
Campuses of these institutions, and 90 percent of the institu.tions

C)
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have established yearly calendars for management iliprovements
in financial aid activities on the campuses.

Sixty-three percent of the institutions reported rechictions in fi-
nancial aid processing and awards notice turn-around time. Eighty-.
two percent reported increases in the 'amount of Federal monies
received for financial aid. There has been an increase in Federal
relations offices from four in 1971 to 53 in 1979. The average
number of proposals sitbmitted by each institution in 1971 was
10.2, and Soday that number is 20.4, average.

The percentage of proposals submitted to OE in 1971 by these
institutions amounted to Si percent, and to other sources in 1971,
12 percent. In 1977, the percentage of proposals submitted by these
institutions to OE had been reduced to 73.5 percent, and there was
an increase to 26.5 percent in proposals submitted to other agen-
cies. This development reflects an increased and otherwise broad-
ened sophistication on the paets of these institutions to make appli-
cations to other funding sources than OE.

Seven program needs annlyses were done by the program Pro-
gram Support Service over this period of time. Preparation of
technical papers done to date, 7. Research and surveys done on
mirlority college issues and problems, 9.

What are some evidences of the fact that these institutions have
been strengthened bY some aspects of the efforts that we have
described here'?

No. 1, the enrollment in these institutions increased from 178,000
in 1971 to 215,000 in 1977. Th(: degrees granted, B.A. and 'B.S.
degrees', increased from 24,000 per year in 1971 to 28,000 per year
in 197,.

In 1177, ninety 4-year historically black colleges and universities'
accounted for 45 percent of the black college graduates in the,
Nation, while 1,866 4-year historically white institutions accounted
for the other 55 percent.

Increase in the ability to attract corporate funds is another de-
velopment that has been significant and, we feel, relates in part to
what we have been doing with the institutions in this area.

Changes in the numbers of majors in certain degree disciplipes is
another index of TAcrIcs effectiveness. It is noted here that there
has been a decrease in majors in the field of educati9n_from 46
percent of those graduating from historically Black cotreges in 1966
to 34 percent in 1973. At, the same time there has been .an increase
in the number of perSons graduating in the areas of business and
management from i 4-percent count in 1966 to a count'. of' 16
percent in 1973, and climbing.

Gains in accreditation are reflected in the facts that (i5 institu-
tions were accredited in 1970 and the count had risen to 72 in 1976.

The corporate aid to private institutions increasef by 58.7 per-
cent between 1971) and 1977. and only 1 of the 110 historically
black colleges and universities in the United States closed during
the last 10 years.

These institutions have been talked about as being national re-
sources. and we thought that it would be good to share with you an
example in terms of just one of these colleges. The college illustrat-
ed here has an enrollnient of 730 students.
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Prior to 1959, ten living graduates of this college held medical
and dental degrees. Between 1959 and.1970, this institution gradu-
ated 48 young people who went on to achieve medical and dental
.degrees i'n the professional schools of this Nation. At this point in
time, 21 of the 58 physicians and dentists who graduated from this
institution are located in the State of Mississippi where this insti-
tution is based, and 37 are in 23.States other than Mississippi. The
lawyer-sin thiS, case number 45, with 22 in Mississippi, and 23 in 13
Other States. Even more fantastic statistics on this institution show
that presently if has enrolled in 23 medical and dental schools
around the Nation, SO of its graduates.

In other related Me.clical professions, this institution has 15 grad-
uates enrolled; and in law school, 25. An even more impressive
statistic for this small institution reports' that 14 of its students in
the class. of 1978-79 have been accepted. by 23 of .the Nation's
medical and dental schools.

This map shows where the dentists and physicians who gradu-
ated from this college are practicing today, and you will note that
California has a, large share, and that the Midwest has a large
t4iiire, as pwell as the Northeast.

When we look at how graduates of our institutions are distribut-
ed in the Nation, we note that slightly less than half of thern---43
percent--are still in the States.where the-institutions are that they
graduated froM,. while the other 57 .percent are located in the
Northeast, the West, and the Midwest: -

'We think that this is illustrative of what the Case would be if we
analyzed similar statistics en a number of our other institutions
locAfted in the same section of the country.
'As we look at what lies ahead for these Institutions, we See the

need for continuing support, in that there are many, many areas in
which we have need 'for-educated manpower, and these institutions
have proven their potential to produce this needed manpower, and
a Willingness to do so.

There are broad areas that we see these colleges ready to. re-
spond to, and responding to, in terms of 'the resources that they
have to work with.

A final word. Mr. Chairman. I would just like to respond to the
question k)f why consortia.hould becontinued as a part of title III.
I think that the information that I. have shared with you suggests
some of the principal reasons' why we feel that they should contin-
ue to be a part of the title' III, program.

The consortium offers the best Tippcztunity for these institutions
to receive ,sensitive, underkanding help, and the necessary funds
with which to carry out,t he functions which they are so capable of
carrying out.

The consortium provides the opportunity to develop the capabili-
ty that is needed to support this kind of service delivery, and to
meet the kind of service needs that these institutions have exhibit-
ed. They provide the opportunity to establish baselines against
which programs can be measured in terms or the accomplishment
of goals that institutions set for themselves.

It- -consortiumprovides the opportunity to do more of what we
do best in these institutions, namely, educate .minority group stu-
dents.. The'consortium is economically feaSible in its operation, in
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that our program costs average about $27,000 ver,institution, The
broad range of services offered would not be possible if .we.were not
in a consortium type of context.

Finally, the program is illustrative of the Federal dOv rnment's
concern that the effects of denial of the past are rec ized and
responded to.

Thank you very much.
.Mr. FoRn. Thank you.
I would ask all three of you gentlemen. I. have not paid much

attention to this'before, but we, require -of the grantees, under this
title III Program, to expend the money only in a consortium with-
either other institutions or generally as follows:

Grants to institutions of higher education will be a part of the
cost of planning, developing, and carrying out cooperative arrange-
ments , between developing institutions and other institutious of
higher education, and between developing institutions and other
organizationk, agencies and business e,ntities which show ptomise
as effective measures for strengthening the academic program and
the administrative capacit9 of the developing institutions, includ-
ing such projects..-It goes on with a long list of suggested projects.

Assuming the position by all three of you that your type of
consortia represents an effective and efficient way in which to
msist these sChools, should we continue to require that grantees. in
order to participate in this program, must be part of a consortium
or coolvratiVe activity with some other institution?

l965 it may not have looked this way to us, but today doesn't
it seem a little paternalistic to suggest that the kind of institutions
that you gentlemen have been describing cannot benefit 'from funds
for strengthening their institution, unless they have a big brother
taking care of them?

Mr. ENGLUND. Let me take a crack at an answer. I would guess
,that there may be room for the kinds of programs that title III
funds not to have the assisting agency relationship, if by coopera-
tive arrangement you mean to identify specifically the assisting
agency relationship.

There are, obviously, cooperative eleMents in our staff's relation-
ship to the colleges and the colleges' relationship to each other, but
I think the language of the. law requires 'that assisting agency
relationship, which can be another institution or another type of
agency.

We happen to have a continuing relationship with CASE:. and-
CASC provides us some important services to complement the serv-
ices of the staff. But I think that it is rea:fonable to conclude that
there might be some projects where an assisting agency should not
be required. That is my opinion.

Mr. Foto". Between the three of' you here, how many of the
current grantees do you represent'?

Mr. ENGLUND. Grantees, or participating institutions?
Mr. FORD. Institutions designated as recipients. I guess it would

be participating, although one grantee is dividing it up w th some-
body else.

Mr. ENULUND. 51 in our case right now.
Mr. WrrrEa. 116 in our vase for 2 year.
Mr. ALLEN. 62 in Our case.

-.t
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May I respond.to your question, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. FORD., Yes.
Mr. ALLEN. In our case, the consortium, the TACTICS program,

was developed at the request of the historically Black college presi-
dents and chancellors. It is- by their own Choices that they partici-
pate in the program.

It was my understanding, however, that the institutions do have
certain freedoms:in terms of their institutional title III program
involvements. That is,.yven in those instances, it is the institution
that choc4es the assistpg agency, or whatever.type.agency it would
relate to in carrying 90,t its program activities.

We are indigenous tb4e institutions in that they created us for
the specific purpose., of .reronding to their technical assistance
needs.

Mr. FORD..Presumahly th'e majority of the TACTICS clients are
in the Southeastern States. \

Mr. ALLEN. Yes.
Mr. FORD.. Do the developing institutions that you represent

relate more directly to other- institutions like themselves in an-
other State, than they do to the traditionally white schools in the,
State, as a general rule?

Mr. ALLEN. My impression is that they tend to relate to institu-
tions like themselves more so.

Mr. FORD. Vle Secretary of HEW is under an injunction of a
court here in Washington to desegregate North Carolina, Virginia,
and a number of States that had not moved forwiird in their higher
education system.

Presumably if the objective of that court order were carried out,
and the reason for the court order had been carried out in the first
place, there would be a lot of resources coming fbrth for what had
been ,traditional black colleges to develop themselves .incito larger
institutions, in some. instances.

De 'you get involved in tr.ying to marshal! resources for that
purpose'?

Mr. ALLEN. No.
Mr. FORD. You represent both private and spublic institutions?
Mr. ALLEN. Right,
Mr. FORD. Now in North Carolina and Vitinia, Califano has said

to them, "Desegregate your public school system, but don't do
anything that will weaken the traditional black colleges." Some
people have hi.kd some difficulty working that out, and they give
that as an excuse for going so slow down there.

Now are w'e working at cross purposes with the court, when you
have a consortium that is characterized, in all of your descriptions,
not in physical terms of the institutions, but in the racial makeap
of tshe student population. I realize that this connotes an awful lot
of things, given the historical basis for their existence. But is that a
healthy long term sort of a consortium for developing institutions
to be in that kind of racially identified status?

. Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, there are, as you 'kn'ow, many opin-
ions about this issue. The position that we have taken on this in
terms of the technical assistance consortium is that for the most
part it does not coNcern itself with' the racial makeup of the insti-
tution.
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Mr. Foal). Nu, but you d cribe the membership in terms of the
racial makeup of the studeh body, rather than in terms of the

..characteristics of the schools respect to their development, or
their developmental needs.

Mr. A;-LEN. Our concern is with doing what iS necesary to help
those institutions to be as productive as they might be. When you
step beyond the business of what the composition of the student
population is, thee it becomes a question of how good is the math-
departmentor how good is the course offering .in biology, or what-
have-you.

What we see in this is that the legal questions that are involved
do not matter in terms of the educational situation, because you
will still fiave to do the same job. Because the majority group
institutions have had the kinds of advantages they havehad over
the years, and because the developmental process dictates that
those institutions are not going to stand still for the historically
black institutions, or the Hispanics, or what-have-you, to catch up
to them, this in itself dictates that there will be a need for some.
kind of technical assistance mechanism to respond to these institu-
tions on a continuing basis.

But I think the fact that we have found that the small historical-
ly White institutions have the same problems that we have in the
small historically black institutions, so much so that they have
identified with our. service- offerings and they are participating in
our consortium, further delimits the importance of racial composi-
tion. The same has been true with the Hispanic institutions. ,

Many of those institutions are participating in our consortium
lieCause we offer the kinds of' technical assistance and services that
respond to the kinds of problems they have. I would contend fur-
ther that the larger and more affluent historically white institu-
tions, regardless of their resources and what-have-you, do not have
the kr ow-how or the expertise, or ,noth, for doing the kinds of'
thing' hat these institutions have need of.

rfler are thousands of us who are part of these exPeriences, who
grew up in these experiences, who got our basic education out of
these experiences, who know. these situations from bottom to top.
Because we have grown out of those, because we have succeeded
out of these, it is we who are best equipped to develop the pro-

'grams to respond to these needs and these institutions.
What is even more critical in this issue than just the matter of

the service delivery bit that we are talking about, is the item that I
mentioned earlier in terms of what this consortium has meant to
the historically black institutions. There is an adverse impact .effect
in any experience tharwe have in this Nation when a people, who
have the talents and the capability in terms of what they know
how to do, to address themselves to their ownroblerns, are denied
the opportunity to do so.

I think frankly the whole question'of what we mean by desegre-
gation of the higher eduCation institutions is going to come in for
some very serious questioning and reexamination before we come
to any solution, because much of what is being projected Would
tend to be de-dignifying for us.

The acts that are taking place put us i'INLhe position of question-
ing whether or not we have the capability,s a people, to run an

o'
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institution, to head up an institution, whether 'or not we have the
capability to grow. This is antiethical to the educational Process.

The educational process requires that .if you continue to learn,
you have the need to continue to grow and expand. When, for
example, the laws are suggesting that these institutions should be
limited in what they oaer, et cetera, it is counter to everything .

that has happened in the past.
We look at some of' our States now, and some of us have lived

long onough to renwmber that when another historically white
institution was proposed, and the plans were workied out to develop'
it, nobody i:oncerned himself' about duplication Sf program offer-
ings. That wasn't the question. # .

There,have been a number of other issues involved in this whole
situation that makes it a very eomplex probl'em, and there are no
simple answers. But those are some of my thoughts, sir,

Mr. YORD. It is not for, us to try to resolve v*ith. this legislation
the problems being 'dealt with, to some deprpe, and ignored to a
greater- degree,, by the courts. But it ik in discussing what develop-
ing institutions are, what- the level of expenditure of Federal funds
ought to be for developing institutions, which is somewhat difficult
.to conc-eptualize unless you have some understadding of what it is
we exppct to. be developing toward, jikst as GAO indicated here.

Are we looking toward 'a student population of' 'X or Y, and
where is it going to be, and what it is going.to be,, looking for. What
kind of consUmer of education are we expecting to find 10 years
dowin the raad, and where is he or she going to be found, and what
are they going to be lookingifor.

Now institutions all across this country that 5-gears ago were
picking and choosing, and rejecting applicants, are now advertising
and soliciting like tiny other husiness, You go into a high school in
the Detroit area now, and y4u, will find every bulletin board cov-
ered with announcements that there is somebody coming, looking
for students. That is relatively new.

, We have the growth, fortunately, finally ynderway across the
country a the commuvity c011ege system. I note that you indicate
that .45 percent of alr_the black college graduates in the country
are still coming from 'traditionally black institutions, but 'less than
one-third of all the college students .in the country, Black college
'students, are in those institutions.

The community and junior colleges probably would repeesent the
largest mixed groUp for a whole lot of reasons, apparent to us, I
suppose. But the fact is that we h'ave converging different ap-
proaches as to what kind of institution is going to serve 'the popula-

.tion 'that we are going to have, in a few years. Very 'frankly, we
have a conflict here.

.The community,and junior college moveMent that they are
-somehow in competit,ion wit somebody's assumed Priority for the
type of institution that you Tepresent. That priority was assumed
ron the bsis of where -member:4 of this committee looked and
thought they saw the most logival examples (NC...the kind of inst4u-

-lions they wanted to f assist. But it has changed into somethrng
different now.

It is very clear'that we, are goil* to'have offers on the one hand
to increase somebody's set;..aside, -thereby decrea'sing somebody
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else's. We have a competition. That competition should not be
resolved in who has got the most Olifical clout it the moment, but
on some rational kind of an assumption about where the respurces
really ought to be targeted in terms of a goal.

I thought Iheard -I hope that the Office or Education tomorrow
will have somethg to clear this up for us --this morning that we

ally don't have very much of a conception of what the goal is, or
hat we are trying to develop an institution. It is just a continuing

sort of a .bandaid-after-bandaid that we are talking about.
Are we really talking about. as I recall the language at the time

that. the legislation was considered, -The use of Federal funds to
per.mit weak arid struggling institutions to pull thernse.lves up by
t heir bootst

I saw here, in the 'presentation of all the consortia here this
morning,,examples of what you consider to be effective use of those
funds to developing instittuitins. I have some difficulty with how
paying the triivel expenses for people firom Escanaba, Mich.. to see
a labor course 541111P place, which then caused them to put it in that
coMmunity college, is really doing a whole lot for developing an
institution.

There are 10I ways without the use of Federal funds where those
people in Escanaba could have achieved that. not the least .
is that Wayne University in Detroit probably has one of the best
schools in the country"for tinat matter, with a tremendous capacity
to remiond to a phone call on this..

I am not questioning whether this was a good thing todo. What I
am questioning is whether it is worth doing at the expense .of' the
more urgeyt needs that community colleges have. for'example.
that is the best way that we can help the community colleges, we
are not going to ,get the job done.

I happen to be a very strong believer in the fact that community
colleges. are entitled to the recognition for the fact that they have
been a product, generally, of the local populations in most of the
States, most responsaye to the change that is taking place in our
society as to who goes on to school as reflected by theage grOLdp
that they serve, approximately 30 years for *all students, and 35
years old for women. When I look at that, and realize what exe are
talking ahout with some hf these other institutions, I realize that
something is happening in spite of all of our neglect here.

Hen' we are fiddling around, talking about a few mitlion dollars ,

for a whole variety of httle effortA to develop-khe institutions. Can'
we justify really this kind of a program on the basis of the kind of
examples that were given here, an(limi not trying to single you
ouLinany way*.'

Where is the list' Alabama Christian College's involvement with
the Instructional Action Center has resulted in the expansion of'
the media department. Introduction of a faculty1;ifl* newsletter,
vid more sophisticated techhitlues for analyzihg student needs

Do You wunt to know that most of ,the people that I represent in
my district would not understand what the hell that is, and they
wiruld say to me: -What did they do with my money? Mitt does
that really ineart?''

YrNrk,

Mr WITTER. I think that there ise'justification for workin, with
rhe smaller type of programs that y:lu are talking about', ar;'d that
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you see as examples cited there. These were meant to be illustra-
tive, and in no way-can really adequately describe .what took place
at eaCh of those institutions over the :3 years.

,Mr. Fo Ro. One must presume that, taking the context of your
statemep these examples are given as your hest root forward on
why we should continue this co sortium arrangement and continue
to require it, because it is in at context that you present these
examples.

I twist submit to you as one member of this committee that, if
this is .the best you can show you have been doing with it, I don't .

think we ate getting very much for our money. I am not directing
tbat at your Particular activities. I am directing it at thiS whole,
concept that me are dealing with here of' spreading a Ibt of money
around in little tiny dabs, and really doing things that halfway
imaginative people ought to be doing..
,When we start talking about strengthening the faeulty, fon:ex-

ample, is really tiiis the place, with the small amount of money
that we have got to deal with, that we ought to be getting the
yesources to strengthen the faculty?

Shouldn't we be using some.'of our other peograms more effec-
tively to do that?

Mc.. WITTER. I saY,;,' for thv ACCTion consortium, we try to
determale the colleges' needs each year. Because each'iof our col-
leges is only working in one of those four-activity Areas that I.,
mentioned earlier, there is an intensive kind of work n that area.
And it is the institution which has said to .the consortium; "This is
the area in which we think we need the most strengthening at the
moment.-

On that bass, then, we work with the institution to determine
its needs. We begin to work ,ivith thorn to try to do the things that
tthey would 'like to nccomplish. I think the institutions themselve,4--
in ;his day of limited resources ,at both privatt and public institu-
tions, and becoming even more so- iii the future,' can uses funds
ciuning from the Federal Government to help cousideenbly to devel-
op and strengthen themselves even though it.may seem 1ie it. is
corning in dribs and drabs.

thrik, if you look at the total institution, at what is happening
there. .ou will nod thnt those institutions are considerably
strengthened in thbse areas in which they have, chosen to use
ACCFion's w l p.

Mr FORD. I. ion having some difficulty following that reasoning.
Iowa Wt2stern Community Cnilege in Cifiloncil Bluffs has estab-

lishe4 a Women's Center as a result of ACCTion involvement. I
th.vught thiit title IX had something to do with that.?

Is it optional on their part flow are we helping an,' emerging
struggling oistitittion by counseling them, apparenPly, we did not
provide the ittoney for the Women's Center, counseliog them in
some fashion, rind as a result of that counseling and professional
assistanCe from you. they established a Women's Center.

Now they haver to establish' a Women's Co nter, or is going-
to come down oir them like a trucl<o We hay(4 Civil Rights Enforce-
ment people over here,'processing the complaints now. You only
need 000 woman On that campus to complain that. there is not_n7n

11.
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adequate facility called a Women's Center, and it is an HEW
matter now.

Why, for example, would we need to do this kind of counselinkat
most institutions, developing institutions?

Mr. WITTER. The .response is that the community eolleges, if
their attempt to really open up and to provide access to all kinds of
students who have not been coming to the institutions before, you
find many of the colleges trying to provide some special kind of
curricular help-for that particular segment.

This college indicated that this would be one of their programs,
one of the things that they would like to do. So we worked with
them to try to dO that.

Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Chairman, S couple of comments. If I may go
back to your questiOn that raised the issue of the developing insti-

. tution's concept, again.
I am in agreement that this term has caused a lot of confusion,

and still raises a lot of questions. The reason that it raises the
question for me is because when we look at how our system be-
haves in general, there tends to be a .certain consistency in its
patterning.

For example. when the Federal Government wants some sophisti-
cated research done, it will frequently turn to M.I.T., or when it
needs some background and materials having to do with the clas-
sics, that project maynd up at Harvard.

But when the Federal Government became interested in minor-
ities. and particularly blacks, the monies to really seriously work
with blacks went to the institutions who had no demonstrated
track records for succe&sfully working with minority groups, and
particularly black people.

That has been a kind of consistent pattern. I point this out
because if the pattern of going to the source where the strength
had been demonstrated, had been followed, then I think that much
of the money that went to institutions that had no track record in
working with blacks, would have gone into the institutions that
had the track record.

In the sense that you' want to talk about development, I would
say that the historically black college is far better developed to
work with black Students than are historically white institutions.
This is no indictment of historically white institutions, I remind
you. This is a cold reality of what the human experience is all
about. Somehow or other, we do not seernAlto be able to come to
grips with this.

About the issue of -dabs of money,- one of the most important
things that happt.ned as a result of getting Title III funds down to
the small community levels is the fact that the funds, provided
opportunities for the people there to get a taste of, and to partici-
pate in, some of the things that happen in the largel. circres, and
the more influential and powerful sections of the country.

This is terribly important for bringing equity to the democratic
process. I don't know what would happen with many of these
institutions. if it were not. for the small dabs of mOney that they
receive from the Federal government in terms of their:being able
to keep some kind of contact with the larger world.
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As my colleagues have pointed out here, just the mere capacity
to move out iff your State to a conference where..you are going to
meet with_your counterparts from other institistions; many times
opens the eyes of the persons who have that experience-to was,s
and means of solving problems they have been wrestling with for'
years.

There is just. no4way .for- us to put a value on that. For example,
in 0 xternal evalnation of these programs, the people consistent-

lea es. from 6, S, Or 20 institutions was most useful to me. We
y y us that: The opportunity to go and meet with my col-

: ikere able to get a number Of things worked out on our campus
with that experience,-

It is a smiall amount of Money, but it serves to keep the lines of
,cocrarkunication' open for 7reople at the very bottom of what our

1;%., systeTh is about in the country. I think that those who would make
he decisio. about whether these programs should continue,must

take thi,ti faAir into consideration. I think that it is terribly impor-
tant that thtk. personnel of these institutions should have this op- .

portunity'. .

Foun.Would ytiu gentlemen object if the commission had the
authority to give an institution to go out.and contract directly
itself for sonwbody to strengthen one of their departments, a new
administrator .of some sort, to bring him on board and set up a
system, instead of havin`g to work in a consortium'?

Mx, ALL'EN'! The institutions hale thigauthority,
Mr. FoRn. flow (can they meet the requirements of the statute

lat they must be viorking in cooperation with someone else?
r. ALLEN. I don't know how it i managed,,but the institutions

choose persons to cOme and work with them unaer their individual
institutional grants ;dl the time. They choose the asSisting agency
that they want to work with. That is their prerogative.

Mr. Fflan, What about no assisting agency? What abotit iflowe left
it optional, so that they could cOntinue functioning through you as
they do, but also it' you have a school with a Gertain-amount of
imagination,.some drive and cpmmunity support; that. comes in and
says: ."What we really need from the commissioner is some money
.so that we can get some of' the kind of personnel we perceive we
ne.ed to get us going."

Shouldn't. they be able to do that sort of' thing without having to
sonwhody's little brother, and be connected to somebody else?

Mr. ENGIAIN 1). They are permitted to do that through bilateral
arrangements. There i.--f-eeway in the legislation for ,different kinds
of assist ing ngencies.

Mr. Fmn. Bilnt cal agreements with whom?
Mr F.Nt;LLND. A :bilateral grant under title III is one for which

an institution applies on wits own behalf to do whatever it is it
vishes to do..I think the kind of thing you are describing is permit-
tjql, and in fact c)ccurs. tihder those types of grant.

Mr..F0a1). Rut .unly if it is an activity that is a part of some
cooiNraf ive arrangement'?

You- cannot be a- qualifying i.nstitution for any kind of a grant,
unless you havr a cooperative arrangement. with somebody else.

NIr. ENOt,C NO. I think that you described the- coope ating ar-
rangement by suggesting that the institution be able to o out kind
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bring in some external person or agency to ser%ve in that capacity.
It seems to me that this where 'the Cooperative element of the
arrangement would- come in. I think that under:title III 'smile of. .
those kinds of,things happen.
430 Mr. ALLEN. Mr. Chail-man, if I might speak further.

.The consortium that we are a part of, the TACTICS consortium
hiri no power or authority beyond that given to it by the.institu-

-tions it serves.
Mr.4,1ORD. I .gucsg the question I was asking was whether or not

your members would continue to operate through consortia if there
was an optional arrangement that was- available, rather than re-
quiring it. There is- no way around it, "Grants to institutions of
higher education to be par

pe
f the cost of planning, develoPing and

carrying out coorative ar ngement"who is cooperating"be-
tWeen developing institutions and other institutions of higher edu-
cation"they can 'make a deal with another school--"and between
developing institutions and other organizations, agencies and busi:
ness entities which show promise as effective measures fbr
strengthening the academic program and the administrative

. ity of developing institutions.
To qualify for a grant, you have got- to show that you have got

some kind of a partnership with somebody sharing in the decision .
processpresumably the partnership means sharing in the deci-,
sionmaking process.

Can any of you remember how this got in here'? What made us
decide at some time in the past, who lobbied this into the bill?

Mr. ENGLUND. I think it is the case, or I would suggest that it is
the case froM having read some-of the committee reports from
I9ii5, thai there were discussions about linkages that already exist-
ed between some developing institutions, primarily historically
Black colleges in the South, and some of the larger State institu-
onsand perhaps some private ones--that were- helping them.' Apparently there was an assumption that a big brother-little

brother relationship was a helpful one, "to help pull them up by
the bootstraps." The assumption was that you needed someone
stronger, more competent, to do the pulling. I believe that this is
where that language came from.

Mr. WI-17ER. I would say. Mr. Chairman, I don't think that it
necessarily needs to be required. but I would like to see,,in the newi
legislation, at least the various options which might be open to an
institution to help it strengthen itself. If the institution felt that it
needed some kind of external help in a rather continuous, system-
atic way, then the institution should have the option to do that.

If it thought that it did not need that help, I certainly would not
require it to have it. I would hope that the legislation .kvould
provide for a number of alternatives and options' for institutions to
strengthen themsel ves.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of ail, let me ask each to respond to the dilerrima we will

face on the new regulations.
We will receive shortly -from IIEW, a copy of the final regula-

tions for the strengthening deVeloping institutions program. As you
are aware, we have the authority to review, with the option to

\
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disapprove those regulations 4:-) days from the date of their suln-nis-
sion.

The proposed regulations have been the cause of considerable
concem .because the Office of Education 'has taken the liberty .to
drastically change the program direction without specific legisla-
tive authority:

I wonder if each of you would respond with what your recom-
mendations are to the Congress. Should we approve the regulations
and, if so, under what conditions? Or should we disapprove, and
risk a delay in the awarding of funds for the fiscal year 1979.
grants?

I ant not sure that we are faced with a Ifiappy,choice; and I would
like your judgment as to what our action oughtto be, and if' it is.
for approval, under what conditions..?

Mr. ENGLUND. The delay 'that would probably be inevitable
would create chaos, if they were not approved at this point. I really
5ion't know what it would mean; and I don't know how We.would
cope with that in terms of having a viable project for the 1970.-80
academic year. That is part of' the observation.

In response, at least in part, to the first. We remain very con-
cerned about the potential impact of those regulations on the types
of institutions we serve.We think that there are. a lot of things in
the regulations that are very, positive, that could in fact contribute
to improved management of' the program, more predictability,
more objectivity, and SO forth.

iIn our case, if there are hard and fast rendering of the 175-point
ctiltoff on the 300-point scale, for example, we would stand 'to lose
about -10 percent of our membership. There seems to 43e something
out of sync when all of a sudden schools that for some number of
years have been presumed to be developing institutions anil worthy
of participation in this kind of program, might by administrative
fiat just disappear from the'program. That bothers us.

There may be a middle ground:given the fact that apparently
there has been a decision to grandfather the eligibility of currently
participating institutions, to let those regulations go for a year or
two while the Congress works through the reauthorization some
mechanism for those schools that are not in the program to contin-
ue, if their proposals warrant funding.

Mr. BUCHANAN. By subsequent legislative action, are you saying?
Mr. ENGLUND. By whatever happens in the reauthorization proc-

ess, whatever is spelled out in the le as r(Kluthorized, and then
the. regulations that evolve in response to that reauthorized legisla-
tion.

VI r BUCHANAN Meanwhile. allow the grandfat hering to work,
and approve the regulations as proposed.

Mr. ENGLUND. That is a very pragmatic cop out with which I am
not terribly- cornhaqable, but given the various alternatives, it may
be the most functional at this_point.

Mr. Wrrrie.R. Given the operational problems for institutions
wilich would occur if we .wAnt back through a new process under
the old regulations, it would be a horrendous disservice, I do be-
lieve, to the institutions. I think you would find many institutions,
because tht- grant award simply would not be made by August I,
maybe not even until the fallI doubt that there are many institu-
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tions that could carry programs along, hoping that they might
, receive a grant. There just would not be the cash flow for those

institutions to do that.
I think I would take the pragmatic approach at this point in

time, and adopt the new regulations with the grandfather*
clause. The need for grandfathering was something that -was of

"rconcern to a number of different types of institutions. Since the
grandlathering has come about_ it is going to somewhat alleviate
that situation.

At, this point in time, I think that it is best to move ahead.
Because we are in .the process of relooking at the legislation,
reauthorilirtr it, keep the rules and regulations that we have now
for the next 2 years, I guess, until new legislation is really in'place,
and then new rules and regulations might be open again for public
debate,

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you.
Mr. ALLEN. The experience that we have had this past year with

the delayed refunding suggests that ts,he statement regarding chaos
is very, ve.ry accurate.and on target.

People who had been tentatively contracted with to be hired July.
1, waiting through July. and some waited through August, but they
had to move on after that. Some of the refunding did not occur
until October 31 for certain of ow- institutions. This meant, of
course, that while the moneys came in at that time, the institu,
tions were unable to get the competency in personnel needed be-
cause the competent people were all assigned or gone to other
placesto seek ernployment.

It also meant.that where programs bad need to be coniinued, or
feeded the continuity of effort, that you were already 2 or 3
months behind. Starting with a new-person meant that that person
had to learn the whole job from stem .to stern and also get himself
plugged into what that program was about and where it was in its
progression toward the achievement of whatever goals were in-
volved.

So whatever can be done that will see to it that .the refunding
cycle will be oy thne- is the kind of thing we really need to have
happen.

Bey6nd that,'I. think that sorne of-the presidonts of our institu-
tions. would he tlie more appropriate people to talk about just what
the guideline content should be, and what changes arid adjust .
merits would be needed in order to best serve the institutional
needs.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Notwithstanding your last statemMt, the issue
causing the controversy centers on what criteria should be used to,
dete tine eligibility I wonder if anV of you have suggestions as to
wha sPecific indicators adequately dernorl,strate institutional
strei gth or lack of t.

Fo example, are you satisfied, with the two criteria -the number
of BO 'G recipients and the low edtcational and general expense
for a fu ktime equilialent student? Do any of you have any -com-
ment on he cri,teria?

Mr. ALLEN.1 would thir that it might not be a bad idea to
exam ine out put. The junior college statistics ate very impressive
from the standpoint of entry into colttige, but when you\look at the
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fact that over 70 percent of tho e people never get that certificate,
or that 2-year degree, it is a ler kind of story.

Certainly this does not prepare them for going on to higher
education, the second 2 years of senior college, and then on to the .
professional schoo1s.

So I think that this will need to be looked at very-carefully.
'Again. I go back to what I said earlier,1 You see, our colleges over,
the years have received and successfully Worked. with all those?
people we showed you who are now scattered across these United
States.They came to these institutions; they' came to these institu-
tions off the bottom of the reading scale. But the people in those
institutions knew what to do, and how to do it, in order to get us
prepared so that we could compete and go on to the best graduate
schools M this Nation and take their professional degrees.

I think that this needs to be rewarded. I think it is a strength. I
think, again, if we behave in the way that we behave toward other
kinds.of things in our society, that is, where we need a strength or
a particular expertise or skill, we go to the institutions, the people,
the persons who have demonstrated that strength, then we 4hust do
the same in this instance.

. I thin.k that there should be a very definite accountability here
that relates to how many of' these students you are succeeding
with. Let me cite a specific example. There is an institution in ow.
group that serves a majority black student population, and it has 6-
school of engineering. This year, I am told, this school of engineer-
ing has 50 black engineering students who were pushed out arid
otherwise caused to feel that they could not make it in schools like,
among others, MIT, Southern California at Berkeley, and so
fort h stuaients who had the best kinds of scores on the various
kinds of entry tests that were.required for entry. But the environ-
ment in those institutions was not nutritive enough to take care of
the social and emotional needs of these students. Hence, with that
part of their life disrupted, they were not able to succeed or to be
effective in keeping with their capacities.

Now the tragedy of' this is that this institution was not able t.o
take all of the 200 or so young people who had been bumped out of
majority white institutions, and many of' them .did not get the
opportunity to go to an institution where they would be under-
stood, and as a result may be lost forever to their chosen,vocation.

The person involved in Making this second opportunity available
to those students said that everyone of those young people has the
capacity to become an engineer, and that he was sure that the 50
of them he was able to enroll would be engineers.

So I think ti-nit. while we have looked at this whole thing from
the point of view of the entry. I believe that it is terribly important
for us to start looking-at whether or not the institutions concerned
really get'The job done, or whether it is a revolving door.

Mr. ENt:I.INI). We part wipated in a small research study 2 or 3
months ago, where we tried to begin the process of -identifyipg
alternate criteria. It may be the case that the two proposed criteria
ought to be part of a larger yackage of critestia.

We got far enough with that little bit ofW-seatCh to demonstratfe'
to our satisfaction that there are data available about institutions.
N( 'ES gets the data through the annual reports, and those data
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can be combined .in different sorts of ways, potentially
with c6teria_ that will sort out developing versus ni)rn
institutions.

0 com( up
eveloping

Most of the things we were lo-oking at were ratios of one type or
another, or they were percentages, percentage of the total institu-
tional income derived from tuition, endowment income per FIT
student, and a string-Of t hog'. -

-NCES and ACE and others have worked with .those tapes in
other settings, and we used them and manipulated the data in-new
kinds of ways to see whether they could sort out developing versus
nondeveloping institutions and had some preliminary success.

We had neither the resources nor the time to pursue that to any
definitive conclusion, but we got far enough to demonstrate to our
satisfaction that it can be done.

Wurrme We were tioniewhat a part of that same research,
and I would concur with What Mr. Iiinglund is. saying. There prob-
ably are some other ir litutional-type characteristics which could
be lodked at, and which 'ould differ amongst the different typos of
instit ut ions.

At-one point, we had recommended to the Office.of Education
that in order to get at this matter of definitiOn and criteria, and
because they are dealing mainly with four distinct types of institu-
tions. 2-year private, 2-year public, -I-year private, -1-year
that have sOme commonalities ,and some big differences, that it
might be tvell to call together a task force for eaeli of those four
distinct types of institutions, and ask those task forces, made up of
representatives from the institutions to tackle the question of what
kinds of institutional charactoristics might indicatv to them a 'de-
veloping inst it In ion.

For example, you Can go at it from the other end and say, "What
is a developed inStitut ion,- and begin to work buckward, if you will.
I, myself, at the present time do not have any specific criteria that
I would offer, would to respond a pit to what Mr. Allen has
said.

We, too, in the community arid junior colleges, triink that we
have a product.. Although there i a problem with attritiorn rates,
Os in every kind a institution, we believe that we have begnn
provide accesg Ar students who have all kinds of goi_ils and objec-
tives

It seems to me than the higher education community has se t. the
goal and obiective that, every student should receive i degree or a
certificate There ;u.-e many students, I think, who want to partake
of some partrof higher education, without always getting the degttie
or the certificate

This is not to say that degrees are not valuable and that they
should not be stressed, but there are all kinds of gcals and objec-
tives which you find with people in the commur ties, and the
COI.ffinunity and junior colleges are responding to t ho.

For exAmple, one of' the major' purposes of cornm ty colleges
arid junior colleges since their inception has been the transfer
function. If you successfully help prepare a student. for the transfer
function, and the student does successfully transfer to anOther
institution, to a .1-year institution, we-think that is helping the
student to tchieve hi:- or her goal or objective.

f ,

4.
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We think, that we have done a very effective job in terms of
outcomes of students who are being prepared for occupations and
career progritms, especially in the aIlied health -fields and in nu-
merous technology fields, which have'\grown up within the last 10
to q,-, years.

So I wo d respond, ves, we are as concerned with outcomes, I
think, as r. Allen is. Aad we think.that we have done a good job

41

with those Outcomes.
Mr. ALLEN. I would like to follow up on those comments here; by

, pointing out that Yny posture on that issue had to with the fact
that the tendency is to look.at this large number, and look at the
black colleges and say, "You are not doing anything, or your insti-
tutions are serving a very limited number of students."

I think-that what Mr. Witter has suggested here indicates that
there probably should be some very specific kinds of definitions of
what he has described here, hi order that people would not confuse
what is going on witil those large numbers.

I am ail for studefits going to the community colleges and taking
a course, and not taking a certificate, if that is their choice. But I
am concerned about the kind of impression that is presented when
these figures are talked about.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Of course. I find myself in this situation very
alien --that it ought to be a case of both, and not the either or.
There is a need for the traditionally black institutions. I think that
your point is well taken about their unique rOle, history, and
con t in u ing need. . x..

The CQInmunity and junior colleges are, also doing an outstanding
job. and they are, by and large, newer institutions. Many of them.
have been niracial institutions from the time that they began. They
do riot come Under the old system of dual education.

It 'iS .just a pity we cannot adequately fund all these institutions,
that the I.'edi.ral Government cannot do more to assist both catego-
ries. It is sort of a draconian choice from my point of view.

Mr Chairman. you have been very patient., and I will riot ask
further qaestions. But I hope the committee can find the ways and
means to improve title III that are equitable, and we appreciate
very much your judgment on this.

Thank you. .

Mr. FORD, Thank you, and thank you, Mr. Witter, for-your re-
sponse.

. I have not heard somebody representing higher education say
what vou have just said. Mr. Allen, for 10 years in this town, and I
thought that this was all behind us.

I know they are worried at Ilarvard that the traditional, liberal
arts education is going to go by the board because we are letting
peo'ple pick and choose like customers in a supermarket what they
really want to learn. That, is a throwback o the irritation over
thesevapPity kids that were on the campuses in the late 19.60's, who
did not want to study what we had been telling them for 50 years
were the releVant su6jects

.1 inn very liappy that Mr. Witter carnr.!, hack to what we reallY
think the community and junior college program is about. I used to
believe that a junior college was, in fact, a junior college. It was a
prep school for a college. for real school, because that was the view
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in my State 20 years ago. That was the role they thought they had
in min& 4

The community college movement across this country is some-
thing tota,lly different, and it is [irobably the most exciting new
aspect of postsecOndary education wq have. There is not anything
pew in caviling about the lack of intprest in traditional literature
and'arts curricula at our major ivory towered institutions. There is
something new about having no riitwit to anyone--based on pre-
:ill:fled requirements such as a high school diploma, for example
to be able to participate in a course:that enhances one's enjoymerlt
of life, \iir in fact their livelihood.

The community and junior colleges become more and more re-
sponsive to the idea that they haw a role to provide an educational
experience for its own value, rather than to prepare somebody fbr
a piece of paper. Maybe it -is part of.the problem that we have in
trying to define what it is we are trying to get an institution to,
develop into.

I am still left without a very good feeling about the assertion by
GAO that the two main problems are in trying to track the effec-
tiveness of this program, because we don't know what we startod
out to do. We do not know what we expect the institutionslo do, in
other words. Therefore, it is impossible for us to tell Whether they
have, done it well or done it at all. We don't have goals as to what
is a developing institution.

They.. have put it in a simplistic way by saying, how do you know .

when an institution is developed. I think that It is like'a person. It
is 'never developed. There has to be change, or you die. That is
when 'institutions die as Well But that is their accountant's Sort of
an approach to things.

But we are not going to be able to hold this program togethes,
and we sure are not gOing to be able to get it funded at any
inceeased level if we cannot answer basic questions like, what it is
supposed to do.

Anybody who could write the sort of statements, incidentally,
with *jargon that has been used here today, ought to be able to
come with a rationale that we could sell on the floor. [General
laughter and applause.r

Mr haw, want to compliment you tbr an absolutely e,xcellent
job, and I appreciate your cooperation with the' committee.

Mr. IlveltA NAN_ Mr. Chairman, may I add one footnote. I prob-
ably shouldn'thecadse it is a gratuitous slap at somebody. But in
taliiing about out[ tit, you all have problems that you wish you
didn't have. 11th average elementary school in the United Staies
were to he gra I am afraid when it comes to output aNd results,
particularly op basic kilts. there would be too many that would go
somewhere betweert-mimis and an outright F.

Perhaps wo would do well to look at output on the part of our
elementary and secondary schools as well.

Mr. Fumy Now we will have the American Association of Cota-
munity and ,Junior Colleges, represented by Reginald Wilson, Presi-
dent of the Wayne County Community College, the first institution,
I might say, to build a campus in my (7ongressional District.

Then we wjsll hear from the National Association for Independ-
ent Colleges and Universities, represented by 'Jackson hail, Presi-
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O.

dent of Pikeville Collefw. This, I am sure, does not have anything
to do, with Mr. Perkins ehairmanshipOf this committee.

Without objectOn, the prepared statement's of both gentlemen
Will be placed in/the record-and we will score 100 percent yictory
for the selection of the presenters. We are very happy to see both
of you here.

I would like to ask, President Wilson to proceed to outline, add to,
or comment on the.,statement from the American Association of'
Community and JUnior Colleges.

[Prepared 'testimony of Reginald Wilson foll s:]
TICSTIMONY tn.' AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY AN 4UNIOR COLLEGES, By DR.

REGINALD WILSON, PRESIDENT. WAYNE COUNTY N) COMMUNITY CoLLIoi

, Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommitiee,my ame is Reginald Wilson.
President of Wayne County (Michigan) Community College. I am here to represent
the member institutions of AACJC.

As the Congress starts the process to consider the reauthorization of the Higher
V,ducation Act, the 1000 menther institutions of AACJC are most aware that you, as

,the elected representatives of all the lweople, /rave many competing priorities to
consider.. As colleges near the people, we are aware oi,great eoncerns with inflation,
unemployment, energy and the need to maintain a strong defense, to mention a few.
As responsible administrators of institutions that are supported by local and state
tax dollars, we hoar.,as you do,' the cries .for a balanced budget and many people's
expectations to tostrain expenditures.

We are also aware that largely due to your stalwart leadership,.Cha?rman Ford
and the members of the SuPconimittee, at the,end of the 95th Congress,. MISAA
Middle onw Student Assistance Act) made another 1,000,000 middle-income
students ible Thr federal financial tkid. Since the full imprict of this new leg' la-
tMn, and additional 41.2 billion expenditures, has.not been realized, we und
stand you andary in approoching reautbRrization at this time.

While th higher educ'ation community is near a concensus of what might be
done, if' there were unlimited funds available, it ap,pears that in the next few
months this SubcenirMttee, full Committee, House, Senate and eventualty the entire
Corvess will select the priorities for the utilization of those funds available. Since
AMJC hag consisteruly wocked for "Liniversal, opportunity for Postsecondary Edii-
cation'', we' sincerely hope your decision will he to provide assistance in a fair and
equitable manner for all citizens who can benefit by access to and participation in
postsecondary education.

We appreciate the opportunity of appearing here today to comment on Title 111 of
the HEA. the program for Developing Institutions.

I am sure vliu are familiar with the recent GAO report on Title Ill and, thus, we
will not take your time to review some of the problems,.shorteomings and successits
of the past

AACJC has ask& for five years to have the criteria for eligibility and selection in
the Title HI program made More objective, state,wi clearlyand meticulously fol.,
lowed. ZWe believe the new criteria published 'by USOF are more' objective and
clearly stated. Since the 'program managers. Deputy Commissioner Moye, the Com-
missiorier. and even the Secretary of IIFW have- taken "heat4,on this change, we
have confidence the criteria will be more, objectively followed. AACJC would like
the record to show we, believe these new' Criteria are an improvement, and we
extend. Our appreciation to The- 4siidership of HEW and, in porticUlar, to Dr. Moye,
for attempting to clean up the Title Illiirogram

Mr Chairman, in. the legislative amendments sent to you on February I a of this
year, AACJC proposed the change of one number in Title III. In Sec. 301(130(2) we
requested to change "IV- to "65".

Our reasonA art. ts follows:
The Cwmgress n 1965 established that 22 percent (the percentage of undergrad-

uate students enrolled in conununity and junior colleges) of the appropriat.ion for
Title III should be reserved for two-year institutions. The legislation has been
amended four times since 1915. II)tis the "setaside" for two-year colleges was
raised to l percent, In 19'72 the two-year college "setasidC was rinsed to 24 pvrcent
to recognize the increasing percentage of low-income and minority students enrolled
in community and junior colle.ges. Also in 197:..? a -1.4 percent "setaside" to increase
pe6tsecondarv education for Indians was added This was removed in 197fi in order
that.titifelndiarocontrolled community colleges would have increased access to Title
III funds. fri
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There are five reasons that have histiirical precedent for .new increasing thepercentage of Title:III fuilds earmarked by Congress for two-year institutions:One: Of the total undergraduate enrollment the two-year colleges enroll over 40percent, with a Larger percentage from low-income families and minorities than anysector of higher education.
Two: The two-year collekee enroll over 50 percent of the black, full-time and part-time students, in undergrudiuite education.
Three: The two-year colleges enroll about 59 percent of the linipanics enrolled inundergraduate postsecOndary education
Four: The two-yearacolleges enroll about 70 percent of the American Indian andAlaskan Natives participating in iitiergraduate postsecondary education.Five: No segnient of higher educl-tion is struggling more than-the private two-year colleges; thus funds are needed fOr these institutions that are a vital part ofthe effort to preserve diversity. ,

These'five points could be.the basis for.a strong case to double the percentage ofapfiropriations des' mated fey two-yéar institutions. Realizing the needs of thehistorically black co leges (12 a o-year) and newer predominately brack colleges(a recent Sloan Commiasion re rt lists 42 total; 31 or 73 percent are tWO-yearseeTable II attached) a contiervati request is to ask that t e figure be raised to 35percent. AACJC will work during the reauthorization period to .bring this about,with the support of 'our member institutions and a number of other groups andorganizations, such as the New Jersey Department of Higher Education and theNational Hispanic lligher Education-Council.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, I will briefly address Table I attached that illustrateswhy we believe the "setaside" in Title '111 should be raised.Thank rou, Mr. Chairman, any of us would be willing to respond to questions&din the Subcommittee.

TABLE I -PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POSTSECONDARY UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT BY RACIAL
CHARACTERISTICS, SEX FULL TIME AND PART TIME, ATTENDING 2-YEAR COLLEGES IN 1976'

Men.

scoftsKieot
gel Black

ikroorx

gasax
11.116," &spina

*panty
S411101,10

Foll.tir4 25 40 55 31 48 40Part4ime . 14 ci47 99 99 65 81

/Sobtotal . 34 56 72 57 54 54

Women. i
Fulitime . 29 38 46 31 46 39
Part-time

i.
/9 91 99 95 95 96

Subtotal ... 43 58 70 53 64 59'
Ali tuil-tme .... 26 '' 39 50 34 . 47 40

lt- All parttime ..., 16 91 99 97 19
l

91
.-. .

Total. 36 58 11 55 59 56

, Sowix ArtisoceaAssocuter 0 Ceirtwixoty sid Iwo' Cuiem 1979 "1 Hi%data 1976 aine 1911

TAIII.R IILI:ding 14: Neuvr Prrdommant1v Black 0)11e,ges (111111C's)'
Public +Total number equals 26) -
4-Yeer Colleges: Chicago State University (ID; City Univ. of N.Y. -Medgar EVers(NY); College of the Virgin 144lands (VI); Federal City College (1X7); 2 Harris TeaCh-ers College (M0); Washington Technical Institute (DOI
2-Year/Cornrnt4nitv ( lie,qv's/Technical institutes: Atlanta Juinor College (GA);Beaufort Tech. Ed. Center tSC); City Colleges of Chicago: (11,); Kennedy-King; Loop;Mi.coim Y.; Oliveliarvey; .Community-Coliege of Baltimore (MI)); Community G0T-IFFe of Philadelphia (PA); Compton College (CA); Cuyahoga Community College-
' Designation as a NI7X: is baksed on t9ta1 and ful1-t4ine enrollments boing'greater than 50p(Nrceat black
' As of Fall 1977 isVsale 11 part of the Univerloty of the Digtrict of (.5)lumbia. which algo Includes1) (7 Teacherl: College, an fiPiC
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Metro (OH); &sex Cotinty College (NJ;, Highlana Park Community Coljege (MI);
State Community College (Ii.,); Los'Angeles Southieest College (CA); Roxbury Cora-
rpunity College (MAI; St. Louis Community, CollegeForest Park (MO); Shelby A

State Community College [TN); Roanoke Chowan eciviiistitute (NC); Trident Tech.
CollegePalmer (SC); Wayne County,Coanni College. (MI).

Privote(Total,number equals 1(i) ,

4-Yedr Colleges; American 'Baptist Theol. Seminary [TN)'; Daniel H. Williams
Univ.. (IL); Detroit Institute of Technology (MD; Shaw College at Detroit (MI);
Strayer College (DO.

2.Year/Cornmuni13,Col1egeS/Technieu1 Institutes: Bay College of Maryland (MD);
Central YMCA Coireunity College (IL); college for Human Service (NY); Collegiate
Institute (NY); Durtharti College,(NO; Interboro Institute (NY);, Lewis Business Col-
lege (MI); Ministerial Inatiftite and College (MS); Nairobi College -(CA); Payne The-
()logical Seminary (OH); Taylor Business Institute (NY1.

[Prepared testimony of Dr. Daniel B. Crder follows..]
. .

TESTIMONY OF AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY AND JUNIOR-COLLEGES, SY DR.
DANIEL B. CROWDER. INRSIOENT, ,WNST VIRGINIA NORTHERN COMMUNrry COLLEGE,

CHAIRMAN OF THE AACJC COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, y name ia Daniel Crowder,
President of West Virginia Northern Community college arid Chairman of the
American Association of Comitunity and Junior Colleges Commission on Govern-,
mental Affairs. With my colleagues, .whom 'I w4,,introduce in a moment, we are
'here to represent the member institutions of AACX.

As the Congress starts the process to coneider the reauthorization of the Higher
Education Act, the 1000 member institutions orAACJC are moat aware that you, as
the elected repreeentatives ef all the peOple, have many competing priorities to
consider. AS colleges near the people, ive are aware of great cOncerns with inflation,
unemployment, energy and the need s.o maintain a strong defense, to mention a few.
As responsible administrators ot institutions that are supported by local and state-
tax dollen, we hear, as you do, the cries for a balanced budget and many people's
expectations fo restrain expenditures.

We are also aware that largely due to your stalwart leadership, Chairman Ford . -

and the members of the Subcommittee, at the end of the 95th Congress'. MISAA
(Middle Income Student) Assistance Act) made another 1,000,000 middle-income
studen eligible tbr federal financial aid. Since the full impact of this new legisla-

the additional $1 2 billion expenditu t been rea4ed, we under-
.staed your quandary in approaching'reauthorization at t is time.

While the higher education eornmunity is .near a concensus of. what might be
doneai( there were unlimited funds available, it appears that in the next few
months this Subcommittee, full Committee, House, Senate and eventually the entire
Congrese wilt select the prioritiea for the utiliaation of those funds available. Since
AACJC haa'consistently worked for"Universal Opportunity for Postaecondary Edu-
cation", we sincerely hope your decision will be to Yrrovide' assistance, in a fair nod.
equitable manner for all citizens who can benefit by access to and participation in
poetsecondary aduoation. '

a I will ask'Dr. Reginald Wilson. no stranger to you, Mr. Chairman, the President
of Wayne (Michigan) County Community College, to present the A.ACJC position.
Dr. Wileon's cellege has received funda from the Title III progatirn. ,

Dr WILSON. We akeareciate the opportunity of appearing hear today to 6=1-lent
on Title III of the MA, the program for Developing Institutions.

I, am sure you are familiar with the recent GAO report on Title III aad, thus, we
will not take your time to,review some of the problems, shortcoming's and successes

.

of the past..
AACJC has asked for five yeara to have the criteiaa foc eligibility and selection in

the Title HI program made ;Ore objective and stai* clearlyand meticulously
followed. We believe the new criteria published by USSE are more objective and
clearly stated. Since the progriim managers, Deputy Commissioner Moye,-the Com-
missioner, and even the. Secretary of HEW have taken 'heat" on this change, we
have confidence the criteria will be more objectively followed. AACJC would like
the record to show we believe these new criteria are an improvement, and, we
extend our appreciation to the leadersbip of IfENV and, in particular, tO Dr, Moye,'
for attegipting to cleenup the Title III program. ,

Mr. tlhairman, in the legislative amendments se. nt to you on Fehruasy 15 of this'
year. AACJC proPoeed the,change of one number in Title III. In Seb7.°301(baZ)
requestaxi to chaoge "e7f3" to "65:.

4
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OU r reUlikla a are US follows: ,...; .

The Congress in 194i5 established that 22 percent (the percentage of undergrad-
uate students enrolled in .community and junior colleges) of the apPropriation for
Title III should be reserved for two-year institutions. The legislation has bt+n

`?anwmied tbur times sin4, 19ti5. In 19fit.t the "setaside" tbr two-year colleges wits
raised to 23 percent. In 1972 the twb-year college "setaside- was raised to 24'percent
to recognize the increasing percentage of low-income and minority students enrolied
in community and junior colleges. Also in 1972 a 1.4 percent "setaside" to increase
postsecondary education for Indians was added. This was removed in 1971i in order
that 'the Indian-controlled coMmunity colleges would have.increased acceil to Title
Ill funds.

There are five reasons that/ have historical precedent for now increasing the
lierceruage of Title 111 funds' earmar,ked .by COrigress for two-year.institutioris:

One; Of the total undergraduate enrollment the two-yea? colleges enroll over 40
percent, with a larger percentage from low-income fainilitsi and minorities than any
sector of higher education. .

.
Two: The two-year colleges enroll over 541 percent of the black, full-time and part-. ,timestudents,in.undergraduate education.

;., Three; The two-your colfeges enroll about 59 percent of the Hispanics enrolled in
. undergraduate postsecondary education. . .

.

......41isurs'Thevaro.yeer isilleges--enrollribout to-percent 'of the' American 'Indian und
Alaskan Natives participating in undergraduate postsecondary education.

Five; No segment. of higher .education is struggling more than the private' two.---;"
year colleges; thus funds are needed for these institutions that are a vital part of

- the effort to preserve diversity.
These live points ceuld" be the basis for .a. strong case lip double the percentage. of- ..

_. appropriations., designated for two-year ihstitutions. Realizing .the needs of the
historicallz.blaek colleges (12 arv two-year) and newer predominately' black colleges
.(a recent Sloan Commission report lists 42 total; 31 or 73 percent are two,yearsee
Table II attached) a conservative request is to ask that the figure be raised to 35
percent. AACJC will w during the reauthorization period to bring this about,
with the support of oU .niember instAtutions and a number of other groups and
organizations, such as the New Jersey Deuirtment of Higher Education and the
National Ili:panic Iiigher Education Counci .. .

Dr, Cuowees. In dosing, Mr. Chairman', we Would like my other colleague here to
briefly address Table I attached that illustrates why we believe the "setaside" in
Title III should be raiiied fk is PeRe Barron, Fiecutive Director of El congreso,
National de Asuntas Celegiales. Mr, Barron.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, any ot' us would be w lking to respond to -questions
from the SubcoMmittee.

TABLE PE"RCENTAGE Of TOTAL POSTKCONDARY UNDERGRADUATE ENROLLMENT BY RACIAL

CHARACTERISTICS, SEX, FULL TIME ANO PART-TIME ATTENDiNG 2-YEAR COLLEGES IN 19161

. 4 ne1..c4n

Intken ,
hortir.deni of A4044

Siole 13140 kgNV

Men .

,
4544P, H4SianieS

MANity
Suigutais

Full trine 25 40 55 37 48 40

Part,t)rne 14 91 99 99 65 SI

Subtota! 34 56 77 5/ 54 54

Women
1

Fuii tlint \ 29 38 46 31 46 39
Part.tIttie 79 97 99 95 95 96

Subtotal 43 58 - 70 53 64 59

Aii full the 26 39 ( 501 34 41 40

/41'0.3ft-tune 4 91 99. 91 /9 91
.11.

4'otai 36 1 58 " 111 55 59 56
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TANA: IILLting Lt. Newer hrclimthaintly Black Colleges (NPBC's)

PublicCrotal number equals 26)
Year Chicago State University (IL); City Univ. uf N.Y.Medgar Evers

(NY); College of the Virgin Islands (VI); Federal City,College (DC); 7 Harris Touch-
ers College (MO); Washington Technical Institute (DC).7

:tYear/Cornmanity Colleges/Technical Instittiles..Atlant41 ..funior College (GA);
Beautbrt Xech. Ed. Center (SC); City Colleges of Chicago: (H.); Kennedy-King; Loop;
Malcolm X; Olive-HarveSr, Community College of Baltimore (MD); Community Cot-
lege of Philadelphia,(PA); CoMpton C011egv (CA); Cuyahoga Community College-
Metro (OH); Essex County College (NJ); Highland Park Community College (MI);
State Community College (IL); Eoe Angeles Southwest College (CA); Roxbury Com-
munity College (MA); St. Louis Community CollegeForest Park (MO); Shelby State
Community College [TN); Roanoke Chowan Tech. Institute (NC); Trident Tech.
CollegePalmer,(SO; Wayne Comity Comm. College (MI).

Private(Total number equals 16)
4.Yeor Collegv: American Baptist Theol. Seminary [TN); Daniel H. Williams

Univ. (IL); Detroit Institute of Technology (MI); Shaw College at Detroit (MI);
Strayer College (DC).

2-Year/Conmunity Collegw`Technical Institutes.. Elgy .Coperly1F.J.ix,kitud (MD);
Central YMCA Conimunity Collre (IL); Coll.igeloilltUiitin Service (I'M; Collegiate
Institute (NY); Durham College (NC); Interboro Institute (NY); Lewis Business Col-
fege (MI); Ministerial. Institute and College (MS); Nairobi College (CA); Payne The-
ological Seminary (OH); Taylor Business Institute (NY),

STATEMENT OF REGINALD WILSO, PRESIDENT, WAYNE
COUNTY (MICHIGAN) COMMUNITY COLLEGE ON BEHALF OF
THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITy AND JUNIOR
COLLEGES
Mr. WiLsorl.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the

subcomthittee.
I ain pleased to be here again, to have the opportunity to appear

before the SubcOmmittee on Postsecondary Education. My name is
Reginald Wilson, and I am president of Wayne County Community
College, headquartered in Detroit, Mich. I am here to represent the
member institutions- of the American Association of, -Community
and Junier Colleges:' Accompanying me are Dr. Daniel ,B. Crowder,

. president, West Virginia Northern Community College and chair-
man of the. AM2C C/ommission on Governmental Affaiis, and Mr.
Pepe BarrOn, executive director of El Congreso,National de sun-
tos Colegiales.

As the CongresS starts the process to consider the reauthoriza-
tion of the Higher Edilcation Act, the 1,000 member institutions of
AACJC are most aware that you, as the elected representatives of
the people, have many competing priorities to consider. We know,

- for example, that with yOur leadership the Congress passed the
Middle Income Assistance Act, which made an additional one mil-
lion middle-income students eligible for $1.2 billion expenditures.

We are aware of the very many concerns that you have relative
to inflation, unemployment, and energy. We know that these con-
cerns impact on the reauthorization of all funded programs. As a
result, it is necessary to prioritize, and we sincerely hdpe that your
priority will be to provide assistanceoin a fair arid equitable
manner for all citizens who can benefit by access to participation
:in postsecondary education, particularly theincreasing.numbers in
the Community colleges, and the need of oui society for technically

.,trained people. 7

' Designation as s NPR' is Wised on total and full.tinie enrolimerits.being greater then
percent black.

As of FAH 1971 hevarne a part of the University of the District of Columbia, which also includes
Teachers College, an IIEIC,

4.
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We appreciate the opportunity .of appearing here today to com-ment on title III of the Higher Education Act, the program for
developing inst.itations. We are, of course, familiar with the recent
GAO report on title Ig, which was reported here this morning, and
made note of the shortcomings and successes of the past.

It is my belief that despi its problems, thee program is very,
much needed--Wayne County nununity College, we think, being
a particularly excellent ex p e of a school that has benefited
significantly from its title III grant. There are many other schools
which can be truly said to be developing and struggling to 'survive.
\ Community colleges particularly which have received title III/gtants have, contrary_ to some impression that you may haye
gotten, graduated many students at a proportionally, high rate, hut
they need to be recognized as representing a different definition of
success in thg,c933auxuwity callege-as compared to die 4-year institu-
tion.*--.

Success can be'ciefined as upgrading of a skill; defined as partici-`
pating in Community services; defined as senior citizens programs;
defined as taking, indeed, one technical course to proSide one spe-
cific skill, such as proposal writing. Thosia*definitions are equally as
successful as the attainment of the graduate degree./

AACJC has asked for 5 years to have the criteria for eligibility
...-- and selection in the title III program made more obj'ective, stated

clearly, and meticulously foltlowed. We know from the GAO report
that that has not been achieved in. the past. We believe that the
new criteria published by the Office of Education is more objective
and clearly stated.

One, it is a measurable criteria, and as a conseqaence can be .determined more clearly whether its objectives have been achieved.-
We also krtow that 52 percent of the BEOGNgrants that are award-
ed to the 2-year colleges go to minority schools. As a consequence,,

, we do see some. correlation between the criteria and the institution-
al characteri5tics. .

Deputy Commissioner Moye and the Secretary of HEW have
taken some criticism as a consequence of this change, but we have
confidence that the criteria will be more objectively followed, and
,we feel that it ilas fhe capability of being more objectively institut-
ed. ,

AACJC would like the.record to show that we believe these new
criteria are a marked improvement, and we extend our apprecia-
tion to the leadership of HEW, and particularly to Dr. Moye for
improving the title III guidelines and criteria. ,

. Mr. Chairman, in the legislative amendments sent to you on
February 15 of this year, AACJC proposed a change of one number
in title III. In secfion 301(b)(2) we requested to change "76" to "65",

4and onr reasons are as foll'ows:
In 1965, Congress established a 22 percent set-aside for 2-year

schools, because at that time that represented the percentage Of
undergraduate igudents enrolled' in community and junior collegeS.
The legislation has been amended four times Once 1965, and in
19681he,set-aside 'Was raised to 23 percent. In 1972, kite- set-apide
was,raised to 24/percent, where ft has remained, and it is a ceiii'

We recognize that the percentage of low-income and minotit
students enrolled in community and junior colleges is increasing.
Also in 1972, 1.4 set-aside for postsecondary education for Indians

,0
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was added, but the set-aside waS removed in order th-at those
Sehools could haVe increased access to title HI funds.

We know that the need is inCreasing in the junior and communi:
ty college arena because 50 percent of the title HI applications,
come from 2-year schools. But With the 24 percent set-aside in
funds, this need is not being met when that ceiling is reached.

We have five' reasons *that have historical -precedent for now
increasing, thZ 'percentage of title III funds earmarked by .Congress
for 2-year institutions:

One, of the total undergraduate enrollment, the 2-year colleges
enroll over 40 percent, with a larger percentage from low-income

. and minoritie s. than any other se4or Q1 higher.e4catiOiV
Twø the 2-year-co1lege.; enroll oVer 50 percent of .the.,black full-

. time and part-time. students in undergraduate education.
Three, the 2-year colleges .enroll about 59I)ercent-of the Hispan-

ics enrolled in undergraduate postsecondary education.
Four, the 2-year colleges enroll about 70 percent of the.American

Indian and. Alaskan Natives participating in tindergraduate post-
secondary education.

Fiire, no seginent of higher education.is struggling More than the
private 2-year coileges; thus funds are needed fel- these institutions_
that are a vital part of.the effort to preserve diVersity.

'These five 'points present a strong Case for substantially increas-
ing the percentage for 2-year institutions. However, we -realize the
needs of the historicallY black colleges, 12 of Which are 2-year, and
the- newer predominantly black colleges.

As a consequence, we are requesting a conservative increase to
the figure of 35 pereent rather than the actual figure, or the true
number of undergraduate students in community collegeg, As, a
corollary with that, we .strongly support a recommendation to
double the authorization for all title III programs so that the
increase in this-funding will match the need that has been demon-
strated.

AACJC will work during the reauthorization period to bang this
- about, with the support.of our member institutions- and a number
of other groups and organizationS, such as the American' Counlil
on Edacation, thie, NeW Jersey Department of Higher Educatian,
the National Hispanic Higher Education Council, and a total of.
eight associations that are wdrking in cooperation with AACJC.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would address you to table I of our
testimony, which illustrates why we believe the' set-aside in title HI
should be raised, and just to point out two figures which I have
alluded to before.

Table I shows that of the total number of postsecondary under-
graduate students, by race, 58 percent of blackStudents are attend-
ing..2-yearcolleges. For the same postsecondary undergraduate eri,-2
rollment, atotal of 59 percept of Hispanicssare attending 2year..;_.,
colleges-.

Dr..Crowd,er, Mr. Barron,and myself are ready to respond to any
questions from the subcommittee..

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

411t Mr. FORD. Thank yOu very much. I am pleased to have you_ here.
We are verY proud of your efforts, and what has been happening to
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Wayne County Commilnity College after many, many years-of frus-
tration and disappointments thatpreceded its establishment.

Mr. WILSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. FORD. With respect to the new regulations for determining

eligibility for title III money., it would appear, on the basis of the
expeoted correlation between , the characteristics that /they are*
going to use in the forMula and the characteriktics of the_ student
population, that the community and junior colleges should be dealt 7
with more generously than they .havebeen in the past, in terms of
their'Share: of the pte' ,

Is that a fair assumption?
Mr WILSON. That is correct, Mr. ChairMan..

.1 took notes while the presenter from the National COuneil for
Educational Statistics was making her. presentation,. and 'she :did
mention that Using their statistical analysis, the 'only difference
that .existed .was when they viewed the 2-year colleges alone. In
that analysis, the eligibility of the 2-year colleges rose to 35 percent
of the ratings. That coincides exactly with our recluest for the
increase in eligibility. --

Mr. FORD. That is going to cause .people to ask the question of
whether. or_ not a ,continued set-aside for Community and Anior
colleges is jUstified.

Mr. Wilsois. In the sense that some of the criteria that are used
to' evaluate the higher' education sector, there are distinct differ-
ences between the mission and role 'of the community and junior
collegea and that of the04year institution. I think if you -do not
have a set-aside for_ junior and community colleges and- they are
thrown in the pot using the sarhe. criteria .for all postsecondary
InStitutions, the likelihood that we will get the proportionate fund-
ing that the 2-year colleges are due, I think would be in danger.
That seems to me to be the problem.

Mr. Foal). The way the set aside is now ip tG law, it is really a
cap rather than a guarantee. It has been administered in a way
that treats it As'a guarantee, evthi though the law very clearly .dQes
not guarantee the .present 24 perchif. It merely says that you will
pot get more ehan 24 percent.

So presumably, if we are going to have a' set aside, it ought to
become a sot aside rather than what it is in the Iaw now, if you are
fearful that the future administration would not deal fairly with
the institutions.

I am frankly distressed .that there is ii,pt unofficial set aside for
traditionally black colleges ef any figure determined on a percent-
age basis, without anybody yet being able to tell us what it is that
we expect those *olleges to do with the 'money, what their goal is,
what it is that we,want to help thoSe institutions do.

I can understand the idea of a.saalside because I helped it. when
it carne in, and it was because .prior to the Set aside language, we
had a very genuine problem that ydu Were being ignored, in effect.
But I. suppose every group has some claim to a. set aside, and .1
would hope that, your organization wilktake a very good look at the
impact of those regulations and consid4r whether or nOt we are not
better to avoid a fight.over whether. it is 24 or '35, or 15, or
whateVer, and address oursCves, really., to the_Question of whether
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the formula, developed in effect. by the regulations, is fair and
equitable. -

If it turns out to be fair and .equitdble from your point of vciew,
you might want to reconsider whether or not you want us to fight
the battle of a statutory set aside, because not everyone is going tb
be willing to support that approach during the -reauthorization.

One rinal question, and I had meant to call you dbout this. I
asked the president of Wayne State University the other day how
many illegal aliens he had in his school, because we have some
ctlzy people running around this tow*, including some,kif my liber-
al, friends, who are talking about the "Brown hordes that are
coming in froth Mexico, ruining us."o

I have a strong suspicion that you have a few, illegal aliens 'from
across that river in your institution. I ask .you this because we
know that people come across from 'Canada, from all countries of
origin, but nor work in our factories- and use the facilities of
Detroit because it is the big city that is nearest to about a third of
the population of the country.

We have a recommendation that has come ti) this committee
frem the Select Committee on Popigation, suggesting that we
impe some sort of a requirement that any institution receiving
Federal money will determine the number of illegal aliens being
served by the eductitional product. So we, then, can reimburse the
States or the localities, or whoever else is contributing, for the cost
of those illegal aliens.

What they seem to have overlooked is that we don't identify
people as citizens pcod noncitizens in any of our public school sys-
tems across the cbuntry. It would immediately create a situation
where you had to do tfiat.

What would happen if you were to announce that everybody had
to come in and prove their citizenship at Wayne County Communi-
ty Collekge?

Mr. WitsoN. I think that it would be a pretty onerous burden on
our institution. I am always hesitant te have educational institu-
tions be in the business of being policemen. I think that is part of
ihe problem that is national in scope relative to, for example, the
collection of secondary liability claims by the VeteranS' Adminis-
tration.

Colleges all across the country have been put in troubleinclud-
ing our own, because we are being asked to collect the Govern-
ment's money, I think just adding this as another burden is going
to increase ehormously the. oaks of processing students into the
educatfonal process.

It seems to me that if the sttiviiknt, whether he or she is an illegal
alien and comes to us under those circumstances, and pays their
tuition, then it is not our responsibility to determine their country
of origin,and whether in fact they are a citizen. ,,

I think the Government should and ought to hare other ways of
ideritil)ring. persons who are illegally in the country.

Or- FtORD. Until I saw this report ,to this committee from the
Select Conunittee on Population, I really was not very, alarmed
about the people who are running around saying that we are being
inundated- by illegal aliens, and our country was going to fall apart
as a result of it. But if you look at the makeup of that committee,
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you will find some pretty serious and heretofore socially liberal
membersiof this body, seriously urging that we identify the nation-
ality of children of all ages in school. . .

One of the immediate prospects, I suppose, is that. it would
reduce the student population becatise ail the illegal aliens would
pull their.kids out of school. I am having some difficulty figuring
out how that will benefit. American society to have people who are
both illegal and illiterate at the same time. , -. --

, . . .. . .
.

However, sOrno vertioierious people 'have subscribed to..that, and
Itleri4, a tormal request for us to respOnd to, ancFmaybe it is part
of the reason, I-might suggest, that that committee failed by eight
votes to be 'reconstituted the other dak But they have the gall to
come to members of th,is coMmittee, including me, and ask me to
'change my vote 'and put them back in existence.'

The fa -t iS that we are seriously considering, around this place,
that king of thinking. I hope that your organization, which is one
of the p imary types of. institutions that is publiclY financed and'
very sensitive, of coarse, not only to Federal legislators-, but to
State and local legislators, would keep Tn eye on those recommen-
dations that, are coming in with respect to education.

. .,

. When flook at Sah Diego, how many community colleges do you
have down. there? , 4 -.

Mr. WILSON.. About.--1-0.... About five in the city, and five Outside.
Mr. FORD: We would put them all out of business, I suppose.
Mr. Wti,sON-. I am.not sure, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Buchanan?
Mr:BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

I have a couple' of questions that I want to ask of.. each of the
panel members, so I will wait, if that is all right.

Mr. WILSON. Mr. Chairman, may I add one bit of information to
the question that you asked earlier about the AACJC position on
set 0,4ides. .

In terms of the regulations as they are currently spelled out.if
the half-cost limit in BEOG grants were applied to the community
colleges., it would really be a burden. It woUld kill us, literally.

There is currently a bias in the present regulations in tents of
preparing for graduate work that would also kill a need set aside.
Those two provisions are in the current regulationS. That is, the
half-cost, arid if we were folded into that and that were made
applicable to us, it would be-a great burden. .

I just waged to place. that before you, for your consideration.
Mr. FORD. I am not sure what. the regulation means when it

indicates that you compare Our institutions one with another, or
with similar types of institutions, whether that leaves the half-cost
consideration as an irrelevant factor, or a determining faCtor in
institUtional eligibility. . . .

Mr. WILSON. Again, that would be determined by' what ingredi-
ents were left in the criteria for eligibility. What. I. am suggesting,
if that, is in the criteria after the two emerge arid no set aside is
a'vailable, these are the kinds of provisions that are currently in
the regulations that would be detrimental to tiS

Mr. Folio. Let me ask another question. Yea have an institution
serving a population that is very clearly and very heavily 'populat-
ed by low-inconw citizens, some of'. them are low indome because of'
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families in which they Hie, and others are senior citizens living on
very limited incomes.- But the fact is that you serve a lot of low-
incorne people.

Over a .perior of 10 years, what is the real correlation betweeti
the number of low-income people you have .attending Wayne
County CoMmunify College and the need for assistance as a devel-
oping institution'?

F have' the suspicion that.",-agw_,11.44i..c.gaie 14a 1rq :16ritb...M..
forniula that does not recognize that you need a 'Ibt of ..noney4;nock-7,'
while you are growing, and you Will not need it later. But is .there
any indication that 10 years from now, you will have fewer poor
people attending Wayne County Community College, and more TO
people? It is not likely, is it?

Mr. Wasoisi. I thinfk you are right. I think we recognize the
ambiguity in determining what is a developing institution in kerms
of institutional characteristics and student characteristics. I think
they are related. But I. agree with you that as an institution such
as ours develnps,' certain kinds of needs will 'diminish, primarily
institutional needs. That is, in Tact, the way that We are viewing
the title HI grant. .

We take it literally as assistance in developing, and we 'have
already built in a fund replacement strategy so that at the end of
the 4-year period, we will. have completely replaced all of the
current operational', programs under -title III that will be continued
with our own staff and our general funds.

But in response to the other portion of your question, will we
have fewer poor* people attending Wayne-County Community CoP
lege, the likelihood is not.

Mr. FORD. Is it likely that the proportion of wealth, or whatever
way poor is measured from time to time, is likely to change in the .

next decade? You are still going to be serving the kind of papilla\
tion needs that you have now.

mr. WILSON. Nat is correct.
Mr. FORD. I thinking about your institution,,,HEW's formula

now starts to lOok very silly to me, because it suggests that a
.developed institution will no longer serve the low-income popula-
tion.

Mr. WII-SON. That is only one part of the-criteria, when yo`-dare
talking about the proportion of BEOG grants, though.

Mr. FORD. Right.
Mr. Wn,soN. The other one in terms of expenditures per student,
think, would be reflected in what I am talking about in terms of

the institution reaching a certain level. So I think that the two
together still do make sense.

Mr. FORD. Of course, if we get the proportion of BEOG grants
plus what, this committee is trying to do with independent stu-
dents, that will make a difference that you wAit.

Mr. WiLsoN. Yes,
Mr, FORD. Presumably, you have a lot of the type of students

Chat would benefit most directly on the independent student
changes.

Mr. WILSON. Yes.
Mr. FORD. Thank you.
President Jackson Hall.
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[Prepared stoternent of Jackson Hall 'follows:1

STATICSIKN'T Or JACKSON O. HALF., Pitxzunearr OF PIXKvILLX cowpox
I am Jackson O. Hall, President of Pikeville College, an independent college ofslightly more than 600 students in the mountains, of eastern Kentiicky. I am Isreto&y to chacuss the reauthorization of the Developing Institutions program onbehalf of the200 members of the Council for the Advancement of Small College*,and the 600 members of the National Association of Independent Colleges and

Universities, whose president, John Kt-Clips is accompanying me here today. I am
rticularly plea:sad to testify in support of this very important pregram to Pikeville
Dios und;c4ittgewiiimit, .

This cOmmittee, whiri it.Cresial 15, had *-'.truly great idea The'
entire Congress, ,through ita appropriations Committees, her's' concurred 'each yearsiace then with generous appropriationsa-full funding up te the authorization
in fact, for the last eight years. And, undoubtedly, the best years lie ahead!

Title III, Strengthening Developing Inetitutions, has endured withering criticiams.How many of these complaints have you heard? That it's a program strictly for
black collegee, that it's aimed at email private college& that should be closed down
anyway, or that it's really a program for public, twceyear community colleges? Or,that no Federal program is more poorly administered, that no college has ever
graduated from the program, and that po one has.clefined, neither the Congress nor
the U.S. Office of Education, just what ia a developing institution. And, of courts,that it's too pofitical.

It may be that many of the aboove critiasms actually are a listing of its strengths.
It is a program for all types of csalleges, if has enjoyed wide support in the Congress,
and its grantee colleges have used telati,Vely small arnounts of moneY, for the masapart, to improve themselves.

In his 1979 State of the Union Message, the President said he would propose
reauthorization df our omnibus higher education legislation so "we can help enor-
mously to ensure the continuation of strong higher education institutions and equal
educational opportunities for all students. In his discussion of the needs ofaaduca-
tion, the President referred with equal emphasis to the needs of Title UI and the
creation of secabinet-level Departmant of Education, thus demonstrating his supportfor the progfam.

Secretary Califano enlarged on the President's message in his testimony last week
before this subcommittee when he said:

Finally a program that is-not ofterefonsidered in thrcontext of student assistahee
efforts is the Title III Developing Institution& program. While this important legisla-
tion serves many diffeinent purposes, it has one very significant function that de-

. serves mention in this centext In my view this program must continue ro offer
strong assistance to institutions that previde access to studenta who would otherwiae
not have the opportunity to attencrcollege.

Whether for reasons of enrollment policies, school, tradition, or geegraphicai loca-
tion these institutions play a vital role in providing full acceas to qualified students:
Institution& that provide such a servicesuch as the historically black collegesand
that have insufficient' resoueces to maintain high quality efforts have a legitimateclaim upon Federal attention.

In response to a subeommittee member's inquiry following his formal teetimony,
Secretant Califano supported an increaae in the authorization for the program.

Indeed, Secretary. Califano's testimony stressed the need to support all types of
higher education institutions and encouraged Congressional recognition of the need
for support of reeearch universities to replenish outdated facilities and continue
producing young Ph.D. scholars, -as well es the need to help institutions like Pike-
ville College. This major thrust of the Secretary's testimony is one which indepqnd-
ent higher education can support fully, on the prernise that continuation and
expansion of programs such as Title III provide reassurance that higher education
can and will maintain. its; capacity to provide a wide diversity of educational ple.
grams to serve the increasingly diverse learning needs of Anierican society.

The Secretary's "capacity-building" theme was rilore fully developed in the Public
Policy Statement for 1979 which was approved by independent college presidents at
NAIOU's recent annual meeting. This statement cites:

° an indisperisable need for tome direct federal support of.higher education
to balance and complement the primary federal focus on indirect support through
student assistance and tax policies that encourage charitable contributionsespe-
cially ,categoricalfinatitutional assistance which helps higher educational, institie
tions in building and maintaining their capacity to meet the learning needs of
increasingly diverts student populations which are gaining financial accessibility to
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their chosen higher educational study programs largely through the exp ansiOn of
covenwe provided by need-hased federal student assistance

To serve and support this indispensable need for "capacity-building- assistance.
NAICU prows.es that the currently-authorized categorical programs which support
construction and renovation of academic hicilities, student special services, develop-
nig institutions, community services, l.ontinuing education., and lifelong, learning
should be COI)rdinated---together with the proposed urban university grant pro-
gram- on a comprehensiveTederal "capacity-building- initiative.

On Title III specifically, NAICU has proposed that the Developing Institutions I
program should be expanded to an authorization of 44200 milliOn annOally, and (as
suggested in USOE's recently-proposed regulations(.- that the system of separate
grants to bask' and advanced developing ihstitutions should be replacedby a single
program of grants to eligible inStitutions. Further, NAICU has suggested that "the
new legislation should acknowledge the servicei: and contributions being made by a
wide variety of struggling higher educational institutions, inducting those serving
high percentages of students receiving need-based federal eissistance.- A»dsfinally.
NeNICU has proposed that "the legislation should clearly define developing institu- .

tiOns Om terms of institsitional charaoteristicswhich- bespeak their developing status,
as Well as their student tsipulatioir-eharacteristics.'! ,

The .reason independent.`higher education can be sts:enthusiastic about the Devel-
oping Institutions prograiWis thet it has worked, and worked-s:ell atornany or our
institotions.

.

Nearly -71N) colleges aoduniversities have been-served sinc the inception of the
program. About r(1/4) institutions have applied for support this year. Thew institu-
tions might be considered to be out of the mainstream, whether they are on a busy
boulevord in a downtown nwtropolitan area where people are too b,usy to stop. even
if' there were a parking -place, or whether they are on a backroad where traffic is
infrequent.

But,accordingto the testimony- you have heard earlier this- morning from cons or-
. ta, directors, Ond what you know about colleges mid universities in -your own

districts. Title III grantees have 'improved themselves considerably through defined
planning for the future, better managementenriched curricula and revitolized
studentservices. Title III has played a role in keeping this nation's higher `educa-
tional resources diverse, strong, and up-tosiate. In viewof the rate of change in our
soeiety,"tlw need for this federal support...role will not diminisio'indisd. in Seetetar
Califano's words, it will contimw "to have a legitimate claim on federal attention.

Title. III should be continued and expanded. Ceivtli the strong support tbr the
program deomonstrated by this committee, the appropriations committees, the Ad
ministration and the widespread interest-of the entire Congress demonstrated re-
cently over a ç'r(Ik}sed change n regu la t ions, the authorization limit should be

,increased substantially so the program could sc4.k its own fursding Ore1 lodepend-
ent higher edtwation is encouraged by the almost unanimous'support forasuch an
increase, as demmistrated by the legislative recommendations sent the Chairman of
this Subcommittee at his request, increases which range to totals of $200 million to
$2;e0 lion in mrsitinstances. There are' few admirostretive or political problems
in th resent program that would not be e:Ised if-additional worthy institutions
could 1 served in the future.

Eligibility criteria should be brOad and balanced. In effect, a college or university
which can demonstratt it is weak in one or more of its management or service aDsis
.should be eligible. Competition should also be open, without set-asides-for any,class
of institutions but with built-in adjustments for regional or state differences in Arst
(it I ivi rig arLd pricing policies for higher education The enrollineot of disadvahtaged
students should be a key factor in determining institutional'eligibility, recognisin.g
that deprivation of culture and economic wellheing hold no inherent bias of their

,own
Increased funding would assure greater equity in participation rates ansopg the

,more than ....AA/ applicants in the developing institutions program for what are likely
to he no more than- L'IN) awards. Any solectioroprocess which would use only two or
three criteria would likely produce such voryiog results over short periods of time
as to make determining eligibility soniething akin to a lottery. In 'such a process. a
handful of students, enrolled or riot, particularly of one priority group, could make
the difference betwryn an institirtion being eligible or ineligible to compete for
funding. This program is far too important to be subjected to such a computerized
Lin kering process.

Congeess has additional wipys. alriedy io place, to help both disadvantaged stu-
dents and the institutions they :itteiid in substantial numbers. These include not
only the need based student aid programs, but also the special services to the
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disidvantagediTIZIOr programs and the authorization to provide cost-of-education
allowances based on the numbets of tederally-aided students.

The Title 111 authority in the fligher Education Act is, indeed; sUfficiently broad
compam the institutMnal' needs and community services of worthy universities

major urtmn areas. as. well as in rural areas, but these needs also could be
;iddressed quite properly through expansion of the Title I authority.

The Title III program has helped many independent colleges to succeed. The few
colril.izes that do die don't expire.oV&night. Thay die by. Plches, over many years,
like great oak trees Title III. by providing a little assistance a little at a time. has
helped keep these c4ifleges strong.

. Through Title III. collegestoday plan in greater depth over longer periOds of time,
improve their management 'and strengthen their s ent services, while enriching
their curricula. Their graduates enter service-orient& rotessions, and for the most
part, and they reach the toP of their professions and siness activities out of all
prOportion to theirmumberzi. This committee ind the Congress can be proud of that
ret.ord. And 1 am happy to commend this evidence of cyeative use of limited
resources for the future strength of all of higher education.

President Phillips and I would be happy to .respond. to any questions you may
have for us.

,
STATEMENT OF 'JACKSON 0. HALL, PRESIDENT, PIKEVILLE

COLLEGE. ON:BEHALF OF NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BIDE-
--PENDENT-COLLEETEA- AN-D VNIVERSITIES, 'AND THE COUNCIL

FOR THE. ADVANCEMENT OF SMALL COLLEGES, ACCOMPA-
NIED RV JOHN PHILLIPS,' PRESIDENT. NAICU

.Mr. HALL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. My. name is
Jackson O. Rail. I am the president of Pikeville College in Pike-
ville, Ky. I appreciate your hlwing lingered this long to' hear the
complete Series Of presentatios from the panels. We have a state-
ment that'has- been submitte& I will make my' additional com-
ments brief.

I think k is important, particularly as I have listened ,to the
presentations- made this morning, that I giVe you a perspective
ithout an institution that is benefiting directly from the title-III
program. It is possibly quite different from some of the institutions
;Mit have been represented, and I wish to speak to some Of the
concerns that were entered by the General Accounting Office.

Pikeville College is located deep in the mauntains of.AppalaL
It is the. only -P-yearainsOtution within a radius of 100 miles. oal
and poverty are our. neighbors. As best as I can determine,' within
thp intent of the title III legislation, we are a model of a developing
institut ion.

We certainly have a desire to make a contribution to higher
education; we do struggle for .survival; and clearly we find our-
selves isolated from the mainstream of academic life becduse of the
topography of easterii Kentucky.
..We were designated as a develQping institution in 1977-78, as

well as again this year under the new criteria. We are presently
working Older the , first year of ft title III grant, andi we have
atiklied for a 3-year continuation grant under the current program
guidelines.

I consider the funding of this program pivotal to a school like
Pikeville College. I am sure there are many institutions, among
CASC (the Council for the Advancement of Small Colleges) and
NAICU (the National Association of Independent Colleges and Uni-
versities) membership, which I represent today, that find it neces-
sary to regroup their instit.utions, to plan sensibly for the future,
and at the same tinie remain committed tO the delivery of 1.cluca-

d
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tional prograihs- and services to the people of their respective
region. -

. . .

It may be of interest to you that with the passage of the Middle
Income Assistance Act, we estimate that between 90 and 95 per-
cent of the students at Pikeville College will fall Within .the eligibil-
ity framewvrk ofthe.basic grant'program next year.

The primary thrust of our title III gradt is long-range planning:
We, are-very deeply engaged in all facets of instittltion planning,
finance, curricultith development, facilities administration, admis-
sions; fund raisingand student affairs. .

Ours is a vety comprehensive, long-range planning program. The
title III grant* also enableS us to staff a management information
system effort which wilt involve the data collection essential to. .

decisionmaking and tc tiffs planning.process. .

The grant, also enables us to ernploy.teaching fellows, Which will
proVide selected members of our faculty with release, time, so that
they can become deeply engaged id the development of a hew core
curriculum for the college. ...4This grant is critical t Pikeville College. It will enable us to
bring stability to the in ution, andit will enable us, I believe, to
cope with the changes w ich are evident and constant within the
higher education milieu. But I share Dr. Wilson's objective, and I
want to state this quite clearly to .you. It is our intention to,
graduate from this. program. .

My vision for title III at Pikeville College is to enable u.s to
restructure the institution, to more effectively use our resources,
and at the grame time both affirmatively and conscientiously plan'
for.tile day when we will no longer need this support.

.

- It seemo me that _to do other than that would contradict my
perceptions of the legislative intent of this program, and at the
same time, I tf.ink it is imperative that we not allow, ourselves to
become dependent on Federal support. To do so would compromise
the integrity of the institutibn .as an independent private college..

I am in cotiplete'agreement with the General Accounting Office
,that we must be acceuntalee, that 'the dollars we spend in the
implementation of this title III program be consistent with the
proposal and that our record keeping conform td the audit require-
ments qf the Federal Government. I think it is pivotal that we
demonstrate the correlation between the use of the funds for insti-
tgtional improvement within the parameters of ourigrant proposal.

I:applaud the vision of the Congress.g3in establishing this title III
program, because I know that over the years, it has helped many
colleges. both public and private, 2-year and 4-year institutions, to

. regain their posture and. their stability. I consider particularly
important tile support that has .been provided to the private sector,

to the futre of higher education. that .we. Maintain an effectiv
because I have a. very strong c,onViction that it is absolutely

ei

bala.rtckbetween both the private and the public sectors. .

,I-Ivel,,that higher eduaation ,. as we know .it today, in terms of the
qUality of the,.'act±detnie progrants and the sareito that we render,
must -sttlisi oi t,i6 stUrciy leo.' To catry thpt -:analkigy'-one step
further. ilr'Ot.1- 4eee 't:o . in:''itily measure-Thot you necessarily asia"..
committee, but if the CongreSs or if our society ,were.to allow one .9
those legs t4) 6ecome shortened or to become, separated from the.
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body .of _higher. educationi I think you would 'cripple the entire
systern.,A think the end reSult would be far less thEin we er4y
today, or that you would want.

I would like to share a personal otiaign Witii-you. To me, person-
ally, ontof the Most "i:vasteful exploits that I have observed in my
yeanr in higher education .has been.the growing.and intense compe-
tition that seems to be developing betweea Public and private .

institutions.
think that the administration and the flicuy of both institu-

tions, in their effortato fight for sUrvival, get.IWY in FTE's, get lost
in the competiCon for the philanthropic dollar, ,get losi in the- 'LI-

,can-do-it-better-than-you", syndrome. I think that what happens in .

this process is that the individaal- institutions. lose sight of the
people that thby are serving..

I feel that this is something tkiiit must be atneliorated.
I am pleased to tell xou that ip Kentucky, some of these thing's

are happening. At Pikeiville Qollage, we presently have two consor-%
tium agreements with pablic institutions. Being as isolated as "we
are, and serving a.yery well-derined population of people, we have
been able to work. with Morehead .State University in bringing to
Pikeville College p graduate program, .which enable s. individuals
who live in our region to attend Morehead State University classes
_in Pikeville College facilities. ';

We have a siniilar consortium igreement With Eastern-.KentuCky,
University, which enables us to, ,i)revide a nursing program for
servimi2in our region.

Most impressive to me is the philosophy a? undergirds thiS
entire process. It is that the:individual ins .ns share in thee
notion that their primary responsibility is to serve the people, and
to see that .the educational services that aro so 'essential to the
needs of pwple,. be delivered where those people live and work.

If any of you have traveled through. the 'mountains of eastern
Kentucky. yOu know that it is impoSsible for some to commute as
far as 100 miles to atteRd an institution which might have a
particular .pragram that meets their tiee;c1s or serveS their interests.
These consortia represent a beacon Of light .of educational service
in eastern Kentucky. 4'

know that you do underStand that the coeges all iacross th
I would like to leave you with two recommendatitons..First, and I.

ll
Nation yary extensively, in reviewing the criteria fOf eligibility
under the title III program, what applies to one institution may
simply not. apply to ar4ther.' I think that we have heard i;ood
evidence of this this morning, as well as from Dr. Wilson this
afternoon.

I respectfully recommend that you broaden the criteria, and I
hoPe that yOu will. reflect institutional ccl'kerns as well 14 the
ctirrent student related concerns, in the final develoPment of this
list.

I think,that it would be worth noting to you that in'my judgenent
the educational and general expenses per FTE as one criterion in
this formula, to the extent that it presently is involved in the
equation, has a reverse and negative effect. As developing institu-
tions, and because we serve a disadvantaged Population of yoUng



rpeoPle, we must of necessity proViCle services that go .well beyond
t what,the traditional institution would need to provide.

We -must be able to provide hands-on experience. We 'must be'
able to provide developmental programs, all of which cost addition-
al dollars.. As Oe look at the notion of serving a, disadvantaged
population, it standS: to reasOn that we-are going to haves a higher
E. G. per. FTE ratio than a more traditional institution thlt does
not necessarilvdeal with disadvantaged students.

So I think that One Critefia has significantly negative inripact
on many institutions that, in my judgment, should be considered
developing, but who find themselves all of a :sudden ineligible
because of this reverse effect.

The secOnd recommendation that I would like to leave with you,
and I am not sure that this is'necessarily pertinent, to the title III
legislation as such, but I feel very strongly about it, is that some-
how the Congress provide incentives for institutions that are Feder-

., al grant recipients to encourage them to develop working relation-
ships with other institutions. ;

To me one of the healthiest experiences I have .had since I have
been in Kentucky, and I carae hel-e 4 years ago from Cornell
University, is to see the public' prid private sectors in Kentucky
effectively working together.

It seems to me that if. we ate, 'as a body of institutions, beth
public and private, to fulfill our missidn we must use existing
facilities as a Conduit for the deliVery Of t:dueational servfces and
not as a hurdle that one ;mist get over, or knock doWn, in order to
deliver those services.

-Higher education must sustain both the public and the private
sectors, but higher education must not be allowed to forget its.
heritage, to forget its roots, and to forget itg primary mission. I
consider that primary mission to improve societ Sr). to improve the
quality of life, to improve the hutnan condition, and to serve
people. P

Thank you very much:
Mr. FORD. Thank.you.
I listened to the testimony, and I was left with the impression,

that in this application and grant procesS that goes on, with title
HI, there is no point at which somebody looks at the apPlication,
and goes behind the statistical evidence on the face.of it tp deter-
mine whether .what somebody ,wants -to do with the money' is
worthwhile or not. is that your experience with it, or .slo you have
to justify your proposed use?

Mr. HALL: I feel that is the impression that was left by the
gentlemen from the GAO. As I mentioned, We are in our first year
of a title III grant, and I have every intention of demonstrating
that we have, indeed, folldwed the ottectives ofour title III propos-
al through the process, of both internal and external eyalaation.

Mr. FORD. Didn't your grant appliction have tc) have very de-
tailed assertions about what you were going td do?

Mr. HALL. Absolutely; there is, a roedmalt, and I find it very
difficult to understand why they find it impoasible to.measure the
outconies, or measure the progress toward the objectives if, in fact,
the applications that were submitted by tbese . . inttitutiOns.

3 92
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. , . .. .
contdi as clid .ours, very,. verlt explicit objectives ..'which.-We :

intend tcovach, and to máve forward. 01.
{ N

.Mr, FOX.D.' I .think -that what happened there ..is that -we had a.
little confuSion in: teruis, because as I have Wien listening to you,
what I, think-.GAO was. telling us this morning is that they did not
find:that the objectives:Were consistent with the wa y. they read the
statute.' . . - . . .

1. I was mistitide.rStanding him this mOrning, in 'thinking that they
were saying -that they did not find that there--were any.. objectives

-in the procesS.-.
It has occurred to me, as I have tried to work through this

formula, that What we have- really been talkiiig about is Money
. that * give to the. Secretary of HEW for the purpose of aiding
,.developing institutions,

He, in-,tUrn, develops,..through regulations, criteria for, .eligibility
to apply -.for that money..Then at some stage, lie takes from all of
those eligible applicants .sonie applications and gives theni the
money, and some don't-get the money.

at that stage, isn't .the use to' which the money going to
be put, the purpose that you .intend -to carry out,- a deeiding factor?
Having eAablished your eligibility throligh the number of low
income .students, the BEOG recipients,' won't yon still have to
justify your application as against other applications in Orderto get
'the .nione3'?

Mr. HALL.. Absolutely. It is put thrOUgh an intensive scieoning
process with a. number. of 'field readers. The applications are
graded, and the awards are' distributed notonly 'within the frarne-
-swoik.of the intent of title III, but- also within existing dollars that,

:they hav6 to appropriate.
But we are very, very explicit in the- gOais that we have set forth.
I might add, parenthetically, that- I went out into the lobby after

Mr. Ahart spoke to you this morning,' becauseI felt that he was
either misunderstanding-what some institutions are doing, or had. a

-somewhat distorted picture. I invited him' to 'come to _Pikeville
*College, or invited a. nieniber of his staff.to come to Pikeville

College; because I would -like to have hiin look at what we are-
doing4.would like to have hilt see, notonly the prpeess ofevaluat .
ing oui.lirogram effort, toward the objectives, but also to look at the
financial or fiscal controls that we have built in, in terms of
accountability ofthe expenditure of funds, ,

I felt that it wa,s important that he have an opportunity to see
an institation that is, in my judginent, 'responsibly trying to carry
out thecontent of its proPosal, because I think thatgits proposal is
very Valid in terms of the 'needs of Pikeville Ci)llege.

I think thut it Would be unethical and dishonest -for, us nOt to
spend those funds; and not to make demenstrable progress toward
Meeting those objectives during this particular year. I invited him
to come down.

Mr. FORD. Thank you.
We will have the' Office of Education tornOrrow. I becanie con-

cerned during.some of the prior testimony about what appeared tip
me tobe agoal in some people's mind for developing institutions to
become separate and equal. I thought that we had 'wine around
that corner sometime ago. .
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I ha-ve 'seep that phenomenon in my Env, State: If you put iq new
boilers in at Michigan State, Michigan has got to" havab new bailers
'next year, whether they .need them or not. :Michigan State has
been griping and grumping for years beeause they did not have a
medical- school, and now they have tWo medical schools. I don't
know whether 'Michigan is going to open a second medical school
or not_

We have seen this kind 'of process go on back arid forth. I suppase
that Michigan State would say that it is a poor developing institu-
tion because it does not have a law school. But it does haye sort of
art unoffiCial law schOol, and lwould not be, surprised if pretty soon
they did have a law school. They have.orie down the street that is
operating sort of independently:

This is Th tendency.that I have seen over the years with institu-. tions that uz relatively close tO each othe and they play off the
political busin

What 'iS there in this 'process that ke&ps an institution, in the
name of developing, from replicating an already existing education-
al opportunity 'in an institution close by?

Is that a part of the process as you have experienced it? What in
the process of your getting your grant application approved, other
than the assumption of some local knowledge, assures us that you
were not coming in here with.objectives for developing,your institu-
b'on to replicate or duplicate something already in existence just
dowu the road?

Mr. fliAtX. To begin with, and I haVe to Spea, strictly from thep
context of Pikeville Cciliege, we are the only 4,year ipstitution
within 100 miles. So we.don't-have an institution', per se, down.the
road.

I have felt from the beginning that this was to be a short-term
relationship with the government under title III, but that there
were certain needs that we had, the principal of which was the
development of v'ery comprehenSive, long-range planning program,
that gets into every facet of the institution.

One of the facets would be core curriculum, and that we would
be developing not only the core curriculum, but subsequent cur-
ricular offerings that wOuld be responsive to , the needs of the
people in the region which we serve.

I Would be totally qpposed to developing a program at Pikeville
College, if there were another institution down the ma,- that pro-
Vided a duplicate of what was being `proposed.

Mr. 14mi:1-understand that this iS *here you Come from on this
thing as a professional eduuator. But one of the things that we said
back in 19ti5 is that we wanted to komote developing,institutions
that were needed to 'fulfill a need to develop and fill out the
educational -programs, available to people.

It is rwt always apparent by institutions that compete witch each
other, and it is going to ,l3e more competitive now.

My question is, What is built into this system. Maybe you are not
the. proper pein to ask this question, but what is built into this
system that keeps somebody from conceptualizing it as something
that develops an institution without r,egard to this overall consider-
ation about whether that institution is really heeded?
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I hate to hear the worrd "traditional" used to justify, anything,
bt partieuiary an, 'education, because the worse sins of tiie educa-
tional sYstem are based on tradition. Traditionally, we Would not

:have a title IX, we wSuld keep those women in theii- place. Thas is'
-.traditional education, and who 'wants to-go 'back to traditions of
that kind?:

I just heard a little while ago "traditional," and I hear that word
all the me. We 'did something once for some very bad reason, in
my opinion, but as a result of that we hiive a tradition and we stay
with the tradition.

I am- a little Wit worried that theie is nothing in this legislatior .
at this point that reassureS Congivss that the Original intent of
Aelping soineone develop an institutional response to an identifi-
able educational need is being met, except in a very subjective way
by 'whoever the reader is over there.

Mr. HALL I think you have to have wile reliance, of course, on
the background and the selection of the field readers. Certainly,
they are very pivotal to the process of making a determination as
to which grants' should get funded.. I Would only assume that the
Office of Education, in its selection Of the field readerS, as well as
its QW11 staff at the:Office of Education mc.o are also, within the
screening process, bring to this effort lin insight, a knowledge and
an awareness of the, basic objectives of the title III program.

To me, the language that is in- the original legislation is very
clear. It talk,s about' institutionS that are isolated' froi*theAmain
stream,- institutions that are struggling for survival, institutions
that have the capability and the potential of making a significant
contribution to the educational system of the Nation, whether it, be

,regional or national.
It seems to me that if an institution qualifies -within the broad

context of that statement, that thermerit or lack of mer4t of its own
proposal in presenting a set of objectives, rests"' with *at institu-
tion, and then rests with the ability of the field reader and the OE

.siitaff to 'effectively screen out those that should not be funded.
Mr. FORD. When this committee was in Puerto Rico last spring,

holding hearings on higher education issues, -we had conversations
.with peopie from the. State University down there about the deep
concern they have over the unmetIneed for veterinarian education-,

al opportunities for their students.
They, have_ very limited access by way of cqntracts with the

mainland SchOols by two seats in South Carolina, for example. We
are trying to work out something for them, make an arrangement
with Michigan State which is very .preud of its schoal of veterinary
science, Init where only owe Of 30 applicants are accepted every
year because of the tremendouS overcrowding. It is really hard to-
share something that is really that scarce.

Would it make sense to make it possible for a schopt like that to
take thiS oiount of Money, and buy the kind of tale'nt they need to
plan for and look for the resources that they 'are going to need to,
ultimately develop a schol of veterin'ary science for themselves in
the institution, letting them make up their own mind that this is
their goal, and not pay for instituting the school necessarily, ,you
understand, but give them all of the assistance that' they need to
develop the potential for it, without making them enter intorany



kind of a. big brother contract with apother institution, or with any
ontside-decisionmaking foree'.

Mr. HALL. I dOn't riwan to 'monopolize this, conversat"ion. But 'j
would respond.,to that question by saying that when -you get to, .

something that IS as highly' specialized as veterinary niedicine, and
I'deeply' recognize 'the problem that you have 'stated, it, is a nation-
wide prOblem, it seems to.the that it, falls..beyond the parametersof
title HI in terms of developing institutionS.,.

would.notisay, forexample, that---
Mr. FORD. Let me see if 1 can give you`the 'additional dimension.

Just sending Puerto:Ricans to your-normal run-of-the:mill veteri-
nary, schools' here is not -going to do it, because the problems' that
they are trying . to deal with, in a ve-ry primitive..agricultural, set-
ting by :standards of most.of our States, are iiinte different,

The old hothe remedieSare still required dOwn there. The chick-
ens 'are still running loose; MoSt of our kids.at Michigan State have
hever.seen a live chicken, unless it. has been 5.feet.off the ground
in an electric cage of some kind with controlled.feediggand all the
rest of itAlis. is not the.kind of environment that those folks are
zrying to dal with. .

So they have, identified in ,. theii mind a need for that kind' of'.
education within, their whole.universify system. What Farn talking
about is; whether they ought to be able to -Come here and get a
grant to buy the talent to put on their faculty that they rieed to go
out and develop the response to that need.

As it stands now, what they.can -do is join up with somebody else,
who 'cart advise'. theme But we will not let them' come directky in
with. that kind of a clear-cut goal: Maybe it is not .a good 'example,
but it is .a technical school,

Mr. HALL. I understand the prob rn.
. r<

Mr. FoRD, .But whatever the educational need that they have
'developed, and clearly, they are isolated, and they have all the
characteriStics, necessary for them, to get hooked up with
somebody else to .solve -their problem, when what they really need
is a--fittle bit.pf help to be-able..to hire some Trofessional people of
their own who could wc.irk full time on their problem.

Mr. HALL. I misunderstood the corttext. I thought that ou were
talking about institutions here developing- the programs to accorn-.
modate that prdblem:

.You have described a real societal need. I 'can irnagine, particu7
larly in large animal medicine, that there would be some Signifi-
cant problems and significant. needs in Puerto Rict.), it seems to me
that they might, indeed, if they are unable oh their owit to develop,
to' plan, and eventually staff a' veterinary school, deserve' some
startup resources from title III. Considering them in that context
as a developiitg4nstittitkM;. this might not be inappropriate.

Mr, FORD. Thank 'you verP much.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank You, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Hall, in your prepared statement; you point out.. that NAICU

has proPosed:'-
.

The legislation should. clearly define developing institutions.. in terms oc institu-
tiOnal characteristics which bespeak their developing status as well as 'their stuclnt t

pepuTutiim characteristics.
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-Then in- your response to. the committee's letter, NAICU has
suggested that the language shotild read:

. .

To curry out a prowarn of Special assistance to strengthen the academie quality of
a wide variety of developing inStitutions hal.* made, and are making major
contribotions.,of Mucational services to k)ciety, including but not limited tO
service. of disproportionate or large numbers of students rece,iving need-bawd Feder-
.al as4istance, :tnd have the desire and potential tok increase their contributions'
itubstanitali y.. but which are s.truggling for ,survival, arid bec,:iuse: of the special
fiature of past services are isolated from 't he -main currents of academic life.-

'While it constitutes a change from-the language that is now in
the Act, I wonder if you could suggest to usbecause this. has. 1.
:really been one of the prOblemsspecifie institutibnaf characteris-
tis. You indicate that we should define.developing institinions in
;terms of institutional characteristics which bespe'ak their develop-..
ing status. . .

AS youtare aware, 'One, of the, real problenis is gettitig specific
ervugh td know of what we'are talking when we talk ahout devel-
optng.institutions. So I .would appreciate the response of hoth'pan-...
elists, and your friends at the table, as to' more specific institution-
.al characteristics whiCh we Jriight include in.this legislation: .

Mr. 1-1/4. I will take a otlick pass .at that, and then. I. would like ,
:John2Phillips to respondand.poSsibly these...gentlemea 1;4/pa1d...like;
to say something also.

I feel that ell,ere are some criteria that. relate to the institutional
'profile that could be considered. One is. certainly, the level of .en-.
'dowinent ,of an institution. There are three, ,as ydu know, major
sources.'of incOme for private institutions: endowment. income, tu7
itipn; and gift support. ç.

An institution with a very small endowment finds itself, especial-
ly if it is working. with disadvantaged students,' and by definition
needs to keep its tuition rates at a reasbnable or lpw level, in a
very disproportionate, unfavorable and unhealthy position regard:
ing the need to raise gift suppOrt.

Pikeville College happenS 10 fall into that clasSification.
would think that as you iodic at .an institution, and yOu define it as
.an institution struggling for survival, one criteria for measurement.
:of that struge would be a measure:of the sijie of the endowment
of that institution per vrE.

..Another criteria that you might wish to consider would be the
tuition, level, and the degree to .which that institution, by the
nature of its enviranment, is unable to charge even up -to 40
percent of the cost of the aqual.education. I think in the ittdepend-

,:ent sector acrOss4the country. tuition accounts fOr65 percent of the
income. At Pikeville College, it is nearer .to 35 percent. This might
be another factor.

Another criteri.awhich would go )jeyond the institution, bt
would have a direct impact oil the institution, would be the oast or

index within that particular region.
-There' are sittiations y.,here tke Cost '.of living index becorbes a

factor, that is translated .itito salaries that are paid' to people,
which, then; in 'terms. of .an institutional setting, gets translated
into .E. Sr.,:G. expenditures. You' are then back into that same
negative profile, using that E and G per FTE Criteria:

,r
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So I think that this might be a faurther afea that could .warrant
some ettathinatiom 'Those would .be three factors that you might
wish to consider. I. would like John Phillips to.daddress the question
also.

-Mr. PHILLIPS. Mr. '-puchanan, I think that one of the comments
that President Hall Macre previously bears repeating, and that is,
we should try, in thinking about eligibility. .criteria, to:keep from
putting a straitjacket on the very instiNtions Who.* diversity .we
are trying to .protect through the legislation that you are...here
considering.'

,A;

I would. certainly second the notion that any criteria- that al..et
established have to be extrernely sensitive tO state: priCing policies
ih education,- to. economic conditions in variOus areas .of the toun-
ry. One of the moSt discouraging and I think worrisonie features

of the proposed regulations upon which you nave made coniment is
that the :sante. standard of BEW-dollars per PTE.. applied. in,Ala-
bama is really quite .different when you gOt to Now Hampshire, or
E and G expenditures per FPF student. .

So I think that '.whatever is done, we 'have .:_to be extremelY
sensitive to the enormotis Variation of conditions by State, by eco;,...
-nornic arei;.arid by: type of institution; and so on. Among _some of

:.-.-----==-''--thei-peeinsti-ttitiona-l-..`characteristics; -which-we have' -tried to . 7

test; at leasttentatiVely, I would include,the following just for .your
consideration, and then I Would make a general observation.,

..: It seems to me that one can be E and G expenclitUres per FTE
tudent,. as suggested, if itwere adjusted tosome of the factors that

.,President Hall and I have mentioned. ..
'Another .sort of subunit within that, might be faculty compensa--

,

tion per FrE student. Another .might be institutiqnal StUderit aid
per :Fn- student. How heavily is the institUtion having to turn
around, and 0; ke its resources, and put them to work to help those
students meft the requirement's of paying for their edutation.

I .think the one that President Hall mentioned is a critical One in .

the private sector, but of course could not be`aPplied equally in the
.public sector, namely, endowment earnings :per FTE, or even total
endowment pei. FTE student.

YOU,Might even, since one of the major objectiVes of the title III
program has been to: improve student serViCes, try-to aggregate the
student 'services dollars per FIE stUdent, and' in some way build
that-info the, criteria, or even aggregate total management and
planning expenditeres per FTE student.

I think the factor that Vresident Hall mentioned of E and G. the
percentage of the 'tali] educational and general budget, which is.
financed from tuitiOn :tem that would be a very ,critical factor in
assessing ,the relative level of development among the. private col-
leges, or indepehdent colleges and universities,

On a rkiore general lever,'it strikes. me: that we have .here..a kind
. of the latest reiteration of an old and increasingly difficult prob-

Iern, and that is that Congress, tries, to set out some broad objec-
. fives, goals, the sense of direction for- the program, and then the,
agency ,who,..iS, responsible tries to do the Criteria, _and 'when the
criteria come back in waYs that have 'unanticipated conseqUences,
as We have learned in the last few menths;.thenthe CongreSs finds
itSelf in the regulation Writing busineSs.

'A
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. I would hope that a couple of things Might be done to resolve
this matter in a way which would not leave you with those kinds' of
draconian choices that you described earlier. . .

First of all, I., think that Mr, Witte; from the AACTion Consor-
, tium suggested a little earlier enitod4 that we might just simply

say to the institutions that are ou there: ..

---..' .140t's organize you into sonw tusk forces, to come up with some ppecificeand in .
effect reqUire us to.do our homework on this detailed isiue in very`much the same
way you have required us to do our homework on gene_ral legialative language.

: Second, one of the saddest parts of this whole experience since
last November has been either the reluctance, unwillingness, or
inability of the Office of Education to provide the data upon which.
-we could, then, begin to develop some alternatives for your consid-
eration. I think that this has simpli, got to stop..

In order for us to respond to the regulations, to provide you and
other memters of this committee and members on the Senate side
as well with evislence about what- the anticipated effect of these
regulations is going to be, we had to go and evelop our own

thcomputer' data bank, put 30,000 data elements to e bank, and
then try to flame out what the results would 'if theSe regula-
tiong were applied. Now, that is senseless. .

If the Office of Educatibn is going to propose regulations to .

establish criteria, they have a reSponsibility to a,ssess the impact Of .

those regulations before they are ever propOsed, and to share their
data base and their model, and all of their informatiol, with.all of

, the institutions and, agencies that are impacted by, those regida-
'tions. .,

I surely would hope-that we could, perhaps ,through the leader-
ship of this cbinmittee, constitute a cooperative effort betWeen the
Office of Education and the affected institutions, to come up with
some of the specific criWria on institutional characteristics which

, .

you need in order to do your job. N

. Thank you.
' Mr. BUCHANAN. I know the value of computers in Our society,

and I don't know how we would operate without them, but one of
the problems is that if you do not have a common data base, then .
you have a computer runOff that says different things to different
sources. It really does make it confusing.

If we could have an agreed data base at the time the regulations
go from there, it certainly would be simpler. You have to sort of
-reinvent the wheel. .

Mr. PmLies. It turned out, for example, that fhey were propos-;
- ing to base their percentil rankings on basic grant to revenues per

FIT student on the 1976- reports, which it turned out were nob,
available yet. So they could not even tell us what the impact would

So we had to go back the year. previous, and do kind of A
projection as to what the impact might be, the .results of which
were, as you know, that a fair number, a very large number Of

,- currently participating institutions. Were in serious jeopardy of
being eliminated from the program. They did not even have the
data in hand upon whiCh they said they were going to base those
regulations.

3 j
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Mr, BUCHANAN. I would like to give Dr. WilsOn a chance to
respond to the basic question, if you have-any further .comment on
the eligibility criteria, or definition?

Mr. WILSON) Yes, Mr. Buchanan. I thihk that the presentation of
our testimony indicated that we felt that the use of the nE costs
criteria, and the BEOG amounts, were a significant improvement
over the current formula.

I think that the comments of Dr. Hall and Dr. Phillips indicate
some of the dilemmas and quandaries that 3rou get into as you
expand the criteria base, and try to identify those segments that
are most sensitive to what is a, developing institution.

Certainly, since we represent the Publie and the private sector
here, we find that there is some dissonance between those kinds of
Criteria which-might be meaningful. For example, the question of
endowmeit is one that has.noctieaning for the public sector, to any
meaningful degree. On the other hand, we see things such as
support programs, with some kind of arithmetic relationShip to the
size of the Student body as being a very cogent kind of thing.

The. possession of a comprehensive management model; and an
information systern which manages your data in long-range plan-
ning for your aeademic and student services, and capital outlay
development are certainly meaningful kinds of criteria in our insti-
tutions.

I. guess I just have soine concern that as you broaden that crite-
ria base, what kind of ingredients do you put in that 'either penal-
ize or close out. a significant number of schools." That is a dilemma.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Dr. Phillips, are you saying that the Office of
Education themselVes did not know what theimpact of those regu-
lations would be?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Those reports on the basic grant operations fbr
1976-77 were not available. They had not been completed when
they proposed the new regulations. .

Mr. BUCHANAN. 'So at the time thL, regulations were propose-di
they did not know how many or which institutions would- be. aor
versely affected?

Mr. PHILLIPS. Not so far as we could tell. They have not been
responsive to our questionsAgain, and again.

Mr. Buchanan, I must apologize to you, but President Hall has a
3 o'clock plane that he has to catch, and with apologieS I am going
to ask that he be excused, so that he can get there. unless you have
further questions.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Only one more thing, and that can be answered
in one word. Under present circumstances, as I asked the previous
panel, should we proCeed with approval of the proposed regulations
and then look for legislative change with the schools being grand-
fathered in, or, should'we reject them?

Mr. I1ALL: would recommend, personally, that you go ahead as
it was _suggested, as long as the institutions that presently are
eligible under title III be included in the grandfather clause. I
would urge you to move in that direction.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Good luck on'your plane.
Mr. HALL. Going to Pikeville, is. not the easiest experience I can

get as close as Lexington, but then I have a 3-hour drive into
Pikeville.



I appreciate your the tistimony from me, and I thank
you very much for staying this long.

Mr. BuctifANAN. Did you have fut comments, Dr2 Wilson?
Mr. W/LSON. No, Mr. Buchanan. Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Thank .you very much, Dr. Wilson.
With that we will stand in recess until 9:30 'tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at '2:35 p.m.. the subcommittee recessed, to recoil-

, vene,at 9:30 a.m., Thursday, *arch 29, 1979.]
[fterial submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

COUNCIL or DWI:LOPING INICITIIITIONS, A

Trenton, N.J., April 6, 1949.
Hon. Witualt Pogo,
Chairman, Postsecondary. Education, Subastrunittee on Education wad, .Lahor Com-

mittee. House of Reprelentatiaes. Washington, AC
DNA* CONGSMAIAN FORD: TINI COWICI1 of Develaping Institutions appreciates the

.oppminnity provided by the Postescondery Education Subconunitteeon- Education
and Labor to present written testimony on the Title III program during the reauth-
oriiation hearings on the Higher Education Act legislation.

In the last twelve years, the achievements of tha Strengthening Disialopini Insti-
tutions Program have been numerous and impreasive; however,- the program still.
has much to aCCOGI piisi if it ix to meet its educational goals. There are various
issues which merit thoughtful consideration and anelysis, and it is these issues thet
the Council will address.

PROGRAM rocut

Iniportent to fEe dialogue about the Title III program is the philosophical gime-
tiod of whiini tJIe program is designed to serve: is it to serve the historically 'Mock
colleges, or Is to serve student' from minority and/or law-income

'Historically, Title III has provided fmanciel assistance without which many Slack
institutions would not hsve survived. It le imPerative that this assistance continue,
not only for the preservation and dissemination of the black heritage but also.to
provide educational opportunitiee for studenta who prefer to attend-black institu2
tiOAI- There ere, however, black students whose caree4s&oals cannot be met by an
historically black institution. To pursue their goals:genie black students must
attend postsecondary institutions which are not predominantly black. Moreover,

:there.are other blac.k studenti who, for' financial reasons, cannot matriculate at
historically black institutions; these students must attend local colleges. By and

the black students 'who attend local colleges- attend community mllegee.
temporary communitY colleges are educational institutions which are compre-

hensive, community-based, flexible and provide- extremely diversified'curricula. The
'inix of students in communitY colleges is unusually rich. The average ege is 24-29.
Community &lieges enroll 42, percent of all college students from 'low-moos:me faini-
lies, 50 pert of aIj black .undergraduatee, ana 7i percent of all Hispiunce. Com-
Tunity colleges haie provided. both the ognal educational Opportunity and the
eqiml access which are the corneretonei of &Mariam education.
If the Title III funds are targeted for predominantly .black institutiona or if the

present distrilnition of funds (ie., 76. percent for four-year institutions, end 24
percent for two-year institutiona) remains unchanged, inequity will .occur. 'Blacks
end other minority students would be denied the support which is provided indirect-
ly through the cges. To resolve this inequity, the Council recommends that the
PrOlfratt foeui on -*Crying, 1.0w4i3Conle, students, and, so that there will be a more
equitable distribution,that the percentage directed to community colleges be railed
from 24 percent to 35 percent.

GRANT

A developing institution resares long-term assiatence it it is to strengthen its.
- academic progreni and administrative capaci_ ty.'_ As a consequence, the conce_ Jot ci

small grantees is inadequate; the history of BIDP bears this inadequacy out Never,
tholes', to avoid having college* vie* the grants as sustaining grants father than as
grants fdr strengthening the institutinn, grantee could receive a merles of sequen-
tial granta, the size and duration of which would be determined by the individual
circumstances, with each 'grant belied on reasonable accnmplishment of the ob.*.
.LIVOI stated in the 'mar grant. Grantees would kno* that Title III assistance has a
long-term potential but ,that dedicsted ettention must be given to defining end
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achieving oklectivee which strengthen the .institUtion if that potential. is to; be
realized, The Couneil revommends that- new legiilition include provision for multi-,-

,yeiir grants which contain Sufficient 'funding to allow the institution to inove into
the, mainstream of 'edUeation if *it has the capability of' meeting the objectives
targeted for that Move.

S-rat:NGTHENIVI ADMINISTRATIVE CAPACITY

In its recent report, the GAO recommended that Title III grantees develop .corn,
prehensive development pleni-end that the (omniiesioicer uf Educlation ensure that
projects funded at individual institutions be necessainc compatible and cenuistent
with' long-range development goals. HEW concurred with these recomillendetions.

The Council takes no exception to the approach HEW intends. Hpwever,. it is
imprudent to develop a plan unless it is carried out and the results are fed back into
a continuing planning Toceete. Strengthening an acadeniic. program rojuires. an
integrated:, coordinated s m of plannirw," management, and evaluation. The Title
III institutions which have s hened themselves the most are-thaw which were
required by 'OE to design and institute a system described as follows: "A. PME
planning, management-and evaluation.) system,' is defined as. a set of orderly.

related processes, proCedures, and organizationaltructUr&y for 4eciaion making .
It is, therefore, a *item with which the institutional plarining is logically, translat-
ed into specific objectives iphinningn policy -and operating decisions are aimed at
achieving the ?stated objectives lirianagement); perforinance is weighed against the
intended outcomes in the plans evaileationw and the resultant information is fed
back to the *inning and management functions."

-The GAO recommendation, the HEW respense, ald the Title Ifil'egulations cited
above relate to.legislatiVe authorization for the use *of TitleliIfUnds to strengthen
the administrative capacity of the instittition:-Ifowever, the terni "!administrative
capaeity" is vague, Mut permitting the Cammisaioner,-cyrr-the-one-hand,.te-rectdre--.
the development of PME systems but, on.the other hand; to diminish the emphasis4;
There. would' bt. merit in revising the legialation to define."administrative capratity'<
consistent with tlie OE wording.above .

CONSORTIA

Consortial arrangements haye.. provided Title III grantees with asaistance which
otherwise culd . not have been obtained. A large number of specifically prepared

..worliaihone ere provided on imany topics which are vital to developing institutions:
The consortia provided means for information-aharing through newsletters, informal
meetings and workshope, and subsequentdirect contacts between new affinity group
acquaintances; valuable change.through teChnology transfer occurred as a reeult.
Finally:the consOrtia.psovided orecampus tecbnical asiistance.upen request.
' From the viewpoint of meeting aievelopmental training objectiyrse-the workahops,

aloee made the consortia cesi-effective. The total cost ,of having each grantee.fund-
ita own curriculum development-moekshop wouki have far exoeededaher Aef a
single Consortium-provided workshop., Further, `without the..consortia,, man schools
..may not have identified or weighed their training needs.

Although the consortia haye been effective, improvements can be made. Greater
efficiency is perhaPs possible, with smaller grotip consortia drganized -regionally to
redtice travel coats and provide more extensive assistance to the member institu-1

Axons. The Council hopea that the new legislation will continue to provide for
consortia whichhave specific areas of program intereeton a regional base.

The Coencil believes that assisting agencies have a role in ensuring the strength-
ening intended by However, safeguards could be incorporated to ensure
that any agency selected has the experience, resources, and commitment required to
perform its role well. In that context, therels a need to ensure that an-agenty hits
the capaciey, and resources to- perform' the` tasks. If, fer example, a large state
university has the experience, resources., and commitment which enables it to
effectively 'serve 15 Title IH grantees., thecn` it should:be allowed to do so:- The
modifications ..to the legislation that need to be developecrshould not foeus on an
agency's..rolebut rather on its 'ability to, provide the specific eerv-icea re.quested.

PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

.The namber, size, duration and complesity of Title 111. grante pow a prograin
adniinistrative challenge of -considerable magnitude. OE staffia reeponsible for a
variety of implicit oversight- functions, including nionitoring of and assisting °With
each activit.y that comprities a grantee's institutional prograin, For these funetidni
to be well-performed, the Council recommends that the size of OE's program' staff be
inereased.r-

312
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It &Mild be strewed that no small part of Title III's success is due ..to the efforts .
and, the conimitt of OE staff. BIDP end &EDP, have been incorporated ,into a ..
single Title III Prani, thus moulting in an even greater 'challenge for current
staff. The Council it confident that, based on' their previous effort*, OE personnel
wilt continue te meet thiii new challenge. During his brief tenure with Title HI, Dr.
EdWardbfantley has shown the capacity and the willingness to Meet all challenges.

. He has plovided outstanding. -and the compelling leadership that is re-
"Aldred in the progrem. inzight intothe needs'of Title EU institutions should not
go unreecemized.

The Ceuncil _eppreciates this opportunity .to provide its input to the reauthorize-
tien .hearings. The Council's, iiixtyonait inemberinstitutiOns believe that the Title
DI program has bete a. beneficial -force in strengthening developing institutions.
With inpat from diverse sources; it. can become an even more potent force in
American education.

Very truly youre
JOHN P. HANEXY, Chairperson.

A WORKING PAPER-LEGISLATIVE TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OP IserrrrtrrioNet. INTICBRI-
LIANCE AMONG AMERICAN COLLEGES AND UNivgasrruhe le ACADEMIC CONSOIM( Br
Tammy C. 4kuests, Co-Climaxes;

ABSTRACT

Key Poisrm=
I. The guideline which should liervede all federally fueded higher education

programs is the velue and efficacy of institutional interreliance.
2. Since educational services to a sophisticated public.ere growing More diverse,

-=--and ecee 55

ahead, institutional interrellance is becoming a necessity.
3. In Title JI especially, cooperative arrengements should be einphasized. This

.means interreliance, met merely a channel for funding iadividual institutions: to
spend assee fit.

4. The end result of federal funding *324 the Measure for when an institution
benefita from federal support is not when it is strong enough to become insular, but

. rather when itinterreliant enough to provide 'stroeg institutional programs and
services in the text of other institutions within its community..
MISSION- .5.,

The mission of the academic consortium is: .

To ensure the sustained efficiency and effectiveness of the educational institUtion
Membert by' implementing.programs, projects and serviceedeveloped through coot-1-s
endive lilanning, shared memo-tee. and maintained by a forrc4d coneortium organi-

.

ration.
BEN;FITS AND PROGRAMS-

.

I. Provide new and improved educational program opportunities through the
better use of existing faculty, facilities, and servi

a. For new and existing clients
b. Through enordinat, shared or joined curriular or service programs
2. Achieve etemomic advantages through hig r levels of benefit at lower propor-

tional cost.
3. Strengthen aelf-reliance through`.freely given al nce; encourage grass-roots

self-direction; facilitate interreliance`nmong faculty and staff,
4. Advance sense of community which is active and integrated among institutions

which share a common purpose and people to be serVed.
5. Impreye quality and visibility of institutional pregrams and services.
6. Draw useful 'institutional comparieons and contrasts regarding: <

la) Curricular offerings.
(d) Facilities
(b) Faculty specialties.
fe) Student services
(c) Instructional sepport servicels,
(0 Administrative servicee.
7. Challenge institutional insularity and minimite ita effects. .

8. Enhance cultural life of the area or region in educational service.
Consortium pnwrurns--#.

I. Joint and/or C.oerdinated instructional Programs;
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-2. Faculty: Joint appointMent, fellowships, *hared faculty, adjunct
"li.. Instructional Support SysterateTA.V. Computer Services, Library, etc.
4. Student Servicear I'lacement, Health, Admisaionig-Counseling.
5 Admioistrative SuPport Serviem Management Developinent, Research, and

OperationsPranning. , --

6., Staff Develiipment: Training and Seminars . .

.. ,

- 7. Planning, retearch and evaluation eervices as a part of action prqgrams.
8..Corrimunily servictag.'Neeeia analysis and program serviees..

. a
R.W014110.:ISPATIONS :

.

. .. .
.

The CIL Task Force on Federal Relatiens 'recommends thia the CongreCit affirms
.

the legitimate place of the academie .consortiu in -higher education and that. rn
legitimate academie oansortia be made eligible for direct funding by all- programs in
future federally funded higher education programs. Such funds ehould'provide for.
themanagernent of interinstitutional relatilinehips as well its programs.
INTR,ODL/CMON .. .

The following working paper Cate Prepared to support testimony.befortithe.Houste
of- Representativea Sub-Committee on Post-Secondary Education as it considers;the.
reauthorizatian of the programa administered by the Office of Education as ftruded.
by the Higher Educatiop Act of 1965. The put-pow of the paper is to highlight the
legitimate place Of the academic consortium in higher 'education and, to stronglY
recommend that legitirn cadeinicswisortia be made eligible for directafunding ....
by.all programa under the ne her educatiim legislation, aii well as W future
legislative actions. Such funds should provide' for the manegement Qf interinstitu-
tional relationshipa as well as programs. e

It should be made clear .at the outset .that many, bat not all, federal programs
have funded cooperative arrungernents.-Thowi who. so looeely defined such coopers-

--'- etilia--"412140444133444-fikra-414*(0.444401-04.-4e-aaralestitailfaalinie-aireangeratasta-whielta, .
have assumed to compete directly with the many solid .acadeMic consortia baying
judiciously and effieiently used scarce federal dollars to.effectively help membeLL....-^
institutions avoid unnecesaary duplication and to cooperatively develop a vikne

6range of needed prog-rams and services.
.

Federal assistance will continue to play an inhiortant part in the future of 'higher
education. Such aseietance. nevertheless, must be allocated wieel.g. Each dollar must
haveai wide and cumulative impact. The academic consortium is the most efficient Z''
and effective vehicle thruugh which individual iriatitutionsare strengthened. .

The academic consortium .is not just another cooperative arrangement: It has a e
rich tradition and a well, defined purpose. The consortium speaks to a.community of
colleges as against a neighborly association` of institutions. The, remainder of the

,paper, therefore, will define the academic consortium, its programaand its Mission
and goals in order to clearly outline the type of cooPerative arrangement best Suited
to translate federal funds alto quality educational programs. Future regulations
should look carefully at the-cooperative arrangernenta requestirtg funds. In turn,
federal agencies should look dimly at arrangements Which do not meet the criteria
established by the growing number- oflegitimate consortia, criteria which will )3e
outlined at the close of theue remarks.

Backatioufau---
.

The academic consortia is a type of interinstitutional arrangement formed by
.

colleges and universities to collectively deal with common issues and problernii. Of
the thoutianda el interactive arrangements among the nation's 3,000 colleges and,
universities, Only 124 substantial-arrangements involving 1,560 institutions can be
defined as formal academic consortia. :.

Acadeinic consortia are defined-as formal. multi-purpose interinstitutional groups,
performing administratiVe functions, formalizing interaction, aegotiating program
goalie and developing functional specializations pursuant to thoee goals. In simple
terms, academic consortia are voluntary formal'organizations with threv or more
members ins utiuns, haying multiatcademic programs, administered. by at least
one full-tin profeesional, and requiring an annual, mortetarY contribution or other .

tangible e dence of long-term coMmitment In structural. terms Consortia are con-
federations of faculty and administrative committees, governed by. boards of direc-
tors (usually the member presidents), and .served by professional administrators.

A review of interinstitutional arrangements reveals that academic consortia are
indeed' different -from other academic associations such as international- education

4 cooperatives; national higher education associations, accrediting agencies and associ-
ations, state associations of private colleges and universities, interatate compacta,
state 4stems, special purpose consortia, and bilateralcompacts.
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Steady growth has been the hallmark of the -ctinsortium over:tient since the
inception af the Qlaremont duster cólleges in .W25. Considering ably farmalintilti--
Purpose cOnsortie. a clear majority of the 124 now in existence have been forthed in
the past 13 years. While there no longer is the bandwagon formation of consortia
that was experienced in the late sixties and early seventies, their total number
quietly continued to inch upward (an increltse-of 11( to 124, over the last 18 months).
Clearly, the increasing number of consortia eonstitutes'a notable phenomenon in
American higher education. It flies directly in the face of institutional isolation and
independence.

'Two doctrines fdrm the basis for consortial arrangernents:
1. Consortia eniich and diversify academic prokrams

Consortium programming is coet-effective.
The net.results of the drive for academic eririchinentand economie -efficiency can

be best illustrated through the following lists ebenefits and programs:
1

A. Cunsortiuni benefits-
1. 'ProVide new and improved educational program opportunities through the

better useof existing faculty; facilitied, and services-
4a) For new 'and existing clients.
ibl,Through.ctiordinated, shared 'or joined curricular-or Service programs.
2.A4ieve economic advantagess througli higher levels of benefit dt lower propor-

.tional.cost. . .

Strengthen self.reliance through Ireely given allegiance; encourage gr,eroots
adkiirection' facilitate interreliance among faculty and staff.

. 4. Aavance sense Of community which is active a3id iptegrated among institutions,
which share a common purpose and people to be served..

5. Improve quality and visibility of institutional programs and aervicets
6. Draw usel'ul institutional comparisOns and contrasts regarding:
(a) Curricular offerings.
(b) Faculty specialties.

"(c) Instructional support services.
(d)
(e) Student services.
(f) Administrative services.
7. Challenge institutional insularity and minimize its effects.
4. Enhance caltd-nd litV of the area or region in educational service.

B. (\msortiurri progrums--
1. Joint and/Or Coordinated Instrectional Programs:
2. Faculty: Joint appointment, fellowships, shared faculty, ackjunct.
If. instructional- -Support Systems:- k.V., Computer Services Library. etc
4: Student Services:: Placement, _Health. Admissions, Counseling
:T. Administrative Support Services: Management Development, Research,

Operations Planning.-
Staff Development: Training and $eininars

7. Planning, research and evaluation services as 4 part of action-programs.
S. (76mmunity service: needs analysis and program services.

AILS-SI)N ANI) GOALS

and

To amplify the introduction, it wOteld be beneficial to look closely at the miSaion
and goals of' the academic consortium.

A formai cooperative arratigement betfween academic institutions (an ,acadeinic
consertium) has a distinct mission apd purpose directjy related to the needs of its
member institutions. A consortium means purposeful cooperation: A consortium is
nut simply an organization of two, or more colleges, rather an organization of
programs and projects in areas of common interest to its member colleges. The
organization is. thus pliable, able to be molded according to changing netsis and
shifting.circumstances. The direction of the consortium is derminad by the govern-
ing board comprised of institutional and societal representatives. The colleetive
needs .are determined by'the committees and councils which make up the organiza-
tioo proper. In the final analysis, however, the consOrtium is an,orga.nizationan
organization which requires enrichment even as it attlempts to enrich its members.
True, the consertium is a separate organization and quite different in format from
its member colleges, but as an embodiment of their collective needs, the Consortium
cannot conceptually be considered apart from its hoet institutions... Indeed, the
consortium is us strong as the collective commitment; the organization can suceeed
if it reMains true to its unique mission. Indeed, it, is becoming increasingly apparent
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that strong interrehaat n works produce atrong institutions in much the same way
as strong, positive perso relationships produce atrong individuals.

. It is important t/..i u erstand the relation between college and consortium, The
consortium makes no deciaions concerning the operation''und direction of the

:member institutions.. Instead; the consortium supports the ,operation and 'direction
of the member inititutions in areas where the collective risiources of the institutione
can best he brought to bt..!ar in solving common problems. The intent of the ctinSor-
tiurn is thus ta creatively, efficiently, and effectively pool institutional talents and
resource* to meet common needs,. to accomplish what the institutions alone are
unable to achieve. .

In some,caseti, the term consortiuth ,has been equated with an ()flits% a title, or a
separate independept organizational entity. In reality, however, the consortium is
simply the.collective.programs and projects oftwo or more colleges. The consortium
organization itself is only the structure and framework which lends coherence and
order to the cooperative:urrangetnent. The organization, of course, is a necesaary
element in the.cooperative arrangement, but it is primarily advisory and adminis-
trative in function.- It helps ma' cooperative perspective while implementing
carefully screened and pl,annedactivities -which together sn'engthen the ability of
the member institutions to car out their respective missions and goals. this
supportive role of the academic nsortium arrangement.detines its mission.
Mune;

The mission of the academic consoittum is:
To 'ensure the sustanted ellieienCy and effectiveness of the,educational inStitution

members by implementing programs, prOjects and services deyeloPed through coop-
erative planning, shared resources, andmaintained by a formal consortium organi-
zation.

Goa is
As a result of time and experience, three specific goals guide the academic

consortium in the attainment of its mission. These goals
1. Continuity.

.2. Maturation.
Strength..
Cwit.inuay. The goal of continuity refers to the ability of the consortium to

maintain a stable organizational structure, and to guarantee the delivery of consor.
tium services iinplemented to strengthen the member institutions. Continuity thus
refers more to activities within the consortium organization itself than to programs
which are conifortium-based but institutionally oriented. In 'other .words, continuity
is achieved .through a stable central 'administration, a well organized system of
academic and administrative committees, an, effective planning and governance
1:unction, and consortium services directly controlled tv the consortium itself. With-
out a stable central organization, cooperative programs and projects would be in
constant jeopardy. Programs may .come and go, but the consortium organization
must maintain operational continuity to provide the.. foundation for long-range
planning, and the opportunity for the colleges to design that, critical mix of pro-
grams which together attain its mission.

Ataturution.The goal of maturation refers to an organizational openne ss. to
change and redirection. In these terms. maturation .does not mean bigger is better.
Oil the contrary, Maturation is a function of a dynamic and flexible organization. A
consortium remains 'dynamic by continually seeking soletions to problems: a consor-
tium remains.flexible by continually accomtnodating programs in seeking solutions

.

to those problems._ Further, maturation depends on tho elimination of activities
which would act as program retordants Maturation is therefore a continual cycle of
events which weeds out superfluous programs as it plants others which meet con-
temporary needs.

Through the goal of gnaturation, the consortium engages in such activitieS as
program revision, addition, and innovation. Further, it refers to cooperation be-
tween other eduCational systems and community orpnizations. Last it refers to
activities which promote the cooperative solution of institutional issues and prob-
lems in an interinstitutionalamtext. j

.;. Strength.The goal of strength has a double meaning; that the consortium has
adequate resources, and that the conaortium.is able to project itself into its environ-
nwnt. Through the goal of strength,/ the consortium engages in fund development,
public relationa, and long-range planning. Without the acquisition of funds to under-
write old progranis and develop new ones, without the projection of a clear-cut
organizational image, and without a solid set of long-runge plans, the consortium
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coukl Oat develop the necessary organizational strtmatth and character to pursue
and suceessfully attaM its mission.

. . ,

In summary ,. all consortiuzn activities.are the logical extenaions ef the three goals
of continuity, maturation, an4. strength. These goalain turn underscOre'the comae.-
tium missien and .bring added stability and strength to the educational and adminia-
trative components of the member colleges.

.
.

The, parpcnie of the previou* remarks wee to highlight the legitimate pLace of the
academie consortium hi Aigher 'education and to strongly recommend that legiti-
mate' academic consortis. be made eligible for direct funding by all proOams under
the new higher ucation legiiiation. It him; been shown, that consortia are Waked
with the wise. i d ettiCient take Of Wilds in Order to enrich the pregrams anciservices
of their mem r institutions. . .

It is one thine to use us*istance wiaely and with well definecl objectives-in mind..
.:: but it is quite another to do it with large scale efficiency. The academic conaortinm

.provides such efficiency of fund utilization. ,

'Cooperation is the key. The concept of consortium in 'the past'has been abused.by
Auclue application and, definition, Too often the' prectiCe 'of "cooperatien". never
entered into would-be conaortial arrangementS. The extent of the cooperative en-
deavor was merely- to funnel money to individual- institutions for their 'own use
&done. This is not the. intent of the academic. consortium. Ideally,..t.3)e ,member
colleges and univeraities in the coasortium plan and execute'cooperative programsI

with fiinding only to .be sought, after the fact. NevertheleSa Sortie eadperative ar-
rangements.have come into being which hiii,fe not lived up to that goal. - .

On the Other hand, the 'majority cif consortia which have 'remained steadfast to
the interreliant consortium model have continued to ,make ritinements and are,
working to ensure geniaine cooperation.. Based on thaw'. refinements, guideline* for

' 'consortia should be affirmed which would benefit both colleges in'need olmutual
enrichment and the 'government in husbanding limAed reeources.

"KkroMMENDATIONS '. . . .

In order to ensare that federal funds earmarked for the support of ,academic
consortia be spent most effectively, the following eligibility criteria are hereby
recommended: .., - -

1. Th Consortium must be voluntary, i.e., not the product of a government
mandate. `..

2, The ('onaortitan must have a legal identity, i,e., incorporated as a non-profit
organiAation.

3. The Consortium must he administered- by full-time professional Staff.
4. The Consortium must include A workable number of institutions, i.e., comprised

of no leas than twu (21 and no more than twenty (2tP members.
5. The Consortium must coordinate iit leastAhree (3) interinstitutional programs,'

joint services or administrative arrangements among all or between various subeets
of the member institutions.

6. The membets must evidence financial commitment to the Consortium through
ongoing "hard dollar.' support in the form of aniittal contribiffions, ,

The level of sUpport for eligible academic consortium would be determined by the
extent to which the cooperative ariangement shares: /

I. Joint and/or coordinated instructional programs.
2. Joint faculty appointments and/or faculty exchange programs.
3. Student echange ptograms and student co-carricular activities.
4. Instructional support systems, e.g., computer services, library and audio/visual

holdings. so forth.
t services programs,

6. Administrative support services, e.g., opl:rations planning, institutional re-
search, accouating and payroll' 'functions, registration procedures, and sO forth.

7. Faculty and staff development programs.
S. Community iervice program.
9. Facilities utilization.

Clearly, the wide range uf consortium confiFurations will ernRhasi'he program sharing in
some, but nut others, of the above Activities. Furtherrnort% evidence of cooperation muat, be
decumented ars.fully as poeeiible. utilizing geographic. economic, or-demographic relationship
whenever possible.

3
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.coNcLusioN

To illustrate the preeious reinarks.,-wbat happens when the consortium concept is
ajpLied to,a particular federal program? Take the Strengthening Developing Institu-
tfbna Program (Title HI. HEA 1965). for example. The goal of the SDIP isto assist
institutions which have the potential to muke u substantial Lontribution to the
higher education resuureee of the nation but which are.struggling for survival end..
isolated from the mitia cui-rents of academic life. It is clear that institutions isolated
frem the academic mainstream are in need of revitalizing relationships. Ccoperative
arrangements,are the means thsough which suck) revitalization occurs. Oxiperative
arrangements in consortia must therefore be the future hallmark of Title III leXia1a-
tion. Furthermore; the consortium should be thi legitimate agent of interinstitu-
tional development, directly eligible and responsible for the sustained continuity,
maturation and strengthof the cooperative compact.

.1



Kr. Tom Wolimin
Subcomm4tee Chairman
%poem of Represeatitires karma
wiabiegtws D.C.' -2135.1-5'

quer Nr. Wolesin:

Ou April 17, 1979* visitad your office and talked at %Length with,your,
secretary. Specifically, ouryieiting 'group taliesd about
the approprietioua and reauthorization of the Sigher liducatiOn. Act, sore, '

specifically, Title III. Prow readies the original legislation
t

O.A.O. report,
nd eubeaquemt teetimomy by the Office of Edusatiou sad LW higlmf educetiou
aiinCiatioue I som not couvisCed that ;he case for Titie III mma effectively
Prameted; certainly, the came for !sell cosaortia was aot.repteeented. The
purpose of Sy lett* is ma present pm 4aole La briif'amdmuccinct.temes

.Whet'te a dnvoloping institutiOnT

en institution "Struggliag for survival sof cUt off from the sel;i-
Stream of anedemic.life.r.,

2.'.tt ie likely to have IittIV, if.asty, ystatic resource developsent effort.'
3. it is likely tn have law faculty salaries in cosparisoO,with national sores.
4. It-is likely to have fewer faculty with doetoral degrees thou mote developed

c011eges. (Our comeortiumof six Colleges. rauges froe,,n low Of 152 at orm
collage to 442 et tbe tOf for another college.)
It is likely to haVe'io systematic faculty development program to isprove
feculty. )(Mime devnloped institutions hey* sabbatical leave Miroms;.
provisions for Attending natiosal:mentiugs in academic field; provisions
to allow professOre to present remeerch pepere; and sysmeMatic faculty
review and improvemest programa.)

6.' It is likily,to have little* if any, full tine student development services.
(ixemplesare Career Counseling, Student Placsaant, Study Skill' Assistance.)

1. It is likely to.have little, if my, regular institutional reenerch effort
which is criticailyormodd for decisions. (It should knoWIM all timer its
tetentiou rate, attiltiou rate, plitimint rate, follow-up OtattiOAAASO With
st4danti sod qmployers.)

f. It say be geographicelly or culturally. imOlated from mein currents of
academic life.

It say have developed otie or more of these elements with Title II% end for other
assistance programs, but has likely not reached a e4s4dy ftati point of graduatiou
fro: all ef these quotas.



itpril, 1e, 1979'

tag* 2

tar ouroolless onisettion it has ateacoplipahad the follawligt
*r

1. teadid iamecUlotoec of 71 Ph.D. digresa deaxioot for * ratal
aol.riinets state mot a thirteen pear period. .

,

Funded gattaaal taeskinot Wellowehipa,
Roamer feealty fiellowieips, cool pra-

feasioaaloeipaswitOry Saperimapaohfor !amity mato thirteen/ year period.
(Oartas 1077-1078,'throa Matiamal tioanhia itillowhiPat (54) fiftroix
summer falicoehlps,'and WA) ota

howeltie5-aitteIreefichatt ttavs1 4004avant* ware awardad.
.

troy40d part time colorrfor tarear coweleallea toad studr ahtlis lastruCtioe
st.each 4-Q06o/ciao cellos.. .(awatto Our/ag 107A-1979,11platiwa Aisticaos
hive hail coronae% &rims the peat tWa roars 22.114iiva Americoehhave,teceiroi-.
24. dagrea kaillhave tecalvad ea A.A. distils.) All atadeato withOpeatal ,neadeOsra ear414. Carser coosweelors efts* courts1-as easy ea 299.differsot

tudents duriss tour** of asocloodealc year.
.4. Naiad pert ties isetitutioaal rtajrch efforts at oath of 6 acosortime collesaa...

(Assaatioa aad attrition a , studeat place...et studies, studost-fóllow-or
atudies, eatt'ageda asicomemat ettailose hive all homemade paaathlo with Title III.

S. kpportaibmwd developed a coistral oaeortiisi eaotdinatiai affica through.wkith
plasalas sad devslopemat ha* &rows mar a.(n) Oda/m*1'w period.. (Penalty
*ad staff co:atilt kris haeoorgsaimed,ia the Saat five yeers'aad meet
regularly. Tee sciatica cowil (193) devoloped *a W67 Compater loaratai
Projact, 4250.000; the humanities touacikdovelapiod sicomar chautimmitoo'
coofarance.AIS fuadad lor $40,000 sad a suimear facultyorittas.projact
funded for 425.000; the inatitutioaabl raaaarch.council is ptaesatly propoolas

reasarch ilitqact oo rwral woods for *garment of Agriculture fuad.iag.)

Our coosortioe rally's. bellows this type of develposeat could @sly hays Ursa
sleds poseibla hy.Titie III.fuadisg. A rural sad-tiolatad group:of six collages
has procieded with deveiliseat.iwed totaled to stay togsthar; but Titl. III
rceourcas ars critical sad a* Wiens in the program.

sims_flzimartaftludcntritle XII Frovaa?
Ida do loot halfeveoligibility should

ba rastricted to-narrow eligibility factors
cluoh es *ICC numbars or.diaiaiahing I ead,G sepeaditutio. Tha isteda oftha
laglalatioa sakam plain thai litrulnigg institutiolos ars to ha recipients while
,410C speaks to'ctruitatiat atudeatt who ear atom/sat grant proviso.

:Larg aasistims assecisa sad axtromely Lars. toosortii appear to haws a dispro-
portioaste share of thoTitle III fueda. (Our coaaortis ii riptosaatative of
130 small orgaitisatioaa erouad the aation (aapresestative of 1340 participating
institutions) but wok hays so lobby nor aay Washinstos offirs.) .:Our arostaaa art
field otoratiOne Which aid basic tavelumant of our iaetitutions,

F.



Whavitnerded for-tha futuref

-1. Multi Year fundinufor separate consortia. applicatime.
2. Ispedos eligibility ciltoria mach ee opdated'fictors preViouily aaed.
3. Obj.ctive ealactias proceesas for grants/as.
4. Sits yiaits is thalield.

' 5. Use of perform...co evaluations.
6. 'lecressesd fuedimg for'Title III given effsctive program perforiancs.
7. Weguir.d loeg r.nge plowing for applicants.
S. Coat efficiest sad cost-effective practices by granted..

Plow.' accept this letter as lay tastima.y for tha bearings morin prog ass.
Istsad ready to answer quiWiclas at say tin*.

.Sitcerely,

ora_i
'Donald T. Cannoa
LipacutivaiSiractor
Northorm Plains Conaortia*

.



REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT' AND RELATED MEASURES

Part IStrengthening Des;eloping Institutions

THURSDAY, MARCH 29. 1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
%whin:Von,

The subcommittee met at 9:30, a,m., pursuant to 'notice, in room
2261, Rayburn Building, Hon: William Ford (chairman of the sub-
committee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Peyser, Williams, Bu-
chanan and Tauice.

Staff present: Thomas R. Wolanin, staff director; Patricia F.
Rissler, deputy staff director; William C. Clehan, minority assistant
education counsel; and Jennifer W: Vance, minority legislative as-
sociate.

Mr. FORD. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education_ will,-
Come IO order for the purpose of continuing hearings on the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act and relatedmessur@s.

We will go off the record for a minute.
ADis cussion_off
Mr. FORD. We can go back on the record.
Oiar hearing today will continue to consider the program for

strengthening developing institutibns, title IlL of the Higher Edu-
cation Act of4965.

In the hearing yesterday ,

we -heard from representatives of the
General Accounting Office who discussed their report, "The Feder-
al Program to Strengthen. Developing Institutions of Higher Educa-

_ tion";- representatives of the National Center for Educational Sta-
tistics who commented on the new methodology proposed in the
new regulations for determining whether an institution of higher
education is a developing institution; witnesses from the major
consortia which provide assistance to developing institutions; wit-
nesses from institutions which participate in the title III program,
and from Representative Pat Williams of Montana, our colleague,
who has shown a very special interest in this subject matter.

Otrrwitnesses today will include representatives of the organiza-
tioni of those served, by the title HI program; representatives from
the Office for Civil Rights, Who will discuss the relationship be-
tween the implementation of the Adams v. Milano decision and
the title-III program; and representatives from the Office of Educa-

(s15)
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tion wilo will be Prepared to discuss.. the operations of the prograin
and the proposed new regulations for the program.

- I would like to announce also that the hearing reco.rd will be
held open for 1 month for additional written statements 'from
anyone having suggestion,s or ideas related specifically to the
reauthorization of title HI.

With that, I would like to ask you to coMe forward as a panel.
Mr. Billingsley, president of Morgan State UniverSity in Balti--

inore, is here today representing the National Association of Equal
Opportunity in Higher Education.

Mr. Bilhngsley, kefore I call the others uP, I would like to. take
this opportunityand I know that I speak for many Members of
Congress and many people presently associated with higher educa-
tion yet to come into thank you for being one of the people who
had faith in uslast year when you came before this committee on
behalf of the institution arid the organization, and tiupported our
efforts M the adoption of the Middle Income Assistance Act.

Mr. BILLINGSLEY. Thank you, sir.
Mr. FORD. We hope that we will have the same kind of good luck

that we had last year, and that we can reach the same kind of
balance in the support from 'higher education peaple that we
reached last year.

I would like to have come forward Alvin a Rivera, representing
the National Hispanic Higher Education Coalition, and Richard
Nichols., representing the AMerican Indian Higher Education Con-

.sodium.
Without objection, the prepared statement presented to the corn-

mittee Linder the rules by Dr. Billingsley will 'be inserted in full at
this point in the record, and you may proceed to comment on it,
add to it, or supplement it in any way you wish,' Dr. Billingsley.

[The prepared statement by Dr. Andrew L. Billingsley, president:
Morgan State University, Baltimore, Mcl on the reauthoription of
title III of the 1-tigher Education Act of 1965 as amended, with
appendix 1 attached thereto, followsl

S-rATAMT'0I DR. ANDREW/ L. BILLINGSLEY, PlizItIDENT, MORGAN STATE
UNIVERSITY

My name is Andrew .Billingsley. f am president of Morgan State University in
Baltimore, Maryland. Today I appear before you on behalf of the National Asaoci-
ation For Equal Opportunity in higher Education, the membership organization of
the one-hundred and five historically black colleges. These colleges enroll more than
200,000 students and continue to account for apprOximately one-half of the black
recipients of btkcalaureate degrees. I especially thank you for this opportunity to
comment on the proposed Reauthorization.of Title III oi the Higher Education Act.

Approximately eighty of our institutions have been among the more than seven-
hundred institutions t-hat have benefited from Title III. Studies consistently docu-
ment the fact that the academic quality, administrative capacity and student serv-
ices of our institutions have been significantly strengthened by Title III funds,
consistent with the objectives of the program. Our observations concerning the
proposed changes in the legislation authorizing Title III may be summariaed as
follows:

1. DEFINE A DEVE1A)ONG INSTMITION IN TERMS (.)1' ITS SEW/1(1:S TO E;CONOMICALLY
DEPRIVED STUDENTS

We fully concur with the definition developed after exhaustive study and ext.e.n-
sive hearings by the Office of &location of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, and included in the pthposed new regulations for Title IlL The essence
of this definition is that a developing institution is distinguished from .others "by

.
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serving a signifivant number .of economically deprived students.' We concur with
the war of the quantitative measures. "uveriwe educational and genefal (E,..and
expendituresi per full-time equivalent iFTE stildenti and ilyeraw basic educational
opportunity grant iBEOG) award..per FTE undergraduate student, fOr identifying
institutions serving econemically deprived students. Finally. we -concur that the
participating Title UI institutions should -document that they have the desire and
Putential to make the "special contribution!' of increasing the' flow of these econánii-
cally deprived- students into, the. Main currents of American. life,. and that th.ey
should demonstrate willingness to help themselves overcome the impediments
t1v face..

the adoption of this definitien of a developing institution should be u key and
central element -in the reauthorization -legislation. it' is important beeause .large
numbers Of low-income Persons are outside of the main curftnts of American,
suciety. Many Blacks.' Hispanics, native Americans, end low-income Whites do not
enjoy the fruitS of this society. More iMportant, they represent unutilized human
issources, who instead of costing- society could contribute to the economic health
and-ihe social wholeeomeness and well being of' our society,

The irony is that in many instances, particularly-among Blacks, paa Federal and
state laws in some areas, practices flowing foam thobe -laws in other areas, and
overall public policy were the roots froni which the economic riekivation continues

'to flow. President- Lionel H. Newsom 'of Central State University described:this--
deprivation of student* entering his university that I believe is typical of many
stodents 'entering the historically bliick, colleges. He said, "we are the first to
acknoWledge that most [of our] entering,students are seriously handicappededuca-
tiahally. socially. economically, und psychologically. It is a known fact that if the
handicap were ,physical, likelalindness Or deafness, there would be no question of
the high cost of their education. Years of diecritninaticin, deprivation and prejudice
have made Ellack people, old and young, a handicapped segment of our'society. . ."

Now we know that when a society .has a serious problem that afflicts, it, and an
institution seeks to help a society solve that problem, whether it is, in cancer, at.'
research, the advancement of technology, or developing neW defense weapons, it is

. Federal policy to support that inititution in serving society.
It is now firmly roote'd *in Federal policy-to aseist.lowoncome students. Virtually

Our entire financial-aid program is based on that premise. The new legislation for
Title III should alio recognize that by aCcepting significant numbers of economically
deprived students and developing them into resourceful and productive.members of
society, institOtioris are performing a service for society, and, accordingly, deberve
support. from that society. Indeed, thew institutions performing ..a national
service and on those grounds deserve support. Please note we are not saying
productive service to economically deprived students should be one of many criteria
in defining a develoQing institution. We stress that it is the only criterion.

II TITLE UI SHOIrLD NOT LIE i3ONVERTED INTO A oENERAL INSTITUTIONAL All) PROGRAM

.Title III should -not be converted into a general institutional assistance program.
We recognize that an increasing number, kof institutions face financial difficulties
and are st'ruggling for survival. Given predictions of declining enrollments in the
years ahead, an even greater number of institutions will require outside assistance.
Some mechanism must be found to provide support to these institutions. This should
be done outside of the framework of Title III, The specific, purpoee of Title III to
help institutions serve economically deprived students should not be compromised
by assuming the overwhelming task of helping all institutions with a variety of
problems. To repeat. Title III should not be converted into a general institutional
assistance program

III ELIMINATE TIIE IMPLICATION THAT FONDINO IS TEMPORARY FOR INSTITUTIONS WHILE IN
CERTAIN STAGEs ORoW'TH

Under current legislation, the question is invariably asked, "When is an inuthu-
tion developed, after which it will no longer require Federal funding?" This question
is based on the fallacious assumptions that there are stages of growth through
which an institution passes, and at some point the institution is developed and
requires no additional fuif ing. Under the new definition, an institution' is develop-
ing in terms of the loW-erme.students it serves. Title III is not to be considered a
general institutional aid program. An institution might be poor and might have
deficits and would not' qualify as developing in terms of the definition proposed for
this legislation. On the other hand, if' an institution is serving larger numbers of
low-income students and does not have...the reSources from other sources fully to
assist society in developing .,liese/students, then it 'is developing. As lung -as an
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institution conttnues' to perform the function of serving lerge nurribers of lowe
incerne students, it is developing. Thus, legislation should not even imply that an
inatitution would be .funded fOr three or five years after ,which funding ceases
'becaUse the iniititution, is developed. The low-income students iierved, not the period
of funding or tqlige of growth alone, ,of an institution would qualify it for Title III
funding. ,

P. THE NEW Lgt:ISLATION SHOLILU CLARIFY THE Ri.LATIONSIIIP bEiWEEN UEVELOMIG
INSITITUTIA)NS AND ASSISTING AGENC1I4S

The new legislation should continue to recognize the.' iinportance of assisting
agencies. Title III funding should go directly to the developing mstitutioris; however,
the new 'law should make it verysclear that possibly through a subcontracting
arrangement the developing.Mstittition could identify Ahe assisting agency to which
funding would be given for fulfilling certain SerVicies. Once a subcontract is ap-
proved by the Office of -Education, the responsibilitY for delivering t& services
Would. be clearly that of the assieting agency. Also, the'aissistiriwagency and not the
developing institution would be subject to audit both for accountability and perform-

v TITLE HI LEGLSLATION SHOULD AUTHORIZC AND SUPPOHT letiND,RACSING ACTIVITIES DX.. -
DEVELoPING.INSTITUTIONS

An institution incurs a number of incremental costs as a result of taking in Iows.---
inckune students. We have already stressed that given the fact that these institu-
tions are rendering a service to society, they .should be assisted by the .Federel
Government. This assistance shnuld take .the form ef support for faculty detirelop-
mental programa, student services, curricule, and management We consider it
proper, however, to .provide suPport to institutions td Strengthen their capacity to
'obtain funds fram the private sector to assist in defrayings costs in, thet4e areas.
Success in fund-raising could strengthen. the institutions in providing services to:
lOw-incorrie students. We Would particularly favor including in the Title III Authori-;
zation the endorsement of an endowment cOneept in which private funding matched-
with government funding would provide forig-rarwe, stability to institutions serving
low-incothe,stadents. We particularly endorse the F. D. Patterson Endowment Plan,
a description of which is attached as Appendix I. This plan provides 'a method for
the creation of inititutional revenues that does not interfere with the inatitutional ,

objectives of participating institutions. Participating institutions would provide 'for
themselves a continuous flow,of budget inconie in predetermined amounts arid over
u-speeifie Ise, lad ,of time. income-
et:l and could be expanded in accordance with the particular institutions' prierities
and needs. Private donori'Would be provided with an additional incentive to contrib-'
ute to colleges and universities. Unrestricted giving Would be stimulated, arlii-re=.

-stricted giving that stipulated an expenditure of revenue over an extended period
would be encouraged. Participating institutions would be stimulated to develop and

-to exercise their own private fundraising potential. There would also be an incen-
tive 'to formulate long-term institutional development plans as a key factor in
convincing prospective donors of the importantly of their continuation. Institutions
that participate in this endowment plan would be encouraged te provide more
effective financial Management of their' portfolios and budgets. The endoWment
legislation will not niean the creation of a new progrannxbut rather will become
port of an already existing one. It will require new funds via Title III.

VI ADOPTION EW THE NEW DEFINITION WOULD OBVIATE THE NECESSITY FOR SET &SIMS

There are those who argue that given the historic importance of the historically
black colleges in serving low-income students, a 50 to tiO percent set aside for the
historically black colleges should be authorized in the new Title III legislation. The
community colleges have announced their desire to have a .35 percent set aside.
Other groups are expected to ask for set asides. Serious consideration should be
given to establishing other programs, outside of Title III, funded to meet the
legitimate needs of special constituencies and,,after that has been successfully
accomplisbed, to free up Title ill to conc*ntrate on funding institutions serving low-
income students, with proportionately more funding gotng to those institutions.
performing proportionately more iri serving low.-income students. The community
colleges are one of the most important and significant innovations in, higher educa-
tion of this.century. They deserve support in their own right as communkty college*
Accordingly, it is our hope that a commitment to supPert theee institutions in the
legitimate program designed speclically to assist them, Title X, can be met, 'and that
Title III should provide supplemental support to those community, colleges serving

,
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by actiaally gradiiating7-economaat,Ily deprived stirdents..,All community colleges.,
would accosdingiV, ta.t.pporied under Title X: Some, thoseapecifiCally serving low-.
income students, would'onalify under two tithsa Th1e fl and X lfunding can be
achieved under Title X for Community collagea, we propoie the eliMination .of set
leaides for corrimunity colliame under Title III. Sucit a iiet aside woold distort the
Meaning .and purpose of ntle fltupderthe new definitien. Either same, cominunitY '.
colleges not earving es:0=444441y deprived students Would he funded, or officiels

, would' haw to. "Screpe the bottom of the barrej" and fund' univorthy propesids. to
;meet the 24 percent liet:aiiide requirtimentA ; ,. , .

We reject as misleading the statistic that communitycoljeges enroll 50.percent X .

. Wack studenta and thereby uhould argue for an either'larger eat. aSide. The heavY:.
enrollment of Blac4 in community colleges ii a probleui area with reapect to
getting lilacke into the mainet.reem- of oursociety. Recent-reieareh indicates that-.
relativeky more able 1s.k students than able white students attend consinuni.tY

.' colleges, rothor than the 'four-year -institutions that prepare pone:kis for further
development aS prokeeiikentis4panagerik'and po1ic malung Participanta in the thain,
current of otir society. Tftefact is -that though community colleges serve a werth'Y

-ptirpose, a large Percentage of Blacka going. to Community collages are enrolled in .

non-degree programs. The attrition rate is extremely, high among Blacks. attending
. those mstitutions, the transter,xate anions; Blacks from corninuinty collegee
. year collegeti is. rekitively low, and of those.who do transfer, the dropout rate before
these pervons comPlete the baccalaureate 'degree is .extrenielY high.. Cominunity
colleges, to repeati 'perform i 'valitable fiinction, but they perforin only-a part of the
eduFational function, and, according te aonie teeeerchers, divert rather than in-
;relate the. flaW of alack students into high. level peaitionain our society:

ITTLE III SHOULD ENOOVILSOE DE:1,11X;REVATION AND.TnE,SUPPORT oF STATE-WIDE PLA,NS'

'Title III funds should encourage and,,aupport desegregation efforta In addition,
Title III funding ishotad support State-wide pjanning effort& These ends ijii be.
accomplished through the implementation 'of regulations, .such as these noW pro-
weed by the Commisaioner of Education:WO fetil"thatit would he a serions mistake
to award funds to institutions' through the states, rather than directly to institutibns
as a means of accomplishing this coordination. Channeling Title III funds through a
state to private inititutions would be particularly. objectionable. Channeling,them to. -
public institutions through the state would be also undesirable. Indeed, many be-
lieve that the plight Of the historically black colleges exists now because' of under-
funding or neglect on the part of states in supporting the development of economi-
cally depriwd studepts. Huller than have states screeinhe institutions, wer-COU14-7--""--
faVor the incliesion of a provision requiring that the states .meticulously observe the'
maintenance of effort requirement, and in addition provide.supplemental support to
assist the colleges in promoting desegregation; the implementation of state plan,
and the enhanced flow of the economically deprived students into the mainstream
of society.

VIII. THE FUNCTIONS OF 1:1-1E NATIONAL TEAMINU FELLOWSHIP SHOULD ae BROADENED

National Teaching *Fellowships should be retaieed in- the new legislatiOn as a
111081113 of Substituting for existing faculty who might wish to take a sabbatical to
upgrade themselves. In additioh, however, the National Teaching Fellowship Pro-
grim could be tilled to provide upward mobility for ,a pool of minority students
themselves. Thus, in lieu of posaibly attracting a young graduate student from a
prestigious university to work with low-income students at a developing institution,
the developing institution .iteelf might identify two or-three of its brightest recent

a graduates to help in tutoring and deVeloping other low-income students..Concurrent-
ly, these recent graduates themselves could be provided fellowships to work on
advanced degrees. In addition, the National Fellowship Program .might be used to
develop a pool of specialists interested in working with low-income students and
who woul4 be aesiated in developing the' *kills to Work With such students. We
would invision increasing the stipends paid to 'National Teaching Fellows in order to
enable them to match.the alternative incomes they would have earned elsewhere
and to provide them with adequate resources to develop themselvea. In place of the
Presidents Emeriti Program, we Propose "topping off- arrangement to bring in
visiting profeesors for short nericxte to develop new programs and upgrade curricula.
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Z. THS isenauenosi SHOULD XHOOURAGE A OWE= LXXHICHATION ASIONG AND ARI1OULA-
tics wrrit taarrrtrnoss AT VARIOUS 11%MS ODHOLSHILD %Wit LOW-INCOIKE STUDENTS

&eh level of schooling tends to blame another level for the failures encountered
so far in develaping students front lew-income backgrodnds. The elementary schools
complain of the products sent to them as teachers from 'the college*. The secondary
schools point to the lack of development among thaw coining from elementary
schools. Postsecondary. iducetioe paints an accusing finger at the secondary schools,
Title Ill offers an epportunity to help instit 'ens in Postsecondary education identi-
fy and begin developing the dary level, to,effect cooperationamong
community .and -four-year institu . uce educators specielized in educating
disadvantaged youth, and te continue the deyelopment of persons interested 'in
working with low-income atudenta by encouraging them and 1mM:tort:mg them inattending gredtiate and . professional school& The Title 1.11 Program, under new
legislations, should bc suppoetive of these coerdinating and articulation activities.

TITLE III LEGISLATION'S/R:3CW ENOOURAGE NEW APPROACHES FOR DI:MOPING
INSTITUTIONS TO SERVE LOW-INCOME STUDENTSt

In the past, development has meant patterning developitig institutions after the
most preatigieus institutioos in the nation. The nevi legislation should encourage
ieetitutiCeis to' develop-new programs to motivate and actually educate students to

, enter careers poisibly,,montradition* to them, that lead to the mainstream. Assist-
ence should'be given the institukions to develoP.new methodologies and techniques
that could staure suceess. We support proposals to utilize technology and telecom-
munication in deVeloping', institutions.. The inatitutions should be encouraged te
develop curricula that era appropriate to the Missions of deVeloping low-income
students, not necesiarily eunicula,patterned after others. In brief, the developMent
of the institution would 1:4 the reatructudeg of at least wome aspects of the institu
tions in order to better serve, and developTow-incopse attidents.

. .

XI. THE ALITHORLIATION LEVEL FOR Trna: erre as 'INCREASED TO USG MILLION.

Weconcur with .tIse recommendation of the* American Council .on Education and
.the h' her education community that the authorization level for Title lII be in-
ciaaed to $250 millionoGiven the phenoinenal progress .made in improving access .

and given ptedictions of the increase in low-income students going to college, sup-
. port .nniet new be :increased for the retention of those students (a function to be

addreesed in another, ;title. of the Higher Education Act) and to strengthen the
institurinns whinh_williat_receiving end vaduating-theee students. Indeed, there is
one proposal that the exPended authorization include funds that, would be ear-
marked for, institutions that demonstrate success in actually graduating low-income
students. In any event, an expanded authoritation will be needed so that the
reeourv in this program will be somewhat ceMmensurata with the tasks to beperfor

XII INDIRECT (X)ST SHOULD RE ALLOWED

We urge that indirect cost be clearly and explicitly authorized for Title III in the
Title III Program. This would provide resources far efficiently managing the funds
so that institutions could comply with the highest standards of fiscal accountability.

. XIII. THFRE SHOULD BE A '`GHANDFATHER CLAUSE'

In a eeparate statement we have joined with two other associatians in stating
that We share a joist .and mutual concern that the propoeed rules concerning
institutional eligibility for participation in the Developing Institutions Program
should be Modifiedbefore they are published at. final rulesto make certain that
currently eligible'institutions continue to be eligible for participation in the Pro-
gram under the new programs. Some institutions have initiated programs uuder
Title III on the 'assumption that they were eligible, To eliminate them from the'
Progtam could cause discontinuity and hardship to thaw institutions. "Grandfather-.
ing" Would merely retain the existing institutions among those that are eligible.
Whether or not they would actually receive grants, and if so, how much, would bi
separate issues ta be determined in open competition.
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TIEN COLIAGE ENDOVibLiCIN+ FVNIIING PLRN

INTILIWTION

It hi4 become evident to even the inioet peripheral oboerver that the small. Private
coll4e in' Anierica is foetid With an ecOnomic criais unparalleled in its history.
Equally obvious is that higher. education has reached zero hour for implementing
that "innovative plan" that- will rescue the, private .ciillegeis from bankruptcy and
secure for them those funds so neceesary for meeting the..everatecalating costS of
higher ediscation; The dire predictions concerning the fate what Will befall n
tam private 4.-ollNes within the next ten years if they cannot find a real'
long-term metind for raioing,more money must be believed.

In 1W74 total gift support for higher education showed no gain at an and p
and private funding sourcee continuedto contribute a subetantial portion of their
moneyfor special projects of relatively *bort duration rather than for unrestricted
current eupport. at is eitimated that lie Much as 70 percent of the money contribut-
ed- to higher education is "prograin" money.) This type of aid, while it has been
invaluable in many, many ways. does not eaiie the long-term financial problems of
inetitutiorui. lndet, it often augments them, since restricted short-term funding
invariably contriRites to new higher levels of ongoing expetittnreb. In short. beth
federal and private 'aesistance have tended to create 'permanent programs bnt
'provide only temporary finanCing.'Thus, colleges and universities, in the process of
improving quality and services, have committed themselves to larger and .larger
budgete, anticipating' fang-term growth of both student bodies and gilt support to
offset increaeed expenditures:Tar United Negro College Fund schools this ham peeed
in even greater problem- than foe muit other institutions because of the narrow
base of siipport *Venable to: them. When a program grant to a UNCF school is
expended, the basic quality.of its teital program nlay be threatened.

There seems little doubt that the develepment.of strong endowments is one of the
keys to meeting,the on-going-and-escalating coots of higher education, but how can
the predominantly hi k colleges increase their endewments, given_ the lack of
wealthy alumni and isistarice on the part of their ,major &mons .to make other
than restricted grants.

TUE (In.LIA;E kNDOWNIENT PUNIJINt; PLAN

The United Negro College Fund believee that a truly innovative plan for the
predominantly black colleges has been developed, and has decided to try to raioe a
substantial sumsomething in the neighborhood of $50 millionto make it possible
to help ito 41 membersehools participate in such a program.

The plan itself called the Cellege Endowment F'unding Plan (C.E.F.P.) relies on
monetary and investment procedures currently in operation in the business commu-
nity and utilizes lean funds' for, the benefit of institutions rather than as a last
resort. The deeired result is achieved by "leveraging" gift money with borrowed
money, with both the gift money and borrowed money invested at a favorable-
interest spread:, ,

In order to participate in.the plan an institution needs:
One: A combinition of gift monks that is at least one-third unrestricted;
Two: A loan twice the amount of the gift monies.

Example: Tuskegee Institute (a UNCF echool) receives a restricted grant in
the amount of $1,000.000 to be expended -for the development of a new curricu-
lum in its school of veterinary medicine. It then needs anothe'r $500,000 of
unrestticted gift money'.and 0,0(X1.000 of loan funds, bokowed at a (*.avertible
interiestrata, to make tlie Flesework.

.Too ilinstiati how the Plan workii: the total amount of $4,54y),000 is then inveeted
in fixed 'interest securities at a rate slightly higher than that at which the
$3,000,000 portion was borrowed, nd the Plan ite locked in for a 2.5-year Period. The'
return on the tetal invesament ie as follows;

One: To pay the interest on lean for the first 15 years, then interest and -
principal for tile remaining 10 rs;

Two; To provide $100,000 a yeal of program money for the entire period, the first
ten payments tO meet the specified purpoee for which the grant was made, and the
following payments to maintain the programpermanently,

Threw Tha rernainder of the investment income is to be re-invested to increase
the principal pinount.

Then, at the end of twenty-live years, when Tuskegee Institute has paid bark the
loan and met its pbligations,to the grantor, the process works out in Such. a way
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that an endowment in the amount of i6,240.3t2 will have crtated, and this provides
a permanent siource.of annual income.

STATEMENT: BY ANDREW .C' BILLINGSLEY, PRESIDENT,
MORGAN STATE YNIYERS1TY. BALTIMORE, MD.:, gOR THE NA- '
TIONAL ASSOCIATIYOR EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN .HIGHER
EDUCATION .(NAFE0.)

Mr. BI.LiaNGSLEY. Thank- you, Mr. Chairman.
My name is Andrew. Billingsley, and I am president of Morgan

State Uniersity -in Baltimore, Md.
Today, I appear, before you on behalf of the NatiOnal Association

,for- Equal Opportunity in Higher Education.. With me today alsn is
Pr. Samuel Myers, wfai -is the executive director of the' Nati4nal
Association; and wotild be able to.answer any of the questions You
might.wish to raise:. .

I will n9t read the 'statement, Mi.. Chairinan, but I would like,
.

first, to thank you personally fbr the leadership you are providing,
and your committee, in the field of higher education and the na-
tional policy, and to express our continuing Support for the kind of
leadersbip that yOu and your committee are providing for the
Nation. .

I would just read one or two pages of my" opening remarks, then
the major poiiits of the testimony, ahd conclude with the filial
paragrapti of my testimony.

We fully, concur in opr -Association With the definition of "devel-
oping 'institutions" after exhauStive stndy and extensive hearings
-by the Office of Education of the Department of Health, EducatiOn,
and Welfare. The essenCe of this definition is. that the developing
inStitution is -distinguished from others by, serving a significant
number of economically deprived students. 'b. .

We concur with the use of the quantitative meastires, average
educational and general expendittires per full-tirhe equivalent stu-
dent and average basic educational opportunity grant aWifrit per
FTE undergraduate student, for identifying institutions serving
these economically disadi:antaged students.

The adoption of this definition of the developing institution
should be a key and a central element in the reauthorization

Then, Mr. Chairman, we seek to- make about, 12 tither mgjor
points in support of the reauthorization.

The second point is that title III should not be converted into a
general institutional aid progriim. It shOuld remain targeted to low-
income students being served by particular inkitutions.

Third: We believe that the implication that funding under title
III is temporary, should . be eliminated. As long-as there are eco-
nomically deprived students being served I3y the institutions, there
may °be a continuing need for support, and we urge that that
conCept be implemented in this legislation.

Fourth: Our view is that the new legislation should clarify the
relationship between developing institutions and assisting agencies.

There have been 'some problems in the relationship between
assisting agencies and the developing iiAtitutions. We certainly do
not condone any malpractices that might have appeared to have
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been developing. We -want to see the legislation itself be more
expicit in clarifying this relationship.

major authority and responsibility should rest with. the inati-
tutions but they sild still be able to use assisting agencies. Onee
those agencies are appointed, they should be 24x:faints* ftilly to
the Government for the use of those funds.

Our fah point is that title III legislation should author** an0
suppOrt fundrisiug activities by developing institutions.

At the present tame to do so some training of fund-
raising sttiff, but we ould ike see that expanded a bit further
in order to enable ins 'tutions do funiiraising activities.

We are particularl eager to support and endorse the F. D.
Pattereon endowment or development funding, an endow-
ment tYpe of fUnding for institutions.

Our sixth poi is we would discourage an extension, or
expansion of the set-aside approach. We think that fundifig should
be targeted to those institutions serving large numbers of low
income students. As to the expansion of the existing set-asides, we
support the existing program for community colleges of a 24 per-

. cent set aside but would be opposed ts expanding that further.
We are really opposed to the idea of set-asides for predoniinsntly

black colleges. In our Association, we. would' not support that ap-
proach. We would rather stick with the preeent regulations which
target these funds for institutions serving large proportions of low
income students wherever they may be.

Our seventh point, Mr. Chairman, is that title 111 funds should
encourage desegregation, and should support statewide plans which
are in keeping with HEW guidelines:

We still,would be oppeeed to Allocating funds' at the State-level,
. but would be in' favor of.allocating_ fent* to the institutiOns. The

role of the States, in deeegregation should be supported in this
Our eighth Roint is that the . floctions of the national teaching

fellowship program should be broadened, We are especially, eAger
to encourage young people who graduate from the developing.insti-
tutions to go on and become further trained and ahle te work with
students in these.situationS. We would not like to rely coinpletely

imtrescrtitrtg students and expertise from dther institutions; but to
Ii developing inst...ons develop their faculty as well as
the.' students through the. expansion of the national teaching fel-
14 P Progr#m.

Nine: Is our View that the legislation should encourage a closer
cooperation arilong the institutions at various levls.

It is now? too easrfor the celleges to blame the, high schoalS and
oom"un4y col1ea, and for the senior collegeg not to -agree,

'andfothaiiOr universities to have-a different aiiproach.
We thinithere ought to be more coordination in' order to get

more disad taged students educated at- the higheat levels of
higher educe ion.

Ten: We * " ve that title III should encourage new approaches
for intititutip seiNing low-income students, and should not be
confined to .'tional approaches.

Eleven: We .k that the authorization level for title III should
be increased.. to $250 milfion, beyond the preeent $120 million.

Jok.
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TwelVe: We believe that the indirect cost should be allowed for
the institution* in support of this program.

And finally, Mr. Chairman, we believe that there should be a
type of "grandfather clauile. That is, we share in a joint arld
mutual concert with other institutions that the proposed rules
concerning eligibility for participation should be modified to allow
institutions now participating to continue to be eligible to partici-

4. pate, and for the Office of Education to decide whether they 'may,
irideed, be funded in a particular year.

Mr: Chairman,. those are the major observationi. We would be
pleased to answer any questions that the committee members may
have.

Mi. FORD. Thank you. '

H. If it is agreeable to the committee, I would like to proceed' with
the panel members; and then have questions directed at-the panel
members .as the' members wish to ask the questions of all at' one
time.

Without- cibjection, the stAtement submitted to the subcoMmittee
uaderithe rules by' the National Hispanic Higher Education Coali-
tion be inserted in full at this point in the record, and I. ask *

Mr. Alvin Rivera to proceed to comment on that statement,.add to
it, or supplement it in any way he is most comfortable. . k

[The prepared statement of Dr. Alvin D. RiVera, director, finance/
and manpower activities, cOmmittee on minorities in engineering,
representing the Hispanic Higher Education Coalition follows:]

A
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PUTAIND S/ATIllutkr OW D. ALVIN EL ItivXgA POst THIC HISPANIC H.WAISS
RAKNIMAN C4ALITN1N

IV name is Alvin Rivera and I have been designated:as the spokes-
.

person for the Hispanic Higher Education Coalition on this topie Of

DeVeloping Inetitutions. I had the opportunity to'work in the Develop--

ing Institutions am'far 8 months (Octcber 1976 - May 1977) As an

HEW fellow, The experienCe was insightful, revealing, frustrating,

disappointing, and often deeoralizing. In addition, I worked as a

SpeCial Assistant in*the Office of the Asiistant Secretary for'Educaticn

in the Depertiment of Haalthe Education, amid Welfare (HEW,. CUrrently)

I am employed by the Nation41. Acadamy,of Sciences fpr the (omplittee an

Minorities in imeering.

The Hispanic Higher FOur.ation Coalition CHHEC) is comprised of in-

dividuals representing 10 national Hispanic organizations interested in

Umprol.iing educational conditions for their constituencies. The HHEC has

lis its-aentral 'Purpose to indicreame'Participation of HispaniC Populations
-

in higher ed6cation in the Nation. The 10 national organizations which

campride the HHEC are:

s.

ASPIRA of America
El Congreso Nacional de Asontos Colegiales
League of UnitedIatin Amegid.in Citizens
Mexican American Legal Defense & Educational Fend
Mexican American WOmen's National'Association
National Association for Equal Educational Opportunities
National Cobrcilde La Reza' .

National IMAGE, Inc.
Puerto Rican Legal Defense.& Education,Fund, Inc.,
Secriat 'P,17..!14.11Sc. AdMrsi cahoJ4. Cw5449ce
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We wiah to discuss three things with you today. First, we wish

qt.(' provide you with a brief barkgroundabout the critical needs of

Hispaeicsin higher educatia.n. Then, us would like to diecuss the current

lews and regulatiOns of Title III and their application to the Hispanic

population. .einall we will suggest various changes in the Aisting

laws and operaticna.of Title III in order ton'addeess the needs of Himpandes.

BACXGROLM

The reeuthorizaticn of MEA of 1965 is extremely irrportant to the

Hilepanic coMmunity. We Understand that this perticular reauthorization,

cycle may be for five years, running into the middle 1940's. With the

continued groWth in the Hispaniopoeulation (by the year 2006, Hispanics

.are projw.ted to be the largest mieoxity in the U.S.), the ability to

enter Jhe technical and professional fields, throd44 higher education, be-

camas k'eentral Concern isa the Hispanic c6mmunity.
.

High6r education bdcames even mere critical, when you consider the

glaring inequities Hispanics faee in education IFeleational attainment

still rumains at the,9th grade level. Dropout rates scar over 50* in

an overwhelming number of deessly,pcipulated schonl districts. Participer

tien rates in four year, graduate, and professional schools cantina@ to

be 1* to 2*. These inequities iet against the oontinued high

...44t..rates cispaoie.'-YouthNPWsedi-to 30%) exemplify the seriousness

of the inequities we face. .

The interest cf the Hispanic community in' higher educaticitis not

isolated to c4ir conperns with the population boom and disturbtng inequities,

but takesOn greater significance as we analyze the current trends inhigher

education anS the natice's econcmy.
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TRENDS

dna wculd just have to read theonewspapers to see the trends in

higher edueation. These trends are not divorced from the econcmic con

ditions of the country. Propasition 13 has threatened the economic stabi)-

ity of local oommunity college efforts. It his also threatened indirectly,

but nevertheless critieelly, thsfinancing of four yeer educational systems,

'ince State funding %ill now become eVen more competitive. Institutions

of higher Education (IHEs) are facing the enrollment:decline and diffi-

culties Of finaneing a University oPeration (e.g. buildings, Maintenance,

teacher salaries).

The Bakke.decision seggests that tha alloCation of professionel

admiseions slots will be tighter. The Hispenic commanity cannot bOlerate

this implication, since we are already underrepresenthel ip most profee-

sionalfieldi Seat saa. are facing is a middle ineeme revolt which is

going to cut away At advantages that mincrities and the poor are just

beginning to realize.

The a46dle income revolt'is rret unjustified, given spiraling

flation and the pUblic cry for excellence in And ,opportunity for all

Americana ineducation whe Contribute, throUgh taxea, to education.'

But these tr9nds are Coming at a time when progress for the on:Or is

waning. Hispanics have not penetkated four-year and graduate schOol ed-

ucational systems in equitable numbers. Opportunities are still limited

and access has not been achieVed. ThUs, fper primary issues facing,His-

panics in higher education oontinUe to be access, retention, 2rofessional

TdeVelopmeht; and inatitutional representation

Thuile trends become oven more premounced when.we analyze the
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involveMent of HisPanics in eduCaticnal inatitutions and agencies. The .

leek of institutional representation remains a difficult barrier toover-
e

come and current Participationin IHEs andTederal and State educational

agencies remains minimal:

Beyond the limited participation of Hispanic students in higher *du-.

cation, faculty and administreelVe ranks are virtually uninhabited iy

Hispanics. The number of ire!titutional personnel is extremely 101,1

throughout the country, particularly in urban and rural apas with large

proportions of the Spanish speaking. The leek of institutional:partici-

location in faculty:andadMiniAtrative positioms is further Ocaplicated by

the lack of a set of Hispanic controlled postsecondary intitutions to

generate such prefessionali, Theze are only a hemdful of "Hispenic

C011eeess in the country and they axe at the beginning stages.

In summary, access, retention, profeigional develepment, and

institutional representation are the main issues which nust be addressed

in the-reauthorizetion of the Higher Education Act on behalf of Hispenics.

:ACCESS

&teas to postsecondary educational institetions (including oan-

munityc011eges) cannot be achieved until we equalize envirerreits far

Hispanic* with tha middle and eppereiddle incana 'students. Early inter-

vention in the way of oounseling and tutoring is extremely important to

get the students ready to enter.the educatiorial system. It is difficult
-

to enroll Hispanic college students, if they do not complete a isi4b sehool

education. ytograms that serve as a bridge tetween junior high, high

twoe4ar, four Year, and grboduate institutiOne need to be expanded--

and tergeted to Hispanic areas.
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RETENTICH
. .

.

The Hispanic drbbout rate Continues to be severe in junior high,

high school, andoolleges throughout urban and rural areas. POliciee

and programs that seek bo keep the student in school need to be developed.

PROFESSICNAIMEVELOPMEW

A major purpose of higher education is to place individuels.into

the policy arenas of society. Hispanics need to go beyond the Associateed

Arts and Bachelors Degrees into graduate and, professional education. our

success in this area has been dismal. Access and retention are kgy

op issues in graduate education. In order to fill adminiatrative And faculty

poets in IHEa, Hispallics milat acquire graduate degrees. Graduate education

eprugrams Which t Hispanics-in graduate schocis need to be expanded.

INSTIT6TICNAL RE.T,R8s=wriasi

The lack of Hispanic representation in local, state, and federal

executive agencies and educaticnsi inkitutions..(facilty, adminiatrators,

and federal and state adviscry.panels, is an unavoidable consequence of
, .

inadequate profeesional development. This hindevs effective articuletion

of oUr problems and frustrates the developMent of strategies to meet our

present and emerging educational needs. Without eqqtable representatiOn,

Policies and programs will continue to have limited tweet on the Hispanic

oommunity. -__

Hiring of Federal employees in education is not a reauthorization

,issue per se, but the problem should,abe addressed. Effectiveness of 11,)

Federal education programs for HispanicS will be'stifled unless suffi-

ciertperticipation of Hispanic staff in policies and programs occurs. Fcr

example, it Should be noted that theaare only two Hispanic professionals

in the entire aureau of Higher an4 gcntinuing EducatiOn. This iscoa-

timed evidence of the ineensitivty of the FedeSal goverment to the
A

needs ot HisRanics.
i



T/TLE III - THE LAW and EACUMIND

.CWS*INT LAW: Fubaic Law 89-329-Nov. 8, 1965: Title III Strengthenipg.

Developing Institutions: The purposl'of this title is to assist in raising

the a4riemic quality of colleges which have the desire andpotential to

eake a substantial contribution tothe higher education rasalmss of our

Nation, but which for finencial and other reasons are struggling for

survival and are isolated from the main migrants of academic life. For

thia purpose, the Camnismioner 1 authorized to establiah a naOrnal

,teachine fellowship program, to enceutage and asaist in the establi4huent
_

of cooperative arrangements under which these Colleges may draw pn the

talent and esperience of cur fihest Colleges,ivid universities, and'on

the educational resouroee of buSiness and industry-in their effot to

improve their academic quality.

The Developing Lnstitutions program is meinly a minority.operated
..

program. The history of the program emphasizes allocating resource* to

helping cOlieges develop their resources. In re6dent years, given the

lik
tight mcney situaticn higher eduaational institUtions, more colleges

. have applied for Title funds.

This legislation han had an overall positive influence on the insti-

,tutions fortunate enough be helped by the program. For this reason,
i

we Support the prograM, in principle, with several major modifications.

We believe this legislation was established to help all institutions that

demoilstrate accumatment to serving low-inccme and minority group students.

Although the program has been criticized for its poor administratini at

times, the positive aspects of the program outweigh the negative

admiiiistrative problems.
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With'the demographic data'revealing an ever. increasing Hispanic

population, the need exists for personnel operating programs like

*Developing Institutions" to Gomm more knowledgeable of the positive,

aspects of, financially supporting'institutions "which enroll highnumbers of

HiSpeniC students: The table belOw illustrates the prepartien that

'Hispanics constitute of both the general.population and the minority

.pcpulation. Particularly signiAaet is the fact that 5.years go:.

°Hispanics ooMprised.6.3% of the-total population.

"Hispanids compriled-33.7% of the minority pcpulAticri. .

. TABLE X

U.S. P*ILATICAI 13411MINORITY

Creep. NeMber 4F7- .1iof Total % of Minority.

(in thousands) Population . Vopulation

-
NW-Minerity 155,000 U1.5

.Minority 37,500 18.5 100.0

Hispanic 12,700 6.3 33.7

Slack 22,500 11.1 60.0

Asian O./ 4.0

Native (includes ;SOO 0.4 2.1
'eskimpas)

Total population 203;000 10D.0

Source: U.S. Census Data,1974

Tte needs of Hispanics continue to giO unmet in higher education.

While the Hispanic population continues to increase, a declipe in the

funding 5Dr the Dtisic Institutional Development Program (BIP) was

. recorded from 1477 to 1978.

45-934 0 - 79 - 22



Tbe funding history of the Basic Institutional Developmult Program

(B1DP),is listed in Table II. These data axe not fepresentative of the

.AdVanoed Institutional Development Progtam (AIDP). Although previops

participation in Title I/I was not a requirement of AlDP funding, nest

Advanced schools were formerly in the Basic Program.. Most constituents,

including Hispanics, served by the AIM would like toi see a breakdown of

tO 'institutions serving ethnic and racial poPulatioeS. In .1977,

9.3 percent of the total BIDP funds was a/located for Hispanics and in

ma, this pementage was cttto. 6.9%.
-,,TABLE II

FUNDS AWARDED FbR HISPANIC PROGRAMS

msze iNsTrwricukti DEVEWPMENI. PROGRAM

TITLE III, STRENCURENING DEVELOPING zurrivrIaNis

YEAR

AMER CC
ODLLECIES
MNDED

VI 1966 - 1978

WM.
N4CUIP
FUNDED

PEICENI
OF TOPAL
FUNDS

AVERAGE
GRANT .

1966 N/A $ 164,784 3.0% N/A

1967 N/A 504,168 1.6%
. N/A

1968 .N/A 919,010 3.0% N/A

1969 N/A 891,147 2.9% 'N/A

1970 N/A 610,000 2.0% N/A

1971. 14 1,613,000 4.76% 115,214

1972 18 2,816,000 5.43% 156,444

1973 23 3,556,000 6.83% 154,608

1974 26 3,812,000 7.33% 146,615

1975 24 . 4,336,006 6.33% 180,666

1976 31 4,660,825 8.96% 150,349
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TABLE 11 (cOnt.).

NCIMBER OF . TOZAL PERCENT AVESACE
COLLWER AMOWT OF TOMAL GRANT

YEAR FUNDED FUNDED FINDS

1977 27 $ 4,861,440 9.35% 180,053

1978 22 .3,612,000, 6.944 164481

$32,356,394

Based on these data, We agree7with the General Aoocunting Office

Report (February 13, 1979) that there is a need to "clarify the program'S

intent to show'which in*skitutions should be served and the goals these

institutions should achieve." Therefore, we reccramall. the following

changes te the existing Legislation.

PROPOSED aimaes

College Programs .

6

The coalition recanuends that this title be changed to "Stre6gthen1.12g

DeVeloping Institutions and College Prograriss." This change is directed

toward providing incentives through effective and innovative college

programs. The oaalege will.be designed to serve substantial

numbers of economically-disadvantaged students and students who come from

environments in which the dominate language is a language other than

English. Such °allege programs may or maY not be located in awexisting

"developing institution." The college programs would utilize existing

and other available resources to be responsive to the above needs of

students'regardless of their location or financial status.

Retention incentive Grants

We reooMmend developing a separate section under this title reser-

ving 25 percent of the funding for "Incentive Grants for Peteattion" of

students. These grants should bereserved for those institutions which

demonstrate a high ability to recruit and retain underserved populations.



Astention mane the completion of the proposed academic or career goal

as determined by the student: The prcpoeed goat could mean completing

a single claes, a degree program or an activity serresined by the ccllege.

For example, an inetitution would be eligible to:receive a grant, ike

demonstrates that stUdents are progressing-through a degree program.

I

The intent of these grants is to ensure th/at inetitutionsserving

substantial preportions or numbers of students who are economically dis-

advaietaged or whose dominant Laneuage is otherthan English will

specifically address the issues of =BOSS and retention. Effective and

innovative efforts to ire.rease the enrollment and graduation of these

, populations eteeld be coneidered the central massion'Ci'tni'instituts.
',.Au-thereMire, en increese7ie enrollmen by itself is not a sufficient

reason...for e/igibi44Y tp_receiye ineentive_grants:

Rural Colleies .

We recommend.developing eseparate section under thiS title reserv-

ing 25 percent of the funding for "Rurel Colleges." These grants should

be reserved for rural colleges which serve significant numbers of students

who claw from econcmically disadvantaged beCkgrounds and from environ-

ments in whiah the dominant language is a language other thanEnglieh.

Such grants thouLd enable colleges to 8evelop and modifST *their educational

programs to meet the needs of such students. All available data and

experience to date have conclusively demonstrated that rural colleges
4

*4

with significant numbers of eccncmically disadvantaged and language minority

students are severely isolated from the mainstream of acadtanic resources.

The Coalition feels- the geogrilphi,a1 isolation, la& of infaination base,

and low socioeconomic status of rural =nullities must be addressed through

a set-aside of 25.

-N.
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CoceerativeeArrangements.

Peefiape the major weakness of Title III is with censoetiei %arrange-

manta. In a report by the Divisioin of Analysis, Review, and Compliance

(WO in the Departeae.nt of HealthrEduoetiOn, and Welfare (January

1976), peogram office redords indicated that the Phelpi StOes FUnd assist ad

41 peeeeams, Institute for Service'to Education-36,anofthe College

Placement Service-41. Further, ehe-repoet revtialed that the Phelps Stokes

Fend and the College Placement Service appear together on 21 erantse and

the College Placement Service and the Institute for Services to Education

appear together on 27 gr

The report recommeedation steted:

1,three aepeae.togethee on 18 grants.

he Comedssioner Should institute a 41ady of the of use .

of assisting agencies, peeticularly ihe Inc., the
College Placement Service, and the Instituee fpr Service to Educe-

T
tion, to determine (a) if the froguepey of use ii-justiaad, (b) if
Federal procerement regUlationseere felleLled by the grantee, and
(el'if :federal funds are paying for a duplication of effort.

..., . _

. This is a Situatien that should not'be regaeded lightly. Does the'

Title III program have any studies currently'in progress *Lich addeess

theSe questions? We feel this is a matter that delserves ehe Utmost atten-

tion,end therefore we are requesting' the following legislative changes.

we recommend carefUl restructering of cooperative arraNements as they

curtently exist. Specifically, while we recceplize the valueosuch

------'areangemeets, e reeeeenend ehat:

1. Tip institution or ageney aAele asaistth ccoperative insti-
.

tution for more than three developine institutions, and

2 Limit to not acre than 10 perokalt the, amount monies .an

assisting institution or agency may recieve.
.

The rationale for these changes is to provide aKplided oppqrtunity

i
N

i
1
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for ihatitutions interested in ting developing inst4.tutions to

apply for grants, while At the sameetime ensuring that a greater pro-

portion of the funding will be teed for the activities and objeCtives,9f

the develyping,institution.
.

5
.Set-Aside 1.'or Community Colleges,

The Coalition:recognizes the contribution that commenity.collesles

Make.to higher educatien. We know that'over,50 percent Of-Hispahie

student's stait inecamenity colleges: 'In the past, Title LI has received

a'disproportionately large number of applications from etrammity colleges.

HOwever, the set7aside for community colleges presently is limited:to-

24-percent.

The CoalitiOn receminunds that the Current 24% 3Ht-side for carmuniti

colleges be increased.to 40 percent. We feel this-is rtlascpable givpn
t

tke vital role aif commenity colleges in.educating.students in so many

fields of academic and toehni.cal.endeavors.

R11,20.

Title III, as it is presently sttuctured, has not served the His-

panic Population in.the mcst productive monner. We feel the potential

to serve the needs of Hispanics and other needy populations'resides in

this program. However, unless and until major modifications are mpap,

the needs of Hispnics will remain unmet- The issues'of aceeS4, retention,

professiona'l developmentond institutional representation eve vital to \'

.04Taniopopulations.- Indeed, the mechanism of Title III couldowork

il.aadress our.needs. Given the implementation of our suglested legis-

latVo changes; we are optimiStic that the needs of the Hispanig °amenity

will be better serwd.
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STAtEMENT BY .k.tLVIN D. RIVERA, DIRECTOR:FINANCE AND
MANPOWER ACTIVITIES, COMMITTEE ON MINORITIES IN EN-
GLNEERING, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, ASSEMBLY OF
ENGINEERING, FOR THE HIiPANIC HIGHER EDUCATION CO-
ALITION

r. Rivknuk. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, I hEive been
d ignated as tke spokesperson for the Hispanic Vigher Educition

lition. I am accompanied here today by David Lassard of the
Me ican American Legal Defense and EducationarFund, which Lis
,MA EF, and they ;have acted as the Secretariat for our organiza-
tion. In addition to the representative of MALDEF, I am accompa-
nied by Dr. Morite,Perezwho is employed-by the National Council
de La' Ram. Mr. -Perez is also ther,legislative Chairman of the
National Association of Equal Educational Opportunity.

Mr. Chairman,' I would like to thank you on behalf of The eoali-
tion for having this opportunity. I want to thank both you and also
your capable staff for allowing us this platform.

We would like to start by indicating that the Hispanic Higher
Education Coalition is comprised of 10 national organizations.

j had an opportunity to work in the developing institutions pro-
gram from October 191'6 to April 1977. I am currentlY employed by
the National Academy of Sciences, for the cominittee on, minorities
in engineering.

Today, Mr. Chairman, I would like to talk about three things.
First of all, I would like to talk about the critical needs of HiSpan-
ies in higher education. Second, we would like to discuss title III as
to how it is meeting the needs of Hispanics. Finally, we would like
to discuss the various legisl tive changes which we will suggest to
improve the title HI prog m.

Initially, the coalitioxVhas two major concerns. The .first concern
is that Hispanics contjuiue to be underrepresented virtually in all
the professiontri field Law, medicine, health, education, engineer-

- ing, and in many of e hard sciences.
Second, many Hispanic students never reach higher education.

Unfortunately, our dropout rate continues to soar around 50 per-
'cent and higher in many locations. For some students that4t get
on .to the institutions of higher education, they are simply ill-
prepared, not having taken many of the correct courses, to compete
with other students in an academic climate:and theref e they are
excluded from the professional schools.

The coalition, in their thinking, talked about three m jor issue
areas. We feel, that title HI may be a mechanism to add ess some
ot these issue areas. .

The issue areas include: Access, rA4ition, professional develop-
ment, and the lack of institutional representation, both in adminis-
trative positions and lyalicymaking positions.

Before I continue on, I weuld like tO make one more observation:
Based on the data from the 1974 census, Hispanics comprised 6.3

rcent of the population. That is, the total national population.
6Wever, the population that they represent of the minority com-

munity constitutes 33 percent. Those a're very significant findings.
With respect to the developing irkstitution program, the basic

branch in which the most eligible for the title III 'program must
initially go through this program, the level of funding in 1977 was

3 4
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9 'percent. In 1978, the level of funding was 6 percent. So obviously,
one can observe that we certainly are not Maliiing any progress. In
fact, Hisp. anics-appear to be losing ground in this program.

The second area that I would" like to talk about is -the title 'III
program and its applicability to the Hispanic sector, and the pur-
pose of the program. I Iyould just like to witerate .the purpose,
which is to assist:in raising alb academic quality of all college'
which have the desire and ,the potential to make a substant
contribution to the higher education resources of the Nation
which, for finwicial and other reasons, are'struggling for survival,
and are isolated from the main currents of ac.ademic

In 1976, I conducted an extensive revieW of the.literature, arid
discovered five studies on this topic. There was conclusive agree-
ment that the definition Of "developing institutions" was nowhere
to be fofind, nor cOuld it be stated in operational terms.

In 1975, the GAO notified the people in the Office of Education
that they could not evaluate the title III program because the
Office of EducatiOn bad not defined a "developing institution," nor.
'had it determined when an institution would consider itself devel-
oped. "That' situation," said the General Accounting Office, "con-
tinues to exist today."

In January 1977, a private .research tearn stUdied the title III
Program, and concluded that there is no difference between .a
developing institution and a develoPed insitution when compared
on the following facters, and there were eight of themto list
theM, briefly: (1) Money spent per, student; (2) more library vol-
utiles: (3) a higher proportion pf the faculty with doctoral degrees;
(4) a higher proportion of low income, or ethnic minority students;.
15) those that admit a higher proportion'Of clever students; (6) those
that have a larger, development office; (7) undertake more curricu,
lum.reform; (8) and finally, or indeed, differ on any other tradition-
al measures:

It is essential to state that the research team concluded that
there is simply no difference between a developing institution andr. a deVelDped

Mr. chairMan,' this leads me to our first of five recommenda
tions, essentially: That we feel: indeed, there is a need to change
the title of this title III program to "strengthening dev.eloping
institutionS and college programs.

We feel tlkat the rationale for such a recommendation is that:
No. 1: Hispanics do not have their own educational institutions",

like the. blacks who have,many black institutions.
No. 2: That some institutions that do have large enrollments of

a. Hispanic styclents do not meet the current criteria of developing
institutions. ,

I might, also add to that point that the mOst recent pm..) report
points out that in the program there-appears to be one criteria for
selection as a developing institution and, indeed, a different crite-
ria for the selection of who received the grants as a- developed
institution,

It is clear that this is troublesome for our population because in
light of the statistics that I pointed out earlier, it is clear that we _
are not making progress. We are going backward in this -program.
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Finally, we feel that this type of chew will provide incentives
for innovative programs for students regardless of the inititutiori,
its location; or its fmancial status.

SiXOND KLCOMMENDATION

Mr. Chairman, the coalition would like to recommend at this
tune a set-aside of 40 percexfl for-community colleges.

We feel that this recommendation is needed in view of the faCt
that 60 percent of Hispanic students are currently enrolled in
community colleges.

In the past, one could clearly find out, from reviewing the rec-
ords in the Office of- Education, a diSproportionately high number
of applicants for grantg to cominunity colleges, and they are only

dable te compete for an existing 24 percent of the funds.
Finally, Ike feel that it is in the best interest to support comma-

nity colleges because they provide students of all ,ages and back-
grounds a place. to start in the technical career fields, or in the
academic career fields.

The third recommendation is that the cealition would like to
recommend that 25 percent of the funds be set aside for "develop-
ing institution funds' for incentive grants for 'retention of all stur
dents.
, We feel, specifically, that the administration has failed to ad-

dress the issues of access and retention of all students, including
Hispanic students.

Finally, we also see t t enrollment is simply not enougeIrr this
regard, we feel that it is important for a student to be assisted

. through the process.
We also see- thatth.iJrecommendtion will provide an opportuni-

"ty for the college to be innovative, and to experiment with neW
approaches to retain Hispanic and other students.

. The fourth recommendation is to reserve 25 percent as set-aside
for rural colleges that are isolated from the mainstream of 'am-
demic resources.

We feel that such grants would allow the colleges to develop and
reinforce their educational programs to meet the needs of economi-

...cally disadvaritaged Hispanic students.
'N Further, we feel that this would ensure that the isolated 4-year
rural colleges would be given a fair opportunity to receive the
existing title III funds.

Finally, the last recommendation is that the coalition recom-
mends that cooperative arrangements in 'title III be significantly
revised. While we acknowledge the importance of cooperative ar-
rangements, we recommend that the following three major changes
be entertained:

One: That no 4ristitution, business, organization or agency act as
an assisting,agency for more than three developing institutions.

Two: That the cooperative arrangements should be limited to not
more 'than .10 percent of the amount of mohey that an assisting
agency may receive floom any one ileveloping institution.

Three: Limit to four the numUe.r_ of 'cooperative arrangements
that a dev,ploping institution may, indeed, enter into annually.
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We feel these changes are very important to restructuring the
cooperative arrangements.

Mr. Chairman: that concludes our presentation.
Mr..FORD. Thank you very much.
Without objectiofi, the statement submitted under the rules of

the subcommatee by the American Indian Higher Education Con-
sortium will be'printed in full at this point in the recoid.

I will call Mr. Richard Nichols, director of accreditation to ad-
dress himself to that statement in any way he deems most appro-
priate.

[The prepared .statement of Richard Nichols, director of accredi-
tation, American Indian Higher Education Consortium, folIowsl
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Prepared Testimony of Richard Nichols, Director of Accredita-
tion, American Indian Higher Education Consortium

St. Chairman, members of the Seboommattme, my name .is lichard Nichols.

an the Director of Aocreditatioa for tb. Anerioan Indian Sieber leducetica

Consortium. Sr. ISDN Clifford, the Sxecutive !Oasector of the Coomortioe,

is onable to M\r. today. X would like to express ay apereolatioefoithas

pporeumity to testify oa behalf of the member colleges of the COosortium.

She American Indisn Higher *ducat-ion COnsoreimm bee taken a leadership

0 role in advancing the causs'orAmericen lodaan highereducatioo, eSpeoielly

in the area of tribally cootrolled Oommunity coalege developmmat. It can A.

*aid that without the program to atavegthen developang inatitot4ono, tho

majority of our colleges etAr the COnaortio, mould A. strugglang for survival.

.The Miriam Indian EigAmi aducetion Cooeortium was formed in SActober 1072,

y sir radian community bolleges with a view toward mobalising a concerted

effort to deal with tbo dexelopmeetal pxoldeee oommun to all of them. DV

1974, nerharthip in *the Comeortimm had grown to twelve, and we now repreeeht
p.

16 oodles/a is Alaska. California, Arisoms, Mew Mexico, South Dakota, Sorth

Dakota, NOatana and Nebraets. Our schools represent 21 different tribal in

thoee eight stlites. Too of our schZols are presently'receiving assistance

fr&ie the Title ILI program. rhe,central offiear of the cunemtium alscr,receives

some assistaoce-fve r2t1S XXX. Appeoded to /1:// statement lo a listing of the

grant "Paola for the previous year, the current fiscal year and the requests

for fiscal goer 1979-110.

OUr cootral offics in Denver provides iachnical'assietanos to the ;olleges

is five areas, Curriculue Development, Assetrch, Minoan Resourceetevelopeent,

Institutional Planoing end Xvotioation (Aocroditation), and Long-AI/Ice fiecal

Plannisg. Due to a cut in our overall Title XII drane for this previous

'year, we have had to oorpoonersas our Title III persoonda into the latter three

areas. e is through ihese areas that we are hoping Go assist thee* smell,

'developmental collegee to becoMe more st,eble.



thee. colleges reptemeat 4 new dinensiOn la the garnet at ism-ice&

Iadiaa tribee for mute oentre.1 owes' the elements; controlling their *woofing

limos. The pcemmelan aad oontrol of one's own edecational system is vital

to the survival and growth of 4 people. Thia is central to the cceoept of

*elf-determination, as *amplified in the preamble to Puhdic Law 937634,

the 'Indian Self-Deterainetion Mad AdUcation Assistence Act, which roes

enacted:

"To provide-maximum zedign participation in the Governmeattan4 educa-
tion of the Indian people; to provide for the full participation of
Indian tribes in progra m. and mervices ounducted by the federal Gov-

rment for Indies* ead to encourego that devalloPennt of human reeourcew
of the faction people; to eatataish e program of assistance to opyrade

Indian education; to support the right of Indian citizens to control'
their own educational activym; and fOr other pirposes.*

Mope colleges reflect a nnightmaawareames,on the part of Indian'

tribe, that-the solutions ma the proldnee of reservation poverty, educational'

. undr-echeivement 514 unemploonent are inextricably tied into the need for

localised education directed,et prOviding a form for analyzing these problale,

devising mechanimer for reservation development, and offering the trelniovand-'

ado:cation required for fulfullino the orals aod objectives of the tribe. Ante-

over, that the solution* to these pre:ileum are also linked to7a need to provide

outlets for cultural expreseion, revitalisation :Lod growth.

hang of theme colleges Warped as tribal initiatives to solicit existent

institutions to baboon* involved in extending their programs onto the reservation.

AS SOMOhr theee tribes chartered thefr own colleges and authorised thou to non-
.

trent with nearby institutions of higher education. The Strengthening Develop-
*

1-o

Inv Fistitutimm Program became an avenue through which theme public and pri-

vets institutions coUld provide developmental assistance to the fledgling'

. Lital instatotions. rhe benefits to-hoth groopa of Institutions was two-foldi

the Indian colleges veined valuable technical expertise in Institutional

planning, curriculum development, faculty and administrative development; and
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Orison...Indian colleges mare able to strengthen their links to tribal swede,

tamoid oomplementerily in offering curricula wad SbOrYICOS geared to their

omm individual Indite studemts. In a sense, the flew of learning methodolo7

giss free 00 noo-Alan college. to the Indian colleges resonating in a return

flow of research gad learninsiprodUctm,nmique co the.reepeotive tribe, ehich

other noo-Iedian colleges arm now able to utilise. Tribal Alatories, netive

language tests, standardiaed orthegrephlee, tc., are being developed as moll

&A remaaroh being done into looking at tbe trediticnal management systems of

tribes which es extended family group*, medicine societies, clan gro4W-

,ings end other elements of traditional culture.

These pollegas have bad to rely upon Title III support for much of their

basic support initially. Because of the unique relaiionehip of Indian tribes

to the Federal government, in regard to the tax-examet stAtiut of reeevation

lands, and the obliyation to provide educational servicea established big treaty

rights or trust responsibility, these colleges so unable to draw upon thOse

resources available to conventional institutions, oamely tax reeonrode. Furthar,

tecauae theme colleges terve a &soigne clientele 4144140 044 predominant charac-

'teriatic is 4A OVII,r41244114i4j imasertd, 'they aro unable to draw upon endowments or

.ilOani .support. With the recent passagenfee "Tribally Controlled Community

College Assistance Ace, P. L. 95471,.thMse oolleyea mill be able to: move from

4 hoary dependance onTitle fli aad.tomard
utilising:Um prc4rsis sAPPlemanteIly.

to strengthen their further growth.

In assisting our colleywa to move toward the academic mainstream, the Board

of our Consortium has established Accreditation am a priority for our staff. As

previously stated, institutional planning end evaluation, fiscal planning and

&sup resources development have been tle primary focus of our activities aimed

at moving our colleges tomai&becoming accredited. rmo of cur colleges are now

fullaco'redited, five are candidatwo fOr accreditation, tmc have submitted ap-

1

io



plicotions for candddetoOlttatue to thear rospoptivo regional accrediting body;

mid to aro assistiog four other a:Wows in tr se.,v61frottImatinn SCNalts rdP

auholt applicatiooe.this year. 'il0.10 legtoxt A.as 4 11,41,41 our *toff in aimvelqp.f

Any liasoa w#13.the regional Associations, prov*MginfOrmotice Om this ataUrad-

itetive process to Fur ondlegool oasiet,ing. thoo la Amplomenting lomg-rango

pdanniny, program ovoluatioa, budgeting and managament systems; and in board,

faculty and staff improVessni,

There aro soveral concerns that the Amoricon Indian Mighor IducAtion

Consortium hes regarding difformet ospocts of theStreagtbaning Developing.

P

isititutions Program. As sliimem la the attacheitat, only tin of OUX Colleges

roceivo Title 111 funding. Of these, and including,fundiag fOr ohs Ccusfpdr-

Ow, for the provinus your (FY,70), the total amount of Title aux funding

woe $1,601,192yfor the current gamic that amount woo $1,765,179. Is that

w. ropoosmtt Cho mojoritg of trikaIly-controaled community collegos, i.m. ,

Institutions which aunts a pradoeUnant racial/ethnic population that.is,

Sadloa, wo seriously yuestion the SY figure under the basic program going

to predominantly Indian institutions. Wo'kaow of famr other two-year

telly ostaddishod collogos outside of thaw Consortium. Sons of'thatto receive
e '

9

Title zrx su . In the list of 1WsiC Program Institutions for Actodeatio
.

roar 1917-74 (GAO, MAD-78-170, FebruAry 13, 1979), so hoes boon able to idon-.

tify °than. mom-tribally Contro11od institutions which are sat-ring'

a prodoeinantly Indian student body. Thom* aro Shel&d Jackson College, the

ft

Co2leye of Oansdo And Aaron. Caney*. The total ritla III funding to then.

hree Is $500,000. Those amounts fall far short of the P4,1911,2.15 which woold

k.42 of the 52,476,440 in the Basic Program for that'year. The rest we assume

gOes to non-Indian,institutions with Indian rocritiant, fndian *studies', or .

special Indian Student services program.. If indood, a gOal pf the program I.

to sow. non-moinstreas imAtItutioms, and alno 5. ropresenting prodomdnantlg



racial/ethnic population clienteles, VW moulci auggeat 4 Closer nonitorimgO44

the grants imtmuded to serve Indian populations.

Another comer= along these same lingiot demist witlh thee* pcobJeme 004010

.to Indian colIel*, end smell rural coinages. Special criteria sthculd be

considered in Wing grants tO thome:Oolleses in 10.34t Olographic isolation,

.distance from Supply ceMterm, and Inadequate travel systems are factors that

aewerely affect oasts

Another gpecific WOUNIWA centers al the rules mad regulations' point

potem for InstitutionaJ charectsuistics, epecifically the &wording of points

. based on thMavexage ISOC: award par FIX student. Many of the students at the

. Indian colleges, while receivAng a AEOO MligiblIity determination, receive

acholsrahip assistance firth* bureau of Indian Affairs. Perhaps a change

in the rules poi allow fox mow '614giblI4tir to ie. cønaidir.d in 4S.1444ing,

43e118, QX the substituti4 of mg giants for V, PSwldrek1t Ion more

egUltahle system.

linens!. consistent Vith the concept of tribal sovereignty as outlined

by treaty, Executive order and by Pulaic Law 93-63Ei. the Office of Education

abovid make every effort to deal with tribes on a government to goveomment
. -

basis. The Consortium colleges ere tribally chartered inatItutions, and as

. such are.leyally utharisod by their tribe/. The provision for loyal aotho-

iization should reflect the recognised right of Indian tribes to develop

their own education programs, reyaripess of Stateauthorisation.

SA conclusion, me would like t'o again *sprees oor support for the conti-

nuation of the Strengthening Developing Institutions Program and further to

express our appreciation for t4ts opportunity.
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/
STATEMENT BY RICHARD. NICHOLS, immeroR OF. ACCREDITA-

TION, AMERICAN INDIAN HIGHER EiNCATION CONSORTIUM
Mr. Nictiots. Mr. Chairman, I Would like to express my apprecia-

tion for being given this chance to testify on behalf of the Ameri-
can Indian Higher Education Consortium.

As you are aware, our consortium represents 16 tribally con-
t rolled community colleges in eight States around the country..
These States range from Alaska to the Dakotas\ Montana, Arizona,
and New Mexico. The tribally controlled aspe4 of these colleges is
very important.

These institutions were atithoriz&I and cliarte by ..tribes, the
tribes have used the.title III pmgram as a mech nism to extend
the -services of existing nearby colleges on to t e reservations.

Ten of the AIHEC colleges receive title HI fundi The amounts
-of the funding are appended to our statement.

Thesu colleges represent a new dimension in the qu st of,Ameri-
can'Inclian tribes for more control over the elenients ecting their
everyday lives.

This is essential to the concept of self-determinatio w iCh is
exemplified in the prealable to Public Law 937638, hic was
enacted "to provide maximum Indian participation in th GØrn
ment and education of the Indian people; to provide for the full
participation of Indian tribes in programs and services .condu ted
by the Federal Government for Indians, and to encourage he
development of human resources of the Indian people; to establ h
a program of assistance to upgrade Indian education; to stip rt

' the right of Indian citizens to .control their- own educational acti
ties."

We appreciate the subcommittee's efforts in paSsing the Tribally
Controlled Community College Assistance Act this past year.. Hope-
fully, that act will allow us and our colleges to rely on' title III
more so for supplemental services as it is intended and less far
what we have initially had to rely upon it, for which is basic
support.

I would like to make several comments zoncerning various as-
pects of this strengthening developing institutions /program. As
previously mentioned, only 10' of our institutions receive title III
funding. The amounts going to these 10, and including funding for
the consortium office, totals to. only $1,801,191. That is the 'amount
we have identified as going to Indian institutions.

According to the-GAO report, approximately 8 percent of the $52
million appropriated for the basic program went to Indian institu-
tionN or instittitiong that serve a predominantly ethnic or racial
population; that is, Indian.

We would recommend that _there be, a *closer monitoring of the
moneys going to Indian institutions. We feel that most of these
moneys are going to nonAndian institutions. These may serve
Indian students in the form of an Indian studies program, or an
Indian services program, but these are not Jndian institutions and
thus do not rreach as deep into theikareas of g;eatest need. Along the
same lines, there are certain problt ms thatlire encount4red by our
institutions that are endemic also to rural institutions.

We feel that special criteria should be considered in making
grants to rhese colleges in that factors such as isolation, the dis-



:tatiZe from supply centers, and inadequate travel systems at Indian
reservations, severely affece rising costs among our colleges.

Some *embers of the title III staff do not understand those
immense distances and subsequent problems which are encoun-
tered by our institutions. We recommend that title III staff visit
our institutions on a regular basis to more closely understand those
types of factors.

Another concern deals with the BEOG award per FTE student
point system criteria used in determining eligibility for title III
assdstithce. This affects some of our institutions negatively in that
while the institutions may be eligible for BEOG, or the students
may bfe eligible for BEOG, they however rely, primarily upon the

...,13ureA of Indian Affairs scholarship assistance program. There is
a 'eenscern among a lot of the Indian people in that we should
consider the BIA scholarship assiitance as basic support, and not

-" as Supplemental to 13EOG, although that is the latest policy in the
Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Finally, cpnsistent with the concept of tribal sovereignty, we
would feel that, as outlined by treaty, Executive order and by
Public Law 93-638, quit the title III program and the Office -of
Education should make every effort to deal with tribes on a govern-
ment-to-government basis.

As I said before, the. Consortium' colleges are tribally chartered'
:institutions and, as such, are legally authorized by their tribes. The

nprovision for legal authorization as an ingitution of
higher education shoult reflect the recognizea righfvf Indian
tribes to develop and determine their own education .programs
regardless of State authorization.

Inconclusiom I would like to express our support for the continu-
.ation of the, strengthening developing institutions program, and
further, to express eur appreciation for this opportunity.

I would like to answer any cieestions that you might have.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
I think that the testimony whichls being presented capsulizes as

well as anything else in any comparable period of time the difficul-
, ty. that the Office of Education has had in administering this

program Without more specific statutory and regulatory guidelines.
Each of the panelists makes a very strong case for adjustments

in definitions and in the statement of purpose with respect to title
III. That probably pretty well represents a large part of the prob-
lem that _Ole Department has in making subjective decisions to
meet these concerns.

In each instance we afe talking about retailoring the purpose of
title III to meet what each of you gentlemen perceives as a special
need for,. a group within its society that you Speak for here and
elsewhere.

So what you really are ppposed to is this basic question of wheth-
er title III should be a'vehicle to expand into special concern for all
ef these matters.

. I suppose that this'is an appropriate:time for me to mention that
I observed in a recent issue of the Chronicle of Higher Education a
quote from a Washington lobbyist who said that, 'the Indian Com-
munity College Act was passed last ypar in spite *of Bill Ford's
opposition."

3 t-
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He has a lot to. learn about. how I. opposed the bill; As the
ehairman of this sui5committee, I provided the resources for Abe
members of tRe committee showing the most interest to develtp.

.that leØslation. It was developed by the staff Of this subcenimittee,
and every meeting that was ealled fOr the purpose of COnsidering
that legislation and for marking it up by the committee was called
by this chairman who was in attendance making a quorum and.
expressing concern over the cOntents of that, legislation.'..

.1 find it most unfortunate that as the chairman, or a member of
tt committee, expressing cOncern over the form legislation is taking
is translated by people wlio ougbt to know better into opposition to
the passage of the legislation.

There very little education legislation on the books, or that
has been on .the bobks in the4 last 15 Years that 1 have opposed in .
any way- at 'all, and I, have never opposed the passage from the. ,

cominittee of a complete .. piece of legislatiqn, although I have par7.
.ticipated in amensiments.

. But .I, think that you gentlemen are ghiighting part of the
concerns that I started to see last year.w ri we considered that
legislation:

Mr. Nichols, you speak of the distinction between a school serv-:
ing Indian stialents and an Indian schopl.

think that, to some degree; that parallels What Dr. Billingsley
was saying about schools that serve black students, and then we
.come over to Mr, Rivera who goes a step further and talks .about
programs. that, are tailored, with the specific' concern for Hispanic
conditions,.

On the one end ef'the table we'are being told that title III sheuld
'be concerned about program contents within 'an institution that
serves a particular group of people, add at the other end of the
table we are being told that the .rnore impertant thing is the
nature of the institution, and the preservation of .the independence
of that type of institution being more important in defining the
purpose of title +I I . .

I have no difficulty recognizing the validity of all of these sugges-
tions, but I have to ask',Ou gentlemen sitting together if you would
give some time, after you leav ere today, to writing a proposed'
piece of legislation that Will eet these concerns 'and deal fairly
with everyone because that s What we are trying to de. I would
like to-ask you to answer for us the question of whether title HI
should be used as a vehicle to meet all of these concerns, or if We
should not consider, perhaps, new titles in the legislation,' or
strengthening other parts of the Higher Education Act to meet the,
concerns that are eNpressed here in discussing title III.
.,We 'are going to htvir from the Department of Education later

this morning perintps in response to some of. the .criticisms that
were delivered, partictilarly yesterdiy, but it is 'very apparent in
these 2 days of hearings that this is an almost impossible program
to administer in .termS of the interested constituency being satis-
fied that there iS fair.play. Would that we were able to include
seine Solomon to administer this kind of program. We can't.

I think we may be asking. whoever is to administer it from tirlie
to time for too much. For that reaSon,.we ought to be considering,
spedfically, ways in which we can write, as a matter of public
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'policy, a specific direction for whoever is administering 'this pro-...
gram, and how these resources are to be used. .

It-is very interesting tonote that, unlike other programs, inmost
totally unique is the fact that, in the past 2 years, this program has
been. fully funded by both the House and the Senate for whatever
we authorized. No other program has that kind of a record; has it?
But the kind of complaints that are shOWn in these last 2 days,
concerns, rather, 'are with respect to the administration of it con-
tinuing throughout its life. Somehow, it seems to keep on going,
and seems to be doing something% - -.

Rather than aSking you specific questions about your testimony,
I woUld ask-you gentlemen to respond to- the two concerns that I-
'have mentioned te you and, in a sympathetic Way, attempt to giVe
us guidance' in how to' meeCthe objectives that you are talking
about, and really'..examine the alternative of using other legislation
rather than title III to meet some of them.

Mr. Buchanan is not here.
Mr, Peyser? .

Mr.', PEYSER! I have no questions, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Tauke?
Mr. TAUKE. It appears to me, as the chairman has suggested,

that you are really asking us to 'completely redirect what I, at
least,- .perceiye to be the original purpose of title III funds for
developing institutions:

.

When there are so many programs that are designed to aid the
low,income studentsand I think that Mr. Billingsley .said thas
'virtually our whole effort is direCted toward aiding low-income
studentsisn't it, inappropriate to suggest that the one programe
that does seem to aid institutions 'that struggling should be
redirected to really taking into considera71 not the state of; the
institution but, rather, the students that it serves?

Mr. BiLuNtisLEv,!WelI, our view, Mr. Tauke, is that the' original
purpose, in our view, of title III should be enhaneed and supported
and strengthened.
... We think that the new regulations de that by giving, for the first
time, a fair definition, of what a developing institution is.

But we Also are concerned, with our associates and the other
minority groups, that- there is a real need in society to make sure
that persons who have been disadvantaged, or left out, are brought
into the mainstream, and we .need, frem time to time, to look at
the mechanism to do that.

Our position is thiat it might be preferable to strengthen the
initial purpose, breaden it somewhat to include some of the con.:
cerns expresseckly the other groups, but no,t to make it a complete-
ly generalized p"Fogram, but to keep irto the original purpose of

t capacity to. bring these low-income .s tidents into the main-
--V---,strengthening institutions which have . on - ern and the demonstrat

x1
stream.

It would be unfortunate to scatter funds around too generously.
but we also think that the concerns among the Hispanic group for
targeting prograins ratherfthan institutions .merit particular sensi-
tivity for that class becauSe they are not clustered in institutions -

k as black students are. So there needs to be some sensitivity on the
part of the committee on this point, but we think that the original
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purpose of strengthening and broadening the :program a bit is
appropriate so that you should resist the temptation to make it a
more generalized student aid program. .

Mr. TAuicE. 'Would I be correct. in saying that in -settirig. Up the
criteria for the determination of whether or not an institution is
developing, you 'would suggest that Ve look primarily at the
makeup of the student body rather than at'the strength, the vol-
umes of the library, 'the facilities which are avai k z,al,e, and the
financial resources df the institution?

Mr: BILLINGSLEY. We would like to look at all of those factors.
We would like to look primarily at the .disadvantaged status of a
large portion of their students, and the 'educational and gral
expenditures of the college which is to say4heir financial resources
first, but we would also include those other resources that inake it
a viable institution for irieeting the needs of students.

We would like to strengthen all of that, arid we think the way to
do that, is .tO start to focus on .the students, but then look at' the
institution's financial capability as was the intent of the original
legislatiOn.

Mr.. TAL1KE. I see.
Dr. kivera, in your presentation; as._I understand it, S/ou were

asking for. a 40-percent set-aside for commtinity colleges, a 25-
percent set-aside for your rural colleges, and a 25-percent set-aside
for, the retention of studentA which is a 90-percent set-aside.

Mr. RIVERA. That is tight, sir. Exactly.
Mr. TAUKE. po you really, want to hamstring the program to that

degree?
Mr. RivEitA. Thai seems, really, to be an innovative 'approach..,

[Laughter.]
Mr. TAUKE. Dr. Billingsley,said no set-asides.
Mr. RI'VERA. I know it is necessary for he and I to talk tnore in

the future. itatighter.
Mr. RIVI;RA. Our diverse population attends all kinds of institu-

tions. They are very heterogeneous. 'We attend various colleges:.
Communit'.y colleges, public colleges, private colleges, 2-year Col-
leges, 4-year colleges, or universities. We just siMply have not had
the. benefit .as other minorities who have their own' institutions.
Thus, we Have a lot.of catching up to do. I think that perhaps the
focus should probably be on the student.

I ihink there is another underlying concern here which people
sometimes do not wish to address. Isthink it is important to recog-
nize that there may well be institutions in this puntry that per-

'haps should not survive. 'Some institutions may ihoi,have the cur-
. ' riculum, personnel Or.resources necessary for'go.id management. It,

could have something to do witl; any number of variables.
I think wha: is most important is being able to turn out a,.good

product; that is, a 'student, and turning out that product means
ability to .get a good education, be it at a 4-year rural college, a 2-
year PUblie college, or be it a university wherever that student
happens to reside.

Mr. AFAUKE. Thank you.. I might say in closing, that I think that
all of you luote brought some very.important matters t6 the atten-

. tion of the committee.

i



I am hot cteraain that all of those problems Ought to be solved
through the titre HI programs.

I think that what you are asking for is a complete reviSion of ther prograni That my be something 'which ought to...be considered, but
/ I think it tends move away from the original intent of the program.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Ratchford.
Mr. RATCHFORD. Mr. Chairman, I think it would be helpful to

this committee if. we Could have a responke in writing, from either
the panel collectively or the individual members, to the criticiSms
Atha were directed toward us in the form of a GAO r4port which
.focused, not 'on the individual institutions or the -commitment ih
this country to providing opportunities for minority or disadvari:.
taged students, but on the management of the progralm.

Rather than eliciting a specific response, if, -collectively, or indi-
vidually, you could got to the committee your analysis of the GAO
report, it would 4e helpful.

The GAO repoit Would lead us to believe that the prograth is
without direCtion, that the program is without management, and
that the program is witholit accountability. I am concerned,' as
someone who has been senSitive in 'this area and supportive for 4
years at the State level for this. type of program, that unless the
specific allegations of the report are addressed, we run the danger
of seeing title HI not revised but eliminated. So.I Would appreciate
your written responses as people who are li4ing with the day-oday

jiiaspects of the program because we have a tough judgment to make
in -a very difficult economic climate with respect to reauthoriza-

' tionyes or no. Then, once that question is addressed, we must
decide what form reauthorization will take.

So if you 'could, gentlenikover- the next several weeks, address
.yourselves to the GAO re t, it would be most helpful because
you'r testimony has been sensitive, your testimony has been
tKoughtful, and now we would like your thoughts as td how Kre..can
prOceed with a Strengthened program.

M. BILLINCSLEY. Yes,
Mr. RIVERA. Yes, sir, I will.
Mr. Foal). I" think it would be helpful also particularly, Mr.

Rivera, if you would, in relation to our reconsideration of the TRIO
programs during the hearings on title IV, take a look at the stated
purposes of those programs, and see if there is not some appeal to
that being a more,appropriate approach to deal pragmatically with
What you are talking about because some of the things in your
statement that you would like to have done are stated in a statute,
whether they appear that way or nOt, as the .reasolis for ithe pro-
grams. s*

Mr. IPVERA. Yes, Mr. Chairman. We discuss that as a possibility.
At this time, we feel that a cookrative effort from the way title-III
is structured now, supplemented by some of the types of r,esources
that are made available through TRIO programs, may be an.,inter-
esting combination. It would require a treat deie of coordination,
however, But I certainly will respond to your request.

FoRn. Thank you very much.

-*



I appreciate very much your help to the committee, and hopethat you will be watching as we move through the other parts of
'the legiSlation, commenting on those as well.

At this time, I call Dr. Byron Causey, president of the Alexander
City State Junior College, and chairman of the Council of Alabama
Junior College Presidents, represeding ajl of .the Alabama rural-
community. colleges.

,4 Mt. Buchanan left for the full committee meeting where he has
amendments to offer on the bill that is being marked up there at
the .moment. He will be back .as soon as he gets a vote.
STATEMENT OP BYRON CAUSEY, CHAIRMAg".COUNCIL OF

ALABAMA JUNIOR COLLEGE PRESIDENTS,- AND PRESIDENT
OF ALEXANDER CITY STATE JUNIOR-COLLEGE
Mr. CAUSEY, Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportu-

nity to appear before .you this morning and the other members of
the.committee:

I would like to make it .a mat'ter of record, that is, the apprecia-
tion of all of the higher edtication community in the 'great State ,of
Alabama of the distinguished Congressman who happens to be the
senior.minority Member on this committee..

As I mentioned to you earlier this morning, we know that there
is sonic pressUreand I will state thatto e 'ce Congressman
Buchanan to change from poStsecondary ementary/Secondary.

I Want you to knoW, and, I think that COngressman Buchanan
already knows, that we in higher education in the State of Ala-
barna will resist any such move with all the effort, we' can. We
think that he is in the perfect place, and we know that he repre-
sents us Well.

I submitted a brief written report.
Mr. FORD. Without objection, the statement submitted under the

rules of the committee will be printed in full' at this point in the -
record; ande you may proceed to add to it, comment oh it, and
highlight, us you Wish.

Mr. CAUSEY. Thank you, M. Chairman.
[The prepared statement Of W. yron Causey, chairman, Council

of Alabama Junior College Presiqimts, Ond president of Alexander
City State Junior College follow

V
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A
Presentation to U.C. House of Representatives

Education and Labor Committee-

by

W. Byron Causey
Chairman. Cpuncrl of Alabama Junior College Yresidents

and
President of Alexander City State Junior, College

Title III .has been one of the most oeponsive institutional programs

within the Aigher Educ;tion Act. It Nas ,had a greater impact on the heatth-of

Alabama's two:year.i:olleges than any.other program. In the little over eight years

that the public schools in Alabama-have been eligible to participate in the

Titlal III programs, 17 Of the 19 that are currently eligible have participated in

Title Ill activities. A total tat over 16 million dollars has been received by

the pOblic two-year schools in Alabama.

' 4-he Title 111 program has been bonefiCial not only in Alabama,tot in

schools throughout the nation. It has allowed the schools to bring about

imPrnvenents in instruction. administration, and student services-.improvements

that otherwise could not have been achieved. Title ttl is the only program in

higher educatipn that funds sucN broadly based'actiVties. Wein the two-year
.

. colleges ,7very much appreCOate being able to particiPate in this program and feel

Oat vfitnoui it, many currently funded activities would be severely limited on

our caMpuses.

Currently there are an more schools making application to the program than

tdn possibly be funded in the.aporooriation of 120 million ilklars per year. We

would,like to seethe authorization level be increaked to be more.tonsistent

with the nunber of eligible applicants submitting high quality proposals.
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Additionally, in the current legislation tMere is a 24% set-iside for .

two-year institutioas. I would reccomend that this set-aside be increased tp
A .

represent 4 percent equivalent to the ratio of undergraduate students enrolled

in two-year ins,titutions as comparedto students enrolled in four-year

iestitutioni. (321)

Another recommendation that I,would like to make has to da with the

Advisorw Council on Developing 'Institutions. The orig.inal legislation designalts

that the Advisory Council OP Dev;loping Institutions be'established and Consist

of nine members. I would like to see that this council be increased in size to

insure that proper,regionarepresentation is achieved and that the eake-up,

ContinUe to reflect the parti:cipation of the two-year colleges within the

Title III Program.:

Two-year colltges have benefitted greatly from the Title II/ Program.

Improvements in instructional sorvirts. adminiStrative services, and student

services have been accomplishedand these all function to bring about better

educational opportunities for students. It is my sincere hope that the TitIe III

Program will coniinue and that tho No.-year colleges may be able to continue to.

, reap the benefits of the,program.
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CUARENT LAW

--"-TITLE III-STRENGTHENING DEVELOPING
INSTITUTION'S

AL71KMILVhO5

SM. 301, (A ) The Catentniisintier shell rear, owe a program of special
e enetstme to streothen the academic quality of developing
Ikea whkh bale t desire and Dot cot lei to make a stibuential con-
tribution to the higher *chest wi resourcea of the Nation isit which te
+Struggling foe aurciaal adi art inolated from the team current& of

ndemic hfe.
(b) (I) Nee ths.porpoae of marrvi n mg this title, there are author-

ized to he appropriated 4.W.20,1)00,(Xxl fie the:fiscal yeer ending June
SO, len, and fur each of the ,iureedrug fiscal yeeta ending prior to
October 1. ISTO.

(2) Of the sums a pyrrorrrite.1 rirsriltif lo Ilia subsection for any
feral venr, per erratum shall im ivailabk only tor carriing out the
peorisiedi of this title with respect to developing institutions whicb
Oar to award one or mote bachelor's degree, during. onch year.

Tlw remainder of tim sums su appropriated shall be available
eely for carry ung oot 1 he provisions of this title with 'respect to devel-
o ping rmertutrom which du nut plan to sward such a degree during
much year,

tlee. Mt) /buena Juin, ae. WS. rt. list-Salt VIM 7. me. SeBM tit a m..1.1 Ortaber i te& r t 14-ert. nue re rt C. ON; Ill, ma
etas *es.

Cet OW rya. Pe. COOMU Till AMA Og MINT*, N ATIONAL =AA:it %NO
rai.sow eirtr, ASO riROIPIAMOO Gal/1111N

Sec. 304. (a) The Comte Matoner t CWLIMI to melte grants end
swami*. in emonlenee with the pram isione of this title, foe the pm iTme
of xrenzthening developing inst itutione. Such pinta and awards shell
be uoed sokly fort 11ur pins-ell set forth in sashmetion (b).

(b) F661311 ppropritited pitruront to section 30l(b) shall be avail-
ISM hoe-, (1) grants to itimitutions of higher education to pay pert of

the cost of planning. des eloping, and carrying oat rooperstter,
arrengerncnta between developing institutions anal other initito
tione of higher education mid lacteren uleselovino.inesituticeie and
other organisations, agencies, and business entities, which show
prorniee as effective nwaini tea for strengthenine the scedernk pro
Orem land the administrative severity of developing inseitutreea.
including such projeos..nd activities

( ) exchange of faculty or students, including areseire-
ments foe bringing smiting erholars ta devidepang
nntitotione.

(II) faculty and mlnunistratien improvement programa,
mtiliaing training. edurat ion (including tellowthips leading

SticOESTEO MEttOMENT SUBSTITUTE

Change to il60,000,000 for fisca) years

RAT I ORAL E/EXPLANAT I ON

(2) (3)
Increase seteside for two-year institutipos from
the: current 24 percent to a percentage quiva-
lent to the ratio of undergraduate students
enrolled in two-year/four-year institutions,

(I) Th(s is zo include the development of an
institution's capacity fur seeking resources
to Improve its position In serving the
state and community,

to sdranewd degrees), internships, research participation end
ether meant,

(C) introduction of new curricula and curricular
meterials

(I)) development end operer LOP or COOporitive education
nim-ranui iitvoli fro. ttorn.or nemixis of eurentemit sturdy and

Ti tle ti I has been one of the mast respons I ve.
institutional aid programs in the Higher Educa-
tion Act. It has had a greater impact on the
heal th of the state's tveo-yoar col loges than any
other program. There Is currently a need for
mor institutions to P. able to participate.
Under the current level of authorization, there
art many ligible applicants with excellent
proposals that ar el imirsated because of the
levet) of funding. The current eppl icat ion
procedure for Title III permits We and only
me institution to receive funds, if the
now legislation could include a provision for
groups 'of institutions to act in concert with
one another, , there could tre e much greater use
,and efficiency in serving s.airrently enrolled stun-
dints who have not previously r ece ved grants,'

Start-up resources may be necessary to real ly
enhanc an !mat I tut ion capac ty to develop
and strengthen relationship,

ra.
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Mr. CAUSEY. I suppose I am going to take a different tack than
I heard yesterday, and that I heard, to a large extent, this morn-
ing. I am going to make several comments.

First of all, I think that title III, as currently constructed, is an
excellent piece of legislation. I know that in the State of Alabama
it is doing an outstanding job. It is the only program in all of
higher education t4iat we know of that we participate in that is
directly responsive t.Qthe needs of the institution.

Listening to the people from GAO yesterday, I became quite
concerned about some of their comments. I do not know that I have
ever read a GAO report that was very complimentary about any-thing. [Laughterl

It is very easy to find places where there are problems in a
program that has $120 million in it. I even read where we have
problems in some of our committees of Congress, and I know that
these are honorable gentlemen at all times. Therefore, there are
going to be some mistakes, but overall, the program as a whole, is
an outstanding program. It is, and it is doing an outstanding job in
the State of Alabama.

We are concerned about some things. We think also that there
maybe needs to be a little more direction in terms of defining the
developing institution. We realize that this is a relative factor.

I do not know of any institution in this country today that wouid
consider itself fully developed because once it is fully developed, in
effect; it needs to make no further changes. Even prestigious insti-
tutions like Harvard, Princeton, and Yale are today taking a look
at redirecting some of their efforts. .

This is the part that we believe that title III places such an\
important point.

As we bring in new people, new staffs, as we have new students
coming in through this program, we have an opportunity to secure
some funding so that we might bring these people along in the
training program so that they may better understand the problems
that most of our students have.

I would like to make a couple of very strong points. I agree with
the gentlemep this morning. I think that there should be a greater
set-aside forkhe 2-year colleges, and I would only ask that that set-
aside be reflective of the percentage of students that are in 2-year
institutions as compared with a total othe students in all ,of
postsecondary education.

I believe that if you Were to pick a figure, say, if you want to
take the sum of 35 or 40 percent, 1, frankly, would like the 40-
percent figure better. [Laughter.1

The 2-year colleges, particularly in Alabama, offer a large
number of students an opportunity to get ahead that would not
otherwise have an opportunity.

The second Largest group, or bloc of our students that come into
the 2-year colleges in Alabama other than those coming directly
out orhigh school, is through the GED test, the general education-
al dev,elopment test route. These are adults. These are the people
that need more help than anyone else. Usually, they are older.
Usually, they have been out of school for a longer period of time.
They face certain fears. They face other problems as they come
back to school.

3 6:3
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Through a program-such .as the fuicls that we are able to get In
title III, we are able to offer enrichment programs, particularly in
ithe fields of reading and math and science, the programs where
%lost of the returning Older students have problems. .

Without a program such . as title III, many of these students
would net:stand a good opportunity to succeed.

I happen to.represent an institution that has the highest percent-
age of black students of any of the predominantly white schools in
the State of Alabama,

Title III has 'helped us in that area in working with minority
students, and in bringing them into the mainstreaM. We are find-
ing that more and more and more black adults are coming back to
school in our State today than would have been possible without
title III. If it had not been for tli6 ability that we have to develop
such institutional research to ascertain beyond a shadow of s doubt
the needs of these students, we would net be able to serve them.
We would be developing, I suppose, as long as we are in business.

I hope that aS you consider this new legislation, or the reauthori-
zation, that you will consider this, and give very serious thought
before any real, significant changes are made.

I was asked,-and I served as a reader. I served this year as one of
the public readers for the title-TIT program. I had heard of all the
horror stories of past readers.

I want to emphasize the fact that as far as I. am concerned, the
public reading'process this year had as much integrity as any-that
I have ever participated in.

I know that we have the problems. We hear people talk about
the problems they have with the public reading process when they
come back int6 the office of title III people.

I want to publicly say that I have found the title III people to be
extremely cooperative. They have been extremely helpful to us in

*every respect.
I would like to suggest, and I know that Dr. Morris Brown,.when

in starts looking for some new staff, and I really think he needs
additional staff . . . I believe they have 24 itople . . I think he
will give serious consideration to hiring people who have teaching
and administrative experience in "the 2-year college level. This, I
believe, would give a greater appreciation of some of the problems
that we facen the 2-year colleges.

Mr. Chairman, I just want to conclude by saying hoW much we
aPpreciate your effort, and the effort of this committee ip all of
higher education but, in particular, in title III of the Higher Educa-
tion Act. It gives us in Alabama a chance to offer our students the
extras that they so badly need. Without title III funds,. we would
not be able to offer that type of help.

The distinguished Congressman from Alabama is back, and I
want to say before him again how much we appreciate him.

I have already, Congressman, expressed my feelings about those
elementary-secondary people trying to change over your major edu-
cational emphasis, and I want you to know right now that we are
going to fight anli resist that in every way we can.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. I will be submitting
additional written comments.



One other thing: The new regttla ion that we are operating
under has caused some concern among many of us.

I do not feel that-the two guidelines which currently are being
used are broadly reflective of the institution. It does concern us
also that we have regulations, new regulations that are made a
part of the law in effect without the law being changed.

We do hope that there will not be capricious changes in the
regulations in future years, once we get them set, without the Jaws
being changed.

Mr. FORD. Thank you very much..
The new regulations have not come up to us yet. I do not believe

they have. Have they?
Mr. DWYER. NO.

-Mr. FORD. SO we have not had a chance to 4ercise any dversight
with regard to them, but given the time frame within which we are
working, it is entirely possible that we could deal with the contents
of those regulations in a legislati,ve way, and probably effectively
adopt them or modify them, about as soon as it could be done by
going the route of reviewing the regulations.

They have a lot of regulations down there to send up that Ike
would just, as soon not have; frankly.

Mr. CAUSEY. We would just as soon not have them also, sir.
Mr. FORD. I meant that in a different way: not having them here

in the time we have to consider this legislation.
We do appreciate your appearance,
I have one question. I have a listing of the 2-year Colleges in

Alabama. Are these all public?
,Mr. CAUSEY. Yes, sir. All of those are the publiC colleges. I did

not list the private colleges.
Mr. FORD. What kind of State or 'local funding do you haVe for

community colleges in Alabama? Is it through local taxation, or
State?

Mr. CA USEY. No, sir. We are, totally State 'supported.
The only funds that we have other than State funds, that is

generated through local tuition, and our tuition is extreinely low.
It is $0 per quarter. We get approximately.$1,100 from the State
level, and $200 from local tuition. So it is approximately $1,400 per
year to support the student. That is a rather low figure.

In Michigan, you do much better than that.
That is why, again, it is so.important that we have such funding

for the strengthening of the total .of the institution as these funds
that are provided through title III.

I do hope that when you start thinking about refunding title III
that you %yin consider funds in the vicinity of somewhere in the
neighborhood of $200 milliog, $250 million, or $260 million instead,
of $120 million.

Mr. FORD. That raises a problem that I hope we will have people
consider through the whole of the consideration of this legislation.

After the passage of the Middle Income Assistance Act last year,
I am afraid that We overimpressed people at the State level with
additional Federal resources that will bes coming t0 higher educa-
tion, and they began coming back to me, and writing ways that
legislative committees and state departmeni committees and the
Governor's committees were considering, and they were meeting



during the recess anxieusly -trying to figure Out how they could
capture those Federal funds .and reduce State and local .effort.

We have not, in the past, concerned ourselves greatly with the
maintenance-of-effort provisions in this type of legislatio4 as we
have in elementary and secondary where We have tried to tie in
the funding very . tightly: to using. Federal. funds to supplement
rather than supplant other resources.

The temptation in some States, kilo' It is reported to us, is almost
overwhelming to back off on State support for postsecondary educa-
tion in soinething close to die proportions of whatever increases we
make.

Arid looking at the potvtial of an increase wilich, I must s ay, is
not very likely this year, but looking at the potential, as we go
down the road, of the expansion of the prograin like title III, I
would like yoa and your colleagues to give some thought to how, if
we are able to expand.on a program like this, we will be able.to, at
the Same time, guarantee that it is going to get to you, and be on
top of and .not instead of other resources that you presently have.

Mr. CAUSE?, Mr. Chairman, I would like to coMment next. on
student financial aid. k

Many of us in the smaller rural colleges, if it were not for the
title III funds to train our-financial aid officeS and, in some cases,
staff partially financial aid offices, many of us HI the smaller rural
colleges would not be able to offer the resources to the students
that really need them.

Title III is providing a significant amount of funding in that
direct area which ii directly kleneficial to the student.

Mt.'FORD. Thank you.
Mr. Buchanan,
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Causey, first, let me apologize. I have to confess that I did go

clOwnstairs where a markup is in progress. I had amendme'nts to
Offer.

Mr. Fqtin. Did you win?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Actually, they-protected me. They will let me

come back, and I will get to offer them at a subsequent Prime, but I
had to .proteCt that privilege as best I coold. It is a probleni with
which I am sure you are familiar. -

Then let me express our pride in Alabama in 'your leadership.
YoU represent institutions that, as you have said, are of vital
importance to the people of our State.

I lived and worked for 5 years or so in At'suburban community,
the suburban city of Birmingham, which I represent; where the
norm for young people in that. community was to end their formal
educational training with a high school' diploma. Now in the com-
munity, with its syStem of junior colleges, 2-year colleges .and tech-
nical schools developing greater attendence; tlie_um,is for young
people coming.oiit\of high school to go into that junior college, and

:join ether people Who are adult citizens of the. community and
others who come from all over the area to attend that large junior
college. In maay ciises, they get final .training heading them for
some career opportunity, but it has also become a threshold, a
conduit to 4-year universities. Many, of them, having had their

.
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aPpetite whetted for higher education there, move on sometimes to
the postgraduate level.

.So.I would just simply underline wbit you said about the role of
institutions, like our.institutions in Cur own State.

Mr..CAUSEY: Congressman, the greatest thing that has happened
to the pogsecondary education in the last 200 years is the cornmu-
nity college system without doubt. .

Mr. BUCHANAN. You have already given.us your counsel. Not-
withstanding the deficithwies of the proposed regulation, you think
thaf we onkht to proceed rather than risk further delay.

Mr. CAUSEY. I certainly do.
Mr. BUCHANAN. You have indicated that you feel the regulations

.are deficient. Are there other elêmints that ought to be considered
-that you would.like to mention?

Mr. CAPSEY. I think tliat we need to consider the elements in-
volved that give a total. picture of the institution and that spell out
as clearly as possible. the inten t. of this type of money, this partial:
lar money to strengthen the total of the institution, the force of
strengthening its different segments.

Mr. BUCHANAN: We had here in Washington last year a seminar
of the local officials -in my C;ongressional District..We asked the
vArious dePartments and agencies to bring people - '_hten
the local officials about the Federal programs, and the Wa
which they cduld work with the Federal Government and vi e
versa; and 'HEW sent over a regulation writer from Alabama. Th
said they sent him over th show that a regulation writer did n
have two heads. Maybe he was the only one they had there, but I.
certainly understand your reponse.

Mr..VAusEv. I think sometimes that they 'have four hands that
they write with, though;.[Laughter.]

Mr. RUCHANAisi. ThanIC you, Mr. C,hairman.
We are very proud of.you, Doctor. We appreciate your participa-

tion in-these hearings:
Mr. FoRn, .Dr. Causey moves me to make this observation: when

we held hearings at the University of Alabama at the Birmingham
campus last year on the piece of legislation that' Mr. Buchanan and
I are currently sponsoring, I. was amazed to,find that the reve-
sentatives Of business ,and of lOcal political agencies and of institu-
tions of hi4her education all started by testifying abou4Ohich
school in Michigan they had attended. [Laughter.]

.Mr. CAUSEY. If it' would be -holpikl, Congressman, I went for 2
week's to the University .of Michigan.also. [Laughter.]

Mr. FORD. Well, right now the in thing is to be from the Univer-
sity of' Michigan. Everybody in the.StateS regard themselves as an
honorary inember of the alumni (*the agricultural school known
as.Miehigan .State University.

Thank you. -

, Mr. BUCHANAN. You-hav,p-shown such' great restraint. I want to
commend you because you i-nentioned .Michigan State for the first
time since the hearing .started. I. thought it was about time to

. .acknowledge. [Laughter.] .

Mr. FORD. I hope that they will come down and help 1.4 with our
title IX problem. .

Mr. Tauke.



Mr. TAUKR. No questionsrf
Mr. FORD. Thank you very mUch.
Mr. CAUSIVI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Four,. The next panel consists of the representatives of the.

Department of Health, Education, and Welfare: Mr. Wilbert A.
Cheathain, who is Deputy Director for Program Review and AssistL
ance: Office for Civil Rights, -and Mr. Alfred Moyé, who is the
Deputy Commissioner for Higher and Continuing Education in .the
Office of Education. .

Without objeCtion, the statements Submitted for the record by
bo& of these gentlemen will be included in full at this point in the
record.-

[The prepared statements.Af Wilbert A. Cheatham, Deputy Direc-
tor for Program Review and Assistance, Office for Civil Rights, and
Alfred Mpye; Deputy Commissioner for Higher and Continuing
Education, Office of Education, Departmegt of Health, Education,
and Welfare, follow:j

ei
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Chairs:e and Aesare of Cho Subcommittsa: I am Wilbert A. 0:Atha*,

.0aputy Director for Program falview aod.Assistance of thrOffice for

Civil-Rights .000 at WM. I am plemnid Co balhare today to ropie-

r

sant David S. Tatali Diroctor of OCR, who ia unable to be present.

You haws askod us to discuss the relatioaship betWeen the Adams court

ardor tad Title /II of Higher Rducatioa Act.

I will begin with a brief background desc-riition o#:OCR's'State highar
r,.

education.desogregation program and then discuss its relationship to

In.169 and 1970, the Office for Civil,Nights found that nint SoUthern

and tordar States* and the Commonlealth of PennsyIwania were operating

higher education systems that coritinued to bear the vestiges of racial

rigregation in violation of Title VT of the Civil.ligOts. Act of 1964.

prohibits discrimination because of_race, ccilor, or national

orig
c

in federally aisisteri prograilt; These tem States were xequested

to subeit plans to correct this violation. Although the States tither

refnsid to . submit shy plena or suUmitted unacCeptable plans, tho Depart-.

gema tsok no action to anforce.the law at that time.

Arkansas, florid:, Oklahola, NOrth rolia,'Cworgia, Virginia,
'hississippi; Louisiana, nd" maryla .

*/ .l?',



Im 1970, the suit:originally known is Adams v. Richardiun was brOught

against the Departmant for failing to enforce Title VI in education,

including lementary and secondary education as wan as higher educe-.

tion. The suit w4a.filed im 04-District Court. In February, 1973,

the Adams litigation resulted in a ruling that required the Department

- to fulfill its statutory obligation to enforce Title VI in the ten

-

State higher educatio atoms. (Adams v. Richardson, 356 F. Supp.

92 (D.D.C. 1973)).

In 1974; the Department accepted desegregation plans, from eight of

the ten S,Eatas and referred tvo States to Depatmant of Justice4

because of their refusal to submit acceptable plans.

In a Second Supplemental Order that was issued on April as

a -result of a sotiou for further relief, tha U.S. District Court

4
invalidated the existini plans and ordered the'Departgant fo develop

criteria for the-desegregation oi public higher education systems.

The court ordered lin' to negotiate new plans within specified' time

frames. The ciiteria call for:,

o .streagthening the tra4itiona14 black institutions

so that they will attract students of all rates;

4
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desegregating student enrollment, including cods
.

titments to.inireise substantially the percentage

of blacks attending traditionally white colleges

and universities; end

desegregating faculty, adminietrative itaffs,

nonacademic personnel, and governing boards,

ig including comiitments for increasing'the number

of black profissors and the number of blacks

on governing boards.

i

OCR has accepted desegregation plans from. Arkansas, Oklahoma, Florida,

Virginia, and Gear* . We are stilt hopeful of obtaining an acceptable

plan from North Caroling.

In February 1978, the.Dmpartment reiskued the critetie to make theme-.

applicable to any State higher education system that was preViously

egregated by law and that continues to bear the vestiges of that

segregation.

Starting in 1473, OCR initiata'd reviews in Delaware, Texas, and

Alabama to determine if their'State systems of higher education needed

to adopt corrective action plans. Reviews have begun or will begin

hortly in South Carolina, Kentucky, West Virginia, Missouri, and

Ohio.

Alk

I.
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The Court required that the criteria take account of the "unique

today comprise only five.'

of higher learning but

importanoe of black colleges," which

percent of the nation's institutions

,

which educate one-fourth of al lack students in postsecondery;

education. Forty-nine percent 'all baccalaureate degrees and

t:orispty percent of all postgraduate degrees received-by black

Americana are &yarded by historically black colleges.

This Administration is fully committed to strengthening the nation's

black collages. Earlieethis month, the President directed each

.D4Ipartment to jpin in this ffort, and he designated Secretary

Calitano and hfi Special Assist/at, Louis Martin,- to lead this

initiative.

Motwithatendiag.the President's directive this Department has

been involved in various ongoing efforts over the'yeari to etreogthen

black colleges. This effort has.taken On 4n added dimension now 44,

the States with higher education desegregation plans meth additional

funding co balance the iaequities between their traditionally blecS

sad.'traditionally %Mite institutions.



Ire

Although we can point to a4fie inatences of successful tease-

work, there is s general absence of coordination between the

Wipartnelt's civil rights enforcement programs and its grant-

melting programs. .0mi of our more suOcessful effortd has been

with the Emergency School Assistance Act (ESAM program. Al-

th ugh the Office of Education edministers ESAA, the Office for

Civ Rights handles tha program's Civil righis\clesrance process,

whic is required by the nee legislation.

I
Ti a III of the, Nier Education Act of 1965 authorixes ".... a

program-of special assistance to strengthen the academic quality

of developing institutions which have the desire and potential to

make a substarltial contribution to the higher education resources

of the Nation." To be eligible for funds, institutions must be

tble to prove that they are "....for financial or other reRsonsh

fttrupling for survival..and are 4solated froti the main currents

of academic life."

Title III is especially important to the desegregation of State

systems of higher education because it is institution-based and

because many of the institutions subject to State desegregation

plani've eligible for funds under:this title. ThR way these *

VP

go.)
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institutions develop ie c uciel to the successful implementation

of thM.desegregation plans.

Within the Iasi two years, we have eadenittempts to coordinate

the administration of the Title Ill program with 'our C--i2)rights

objectives. The new Title III regulations contain a prohibition

oo funding for any progrei,a.that will.perpetuate segregation. in A

vats that has mhistory 'of racial segregation iA higher ducation.

We are developing a prmeure with the Office of Rducatioo to impale-

'lent this requirement.

In addition to Title III, OCR's Office of Program Review and Assistance

(+MIA), which I heed, :has been lookicg st other grant programs'ihat

can effect civil rights.objectivee. We are now developing strateky
-

tolsosure that the Department's civil rights lave are effectively en-

forced. The culmination of usis work will' be a Departmeot-wide pre-

grant civil rightmcloarance procedure.

".1

We are also looking at other higher aducation.programe that we hope

We will be Able to use to coo'rdinste our higher...duration desegregation

efforts.
t

a

ear
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Although the transition from dual to unitary systems will cost

money, the increased egpenditte required in the short: Lein

will hs moru th4n.offsvt in the long run by the longer term

1,

savings VO IV derived frowconverking,to a ueitary system.

A

The Deperpseat is committed to meeting its civil rights objec-
.;

elves through the desegregation of institupious of higher

education end the removal of the lust vestiges of dual systems.

have made some progress in meeting the needs of desegregating

inatitution, sad cha new 'Title III regulations reflect our efforte

in this area. In connection with the reauthorization of khe Higher

Education Act of 1965, the Department ii presently considering

wsys to assist higiwv-e.ducatiocl institutions in th4.desegregstion:

process.

Ma

11 .
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Dwar Mr. Chairman:

Zt is a pleaeurs to moat 4ith year subconMttea this worai4 Go discuss the

. operation of TitlfIIL of the Higher Education Act of 1965,,Streagthening

Developing Institutions.

-Title III of the Education A.C.t of 1965, the Strengthening Developing.

Institutions progrmm:\las designed ,to strengthen the aeidestic quality of

colleges which are financially weak and are "hoists from thu main cerrents.

of academic life." This Title was a' reflection of t Social context uf -

higher education in the mid-1960's. Burgeoning allege enrollments had.

overtired a system of progvams, bUildings d facilities 'which cOuld not.o

. expend quickly enough to allot the demand for,higher education. Institutions

I+

responded by increasing'class size and .teaching Doads, and by creating new

a

academic programs and degree offerings, sometimes with more attention to

qnsntity serv&d than to quality delivered. Concerned by the unevenness of

1 -

quality among institutiont, President Johnstinin his educ*ion message of

lenua 965,"emphasized the' need help small and less well-devel.O.&;
.

, .

college prove their'proirams," and Cormissioner Keppel testified that

small +colleges should h'e misisted tU improve.the quality of their cducational.,7

offerings. Thus, there was clear recognition by the Federexernment of

.tIst need to strengthen the curriculum, faculty, administration, and student

services of institutions-Chet were characterized by the,law as "cieveloPing,"

and Title IlLwas creited.

The statute creating this program authorizes awards to be made for four core

.types of activities. Funds'may he used for projects which inerease
,4

sdrAnistrative efficiency, such as designing managemeiit infqrmation systems

or initiating an institutional researh:program. ,They may also be used'for

faculty development, .irictm-dretraining or the upgrading Of a fac;ulty

4 .
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member's academic qualificatkons. Funds are also awarded fot projects in

curriculum improvement, such as developing new courses or redesigning an'

entire academic program. The lourth type of activitY which the statute

permits us to fund is the improvement of tudent kervices. 'Projects funded

wider Chia category include developmental learning programs, learning resource

oenters, and career exploration and 'placement servicea .

The'program,uses resource sharing and cooperative errangeMents between' the

developing iestitution and a "mainstream" college or an agency; organization,
.

6
or business entity which specialises in providing technical assistance to

colleges. The law requires that each developing institution which receives

an award have at least one such cooperative arrangement. NAny of the institutions

0

have two er more cooperative relationships with other institutions or'agencies;

and several of the developing institutions funded by Title /II have formed

coneortia to pool their-resources and to share.the'technical assistance

eived from'cooperating agenciei.

In 1973, the Developing Institntiens Program was split administratierely into
0

the Elsie and Advanced programs. The goals-of the Basic Program weee to

attempt Co strengthen the smaller, weaker. institutions, in order to prepare

them for participation.in the Advanced Program. The Advanced Program awarded
S.

larger, multi-year grants to institutions which,hed participated in the Basic

pole nd mere-mew ptepared to focus on long-range development goals.

The undieg history of Title III shows an Initially small program of $5,000001t

in . The next year, funding jumped to $30,000,009, and in succeeding

years the program grew rapidly to its authOrizatiOn ceiling of $120,000,000

between 101 and 1978. ',

S 3
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Fiscal.

IAAL--

PROCRAM FUNDING BISTOgY
(figurga in thousands)

. .

'Authorization Appropriation

Ns-1966 855,000 '4 -5,000
1967 30,000 30,000
1968 551000 30,000."
1969 35,000 30,000
1970

ago
70,000 30,000

1971
1972

91,000
913000

a 33,850 '

51,850
1973 120,000 874350,
1974 120,000 100,000
1975' 120,000 110,000
1976 -: 120,000 110,000
1977 120,000 110,000
1978 120,000 120,000
1979 120,000 120,000

Tor further detail on tie statistical aspectenbitle III, v haws ihcludad
. ..

Appendisr Appendix B gives illustration* of several-different type* of mo-',

jects,under th t,

Institutions which wish to receive Title IlIqunds must Pass a two-step

aPplication proeess. irstthe institutioirsoust meet certain eligibility 7

criteria before baiog'Perskttedta sUbm1t acCepplicatien for funding- All

inlAtitntions syt hay* been accraditii foi the fiveyear preceding.the'

year of appiication;;except for institutions which are;JoCated on or neer Alt

Indian, raservetfan or a substantial populatio tiv; Americans., cir those

t 1?erving substantial nuabsirs of Hispanic stUdonts. An ipitieution must be
.

...... % . . :
lourvesr baccelaoreate-granting college or a junior or community college in

order to receive funds.

Through FY I97e, an inititution's eligibility as A developing institution

vas evaluated an'ihe basis of eight quantitative factors and three quaIitiiive
,

factors. Quantitative factors inc1uded-fuIl-time equivalent enrollment,

percent of faculty with'Hastres degreco, ev-orage-faculty salary, percent of
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,

students from low-incoma families, and several measures of institutional

financial strength, among others. Qualitative factors includad the retention,
A

rate of stpdints and their rata of entrance into graduate school, the quality

of an listitution'a administrative and professional personnel, and a measure
,

of the institution's financiil "vitality,"

Dmriag Fiscal Year 1979, new regulationi Wive baan,adoptsd which will

consolidate the Basic and Advanced Programsr-into 11:\single Program, eritF-Rwill'i"--

change the eligibility criteria. Because the sight quentitativs.and:threa

qualitative criteria previousily used ware not successful in identifying

inatitutiona which the prpgram was.designed to strengthen, twb new quantitative

criteria will replace the old.massuroS, resulting, in a simpler and more

clear-cut eligibility process.

An institution will evalUated upon the size of its average Basic Educational

Opportunity Grant EGO) award per full-time undergraduate enrollment., This

criterion is a measure of the iultitution's service to low-incoma students',

and is given double weight. The second criterion is the institution's cost

per student in educational and general expenditures, which is a measure of

tha institution's financial health. The Change in the eligibility criteria

will not reduce the number of institutions eli,gible to apply for Title II.I

funds, hut the eli4ib5,lity status of some individual institutions will change.

In order to ease the t ansicion process between the former and the new .

regulations, all institutions which received.Title III funOm in FY I08'are

being permitted to apply in 1979 irrespective of their ability to meet the

ligibility criteria. These institutions will compere equally'with the

institutions who did meat the etigibility. criteria.
4-
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Znce en'inetitutioohas been found to meet ehe critsriafor eligibility 'as

a developing institution, it must.then go through the competitive preposal

TellifW procass. The teatitution submits a proposal which is evaluatei,by a

panel of field readers. The field readers are persons knowledgeable about

'bigher educative in general add about developing institutions in particular,

end include a cross section, of ethniC ma minority groups and geographic

regions. The readers are selected from collage. And univeraities and feom

professional education agencies, assisting agencies and businesses, end,

.tmelige.hotbfaculty eed adminisernora\riew teems prebelanced in terms

of ih* individuals' knoitledge of and sensitivity to the needs of colleges

**tying loci-incase and minority students, ,knowledge of planning, management,

mod oVelnetion systems, familiarity with small college administration, and:.

beckgsound in development of .curriculum and new career provems. 'Field raiders

f

are naked to evaluate proposals against several specific criteria, among ;.,

which are how the propocad project will serve the nacre of eha institution,

arid thal extent to which the institution'amets the'needs of its cOnstituents.

Special institutional abilities to serve large percentages of disadvantaged

students or to provide access to students otherwise unable to attend college

are considered, ai are exceptional educational programs: Proposals whicb

will contribute to the long-term

careful Consideration.

stability of ihe institution also receive

Proposals ars ransd in.order of the scores received during the review
1

process, andpfunds ars distributed on ths basis Of this ranking. TWo year

colleges, however, ,may receive not more thah 24% of die prograin funds: In

Aiscal year 1978, program funds were distributed in the follOwing manner:

45-.934 - 79 - 25
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Four Year Colleges

liELE Advancad

$39,520.000 $51,680,000

TOn Year Colleges 12,480,000 16,320,000.

Funds ta Hispanic InstitActs 3Al2,600 2,274,000

Funds to Black Institutions 23,190,000 42,700,600

Funds to Nation Amertutim InStitutiona 4,070,000 -0-

The awards data above demonetrate comaitMent of the Olfce,ofrtducatean,

through the Titls'III program; to assist those institutions uhich offer eoess'

for substantial numbers glf minority and,disadvantaged student's.' 'Since the

program'a.inception, nearly $350 million his been auarded to developing .

institutions to help them strengthen their cademic provosts, their studsnt

services, aod the quelity of their teaching and administrative personnel.

Although Title III fundi have zçprcs.ntcda small percentage of an InstitutiOn's

operating budget, funded projects have assisted thesoinstitutions in a number

of way's. For example, a Title III grant enabled'one.liberal arts college to
g

completely transform its traditional currietilum into e.coepetency-based

eoursaof study. Many institutions use Titli III funds to proVidt opportunfties

for,cultural enrichmentand basic ekills development to their students.

Still ohe'r attle III tranteas have entered,cooperative arrangemenis with
,

larger "mainstream" colleges and universitiee to PiProvi faculty qualifications

and to increafa their students' success in going en to graduate school. Other'

'grantee instituttons haveused Title III funds to-develop extensive personal,

academic, and career counseling programs whose sim is to enable students'to

remain iu college and to complete their degrees. The range of worthwhile

ticeivities from which these institutions havmbenefitted is broad, and Title /IT

fiords hava'enebled these institution); to better serve their students by

prviding quelity educeon ind ipecially designed support setvices while

weipteining`low tuition and isiereased eCcess.

r
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Many complex nettere must be eddpossal in fssuthorixation of the

Peviloping Institutions Pilograe: -The Offie if.Elocation is prassatiy'ssighins

tevesel alternative* end has received a substantial nUaber of suggestions

froe outsideorgsnizstions and sgeecirs. The Department sod the Administration

will be providiog you it the visor

for the Title ITT progress.

futurs'epecifid*legislitIve recommendations

-



Appmadix A

STATISTICAL DATA ON TiTLZ III , STUNCIILIWING Dennuarm unrrunoss 1

Title IIIJ 'craft)! theilpt 1;re v. vitij...itiç,ttvta. %gut Lead naitlonmaat Prost..
r.L. 89-329L.Hiatm Education Act of'1965 (Ai amendod).
kiasion of Institutional 15eve1opment

'Title III is an institutional support program wheaa purpose es to itrengthen
daveloping collagen throush fundinaprograma in faculty growth, curriculum improvement,

administrative deVeloplent, and studsnt services..Charaeteriatically, tha developing loatitutiona arn limitad,in atair,AlaV4try4vaU;r1tO4tudell.tv,00-40.ag.-,..-,...ycAlittaltrii4 farUldfr'. teoffir diverea curricUla And to acquiin adequate fiaancial'assouress. Cranes are 'Wattf s
institutions to help thole to overcool& those handicaps andlo davelOp the basic strangthe needed to attain secura

.status and National visikility. The bread objectiven of Title III enable mn institution to build tha firm
foundation fro* which to launch si major effort in total davilopmont.

Of ths annual appropriation, 76% is allotted
to four-yaar, dagras granting institutions and 247. to institutionswith two-year programs. Awards ars made on tha basis of proposal adrit. The National Advisory.Council onDeveloping Institutions assists in the administration of the program. Assurances must be given that Federal.funde will be ueed to supplement, not supplant institutional affort.

Under the Edocation Amendments of 19r2, the fiys-year
tequirammit for eligibility can be valved by the Conmissionarfor institu4ons located on or naar an Indian reservation or a subotantisl population of Indiana andolor othernative Americans as suah action will incraans higher education for these minority group*. The EducationAmendments of 1974 authorize the Commissioner to waive three years of the five-year eligibility requirement forinstitutions, if the commissioner determines that such a waiver will substantially increase educational

opportunitios for Spanish-speaking people.

In FY 1973, the Title II1 program was divided into two argosy the Basic Institutional Development Provo. (NIDP)rni tho Advanced Institutional Devalopeanc Program (AID?). 1/ ,

Funding
in t upands

AotA, . itifililliniallitanlantiN
$15,000_ $70,000 $91,000 ,$91,000 $120,000

.

$120,000
Authori AtiO4 2/. 0 $55,000 $30,000 $55,000

Appropriation. 3/ U 5,000 300000 30,000 30,000 30,000 33,850 51,850 i 51,850 51,992
obligation 5,000 30,000 30,000

..

30,000 3 ,000 33,850 51,850 4/51,850 51,992
a For information on the Advanced Institutional pave opmant rogram saa.page.
7/ Authorization is for both Basic and Advanced Program.
3/ Appropriation am! Obligation is fdr Basid'Progrou only.

o4/ In addition, a supplemantal Appropriation of $35.5 million woe pAamed to support those developing inatitutiams'
with the greatest comparative degrie of financial, acsdaaic, and inati tiont strength judged to be bast able.'

ic
to absorb and nos inctsased funds to move toward their institutional o

g
-tives in accordancomith a carefully

dosignad long-ronge institutional plan. During Decomber, awards wore do to IS dovoloping institutions under
this clement of tiA Title III program,

.
e

-
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%las fli, StraNgthimina Dovelopiag'Imatitutiomailaafc Institutional Devlopment rvoevam

Divition.of Iattituriehal Developmeet .

'__*--.1ra, -, -

ELL:.

.., - ' ,..--

E

dirit
.

r
117 19N 77 1978 . 7' 1980 -19 MEM 081 9f.1.

.gt.1...111:1 $ 20,000 $120,000 0,2.0,000 $120,040 .

,t,..,.:0 i 52,oul 52,000 52,000 52,000 1111111111.1.111111.1111.1

i.71 52,000 52,0°0 : 52,476 52,000 1.1111.1 INN

1/Authorization for both basic end Advanced Program. .

if This figure r prevents the portion tllotod to theitesic Program from s total

Title III proprietion of $110,000.
3/An additional $476,440 vat received from O r.proirad money ttramke the nmw total

obligac.ed funds - $52,476,440.
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Titie III, Strangthaging Developing Imetitutiona, 'Ramie

F S C A Y I- A 1:

. 3

;966

$32,250

310

140 '

$562792

560

1968

5113,925

500

1964

$95,187

464

970

1

r

$85034

433

14f1 1972 19 3 19i4
--Z-7.2L1V-13Lnl--
Amount of Program Funds

Requasted (in thoUsand )
, $105,048 $143,000 $220.000198,000

.1Humber of Proposals
Submitted 441 456 470 511

Numbor of Grants. .

Dovaloping Institutioris 127 . 411

. ,

220 229

.

'227 198
.

226 235 215
Other Non-Grantee
Participating Institutions 31 .,.,...55 ., 148 186.

.

215 307 330 232 139
Total Developing

Inktitutions Deneittigg 158

-,--

. 466 -15e 415

rN

442 505 556 467 354

Number of Assisting
Instituiioas, Agancies,
An8 Rusinns5s.

.

75
.

...

221 159

.

189 107 204 286.
'1

315 341

of Teaching
Fallowshipa Awarded

Cooperative Arrangament
Unilateral Fellowships
Toalt

164
99

263

.

836
678

1,514

689

38
727

,.._

640

15

,

-"" . 646

3
649

541

0
541

635

0
635

354 524
0 0

354 5?4
Nuisber of Professors Fmarit
Awarded .

- 1
11 1./,

_....p.ss

if 58

.

. 73 45 59

Amount of Program Fund*
Awarded co tlack Collages

(in thousands) $3,054 $12,19

.

$14,41 00,8iS 917,ulb
t

419,842 $10,994

.

$30,658 29,o2U
i

Amount a Program,Funds Awardsd
to Spanish-Speaking Programs

(in thousand.) 3/ V 2/ 2/

.

$1,613 $2,816 $3,556. $3,812

Amount of Program Funds Awards8
for Amarican Indiin Pki!rams-

(in thousands)

,

3/ 1./ 2/ 2/ 2/ $943 $1,970 $3,166 $3,517

1/ The Ilishek Education Ammn4ments of 1968 added this camPonent to this program, Awards Umrm first nadain FY 1970.
3/ Data on awards soda to Spanish-spomlcing programs and American Indion programa mare mot collectimibafora FY 1911.
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Title III, Or1engtheW4a4 Doveloplas ostltutios. kite

91177 MEASUAZI_ .

I -C A Y
1175 1916 1972 121§.. In/ j,fl 1911 1912

Amount of Progral Y.
Requested (im thous:soda)

,..

$222,000 1146,000 $114,000 $172,000 6

8umiwer of proposals

5utailpd 4i1 431 410 415- c

'Amber a Greats,
Developing Institutions 207 203 23$ 4

Othr Ron -Grant.*
Participating Inetitutions , 210 212 .229 I

.

'broil Davelopin
-

g '

Institutions lemafitting
figs Title III 1%nuls- *

4

'437 . 435 419 1)

_ .

blumOnt of Aseieting
institutions, Agencies,
enOusinessem.

.

,

234 . 328

.

. .3.17 1/
-

.

.

Number'nf Teaching 4

FallOwehips Awarded

COoperative Arrangenwono
Urilataral Fellowships
Total

- \461

46?

312

363

,

1/ 2/ .
i

.

,himber of ProfassOre Imeriti
Awarded, 48. 38 1 2/

Amount of, Program Funds ,

Awarded to black collagist
(in thousands)

$26,815 $25,450

,

$25,397 $23,190
.

Amount of Program Funds Awatifd
to'Spanish-Spaaking Progratts

(in thousands)
$4,336 $5,146

. .

$4,861 $3,612

s i

4

Amount of Program Funds Awsrded
for American Indian Programs

(in thousands)
$3,606 $4,231 $4,231 $4,070

s 4

1/ _Data nCt collected in 1977.
g) Data not available at tkis time.
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p.L. 19- 29, Nt erducetiçe Mt f 1965 (as meanded)
Division of Inatitutional DeVelopment

The Advaated lnatitutional Development
Program CAIDV_provides assistance to &walloping institutleas of lateeraniuistion Which are felt to be more advinced then those in the Sgpic Institutitaal Develepmeni Program.Multi-year (3-5) swards ere made to promote innovative projecte and specialipurpoea

programa, aod to egoist in'the attainment...of finential Velf-sufficienty in_order to acoelarete development swag the relitivel) highl) .developed collegss.r

The basic rationale voderlying the AID? wes the 0.101 that Certain
institutions'could be ecoslosated la their

.
.

developmental process by a significant, short-tere infusion of funds. Thus; AIDP ix more oriented toliard thesupport of coeprehensive institutional development then is the Basin Iostitutional Development Program; an4emphaiises the institution's, developing capabilities for comprehensive planning,
inetitotional Management, andevsluAtioh.

Institutions may participete as direct slanteme.
?Ounce are awarded competitively to applicants on tof realistic long-reage plans for development. Applications are reViewed by group of professional cdrawn from the Nation s academic community,

who are experts'in their (cnowledge of the problems and goads.111u developing institutions which Title /II is datijned to serve..
-\

5

ti,

rti, thousand 19

,

, -19 4 1970 1 77 . 1978 19 1981

NMAuthorisation $120,000 $120,000 1120,000f $120i000 $120,000 6120,00,

11111111111111MEM
1111111111111111

Appropriation 67,150 100,000 110,400 .110,000
. 110,000 148,000

68,000
All ation 35,500 48,000 58,000 58,000 58,000

Obl mitten 1 00 48 0 58,0W .58,000 58,000 18,000

0
1/ In FY 1973, the Administration developed a new initiative to encourage the acnatbati4deve1opu,nC of fewer

, institutioos with Urger grants than had bean previously awarded. The Advanced Institutional Development
program loss a result,Of this daciton.

.

\\ . .
(...;. .... --)

. \
* 1 S.) ..: -5\ 00.



Titli III Strongstusaing Devalocing Platitutions, Adomacad

,C11/PUT MIASCRIS
.

. FISCAL Y,CAR
-

.

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977
4

1978
.

1979

t
Amount of.Program Funds
RAquastad' (in thousands) $336,554 $400,387 $318,997 $314,577 $281,374

.

.

Numbar of 04%44.0m
Institutions Aidtd

25 . 34 61 32 49 ...

,

,-

Amount of Program Funds
Awn-clod to Slack Colleges
(in%thousands)

$23,380

4

' $29,075 $29,228 $29,130 $23,789 842,700

-

.

.

#
Am2unt Awarded to
SpInish-Spcstins ?mgrs.=
(in [houiands)

42,220 $3,620 $3,610 $1,200 $3,701 $2,274

.

''' Amount. Awarded to AmerIcall

Indian programi
(in thousands)

':*$791 -0-

1

..,

$248

I,
.

,...

,

$161 $ 20 -0-

4, ..

3 9

6
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Appendix I

IXANFIAS OF SUCCUSFUL TITLE III PIM-TEXTS

Livingstone College, a privets four-yeer predominantly Slack institution

iu North Carolina, has.used Title III fund* to develop e Comprehensive

Basic Skills.Activity. The Basic Skills Activity is designed Co,ielloove.,

ihe speek3Mg and'emeputation *kills of.anteing

fraehean. The college concentrates ont-the Freihman year and Isart of

the'Sughomore year to.huild cognitive *kills in oriec to strengthen

aciideadc programa and to provide a successfdl educational experience

fOr 4ow-income and Minority students.. The Basic Skills activity has

enabled the College to reduce studt attrition rates, revise teaching

.emthodologies, revise the general education curriculum requirements, and

+rove student self concepts.

I.
Greensboro Regional ConsortiuM,'inoludes three private liberal arts

institutions, Greensboro College:Guilford College snd Bennett College.

The three collegeseformed the consortium in 1962 and have sponsored the

fe.illowing types of activities: shared academic programs, curriculum

deisIopment, faculty exchange, eveluation, student services, management

planning and hudgeting, lilitrary cooperation, and a joint ummer school.

The Consortium has hieo an effective arrangement for tha three colleges

to operate single programs in Music and ApecieI Education. .The greatest

Cmpac%,of Title III fanding, however; has bean'in the area of adminiitrative

improvement. The National, 1.4asociet4on of College and University Business

Officers model for planning and budgeting has been used on each campus.

This has assisted auch.college in.operating a balanced budget. In ad

dition. an anillysis of the cost of Instruction on each campus has asslited
IL

ie revising,eutrieUla and course offerings.

lc\
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ttinesu trench involvement with Title III

reaulted from cooeeretiv ng with representatives of the Turtle

Mountain ail:meta Tribe. rhe group grented authority to implement

004114AXVition higher Lineation services incorporated by the Tribal /

alliudcil as the Turtle Mountain Community Collage. To carry out'this

meadets, Os Community College soughre bi-lateral errangemibt with.

Morth Dakota SCACO University-Bottineau whereby NDSU-Bottineauctould

provide the services, ssisted by Turtle Mountain Community College and

firisnced by Title III. The impact of the Turtle Mountain Enrichment

Center, which was established as a.result of this arrangeMInt, has been

Oho multiple; (1) approximately 300 d fferent Indian people who previously

bad ne opportunity for higher ad tion haveruccessfully completed

t, college courses; (2) a unique Indian/Reservation-Oriented academic program

has base created; (3) a new resource for reservation development in the

fora of skilled and credentialled Indian professional educators available

.on tha reserVatiodRon 4 day-to-day basis; and, (4) education programs can

curets successfully oft the reservation and still be responsive to their

input;
41.

Under the advanced Institutional Development Program, Austin Pe.iy State,

University, 'serves a fifteen county area inMiddle Tennessee and Southern

Kentucky, con4sting mostly, of seen, agrarian communities of lov-to-

..m..

middle income families. Of particular note in its comprehensive progeam

to strengthen the institution are a numtrar of career end developmentel

educetion programs. These include: a career development program; a

career business and professional program; a services career program;

end a developmental stUdies program whirl, aims to
increase the nuMbee of
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Iceo-inccnna students selecting prstrafasaionel-and'carser oriants4 courses

'sad 1411201y. basic scadial.c skills. The Iattar4progrags hes been ,

particularly auccasiful; it offere.dudivichialirad study, in a laboratory
,or vorkahop format. Student demand for this prosran has sons far boscatd

'
expectations.'

. '
Mt. Ford. How would you like toaproceed?

STATEMENT 'OF WILBERT A. CREATUAMDEPUTi DIRECTORi
PROGRAM WEVIEW AND '..ASSISTANCk; OFFICE ,FOR
RIGHTS: DEPARTMENT OF REALM EDUCATION, AND WEI;
FARE

:

Mr. CHEATHAM. Mr. Chairman, niime is Wilbert. A.
Cheatham. I am frorir the Office for Civil Rights of the Department
of:Health, Education, athl Welfare. . .

My prepared 'statement is a .brief one.' I believe it pilts into
perspective the questions that yoit:in.dicated you -would like for us
to address. So if,yaa have no objection, I. would lik,to go thi1/404that statement.

Mr: FORD. Please prixeed.
Counsel has already observed in your vita that you are ,i-ny

neighbor,' 4, .

CinwtHA. I. lived right Off of Sivan Creek- Road. I noticed
that this-morning. I moved to Silyer Spring. That was an oversight.

Mr. FORD. Yoll do not like Tantallon any more. [1...atighterl
Mr: CHEATHAM. I loved that neighborhood. [Laughter.]
,We will haVe'to talk about ria reavn for moving at som, other

time.
Mr. FORD. Please proceed.
Mt. CHEATHAM. Thank you, Chairman.

4 I am accompanied this mornii** Patricia S. Fleming who, is
the DirectOr of Intergovernmental Affairs in the Office for Civil
Rights., and Burton Taylor, 'the ,Director of the Division of Stand-
ards and Policy Development.

I am pleased to be here.5 today th represent David S. Tatel, the
Director of the Office for,Civil Rights who is unable/ to be present
today.

You have asked us to discuss the relationshi4 betaveen the
Adams co`urt order and title rn of the Higher Education Act.

1;4ill 'begin' with a brief background description of the Office-for
Civil Rights' State highe? education desegregation program, and
then discuss its relationship to title III.

hi /1969 and IKCS, the ODffice for Civil Rights found that nine
Southern and Border States and the Commonwealth of Pennsylva-
nia were operating higher education systems that tontinue4,to
bear the ,vestiges of racial segstegation in violation of title VI of the
Civil Rights,'Act of 19-64.

Title VI prohibits discrimination because of race, color, or nation-
al origin in federally assisted programs.

These I.0 States were requested to submit planS to 'correct this
!violation. Althoiigh 'the .States either refused to submit any plans,
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or sahmitted unacceptable Plans, the:Departrfient toa.no action to.
entbrc6 that law at that time.

In 1970, the suit originally known. as Adams v. Richardson was
brought against the Department for failing to enforce title VI in
education, including elementary and secondary education as well
as higher education. ,

The suit was tiled with ite U.S. district codit. In 1973, the
Adams litigation resulted in a ruling that required the Department
to fulfill its statutory obliOion to enforce title VI in the 10 State
higher education systeMs. ,

In 1974, the Departme4,4aecepted desegregation planS from 8 of
the.10 States, arid referred:4 States 'to the Department of Justice
because -Of their refusal t,OtilOmit acceptable plans.
' In a second sisiplernerittilerder that was issued on April 1;1977,

.aS a reSu1V of a llaiorV:for, further relief,. the U.S. district court
invalidated the existing -plans, and qrdered the Department to de-
velop criteria for the desegreation of public higheç educatiOn sys-
tems..

The court ordered HEW to negotiate new plans within specified
time frames. The criteria called for Strengthening the. traditionally
.black institutiOns so that they will attract students of all races;
deSegregating skudent enrollment, includiAg-commitments to
crease substantially the percentage of blacks attending traditional-
ly white collegeS and univerSities; and desegregating faculty, ad-
ministratiye staffs. nonacademic personnel and governink .boards,
including, committhents. for increasing the number of black profes-

:sors and the number of blacks on governing boards..
The Office for Civil Rights has accepted desegregation plans from

Arkansas, Oklahoma, Florida, Virginia, and Georgia. We are still
hopeful of obtaining, an acceptable plan from North, Caroliaa.

In February 1978, the Department reissiked the criteria to make
'them applicable to any State higher education system that .was
previously segregated by law,. and .that contipues to bear the veg.
tigeS of that segregation.

Starting in 1973, the Office for Civil-Rights initiated i,eviews in
Delaware, Texas, and Alabama to determine if their State systemS
af higher' education heeded to adopt corrective action plans. The
reViewth have begun, or Will begin shortly in South Carolina, Ken-
tucky, West Virginia, Missouri, and Ohio..

'The Court required that the criteria take account of tbv unique
importance of black colleges which today comprise only a, percent
of the Nation's institutions of higher learning, but which educate
one-fourth.of all black students in postsecondary education.

Forty-nine percent of alllOaccalaureate degrees, and twenty per.
cent of all postgraduate degrees received by black Aniericang are
awarded by historically black colleges.

This administration is fully. committed to strengthening the Na-
tion's black cofleges. Earlier, this month, the President directed'
each Department to join in this rffort; and he designated-Secretary
Califano and his Special Assistant, Louis Martin, to lead this initia-
tive.

Nawithstanding the President's directive, this-Department has
been involved in Various ongoing efforts, oyer t4 past years, to
strengthen black colleges. This effort has qtken on an added dimen-

1



sion now as the States with h*lier education ilesegregation plans
seek additional . funding to 'balance the ineqinties between their .
traditionally blIck and traditionally white institutions.

Although we can point to a few instancts.ef successful tesinWork,
there is a general absence of coordination*tween the Depart-
rnent's civil rights enfOrcement programs and its grantmaking pro-
grams. 4

One of our mole successful 'efforts ha been with the Emergency
School Assistance Act 'program, Although 'the Office of Education
administers the Emergency School Assistance Act program, the
Office.for Civil Rights handles the pregram's civil rights clearance
process which is required by the ESAA.legislation,

Title III of the Higher Education ACt of1965 authorizes." * *

program of special assistance to strengthen the academic quality- of
developing institutions which have the desire and potential to
make a substantial contribution to the higher education resources
of the Nation." To be eligible for funds, the institutions must be
able to proVe that they are "for financial or other reasons, strug-
gling for survival, and are .isolated froiii the main currentai of
academic life."

Title III is especially important to the des
-iegregation

of State
nstitutleiFtYmezt7iffirT

because .nisny of the institutions subject to State desegregation
plans are eligible for funds un,der this title.

The way these institutions develop is crucial to the successful
implementation of the desegregation plans.

Within the Jost 2 years, we have made attempts to coordinate the
administration of the titre III prograrn_with our civil rights objec-
tives.

The new title III regulations contain a prohibition on funding for
any program that will perpetuate segregation in a'State that has a
history of racial segregation in higher education, ,

We are developing a procedure with the Office of Education to'
implement this requirement.

In addition to title III, the Office for Civil Rights has now estab-
lished the Office of Program Reyiew and Assistance, which I head,
and has the responsibility for looking at all of the grant programs
that can effect civil rights objectives.

.We are now developing a strategy to insure that the Pepart-:
ment's civil rights laws are effectively enforced, The culmination of
this work will be a Departmentwide pregrant civil rig196, clearance
proceure.

We are also looking at,other higher education programs that we
hope we will be able to use to coordinate our higher education
desegregation efforts,

Although the transition from dual to unitary systems will cost
money, the increased expenditures required in the short term will
be more than offset in the long run by the longer term savings to
be derived from converting to a unitary system.

The Department is committed to meeting its civil rights objec-
tives through the desegregation of institutions of higher education,
and the removal of the last vestiges of dual systems.,

I. TIV
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We have made some progress in meeting the needs Of desegregit-
,

ing institutions, "and.the new title III regulations refleci..our efforts
.- in thisaarea. % .

In connection With the .reauthorization of the Higher Education
Aet of 1965, the Department is presently considering waYs to assist

". Ih...ther education institutionsin the desegregation process.
r.. Chairman; that concludes my prepared remarks. I will

pleased to respond to youi questions. . .

me. FORD.. I think we will proCeed with Mr. Moyes' comments
first, and then we wilt question both of you. 4

Mr. Moye., -....
.STATEMENT By ALFRED 1.-: MOYg, .-DEPOY COMMISSIONER,

BUREAU OF IHOHER. AND CONTIN.EING EDUCATION: OFFICE
, OF EDUCATION, DEPARTMENT -OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND. ,.

VELFARE
Dr. WYE: Thank you, Mr. Ford. I am'pleased to be .here this

morning to discuss -the title III program. Rather than review my
prepared statement,. I would like-to respond to same of the, ques-
tions that were raised in the previous testimony if that is okay
with you.

Mr. FOREL I certainly h.,,:ope you. will.
6 t _Yesterday from the

QAQ witnesSeS thvir recently issued report on the program and
on an,earl*one completed in 1975;

For the record, let 'the clarify a few points. The assertion was
made that the Office of Education had not been responsive to the

4, 1975 report. In fact, we reviewed that report prior to the writing of
the new regulations, and we have responded in several ways. TO
cite a few examples:

The report recommended that the criteria for eligibility be modi-
fied. This has been done in the new regulations.

The report recommended that the program require applicant
institutions to'state their goals in measurable terms. "Clearly
stated -objectives" oneof the criteria used during the proposal
review process, and are published in the new regulations.

The. suggestion Was made that the monitoring of the program be
improved ,by improving tlib system of site visits. A new system-of
site visitation has been instituted. In addition, a new site visitation
'guide, specifying clearly what information should be gathered, has
been developed.

The report suggisted that successful applicants be notified earn-,

er. This is now being done through a 'new information trackinic ,-

. system. ,

. It is also important tO'bear in mind that there are limitations in
the §c9. I

'ctf the,GAD report. ,

T 7 5 reportstudied ,.only the basic program, and the case.:. pin

studieti were:done lit only 10 institutions." ,

The 1978 report studied both the basic\ and advanced programs,
but only 19 colleges were visited along with seven assisting agen-

'' cies arid three regional offices. _ i
The new report reiterates the earlier one In starinothat Q,AO

could not "evaluate the suecess.of the program becluse OE had not

au



. defined. a 'developing institution., nor. had t determitvd when an-s
liititution would be conSidered developer-. p

Let me make a. couple of observationS. Like yourself, Mr. Chair-
man, I have had occasion-in. recent months 'to go back' and review
the 1965. debate. and I do ,.aot find 'the'. record so clear as- some

..present historian,s .would have.US bselieve.'HoWever, neither in,the .

' law itself nor iti the debate.do I 'find the .notion that the program
would. develag institutions. Rather, I believe the eraphasis...was.da

..strengthening instit,titions which we have,defin'ed as "deVelopirie.
The, obvidus intent of the ,original. statute to improve the aca-

deinic .qualit,,v and -services of tl:ie participating institutions, I be-
. lieve;'unclerlines that notion.. . - ". .

The GAO report ,cited the ilia, -aS an implicit indictment, that
t20.institutions.had.been in' the -program for. 8 years. Ldo not know
fi.yti that is ñecesSarilY a bad reflection on the.. program: I *think it

Nis quite- possible that many smaller .institutiOns, that we would 'all.
_ Nigree are making valuable contributionS,.may never be SoStrength-,

ened that they 'could 'not use such assistance. .

I would .digress to say*that I do' not .,believe that the relatively ,

.sthall amounts of funding lhat .-have been awarded to, institutions,
under title.III are sufficient.to,bring fiscaNtabillty,.to;a struggling .

in,stitutipn. I think- that.can only be -acComplished by massive infu
sions of.reSourees. ..

, .
..It is indeed possible, and I Would .hope, probable, that a better'

definition a a ,!'developirtg institution" can be drafted. That Wilt'
htiwever,.require. legislative .amendment. I.:would hape that Itil of
us can work together toward that end.in(the. reatithoriyatiorivoc-

... ..ess.
.

.The ciAO report states that: "OE's protedures for Selecting insti-. tutiOns have been inconsistently, applied and determinations have.
been SUbjective.7 As already noted, in response to'that critiCiSm, we
produced new regulations which cOntain.quantifiable faCtors.

The GAO, in' resporise*criticizes tIle-new regulations s4ing: "It .

seems to us that many institutions which'are- Presently providing.
valuable serVices and are .struggling for .survival Might be ruled
ineligible for the program." .As Congressman Weiss, 'noted .yester7
day. you cannot- have it both ways. If .we are, going to carefully'
quantify criteria, some institutions are not going to be, able to:meet
them. . .y. .

. , .

The report eipress,ed alarM that field readers' recommended
funding levels that varied widely for the satne. application. That is
absolutely true for the same reason that three movie critics 'will
rarel in total agreement in reviewing a new film. That is also
why e employ more than one reader, and why all recommenda-

.tions e reviewed.
In sonie .instarices, there are dangerous inaccuracies in the

report.: It states, for example, "tilat,.there. is a. funding strategy
which sets standards for distributing .funds atncing colleges repre-
se.nting the various 'ethnic.. und... racial populations in 'American '.

higher.eduCation." That is simply not true. There is no such strat-
egY. . . ") ..

-About half of the colleges. funded in the .past,Thave not had a
predominant ethnic n'linority..HOweyer, mOSt orthe colleges serv-
ing a substantial percentage, of-black,- Spanish Surnaine, or Native

...

401
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Americun students will qualif under the,quantitative criteria-for_
the title III program. It .has Appeared to be the congressionatintent

. to facilitate the participation-or suckinstitutions for in recent.
'years edUcaion amendment's waiving .the. 5-year accreditalion re-
quirements have been enacted- for institutions serving ,Spanish:sur-
mimed, or native- American studentS. '..

Thb last point I would .like to make relative to the report is in
reference to suggestions that-the timing of the new regulation was ,.

carefully.Calculated tO circumvent the GAO report. There was no, .such intrigue. The simple`truth is much duller.
In 'fact, the regulations in large part respond to the report: -As

stated.earlier, the first report had made many, of the same recdm-
mendations. In addition, we had available to us a draft of the-new
report when wedrafted the regulations. , .. . ,

Many of the problems discussed were .ones with which we have
been Struggling for months arid even years. .

.We believed that if the program -were tO be truly Viable; it wae
incumbent upon us to act expeditiously or grants,..woUld not be
awarded for the next fiscal year. ... .

1\`As -you knowrinal regulations must be signed by the Secretary..
and transmittedkto the .Congrese for review.45 calendar, days before
grants may he awarded. '.

. .

(liven that time frame, we knew that, the. Congress woUld alSo.
have had an opportunity to review the, final- rePort and reflect
Avon it. . ..

()Ur underlying motivation was sheer desperatiOn that.the grants
would get out. I. think, that the panels which you.. heard from
yesterday .Underlined that necessity, .

I would also like to make reference to the eloquent plea made by
Congressman Williams in 'behalf of instittitionS in his State.

Needless to .say, we do regret the, 45-day . delay in getting a
response to him. At- the tiarne -time, Finust Say that it is probtibly
one of the rare occasionS 'when' I can say in total honesty that the
delay, was justifiable.. His letter asked for the monsideratfan, of
proposed regulations which had gone through the public comment-
periiid. We were evaluating all .of the comments that had keen
received and reformulating our. policies,

Mr. Williams stated that!
The only concession that the Office of Education made, or even addressed. was

extending its deadline for reapphcation by participating schools which had not
submitted applications.under the new regulations: .

.

This concesion, in fact; affected only seven institutions acrmbs the country.

He concludes that.
.

.
.t.the, Office of Education in no way addressed oCir concerns about the disqualification

of participating institutions under the new emillations, and did not even allow .tts
. the time to doternune whether these dramatic changeS would resolye, or eiacerbate'

the problems identified by O
.

n

'Mr. Chairman, our res ., was much broader thatt7that which
is portrayed in that statement. i

.

,In fact, 131 institutions were affected. As a restilt of our decision
to waive the eligibility requirements foK 1978.grantees, those insti
tutipns are 'now _eligible to participate in the funding process and
that should alleviate Mr. Williams' dotwern about participating
ipstitutions being disqualified.
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That is the end of my review of the comments. I would ,bc'glad to
4nswer any questions yo0 inight have. ''.

Mr. FoRn. Thank yOu.,..
First, Dr. Moyé, as Chairman of this .committee, I wiint yditi to

knowon the publie 'record that'we have aundyou and your admin-
istratiOn as deputy comthissioner t e cooperative inaevery way'
whenever We asked. It is a pleasant change I-might say, from
'others who have preceded you,

Dr. Molt. Thank you, Mr. Chairtnan:
Mr. Fosn.:We have found it possible tO work with yott, and you

have been responsive, 'as you have been this morning to the criti-
cism of yeSterday's hearing..I hope that you will continue tec take
advantage of the opportunity to maintain' a dialog with the mem-,
bars of this committee and our staff so that. we could profit from
what appear to be the very positive attitudes that you 'have about

iwhat We shquld be 'doing n administering .higher education pro7'
-grams. ,

I will go to the 'GAO report. I understand.that counsel is check-
ing something they said off the top of their head, or whether they
actually had it on thereport.

Ompage 27; to make a fiat statement, in-the 'second .paragraph
under the basic progratnwell. I guess you have to. read the whole,
thing: ..

Although the basic'program staff used field recommendations as a gukle, and
year insitutions received at lea4 24 percent of program funding, final selections for
grants varied greatly fram,thiipriority listing developed from a technical review of
basic applications.

And then that is where 'they come up with this funding strategy.
This was because OE folloWed a predetermined funding strategy for the basic

program. This funding strategy, sets standards for the distribution of program funds
.among colleges representing various ethnic and racial popliations in 'American
higher education.

OE established the following standards for institutional support under the basic
PrPgram;

And then they list: ,

Black: 49 percent. White: 34. Hispanic: 9. Intijan: 8.
The funding strategies emphasized awarding ,grants to iristitutinns previously

funded under title III.
In fiscal year 1977, Of. predetermined that no more than 16 schools received the

- first time basic grants. These institutions had to serve primarily Minority or disad-
vantaged students. -

AS a resalt of the constraints imposedhy the funding strategy, many subjective
judgments entered into the selection process in the basic program.

AtO You now telling uS that the' predetermined funding strategy
was not, irr fact, promulgated in 1977?

Dr. MONt. Pam saying that, sir.
Mr. FORD. It was not.
Dr: Movig.: It was not even thought of.
Thway in which we award funds is as follOws. I will use 1977 as

an exitmple becauSe that was a very unusual year in the sense that
$120 million Was appropriated, and $500 million Was requeSted
of us.' . ,

We rank the proposals based on the field readers' comments,.and
we,fry to heed their recommendationsas to the appropriate level/bf
funding.
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In 1977, it became quite clear that if we were to f und at the level
of the field renders' recommendations, we would probably have
funded only ,about two-thirds Of the institutions that we eventually
did fund.

We then made an administrative decision that we would try to
help out as many institutions z0 we could, and, consequently, we
reduced the funding levels which the field readers recommended.
In most instances, we looked at the 1976 funding level as a ghtide to
exactly what we could give that institution.

The -only policy that we carne up with was in regard ?to new
institution.

We said that these institutions should have a chance to at least
get some 'money and, in order to spread the funding around, we
decided to fund the new institutions at no greater than the suni of
$100,000 regardIss of what the request was. ,

That was the only operating policy other than to look at the field
readers' recommendations and the previous 'year's funding..level,
but that all came after we had read the proposals and certainly not
befbre.

Mr. FORD. Well, there is ntt now in the current operation, in the
program, a written or, understood agreement with respect to this
kind of a fuhding strategy?

Dr. Movit There is absolutely nothing like that at all.
Mi. FORD: Was there, or ds there now a preference that domi-

, hates the awards for schools that, have in the past been funded?
Dr. Movg. Institutions that in the past have been funded?
Mr. FORD. Yes.
Dr..Movt. There is no preference in the ranking at all because

that is strictly done ori the basis, of scores that we have.
Now, in terms of Vederal funding, I would have to turn to my

celleague, Mr. BroO, to ask if there .is any preference shown
there. .

It is my feeling that there is ho preference even there. There are
schools that have been in the program several years which end .up
getting less money than those which are relatively new to the
progranv I have seen no consistent preference shown in the year
and a half that I have been working with this program.

Mr. FORD. Tha: moves me into somethihg else: Going back to the
Administration's policy with respect to a couple of programs on
which you worked last year.

Mr. Cheathum commenfed affirmatively on the greater degree of
responsibility exercised in grantsmanship.

Ii ESAA, a policy that we allopted, the request of the adminis-
tration last year, waN to, in effect, make it more difficult for a
schdol district that had been receiving emergency school assistance
money to be funded in the future.

I am very-famIliar with that because I had a serious quarrel witii
that after the years that it had taken us to successfully break loose ,
a grant for the 'city of Detroit which was, in fact, under a massive
program of desegregation pursuant to court order, and pursuant to
actions taken by the Detroit Board of Education. The effect of the
administration's original proposal would have to disqualify them
simply because they had the nioney before.
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,We worked out what we thought was a compromise to let them
di) that in the futare, but to protect programs thaV were right in
.the middle of doing something which w.4 are still having difficulty,
with, I must say, because .you haNie to have everything notirized;
when you make a deal with those 4a1ksover there.

The other policy, that' Was kinid of interesting that I reacted
negatively toward was a similar one. For years, we had been devel-
oping bilingual programs, selling them on the idea that this was a
transitional type of training neceSsary to mainstream 'non-English
speaking children, but that, as a matter of fact, these had become
Maintenance programs, and were, in fact, viewed by some people as
being cultural maintenanCe programs.

The very arbitrary proposal that they came up with, was that all
bilingual programs by the grantee would have a maximum life of 5
years.

We recognize that there was no way you coUld tell that 5 years
was a maximum nuniber, or know that a particular school district
was, in 5 years, going to have a diminished flow f newchildren,
the problem that this program was trying to reac ..

Now, here wehave, apparently, the policyma -rs in HEW recog-
nizing a need if' you are goihg to effect a change with these two
programs to expand it to new applicants, which seems to fly in the

' face of a policy.of giving preference to the maintenance of continu-
ing grants -when we i.et to this program.

What would hamep if we took the administration'sNapproach? I .

, aril not suggesting.just examining ii. as a possibilityorptittri-7"
sori of a time limit on the grants if, not to cut them off, but to

.
require that they would have to show a greater degree of need than'
simply the fact that they had been in existence.

Some start with the presamption that the progradi does some-
, thing positively, and that after-you have shared ih this program for

a period of...tin*, you ought to make a very, very strong showing
that you used the money to advantage, and need the money fora.
given period of time in the future to continue that advancement.

How would you react to that?
Dr. MOYE. I believe that the deciSion in 1973 to establish the

advanced program was 'based on that 'concept. That is, an institu-
tion woiild be involved in the basic-program for a iiIe, and then
move into the advanced program. In the advaneed program it
would receive a large grant for a period of-3 to 5 years which would
enable it to graduate.

I think the record since 1973 illustrates that that cannot be done
that simply. Institutions. o_not all of a sudden becorte.self-suffi-
cierit because they have r eived money over that period oftime.

Mr. Foal). If I understanou, GAO is saying, in the Coniments
. that I just read from, their report, that you are really turning into..
a static maintehtince- program, and what you are sayinOs that

s since .1973, there as bc-,en an attempt to do quite the 'opposite of
that. Tou have reservations about the success of that attempt but.
neVertheless, that, has been, in fact, the strategy.

Dr. Movil, That iS my interpretation of the strategy that has
been used since 1973. I believe, though, that the colleges and uni-
versities which constitute the clientele of the title III program,
those Which have had a Aistory of deprivation, and those with
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limited resotirces do not all of a sudden become de''eloped I think
.6iat that is an improper'terni tp use here. . .

The Ford Foundation has bud some' suicess in helping institu-:
Aims, but only When they have,given extremelY large grants, and
have requIred matahing. When- they gave Out small grants, $1
million or so, thinking 'they, would help institutioris, they found
OW that Airticular approach did not work.

One oklie issues that we are going to straggle witb during the
reaUthoriiation process is exactly how long an institution should
receive funds, and for what purposes. My,personal opinion is that
many of these institutionS that 'are trtily struggling for survival are
-ping to have to receive support, either through title III or some
other Sources, for a much longer.period of time than this program

.has been in existence, which is 12 years.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Cheathiim, on wake 5 of your statement is the

comment! "Title III 'is especially imPlitant to the desegregation of
State systems of higher education * * * " I provide the emphasis"` * * because it is institution-based, and because many of the
institutions subject to State desegregation plans are eligible for
funds under this title."

A concern that is raised with some of us over the pending regula-
tions is, that the characteristics of the institution, as such, are
substituted with the characteristics of the student body, the stly.
citnt population:

Yesterday, I asked the president of the Wayne County
ty College in Detroit, which has approximately 20,000 students, if

7-Frh-iiff-aily reason tO belieVe thitt 10 years'from tiow;that institu;
tion, no Matter what kind of development takes place, would be
likely, to be serving a different kind of population than the Over-
whelmiRg number of students from IdW income bockgrounds that
are currently served.

His answer, was that it Was not likely that it would. So that when
one looks at the proposecl regulations against the immediate needs'
of that institution which is growing so very, very rapidly, and for
which there,is such a.tremendous demand that it literally cannot
accomModate the number of people who would like to attend it,
one sees that there are much greater concerns down the road. So
the formula that predicates eligaility on the size of the grants and

,- the level of exfaenditure win:provide the Saine kind of 'support now
as it will 10 years from now. They need it noW, and may not need
the.sarne kind of support la years from now, butsif we adopt this
approach of using the student body as the determining factor, the'
only way you will ever graduate is if you,qui t. serving,the kind of
population you are now serving, and that, certainly, is not a desir-
able result.

Do youI suppose, I should not ask you this because nobody can
agree to anything. Over 50.people at OMB say it is OK. [Laughter.]

But I hope that you can see the concern that. these regualtions
begin to develop because, as you have heard, and I am sure you
Will. hear again before we finish this morning, this is the onlY
institutional, program tett

We went through the history of Federal aid to education. The
first big jump was the Land Grant College Act:`' The Morrill 'Act

-.
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was institutional, and then we had for a nuipper of years a yariety
of institutional approaches;to supportinf higher education.

The big swing of the-pendulum back in the other direction was
the GI bill in VrOrld War II that put the big bucks into the hands
of students giving them freedom of choice in terms of economics..
,Since that time, it has swung back again after Sputnik to a lot of
institutional aid, but since the Higher Education Act of 1965, the
overwhelming mAjority of ot4r resources have been directed toWard
stvients,. saying: Here is a ,packet of resources in the form of
grants, loans, work study, and other assistance. Go find an institu.
tion that has' the kind of. educational package-that you .want.

It has been difficult, in recent Yeati, to 'Maintain., any kind of
institutional assistance: it,may be even more difficult- fn reauthori-

.

zation.
When we get to title VU, we will haye some problems because

the general attitude\ of the public:at reflected here in the I-louse,.I
suspect, is that why should. we be trying to put money into inatitu-
tions when we probably have too Many colleges anyhow.

The assumption readily grasped by, or jumped on, by people who
read stories about the declining enrollment, and read the gross'
figures about the decrease in the number of people coming to .

higher education is that well, obviously, the need for all the institu-
tions we have is diminishing.

Now, I do not think that many people on this subcomMittee
would subscribe to that because we have to deal with the realities
of the, fact that these gross figures do mit distribute themselvis, in
any way, equally among the country, or among groups of our
citizens, but there is concern that shifting the emphasis to the
identity of the student body is going to lose for us the last remain-
ing bastion of institutional direct aid.

How do we respond to that?
Dr. Mini:. Let me start by saying that we see the title III

program and the institutional assistance it affords as being a com-
plement to the stud&it aid program in the sense that as stddents
take the student aid dollars tO the institutions ,of their choice, we
are trying to make sUre that the institutions are vital, and that
students tan receive a quality education once they get there.

I do not think it is so simple to geparate institutional characteris-
t tics from the student characteristics when we begin to write the

regulatiOns.
r. FORD. I will agree with you that, as a matter of fact, when

you look at the present situation, the methodology that you are
selecting has a very high correlation between what will result, and
what most of us think we want to have result. Part of the problem
we are in now is that in 1965 and then later in 1972 when, really,
there was a search to find all the mysterious legislative history
that -people cite with such gKeat authority, one discovered that
what people were doinewas visualizing the conditions that then
existed, It you look at the committee report in 1972,.it was very
clear that people at that time were talking about the traditional
black'colleges as a primary ekample of tbe Icind of institution that
this prograrnrshoUld be headed for.

I think that may be part of the reason why people say to us that
the law has always said this.
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. Yow otiot44 from President 'Johnson's message of 19651 I haye
heard that referre0, te so many times that we went back to take
look, and were; sUrprised that it 'did not say apything Anore than --
the langtiage That ended up in-the bill.

We -tried to help small, struggling institutions stay alive and
become more viabl& .

would not like fci See us get caught in ii-trap here. You say that
the panel ahead of you was trying to solve these concerns 'by
legislating so specifically that you cannot do the kind of job that
yjou have been doing.

I must also observe that in 1965 there was so much confidence.
The, CommiSsioner . of Education' was actively lobbying with all
effort to give them virtually unlimited authotity, to give him, as an
assoCiate, almost unlimited authorization&The discretion might..
have been A mistake. We went through a penod of yeartewhen we
gave 'virtually no authority, and tied-,uP' everything tightly, and'
that waSSwinging back the other Way.

But the'tendency in legislating has-to react -to the present cir-
cumstances more than to the vision of 'the .futtire. If the conterns
expressed here today and. the concerns expressed by

. the GAO
.report which, apparently, has impressed a Jot :of people, result in
our beginning to tie th-is program doWti tight, it will become an-
other categorical sort of entitlement progra.m with no flexibility for
you of your successors who actually look at the real faCts of life,
and determine who needs what, when, and where the bucks will
get the most back.

We have to trust somebody, as hard as it is, in the bureauCracy
sometime. But\the,tendency, when people become upset with what
appears to be the pattern of a bureaucracy's activity,.is to tie them
down. I hope that we can watclL Yery-, carefully what is ,.being
developed with title III so that this does not become one of the
places whe're we get so sbecific that.we may be Meeting the needs..
of the present conception of the problem at the expense of a viable
program over a period of years.

Everyone, you will notice, is suggesting that we ought to sPen&
more money in title III, even the most severe critics. In the present
ope ation, we have all the problems, but you ought to double the
a unt of money. So, well, it is not realistic to expect that this
year we can double it, or that sometime in the future, we are going
to increase it. If it is a viable program, the question then is wheth-
er, when the additional resources. come forth, yOu are going to be
able to use them in a fashion- in which you have been -using them.
You are on trial, in effect, for yoer predecessors' activities over the
years and, for good or bad, there is a surprising degree of continu-
ity in the way this program has been operated dyer the period of
time. Maybe that is beCause of the tendency, to continue funding
the familiar institutions over a period Of time, and the great ten-,
sionAhat developed between the community colleges and the tradi-
tional* black. colleges. The community coll,eges Jaave changed from
beirig a ,p.rep School for 4-year collegesdinto an educational concept .

that goes to a broader population. That is relatively new. They are
new on the scene, and growing like mushrooms all over the coun-
try, thank goodness, but there is no way you can tell people who
are excited about the phenomenon that they are not developing
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institutions. This, is where we Deadly ought to 'nit the emphasis;
and that wa.4.the .reason that that 76 percent back door set aside
came in.

You ngtice 'now that there is a Wide.divergence between people
who want additional set asides:- people. who want to increase set
asides, and people who recognize that the set-aside game gets to be
a little like a qii6ta game. It looks good for a little while, but Pretty'
soln you: have to,figure out who gets'the' vote, and who get the big
chunk.

How do you feel about the effect of the existing set aside Without
regard as to whether it is high enough oilovi 'enough to suit' the
people, and your determination ofAha funding period and where
you oughtto spend the moneSr?

Dr. MIMIC. The set aside will be addressed in reauthorii,%tion.
Our recent experience, this past yearlwas that many. of the com

munity collsges in the adVanced program did not get funded, not
beieuse the -proposals were not acceptable, but because we simply
ran-out of Money., And there;Was a marked discrepancy, I thought,
between what we would have done with the set 'aside, and what, we
have to do.

We could not giVe More than 24 percent of the money to the,, f
community colleges .so we ended up funding 4-year colleges, that

/dr& not rank as well as some community colleges..In this instance
the set-aside worked against/the community colleges.

Mr. PoRp. Thank ,you..- . '

Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, could.wish that on the Federal level we had suffi-

cient funding not to have to, make the kind of choices we have te
makg on thisicommittee, -and that you have to make 'in. your
decisions downtown.

But here you . are under -court order, among other things, to
strengthen tele ItraditIonally black institutions so. that they will
attract students, of all races.

N3w obviously, you are going to make every effort to see that the
States so strengthen theSe institutions.

What implications .does this have in terns of your priorities, for
example, in the decisions where you h e a fair amount of freedoin
and, unless we ohange the law subst tially, with. title HI? Does
this impact on your title III decisions?

Dr. Moy:. lt. would have an impact on it in the following. ways:
Once an institution has been funded and would like to engage in
an activity that would assist them tb comply with the court order,

, we would permit them to alter their title III proposal in order ,to
incorporate those activities. Perhaps. it would ,grequire shifting
money from one activity to another, but that would be permissible.

On.the other hand, we would mit fund activities that impede the
desegregation' process.

Mr. 'BUCHANAN. What a6out decisions pertaining to which insti-
tutions which, in fact, are funded. Would this impact upon those
deuisions?

, Dr. Movig. We are working right now with the Office for Civil
Rights to see exactly how we wish to carry out the cooperative
effort here, .but off the' top of my head and without ad official
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position, I would say that the insititution would have had to quali-
A--,-,44f, in the competjtive process firSt before funding woUld go frointitleIll to that iatitution.

We do not reack below the cut-off painl. to pick up all institutitm
becau-se the institution is itself in ail Adams State:

Mr. BUCHANAN.' Now, is the situation suchwthat when you'say
"cut-off point", yoti mean that you- make the "basic decision as to
which institution should be funded, arid all above the cut-off point.
will be funded? I that correct'?

Dr. Ming. That is riiht.
Mr. BUCHANAN. I just wonder if, in your deeisions, particularly

given the court order, there is any preference given to the' tradi-
tional black institutions.

Dr. Movie.. Within the regulations, we do provide for those insti-
tutions. That is, an inatitution can.score points under the criteria
fôr-service to low income students: So in the review procesS
an institution could get crtidit or being that kind of an institution.

Mr. BUCHANAN. igo you h e any 'comments_ on this, Mr.
Cheathatri?

N

Mr. CHF4eTHAM. Just to say that in the procedure which is nqw,f,1".:
being drafted, it is not a procedure that. is _intended to block fund-
ing to any particular institution.

We will onlY be looking .at activities within a koposal that the,
Office Of Education has said is otherwise apProvable and that OE
has the dollars to fund.

The review by the Office for Civil Right's will be solely for the
pprizose df identifying any activity that would be in direct.opposi-

4Qmething_thaulw State has weed_ to_do desegregaf_
tioivplan, then we would ask- theOffice of Education not fund that
activity.

However, We are not saying the institution would lose those
dollars. ifthat activity is a half million dollar activity, they could
adjust their proposal and find some other activity to fund that
would be; hopefully, more supportive of th-desegregation phin. We
have not gotten to the 'point of working out the details of the
review procedure.

We just sar Do not do something that is doing to be thwarting of
the plan..

Mr. BUCHANAN. On another subject, Dr. Moyé, many instiiutidtns
have profesicinal studentS whose budget is not tied to the overall
budget -of the,institution, particularly the undergraduate student.

The public professional schools are funded as a sepatate
item in particular State -budgets.

With, the new regulations, do You plan oaly to consider the
undergradaate students and the geographic characteristics of the

, institution?
Dr. Moyi. We are looking at the average basic grant which goes

to undergraduates and at the total institutional resources ps meas-
ured by average E. & G. eipenditure.

Mr. BUCHANAN, Thank you, sir.
The neW regulations allow activity uncier title III, but do not

allow the funding of activities which impede desegregation.
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Why not require title grantees in Adam Staes. to use their,
grants, at:least to some eitent, toward the achievement of desegre-
gation; or what the coart has ordered?

Dr. Moyt.. That is more difficult for me to respond to in the sense
that I think imititution.s are tto indicate what their priorities are. I
would hope that in our negotiations, in our ;work with OCR, we
would help to point out to them that these Rriorities should mesh
With the prinAties in title III, and thosein their State plans should'
mesh. I am not certain that they will absolutely be the same.

Mr..BUCHANAN: Now, the State plahs themselves, it seems to me,
are an indication of priorities to some extent. Would you agree
with that?

Dr. Moyk. Yeis, indeed.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Therefore, in the States where theie may be this

kind of problem, the effect of a proper sense of priorities might, it
setgins to me, or should include this element.

Dr, MOYE. I would think so. And from the colleges that I have
.taIked with in the Adams States, one of their major concems is
4.whether or not they .can use title III funds to help thern, Ynd I
believe their prioritieS will show to be exactly the same as their
State piograms.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I d9 not .mean to personally suggest that title III
be turned into purely an enforcement procedure of the court order,
but it does seem to me, in light of 4..t, that this element could
reasonably be a part of your evaluation.

Thank you:
'Mr. FORD. Before calling on Mr. Tauke, I would like to observe

and we will have yoUr reaction if this does not sound accurate to
youthat what we are really getting at on the basia of the court
action is the legally sanctioned dual system of public higher educa-
tion-That-was in existence in a number of States. We are trying-to-

"get them to dismantle that system in terms of dismantling the
duality, and while I cannot quarrel with that, my colleague says
something about using this money for that purpose,

HoW do you keep the need for using State reakurces to comply
with the constitutional requirements and provisions of title VI
before them as an imperative if you give them Federal money
instead?

Mr. CHEATHAM: Mr. Taylor will attempt that one.
Mr. TAILOR. I think, Mr. Chairmpn, that we are departing from

the point of an institutiOn's eligibility to participate in the title III
program notwithstanding their. participation in the formerly racial
segregated Vystem.

r concern is that the moneys be used consistent with the\
d regation,objectives.

i FORD. If we followed the reasoning of using this as an incen-
tive or as assistance to desegregation activities, then you ,have a
new factor-in determining eligibility.

You are suggesting that that might make an institution that is
not truly a developing institution, in the general sense, but was a
segregated institution eligible because of that illegal activity. Is
that what you are saying?

Mr. TAYLOR, No, sir. That is not our intention.
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We believe that these, institutions vill. Many of the institutions
in the State syStetiiii with which we are dealing meet the definiticin
of the title III program.

Mr. Foan. But your concern; from the civil rights point of view,
.is for broader selection of Schools, that the schools that were
within any given State prObablk qualify for the title Ia program
absent any dill righta cOnsideration?

In other words, you want -all of the schools in .the State system to
participate, in `some fashion, in a statewide plan which may be
funding 6 schools gut of 12. And I thbught you were 'suggesting
that you would not want to have, the other six schools become a

iiart ef title III just because the .real prablein Was desegregation
and not their developing character.

Mr. TAYLOR. Our concern woulebbe that the six institutions *that
are otherwise eligible develop,And inapilemerit programs under title
LU that are consTstent +rith their desegregatibn responsibilities.

Mr. Foal,. All right.
Mr. Tatike.
Mr. TAtikx. Thank, you, Mr. Chairman. .

' Dr. Moyé, I. have a nuMber of questions that- I. could ask today.
Let me start with the criteria 'that him reeently been established
for determining eligibility fot title III funds. '.

Why .did you switch from, basically, an institutional criteria to
student-related factors in determining whethet6,2% pot an institu-
tion would be eligible? . . , 'I"'

Dr. Molt. Let me start by indicating the baSic concerns we had
in addressing this issue.

We were trying to develop quantitative factors so that we could
deal with eligibility more uniformly rather than having it tOtally
subjective. But in determining what quantitative factors should be
used, we had to go back to the law and try to determine what
measures we could use to identify an institution that is struggling
for survival, isolated from the mainstream: and has a desire and
potential to make a substantial contribution to the higher educa-
tion reseurces of the Nation.'

We looked at many, many institutional factors. We wanted tot
come up with those factors that were quantifiable and verifrable.

During our development of the regulations, fifty-one different
measures were examined, but the two we selected were found to be
the most reliable.

You will -recall in the old regulations there were eight factors.
They included such things as full-time erirollment, the percentage
of faculty with master's degrees and doctor's degrees; the percent-
age of students from low income backgrounds; the total BEOG
expenditures, the number of volumes- in the library, the average
faculty stlaries. There were eight quantitative factors. If you
looked at them very carefully, you could see that one would be
based on the other.

If you have a small student body, you weelg.470ect to have a
small faculty, and you would expect to have ibrary that is in
rkoportion to, the size of the institution. That library; however,
could have been a, gift from a recently deceased minister And do
little to build up the.quality of the library, and Yet the'number of
books could have influenced .the final decision for the approval of
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the institution, or the eligibility of the institution. We" ary also not
certain that the average faculty salaries measure the institution
that well. 4

Many of those old factors just did .not produCe the results we
want.. We lOoked'. at the size of the institution, the geovaphic
location, the students' eligibility index, the State 'or tegional eoo-
nomic index, a host oPother things. .

We ,simply came to the conclusion that the best measures that
we could really verify and quantify, were the two that we decided
upon: - 1 4

Mr. Tsukx. I can 'understand how they were easily verifiable.
Where, in the statute, do you find any relationship between

student-related factors and the institutions that aye supposedly
being funded?

Dr. Movg. 'We asked the same question. -Qoing back .to the stat-
ute, we asked what are the characteristics that :make our institu-

___tion a developing institution.
We said. nurribierOne, an institution that is struggling for sur-

vival; has few -resources to spend on students. Why are those re-
sources so small?

In some cases: the resources will be limited becauSe there is not
an adequate alumni contribution. In other cases, these institutions,
do not have the capabilitY of releasing the faculty to do research
and thus get other Government grants, or support. frOm seer
sources.-

Another of the reasons is that they are sp ending a large amOunt
of money on kids who need remedial Nork, which is costly, kids
who, after graduation, may not move up into the higher income
brackets and, therefore, may not contribute very much to the insti-
tution.

ether ou come back to the student
factors. You find that they are very mac a pa o is. The -
institution has made a decision to serve a population that is not
going to bring a lot of money into the institution.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Then if they decided' to use these student charac-
teristics, why are 'they entitled to the basic grants instead of look-
ing at the total aid package of students?

Dr. MovE. The basic grants are a measure. Let me complete that
answer.

Air institution which feels that the quant itative factors do not
adequately describe it and which feels that even though it does not
meet the scores on those two quantitative factors it is still strug-
gling for survival, has the opportunity to write to the commissioner
and indicate why it should be considered as a developing institu-
tion even though those quantitdive factors have not been met.

We knew that we were not going to get an absolute measure. We
allowed the flexibility for institutions to say: "Even though I do not
have that high average basic grant award, these are th.e realsons
why I should still be considered developing'."

Now, to gn. back to the basic grant data, we looked at various
Measures but found the basic grant data the most satisfactory
measure of student need. It is need-based and the foandation-of
any student aid package. The total student aid package was not
used because that more often reflects the differing costs between
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inetitutions than the relative. need Of the Siiident body...The ..basic
grant data is also verifiable,

Looking at the- E. & G. criteria, there is 'Some geographic influ7
ence, fel- example, Alaskan institutionS find their E. & G expendi-
tures are out of proportion when compared with other inStitutions.

Mr. TAUKE. Just a minu* You are telling us that the reasons
you selected these -factors are because -they are so easy to deter,
mine. You just plug them in, and then you put them on the scale.

Now you are telling me, on the other hand, we can use the
BEOG factor. to determine the eligibility of institutions., They still
may go out, and, specifically, recruit them, so we can take into
conskieration other factorti, and then come back and say, there is
the urban area, there is the Alaskan factor, and something else can
come into this, and then 'we go into the coSt consideration:- How
helpful-are these factors? You have got to keep looking at the other
considerations.

Dr. Moik.. Our experience this year has been that not many
institutions submitted a narrative reqUesting us to Consider other
factors.

. The criteria do serve the bulk of the institutions. What we are
simpl.y saying is that there are going to be exceptions. We want to
Consider those exceptions but, on a broad basiih the cfiteria seem to
be able to identify moat of the inatitutions which are the Progra m's
clientele.

Mr. TA.UKE, Excuse me. How do yOu deterinine that you are
serving the bulk of the.institutions? By whose judgnient?

*Dr. MOYE. By simply looking at the number of institutioriS that'
meet the criteria versus those that request special consideration by
the Commissioner.

Mr. TAUKE. Do all of the institutions- that meet the criteria
receive soine sort of aid?

Dr Movie,. AbsOlutely not. The eligibihty criteria qualify you to
submit. a proposal. You still have to go through the proper review
proceSS, -and be rated upon program priorities .and othee..criteria
thact, we establish for funding.

Mr. TAOKE. OK. Once they, have gone through that process to
these other factors, then they are taken into consideration in re-
viewing the program.

Dr. MovE. No, the moment the institution-has been determined
to be eligible those factors are discarded.

Mr. TAUKE. As I understand it, several Members, last December,
wrote to Secretary Califano and others at the Office of Education,
requesting that the pr4posals for the fiscal year 1979 grantees be
considered on the old regulations instead of the new ones.

Apparently, the Office Of Education ignored that request even
though the regulations had not eveh been finalized, and they were
only in the proposed stage.

Now, when'ever these regulations are published, I understand
that the Congress will have 45 days to consider them.

Don't you feel that the Office of Education has,,in a sense, forcPd
Congress to maybe go a little too far with schools, to -disapprove
them? You say that it would take them 10 months to consider all of
the fiscal year 1979 program proposals. So this leaves uslonly one
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oPtion. We have to Approve .rulations in order to prevent the'
delay of the processing of any 9f these grants.

Why does the Office of Edilatideb try to put Congress in a bOx
like this?

Dr.:Movi.l. The development of`the regulations Was a process that
involved a greisi many people from the Outset. I have personally
been involved in briefings on the Hill. I 'have been inVolved in
..briefings with the higher education community.

All' along the way we indicated to them the direction we were .

going to tajce..
When we got to December, we Were, I would say, literally at the

point of no return in the regulation procesS. If we had then decidwi
1" not t4 .use the new regulations, we would have crippled many ;
institutions because the monerwould mot have gotten out 'in time. .

TAtmettl. Try again. .

Dr. Movi.. If we had,; in December, decided not to receive propos-
als or award grants baSed on the' proposed, regulations and had

. reverted to the previous regulations, the ones 'that were used in
1978, we would have delayed the process so much that the institu-

s would not have received their grants in time:
The whole process of getting new applications printed

tributed, the whole bureaucratic piocess woUld have meant exten-
sive delays. New proposal dates 'would have, had to be issued. In
short, it would haVe been a mess.

I .had our people outline for Me what-the time frame would be if
we abandoned the new regulations.. It would have delayed the,
awarding of the grants until September or,October. That is too late
for institutions

Mr. TAUKE. Excuse me. .

I do not understand why the evaluation dates in the old regula-
tions would have caused this kind of delay.

Dr. Moyk. The time frame is mind Niggling. The application had
expired and would have to be renowed.

Mr. TAUKE. How about the proposed regulations that have nit
been approved. by Congress? Everything is taking place under.
those? How do We get that?

Dr. M . We made the assumption, that if we kept' interested
individ whom this would be a great concern informed of
what we ' doing and shared with them what was being devel-

, we wou d end up with a set of regulations that our constitu-
ents would be pleased with.

I have met on a monthly basis with the higher education commu-
nity just -to talk about the direction that we were going- in, and
what options were being considered.

We did not, at any spoint along the way, enceunter any major
resistance to what we were planning.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I need to say something.
Mr. T,Auxx. Surely.
Mr. BUCHANAN:'As a ranking voter on this sub6mmittee, I have

a' mild interest to being a 'part of our official activity, possibly, to
reView this. With respect'th the review of this, I have been intri-
gued as to whO these individuals were. I, certainly, was nOt one of
them.
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Dr. MOYig. We dealt with the staff of the Subcommittee in our
briefings ancr in our reviews. We did not come directly to the
Congressman hirriself, but to the staff members. We did hasie brief-
ingS with staff members of this committee.

Mr. Tauxs. You go by about thiS time every daY.
Proceeding along the lines of these regulations, why did the

Office of Education publish regulations for a program that was
part of the reauthorization process just 3 months before the whale ..
process would begin?

Dr. Moyt. For several reasons, sir. We are as Concerned as the
c011eges and universities that this program be continued. We.think
it has done a lot of good.

One of the things that we were hoping would be accomplished
through the rewriting of ,the regulations is resultant improved
administration of the .program so that we could, indeed, demon-
strate that this program can bp run properly.

The old regulations just did not permit that. The'report that yoi
have from GAO is critical of the program in a number of re:spec
The new regulations were developed to correct some of these deli
ciencies witch the old regulations were tatally inadequate to ad-
dress.

We think the nevi regulations should be approved because they
will allow improved administration of4the program over previous%
years.

Mr. TAUKE. One certainly gets that impression, the sense of a
'power play.

It is true that you put out regulations before the GAO report
comes out. Everybody has a chance to.read it, offer suggestions, or
you put them out without talking to any member, and some mem-
bers of the Congress have a point, and then you publish them in
such a way, and conduct the evaluation of the programs in such a
way that we could not _tutu them down if we wanted_to..

You' know, I heard the explanations, but I am not very satisfied,
I will begin to learn. the ways. .

Dr. Movic. Let me make one comment.
We were working on these regulations long before we know

about the GAO study which to my knowledge the Congress did not
' request, it Was.self initiated by the GAO. Once we got the draft of

the report, we paid a great deal of attention to its recommenda-
tions. They were not simply brushed off.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Will you yield?
. Mr. l'Aum. I will yield.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I have been informed that, while you met with
the staff, at the 'time, you did not have information pertaining to
the impact of the new regulations on the institutions themselves.

And then we had testimony yesterday that at the time of publi,
cation, you had yourselves no idea of the impact upon the institu-
tions which might or might not qualify.

Moylk. That is partially corr&t, sir.
When I met with the staff, I indicated that we did not have

precise information. I also suggested that we should judge the
regulations en their merit, not solely on the basis of whether a
particular institution is.in or out.
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We we10 sure that no particular set of institutions wOuld be in or
out, but the'original estimates were based on limited data which
could be misleading with respect to a particular institution.

Mr. BUCHANAN. You did not answer, as / understood the re-
spOnse to my complex question.

Why. would it have been slower to process tinder the old regula-
lions than under the new?

Dr. Mdvt:. You have to go back and start over again with an
application approval process. You then have to. publish a new
closing date notice tO tell the institutions When the closing date

.141ould he, and what regulatioris were being used. _

When 'iiit4tiirt doing all of that, you just alloW 30 days here and
-sif)dAy t,400.jiand it gets to be a nightmare. I have gone through
that.

Mr: BUCHANAN. But yon have to start in some way at the very
beginning. At the very beginning, it seems to me, You would have
begun with the existing regulations that had been apProved by the
Congress rather beginning with the propoSed regulations.

Why, on the outset, in the 1979 year, did you not go ahead and
use the old regulations while awaiting the decision of the Congress
on the .new regulations?

Dr. IVIONFK: We Started out, sir, under operation-Common sense to
rewrite the regulations. [Laughter.]

And that course having been chosen we began to rewrite the
regulations. Initially, we were to have- been on a very fast track
since this was to have been a model effort.

Mr. FORD. Will you yield?
Mr. TAUKE. Yes, I will.
Mr.. FORD. I would like to note that I find that the majority and

the minority counsel did participate in theaesdiscussions that Mr.
Moye has described representing the interest of the majority and
the minority in the committee.

wa&getting the zpwilfatiens nut and moving so
that there was a specific focus.available for people who wanted to
legislate the problem. So I do not qnow whether that may not have
restirfaced the old 5-percent problem with proprietary schools.

You will recall that this was a nenexistent regulation that no
more than. 5 percent of the students of a proprietary'school Which
participated in the BEOG could be considered special students,
Shorthand for nonhigh school graduates. It never did get put into a
regulation. That never, was put in a statute because there was so
much trouble with the reaction. We just legislated, the probability
of such a rule completely out of existence as part of `the Middle
Income Student Assistance Act.'

I. am afraid that Ivhat is developing here is that same sort of
reaction when you try to anticipate where the: regulations will be
in passing Out the money.

The real problem here is, not the merits of the regulation. The
problem that had been present is that, apparently, a good many
people have been senSitized by what they perceive to be, in the
current year, a reshuffling of the money to the point where they
are going to insist on some kind of legislative reaction.

I mentioned yesterday while yeti were in the roomI think you
may have heard methat what you should really have done was
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anticipate not only what the regulation was going to be, but what
the regulation might be, mid legislate the regulation and anticipate
the future. [Laughter.)

It does present a problem for us to deal with in terms of redis-
tributing money on the baais of regulations not yet submitted to
the Congreas whiCh may never be adopted.

It is distribution of the money under the nonexistent regulations
that causes the problem, not the'merits of the rekulation.!

Mr. Tama. Very well stated, Mr. Chairman.
Regulations notwithitanding, I am concerned tibout a couple of

other things and particularly about the success of the program,
.which, I guess, is why we are .here.

There has been considerable discussion this morning about the
fact that we really cannot say that developing institutions ever
become developed, or graduate out of the program.

I had some concern with that argument, but I haveore concern
about the fact that, apparently, some institutions haVP-thoved biek-
ward, from advanced to basic. Could you explain how this happens?

Dr. Move. Institutions are permitted to apply to either program,
advanced or basic. Some inatitutions have submitted applications
for both programs. If they did not fare well in the advanced review,
for example, they would hope for success in the basic review.

I should indicate that we administratively established basic and
advanced programs. There is nothing in the law that talks about
basic and advanced components,consequently; there is nothing
prohibiting the institutions thatve previously received advanced
program grants for ckample, from getting a basic program grant

Mr. TtuKE. Would it 'not be fair to assume that 'if you had
institutions considering the critefia, especially those that had used
the basic progranmn-the past, that eventially, if the program
worked, they would move up the ladder?

Moyk. I do nbt like to measure the prog institutions in
that fashion.

ere is continuing development and activity. As you know, the
law talks about funding efforts in four categories: In the areas of
student services, faculty development, curriculum development,
and administrative services. An institution may concentrate on
studeht services for 6 years before it haasomething in place that it
can really be proud of, and which will be of real service to stu-
dents.

The institution may then concentrate on administrative improve-
ment. At another time they mily come back with a. proposal for
faculty development.

And I would reiterate that I think the emphasis intéIaw is on
strengthening a set of institutions which Nile consider th be develop-

'owhere in the law is there a statement about developing a set
of institutions. The language speaks to strengthening these institu-
tions.

I think that the administration of this program also emphasizes
strengthening because, as I said earlier, if we were trying to devel-
op-institutions, we would not do it by giving $300,000 a year for 3
years, and expect that to develop an institution.

45-934 0 - 79 - 27
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Mr. TAUK1L It is a matter of.semantics. Maybe it is strengthening
them.

WIV are they not hecoming stronger?
Dr. Moit, They may become stronger in certain areas, and.need,

support in otherare*
, Mr. Ltuit. I ineally want to like thia'program: [Laughteil

Many of my constituents want nie to like .the program. I am
having some difficulty, thoUgh, siiri that.

Mr. WiLus..ms. Let me say first of 1 I appreciate your generosity
in letting me, a nonmember of this committee, 'to be here today to
share your interest in the matter. .. . ` .,

.

_ Dr. Moye, I have a couple df institutions ati: home that are won-
dering whether the extension of the time to receive applications
means that those inatitutions which can 1:101j apply under the new
extension are applying under the new fdrmula or the old formula.

Dr. Moik. All proposals are being judged on the same criteria
from the regulations that were just published. . ,.- .

Mr. WILLIAMS. And these regulations thanged.O. e formula, then?
Dr. Movt. The oegulations di) not change the fOnitila-4m sorrY,

let .me gO back., Are you referring .to the reg tiOns they used 'in
1978 verstwthe ones We published for this y

Mr. Wu..t.ttsts. Yes. . .

Dr. MoYE.. The new regulations-waive, the eligibility criteria for
institutions that were funded in fiscal Year .1978. The proposgls
fram those institutions will be judged along with all other applica-
tions on the llasis of the funding criteria, which are separate from
the criteria for eligibilitf. . 7

Mr: WILLIAMS. All right, thank you: Now to meet 'the criteria for
designation as a developing institution, included in the regulations
.issued on November 2, I'm quoting from the regulations;

An institution must demonstrate that it is out of the main stream of academic life
by reason of serving a student body with a particularly high 'percentage of students
that axe economically deprived.

--Now,--is-that-dafinition-_-is- that _thi... hnkis of the 41. pr *posed
point system? .

Dr. Molt. The point system I assume you are referring to is the
eligibility point system. We have said there are two factors that
were going to consiier, basic grant data which _is a measure of low-
income status, and-Trerage E. & G. expenditure which is a measure
of an instituton's'fiscal- wealth. ,

Mr. WILLIAMS. It is the Office of Education'S pOsition that it is
the intent of the law to define title HI institutions as inStitutions
which, among other things, serve a particularly high nuMber of
economically deprived students. . ,

Dr. Movt". Yes, sir. .
.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Can you show me the specific citation in Public
Law '92-138 or the conference report that-you, used as a basis for
that definition?

Dr. MOYE. We based that definition on a 'Series of measures that
we evaluated to try to determine what Congress meant by "strug-
gling for Survival and isolated Wow the mainstream".

Mr. WILLIAMS. Sir, you have to base it not on what we mean but
on what we say. Senate. Report No. 92-346 of August 3, 1971,
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includes the defmition that you are -basing it on. That definition
reads thus:

,The tenni "developing Mat.itUtIon' uiöino an illatitutiOn of higher education in'
any State which enrolls a significant proportion of.students who may have had
inadequate tecoriclary school preparation or come fraM .edukcationally, culturally or
acoaomiceilly deprived background&

Now here is the point- That specific part 'al** defmition,was
deleted.from the conference report,and appears noWhere in Public
law. If the Congress had intented, to define title:III -inSitutiont,this

thelanguage would not have been. deleted: Nowhergin pUblic
law did we.intend to defing it that Way.

So' from that legislative, hiStory, it appears 4114 you 'are :snots'
following the intent of Congress.

-Dr. ,111ovt.. Sir, I ,will repeat something, I said earlier. That
'tried to toinenti with classifiable char'actariaticsthat we could useindeternning eligibility I . .

Mr. Wit.u.tus:You have to follow, the intent of Congress iii.'doing
. ..that, though. ,.S,Dr.. Movk We .still ask ourselves the question; what characteris

tics of institutions would fall into the category Of "isOlated from the .

mainstream and struggling for survival."
Wtt.t.Ltsits: Congress Makes. that definition.

., Molt.' It. is not spelied Out in the law.
Mr. Witu'Asss. That is right, and you are nIftking a legal defini-

'. don' which Congress refused to do. , ' ,-
Dr. Molt. We still': feel that We- -need. to .have measures that

Would help us to identity 'a developing instittitiOrC Most 'criticism of
the,pthgrarn, such 'as is found in the GAO report, is directed at the ..
lack of such criteria..

. Mr. WILLIAMS. Let me ask you another question., In Puhlic Law
92-31$, an advisory council on developing institutions -was estah-
lisheci that among other thingS, assists the Commissioner in estab-

, lishingpriorities and criteria to be ,used in making grants under
title,III.

Did you or your People constIlt, with the advisory council in this
matter'? . .

Dr Movi... We have not had a querum for the advisory council
since,March of last year so it was impossible to do that. We had a
meeting of that council on Monday and Tuesday of this week..lt is
the first time the council has had a quorum and could meet since
last year.

Mr. WILLIAMS. It was clearly in my view the intent of Congress
that that advisory council be just that. You have taken an action
without accepting or apparently asking for any advice from that
council.

One other point and question, Mr. Chairman. I understand that
according to the scoring sheet for the designation of the title III
developing institution, a 4-year private instjtution, for example,
spending up to $960 per FTE in the expenditure point column
receives 100 points. Is that accurate?

Dr. Moils:, I don't know the exact figure.
Mr. WtwAsi.s. As I read it, a school expnding up to $960 per

FrE in the expenditure column receives 100 points. Now, I am far
-from an authority on educational-costs around the country but let
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me tell you that in Montana, any private institution expending
only $960 per student would-, No. 1, lose their accreditation by the
State accreditint unit and No. 2, go bankrupt.

Now surelY t e Office of Education must consider the costs in'
every State when they give as much as 100'points to those colleges
that are expending less than it takes to provide a proper education
to its students. You surely must abdit every State to see what it
costs so you can come up with a reasonable average cost.

Dr. MOyi:. We have used the data.that is collected here to come
up with a table or. scale that you have referred to. Indeed, we
recognize that there will be regional differences in some cases.
Again, interestingly our data indicated that the differences are not
as great as we at first thought. The important point, hower, is
that the institutions still have the ability to indicate, to the Corn-1
missioner why a particular factor does not adequately describe'
their cirCumatances and why they should still be considered devel-
oping, in spite of not meeting a specific criteria.

Institutions are not excluded because a particular factor does not
fairly reflect their circumstances.

Mit WILLIAMS. Secretary Califano seems to be developing a ftwor-
- ite term when he is talking about edueational institutions. That is

a good term. Viable, he talks about viable inatitutions. Any institu-
N tion in Montana spending Only $960 per FTE is not going to,remain',

viable, not for 6 months. It is going to be out of business, and yet :
they have to do that in order to have a real shot at continuing to
receive money under title III.

Dr. MI:rig. They can still indicate to the Commisaioner why their
circumstances are quite different from the criteria published.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Thank you. Mr. Buchanan has a couple of questions.

The second bell is about to ring.
Mr. BUCHANAN. It has rung.
Mr. FORD. It is the Panama Canal vote and we're sitting in

violation of the rules, I take it, the 5-minute rule.
Can stall give them to him in writing?
Mr. BUCHANAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I have three questions that

are urgent questions because they pertain to those institutions
which have been grandfathered in. I'd really appreciate answers
for the record, but I also need immediate answers to Some basic
questions about where they stand, being grandfathered in.

Mr. FORD. The Chair will ask you ,to respond,to Mr.. Buchanan s
questions as quickly as possible.

Mr. BUCHANAN. You mean in writing?
Mr. FORD. Yes. Thank you. The committee will stand in recess

until the next scheduled meeting.
[Whereupon, atf12:18 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]

7
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ammemma Nam, ESUCAMII. Walt .
smaspeouti.

April 4, 1979'
f

-

4011004110111101UMN

The Honorable John Buchanan
U.S.sHouse of Representatives
Washington, D.-C. 20515

John;

Please find enclosed the'answers to the
questions you submitted,for the Record'.
.during Dt. Moye's tgstiliony on Title III,
the Developing-Institdtions prOgram bcfore
the Subcommitte on Postsecondary Education
on March 29. -We have'tried to respond as.
specifically and briefly as possible. If
,you have any questions*please have Bill A,
or Jenny give.ce a call.

,SinCerely,

Enclosure

William A. Blakey
Deputy Assistant Secretary.
for Legislation (Education)

Pa

t,
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put4TIori

Xnresponse td much Congressional pressure, Seeretary
Ca.lifano, On Pmbruary 23, issued a lettr stating that
he Would "grandfather in" for eligibility all institu7
.tiont that lost.tbeirepligibility under the,propoied
regulations, but were grantees under Title III last year.
How'many,,inititutions were ineligible tO compete under
the proposed regulations, but received-grant5k las.year
'under the Title III program? .How many ot those in-
eligible institutions applied Cor.FY 79 grants even
though they were ineligible to compete under the pro-
posed regulations?

ANSWER

No institution waA inelig,ible to compete.under the new

'Title III regulations, however,.approximately 130

of the 600 institutiome that have Previously participated

in the Developing Institutions programs may not reach the'

meut off". score.of 175 points based on ihe.two quantitative

eligibility factors (a4erage BEOG afard per.FTE and,averages

E&G per student)._ These institutions.have. the option,.

.under the regulations, of sebmit.ting a narrative explaining

why they are "struggling for survival" and °outside the

mainstream", but do not meet the cut off point using

the twa,quantitative factors in the regulation. If they

su)pmit this narrative with the necessary documentation,
. j

they may be able to establiih their eligibility under

the regulations. Sixty-three institotions whict.reCeived

grants in FY 78 and applied under the new criteria did
411/

not meet the eligibility cut-off score. In addition,

423
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sixty-eight of the 19.78 grantee institutions did noe'apply.

While we do not know in each case the,reasons for not

applying, we assuMe that in many,instandes the institutions .

. r

had made a determination that they would ot 4set the..

new Critecia.

QUESTION

There are some 601institutions Wich are eligible to
,compete under.the grandfather, which did nOt submit an
application. OE will have tO open the application pro-
cess"again. What is the tiae frame for submission 9f
new pplications?' W:ill'any'grant announcements 4ole made

. before all applitations have been reviewed and pttveSsed?:
.

ANSWER

Sixty7eight institutIons wçh received awards in FY 78
. i

,and did not submit, applications under the proposed r
,

lations may elect to,sub.Mi applications now tkat the

eligibility criteria have been waived for them. The inal
.

regul tions have beekprinted ,in ,..the,Pederal Register f

Maroh.S0. The regulations include a new closing date 0
1

1

.April 30, for receipt of applications from those insti-

tutions. In short, applicationis must be postlaarked on c.).

before April 30. No grant.announcements will or can be

made before all applicatipns have been reviewed and

processed.

4 2 4
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QUESTION

The grant reading proceis for many of the YY'79 proposais
is completed. Even.if (an institution is grandfathered

.
in for eligibility, what. assurances are there that their
application.will be. evaluatedion the same criteria as
those who qualify under the proposed regulations.- %live
any-grant Award recommehdations been made yet (preliminary)?
If so, what percentage of the total appropriation has been
"obligated"7

.ANSWER

Iriititutions which have received a waiver of the eligi-

bility criteria have total assurance that their applica-,

tions-will be evaluated on the same criteria.as other

institutions for'oply one set of funding criteria wilj
,

be used, It is important to ,Uear in mind the distinc-

tion between erigibility criteria and funding criteria.

InstitUtions are detegminea eligible to participate on

the basis of one set of cr,iteria--eligibility criteria.

Proposals subMitted.by these eligible institutions are'

then ranked on the 'basis of a totally different set of

crit'eria.--the funding criteria.

No grant Award recommendations have yet been.made--even

preliminarily, and absolutely no fUnds has been

obligated.

4 25
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- Cooveenta received will hel avrillebte

4 C.:04(N: Office of Education. 111.-W.
,

ACTIOR1. Notice of proposed relemak;
r.

rtiefebtAitlr. The Ferm4min
ration propous to amend U. testae..
Lama for the strengthening developIng
'Institutions primrose. title IU .of tem
nigher. Education Act. The amend.
issintiit reflect new ;Whey that sval kg,
fliiO tht administration Of the pro-
'try*. The regulations establish the
rules under whkh the Commissioner
bi (telueation (I) determines whether

.aat illitilvastS of higher education

.quslifin a4 deielopnie tnstittition.-
and (2) )(Wets thou developing instil-
Unions (het air, be avverdeg mai
sislelArke Me particular fttic_a3 var.
PATF.11: Controf M113 must be resehied
en Or Wort January 2, telt. ISublk
heartnes sill be held. Wiashinettris,

on November; 21:K1it'll; Manx..
74, y,, on No-.enitier ID, IOUS, Nets Or
Nene un I.A.Seriber 4 lOa.

tine t thia dd es be.or Insp. v 1 a Fern* II
--Seises's, the home of $ JO ens. and 4

p 64.. Monday thrmigh Friday, except
Fedetel
eV* *3."1.7141/4t biATION

- . -

Af.tIta IF.- Allen, telephone 24.1.--t' 245 -4754.
lalF(.1.RA4 10X: C"4".4'661"141 "- .444

Cle.1 Saeitterste, The fact that ao T.
Union is classified 40 Orucleping 404.%
not atitoilaithielly entitle It to sae*. ;
111.hei . - a

The regulations deectibe how sue."
Cesetal eir4ritie44 ore &elected fee
oworask ur.

'01..review panels te As-amine &pollee.
tions snit rroorommod ratlose tfo tam

- . . .

r 21..cxiwitsup and Indkating DM maximum number
points that nsay be aeirtled fee

.7 1-7^u'r tlik ill ol'"'`.'4"st .'"'"*"." each criterion, eicordins tO the
. bon Act 'of 144,kinthe 'Commissioner of tie* impair:tame of that criterion ALS 11. :44

Faisierition ckweloping trodltik krmii.," 441.0441
tkini of Mehra education to strength; Desinibing how certain siPplkentai

. en their academie eitalitY an4 are selected for fOrther cooeldarstFore .

tretlet cepookty. The etreneLhinIng ,aki Innis) us,1g imusedwac
developing Institutions prograni. Listing additional criteria. with'
buss funded since fiscal year_ !RH. irtective maiimum pointa. ta rafing

tgirlatwapop::t;tesnts-i:ndrel_ali-ups.11.., to.. pro-

These processed tegvilailinss explain DeecribIns iltlit,4411 /44 overkU YAM'
the purpime i4 the prOgreen and de- big and itnel selutimit.
acrflof the eharectariatks- the Contiotn-igl.:'^i-,z' . .-

--sioner /ovine fest in deteiminIng .

: or an Institution of higher educatinn mg" woposig
should be elovalfiest duce certain changes Irons previotov.

: Some of the eligibility characteris- tiothitioe,g0rning thiy pmgrium.
tics hich the Comagardoner consi4er-4- . Jo ,,,x.c,ifying the char"gerwkg th4p.-
6" as ft,ll'-""tz C41l4171it4i41144. looks' for to deterniinet

1. Whether stn appikent. institutI041 whether 'en tratitution of -higherrdo- t
'has the desire and potential to make Cativn should he qlx&sifird as. develop-
sortie/ (Vnbutiwo to the higher esits lop the proposed regulations Mclode
cational.imourcess of the Natksit end
ahether It is making 4 reasonable
effort to nice; that objective.

2. Whether an spdhcant has taken
steps to ensure Its suryis al. If-there Se
vidence of certain conditions that
might tva regarded Ss impreilinenta to'
an inintution4 survival. the Institlu-
lion evolains what it has dont 1.0
proir trinseconditions.

The reputations 'descrine to detail
ty.pas of Amu& that the Conunta

Sinner instill: Cosipc-ative rssge-
met tranie. Vat itrnel treeling fel)ow
ships. end wrote...Ts elver it. g -rants-

are tat% 41Pei of cooperune
arrangeinehts -hilaters,) stnd Cohter-
t.u.rn reeuletIons dr.vnbe condi-
tions tha( participants In s etwuortiiirse
mint meet. -They explain him the du-
ration of cooperative ; sthi e int a
4T Ants may ial) Stint} 1 LO years. de.
i,Iithite on the tit* of actiiity for
ahich an applicaht req,rests Fritoral

.. %feting aPplication review' criteria'

' Paso, Tits oo Dev e Ater I. tales len
Anyelra Calif. , on Decernhar 1. Ira.
srat St. tows. Mo. um December lb,
ICS, all twin/mime al IP a la.-
nullnI:F.SY-S Public hear-uses ail] he
held ler the folloa:Ingslocatiorm,'-'

*nig-Asher itt, 16.1 Washin(ton, DC.
unujij P1 the vatiat et valet, hie. V4S4
iiut C4,144. Padding !AI), Croft:on

ra,cticut Auenlat NW Contact .Sert
C1ss,rp'ver.re:12 A41,744

?iv, 7,7,We le 1174 Arent. IS T tits ttni
,erroi 01 Nes Tait. Homo CorNernirtity
ciiiitrS elk Orsod nStr.t Conlartz
Nr WU. (asneildis te'oiOuaw

Circe' is71 Nea ()thou Ia. F4X

thllersIt S1..014 Cerat4r. (bold Ri.M.
ALIO. 44, flGrtt. C014441 111 .K44411

firltni tr. .1i (olevho.tu( )04 484. 14 1 se-
le rviwn )11

{4,, trior s, ice flys-so Tea, )3 Pug
rui,.. hItt. Cuihre COOI

h:.rt C.,,14,1r ut Oril VeSirts.
14 . .

Ilter- 'xi, II iirt SAirlrit. CulL
hirunt au,nt fitrr't
Ct., put, 1Ni U0 A,set f'onlairt.

ilet C.Itt. tel.g;r1.44, C21
^:15 slug. 2,17

/trod Re Lour, lOu. nwrtig.
e CrIse Ill. 1-0141 IIK1T4*

rat.t CI -rtrl 104ff X
t1,01,! .11 1364

Ce ;tit. roil shout?. be addle ced to Dr.
aline P sitro. Inititulion.
al r:+r, r'w r.1 nt, (R7(44 -30.
Of floe d 37. DO ate.- !and

.rnur '; Inv; II, 7) C. 2o2R2..

es, !stance,
The recu,stivos surc'tly (a) lictiii-

t.,Yes. for *hich -an institution tuay
Ap.,,Ss. al funds;

(U) f-i au-ft mu of the ',roar ant: ins(
(0 (`,LS to schieh the invlieutlim

tus) apply title I II usisi s Oct.

Setae-non

Tho teritsiitritS elso describe the
intitiustit the Cornmissler aldPires ta
detert,mirte whether a deichitiing tn.

0,nuld re-relit F. hi ,flnszr-

lIrCOt

usiantitellviqriteria on shIsh an -
applkant institution is rented& .

fal Average extinctions) and generel
expenditures . per lull titan

equivalent WIT/ at %ma cuts. and- -

(b)Auersge Ls* edtiratiOn opportia.
oily grant (01E001 aord per 1,1-C uo
dergraduste student.

In another change, the proposed
regulations 14-41Utri Seek- .

Log designation to demonstrate that it.
Ps mating I conatructise. effort to"
strengthen Itself,

'Mese proposed regulation* estab.
listed single Prnsrati -rather thau*
the previous to separate
under title III. The sIngle progrh.ra-
i.oncept rei.pent.ses the .14.fu01te ..
Lu stieorths and vet of inatieg-
tiors. Thus, each applicint n'ap
Guest funds based on az respective
needs. The focus of the 'loth Wes for

an applicant seeks Fecierai 11.
naricial assistance deterruir,es the size
cud duration of ihe rent for which
the Couuli,isiuner rosy consider that

'Me 110 of 'eltliteet selectieM trite.
ifs .and spvciinallon of how applica-
tions will be fru-0.4,4 iS nett i4 these -
frtulstiont. TKC 1,111 ;_e.nit ritte ob.
jrciiie grantee self--lion The prb-- '

posed regulations id.- rally the faviors
used Ln es nitrating the quelit y of rach

,woplicalion and ecr Wish the maxi-
/1,4ra rio.liber of points that the Com.
miesioner may ausrd each f'..tior.
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preiiding gteuter weights for Walser
terieeity Purposes the pretwef regula-
tions elli else rneosuage spolkant
institution to focus op the achieve.
went at otucr nen MALL
.. Other than an assisting agency or fin
*Mutton. week institution participet.
Inc es *A auotkard ta a CIIKU.OftfUft
wodvo this Reverent Pilooirtlr a &utter-
ing institution as delimed in there fag.
islet lotia. -

. la the section sre funding halit4 .
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decree in the Adam& v. Cieflivrao mak
nal meshed, adekomed be maids-

Dated: August 1117S. .
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-Cummissioner- mead the V.S.

Commissioner ot Education or ilia dem
twos.

"Instastiao el higher education-
ratans an rahrtal.S1041 Institution as
defined in section I 70Itio of the AK.

-Public,- as used te dasetibe an.tnett.
tution of higher rducatkek means
under the control of a Slats or Sorel
governarantal krady..

-Stile" means any one albs States
hi the Vhttel. the CAmmonwealth of
Puerta Rim, the Distrtct_ of Columbia;
Goma. American Samoa. the Virgin
lands, Ahe Trait Terlitory of the ra-
rifle Islands. and the Gmernment of
the Norther* Mariana Islands':

. . . . .
CM War. 114100.1

III means the strengthenaa
deuelopeog instltutions -Pcogrue 1J1 orie
thortsed Under title 111 at lhe Ad.;

. . .

124113 $,C.1431-le4le'
_ ... .

_All.triLina at frands hati..ea 2.1 ear 7.-
nd afrear imtliotiona , .

- Thd Commutes/emu allocates Ii -per.
cent of each fiscal yair's approuriativa
for title tif 1.0 butinstions searding
bachekar's degrees and 24 percent to.

:junior sod community colleted.. -
12013 111.0 10.1311;3.) a--

1111 Tmearring limn-414mo

(*X 10 Tin .funds maybe used under
this part for ctititim that afe'ire.snv-
sIstent with 1hr purpose- of -moving the
grantto trutitutitai into the mans tart.
rapt/sof nes/leo/IC We

sgi The Comislioner considers any
. activity 'that iropedes the elirniontlise

Ot or establishes ettteualpd attend.
inCt patterns at that lostIteatin as, in-
cur-alatent Vit'll the purpnw slated ta
sithparagraph Iii
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or facility unpro%,erniot. that are-la
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(o) Catb drurtop'-og 1.11041 Sc-
cev in; a title 111 f;rant %hall Want
that any artfully figpetite under-title
in soil 110::
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elitnin a Oho Of streiralod att.:atm nes
patterrs at that Instil u1kot. Or

El/ lie ir/C0-1Sist era ith I S; it4 plan
for higher education spolkabk to that
0.1111,W/a
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is 1,,biert so Lp;..,II( AN& pr.tatccafl vOCI.
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ri':211131 In (Es al. siimmi:retiir end
oilier Cr.atlera, est ecrt the fun-if and
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ial To be conaidered for funding
under tide If I an Inatiltilleei of higher
education' mod he deinenated w thoe
Comrnioioner ass *:eteveloping varitype-
titres.- -

tb) An iratitution that Is 11.1- desig-
nated ma dirt eloping Institution La Mk
eligible fur title III artistanee but natty
re,aPplai for idwelanation Ica &temp-.

Inalltutlon in aubetquant year. -
(c) An institution shall subleitt yew-

quell for _designation as deteloplog
Intl/inflate tubs suldnekston of so
application for funding ondor 1.(0, III.
Ilffectite trith applicatkm for floral
Yea/ I IMO, funds. the. Institution that)
aptunit request 'at lout I IVeirki
attar., the annourxed deadline date
tor selniiPt AppiCatIons'-, - ,

Llesignatnin of an Institution as
drvalutsing does not yuarantet that
the Cent/in-pion-or fun& the iroVto,
ticuys application, The Contmnsioner
decides whether to fund a developing
institution's aPpiketion fur title lit so.
animator on the biota of pAteesturesYret
out in Subpart le -Cs anise Seloction."'

fe) The Cuturnisaiurter reviews the
status of an imitltution as a developing
irtntitut4un before A% firditri any title
III funds to the Inotitulion *Ind non.
ries the institution. df lax doter mina-
non-

If the Conquh.eleoneedetelyntnea that
the institution ic nut a Jeer touind
stitUtion haled. an the triter-Oa in thlo
fubtart: the .Cusionn,ruotr notfies
the inolitiMun of the,tasir foe the 44,
tewinat.00,
;la (*RC 4351. 1442.3 ' -
I flit herigsat.io as ieahvias (nen-

The Cornindsioner acidulates sn'tiC-
antotion as a dmrloping
it rntets (oh of the fnitu* me criteria.

(a) Ann tristitg; (.41 most
I toe an eligible ioatittrt Mu of

hie her rdoratiun tat 13/. -
(2,1 P,c)) icier on ,th.-4tio:Ial i-roarcan

auttui-icril by the State lo TI,ah lt Ls
loctied if 167 141,

)3) lima .r.O:vert c
:7,113 s; on 4.',...1us if 1E9.15% and
ta not the recti.re-nent..1 Of

peraiseoptor tihd-e3rfor 5 ecol.seltii-
t:re ?tem the ) ear to lk 111th
the ,rtaa tt-tit.Z.A3 1CM ILA a

,.StI1Lition, on3e4a the
Co -I), C.-nro *cr.:Ceti if a alver

f ;°-.44 1.,ybee nit,4eatie,nal
Cur tirtiN,La or E;rrtrIN11

71,". pe,:ile It lee tE
;1? Sr. ule rtrett MK11.-

r Ol at, 1nr 14. nociat or (qhfr
cent, It !S !0-..er',flf for .OrN i% end It
niuti -11,d) it one eini,,nce
54iil ft Nir,(1 14., ii.T. the ova 3
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-he Oryeans to a (lot a li4 f MMus.
se IRO 12) "'

- Third, n Inatitution rearat'ilem-
onstrado that ft la out of the maim tut -
rFn1A scartemk Ilia by- reason of
herring a student body link a partlen-
larlit high Percentage Of students lal$40
0.te aconornkally deprived. (f11111.11)

td) Fourth, an Institution must have.
the desire and potential to Make +Laub;
stud diet-Met/Ira contribution to
the her educational re5ourcas of
the 'a The Institution's misitiOn.
and goals roust clearly reflect-thee
desire: The institution must, also be
making a effort fa meet, Ma
minion and accomplish lts goals
through aalivittea carried (nit overthf
Past 3 years to improve the quality of:
(11 ha Matruction, (2) lts management
and administration. (I) Its Untrue-
(tonal Ind administrative staffs. and
(elks ritudint &Mita& Itt II) -

lett, 301-i./

Cloys tioibla ieditiolieoo of :Isiah..
edinettoo.

(a) To be designated is a develoPind
inatItutton. an Institution must ba-an
institution of higher cdecation that
, (11 Awards baChelora &Ver. Or

(21 Is a Itinior cornenunity_college,
as defined In seCtion 203 Lthr* Act

(b) To be designated as a devatoptni
Institution; a to anch campus of a cull.

ersity or college _must -be a separate'
inititutIon of higher educatkm and be
independent from the M-0() eamPus
Trie Vanch campus must have ao
creditation nt anis, hudgat control. and
Inlvng a-utbcritr all f.r PM lit from the
main Oonpisa.
(201.`St.1 1042isoefu

I 1st Ii.egod a'uttreitatton fee raloyakee

I si's..b"C.c2."'e:igiiiied si developing ln.
Itliution, the .instnntion-Must pro, ide
%et educational lieufinen that if leiZ0117

hibri 144.) by the SiLe In a Nth tf
lucated.
teal, 341521aIrt).1

tailik Accreditation niches.

' *

13i USC,11162 ,)(1.1.)

1414.14

la) To be designated Is develoMng
Institution, am trothution must have
not the requIrements of 111 101.14 and
30 IS, except sa praVidad )11 Para-,
graph (Isl. foe S canarauLlet academie
years; tnclualing the laCaderok liCed in
ahich the Institution Melo &Mena. .

lion as a deseloping
4910 ll C. Iste7eaXINC)44 .,;.,:. ...1, . .

00 The Comlnlsstonar may s'AtIve all.
yo part of She Iyeas requirement ed

-

Paragraph fall In thggifolkanItlecircsildr7
111/LittOtt- (1) 11 the Coeronlbitonte deter
nthaes that the irenting *I a waiver
for-an institution dill increase higher

- educational oPporlunitint for Indiana,
_the Cononitrioner "May sine the 14-
year requirement for an instant-ion
that is located on or near an Indian .,

'reservation or near a substantial popth
lotion of Indians. and (2) If the Com.'
nOssiondr deterryttma that the *rant-
Mg of a 'salver for are institution otli' t
,aiotantially incIalae higher education", r
al oPPorttynitits for Spaniskspeaking '-' .

people, the Commirakstor may naive it
Yeire of the 5,year requireisent. lc/ TO
Amply for a waiver undeeelther para- _,,-.
araph th/fl) Or flt/X2), an institutive;
shall request snd Justify the'grAnitro --
of the. asivar,
tya ti sc. loS2(asaa)

-

$ 1111.17 Scrogdinca fee earth at arid kali. -

.1 r,mit the sash, cartrais at icaRtaie -_,
lifa. - . -

tal The Cc,mthaioner grOtnrs insti-
lotions ap1.1 ire for designation as dit-
)eloPine Institutions Ns folkieer AI)
Public hseheleira degree-granting. (2)
poblic Miller or community rc.)Ilege, CH
Private. bachektes citgree-eranting. .

end (4) Willa* Junior. Of _cOntritinlity
ttnege. .
'al/ 7o be alesiositY-cl se a de) eloping

'51.,,,, bepti4.11 the Instil cilium, mibst
st rug; line kir .11.:ri Ii. al for' fintracis2 or - -
uthLr I f 1.4)71} ia1,4 IX boInted from the
main currents af academic lite. In ad.
di n, the in.stitution Tuat-be oiaktna,,
a rotrortite effort lb eauce that it
a tonna ue to L,106V.P... -

it) To assist to determftIng a-Iether
an LniUt Ptinn - Sa in facy, otruggling-
and tdolaied; the Concfnlislorier

flit
altaida,..

. points ko the traf notion US Vetriee
edoustiunal and genera/ rEst;(3) er.
Pendit Ores tor full-time equivalent.-
tr`r11) student and lor lta ...t crate
hicirio edwellunal b:-Porlionity brant
rit...C./(3) tit ard per 1,]-151 uoGerersd. -
oche st4s:1ent.

(1) The Cc ..,1-'...: inn) r ms'gro .,,inla-
in the 13.3:11clion on 1 azate of 0-
1040.- kin thr LT i,s of its starter Slain
r--pendltu;e per PtE student The :
3,*:0! 1.7. a riinit or !It'd the institution's t
!dm:cum on (I.e. ;1( I.C.t Mile ,f..1.1a. a hen
(4 -,,,*--443 to thr otlithnt expcnei.trese

-

43 1'o he designated as a (It-eloping
(0_,Wiiition (he institution molt be
either.

it) psi:led As a bacheler's dearer
1.4 egg lati..lostitut.iiati AC Os -lusioar at
oinmunit) eulteft naiktnalll ref-

ownlased Alt r.ditins agency or arouxi.
or (2) rletemitoed b:e the appro

1,71ate- -441,4-riiti115 bleMley Or 7.4,06
33 It() to be iria1itie reecor oble ierer-
g ress t edit t ion.

tell if Axl if 00 ution that Is a ,unlot
o r ow IrotillOy c0i1ege 7,70 Chan(ed fo
ler (micro! tills a bachelor's degree..

Arline the irt.tituton
runot ar.Tedized yr be mil,Ing ;ca.
so). bit tirocre4e ,.4044 at cred-oelon
In no n4 X aft:a.

235A1 Ont. <1. 7,3 r eiyar, se 2, isre
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PROPOILD *ULU ,.
fume the install -Calf I' (AU acactrink
Ufa. . - . -
tle V 11163A

-
, .

ter In addition te the atrarttltaUva
(Actor; each inttltutloa atiattly
SO Uje Cosnatissioner a writtau ;terra.
Ore Ialtat doscribee the :ateee.lt /14.5
takes% over thecae!. 3 years, to insure
ita sort-ital. Oo the-bests thts nom'.
Live the Coenralsaioner' determine*
whether this Institutive has bete
MIA ind corwtruct.i v4 et fdet ter
strrnsthen Rain'. If iota of Vie follow-
ing conditions *oche. the Inatitutipe-
shall explain why auch a coodilloa
exists WW1 what has beets dooe lea.

LA ail other *imam km-Motions /Ng
example. an Inatitution that ts *Ida-
mated te be In the Mk percentile
cher* compared to other 4kA.A la
114.1s pet Musket expenditure) rive(ers
te points. hilt an Institution esti.
mated to tre in the attend percentile la
los per Student expenditure) metres.
NI paint...awe the illustrative chest l& .
subparigrach t111,)

at The Cumuli:stoner also Jogns
point* te the lantAutivo an a st ale of
0 2041 -ere the basis of the average
idrt.10 award per FTIE- undergraduate.
storlent. The points guarded wit/ be
bsolt 044 iJ,q in.stlitat WWI vett-Anal.
ranking *hen compared to eld °thee
Molnar inelltutivett. Po; eltatntsie, All
institution that is etCautted to he in'
the L1701 pt. i,ifll4hr J lents 1311:09

Mfd pet studvall Percentile red:rites
194 points, eh& an Institution tali-
mated to to do the third pert_en(e). (A
&malt )0.1)Q salad cot student) re
relies sia polota. tSet ).he hfrrL 1nl.zb .
pares reprial).- - .-

tli The foliating chart Wustratos
hoe the tteints for those factors Are
Assigned:-

isLI AT se Issrtteroosas..
ClitAr.4 3L04,1Te1 I,

- .
-414 sa-44 i.A14 A...01,1.51X;

ttarf fort-IX
-.44A1

404
AI

o
In

1st Ta tielewrine Ihe t,ercentile
)44ga In ttst Iwo iattr2hrtca,, the

Co,!:,-,sieler toe& tta frL,tt the
',eat! tear chr
tithich the ittltilatiop 444444..; tiritiana-
1.411 X.1 a Les ritc,t;ng (rAle
4.404240t, Aft ir.Vi101s2¶1.'ke10-,Si,( O04{1.44
2,11-41 AA A. cicseloilaltas-.41,!Ittri,ten its
l'at -Aar SY/. or via- sut,m1t datg
t tol the ts)46,1 ttie .acaltasaitc
t, yr A to, 1.44 pttft,tt .heeta the

..ti. ytt, r..r4r, or /het sect-
tio,- -the r. tied Inuit of the ti,i4nt.,

.,.td per 4 444.e:a eivi,,ehtt4ture
IssI tt,ile gtarlt cAF42:!.%4A)11' An in.( itti.
lion that reser that-, Ity
; -,ttt ts.t.i.ttt Ve4e-nrrit

11., flu mit
.tt .rf.itI l.s. i' alas .'a
r4. ,e

fr,a it, 7 ,
of 441

IT( kItet tr-lea it's the
cm..2.- ,i1-5,4 4.4:1 lIt

ft at Slq. kIl 4C.A. ;LA

tim C.rt ..altied

prove the situatioe; .

(1) A decrease In ful) time eeult (lent
student enrollment of 5 percent' De
mote tar lb. 3--year period preceding
The erta Vs which thir Institution seek.'
designatioe, es, i deselacing 1.1111i117-
1,1011. .

(3)--A def,..ret,M le thief Carraltt tun&
rei.enves doting any of 'the 3 3-ears
pz carding The year ln v:Ittrit the lrult-
Lotion %tacks tlea/stratioa as del Ow:
trig Institution. ;

CI An excess et exProcIlfurea phi&
manOatory transfers ever revenues In

unrestrkted (-urrent fins& tit-ulna
any 2 uf tto 9 )(ars Precettlof (hr rear
in a-11440We Institution SFr)... 4,./Iii73
ti-on a-sletelon;ne institution tn this
section,' the trtert "current funds"
rt.e.tits the- Sancta atittlable for oaf

raltrett1t..04,11.13714,.

471. C. IALIX1.11.5 .

. .

WOO If 1.1.1:141. ,4 rtaanaTole
afloat :

tat To be li/I(i(115)14% KA a de,-lop-oss
tryt La titian_ an kitetituttun rolt.t
the dente -Id .6.,oentlal to Itn.414e a sub-
It anti's/ and do:Welter tontra,u1-4-m 1.0
the hither ealut_ational re,guices of
tho Natiart. Such a corarrhullou
tright. for exata;.e. be la ittut id*
arceu lo a 1...rt S, Dos. of Attu-
(..ettta a ho 4,...1441"..le hate
accere itt an that it allot; 01 htalttr ado-
Ca11013. yr the jitsill Witt, 11,AV offer a
ti.art,citlag tot of ....c.tstettut: utog.,ou-to
that air hat ol't,r11ti`e to the
Is t'es ato,,ter la also rotnp,rise Ita CA.2-

'11:11.11,11i,*,.1II:on, the itIftflution intist
4.4544 r-oc. ;etc al, 4ts tO hI111:4J,C

it. 41, Cr Ali 4:::.<44.4:-.1'le nd A411114041*

time l'.41,44('I) the r.iist t 4451 mai%

77Ily. 'node 'a trhIr241,114
, initi me the qtrit''ty of tt, ad-

niitlistsrti.t. end '.:41{ is

1 ea
it') he Ali -41.2,» to

t tie (7.51 tii rutrt se-

(;11,; fur 4...r fC5,11
m),!,11!,,f, t 1'7)11. (Ie.(

112 ini .44704 4)( the in,
rn?mio), sid

ct.st ISe
It 11,1, 44, yr 4

a, 'col '2 flY

51263

. years le teach Ma specIfit stmat, ulda
special stapheela tot netitittna trotted
out In the lsopros starlit oi: .

(1) Instructional stalk
tUt AdatirstatraUve staff, and .

(ut) student kg*. -
td/ On the buts of the narrative the

Commissioner determine* olsethte the .

troUtution meet. the et-Rolla of hating ,
the deil.re: and uuterjend al niskIng a 7
sign/Nina contribution to the higher
educetional resources a the Nation
end has been malting a remonstble
effort to imprete ita insisuctionel
'gram 14-administrative sevacity, and .

tta student serNicas. - .' '
. e . .

eye US F....11*A! .

&doper( C. -1),,.

I IfY 21 Intra4ortleo-
1-14 Cohost Lukmer In AU as three

types of &saris of title III assistancer ,
. ; tat Cooperative errangement grentW

tbt Nittlonel teaching frildwehip
and - 7

tyt Proftvsors intents* scants.
Each sward IS Ina& trot% tr single

0,eal 3eer2a atiorofliattort fee title 111.

114tUtt C.10(4(1117 -

)(4Ti Cooperatitt arran(rencata.
is) A .eoccerstise arr....ni,,ententa -Is

One or'rnera 11.1.,/kIng tsiationittl0Pa be-
a de eloplps Ir.sUtthtts ad

other 111.114 1101A 114141111..her fdticztkOla,
agencies., at ,i1.-ationa or he:Marva en.
(Itie 11, t the Arse/op-mg lastitu-
Lion In I ementing actis ales uodar
tttle 111 greet.

(b.} Thtte are tAo 1,:iticla of ittapa vs-
Etta arrAngrahentri.

(11 Vila feral 0442 54),.5r"*.'1. tinder a
btlaterai arre"e'ocnt thr tfes rip:tint
itatittAlt,ti 415511 67AYV upon the arstst.
ante aria carti-es of another hisfier
ed,r,rtlan ).,Irstitution. e card
:Minn, or bus.ness a nt)ty to tfrer.t:hi
ett Ifs A-Aila4»I2
lite, 4 la2..4 rricr114, trIc:a7 ca;y:..t.
tly.

12) Cohx?rlfrat Areca,tarr.rtits (11

Under cor..torttuity atrit't;atCrlt. lap
rt,a7

ith each other to attetartr.ro
thei,,,It ea la the An 'Ai
enter .:110 art trrant.tTMCn1 sh sails-
stlryti,rt s.f h*--;7sr t4rs2ut 051, sLe'rer.

. L-at;on, W imsiot-ts ',15'ty 10 *
help a ct...114er of 4,, rlt;.,irts 12541t44-

t14., cArry out
tIlt Uric of the

the r.i:lytit't Iwo
..it...rtt AC) se :'S

Oa & t...rii slot.
4.4.4 i44t.' ,3 r' )r.; the

54 / .144134()(
for c..,c1.,..)g A At tile tarlia
m.,41.}01. 04 the $45 Int.

1'I54y Irma 1:at:au...ton
f441, ;41g 4443.51,01. 13..0 c4.414,44'11',71

4.1:,, 444 0,11 t.4A4 A (1,1 elo;hsc in-

2, '11 7, 54/f

4 0
4ft
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51264 1.301.4:3310 Win- .

'snit:aloe an4 shag receive mi-viont 300
PrePortion to its abase of the grant

The alm rat coneorthsoo atianga-.mem k la Mt nomber of [nod-
totS004.1.11M cast 114 elf e(tizity and ef-
ficiently mese* - 1,. ;-, :
tee C.511W)

;tau Natielme i'ettentekte
Great .

,

(al A National Teaching 3,4401.4,hiP
grant is the amend- type of geeing.
mode by the Cessilimieher under title
111. A deitiapirk thatibilian RIM re-
quest gatioesal Teaching rellows.hlp
either _ .- -

t I / Aa part at ammo ratite Uremia-

LOatpenskat of may ether type a -surd. - - -,..
-110. T214 Con-uniAmoisei 19,arta NW
non& Teaching rellowshin sat one or
two years' duration thsrossgb a dorsal*.
tng institution tat .

(1) Jurtrec faculty Members from las-7'
atitutiong other thasvAlse applkaat to-

.
_ .

(2) Graduatt attiyien14 -from (Eutaw
liana other than the applicant
tioo whet have at least a oukter's
dear,* or relate prof ees4orsal expert .
mos-

(el A geteloping trallutisen may-
* hiaiir nal Ttac4

11) Teach in an ands:staffed ar new
a...mittuct passivism. or #

(2) substitute for i fectillY welY1124x
released for further training so ad
veis-e4 etude..

Nalietral Teaching Fellow shall,
sent sera fall II-ae faculty member at-
the deictoping institution iluengls

/nth the &card is made.
II) Zarb national 6e1ching fellow 'S-

cenes a stlpeod ci d1,500 phIl d 400 per
dependent for each cadetalc ye's: ot
textliase A drs eloping Ust't 'Akin 'St
skch eatIt-rial chLg fellOw
ka-f-As ittry sueultmeht the sf.,..-end
with tcoes (tams roars re ult-.er than
titie
,20 p r 4)54.4.-

1 till 11 P,ortttr/ AAt.

Is) A t-et,--c...rs emerhca *rant is
;he 1', .0:1 of saa-d rfa.te try the

:Met tite iff..4. dete-
r:Y.:4 may re-cc-mat I protea-
se!' el; bert -

t it y.an ol Coct;:.e.fic4iv4
ptitt. Ui

I:1 I iL dr.L et a.n.y other type raf

,b1 The C."---hisait he; aA tre.A
.% de-

r'. ping -al ion to a 4et-fit:4n S ho
has retired from ret,,e strike- at an`
iriinMn of hihar ectotittou other
1!-An thr gnnter t-ttnotton.

1cl- A iieiviptuns lL44o r.sy
h.,re tne;7,.s:

.4:04

, .

'11) Tehalt In an undannaffed or pew
stAdinak program.;

tin Subialtute foe a facially member (rel.-awed lee 1 Luther Lathing roe ed.
tweed study; co.

(3) Conduct research Lp aid Om
vellant af the inelltutlan:''.: !

4d) A *ohmaga esearitua itant-16-.4
eludes I stipend
rear at tfraching or ti.128aFall Su. thlr
4049;741101 trutUtution thrdogb whkaa
the award 4 =seta The,atIpend me7
not exceed the salaiy of a temper abate
stag Member oi the deVeloptng i.
tution. A tenekm1ng tnintuthra
which it warmers emeritus grant in
c4Pka1 lanes re.r suppleissat the saW
pond with funds pone amitotic other*
than Mk

(e) The PerW af proatessors mind-
tua crant ariay not exceed 2 academic
totem Flowerer, one additional 2-year
period inky be funde4 Us Complete the
program ob.Iiritives of thr original .
award, lf appeased by thiConinsiesion-.
at come the adsinag of ths talt 13I re-
Agway

401 CA C. 16043

S.4.0401 ist room. ier

CFR 71 OM). tha olleo Lng coed ltratta-
isms appir.

. 113 Indir ea costa inky ant be
charged Inthe trent. .

42) The putehaat of equipment
waited to equipment thet I. nectearitry, .achieve provers althvat

.
cti"

(3) Grant !Urn* Mai not be talsan far
.WmeArvellifot, t
rag C. Tali/ .- - .I 1C14.1 Pwriram topterti.4. Unk.

meal sew!" !
fa) An apptkant mai receive a Enka.

si1, 2,3.4. et yaws' guratices The -
requirainetsle et the aeo-Pertihoe.

.

movement determine the length et.
the award. -

lb G oi
as erded la settee institutional manila^.
and peals and te deseloyi long-mg*

-plena far achieving an inatIttitiaets
acadasake goals or strengthening tia; .manalemtnt et both. The Coevals%
sionar easy award . instil taken.
during Sta participation: to the pre-'
VILA. a maximum ac three pants Toe

felt:fruits of OP to 3 Yews` *wattage
are to supped the detriolocka (Ind
ahart-teno imolementation of etbm.
activitiee anY.1210Ab2*

(d)GraPti 08 up 10 $ . yeAtie duration
g;re to eaoport implementation of long- -
term programa to t14444041 an institu-
tion- financially and to strengthen its
managemem.
t2,23 6 C UAL 101/4.1 .

ItiAt
(10 to s..itarkitting A/1 application a

4eie7oXing institution shall exernina
the status. of Its admiolatrathre strue-
ture. curriculum. student *mites, ad,"
ralnistratIve* personnel. instructional
Pareennel. and finesicial position and
Ulehilit the arias of greatest need. . -lbl Ilurther, the initibution
identify the steps It will' take, to
'strengthen its capacity ta fulfill Ito
unique mission and make a eutstantial
contrIbution-to the hisher-tdocational
smoSaCel fa the Nat (en.

te) Ftnaliy: the Inatttutico shall
show (hat It ran carry out tbe planned
actiiitirs aithtn the context of- tht
ply:uses mit ctsvparatii arrange-
ment.

Id) Author:Jed actitithsk rt theseaxe
(11 Cali* ir_stilutlanal

iinisrule the marrivoluns;
tli S-..rengthen student. ear:Ilene;
(t) Promote faculty decelalmirnal
45-4 trria-rove ad,nitrintra!lie sr-nicest

and fiscai raanaemerrL and
DairlOu In10, BO, I a'-od'-mk Prc''

.24 C S.0 1034.)

if.% 12 Mica .1,1* coos.
tai The !k.ioner p4 14 ;cit. of

the (-zits ,rla"ct So 4. :
leapt:lent, and ,-*-...taY.uo of al-
los able activities.

III In addition to the cost 11tni4a-
tio44s i-,posed by the Office of f'duci .

tion rsrtt ra2 4.01 for direl auuj.
CO. 1;7411.1 rhd tc,ntriict progretr.s

414:1t i-ct 41, 1:0 212 :L'arCAT, tiVii

4 31

,

1 211.15 Salovienee et Apiilicst iron
Ah applicant Ise a title 31! tra.nt
141.e so application by the closing'

date established annually by the-Coos-
mimic:41er to a notice-pPblielted fa the-

Rlor
(D) An applicant shall include in Its

appikation such irdprfastion as the
Cortunissional cot-s-rit necessary ta
Inal.; determinations under title la.
i2.0 Oar mat. tr-Si

tafrein

44,1 13 kit,
7'The rem7.!--..ileher mates tied-

.:eht levirdIng the fitatiins of all title
111 et,:crilica liana 1-seed on the rules and
pracedures eratihshed ist thfs
In icaluat;ne the apptiettp,fts, the
Cr- T.!histichei ruts (Cr: and z1*1 infor-mation trom patlic retsmis
and front site .1!ts to dricloPirig ;rAti-tuttor.c In arithilon to >aline
matcin submitted in the fo(mal appli-
cation.
20 U 6C. Ifissl, 1454..)

.4 2.

a
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11c:womb /Juin .

i 110 kt Sanininon re.tow ee,erie owe
my Of irk.- pornia -., .

.

to) Th. -Corwridailoner__ vannsita
review soon* 10 elo*1404 tvito,0111'
$441041 snit commenic eit mow

Cniartar . ate
.

reende4 ratings tar ie4t1
The issione

inaprinati
separoria

wage 10 review lapplirattecrid knot
bocherlipeo. Oes irsr *Miss is,outtowse
end lowin Junior see' ReteMaktAg
ham. The pow,* 14*1114tiC11111 rate
yeah application A/Awing 14 trona an*
*wide the caprowleateemer. wadi' won%

10 A Pemin kaudgeta ck
414,4041 *A 4204' if.414,.014

On the (snowing criteria with Manta
eadoned toes& cri4erion:7, ; .

(1) The extant tar wiitch 1.1w. 1,004614
Lion% mignon end eta* oketertinit re.
Melo the weelle et ite wirnediticenio. (1,1
tientlet .

Ili Th0 estait 14 which. the spoil('
cern' dearly stains the wkiectIvar et
the proposed analritiea II pallittil,

The extent in 'whkh the dee.
too" arid duration -01 the Peeddie041
aitivitUe 10)1 mon.rdonter ter the.staterd
eeele. 114 paints) . .

(4) The rotted 1 kkh ei,e paw
Posed cowardly* erreasetteonta
help achieve' pl.:0.1.04 eithcathee.
points) ; . -

(UT,* extent to ahleti 'the adman*.
tration at the oropoieed Weellaki
oahcuat-e, el$ potato .

141 The extent to %Nab evahtettan
ooeouala e 10 points!

CI) rna extent to which plow hal
been del eloped to engine ionttnaition
el 'the prepoadit after the
vont. emit. tS

III The 1/14,141, 144 44141411 1241- Po*.
paced coat 44 the projoot reaaaasbas
sod reshot* 1$ panne) .

_ .

tie 1.14 ton. 1224.1 :^ ,'
. .

10.41 ildlag tor pr..sto41
4.11err otmeieenge Use memento et

th. toirs Parris and the tonnes row-
cm:I:ended b thom the Conaintaohnion
r.m.4111. 1.0 !sat pp.Itc.41.1141 1.11 %pot*
ghat, muskier et point* foe aech. trite.
6on lipt.44 in pars peok eli/a1 f1ee,i1.
The ConurIceioner AN:maiden further
fee setec:ion wily rhino applications
t?tat rcitiAt a rating at $0 or M4arill

APPIkatilor.s r eve ctne Se or
niure no(nta under 1115.12 oil! be Au,
ttAr rated on the extent la which the
proposed ectirli!es
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GUIDELINES FOR LEGISLATION IN SUPPORT OFINSTITUTIONAL INTERRELIANCE
AMONG COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES IN ACADEMIC CONSORTIA

11..eorti I'v....ft RECOMMcNDATIONS
4404/. .4

talky 11.444
The Council for fdterinstitutional Leadership recommends that Congress
reaffirm the necessary role and responsibilityof acedemic consortia
in past-secondary eduCation. with their eligibility for funding being

Ciftif b..... legitimized through congressional enactments.

A.. An..
1444.444.44

It further recommends that substantive cooperatirbeo given.prioritY
cwww.

0.44 A 1.1144.
1441:44144.4 in all future Federally-funded past-secondary education programs, with

special focus being placed on Title III. Strengthening Developimg
& Institutions.Awe I W m.

Atte.;ft,

P.M.* SINNA
Pkwil 1444 C.114. UpPONTING INFORMATION

I. Institutional cooperation (1ntereelianc/1 now guarantees greater
-5Fty an4 atonally tr proilrams 404 strvi-VIS which meet cifterik
earner and organi18,1ohal needs.

,

In the past two decades especially. liitential interinstitutional
arrangements have emergiwl. Some 125 arrongemsts now exist,
involving 1.560 oubli.c add private institutions. Those academic
consortia are voluntary. formal organizations of two or mare modwirs,
professionally administered. having multi-academic programs. And
requiring An annual monitary contribution or Other tangible evidence
of lmg-term camitment. Academic consortia differ from the various
other educational associations in that the mission of academic consortia
is related directly and functionally to the member institutiOns'. wide
range of moods aspirations.

to . .

Briefly, the mi of academic consortia is to ensure efficiency and
effectiveness by'assisting its institutional members in more fully

.

utilizing their own resources'. This is done through program, projects
and services growing from cooperatiOe planning and shared resources.
and by maintaining a formal consortium organizatiOn.

.

Interinstitutional'cooperation And interreliance guarantee a viriety of
bent f i ts :

- Provide new and improved educational program opportunitiat for

4 :3 :3



learners.
Miaimize program end other duplicatioas of effort.

- Achieve *commit edvantages %brad& cast sharimg, resulting in cast savings and
, cost evOideoce.

r Strength's self-reliance through freely giveft allegiance; entourege grass-roots
self-eirection; fetilitate interrelience meg faculty and staff:

.-.1klawmas a sines of.ommamity meg institutioms which share A volume purpose.
ImprOve the quelity &ad visibility of institutional programs bad services.

- Crew iestitutionel coMparisons end coatrests in all areas of wort.
Chelleoge institutional insularity sod minimize its ffects.
ishoce the adicattmal sea cultarel life of an area and.region.

It should be clear that a coesertiam does notaid anther -"bureaucratic level" and is
not c"superstructure". gather, it is the inatnammit of the meter institutions
thmatelves. implemeatieg their programs by pulling together their particuler
strengths and resources and assisting them in directing Abair collective efforts.
At the same time, a con:ertium is more thee the sum of its parts, since it bas an

. initiating role, as well es se impleasating respoimibility.

Cenaortia - and the concept of institutional cooperation in post-secondary education -
will, became mem more lepreative in the 104 when the enrollment of college ego
yoAlideclines. while demasis.for wider educatioaal offerimga for new and som-;
treditiomal loonier: townies*.

coesortia embrace a wide roe*. Of cooleretivo programs amd activities:
,

Aired amd/or Coordinated Instructiosal Programs.
- FacultY: Joint appointments, fellomehips, shared faculty. adjunct.
- instructional Support Systems: A.V. computer services. library. eic.

, Student Services: placement, health, admissions, coUnseling.
- Administrative Supportlervices: budget preparation and menageeent, research,
development, operations planning, orgeniaation systems,

7-Professional Cavelemenst: faculty seminars, staff training workshops.
-'Planning,laesearch ami Evaluation.
- Camamity Services; needs analmsik, iire,greo delivery systeds and services.

Avaiemic consortia have achieved a Itgittmate place in higher education and have
: esteblisaed their eligibility for direct.funding by all pro-grams under the new

higher education legislation.

Al. federal funqing sna2uld sunggrt iguPeratioo and toterrelience in educatinn. not .

insulerity.

Academic consortia, as defined, differ' from other educatfonal,groups and associations;
1.4., hatienal higher edecatiewassociotioes,aecreditin agencies and associations,
stet* systems, state associations of private colleges and universities, international
education cooperetiima. inter-state °aspects, special or single purpose "consortia',
mai ts9oteral comPacts. Institutions can participate ln such-arrangements and still
remein heavier -- quite separate and wan from any "cammunity' of institutions
committed to a corm goal, dediceted to mutual assistance. and Joined-in intarriliance.

Institutions participating in no coonerative arrangement waatever deprive themeelves
of wideeed perspectives, a. variety Of cost savings and edvantages, new and improved
educational program opportunities. ard-ahe other benefits of institutional fitter-
reliaace. Therefore, governeestal polity sod practice would da well V) eecourage and
support substantial cooperative arrangements.

45v$341 0 - 72 - 2$ 4 34
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III. All Federal PrOgroms mei img funds to upOrwrite higher educetion should
1 ri t r

Substantial cooperative arrangements, or mutimeic consortia, as they nature, develop
both continuity and strength. They.'thus. enable the member institntimis to use,
wisely and efficiently, the fundsoode availeble for tht enrichment of both their

, individual. and collective programs and'ssivices.

Federal agencies art edvised to follow specific eligibility criteria in ainarding
gremts to academic (or educatioaal) consortia:

- The Consortim must be VOietitery (not under the direction of povernment
"coordination", but it mey be mandated by government legislation).

- It must have a legal identity (incorporated as a non-profit organization).
- It must include a workable number of institutions (no less than two and usuelli'

no more than twenty members).
- Roust coordinate multiple interinstitutional progr ams. joint services and

administrative arrangements amonO ell or between various Subsets of members.
- The Consortia members must evidence financial cammitment to the Consortium

through amnual 'hard dollar" support.

Federal greats to consortia will not require increased Federal sPending. Such
grants, however, will be used more judiciously end efficiently (again. without
excessive duplication of effort), mnd they will benefit a imuchlarger Amber of'
colleges and universities when given throuoh consortia.

IV. Title III esPecielly should amOhasize cooperative erre/Nei/fits.

Since the Strengthening Developing Institutions Program (Title III .HEA 1965) is a
visible and long-lived Federal support program. it can serve to illustrate the fact.
The.gal of this particular Program is to assist institutions which have the .

pdtertial .ta make substantial contributions...to the nation's higher education
resources. hany such institutions-are strirogling for survival and are isolated
frmm the main current of academic life. They art in need of revitalizing instito-
tiOnalTelationships wider perspectives aewenew-epprosoheranemedAnonsf oF
missicn. involvement:in a strnrigthening-ocomeunitY". a far-sighted tosilitment to
goals which include, but reach beyond,.their ono individuel institution. end
Junctional masagement systems which either coiplement or service iestitutional
operations.

Substantial academic consortia providt'the channel through whidh such revitalization
occurs. They, therefore, must be of prime consideration in all future Title III
legislation and grant awards. Indeed, other criteria and considerations appear less
penmen* when it is understood that strong interreliant netwooks produce strong
institution4 in much the same way as strung. positive, personal relationship%
produce strong individuals.

Substaative cooperation is the key.

April 1979
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GRAND
VALLEY\ STATE

COLLEGES

FEDERAL RELATIONS AND PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
ROBERT J. TOFT, DIRECTOR

46:2 North 38h Strest'AttogIon, VA 22?07 IC3,241.2/63

May 4, 1971

Memorable William D. Ford
U. S. Newts of Representative*
Wadshingunt, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Ford:

it.waa a pleaeure'visiting with you during dinner at the recent' &ASCU
meeting Wire in Washingtoo. Doe Lubbers and I appreciate the fine work you are
dein JO shepherding the higher *due:time legielation throughthe House.

,

Mb' reason for writing to yo4i is to express' see* cones= About Title Ili
and to oifer sees suggestions for your consideration.

In additfon to my work at Grand Valley, I serve as senior staff consultant
to the Canter for Personalised lostruction at Georgetown Univermity here in

WarrUkigtek"Ag..egass..a.giducts.feculty development program* fur colleges and
uniVereities &nage& in pUrranIIF'rifore6 j,bove teen a.consultant to three
,schoels which are uaing Title ilI funds for scademdc program developMent:

e: add-Irina. I have hielped two institutions develop Title III proposals. Finally,
I;a4,evied Ou the ad hoc committee of the Michipm Couocil of State Pre idents
which prepared & draft of tba highir'education amenciments for Your ion.

Through these various contacts I have had ain.opportunity to look at the
%.1riya in which a variety of inetitnqons are using their Title Ill funds. It is
from my observatiorf And from.disc ns with others that my concerns ariee.

Concern: The greatest need I see ip our colleges and universities
it for more effective amiagement. _ a sure, tha Title III regulations have
always placed an emphasis on planning management and evaluation. Often a high
powered management consulting fire is called in to design a PHE System for the
school. 'As a result, I believe that many unrealistic, unworkable and unproved,
"canned eysteme" ambeing hoisted un our Title III ichoole. The upper level
administration oftn does not understand the system, is not prepared to utilize

E

it, and is threatened by its implemviterion. Therefore, the design create. more
tension and confusion and id dither l'nored eC undermined ta...1119.iiikeniaisiLata44--

1P6 Recommendation: The top administrators usually need more management training
and tools. 4-beieur use of the Title III funda would be to send the top rose

4
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members to some specific training programa to help thee leanp to cope with their'
jobs or coeveresly to bring to the campes some specialists wIte could conduct
management team building exercise. os sits. Only sites' such training has bean
accumpliehed should:the school try tu develop a FWE System of any sophistication.
Such a system uvula than be planned by the top eliAtinistiators,based um their nom
knOwledse of how to maesge the institution.

Cencern: Wy experience and the literature sUitgeit that many institutions
see Titfe III as en endless source of new funds to bitil'them out of their finan -
Cial troubles. Little thought is given to true repleceeent of funds. ludgets
are written in such a way Chet many expanse. ere one lime costs andfherefore
replacemeet is nut necessary. Therm is often a failure to 4o real plaaning for
ispruving the financial cuoditiom of the institution down tha read.'

lecimmeudation: The regulation' for Titrb III should contain language
which makes the establiehmant.of a financial resource development plan mandatory.
I have speet the past five.years working.oe both short and long.range development
plans'for Grand Willey.' With a commitment on the part of the top adednistrators,
it is relatively easy to marshal the local resources to meet these goals.'.To be .

sure, the schnole receiving the Title III funds ofteo heve the greatest need for
the broader financial,baso. There are funds Available in,their communities from
alumni, from foundatiens, end from other governametal seencies. The echoolm just
need a stiaelue to find lham.

Concern: Hatay schuols use Title III fundsefor curriculum developmnot end
faculty training. Through the center at -Georgetown., hundreds of colleges and
universities have exposed their faculty tomew teaching methods, aostly without
Title III funds T shouldladd. While such development is often in the best. 'interest
of the school and its studente, the 'lasting effect of such efforie is less than it
should be. This I. becaune the middle managers, Oil/ deans, division chairperson.
and departmental chairpeesona are not committed.to the innovation. Waving been so
Academic dean, 7 knou the preeftwies under. which three persons work. I hive char-
acterised the dean al sitting at the marrow part of an heurglass with the sand
going both directione: It is in ahrssive job. Rarely are these persons chosen
for their jobs becaues.of their manegement &kills. Even more rarely are they
ever given an onpurtnnitV.to get any trainieg in these manageneut skills. The

result la thAt AlOnst ineovations and improvements initiated et the faculty level
die for lack of understanding end suppórt by the middle level managers.

Itecoemendation: The meney befng spent on new acadeuic program development
and faculty devilopment will be protected bettor as the middle managers are better
equipped to reoonizs.and.support such lier[Vir64i. Therefore, a component of any
grant vhieh proposes to promote curticulnm develeiNent should be mimed At providine
tealebultding and nanagiment experience for deana'aed division departmental chair-
persons. The long-term benefits to the institution will be far greater if this
middle manager group becomes more effleicnf and comfortable in dealing with some
problems it faces.
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fu9cern: My WWII, concern hati to dn, with the utooencing of Activities in
Title III grants. (Too often the proposal calls for a broad attack ob many fronts
simultegeously. In 044 school where I have consulted, this approach has had
catastrophic effects. The degree of anxiety End istrust et all levels is ex--
trot/Rely high. The dieruption cif nor':al activities has had a devastating effect'
on the flow of information arni,uo decision making. Many schools simpay attempt
too much at one time ra order to gat as much mOallit possible. It'is ofttit: the
lase of the grant that is the only criteriuo of s -teas. la those.cases-
mission is acoomplithed when the award.letter,is received.. What hippens after
tlas is not of 'tech moment.

q
4

Recomme9dation: While the guidelines her Title LII have always emphasised
.

the establishment of goal., objectives, performahce evaluation end milestones,
there has been too much latitude given in-terms of range of permissible activities
over the life of the grant% since many Title III grants extend over seVeral years,
there should.be a tight sequencing of events to ensure that ehe program decisions
made are in harmony with the normal operations uf the echool. I would recommend
thet.a top-down epproach be utilised in awarding grantk to schools. That is plans
for administrative haprovement at the highest level should be the first order of
business. Following that,.00portuoitiee for middle management improvement should
be undertaken. Only than should specific acsdamic program imprOvement and faculty
development be "coneidered.. The development of the planning, management and evalne-
t;oo prucedutes vhould be a part uf the activities involving bota the top admin-
istration and the mid.dle manewera. Evan if the grant were co stop at this point,
the/long-term benefits to the institution mould be great. As the administrator*
gain cilla, 'they also gain-confidence. As they are eolightened about PK& they
Atill work td .improve the instrudtional climate and.learning ppportonities. When,/
1th:se administrators are more comfortable in their rolls, they will be_ready to/.
.support the specific program improvements, and faculty diVelopment activitip 'nseded.

'Cognize that my sample of Title III 'schools is small, 'I kpow that my
concerno arTharshly tat'ed. 1 believe that manY schools are trying to do the
things I .recommend., Nonetheless, it is my judgement ,that more guidance is required
at the agency level in pointing put a better sequence of events And of critical
activitIos for the recipients of these federal funds. Host, of these xecommendatioos
could be accomplished by tlie agency by rewriting the guidelines. I have brought
my concerns to your attention however, because of the widespread unhappiness with
the Title Ill administration. You are in a position to'have 'a potent impact on
this program and can weLgh my coocrros and,rovommeudations in the Light Of ell the
infotmation mi your i'ommand.

if l con furnish you or your staff any help or informatión, I will be pleased
to do so. It is out of mV high regard for you end for the work you arc doing that

-I litIve written so candidly.

Sini-erely yours,

Robert J. Toft

Director'of Federal Relations &,Progyam ilevelopment
CC: Arend D. taihherA, President

Crand Valley State Colleges

.
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c9KERNS FOR A.SOGGOTED CHANGE IN THE DEVELOPING INSTITUTIONS PR6GRA4

Submitted by Dr. Henry W. Munroe, Executive Director 9f the

Nem HemPshire Colleoe and University Council --A title III-Consortium

When Congeess thwarted the attempt by certain bureaucrats w thin the Developing
Institutions'Program (Title III) to make it another seudent aid program by
limiting ligibility to those colleges with a preponderance of BEOG recipialats.
St culminated a long and continuing effort to circumvent the intent of the
legislation and the will of Congress. Many of Ay colleagues'and I are pleased
that Congress rejected these; limiting,criteria and grandfathered last ror's
candidates. The program, it regulations, and its guidelines need changingi
and I should like to suggest some changes heroin.

Title III and its administration have receiVed severe criticism. *chi of it isw
merited when one reviews the record of its award process, lack of controls, and
abolition of.legislaties intent. .Such a chronicle of dubioui direction and

ucrats' intransigence is fortunately not the full story, however. Within
last year, a new Director, Dr. Edward Brently, has brought a new sense of

ntagrity and professional competence to the program. It appears that Dr. Brant-
Ay will return the bureau to the high degree of respect that it heId under the
directicm of Dr. Willa Player.

.

There are also numerous colleges and -consortia which have, by prudent use of
fupds and diligeet effort, bettered theemelves as.a consequence of this program.
In particular, may I point out that the requirement in the enabling legislation,
that developing colleges fore cooperatives to mutually strengthen their resources,
has initiated the first new academic innOvation since tbe community college--;
Consortia.

Ny recommendations are prefaced with soMe historical baCkground and are based
on 12 years of experienee both with consortia and Title III. I shtmld, there-
fore,. like to draw your attention to:

l. the need for, and ways to define, a developing i titution;

P\2. some examples of successful programs initiated with
Title 4l support; and

3. sugge ted criteria for identifying and awarding grants
to i stitutions that are developing.

_

Defining_ "Developing_ Institutions" .*

The latest G.A.D. reoart has clearly shown that past criteria have been applied
subjectively, thereby flailing a clear and concise definition of the term 'devel-
oping institutions." In reviewing testimony before thtSubcommittee of Labor and
Public Welfare presented in .1965, Broadus Sutler and then Commissioner 'Frank
Keppel made several suggestions that are worthy of reconsideration. The first .
dealt with defining those institutions that should-be considered as 'developing."
Emphasis was placed on comparine these institutions with others viewed as "devel-
oped." AA emerging picture set forth what developing institutions lacked or were
limited by. Both men clearly,believed that there was a basic level of resources
an4 strepgths that allowed a developed institution to provide an acceptable
educational experience for their students. The following characteristics seemed
to them to be lacking in the developing institution:

4 4



Characteristics.of

pescribed by Francis Keppij

1) Has limited financial support and
small endowment.

2) Has relatively high aropout and
transfer rates.

3) Has a slim catalogue of offerings.

'4) His difficulty attracting and
retaining high quality faculty
members.

These limitations were then
program eligibility:

0evoloping,Institutions

'Oescribed by Broad4,8utletr

1) Has inability to compete for highly.
qualified personnel.

2) Has exceSsive teaching loads milita-
ting against research and other
activities for continued personal
development.

3) Havinability to maintain quality
and continuity because of high
personnel mability'and less of
contact by faculty With advances
in their fields.

4) Has poo) instructional Salaries,
depressing motflostion.

Has lack of develoOment office ind
services to bring information and
guidance to the adMinistration.

translated into the following characteristics for

5)

Characteristics of Funded 0evelopinNestitutioni 1

1967'

Mean Average
Moving Toward the

"AccePtable Level' of

1.. Enrollment 1,089- 1,500

2. Endowment income or a
state appropriation $ 125,000 $ 900,000

3. Tuition 5.56 1,500

4. Educational and general
expenditures per student 1,048 1,740

5. Educational and general
expenditures 1,141,000 2,107,400

6. Faculty (size) 66 98

7. % of faculty holding doctorate 26% 52%

61. Student/faculty ratio 20 , 12

LibrarY volumes 51 AD 157,000

'House hearings 1967, O. 101
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1

During the 1967/68 aienulemmt hearings, in assessing Ahe impact of the program;
Aarold Now* presented referenced criteria which he labeled..."emeging criteria.
for determining eligibility as a developing institution." With two years exper-
-fence, these criteria identified areas where the instltutiop was lieited in
resources. Grants were to be made in line with these limitations.

1) Extreme financial limitations such as salaries, of less than $6,000, unre-
stricted erKkowment less than $3 million, percentage cost of instruction
per student less than 45%, and expenditures for library loss than 5%.

2) High faculty-student ratio.

3) Limited library holdings (one-third of the generally accepted minimums'
requireeents).

4) Low percentage (less than one-third) of the faculky holding Ph.0 degrees.

6) High-percentage of.students (tetithirds) on scholarships and grants in aid.

6) Poor physical facilities--letk of funds for upkeep and maintenance.

7) Poorly prepared students.

An Cultural, social, professional, eel academic isolation.

9) Little or no foundation. alumni, or corporate support.

10) Little or no sponsored'research:' no faculty publications.

11) Program offerings ahd counseling services out of step with new opportunities
in careers and vocational occupations.

12)

13)

-

Degree of concern for the elonment of remedial or corrective programs.

Dearth of faculty eth sc larly backgrounds And achievements accompanied by
inability to attract highly accomplished faculty due to poor institutional
incentive.

14) Inadequate development offiCes and limited capacity for long-range planningi.

By 1974. the limitations and Characteristics hed been translated into percentile
criteria. Unfortunately, as the 1975/76 G.A.D. report documented. they were not
consistently applied.

4-Veir Public 5% 25% 50% 75% 95%

FIE Enrollment 672 1,702 2.372 3,224 5.290
X of Faculty w/Ph.0 20 28 32. 38 95
Average Salary/Professor $11,460 $14,040 $15,467 $16,375 $17,888
Average Salary/Instructor $ 8.000 $ 8.696 $ 8,905 $ 9.485 $10.640% of Students from

Low-Incoms Families 15 42 63 . 79 52
Total EAG Expenditures $988,633 $2,916,696 $3,917.770 $5.395,140 $10,280,000
El4 Expenditures/FTE $ 1.101 $ 1,617 $ 1,863 $ 2,402 $ 3,183
Volumes in Library 45,000 75.233 95,000 120,430 242.191

'

Houser hearings 1967, p. 102)
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4,

-4-Year Private 5% 2 5Z

532
24

412,000
47,650

,

24
41,108,871

41,620
48.000.

SO%

4 .704

31

$12,654
46,330

44
41,590427

42.166
57,530

1170

$13,602
.48,871

77
$2.140,668,

.',,; 42.590

49.000.

1,665
49

$15,640

$9.470

94
$3,987,714-

43.746

96,768

FIE Enrollment 346
%,w; of FacUlty w/Ph.D 12
Average Salary/Professor 49,tS0
Average Salary/Instructor

. 46,6E13
..-'S of Students from

Low-Income Families . 10
Total E46 Expenditures $601,690
E44 Expenditures/FTE $1,040
Volumes inLibrary 27,500

In the rush to make the program operational, concerns voicedihy Semstors end Con-
grsssmen in 1966 regarding.the lack of preciseness, were overlooked. Senator hatch,
in the April 10. 1979 Congressional Rceord.: recalls these concerns; pointing

-out thet then Congressmen GriTfin spoke-to the looseness of pe enabling len-
gOage. In reviewing,tht.testimooy1 find that utile the Congressman acquiesced
to the linguage, he recommewhwithat Congress..."look over.its (0.E.'s) shoulder
and sae what:is going am; otherwise, I do not think We should be fulfilling our
responsibility... 1 sublitthat Congress, caught up in the turmoil of the last
ten years, hes not "looked over 0-E.'s shoulder,TM If they had, they would have
seen the bureaucrativplay loosi,with the intent of the law and the will of Con-
gross. They would have seen the bureaucrats awarding funds in accordance with
their oMmodictates, much like a' umalthy potentate dispenses bonuses. Thus, the
fiefdom grew until, Wier their leadership, they introduce0 the 41011 program to'
expand their largess with the thin promise (never kept) thatthose institutions
funded would be "developed' out of the program. In a final burst of disdain,
end in: order tO limit funding to their favorites, the bureaucrats introduced
this year's limiting ligibility criteria: Were it not for the outcry of small'
,colleges across the land, and quick actioo by Congress, they might wall have'
sucCetded.

,

,

When one reviews the Original testimony on Title III, several.suggistions were
offered which, if included in the regulations, might have eliminated much of
the maneuvering and coáfusion presently extant. Broadus Butler, in trying to
define the term "developing institutions" for the coemLittee, said, "...the tens
is 'quite appropriate because it has implied in it that a .college shall have a
purpose and an explicit plin which At shall submit.,.for examinatJon on itS
imerit; that ihere is a procedure for reviewto determine %tether or not stan-
dards are being met 4n terms of improvemv.t of the areas abOut whichthe prow-
sal 4t designed.. ' Here, 1 believe, Is ibe justification for fiscal support,
the essence of eligibility, and the necessary commitment endLiesponsibility of
the recipient.

-

If an institution is required to document, io accordancawith eligibility cri-
teria, those areas it needs to improve in drder $4 be judged "developed' and
pravides a schedule for achieving the same, then the governmeet and the college
has the responsibility to see that this is in fact achieved: The college or
consortium should clearly state what it intends to do, how mach money it needs':
to do it (from the government),.how much it will contribute on its own, and
when it will cease to request federal support and be self-supporting.

Once again, may I return to the ,testimony establishing the program and another
Suggestion that was implemented at the outset, but, overAime, he; been dilUted.
-I speak to the unanimous opinion of witnesses and camaittet members in favor of
requiring institutions to cooperate if they'were to receive federal support.



The mandate to share resources in order to reduce duplications, effect economies,
and limit competition made good -sense n dollars and students were plentiful; .

it makes more sense now when both ar declining. The authors of the bill realized
it could net justifiably provide'all small Colleges with the resources and bounty
they desired; however, it should assist some colleges on the premise that they
would share with their neighbors.

. .

To carry cooperation a step fUrther, the regulationsurged developing Colleges
tto join with a develcped college or agency f9r assistance. Thus, was born the
concept of an assisting agency or institution which, in the spirit of collegial-
ity, would gutde and help its struggling neighbor. Alas, rapacity is not excluded
from the collegium. The recent G.A.O. report chronicles the growth of "profes -
sional 4ssisting agencies."- Despite such travesties, numerous (over 3001 consor-
tia of small colleges were born and floerish under Title III. With legitimate
"assisting" relationships, . they shared faculty, students, buildings, and funds.
Over time; however, in order to direct more funds towards individual institutions,
Title III bureaucrats suggefted dubious, if not 1.11egil, coniiguraticms. Several
institutions banded together, tech forming a consortium to which each belonged.
Thus, cme'institution could eeguest funds as the coordinator of a consortium,
while receiving additional funds as a member of several others. This exercise
in colleg4a1 incest reaped a fiscal harvest._ Next, if institutions were mot
satisfied with their,"take," they could form bilateral relationships. Thus,

only two fhstitutions dieffled up the pie. Then, as the records show, the burbiu-
crats concocted the single massive grant to the single -institutionAIDP. finally,
the regulations proposed this year allowed multi-year funding for bilaterals and
AIDP, but limited consortia to-one-year grants.

Across the land there are clusters of ,small colleges which have, with limited
grants, pressed towards developed status. These consortia have used minimal
Title III grants', together with' matching grants, in prudent and effettive pro-
grams. . For the most part. they do not receive, nor are they represented by,
"professional assisting agencies." They are seldom heard from, but they ought
to be: During the House, hearings on Title III, the Washington based professional
organizations testified. Two college presidents were on hand; one represented a

. major eensortiom, the other a black institution.. I wrote to several of the com-
ittee members and suggested they missed a chance to hear from the graisrocti:

was told to respond in writing. and herein have done so.

Examples of Successful Programs

Congress has asked several' Title III (4mipients to connent on the effect of the
Rrogram as it relates to moving institutions ahead. 1 an pleased to respond in
behalf of-the New Hampshire College 4nd University CoCincil--a consortium of three
public end ten private colleges. The NHCUC has been in operation for twelve years.
The University of New Harpshire has been the Assisting Agency from the outset.
During-this time, it has never received one dollar of Title III funds for the
many services it hes proviiiid. In fa-ct, the university payt the highest member-
ship dues and individual program assestments of pny consortium member.

The NHCUC has matched Title 111 with institutional assessments in allof its
programs. The.amount received from Title 111 has averaged $220,000 per year.
NO funds received from TitIe 111, with the exteption of NTF fuhds, have been'
devoted to individual institutional efforts. Further, all programs funded by
Title III have or ar'e scheduled for institutional takeover and fiscal support.
This is not to give the impressfon that all programs have succeeded. We have

had sone "notable" failures, as well as,4Uccesses.

_r
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010 pause here and make it clear that if the preiedieg Statements and those
ichroniclino the success of the hi-KIX) seem "self-serving," they are

born out by sevvral studies, site visits, and reviews conducted by OE, the Ford
Foundation, and OFB, as quoted below:

'Harold Hodgkinson, while-engaged in a study of Title III and its results,
was SO impressed by the accomplishments of NHCIJC that he said. among the
consortia he felt were dieing an excellent job, UNCUC *turned out to, be far
and eway the best of the bunch," (Hodgkinson, 1972. p. 13). He went on to
say that WPC has succeeded through.CooPeration in waging war on financial
instability.

Hodgkinsoa describes the operations: "Al) routine and most major adminis
trative tasks are carried out through,the consortium. Library teansports
move books between campuses daily; joint course numbering allows frequent
student exchangek; the four-one-four calendar, a merine.sciences program,
end various cultural programs'are the other-fruits of cooperation for these
institutioes. The schools aee now committed to interdependence, end, while
the manifest fUnction of this sort of cooperatiod is clear, some of the
latent functions art as interesting As one example, religioes institu-
tions within the consortiumhaVe, for the' first time, adopted a contemporary
approach to edUcation in these areas-I...without sacrificing institutional
identity," .(Hodgkinson. 1972. p.13). .

The CoUncil has succeeded because it pioneered (despite OE objections in years past)
the concept of utilizing professional staff to identify areas where resources cbuld
be Shared, funds coeld-be used jointly, and efforts could be centralized. It has
paid off. The Staff, supported,by Title ITI, has and dots consist of a:working
director, a program coordinator, and a secretary. They are assisted by directors
of Joint programs and specialists supported by institutional assessmenti.. All
projects and progries,begun with Title III money, are designed for takeover by
the.gplleges:

The.programs listed below are representative of those initiated by the steff with
Title Ill funds and which are now self-supporting4

EFFORTS INITIATED WITH TITLE III SEED MONEY AND, UNDER TNE'
DIRECTION OF CONSORTIUMSTAFF. NOW SELF SUPPORTING

.A common calendar allowing faculty to teach'.at different institutions
during the winter term.

A Student Exchange Program allowing students to take courses at, or trans-
fer to another institution for vp to two years at no cost; thus, stoients
can take advantage of the strengths Of all member institutions without
their home caucus duplicating courses or hiring 'additional faculty.

2. The Library Program reduced the cost of and provided expanded library
oppertunities for studentS. . Each' college selected a major subject area
and dedicated an increased portion'of the-budget to tbe some. The collec-
tions were available to all itudents.both at the holding library and
through a twice-a-week Library Delivery Setvice et other libraries: A
central repository for very expensive, but little used, books was also
e?tablished.

4. Cooperative Academic Programs: By drawing on limited faculty strengths
and.combining Ahe same, have developed quality programs in specialized
areas such as Marine Studies and Mass Media.

446
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5. initiated a shared camputer systmand trained facultyi computer languages
with an NSF Grant.

0. A Central Purchasing System. utilizing-State of NeW hamOshire services. was
'developed.

7. A Student Aid Program, now providing in excess of.S2 miIlion,.wes developed.

8. A High School-Councilor Handbook for Financial Assistance was developed and,
via a series of woricshops. taught the use oPsame.. ifitopplications have
been raised 10%.

4. Utilizing engineering resources of the Universi,ty. conducted an energy audit
of all campus buildings. From this, retro-fit program have averaged a I0 1
energy savings. .

10. NTf $unds have assisted faculty in'obtaining 55 Ph.D's.

11. Deveoped joint summer school combining three institutions!

12. YWmagement profiles leading to staff reorganization for several colleges.

13. Visiting Scholars Programs.

la. A three-year Instructional Development Program directed towards career
implementation for Liberal Arts.

15. The following cefitralized services: Cooperative Placeaent, COoperatiVe
Admissions'. Centralized.financial Aid Office, and Centralized Security

, :Training.

16, 4oint marine labaratory.

17.. A program in cooyeratfon with all bahks in the state to increase their loan
programs.

18, 13 fiscal mana6ement workshops.

19. 30 iaculty wirkshops.

20. Short- and/iong-range plans.forten institutions.

THERE FOLLOWS4SOME SUGGESTED CRITERIA FOR DESIGNATION AS A "DEVELOPING INSTITUTION-:

1. How do academic characteristics (e.g.. SAT scores and high school class standing)
0- of AtuAents currently applying compare with those of applicants in prior years?

Z. How many applicants have to be accepted Io enroll one student? How has this
ratici changed over the last few years?

31 iHow.'many students are applying to the institution thi year compared to previous
Years?

4. How many students remain from one year to tha next, e.g., from freshnan to
sophomore_and how doei this compare with previous years?

4
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How adequate are the.library resources in providing support for the various
departments? hiow adequate are other support items (media, ccomuter, facili-
ties, staff) for each of the departments?

Hay/turnover rates of faculty and staff chenged significantly over the 'last
five years? What has been the student attrition or dropout rate for the
institution as a whale and for its departments?

7. Is the compensation of faculty and staff coMpetitive

8. Is the Student body-sufficiently diverse.(e.g., in its social AndreUltural
charecteristics) to promote the kinds of nonclassroom learning experiences
theinstitution desire's? Has the diversity pf the student body changed signif-
itintly over the last five years?

9. Have the net changes in fund balances been positive?

10. At what level, and with what tertainty will the institution's prima y sources
of financial support continee to provide fonds in the future?

II. What percentage of the institotion's assets can be liquidated and expended
shoUld the need arise? Whatiproblems would:be encountered...in doing so?

12. Has,the percentage of graduates either obtaining employment Or cbeitinuino their
ducatidn changed significantly in the last five years?

11. How have the prices of major eOst items changed; for example, faculty and staff.
salarie, library books,.equipment, and energy, and what effet will those
changes have on the institution's total budget?

14. Are students, at the national level, enrolling in the kinds of instruction-
programs Offered by the institution?, If not, in what kinds of programs are
they enrolling?

. 15. What stepsare the institution taking to promote interinstitutional cooperation?

15. How have increases in the total cost of attendance compared to increases in
personal disposable income end inflation?

17. rs the institution relying more heavily on tuition as a percentage of total
revenUts?

18. Howdo financial aid expenditures of peer institutions comne466to those of
this institution? How has this changed over time?

9; To what extent are the institutlon's unrestricted funds beina used for financial
aid? What is the pencentage of tuition? What is the ri e for peer institutions?

20. What percentage of students is receiving financial aid !Wm has this changed?

21. What is the mix tby.ethnic origin, sex, classj-ank, family income.. Scolastic
Aptitude Test (SAT,) score, etc.) of the entering class, an4 how has it chenged
Overtime?

22. What are the institution's retention factors, and how have they changed oven
time?

ort
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23; Now does the institution's governmental apprepriation compare with appropria-
tiensffor othee simdlir institutions?

24. Does the institution have a stated tenure policy? If so, how does it comnare
.with other statements on tenure?

25. What have been average faculty and staff:salary levels in recent years? HOw
does the growth of the institution's faeulty salaries comeare with the growth
of those in peer institutions, with the consumer price index, and with rele-
eantmarket silary surveys?

26. Meat is the history.of faculty turnover?

THE,..eF F41,045.50ME SUGGESTED" CRITERIA FOR JUDGING APPLICATIONS, FOR GRANT AWARDS:

Congress has requested recommandations foe legiilative and quideline changes for
reauthorization. My.thinking is that Congress: ,(with'Title III) wished' to give

H.assistance to those institutions showing promise of reaching'a position where they
. can provide quality educatioe and be.self-sufficient. Once an institaticon is declared
eligible, lt seems to me, awards for program% should he made on the folfbwing basis:

1. The instituttoir has documegted these areas.that limit its'development and
these art acceptable to OE.

2. The programs proposed will eliminate the weakareas (or some portion of them)
as set forth.

A set of evaluation criteria and a schedule for program termination are.offered.

4. ASsurances that the institution is fiscally soend and capable of managing
Title III and other funds arc provided. .

S. Matching funds are pledged.

6. 'Institutional termination dates set forth for participation in title III.

If the institution chooses (and I submit it should) to participatejn a consortium,
the following should be required:

,1

1. ,A recise statement of hoW.the objectives will be Met collectivelY.

2. A description and budget for consgrtium administration.

3. A line-item budget showing how'much each colleoe will receive in Money and
services, and how meth they will provide.

4. If there is.an assisting agency,4 statement of what services (and the coSt)
will be provided each institution; the amount of money accruing to the assisting
agency; a biographical description of the agency as to its participation in
Title III; and, if it is involved with other tonsortia, to what degree ani
how puch. .

5. Ao Annual site visit from OE should be schedu)ed.

6. Grants should be for more than one year.

to 4 .4 4
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With these points in mind, let me add a few thoughts. 1.believe an institution or
4 consortium should be required to prepare and .submit a plan that leads to develoo-
ment-status and the termination of Title HI funding. I believe tt would take
several years to.complete, with each year given over to.reducing the limiting.
factors. I further believe that institutions, to the degree 'Possible, must be
required to supplement Title III with their own funds.in anticipation of the
time they will have to assume full support.

This has been a long report for any:Cbrigressman, Senator, or his aide to read. It

does notiaddress such concerns or repuests for field readers (conflict of interest),
technical reviews, program evaluations, further concerns relative to assisting
agencies, administrative bias, ranking proponents, etc.

Title III has marie.an enormous impact on New Hampshire. We want it to:continue,
but in accordance with coegressional mandates. We feel the recent look by Congress
has been pf immense benefit. Certain bureaucrats have left and, like 'the mule and
the plank," the Bureau of Higher and Continuing Education is paying attention. We
want to provide you with our views and conterns so that when you make decisions, you
will know how the small, often rural, colleges feel: I hope you will listen.

/
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REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER
EDUCATION ACT AND RELATED MEASURES

PART iTRIO

TUESDAY, APRIL 10, 1979

Houss OF REPRESENTATIVES
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMIT= ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
. Washington, D.

The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.m., pursuant t4 notice, in roo
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Fo
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

4, Members present Representatives Ford, Buchanan, and Murphy.
Members of the staff present Thomas R. Wolanin, staff director

Patricia F. Rissler, deputy staff director; Willi= C. Cloban, minor-
ity assistant education counsel; arid Jennifer Vance, minority legisi
lative associate.

Mr. Falai). The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will
come to order for the purpose of continuing hearings on the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965 and related
measures.'

Our hearing today will consider the special programs far stu-
dents from disadvantaged backgrounds, familiarly own as the
TRIO programs. ,

These programs are appropriately authorized under title IV of
the Higher Education Act, Student Assistance. The TRIO programs
are aimed at assisting students to overcome some of the barriers to
both access and completion of postsecondary education.

In particUlar, these programs try to help students overcome the
barriers of lack of information, inadequks-skills, and lack of clear
direction or motivation by providing services such as tutorials,
counseling, and information about student financial aid.

These programs complement the other programs hit title IV
which provi e the financial aid and, of course, financial aid is
primarily for the purpose of removing the barrier of economics
from access to educational opportunity and retention in postsecon-

dageducation.TRIO programs have received favorable evaulation froni
those who have studied them in recent years and, in addition, these
programs have enjoyed increasing support from the Congress as
witnessed by the appropriations levels of inding which rose fro
$70 million in fiscal year 1975 to $140 million in fiscal year 19

The fact that the TRIO program is, in fact, five progr: u d
that one of the five ,has never been funded, and the fact : t these
programs have their origins in legislative enactments of 1964, j,965,

(445)
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1968, 1972, and 1976, 'points, 1. think, to the -central. issue with
respect to the -reauthorization of these programs. That issue is the
overlapping clienteles, services, and providers which characteri±e
the programs.

Our witnesses today .will appear in three panels. All of the
witnesses are prepared to comment on the recommendations of the
various educatipnal. organizations .that have comments on this par,
ticular part of the law.

The panels are also specializ.ed by thcprograms with which the
members of the panel have the most experience.

The first panel includes witnesses most familiar with the
. Upward Bound and .special services program's. These are campus-
based programs which primarily serve students who are in school,
either in, high school in the case of Upward Bound, or postsecon-
dary education in the case of special services.

Oilr second panel this morning Will include witnesses whose
primary experience, is with the talent search and educational op-
portunity centers programs. These programs are usually located in
thevommunity rather than on the campus, and they serve,individ-
uals who are not currently in school as opposed to current students

Otir third panel will discus the liEP and CAMP .prograrns:,The
high school equiValency program and the college .Eassistance
giant program,. which serve students from migrant' families.. This

will- address the possible relationship between ..the .Hg13/
'\.:.CAMPj programs nOw lqpated in the Department of Lal and the

'.TMO prograMs.
.0n the first panel. we have Mr. Arnold' Mitcheni who. is the

directdr Of the educational opPortunity-program at Marquette UM,
Versity in .M.ilwaukee, Wis.

Please conle Up to the table.
We have .'With us Mr.' Luther Dease who is the director of the.

, Upward Bound prOject at Western MiChigan University in Kalama-
ikw .....zoo,.Mich.; Mr. Danny 'alum, who is the TRIO desk director a the

United States ..Student Association*in Washington, D.C. atid Mr.
Fuji Adachi who is the coordinator of the siudent educational
programs. at,the University of Wyoming in Laramie, Wyo..

Without', objection, the statements prepared for the committee by
.the panel. will be inserted in .full at this point in the record.

prepared statements of Arnold Mitchem, Luther ,Dease,
Danny EalUm, and Fuji Adachi follow:1

TESMNIONY _OF ARNOLD L. MITCHEM, CONVENOR, NATIONAL COORDINATING COUNCIL
tW EVI,JCAyfONAL OrPORTLINITY ANSOCIATIONS

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, we are eeply honored to have
been afforded this' opportunity to present the recommendati is on the TRIO reauth-
orization developed by the National Coordinating Council of ucational Opportuni--
ty Associations to this Subcommittee. These recommeridatio re the reSult of a
series of' deliberations conducted by the Council and its ten constituent organiza-
tions over the ten -month period froni Deeeinber, 1977 through September. 1918, The
fen TRIOixised associations which. make up the NCCEOA have a combined mem- .
bership ()lover Iii00 persons from 47 states and the Commonwealth of Puerto-Rico.
All of the recoMmendations which I. will discuss today were first proposed in
regional taSk forces of TRIO practitioners. These proposed recommendations were
then discussed in other areas of the country: considered and Modified by a Task
Force of the NCCEOA, and finally approved' in a position 'paper adopted bY the
NCCEOA last September. It is that document which sefVed a.s the basis of the draft
legislation which the Council submitted to the Subcommittee on February, lf
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Chairman. Ford's invitation, and it is that doeument.which will serve lathe basis of
our testimony here today. ,

As you know, 'Subpart 4 of Title IV- of the Higher Education .Act o 1963 as
amended autl-iorisee six programs which, for reasons of history, are cemmonly
referred taus the TRIO programs. These include:. Talent Search;UPward Bound,
SpeCial Services for Disadvantaged. Students, Educational Opportunity Centers,
Service Learning 'Centers, and a training program for TRIO staffs., The Council's.

.mition paper included'eleven recommendations. The rehnirks of this:panel will be
limited te. Coancil recommendations which impact upon -Upward Bound, Special
Services, Service Learning Centers, and the Traintw Authority. The next panel will
discuss Council iskommendationa as. they effect Talent Search .projects and Educe-
tional'Opportunity Centers. .

1-10,141Nt Bound, as currentlY authorizaid, ia a program tbr,disadvantaged high
school youth which is designed to assist them in developing the skilla and- motiva,
Owl necessary..for success in college. Upward Bound students :attend a summer
session, most often a residential suminer session, oh the host coMpus. There they
receive supplementary instruction, particularly in the basic' skills of reading, Writ-
ing and mathematics. They also receive,persortal and academic counSeling and take
part' in :a. variety of cultural, careet,and other ingtivational.activities.`Oftentimes,
when diatances permit. Upward Bound students also receive counseling, tutoring,
college placerhent assistance, and additional instruction in basic skills during the
.academic year..Under the pressent legislation all, Upward l3oui students must meet
the Bureau of the Casus' Poverty criteria. .

The Special Services program offers contpensatory services tfdis advantaged stu-
dents already shrolled in college. Central to its mission is increasing ,the retention
of low-income and minority students in .college. Typical services made available by
Speeial Services projects include academic advising, personal counselihg; instruction
in the basic-skills. poat-baccaluareate placement- aasistance, .and tutoring. The cur-
rent eligibility Criteria for '13eCial Services programs are less exact than those
governing the Upward Bound program. Servicek are to be provided to "students
with academir potential who are enrolled or accepted for enrollment at-the (host)
-institution " who. fi/ -by reason of depried educational, cultural, or economic
background, or physical handicap, are in need Of such services to assist them to
initiate, continue or resume their postsecondarY education or .by .reason of
limited Englishspeaking ability. are in need of bilingual educational- teaching,
guidance, and counseling in order to enable them to,pursue a postsecondary educa4.
tion." .,.

ECIMINATING OVERLAP AMONG ME VARIOUS TRIO PROGRAMS

The first iSsue which.the Council confronted when it examined the current
legislation with a view towards' the reauthorization was the obvious overlap between
some programs. From the practitioners goint of view; there is a logical distinction
between those TRIO programs which we refer to akthe campus-based programs and
thoee we refer to as..the community-based programk Upward -Bound and Special
Services are campus-based orograms since their activities necessarily take place on
a 'college campus and since the effectiveness of those activities is oftentimes depend-
ent upon the degree to which the programs are integrated into .the college environ-
ment. Taient Search pkijects 'and Educational Opportunity Centers, on the other
hand,: rely more directly for their success on theextent td which they canreach into
disadvantaged communities and bridge the chasm -between that community and
higher edUcation. Among what we have called the campus-based programs, there is
a further distinction. Upward Bound programs are targeted upon students who have
not yet reached college; Special Services are: targeted upon students already in
college.

Since ltrifl, thelegislation has also authorised Service Learning Centers, however,
ho funds have heen appropriated- for 1.hese projects. Service. Learning Centers would
also compensatory servioss n5 etudente enrolled in collage. It is the view of
the Coudcil that such Centera, if funded, would duplicate services already provided
by Special. Services projects. We reconimend the eliwination of this authority.

OAHU:NINO THE DEFINITION OF TIIE TARGET POPULATION

Perhaps the moat complex issue which the .Council was required to address In
looking toward the reauthorization was the problem of adequately defining

criteria. The various TRIO programs were instituted at different times over the
last f.puiteeif years in response tti different perceivcsi needs, and each of the pro-
grams has a different definition of eligibility. Then, too, the subpart has both
iteniral definition of eligibility for services, and, in some instances, modified
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tionS uf eligibihty which apply to only one prooam. The resulting lack of claritycauses problems at many levels. Not only does it increase the difficulty which theOffice.Of Education experiences in simply counting the eligible populations in var-ious areas, it also makes it more cult to. issue clear and simple, regulations. ThisIfi
compound* the problems at the nstitutional level where, for example, il Projectdirector may never be coMplet y certain whether or hot he is correetly applyingcriteria Such ai cultural .or educational disadvantage,

The Council is reconunending two simpler .and more' exact criteria which'wouldsubstitute forthe current language and which 'Would serve as the basis for eligibilityin any of the- TRIO programs. These criteria are ID status as a first generationcollege student, and s2) compliance with a revised tow-income standard sl) percentof the Bureau of.the Census' poverty criteria). For Upward Bound, two-thirda of thestudents in each project would be required, to meet-both the first generation crite-rion 'and the economic criterion; up to one-third of the studepts, in each project-would be reipired to meet only one' of the-se criteria. In 'Special Services projects,two-thirds of the students would be required -to meet both criteria or be physicallyhandicapped; one-third of the students could be either first generation college stu-dents, students from lowtincome backgroundS, or be physically handicapped. ,As' the following -table indicates: if ozw walks down a street in America today,there is about a 17 percent chance that the first person encountered will have hadonly liVe to 6ight- years of schooling. But it' one walks onto a college campus, there isonly an t. percent clumee that the first person Met will bethe child of a person withfive to keight years of schooling. The children ,of every group of Americans Icharac-terized by educational level) air underrepresented on oUr campuses with the singleexception of the cldren of college graduates. In the general population, only 16percent of the citiietvy has three or more years of college while over ti6 percent ofcollege students today are from families where the head of the household had overthree years of college., .

TAW 1.----Companseil ot Undergraduate Enrollment by Years Edulatroarnpleteld by Family Head to Yeirs
at Schooling Completed by the Population -IS and Over
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Sitnilarly, it . is offiy the children of the comparatively well to do who are as wellrepresented in the college population as they are in the general population. And.
contrary to what wtiuld appt.tar to be the premise of the current eligibility criteria,
children of the working poor and of the lower- middle class are sometimes moredisadvantaged with regard to college than are children of persons defined as poor bythe Bureau of the Iiiirisus. Among whites and. Iiisaanikis, for example, the children151perons in the $7,.0)TO to $9,999 income range a,re less likely to attend college than
are children from families with incomes below $5,000.
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This Committee has worked ,diligently over the past fifteen years to move the
country closer 'to the goat of attaining equal educational opportunity in higher
educationand the array of student assistance prograrns avaihnale Way is testimo-
nY to the extent to which they have accomplished this purpobe, 13ut intuitively, if
not from experience. I am sure you are aware of all the-non-economic factors which,
if not addreesed, can and do keep students from enrolling in or completing college:
A' student with a sincere concern for assisting 'his family financially never enters
college, or drops out once he or She has enrolled, because no one has taken tbe time
to show that student hew entering or graduating from college will, in the long run,
give that family much greater security and status., a student who has never been
giVen Support by his family or teachers never considers enrolling in college because
he or she does not believe himself to be "college material," a student with .severe
writing problgpis drops out of, college because there is no one to assist him in
writiug thernt>s'and he or she cannot overcome that hurdle; a student from an'inner
city ghetto or from a very isolated rural area drops out of collige because 4w or she
cannot deal with the cultural dissonance experienced when entering a predominant-
ly white. predominantly middle or upper-middle class environm.ent'-for the first
time. 1 is for students such as These that a Student Assistance strategY which does
not include the provision of supportive services is incompleteand will most likely
fail.

NIANLIATIG THE PROVISION OF FULL FINANCIAL MD FOR SVECIAL SERVICE. STUDENTS

A third Council recommendation addresses this issue of the interrelationship,
between the Student Aid programs ;Ind TRIO when it suggests that the legislation
be amerided to require that in approving Special Services grants, the Commissioner
shall require that each individual enrolled will receive sufficient financial assistance
to writ their determined need. It is the exPerience of almost every Special Services
director and counselor that it is often futile to attempt to address a student's
.aeademic problems unlesa the student is first provided a basic level of personal
security. .\i'ery simply, it is 'much harder to learn calculus when you are worried
abOut being forced to w' draw from school because of financial problems. It would
seem appropriate the n institution target its available resources to assure that
students are indeed ven a reasonable chance to graduate from College. Indeed this
is particularly trtsince the federal government has put such an approach within
the financial c bility of most institutions. The figures on student attrition support
the thesis that students who veceive adequate assistance are less likely to withdraw
front school as is shown on the following table.
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TABLE If -TOTAL WITHDRAWAL RATE FOR 2-YR AND 4-YR COLLEGE STUDENTS AND GRADUATION RATE FOR

2-YR COLLEGE STUDENTS BY FINANCIAL AID
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A fourth Council xecommendation .relates to the Training Authority first author-
ized 'in the' 1976 Amendmenta. The Council recommends that monies authorized
ender the Training, Authority, should be made available as grants rather than..
contraets. Project* funded under this authority should include conferences, intern-.
ships, seminars add work.shops deeigned to improve the operation of TRIO programs
and the legislation should mandate that training be appropriate to local needs. The
legislation should .,,also require that grants be made only after consaltation 'with
regional ikricl State ,assceiations of persons. involved in the projects..

Very frankly, these recommend,ations are designed to address 'problems whidh
curreotly exist in the management and operation of the training activities author-
ized under this subpart. Two million dollars was set aside out of the $115 million'

.TRIO appropriatioit for fiscal 197S for training activities. Ooe two million dollars
contract wae let-aed very littleinput Was sought or accepted, either by the Office
of Education or the contractor, with regard to the operation of the training...As a
result, the training has not been as sensitive to lOcal needs as is desirable. And,
even when allowance made for the fact that this is the firet year of the project's
operation, it must be concluded that the training is not ,as Coet-effective as it abould.
be.

The problem, of course, is extremely troublesome to the NCCEOA. In a moment I
am gOing to argue the Council's pot;ition that the TRIO authorization level should
he raised .to i4404). million. In a few -Weeks I. and other representativ.ea of the
NCCEOA are testifjring before Congressman Natcher's Subcommittee to urge an

-increase jn the TRIO .appropriation for fiscal 1980, With 'the recent increases in'the
TRIO appropriation-from $7.0.8 milliOn in 1976 fo .$140 million in fiscal 1979-the
need for staff training is especially critical. lietween fiscal 1976 and fiscal 1978, the
number of new Special. Service* projects alone rose by 30% and these new staff
'members need effective nuts and bolts training which is,not presently available..
Since we in the TRIO-based Associations accept the responaibility for representing
the needs of disadvantaged students to the Congress, concomitantly, we must and do
accept the' responsibility for assuring that thaw monk% appropriated are spent in
the most effective possible manner. The rtvominendatione regarding staff develop-;
ment actiVities offered by the NCCEOA were made to further this end.
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INCREA,SINU THE :AUTHORIZATION LEVEL.

Finally, as I mentioned previously-the NtX.7EOA is r(ominending an increase in.
the TRIO 'authorization level from $200 millibn to .$400 million, Currently, while
appropriations Rtand at 70 percent of the authorization level, less than G 'percent of
the target population is.served. Even with full funding-, less than. 9 percent,of the
curiently eligible population would receive services.

Projecting .apPropriation increases comparable Co those reCeived since fiscal 19741
and a pattern of allocation .f funds .by the -Office of EduCation similar to that
employed by them in riscal 197S, the distribution of TRIO monies would be as
follows. This projects an annual. perc"-ent increase for Talent Search projects, an
annual IS percent increase for .Upward Bound projectS, and an annual 51 percent
increase for Special Services projects. Figures on the number of persorts eligible for
Educational Opportunity Centers under the revised criteria were not available.
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TRIO offers both young people arid adulta in this society an opportu y to
achieve upward mobility at a relatively siniiU cost to the federal.government. These
programs 'increase the effectiveness of the other Student Assistance Programs au-
thorized under Title IV especially by decreasing the waste which student attrition
often rejsretagits. Moreover, they serve to assure that the Student Assistance Pro-
grams will be utilized to achieve to the fullest extent possible one of their major
intended goals: greater equality of opportunity in postsecondary education. This
task requires a $400 million inVestment.

These. recommendations submitted by the NCCEOA reflect the full consideration
of TRIO practitioners and are intendeil to increase the effectiveness of the Special
Programs for Students from Disadvantaged Backgrounds. We appreciate the consid-
eration this Subcommittee has already,given to the recommendations and welcome
any inquiries or.comments you might have.

,*

MiTIMONY OF DR. LUTHER it DEASE, DIRECTOR, UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM, WESTERN
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY ,EALAMA200, MICH. AND PRESIDENT OF THE MICHIGAN COLIN-
CIL OF EDUCATION OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the subcommittee., my name is Luther R.. Dease
and I an appearing before this sUbcommittee as an Upward Bound director at
Western Michigan University. 1 am also president of the. Michigan Council of
Educational Cipportunity Program and a member of the Mid-America Association of
Eduitmnal 4Opportunity Progr' am Personnel. My comments are my own and are .
bjsd upon my experiences and knowledge acquired from aVailable literature on the

bject.
My ,involvenient with Upward Bound began with the prokram's inception at

Western Michigan UniversitY: I have serviced student participants as instructor,
resident coordinator and assistant director. In June, 190, I assuined the director-
ship. I have been an Upward Bound .project director for ten years: My experiences
and contributions have been rewarding.

During. the past year. I took over the reins as president of the Coundil
for Educational Opportuait Programs.

The Michigan Chapter of the Mid-America Association of Ed tional portuni-
ty Program Personnel exi.sts to promote the interest of profess] iai educa rs con-
cerned about advancing the concept of 'secondary and post-secondary cation.

The association's mission is to broaden access and,choice, and to incre retAi-
tion of educationally diaadvantaged students.

Historically, education, aftOr high school was usually planned for the elite. Stu-
dein who satisfied the academic and financial requirements for admission were
usually admIt* without reservatiiin. For those who did not meet the necessary
criteria for adinission, college Was beyond their reach.

Two major barriers prevented many students from entering- into higher education-
al institutions. They were: ta] poor academic preparation; this eventually leads to
denial of college acceptance for admission; and, tb) insufficient financial resat:11*s to
defray the cost of college expenses. The latter .barrier illUstrates that there is a need
for full financial aid funding for students to matriculate in college. The new pro-

*. post, recommended legislation .uildresses itaelf to this isstie,
Upward Bound .is a pre-college, federally funded prograin'that is designed to help

high -sehool students from low income families develop the skills and' motivation
necessary .for succeb6 in college.1 personally view the program as preparing the
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students with survival skills. Our program at Western Michigan University has
,Thret 3) major objevtives. They are:

1. To decieuee the dropout rate by increasing the retention;
2. To generate skills and motivation; and -
3, To increaee entry rate into poetsecandaryinstitutione.

The program also strives to change negative attitudes to potative ones. In other
words chang.7 "I can't" to "I can." .

There are several' core. functions related to the reeommended legislation. These
were not mentioned in the past legislaition! I will list and comment on each core

, function and theinrelative importance.. f

Reeding, Writing, Mathematics, etc.: These three courses taught along with
speeeh and listening form the core unit in the communicative'skills. It is.recom-
mended that a concerted effort be rendered to upgrade student participants in the
ebove mentioned areas prior to college Matriculation. .

.Pereonel Couneeling: During the spninwr phase, Counselors and directortespend
many hourvcounaeling involving: (1)" Who am 1? (2) Value clarification; (3) Conduct-
ing self-defeating. behavior seminal's; and 04 ). Placing emPhasis on Career counseling.

Academic Advising: It is recommended that directors and counselors adViae stu-
dent participants on the college preparatory requirements they will need for their
college major.

TutorialServices: This task is continuous.. Some directors view tutoring as an
important component for academic survival in high schools generally, but more
importantly seen as a necessary supportive service in both the summer.phase and
academic school year_

Expoaure to Cultural Events: It is recommended that exposure to Cultural events
aasist in btrilding the enrichment of background experiences. One can aastune that
the world of the student could broaden and take on a new dimension as a result of
this exposure. Examples of-such cultural. exposure are: (1) the King Tut exhibition; \
(2) the musical play "The Wiz"; and (3) exploring the Museum of Science and
Industry, in Chicago, Illinois. Students learn from these experiences. Their value
system is somewhat altered also. .

Expending.the Eligibility Yeariefroin .13 to 19: This new recommended leAslation
lowers tif, eligibility age from 14 to.13. This age group range ia not inclusive of
veterans.

The recommended legislation encourages "instruction designed' to Prepare youths
participating in the project for careers in which persons from disadvantaged back-
grounds are particularly underrepresented." As a project director. I have been
appalled at the disadvantaged stadenta who shun the sciences as a major field in
college. I recently completed a study at my hc:st institution. One of my finding% was
that no evidenie was found thaisliisward Bound students would select science
miOrs at a higher rate than non-Upward Bound students.

'1 he Upward' Bound intervention, as supported by the iliterature and was to a
slight degree supported in my study, might have an impact on students to remain in
college and obtain the college degree. There is an historical pattern by minority
persons in college to refrain from. selecting science majors. Emphasis in the form of
special thrust ih the science aiest and warkshope are needed if more students are to
be encom'aged to select science majors.

In 1976 the Research Triangle Institute, under contract with the United States
Office of Education, conductid a study of the Upward Bound programs. The- major
findings of this study suggested that (a) the program increased entry into poetsecon-
dory education for dieadvaptaged students (71.% of Upward Bound participants as
compred fp 47% of the coMparison group); (b) the length of time a student is in the
program is directly related to the probability of postsecondary enrollment; and (c)
the study revealed that about 76% of Upward Bound students beginning postsecon-
dary education-entered fourfyear colleges and universities as compared with 45% of
the eontrol group.; /

Mr. Chairman, am'pleased to have been invited to appear before this committee.
I hope that 'my reniarks (kill.prove useful.

STATEME.NT OF DA N:s7 Y EALUM. TRIO DESK DIIii3:TOR, UNITED STATES STUININT
ASSOCIATIA

Mr. (7hairmen und members Of the committee, I would like to thank you for the
opportunity tg be here today. My name iS Danny Ramon Ealum. I am Director of
the TRIO Desk, en intern poeition with the United States Student Aseociation
IUSSAL I arp oh..leave from Vincennes University in Indiana, where I am currently
enrolled as aSseehman in-the pre-law program. I would not have made it this far if
it had not been for the TRIO progrems, namely Upward Bound.
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'Born and. raised,in Evansville, Indiana, where I am the oldest of five children, mye
family has had difficult tithes just like many otber disadvantaged families. When I
was a high school freshman I had a very difficalt time adjusting to the new school
to which I had been bussed_ This difficulty grew worse until I was expelled from
high school fbr the rest of the semester. During this period I was fortunate enough
to- ineet.-Mrs. Verna Cooper, who was in charge of the Upward Bound program in
Evansville, Indiana. Mrs. Cooper got me into the .Upward Bound program and
encouraged me to return to school.and graduate.

I found through- my personal experience that Upward Band SVIIN nut a -welfare
program but a strong edueational progearn. The .intensive instruction in math,
reading, arid Englith improved my basic skills so that I could compete effeetively in
the classroom. The eketive.cluseeti offeredih the .Upward Bound curriculum broad-,
ened my horizons and outlook. I learned to think in terms of a professidnal 6.arevr.

Not only has Upward Bound provided me with ttitorial asidatimce and career
counselng, but most of all, Upward Bound has given me the feeling of being
4omebocy. When I was in Upward Bound we lived on campus at Vincennes Univer.
sity an really got the feeling of being owour own,. The irogram also encouraged Us
to gs4 involved in activities, even if we weren't the best in them. Staying and
participating in the Upward Bound progieun has made my mother vtly proud of meand al elpod me. to 'set an example for- my three brothers and one siSter. .

In pi4$ilar. I found that Upward Bound helped me realize there are peOple who
are walla to help you when times get rough. Without TRIO programs, atich as
Upward.Lkund, and the beautiful people who have helped me, I would nut have
reached triis point today. I probably would haye delayed going to school and :gradu-
ating': Upward Bound has given me the opportunity to get a 'college education, while
in the procese teaching met() respect myself and others around me.

I have come .before you to tell you ltow important and effective the TRIO pro-
grams are, and the need for full funding of these programs. It is my duty, as a TRIO
student:to testify and make way for the millions of disadvantaged students, like-
myself, who have not yet experienced the unusual opportunities in the TRIO pro
grains to their fullest potential.

simetti BE Tile, AtInioulz,vrioN LEVEL. FOR THE TRIO PROCHANIS'

Program:- Special Programs fur Students from Disadvantaged Backgrounds 1,TRIO)'.
Pablic Law Number; 93-318, es amended by 94-482 Common Title: Education

Amendments of 1976. Subsection DesignatiOn: Title IV. (Student Aasistancee, Part C.
Purpose of the program: To idergify qualified .students from low income families,

or who have academic potential l'Iut may lack adequate secondary education; are
physically handicapped; suffer from backgrounds of severe rural isolatIon or cultur-
al deprivation to prepare them for post-secondary education; and to provide special
services for such students

Reauthorization .Rectimmendatiow $4(X1 million
General Comment: The United States Student Association i.USSA,, which repre.

sents 3 million college and university students, is requesting that the authorization
level be raised from $200 million to $400 'million. In 1976 the authorization level waS
raised from $100 million to $200 million as a result of an amendment introduced,by
Mrs. Chisholm. The fact that Mrs:Chisholm introduced an amendment to raise the
authori7ation level from $100 million to $200 million, a substantial increase, tells us
that the TRIO programs are effective and .necesaary ,for providing the economic and
culturally deprived student with access to a post.secondary education. Yet_ funding
at the $200 milliOn level would provide access to only 25% of the eligible population.
There are currently over 1200 `IMO programs in existence, hut applicationspumber
over 1400. Given the size of the target population and the level of appropriations
.and increases which would be 'necessary to begin to 'meet unmet needs, it was
determined that $400 million is an appropriate and necesaary authority level.

If the .authorniat;ion levet were raised to $400 million, it would allow the provision
services to more students who are eligible for the program hut cannot

pate now because of' lack of funding. ,

17es.: MST (:ENERATION CONCEPT

The reauthorization language fur eligibility of participants in Upwsrd Bound zuid
Special Service's for Disadvantaged Students should be changed to inglude .the first

' generatiOn concept. A first generation college student should be defined to be a
person whose natural or adoptive parents did nut complete a baccalaureate degree.

This is an important concept if we are truly concerned about keeping tire spirit in
which the legislation was originally passedthat is to open doors and to provide
access tu pest sectindery education where the doors have seemed closed. In my case,
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I am a firiitaieneratiort student. -Although my parenta do not have a college educa-
tion, they do have a dream that I will be college educated. My g 'ng through thobe
college doors, hopefully, will have a rippling effect. My brothere jand sister, seeing
my suoctias will 'be encouraged, to try harder to achieve, and sur4ly I will see that
my sons and daughters tairnplete post-secondary schooling. Th first generation
concept is a good e because it will have the effect of ensuring stider amess and it
will ensure a mo efficient use of monies because of the rippling effect it will have
in individual fftilies.

Therefore, feel strongly that the eligibility criteria language siwuld be amended
te include tze first generation concept._

.
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID.

One point of concern fur all students enrolled in Special Service* for DisadVan-
taged StUdenta programs is financial aid. Coming from a disadvantaged background,
program students are unable to-bring financial resources to school. It is important
that schools receiving federal funds for Special Servicas programs be committee also
to ensuring that Special Servicee students receive adequate. financial aid packages-
so that these students may stay in school. A .strong directive needs to come from
this reauthorizatioh.proceas to the host schools "SO-1.--t-Tiliigram monies, and finan-
cial aid monies are not wasted but are wed in a coMmon goal-the successful
completion of past-fiecondary educdtion by program students.

These are some of the most critical points for reauthorization. To aid you in your
consideration is a stateMent of detailed inforMation about the TRIO _programs,
Including description's of each program, summary statistics, evaluations and funding
history. As you can see, TRIO programs have been very effective in increasing high
school retention, and-graduation rates, and college entrance, retention and gradua-
tion rates. USSA views TRIO as an invesament to pretect they multi-billion dollar
irivegtment the Federal Governmeht has in student aid. If disadvantaged students
are given the financial support they need, but are denied academic support, they
will drop out .of college. The end result. of this will simply be unfulfilled educational
goals for the students and westing of the governments student aid funds. ..

DESCRIPTION OF Tire. TRIO PROGRAMS
.

.

TRIO was authorized under Section _417, Higher Education 'Act of 1965 in Subpart
4. SpecialaPrograms for Studenta. from Disadvantaged Backgrounds. (As amended by
the 416 Education.Amendmentsa

.
Thr legislation authorized' service* specifically designed to identify and assist

youths from low-income familitai who have academic potential, but who may...lack
adequate seconduryschool preparation, who may be Physically handicpped, or who
may be disadvantaged because of severe rural isolation, to enter, Ctisntinue, 'or
resume programs of secondary and post-secondary education.

These programs came to be known as the TRIO 'programs including; Talent
Search [TS) 1965; Upward. Bound (1.113) 1965; Special Services for Disadvantaged
Students (SSD& 1965; Educational Opportunity Centers (E0C; 1974. Service Learn-
ing Centers iSLCa 1976; and Training Authority ITA) 1976. .

Talent Search.---Off campus community based recruiting programs delismed to:
Identify youths of financial or cultural need to .complete secondary or undertake
post-Secondary educatiOn; publicize and provide students with information on exist-
ingatudent financial aid; encourage secondary or college dropouts of demonstrated
aptitude to continue or resume post-secondary education; arid two-thirds of TS
participants must meet law income criteria. .

Upward Bound.-On Campus, pcet-secondary preparatory recruitment program
designed for high school' youths of grades 10-12: To generate skills and motivation
necessary for succese in edUcation beyond high school; to previde youths from low

income backgrounds and with inadequate secondary school preparation with a vari-
ety of academic and cultu l activities, an a full-time basil: during thasumniers and
academic years; and to pr vide tutorial assistance in areas af .E,nglish, Math and
other areas of inadequate p parations.

Special Serviccs.-On caMpus compensatory and counseling services for post-sec-
ondary education studerits designed to: assist students from deprived educational,
cultural or econoinic bilekgrounds. the physically handicapped and those with limit-
ed English Speaking ability whO are in need of such servicese provide tutorial
assistance in eunlpem-ar,4wy skills courses, reading,writing, math, communications;
provide counseling and supportive services for students in need of information,
aeademic and personal . 4.ipport assistance-, and provide educational bilingual teach-
ing,.guidance and epun ing. .

,
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itiiueational Oppo.7tunity Centers,On and off campus educational resource, infor-
mation and recruitment centelii serving areas with major concentration ref low
inconw famili es! detiigned to: assistsesidents who denumetrate need to pursue post-
secondary education; provide information, counseling and assistance on 'admission
and financial aid; provile counseling and tutoring for enrolled students from the
'urea who need auch assistance; and provide counseling and recruitment information
to staff of neighboring high schools, colleges and universities.

Service Learning .Centers. on campus compensatory and counseling Service: V.i of'
SLC participants 'do not have to fit the low income criteria; and designed to provide
compensatory educational and other special services for students who are enrolled
or accepted for tbnrollnwnt in that institution.

Training Authority.On and off eampus staff and leadership personnel training.
Institutions, public and notsprolit private Organisations may cuntact th4 Commis-
sioner of Education to: develop and provide inservitv training programs fin...TRIO
staff and personnel; and improve their skills and.the delivery and etThctiveness of
services.

STATISTWS pls; TliE TRIO PEUX;RAMS

Program: Special Programs for students froni Disadvantaged Backgrounds (TRIM
Public Law. Number92-31ii. as amended by -94-482; Common TitleEducation
Amendments of' 1976; and Subsection DesignationTitle IV (Student Assistance,
Part C.)

In 1975-76 1TRkth programs served 4(4,350. students, 32,000 in Upward Bound
programs, 112,000 through Talent Search; 149.Th.0 in, Special Services; and 50,000
students at Educational Opportnnity Centers.

(1) The Upward Bound program is increasing entry into post-secondary education
for disadvantaged 'students. Among high school graduat4s in the class of 1974, 71
percent of the Upward BoUnd participants ,entered post-secondary education cons
pared to 47 percent of the comparison.

1.5pward Bound projects 'on the whole retain 60 -79% of their, students thrktigh
high school graduation, place 50-60% of those graduates in college, and repot") that
60-14( percent of thâse entering college are retained for two or more years.

:34 percent of Talent Seareh clients are not high school graduates 60 percent of
the 'high school graduates are placed in post-secondary institutes, a figure repfesent-
ing 4,404 post-secondary placements by projects reporting,

jLn pessIl '
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(1) Exeluding Special Veterans Program li-Research Triangle Institute, North Caro-
lina Program year 1974. (21 Comparative Group-students enrolled in some high
school as ,selected Upward Bound students, and who would ordinarily be eligible.

In 1977. Rep. Shirky Chisholm aimed to get from $100 to $250 million for TRIO-
programs. Chisholm also gave a speech on the house floor lauding achievements of
the TRIO programs. In particular. she cited an ongoing Office of Eclucation.study.of
14 Upward Uund projects, which shows that its students enter4postsecondary
education at a 66 to 70 percent rate. compared with the '30. percent mark of -a
control group from similar backgrounds-

Amounts appropriated: fiscal year 1976470.3 millionfiscal year 197705, mil-
lion -fiscal year 1978-$115 millionfiscal year 19794140 million, amount. needed for
fiscal year 1:4,04200 million, which is full funding: An appropriation of $200 million
would allow' the provision of services to approximately 570,000 students, ani increase
of 110.000 students over the estimated number t6 be served in fiscal 1979.

Authorization should be, increased to $400 million.

Tlitt) I'HOGHAM tWERATIONS AND EVALUATIoNs

.-I. (ipward .Bound,-4975-70, 40$ (UB) projects were funded (2 new projects and
401 continuing projects). The grants to projects ranged from $26,863 tq $360,000 with
an average at $95.105.'Approximately 46,181 students %Ore served by the program.
Of the 403 projects. *324 were ho:iteci by four-year colleges or universities, 58 were
hosted by, two-year colleges, and five Were hosted by vocational schools.

The latest available program datashows that in 1976 over nine thousand (9,245)
Upward Bound' participants completed high School and that about 70 percent of
these .were, planning on entering some form of post-secondary educationmostly
college (69 percent): About .6,327 (68 pejrcent) of the 1976 graduates actually enrolled
in colleges the same year.

71 percent ilTB) students entered post-secondary institutions 'compared to 47 per-
cent of the comparis?n.

B. Talera Sea frh.-,-1975-76, 116 projects were funded with the $6 million appro-
priation; of these projects 111 are continuing.$ are new. The grants ranged from
46.000 to $170,000 with an average grant of ;451716. Average cost per client was
estimated by the program at $41, based on the estimated total of 146.000 elientS-to
beiserved.

In the 19V3-76 academic year, 46.f495 clients were placed in post-secondary educa-
tion with an additional 29.358 accepted. but not yet enrolled, Approximately 21,000
actual or potential dropouts wero persuaded to return to school or college. Slightly
more than 4,000 were enrolled in high schobl equivalency prograins..

Based upon the reports' of the 100 of-the 130 funded projects from July 1. 1976
through December 31, .1976, approximately 6,10tractual or. potential dropouts were
persuaded to return to school (gr college.- Nearly 1,200 clients were enrolled in high
school equivalency programs. In addition, slightly more than 24,000 clients were
placed in post-secondary education With an additional 6,300 accepted, but not yet
enrolled.

Educatwnal Opivrtunity Centers. On. June 30, 1976, the Educational Opportu-
nity Centers Program. completed it second year of operation. Final reports submitted
to -the OE central office indicated that the twelve funded projects provided Various
forms of counseling and assistance to $7,169 participantsEight HEW regions hosted
one center each, while two regions hosted two centers each. The average gr:ant was
;42:30,000 and the average cot per participant was $81.

TOITAL NUMBER Of PARTICIPANIS BY CENTER, ESTIMATED COST PER PARTICWANT

I Massanuseits
2 New lersey ill)

SW( Number

3,837
679

Cost

S84

368
.3. New York 5,794 51
4 Distnot of ColefTtia 01) 1,234 243

(n4t,ama islY1 4,968
r 6 Of Ire (1) ... 2,479 62

1 Texas (V) 4,494 56
8 New Mexico (VI) 1,509 99
9 Missoun iVII) 3,781 85

10 ,Coloradic 3,052 81
Cailiaraa (IX) 4 116 68
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TOT AL KUNO Of PARTICIPANTS BY CENTER. ESTIMATED cosi PER PAincimcallinued

Stak haft Cost

12. "liNiNteci (i). 1,226 133

kerne Cat Diff, participant 37,169. 81.

Due to the newness of this program, an evaluation has not been concluded.
Program data for the first year of the program showe that' 12,412 participants were
placed in postsecondary . schools or other tylpes of training programs, and 2,707
participants had been accepted by a peotsecondary institution but had not yet begun
their studies. More than 100,000 individuals received some asoistance through the
Centers.

Special Services for DisadValtraged Stuclents.--41 fiscal year,1975, 327 projects
were funded (9 new and 318 continutng); The grants .ranged from $154,0 to
$250,000, with an average grant of $70,333. The ayerage 'coot per student was $228.
ARproximately 50 portent of the clients are black, about 25 percent were white, and
about 20 percent were of spenish .decent. Approximately 55 percent of the clients
were female. A small portion, roughly 8 percent, of the clients reported family
ineomes of $9,000 or more. Approximately 63 percent of the clients reported incomes
Of $6,000 or lees. During the period from July.1, ,1976 through December 31, 1976,
366 projects were funded with a $23 million appropriation, of these projects 55
.received two month funding for the transition quarter ending September 30, 1976.

Based upon 329 reporting projects of the. 366 total, the.coet per 'client was $337.
Approximately 5 percent of the clierile were culturally or educationally disadvan-
taged, 6 percent were of Iiinited Engliah speaking ability, independent of the low.
income criteria. Abeut one-half of the clients were black, 24 percent were white, and
17 percent were hispanic.

PROGRAM EFFECTIVEASS AND PROORWS

Program records skew that in fiscal year 1975 (program year 1975-76), approxi-
mately 90,000 students participated in the Special Services programs. Of this

-.number, about 66,500 received supportive services for the e period; about 5,860
;students showed adequate academic and personal adjus t and moved out of the
paagram into the regular academic channels of the institutions; about '5,800

Vraduated from the host institutions, and about 2,200 eft the host institution to
* transfer to other colleges, and preeumably were .satisfactory tprogrese, or
.1 transfer would probably not have been possible.

TE:10 PROGRAMSNUMBER OF PROVeTS FUNDED
In the fiscal year 1978 with an appropriation of $117 million, 1025 projects were

funded. For the ruscal year 1979, the funding increased to $140 million and the
number of projects jumped to 1250.

However, the total request for funding was $205 million for 1,507 projects as
follows: t

pcc mach la csicas2-kcters c at ate prodc31

ftv Cg
ProWls Total

raw* licuests3 rapists

Eethi $10.75 (51) $6.3 (22) $17 (73)
9.9 (90) 15.4 (130) 25.3 (22)

UB 18 (113) 61 (376) 79 (439)
SSW 26.8 (245) 5E8 (480) 813.4 (725)

. ,
tea - la alma owed 4r tuft* tft $110 oft, woxialp and Nen axcested ft wain kutioArsi VON imi ci $200 mks.
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SPE&AL SERVICES Matti rUNC iISTORY
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410only

1970 5600 44.601 '5,000 29,601 10,000
1971 96.840 50,000 5,000 30,000 15,000
1972. ,,,, ... ... 4,000 51,000 se, 5,000 .31,000 15,000
1973 4,000 67,331 6,000 38,331 23,000
1974 100,000 70,331 6,000 38,331 23,000 3,000
1915. ......... 100,000,,' 70,331 .6,000 38,331 23,000 3,000
1976 ...... . ..... 100,000 70,331 6,000 38,331 23,000 3,000

200,000 84,400 8,900 41,500 '30,000 4,000
1,1978. 204,000 115,000 12,590 49,700 45,500 ° 5,300 2,080
1979... ......... ....... 200,000 140,000 15,300 61,000 55,000 6,300 2,400

'IA* situ $uautii SZoocuO0

TINTIMONY OF Fuji F.. ADACH1, DIRWTOE, DivisION OF STUDENT EDUCATIONAL
OrPORT'UNITY, UNIVLESITY OF WYOMING

Mr. Chairman and .meinbers, of the.subcommittee, let me begin by stating that the
TRIO.Programs, more speeifically the Upward Bound and Special Services.projects,
have done a great deal towards advancing the cause of equal educational opportuni,

.ty: at the secondary and poStseeondary. levels. The TRIO reauhorization is impera-
tive in order for this effort to continue. Equal educational, oppertunity is especially
important 'at the University of Wyoming, since it its the only four year institution
(public or private) in the entirestate. The University of Wyoming.is the only and
final resource for disadvantaged students to ptirsue or obtain a baccalaureate
degree..

The National Coordinating . Council of Educational Opportunity Associations
(NCCE0A) has submitted a position paper on the TRIO program's reauthorization
to this subcoMmittee on February Its. at the Chairman's request. I would like to
discuss three recommendations ceincerning eligibility requirements for project par-
ticipants, contained within that document. My remarks will concentrate on the
S ial Service program. but many of the recommendations can generally refer to

e for changing the eligibility raguirements contained in' the current legislation..

all the programs within the TRIO legislation. .

.fore.getting into the three specific recommendations, I shall discuss the ration-

The current legislative language \uses terms such as "limited English speaking
ability". "deprived educational background," and ."severe rural isolation" as eligibil-
ity requirements. In addition to being unclear and ambiguous, these terms are no
uniformly measurable and not easily verified. The three eligibility requirements
which the NCCEOA paper recommends, alleviates this problem within the current
legislative languaga and elso specifies a definite target population and generates a
population in need of services provided by TRIO Programs.

The ihtent of the position paper submitted by the National Coordinating Council
of Educational Opportunity Associations is to eliminate all of the currentlegislative
language concerning eligibility requirements for Special Service participant's and ,

replace it.with the following three recommendations.
The first recommendation is to include the relatively new concept of the "first

generation college student." The term "First Genfration College Student" means a
perion whose parents have not completed a baccalaureate degree. This concept is
aimed at helping the children cif disadvantaged lamilies. It is positive in its-ap- ,

'prawn. since we are requiring that students be the first, in their iminediata family
to complete a baccalaureate degree. As opposed to the negative connotation derived
from former terminology, such as "educationally or culturally deprived ;or severely
isolated.... Also note that the term "first generation college student" is ciear, unam-
biguOus, 4niformly measurable sand easily verified. 1

The Survey of Income and Education (IEI761 shows that the first gener4tion college
student is less likely to -graduate from. high School or college 'than a non-first
generation college stildent and that the first generation college stude t generally
eomtti from a family with a high incidence of' poverty. The data clearl shows that
this pOipulation is ih 'need of services provided by TRIO Programs, but this is not the

V
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issue. The issue is the documented need for services by.:the.population that is both
first generatiOn.college and low.incorne, which brings us to our second reeommenda-.
titan. It concerns the definition of a loW income individual. The current Wx uses the

-ppverty level established by the Bureau of Census, but experience has shown that
many students who need help with study, reading, 'writing and math skills are
'eliminated from Special Service projeets,.becauSe of the current definition of low-
income..The National Coordinating Council of Educational Opportunity Associations
recommends that the term "low income individUal- Illegils a person from a mily
whtxse taxable income for the preceeding year. did not exceed 150 percent fof an
amount -equal to the poverty level determined by uaing criteria of poverty estab-
lished by the Bureau of Census.- An example of the type of student, who was
excluded by the current definition of low-income and- who, would be included using
this new definition is as follows. During the last semester a student was referred to
me by an.instructor. The instructor reported that this parttenlar student was failing
his math class and was lacking in many 'of the essential verbal and writing skills.
Just by talking to this student I could determine that this student desperately
needed some tutorial assiStance to bridge gaps in his mathematical backgroUnd and
to catch up with the rest of his class. In checking on his el.igibility for the Special.
Service project, I receivjd the following information. He was supporting a family of
four on a taxable income oCapproXimately $7,000. The current ecmomic gitidelines
for the Special Service Project mandates that the taxable income for a fiimily of
four mhstine less than 7;6,190. This student was of course refutied admittance into
the Special Service Project sinee he was approximately $.800 over the alloWable
eSrnings. I don't believe that being pioo over the current economic guidelines
makes this student any less needy of the.services provided by the project, than .a
student who meets the current economic guidelines. Using the 150 percent of the
poverty level, would allow any student, who comes from a family of four to earn at
moet 439,285 and hence the student mentioned above would be eligible for the
project. I strongly recommend that the 150 .percent of the poverty level be used as
our eligibility *reqUirement.

,

Let us now consider the population of students who are both .first generation
college studentg and who meet 150.percent of the current poverty level,- Information
gained from theSurvey of Income and Education 09761 shows that this population
has a. great need for serviceS provided by Special Services anti Upward Bound

'projects. Only 15.0S percent of this population is currently enrolled in college, and
S0c`c.of this population do not even attempt college. Even more startling is the fact
that over one fourth, '27.54 percent of these students, do not even complete high
school. Certainly this population is in need of services provided by TRIO Programs.

The third recommendation is to provide services to physically handicapped. stu-
dents. Information gained from the Wyoming Department of Vocational Rehabilita-
tion shows that 12.09 percent oltheresidents of Wyprning are disabled citizens. This
high incidl,nce of physically handicapped persons can be explained by the fact that
Wyoming is now facing a great deal of mining, due Othe.increased energy develop7
ment. This means that the number of industrial or mining accidents have increabed
and consequently tbe number of physically handicapped persons have also in-
creased. Wyoming is a.very rural statesand there are great distancesketweerstowns
and many of the roads are narrow and not maintained. The great Aistances between
towns gives drivers reason to speed on the narrow road*, hen& auto 'accidents occur
at very high speeds, which cripples or kills many of the persons involved in such
.accidents. Hence this also adds bases for the high incidence of physically hunch-.
capped persons:This high incidence of physically handicapped persons in the State
of Wynming, makes the Lssue of equal educational opportunity paramount fer the
University of Wyoming Approximately one-third of the students in the Special
\Service Project at the University of Wyoming are physically handicapped. Some of-
the services provided to these handicapped students would inclode providing in-
structional aids, such as taped books for the blind, helping the handicapped students
through the registration procedure, inferming inStructors of the accommodations
they can make to help the Students survive academically and socially, and sch,edul-.
ing classes to insure that the ten minute time interval ..between classes Ls long
enough for them to get froin one class to another. Many of* our physically handi-
capped students don't socialize with the general student population or vice versa, so
vi., havq established a club, called the Walk and Roll Alliance to reach out to the

general student, body and to provide opportunities for interaction with able bodiod
citizens. Many of the physically handicapped students lack confidence and become
overly depencitnt on otherls. To help these students gain confidence ar indepen-
dence, we encourage them to do as much as possible on their own. One a 'vity, for
instance, which helps to improve the self Concept and-general well-being ar ng our
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handicapped students is skiing. The Special Service Project at the University of
Wyoming bas.made formal arrangenwnts with the ski richool for the handicapped at
Winter Park, Colorado fur our students to enroll in ski classes. One such student
Who has completed his degree here at the University and improved his self-confi-
dence is presently employed as our physically handicapped counselor.

Many uf the handicappixf students would not even attempt topursue a baccalau-
reate degree or 'continue theiT post-secondary eduCatioii if it were not for the
services provided by the Special Services project at the University of Wyoming.

The complete recWomendation for the eligibility requirenwnt in the Special Serv-
ices project is as follows: "In approving applications for Special Services projects
under this subpart for any fiscal year the Commissioner shall-

1 require' an assurance that not less than percent of the persons
participating in the project proposed to be carried out under any'applicution---
A be physically handicapped. or al). be low-inconw individuals and be first

,generation college students.
(21 require an assurance that the remaining percentum uf stinients participat- .

ing in the project proposed to be carried out under any application either be
lowincome students, first generation college students, or physically handl-,
capped.

My closing remark is to say tat a typical financial aid package for a Special
Service student at the Universi*of Wydming consists of $1,100.00 HEOG, $tifi0.00
S8(X.;, $950.00 workstudy or N.D.S.L. or a co4pbination of Workstudy 'and N.D.S.L.
to total $950.00 and $A1000 in state hinds, which comes to a total of $2,910.00. To
suleguard this state and'lederal investment it seems to me that it would be quite
cost effective to spend another $:30000 to.keep this student in college;

Th."ink rou flir the oppo0Unity to present theSe recommendations to this SUbcom-
miltee aridsl welcome any questions or further inquiries about any or all of these
recommendations.

Mr. FORD, We would like t,2 have you proceed in whichever order
you prefer. We can start With Arnold, I guess. Please add to,
supplement', or highlight your statement as you feel twist comfort-
able.

STATEMENT OF ARNOLD L. MITCHEM, DIRECTOR, EDUCATION-
AL OPPORTUNITY PROG RAW MARQUETTE VNIVERSITY. MIL

. WAUKEE. WIS, AND CONVENOR, NATIONAL COORDINATI.N0
COI (NCI L 0,14' EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY ASSOCIATIONS

Mr: MITCHEM. Thank yOu very much.
I, am Arnold Mitchem, director. of the educational opportunity

program at ,MarqUette Uni.versity and convenor of the National
Coordinating Council of Educational.Opportunity Associations.

I want to express our deep apprcciation for the'opportunity to
testify before the sUbcommittee this morning.

At this point, I would like to introduce two Of m'y colleaques an
a.-young man who participated' in one of .our four prograths,
Upivard Bound. To' my left is Mr. Fuji Adachl who iS the chairman
for the' Division of Student Educational Opportunity Programs at
the University of Wyoming. To my right is Dr. Luther Dease, the
',director of the Upward Bound project at Western MiChigan UniKer-
sity. FUrthOr to my right is Mr. Danny Ealum who is the direetor
of TRIO,for the United States Students Association.

Mr. Chairman, this, panel swill focus ari two of the.our programs
in TRIO: SPecial Services for-Disadvantaged Students and .Upward
Bound. Both, of these programs are campus-based. That is, they
conduct their activities on coLle,p campuses. The Ukard Bound
-program serves students who are enrolled in high sabol; it at-
temptS to motivate them to go to cilllege, and provides 'them skills
which are-necessary to compete *441CCesssfully 'in college. .
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On the oi,her hand, Special Services serves undergradtate stu-
. dents in c9neges and universities,and provides them with support-

. ive services such,as tutorials, academic advising, personal counsel-
ing, 'instruction .in the basic-skills, reading and math skills and
postbaccalaureate placemett assistance.

The aim of both of these programs is to complement the student
financial aid programs by addressing the noneconomic barriers to
equal educational opportun.ity.

Mr. Chairman, t would like te stress the fact that we view these
prurams as a necessary attd integral partof theMeral strategy
of student assistance and that we believe it is quite appropriate.
:that they are included in sUbpart 4 of title IV Of the Higher
.E.clucation Act. of 1965.. This inclusion se L yes as recognition that the
concept of student assistance must i ude provisions for students
from diOdvantaged backgrounds, articulanly, and for many stu-
dents_from nondisadvantaged backgrounds generally, if student as-
sistance 'is to equalize gaps in educational preparation, and com-
pensate for cultural and social deficitS which inhibit an individual's
persistence in earning a baccalaureate degree.

Simply put, we believe these. programs 'enhance the quality of
opportunity available and, their exPerience, argues that the con-
cept of student assistance must, in -the years ahead, give more
weight and consideration to student support services. Such cOn-S-4
eration would bring to thousands of irtdividuals a quality opportu-
nity in higher education.

Mr. 'Chairman,. I am going to .highlight five recommendations
that have. been developed by the National Coordinating Council,
and which were submitted to the subcommittee cri February 15 in
our draft legislation'.

.

First. I would say that the National Coordinating Coundil.is an
umbrella for 10 TRIO-based organiu$tions in the United State'. It
is an organization of organizations.

. ..

The recoMmendations that we are,going to make this mbrm
reflect a process that took 9 months; meetings were required in.'.

. Four cities: Denver, Cleveland, Portland, Oregon; and Arlington,
Va.

.

The first recommendation that I would like to-highlight is one
that clierifies the authority for the four programs. It is our judg-
ment that this recommendation, if adopted and accepted .by the
subcommittee,' will eliminate the overlap and duplication that .has

/4plagued the program* overlap tvhich has drawn cricism from
time to time. ,

Specifically, we would like to recOmmetid the elimination of e..i-v-.
ice learning centers, a. program that the Office _of Education has

, not allocated funds for, which .we believe duplicates the effbrts!of
Special Sery,ices for DisadvanUtged Students.

Second, I miuld like tO point to our-recoinmendlition which clad-
fies and extands the definition of the' eligible population. .

What we 'are trying to do here, sir, is to rationalize eligibility.:
We have done this by developing uniform .eligibility for both Spe-
cial ServiCes and Upward Bound. The sole exception is that. in
Special, Services _a provision is included to expand eligibility. to
physically handicapptd students.

4.
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More importantly, we have intrOduced a notion of first, genera-
tion. This concept includes and aims at the.childien of those fami-
lies where neither the father nor the mother have earned a bacca-
laureate degree.

Nact, thiS thinking grew out of our experience that the nonecono-
mic factors Which I have mentioned before in this testimony do, in
fact, affect both access and retention.

\The third 'recommendation is that there should be greater coordi-
nation between the TRIO programs, particularly', Special Services,
and the student assistanceprograms..

We. feel that if students are enrolled in one Program, such as
Special Services, that studentrshould be assived adequate financial
aici based on need at that institution.

On-a personal note, we made the jtidgment at Marquette Univer-
sity. in 1969 that Special Services stildents should be provided full
aid .to th e. extent of need and that poSition has Served us well in
terms of our retention factor. .

The. next ecommundati= that I would like to highlight are
those which pertain to the training authority which was enacted in
the 1970 Education Amendments. We believe that this particular
authority relates to the critical -issue .of the effectiveness and effi,
ciency Of serVice delivery.

As you have pointed out, th`e TRIO programs have been growing.
That means that allot of perSonnel working in them have limited
experience.

AlSo, I must point out that it is imivssible to earn a bachelor's
degree, a masters degree, or a Ph. D. in, a discipline .necessarily
appropriate for this particular kind of activity. So we find that it is
important to authorize that certain kindlof activity whieh will
enable the enrichment and enhantement of professional skills that
are necessary to provide services to our students.

The last. point [would like to make is that the National .Coordi-.
nating Council of Educational Opportunity Associations recom-
mends an increase 'in the TRIO authorization, level froth $200 mil-
lion to $400 million( This reflects, in ,part, the recent confidence
that the Congress and the broader higher;educational community
has placed in the'TRIO programs, as well as the clear indication of
the need. Currently, somewhat less than, 8 percent of students .who
are eligible for TRIO are being served.,

.

We feel that $400 million authorizatiqp will certainly provide :

sufficient dollars to allow the continueeexpansion of these pro-,
grams over lime.

That concludes my remarks, sir. At this point, I would like to
turn to Mr. Adachi who will elaborate on some of the points I
made, particularly those dealing with eligibility.

Thank you.
Mr. Adachi.

STATEMENT OF FUJI ADACHI. CHAIRPERSON. STUDENT EDUCA-
, TIONAI. OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS, UNIVERSITY OF WYO-

MING. LARAMIE,,WYO.
Mr. ADAM. Congressmen, I am honbred to be here.
My name is Fuji Adachi, and I. am the chairman for the Division

of' Student Educational Opportunity at the University of Wyoming.
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sk Equal eddcational opportunity is especially important at the Uni-
versity of. WyOming,:since...it is the only t.,1 yeit institutionpublic
or privatein the entireState. The University of Wypiningia the
only and final resource for, disadvantaged 'students to pursue or
obtain a bacealuureate degree.

My topic for thday is tO discuss three recommendations concern-:
eligibility requirements ,for'the Special Service program:

,. :fore getting into the tliree 'specific recommendapons, I-ahall
discuss the rationale fdr changing the eligibility rkquirements Con-
tained- in-the current legislation. The current legislative language
uses.; terms such as '.,Iimited 'English speaki.4- ability7, 'severe
ruthi isolation",.and."deprived educational'bacIground' , as. eligi-
bility reqiiirements.. In addition to being unclear and ambiguous ,

these terms are not uniforMly measttrable and not easily verified.
The three eligibility requirements whiefi ;the NCCEOA ..paper

recornmends, alleviates -those problems within the current legisla-
tive language and also specifies .a definite 'target population and
generates a population in --need of..services provided by TRIO pro-
grams. - .. /

. The first recommi!ndation .is tO include-the relativelx#1,new con''
cept of the' first generation college studeat. Thl term "First Goa-
eration College .Studeni" 'means a peisen whose'. parents have ntO;
completed a 'baecalaureate degree. The concept ia:aimedrat helping
the children of disadvantaged .faniilies. It isAmisitive"in its, ap--.
proach, since we are .requiring that itudents 'be the 'first, -in'their
immediate family to complete a-baccalaureate degree: As opposed
to the negative connotation derived from former trminology such.

. as "educationally or culturally deprived ot seVerely isolated..''Also
'note, that the term "first generatibn college student" is clear,
unanibiguous, uniformly measurable, and easily verified.

Th.e second vecommendation I .would like to present, cljoils with f .

the definition of a low-income. individual. Currently the term low..., ,

inceme individual means "a person from a family whose taxable
ir'wrilile jor the preceediag year did nOt exceed 100 percertt of an
arnount-,equallo the poverty level determined by using criteria of
poVerty established by the Bureau qf Census. Experience has
shOWn that using 150 percent of ilie poverty level woUld be.a better
definition of a*w-incorne indiyiduol. For instance, last semester a
sttident Was refeiT d ta.,me by an instructor, The instructor report-
.ed that this partic lar italdent 'was..failing his math class and was
lacking inquanyl of he essbritial verbal and writing skills. In check-
ing on his ekibilit'y:for the Special Service project, I..received the
folloWing inforrpkition. He w..as'supporting'-a family of, four on a
taxable income of approximately $7,000, The current economic
guidelines for the Special Service .project mandates that the. tax.-
'able-income for a family of four must-be less than. $6,190. He; was
not eligilile for.eur project. I don't believe that being $80.0 over the
current reconothlc guidelines make this student any less needy of
the services prov,ided by the,project, then a stUdent who' meets the
ilarrent econorpic guideline* Using the,.150 percent of poverty
level, would make this student eligible. .

Let as now conSider the population of students who ar both first
generati, on college students and' who meet 150 percent f the .cur-'
,rent paerty level. Infarmation gained from.tbe Survey of

Erothe-
1

:3.4)1
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and Education (1976) shows that this population haii a great need
forservices provided by TRIO pfogfams. Only 15.0S percent of this
population is currently enralled.'in..coilege, and 80 'percent of this
population do not even attempt college. Even more startling is the
fact that over one-fourth, 27.54 percent of these students, do not

Pt ven complete high school. Certainly this papulativn -is in 'need, of
sir rvices provided by4TRIQ programS. _

The 'third recomMendation- is to provide services to physically
-:handicapped. students. Information gairi-ed from the Wyoming De-

. partruent of Vocational Rehabilitation shows that 12.09 percent of
theresidents -of Wyoming are disabled citizens. This high incidence

at of physically handicapped persons can be explained by the fact that
Wyoming is now facin a great deal of mining, due to the increased
'energy development. This leans that the number of industrial or
mining accidents have inc "tsed and- consequently the number of
physically handicapped persons have also increased_ Wyoming is a
.very rural State and there are great distances between towns and
many of the .roads are narrow /and not maintained. The great
distances between town gives drivers reason to:speed on, the

. narrow roads, hence auto accidents occur at very high spec4k,
which cripples or kills many of the persons involved in such acci-
dents. Hence this also adds basis for the high incidence of physical-

. ly liandicapped persons. This high 'incidence of physically handi-
capped persons in the State of Wyoming makes the iSsue of equai
educational opportanity paramount for the University of Wyoming..
ApproxiMately one-third Of the stUdents in the Special .Service
project at the University of Wyoming aie physically handicapped;
Some of the services provided to .theSe handicapped students would
include providing instructional aids, such as- taped books for the
blind, helping the .handicapped students through registration proce-
.dure, informing instructors of the .accommodations they can make
to help the students sgrvive academically, and Scheduling classesto
insure that the 14 minute time interval between classes is long
enough for them to get from onp class to another.

Many of 4ur physically handicapped students don't:socialize with
the general student population or visa versa, so we' have estab-
lished a cl4, called th, Walk and Roll Alliance to reach out to the
generaLstudent body and to provide opportunities for interaction
with able-bodied citizens..

Many of"the phYsically handicapped studenislack confidence and
lx;come overly dependent on others. To help these Students gain
confidence and independence, we encpurage them.to do as much as
possible (in their own. One activity, for instance, which helps to
improve ale self concept and general well-being among our handi-
capped students is skiing, The SpeCial Service project at tile Uni-
versity of Wyoming T14.1.6 made formal arrangements with the ski
school for the handicapped at Winter Park, Colo. for our students
to enroll in ski classes. One such student who "has-completed his
degree in social work, here at the university and imprtove4 hia self-
confidence, is presently emploYed. as our physically, handicapped
counselor. .

.

Many of the handicapped students would not even attempt to
pursue a baccalaureate degree or- Continue their postsecondary edu-
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cation if it were not for the services provided by the Special Se
.ices project at the University of Wyoming.

The complete recommendation for the eligibilit§ requirements in
theSpecial Service program is as follows: -

.

Not less than two-thirds of the participants must be physica4 handicapped or
they ir both low-inconw individuals and first generation college-students: The
remaining porticipants.must be.physically handicapped or low-inZ:ome or first gp-
tr.itioo ceklege studcqtts.

Thank you fot the oPpoitunity to present these recommendations
to this subcOmmittee and I welcome any questions or further In-
quiries about any or all of these recommendations:

Mr. FORD, -Thank you very much.
Mt. Dease.

STATEMEN1 IY.,LLTHER DEASE, DIRECTOR, UPWARD BOUND
PROJECT, WESTERN MiCHIGAN UNIVERSITY, KALAMAZOO.
MICH. 7

Mr:DEA:3E. Mr.. Chairman and members of the subcomMittee. My
name is Luther Dea'se. I am appearing before the subcommittee as
the Upward Bound director at Western Michigan University in
Kalamazoo. I am also president of the Michigan Council of. Educa-
tional Opportunity ptograms and a 'member of the Mid:America
Association. for the Educational Opportunity Program personnel.

My comMents are my own, and are based upon my experiences.
and knowledge acquired from available literature on the subject
and 10 years as the project director orthe Upward Bound, program..

As president of the Michigan Council for Educational Opportuni-
ty programs I along with my colleagues am concerned 'kith the
improveMent not only of Upward Bound but also with the improve-
ment of quality Orogram effectivenets within the State of Michigan
as tar as the TRIO programs are cOncerned:

Mr. Mitehem and Mr- Adachi discussed some points that.
kiot, repeat. Insteaki, I will discuss the Upward Bound program:.

Historically speaking, educatidn was. planned for the elite 'anik,. /
those who.,ould afford it. Those who had poor preparation in high
school and had inadequate financial support were seen to view
college as bevorui tbeir Teach.

Up.ward I4ound gives stddents a setise of hope and a space in
Mulch to grow. In order for a studencto survive in school, it is
essential to 'evaluate ,Upward Bound aS one-at' the Programs that
pi.epares students. for ?he survival skills and motivation that the
.itudent will need while he is in school.
- In view of the declAng ehrollrhents in colleges around the coun-
try, we see a paxaMount interest, in ttirtris of Upward-Bound and
other programs, to be particularly concerned about the qualify of
educat,i,on not only within the high schools, but also in terMs of
what' we are Voviding for the Upward Bound studiThts.

As Tar as Upward Bound is- concerned,.we aim to_do three things
wiiich we have successfully accomplished at Western. Other pro-
grams are doing likewise.

No. INcTo decrease the dropout rate from high school by increas-
ing the retentis,n of students in high school.'
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No. .2. To generate the skills and the motivation necessary for
ollege success. That would be in the areas cif reading, writing,
'math, and et cetera,

No. 3. To increase the entrY .r4.ite in postsecondary institutions
and, in so doing, We realize that there are two big barriers:

1. The first barrier that prevents students from entering into
higher educational institutions would be (1) poor academic prepara-
tion,.. or college acceptanceone or the other..The second barrier is
insufficient financial resources to defray college expenses.

I see herethat the TRIO and financial aid recommended legisla-
tion tie-in together, hand in hand. I cannot, see a student going to
college if the 'nec"essary resources are not available, mir with inad-
equate preparation.

In,the recommended legislation, there are core functions that are
important to view. I am looking at six that were nqt listed in the
past recommended. legislation:

No. 1.,The :reading, writing, ana math skills, alor with the:
listening skills, are very important, that are listed,: .and should :be
implemented within the program. Itwholeheartedly endorse it.

No. 2 Personal counseling is something .that is needed, arfd is
being done throughout the Upward Bound programs from the prog-
ress record down to the counseling"

No. 3.,Academic advising is very important in high school. Sfu-
dents not only look at the classes that they are now taking, .but
also the classes that they should take in order to have good- college
preparation. Iiigh school, preparatory classes will enable theM to be

,well qualifi "1 to go to college.
We do no ant students to get into a general contracting-

system. We want hem to be prepared to take the right classes.
There is the tendency for sonic students to shun math and sci-

.

ence. .
No. 4. Tutorial: Services are recommended not only at the high

school level. 'In working with students, many high school zidmi
trators have seen, the need to establish 'wit* their own
school a tutorfal system.

No.. 5 Exposure to cultural events. We have4aken students to
see the King' Mit Exhibit: We,Thave taken them to a lot of other
pla&?s. Some liked the experience and some did not, but theY had
the opportunity to see things of this nature for the first: time.

It has often been, said that if a student is required in.an art class
'to draw an oak or a cherry tree, and the studsft has never seen
that tree, it is very difficult for the student to do the drawing.

So what we do in the 'Upward Bound programand I am glad tp
see this -in the recommended legislation for e5lucation,-is to expose
the students to a' varie-ty of cultural events, not. only exhibits in
museums. but als6 a lot of the sociai_events that they are.interest-
ed in. But we like to expose tilemito a number of other things as

No. 6. The last fhing that I believe is important is that it
has been recanmended that we expand re of students who are
going to be 'eligible candidates for the Xpward Bound program
from age 1.3 to 19in the legislatiot\ , ,

Mr. MWiptiy. What' is the present age in the b
DEAse. Foutteen. f

47,3
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Mr. MURPHY. Fourteen to nineteen.
Mi. DRAW& Right: We- recommend dropping it down one age.

° Mr. MITCHEM. Fr*fpurteen.
In 1977, they maciek*,provision for veterans.
Mr. MURPHY. primaiiig for the veteran?
Mr. MiTCHEM: YeS, Sir. That is my understanding.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
Mr. DEASE. In the legislation we shoulz1 encourage the students

to pursue the study of science.
A study tliat I recently completed showed that Upward Bound

students, that is, in our host institution, did not select science
majors at a higher rate than non-Upward-BoUnd atudents. In other
words, there Was no significant difference between the groups that
selected science majors. As I mentioned previously, minority stu-
dents and Upward Bound students, particularly, try to shun away
from the sciences. 'ItieY do not look at science as the subject that

`they would like to select as a major.
With the new -legislation, we hope thaf in the recommended

legislation, we would try and ,iperease the number of students who
are going into the science rnajcfrs. ,

The Resource Triangle Institute at North Carolina recently com-
pleted a study which revealed two important findings as f as
Upward Bound is concerned:

No. 1. The Upward Bound program increased entry into postsec-
ondary education for 7,1 percent of he Upward Bound palicipants
as compared to -47`percent of non- pward-Bound participants of
similar background.

No. 2. Seventy-six percent of the Upward Beund students begin-
ning college entered 4-year Colleges and universities as compared to
45 percent of the controlled group.

I am very pleasW to have been invited to give testimony on
behalf of Upward Bound, and I hope that my remarks will prove
useful to this committee.

Thank you very much.
Mr. Mrrem,24. Mr. Ealum.

STATEMENT OF DANNY EALUM, TRIO DESK DIRECFOR, UNITED
STATES STUDENT ASSOCIATION

Mr. EALUM. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I
would like to thaok you for the opportunity to be herb today.

My, name is Danny Ealum. I am director of the TRIOdesk, an
intern position with the United States §Itadent Association.

I am on leave from Vineennes University in Indiawnhere I am
currerilly enrolled as a freshman in the prelaw pr . I would
not have made it this far if it had not been for the TRIO programs,
namely, Upward Bound.

Born arid raised in Evansville; hid., where I am the oldest "Of five
children, ?IV- family has had difficult times just like many iher
disadvantaged families. -

When I was a. high school freshman, h'ad a very difficult time
adjusting to the new.school to which I 'had been bused. This cliffi-

_ culty grew worse until I was expelled from high schdol for the rest
of the semester.
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During this period, I was fortunate enough to meet Mrs. rna
Cooper, who was in charge of the Upward Bound progranI in
;Evansvillel Ind. Mrs. Cooper got me into the Upward Bound pro-
gram, and encouraged me to return to school and graduate.

I found, through my personal experience, that Upward Bound
was not a welfare program, but a strong educational prdgram. The

A intensive instruction in math, reading, and English improved rily
basic skills' so that I could compete effectively in the classroom.'
The elective classes offered in the Upward Bound curriculum
,broadened my horizons and outlook. i learhed to think in terms of
a professional career.

Not only has Upward Bougd provided me with totorial assistance
and career counseling, but most of all, Upward Bound has given
me the feeling of being somebody. -

When I was in Upward Bound, we lived on campus at Vincennes
University, and really got the fepling of being on our own. The

. program.also encouraged us to get involved in activities even if we
were not the best in them.

Staying and participating in the UPward Bound program has
made my mother very proud of me, and has also helped me to set
an example for my three brothers and one Sister.

In particular, I found that Upwarcl Bo'und helped me realize
there are people who are willing to help you when times get rough.
Without TRIO programs, such as Upward Bound, and the beautiful
people who have helped me; I would not have 'reached this point
todain probably would have delayed going to school and graduat-
ing. Upward Bound has given me the opportunity to 'get a college
education while, in the process, teaching me to-respect myself and
others around me.

I have come before you to tell you how important and effective
the TRIO programs are, and the need for reauthorization of these
programs.

It is my duty, as a TRIastudent, to testify and make Way for the
millions of disadvantaged students, like myself, who have not yet
experienced the unusual opportunities in the TRIO programs to
their fullest potential.

As a geneQal comment, the United States Sant As.;ociation,
which repreOnts three million college and university students, is
requesting that the authorization level be raised from $20ft million
to $400 million.

In 1976, the,authorization level was raised from $100. million to
$200 million as ,a result of an amendment introduced by Mrs.
Chisholm. b .

The fact that 'Mrs. Chisholm jnteoduced an amendment to raise
the authorization 1~1 'from $100 million to $200 million, a sub-
stantial increase, tells us that the TRIO programs are effective and
necessary for pro+iding the economic and culturally deprived stu-
dent with access to 'a postsecondary education. Yet, funding at the
$200 million level would provide aceess to only 9 percent of the
eligible population.

There are ,currently over 1,200 TRIO programs in existence, but
applications number over 1,400. Given the size of the target popula-
tion and the level of appropriations and.increases which/would be
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nrecessarv to begin to meet unmet needs, it was.determined that
40(). million is an appropriate and necessarVauthority level.
If 'the authorizatioti level Were raised to$400. million, it would

allow the provision of TRIO Services to more students who are
eligible for the program, but cannot, participate because' of the lack
vf funding.

The first generation concept: The: reauthorization language for
eligibility-of participants in UpWard'Bound-and Special Services for
disadvantaged students should Be 'changed to include the first gen-
eration concept. first generation college student should be de-

.", fined as a persdn whose natural or adoptive parents did ,not com-
plete a baccalaureate degree. .

This is an ithportant concept if we are truly concerned about
'keeping the spirit in which the legislation Was originally gasSed.
'hat is, to open doors, and to provide access to' postsecondary

e ucation where the doors have seemed closed.
m case. I am a first. generation 4§tudent. Although my pareRts

do n t have a college educatian, they do have a dream that'l wjll
be college educated. My.going through those college doorS, hopeful-
ly, will have a rippling .effect. My brother and sister,' seeing .my.
Success,.'will be encouraged to try harder to achieve; and surely, I
will see that my sonS and daughters complete Postsecondary school-
ing.

The first generation concept is a good one because it will have
the effect of insuring wider access, and it will inStre -a more
efficient use of money. because ,of the rippling effect it will .haVe in
individual families.

Therefore, I feel stronglY that the eligibility criteria language
should be amended to include the first generation concept:

My last peint is one that I would like to make about student
financial aid. One point of conctrn for all students enrolled ha
Special SerVices for disadvantaged students prograMs is financial
aid..

Corning from a disadvantaged background, program students.are
unable to' bring financial resources to school. At is important that,
schools receiving Federal fuhds for Special Services programs
Commiited also .to insuring that Special Services students receive
adequate financial aid packages so that these students may stay in
school.

A strong 'directive needs to come from this reauthorization proC-
ess to the host schools so that" vrograin moneys and financial aid
moneys are not wasted, but. 'are wed in a coMmon goal: The suc-
cessful "completion ,of: postsecondary education' by program students.

`1',11t,se are some of the mo,st critical points for reauthorization.
To aid you in yotlr ..eonsideration for the reauthorization is a

statement of detailed information about the .TRIO programs, in-
cluding descriptions of eachprogram, summary statistics, eValua-
tions, and funding history.

As you 'oefrr-gee, TRIO programs have been very 'effective in
increasing:high school retention a,nd graduation rates, and college
entrance, retention, and, graduation rates.

USSA views TRIO as an investment to protect the multibillion
dollar investment the Federal Government has, in student aid.' If
disadvantaged' students are given "the financi4-support they need
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But are denied academic support, they will drop out of college. The,
end result of this will simply be unfillfilled eductfonal goal% for
the students, and wasting of the- Government's student aid funds.

Once' again, I woUld like to thank you for having been here. If
you have anykquestions, I would be happy to answer them.

Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Thank you-very much.
-I would like tosaytO make a personal observationthat I am

very pleased to see this recommendation, but I think it is evidence
of an -evolutionary process that is taking. place.

A few years ago When my predecessor, Mr. O'Hara, and Sortie of
us who joined with him talked about the first generation concept, it
proved to have a. very bad reaction.

The Upward Bound program, as you know, was in the/old Eco- ;
nomic Opportunity Act, and was regarded as a'part of the War on
poverty, and that word, "poverty", excited all kinclo of reactions,
positive and negative, but for many years, groups of people who
stood with .us trying to protect the poverty program during the
years that it was being dismantled felt that any retreat froni the
original concept in that -act was, in fact, the retreat . from the

..commitMent that the original act made in President Johnson's
time.

'It has been very difficult for people to look at a pfograrn like
,Upward Bound in educational terms, and. nOt in terms of respond-
ing to a statistically defined .population without regard, to their,

,existence or needs as real human beings.
If I could- write 'this program myself, I would make the first

generation requirement paramount over,all others.,
Maybe you can tell me, 'Arnold, what percent4ge of the people,

involved. currenjly in the program .would not meet the first gehera-
tion criterisathat you set forth.

Mr. -MITCHEM. 1 CIO not have any precise figure, Mr. Ford, but it
is my sense, in terms of the data that I have looked at,, that only a
very low percentage of the students who are currently enrolled in
the program would not be first generation college students.

Mr. MeRPHY. I know that if we found out, it would only be a
discrepancy of approximately about, I think, 0.25 percent.

Mr. MITCHENI. Of the persons currently enrolled.
Mr. MURPHY. Yes,
Mr. FORD. In fact, first generation students by this definition.
Mr. MITC7HEM. Yes.
Mr. FORD. You and I could have used that.

. We get an extra pars of this.
Neither of my parents. Afortunately, had the opportunity to

attend higT1 school because they came here at et time When young
people were expected to go intO the minesin the case of my
fatherat the age-of 15. And untikthe day of his death, he was
still .telling me that Attie only el:,cape was to find the. way to get into
school.

It has :been unfortunate that the economic factor of the family
income has been ouch that only rigidly applied criteria have been
used. I -have been able to observe the programs, and it is said that
an industr,ial worker who works sporadically, or an industrial
worker who currentry has five or six children who are dependent,
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on him who himself bad no opportujty for education is disquali-
fied with respect to his childre use it juSt'happens to be that
he is currently worliing, which is not a very realistic appraisal of
the needs of the people in that family. They could have used that. ,

I guess what I am leading up to is the question: Can we now talk
about prioritizing admission to the program on the fact that it
would seem to leap over low income? If everybady is virtuallY
already meeting the first generation criteria,; what we 'are really
talking about when we apply the criteria in the percentage that
yeu talk about here is admitting more people without regard to the
limitation of 100 or 150 percent, or whatever figure is derived atd
-the poverty level of inopme. In other, words, as I get your sugges-
tion, at least one-third of the people in the Upward Bound program
could be above the poverty level but, as first generation,qualify in
that criteria alone.

Mr. MITCHE.M. Right, Yes.
Mr. Foal). What is the traditional_ poverty program constituency

going to say to us about that? .

Can that be viewed as some kind of. watering down of aid fon low
income people? ,

Mr. MrrenEm. I thitik. there are those who will ,take that position.
We have tried to come up with Ef,pOlitical balitnce, bilk I de feel

that ere 4re people who will strongly take the'position that tfiere
has ,be some income factor included in the eligibility criteria.
That e thinking that grew eut of the discussions around the
count So I- do not think, at this point in time, politically, that
one 'could make a move away from some kind of income factor.
That is, in fSur judgment.

Mr. FoRn. The:current figure that we would 1!)tlficing about is
the 100 percent of poverty.

Mr. ADACHI. That would depend on the, number of dependents.
That Ivuld be around $9,000. $9,285, in fact.

Mr.6'oan. That is almost $4,000 below what the Department of
Labor saYs it costs to be poor in DetrOit Very unrealistic.

Mr. ADACHI. Yes.
Mr. MrrcHEM. Perhaps another standard of poverty might be

'more appropriate than the one that .they discussed such as the
Bureau of L.4bOr statistics, lower budget category.

Mr. FORD. It is interesting for the purpose of determining access
to a BEOG grant for the same ,student that comes out of Upward
Bound.

Once you are talkThg a44dent aid officer about what kind of
Federal 'assistance we are going to give financially, they take a
more realistiá look at the ability of the family if it is willing to
support the educational efforts of the student, and it. .is not as
arbitrarY. It determines both the 'eligibility and the size -of the
BEOG grant based on variables flat, although they are imperfect,
nevertheless, provide a better idea of whether that particular stu-
dent at that particular time during that school year has a pOtential
for fatnily assistance or not.

Nov, this measure that we have been using in the Upward
Bound program, on the other hand, is really such that,. except1,6

theoextent that there is an adjustment in family size and the level
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of poverty which everybody c. cogxizes as urban ,poor, it is ludi-
crous.

'Mr. MITCHEM. Discriminatory.
Mr. Foal). Is there a chance?.
Mr. ADACHI. Yes. .
Mr. FORD. I do not know how. Even Molly Orsharisky told us anumber of yeaps ago that she thought it was unwise for us to

continUe to use her formula to distribute edueattenal funds because
it was never intended to be useti for that kind, of purpose, and
notwithstanding her personal vias not to use it, it .has become
enshrined as a sacred measure qf poverty. IIIL
' Mr. MITCHE.M. Right.

Mr. FORD. And it certainly makespo sense to poor people to tell
them that the5, are not poor ainy more when they pass the -Or- ~shansky level.

[Laughter.] -*

Mr. FORD. Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, let me say that my questions do not come from a hostile

party. I am one of Shirley .Chisholm'a admirers, and followers in'
this Congress, and ha,e been on this fatter as well as on some
others. ,

Lam Concerned, however, about whit we lire accomplishing in
education in the United States generally, and this leads me to
some questions about what is happening to TRIO and Upward
Bound.

Now, .rst of all, all of us tend to come from varying back-
ground . I, personally, come from a long line of 'teachers and
preachers, all of whom had a college education, and none of whom
had 0ny money, So I had the personal experience of working my
way/through college, as a graduate student, and so forth, with some
help from the GI bill, That leads to my first question.
/You state: "mandate a provision for whole financial aid for Spe-

-cial Services students"; the basic recommendation does not troUble
me, however, I want to knoW if you are including some form of self-
help. Ate you talking about total aid? 1 ,

Mr. M1TCHEM. We do get a get a good degree of that, Congress-
man Buchanan, loans, work-study or other earned income of the
student's could be included in the package, We do understand that
the notiOn of including a portion of self-help in every student's
program is gaining popularity. We would have sonie reservation
regarding the percentages with respect to disadvantaged students.

It is our judgment that students inisTRIO programs are already
disadvantaged academically when they enroll, and that with re-
spect to those students, it would make the remedial process very
difficult if they were required to Work. We have some concern,
some reservation about including self-help. While we did no.t,state
it, there is that implication. We would recommend for instance, the
greatest percentage of grant assistance possible.

Mr. BUCHANAN': I See.
As Mr, MITCHEM. Particularly, in the 'first 2 years of college where
vir the highest attritiosn eXists.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I am curious. Mr. Mitchem, you 'ha& a slightly
different figure from the one submitted by the United States Stu-



dent Association. This Ls a problem- which we frequerltly encounter;
that is receiving data which disagrees.

You stated that less than 9 percent of the eligible, population are
served: The United States Student Association says 25 percent.

Mr. MrromEat. Surely. 'Danny came up with that figure That. is
the highest percentage that I have ever heard. I hype he is right. I
doubt it.

Our numbers are based at bottom on- data thathas been circulat-.

ed by the Office of Education. I think that we are correct.
That does, 415 fact, correspOnd with other doeuments that OE has ,

develoPe& in recent years: that we .are somevt'here near, or. under
10,percent in.terms of the eligible population being served.

I think that the USSA figure is high.
..Danny:..yousaay want: to comment as to where that 'figure came
from.

Ekaum. I did some research on this. This is not the research
:by. the Triangle Institute, but it was another operation' evaluation
of- the 7amount of programs. That is What it had in the book.

I looked in some other books and past testimony, and came up
with that 25-percent figure, but I can go back and look that up
agath, and make aure. . .t .

Mr. BUCHANAN. I am not, hostile to the inclusion of the-first
generation concept, bdt I am a little concerned aboutthe rigidity of
fliaking it a requirement for every student, period. I understand
that the measure may be a very good meaaure, if you insist 'in each.
case and in every case that this be a requirement for. eligibility.

It just` seems to me that there might be some circumstances
'where somebody, who had a baccalaureate degree is drafted' to go
to Vietnam and gets killed, leaving .an uneducated and untrained'
wife and mother tp become the. head of .the household. She does not .

make it very well, and the result is a disadvantaged family. -I can
justenvision such circumstances.
s, Mr. MITCHEM. Surely. ,
,` Mr. BUCHANAN., I wonder have to ask this of the chair-
manwhen we get to it, we can provide for .some little element aN':
flexibility. There- might be certain cases where flexibility is war-
ranted..

Mr. -MiTeHeat. Welt, the Migibilily criteria, as we. have indicated,
does provide sonic flexibility in that one:third category.; flexibility .

to the extent that the person .would have to be a poverty .person
, that is,. fall within the ISO percent of povertyand certainly, that

,isnot,as 'much flexibility as you are suggesting, but, yod know, it is
alWays difficult to write perfect legislation to include every .circum,
stance.

Mr. FORD. We take. care of Mr..Buchanan's p-roblem if.we hit the
same sort of thing that we do when we talk about .the independent
student, and when we talk about an existing.parmt with a bacca- .

laureate degree.
Mr. Mrroxem, Mr. Murphy. Yes:
Mr.. BUCHANAN. Do you aim -Strictly atid pnly 'at the baccalauree..

. ate degree? .1t,is my 'observation that one of the ,problema.with
education in this Country is that ,We do not fit the .educationAo'
either, the employment opportunities, Or always to,the iadivithials,--
Thre are many people in-,this country who are Highl)it,'sucee'ssful
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without a baccalaureate degme, ,and many 'people who have a
b,accalaureate degree plus a correspondence course who do not have. 50 cents to get themselves 11.cup of coffee.

Are )rou lookidg at anything beyond that, other than a baccalau-
reate, hind are. you_doing any kind of testing, or-arri, counseling in
an attempt to lead people in the right direction for tliem?

Mr. DEAST..,I call talk to this.
Mr., FORD: Beforewu respond to ;that, maybe I should read in o

the record. it' the gentleman will yield. t..,

'Mr. BUCHANAN. Certainly. -
Mr.- Foitn. The program for 1976-,77: There WeFe -41S Upward

._: Botind projects funded; 29,new programs, add -09 Were continuing
Pkgraiiis..grants 'to. projects; ..and $91,1137 covered akroximately
.41,834. students:' *. ', = ' -

Of the 41S projects, 3tiS Were' hosted by 4-year colleges':or a
university, 40 by 2-year colleges. and only TO lay vocational and

teehnical schools. : .

So your concern is reflected irL,what the Office of Education is
doing in.passing out these grants.

I wish that you wOuld comment, in answering Mr! Buchanan's
question, on how we got into this position, whether there is a
healthy distribUtion apropos of his question that we are putting an
oyerwhelming ephasis on people attending an institution for the
intended purpose'Of getting a baccalaureate degree.

eeMr. MIAS. I wOuld an.- r in this manner: that it depends on
the specialized area th

t
at at person wants to get into, first of all.

We:have approached"it- by using two angles. No, 1: If there is a
community,colloge nearby, and we are- l'ooking mainly' at the finan-
cial situation, we recommend that a Student in our program try to
matriculate at a Community college within his area. That saves a'
lot 'of .exwnses torthe first 2'years. Then the student can transfer.
to a 4-year institution.

.
.

The particular areas of specialiiation depend on .how far the
studerx max go. It depends on his associates and thepersons with,
whom lie may come in contact, or with whom he may cothe, in
contact while in school.

We have had students to go on and finish college, and a small
percentage haVe gone ou to receive a master's degree. We have had
some students who received a Ph. D. or a-medical:degree, but that
;is 'a very.small percentage. .

. .

Again, it .depends on the .jab, and what, they really want to do
with their lives.

.Mr MITCHEM. Yes. As you know, historically, these programs
have received a large.percentage of' minority students, and all of us
who are involved m the TRIO programs have-felt Very strongly
that theSe prokIrams should be about moving youngsters into the
'baccalaureate degree programs so that you may find that there is
no quarrel with the distribution /Of programs among, the type of
institutions that you indicated, CongreSsnuin..

We feel that, pairticularly,at this time when there' is growth, but
underrepresentat ion in c'ertain critical acade,mic categories ,suChas
medicine, kntistry, et cetera. that it is extremely important that-
we use these programs as one part of a strategy to address these

. burning- issues,

:1151,4l4 - 31
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And soand perhaps I am getting at your question, 'Congress-
man Buchanan,-in terms of value, priority; or preference. Clearly,
Aiie see these programs as bacealaureate-prOducing programs, as.-
opposed to vocational programs. .

There is a maiisive amount of federal asSistance that goeS into
job training and very little that-goes into this particular area. We
would like to-protect that. interest if at all poSsible, sir.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I wish that we could reach every young person,
like this one, who has a poten:ial to be a doctor or a lawyer, 'or
whatever requiring 'a baccalaureate degree, so that that person
could,make his or her full contribution- to sciciety, and become all
that he or she could be. I wish we could reaCh every such person
through this program, but in the process, it seems to me, there
must be some people Whom you are also going to reach whose
capabilities would point in other directions....:. . .

.

. MiTcti Correct And in ttio:se iustances4lt seems to The '7
incurnberitupoetitto liave programs that have referral mecha-
nisms to refer those individuals to experiences, that is, more educa-
tional. experiences that would be .rnore appropriate for 'those per-
sons. We'atternOt to do that. I do not know. Maybe you woUld like

.

to comment on that. t
Mr. Foam I note in your recommendations 'which you have sub-

mitted to the Committee that you propose language which would.
effect a change irr the existing law which would limit the.grants to
institutions that provide at least 2 years' work toward the bacca-
laureate degree so as to insure ,that disadvantaged students are
encouraged to the fullest extent feasible to obtain college degrees.

Mr. MITCHEM. Yes. Yes.
Mr. BUCHANAN.. I do not want to.wear out y'our patience entirely,

but I .have two other questions.
.

Do you know anything with respect to a follow-up' on this- pro-
_gram' since ir}'? As you knew what had happened to some of tile,
persons who had been in your program, you- seem .to have done
some follow-up. 110 you how do a follow-up oh the students?

Do you haVe ahy recommendations to make to us as to a follow-'
up as a part of this system? .

DEASE. One of the thingsand I guess4this, too, is a difficult
taskis that we are-in the process at our inStitution of following
up all of the students.who entered the program since its 'inception.

The difficulty iS in terms of mobility of student& We know the
ones who are 'deceased, or Wrho 'have gone on through college.

The other thing that s very, difficult, too, is the fact that high
schools, by and large, d4 not keep records of' their graduates. They
dnly keep maybe a r ord' of' a. transfer that was mailed' to a
particular college for that studehrto be, admitted, and from that
'point an, there is no oth'er infOrmation.

I would strongly recommend---,in fact, I did recommend to the
'target high schools where did some work, that they begin tb look
at this Very seriotigly to create a data bank for)storing this knowl-
edge on their former students. .

Mr. Mrro.HENt. That particular activity 'has nevbx been assigned
to tho projects by the Office of Education, to my knowledge, nor
has the Office of Education provided- anY fUndsIo.carry out the
kind 'of' program for the people about.whom we are talking. We are
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talking about certain kinds of cost, if nothing else,-in terms of time.
It would' be good to have this kind of data.
- I think you will hear some testimony this morning Subsequent to
thitl panel that will alude to some fellowup which certainly ex-
lains and certainly draws Out the importance -of these programs.

t kind of information is available, sir.
Mr: BUCtIANAN. 'Plank you very much.
One more question, Mr. Mitchem. I he'd the privilege.of offering

one of Shjrley Chisholm's legislative pioposals, and that was the
biomedical sciences program which we authorized in 1978.

Of course,- that is the program for 'postsecondary students frem
economically disadvantaged oircUmstances who seek a career in
biornedical science. It is the.sert of fhmg t4a,t4we-lkave the TRIO"'
PrCgram.:

Do you have any recommendation? Should that be consolidated
with the existing TRIO programs, or should it not? Do you have
any recommendation (In that?

Mr. MITCHEM. Welt, I think it should be considersd.. We are not
surprised that it would come up. I guess one of th ues that will
come up is the $40 million authorization for biotnedical pro-
gran,. How would that be protected? What im t woulç the rela-
tionship of that progrum have on the TRIO au izatio, ,at iaa
tough question. We really have not taken it on.

Certainly, there are principles apd. direction e inhnt
in the biomedical legislation which I think w,euñ attempt to
address and incorporate in some of the things wb are saying which
are particularly relevant to the programs. We have no qtiarrel with
that program. It is a good program, in fact. As a matter,of fact, we
have supported that program.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Murphy.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am sorry that I missed Mr. Mitchern's statement.
I juse want to ask: Did you clarify the distinction between

Upward Bound aneTalent Search? Do you feel that there is any
overlapping of these programs?

. They both seem to be intended to assist the same type of pro-
gram. ...- ,

Mk. MoiTCHEM. NO. Where we feel .that the most serious overlap-
ping exists is in the case -of Special Services for Disadvantaged
Students and the Service Learning Centers. The Service Learning
Centers program was authorized in 1976 and it, like. Special Serv-
ices, is campus-based, -and is a supportive service program provid-i

ing tutorial service in the basic ski.ls, counseling, et ,cetera, and in
every respect duplicates Special Services.

We are recommending the elimination of that program.
Mr. MURPielY. Maybe we could aombine all of this: UpWard Bound -

and SerVice Centem
Mr. MrreHEM. No. I do not:think so, six, because they serve

different interests and different things. Let me try to explain that.
Upward Bound; for example, only focuses on youth whO are

enrolled in high -schools; whereas the Special $erviCes program
focuseS on undergradu es for colleges *rut universities.

Mr. MUgPHY. I can that in Special Services, but I am talking
abt Talent Search.

4 3
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Mr. MITCHEM. Talent Search and .E0C,
Mr. MURPHY.. Right.
Mr. MncHEra. No. We see some distinctions ther;. We see the

focusing of the Educational Service Center on the adult learner:
-Talent Search's continuing mission is to serve youth.-

Historically, we have found, as we have gone about the Country
and looked at these programs in practiCe that this is so.

.Mr. MURPHY. SO Upwatd Bouhd is the same as Talent Seareh.
"They .are programs for the youth in high school,

Mr. MITCHEM. They provide different services. Talent ..Search
operates, more or less, as a.referral mechanism. It is a repruitment
device. It is the kind of prograth where persons walk intothe office,

-they geTh ey-i are informed'aboutliiumti4'did.:`They-.7
;are informed of the opporitinities_ through Which they can get
-financial aid,.-and :college 'coupseling..They aSsist the student in.
completing the'application.

Mr. MURPHY. Does Upward Bound do that, tOo?
Mr. MacHENt. Upward Bound does that, too.
Upward Bound, .in addition, does more. For .6 .or S weeks in the

summer they proVide students remedial services to assist them- in
gaining entrance into college. They also have a' much rnO`re inten-
sive academic program. Talent Search does not-have these features,
or characteristics at all.

.

Mr. M'IJ In. Congressman Buchanan had.'a good suggestion. It
might be W te, when you come back And give us your views next
Year, if you ould advise every person who is concerned with this
to give us a d3.ta bank to show ns thehistory of progress. .

Mr. Ealurn 'has a single instanee'where he can show that, but it'
you could bring ,x number of students who were in Upward Ikund,
the case histOry, the percentage of how many have gone on to
college, have/Vie), gone to 'college, who completed college, what
field did 'theY go into, I think that' would give those of us who are
supportive of those programs some greater insight, and it would fill

real.need,. pot only need, but production..
I want to add one final thing that etairman Ford alluded to-and

also, 'Congressman Buchanan: That as we. regress with inflation
and we have an expanded number, of people who become economi-
cally disadvantaged even though they are in the $12,000 and
$14,000 bracket and have four or five children, the constituency

-that we have supportive of these programs nar-rows. We' do not
broaden tke eConomic base, and it we narrow it on prograins. stich
as the first generation concept, we then narrow the constituency
that we have to draw upon. to support us to support the program.
Unless we occasionally think about broadening the progiam, .or
those rsons who benefit from then,. we lose numbers here.

'So t 'nk of that when you are in ..Vour meetings and in your
counse and in-deciding what .your policy positions- are to-keep the
crite as we Jiad -it in 1964, ReMember that we are going into

-':19S0 a decade and a 'half has pasSed, and things -haver changed.
Many/ people have become educated. Many people are tfinishing
iiigh;*hool now who did. not ii'vfore. So the. baccalaureatddegree
mayinot be the breakoff

4 8c-4
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Many people who are Still*poor. today are making $15,000 a year,
because of transportation, becauSe of inflation, because of other
things. OK?. .

Mr. M1TcHEN1.- OK.
Mr. MURPHY. Think of thosu things because we are interested in

-continuing i3rograms, but we can only get endugh I.Lptes here to
continue the programs if we have theoonstituencies Mtho are con-,cerned.

Mr. MrrettEm.. Thank.you,
Mr. MURPHY:Thank you.
Mr. 'FORD.. I would like to note that in the Office of Education's

anntial evaluation report ori_educationat.,pro,grams...14ey .4-scribe
IrpWard1361iiid n this WLiy: °

The Upward Bound program is intended for youths trom low inconw families that
have an academic .potentML. but who lack lideqUate secondary school pPeparation.
including those students whose inadequate secondary school preparation s the
result of severe rural isolation.

How is the characteristic of academic potential, in, fact, applied?
Where does that get applied? -

Mr. ADACHL.Just from a number of tests. Projects use the SAT,
ACT, .McGraw-Hill or IoWa tests. Academic potential is :not uni-
formly administered throughout the Nation at all, and that is one
'of the problems svitti it: And so they just take an instrument, and
test them; and then-figure out exactly what the academic potential
means from those tests.

Also, people get letters from counselors, or teachers, to say that
this person has academic potential, in fact whatever definition the
counselor has haS chosen to document 41cademic potential. &La. is
not uniforrnly adMinistered at all -ill the preserit law.

Mr. FORD. But if ,the program.tivere capable of, in fact, picking
out of this target population, with an arbitrary statistical base,
those people who, but for the inadequacy of their high school
preparation as- a reflection either of cultural problems that kept
them out of high school, lack of acoess to a decent high school, or
economic conditions which took them out of high school premature-
ly, if you could really identify that you were,picking Out that kind
of person and then concentrating on the baccalaureate background,
it would make a little more sense in terms -of What we will' be
telling people in the years when we are passing .this
-But if, in fact,it is only a very small program superimposed onlihe
other assistance whith is primarity targeted by economies, then it
-is not doing anything different. In other words, tihe\13EOG program
is intended, as NpSt., was for a long time, as was work-study, tb go
toward a population on the basis of economics, the economic char-
adteristics of' that population.

This program was intended to meet the hunch that, many people
in education passed on to us, that in adiition to the problem of just

:being poor. isolated, having linguistic problems., an&other things,
there were out there...people who could be identified as having a
potential fdr academic succes, but that would not normally show
up because they had 2 years.,.of high schubl, and left for some
reason. t)

Is there any evidence that, in fact, t.hire has been any effort on
the 'part .okhe prograrn directors to factor in this consideration iii
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a substantial way, and second, is it possAle to do it? Isit kind of .an
-imeossible goal to ask all of these questians?

Some of us are very ners about any 'kind of testing system
that snfacks of,tracking, that Inacks ofstereotypes.

Maybe this .is something that should pot be in' a law. Maybe we
should not be holding it out as that kind of program if;-in fact, it
cannot be promulgated.

Mr. MiTcHE.m. There are, many siifferent ways in which to define
regulations. People always quarrel with whatever definition you
come up with.
..My. experience. ha§ been that the mpthod .1,71.which, idecktifY.

student whO had academic Potential basic; I y, i 'subjective jkidg
ment:

There are programs where, I am sure, they may_ use elaborate
testing to makes this kind of determination. As to my experience, I
do not generalize from my owri program but just as to the *thole
professional community it is usually a subjective judgment.

.Also, one argument, in terms of certain directives, that we have
gotten from the Office of Education., is.thattpettple have been ,urged

.
to move aivay_ from students with potential in terms of a lot of
emphasis cm stbidents Who had a lot of problems in high School, and
not problems that can be related specifically to their cultural or
social,baCkground, though that plays a factor.

For examplelet me be More specificthere cire youngsters in
the country who are earning B's in high school but where those B's
do not represent achievement levels commensurate with national
norms'.

There are persons who argue thal they should not be enrolled as
UPward Bound 'students because they are successful. If you take
those gtudents to college, I do INA necessarily mean Harvard, or
Yale, but take thern to Pittsburgh, Oshkosh, what-have-you, many
of these B students would have difficulty because the courses they
had in high school had very little content.

So I guess that what I ani trying to say is that people.to some
extent, have beeNdiscouraged.fr(bn going after students who might
show some indication of having the kind of academic potential that
is promising by plating emphasis upon those students who have D
and F grades.

That is my experience, and it has been thth experience of some
others.

tutions. Do these institutions have any common characterisfcs
Mr. Form. There are 368 successful.grantees, baccalaureate int

that indicate that there is any pattern of the type of institution
that emerges that is willing to tryPto support the program and
then, in turn, develop a successful application for the grant?

Mr. MITCHEM. I have not been able to detect.any. It comes from
just a hodgepodge of the types of schools: 2-year, 4-year; mostly 4-
year colleges, obviously,

Mr. MARE. We have institutions in Michigan.
Mr, FORD, The State university.

_ Mr. DEASE, Hope College, which is pot a State institution. Michi-
gan State, Western Michigan University, .Grand Valley State Col-
lege, Cranbrook-. Cranbrook is unique in that.

Mr. FORD. It surely is unique. Laughter.]
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*

call e Upward Bound/High Horizons prograxii, where atu-
Mr. DEAsh. It is very unique. As a matter of fact, the/waystAll

th
dents do not . . . Well, let me paraphrase: I will backtrack for just
a second.

Mr. Fon. If you could find anybody from Cranbrook who ended
up poor, I would like to meet them.

Mr. Dkimil. They have the program of Upward Bound and Higher
Horizons.

The Higher Horizons program is funded by private donations and ,

gifts from corporations.
:1Pr If students fail' to qualify through the elconomic criteria for

Upward Bound, they can be pUlled into the Higher Horizons pro-
gram. They have similar, characteristics except for income.

Michigan Statv University has an Upward Bound'program. Oak-
land University Os° has an Upward Bound program.

Mr. FORD. Would Wayne be the largest?
Mr. WARE. Wayne State UniVersity is the largest. There are

programs at Siena Heights College and Eastern Michigan Universi-
ty. I hope I have not omitted any, but!there are ten.

Grand Valley State College is the latest one. It is Et college with
an Upward Bound grant. I would not say that each ovie has its own
entity, but the basic goals and objectives are usually the same
except for Cranbrook. It is a little different.

Mr. FORD. Except for Cranbrook and Michigan State, the schools
you mention are pretty much drawing from a local population, are
they not?

M. DEASE. Well, we draw from one very small area. It is a rural
population in Michigan', which has an enrollment of less than 400

41tudents. Other than that, we have two class A schools and one
class B school.

In terms of enrollment, we are talking about over 1,480 students
for class A and under about 1479 for class B, but you are right.
Most ,of them will slraw from the larger populous instead of the
rural areas except for maybe, Siena Heights. You know, they are
goiag to draw from the rural area, but because that area is rural.

Mr. FORD. Is there anything else, Mr. Buchanan?
Mr. BUCHANAN. I guess not, Mr. Chairman. But we could keep

them here all morning.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Mr. FORD. The next panel includes Dr. Monte Perez, who ia the

Project Director' of NIE, The National Council of 'LaRaza; Sister
Mary Agnes Schildkamp, who is.the Director of Project Forward,
Educational Talent Search at Seton Hill College; Ms: Irma Burks;
who is the Special Project Officer of the Mississippi Valley State'
University, and Mr. Peter Fellenz who is the State ,Project Director
of Educational OpportUnity Centers for Massachusetts, Worcester

Lonsortiuin for Higher Education.
_Without objection, the statements prepared by the panelists ;will

be inserted i'n full at this point in the record.
[The prepared statements of Dr. Perez, Sister Schildkamp, Irma

Burks, and Peter Fellenz follow:1
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Nowwttro STATEMENT OF DK. MONTE E. PELLE2, LZOISLATIVE CHAIEMAN LeOk THE
NATIONAL. AMOCIATION FOX EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPOyUNITIkli, AND PAIILIASEK OF
THE NATIONAL Ct)OKDINATING COUNCIL OF EDUCATIO AL OPPOKTUNITY ASSOCI
ATIONS Ilk*

I N'rak) CI ION

I would like to express ray appreciation to you, Mr. Chairman and members of the .

subcommittee, for inviting this panel to address the reauthorization. of Special
Programs for SttentS, from llisOvantaged Backwounds. and more specifically? the
Talent Search and Edacational Opportunity Centers. I am currently the Legislative'
Chairman to the National Association of Equal Educational Opportunities (NAEE0i
which is a meniber 0t. the National Coordinating Cduncil of Educational Opportuni-
'ty Association's and n member of the. Hispanic Higher Education' Coalition. The
members of my panel include: (I.) Sister Mary Agnes member of the Mid-Eastern
Association a Educational Opportunity Program Personnel, (2) Ms. Irma Burke,
past President of the Southeastern Asociation of Educational Oppottanity ProgrAani
Personnel, and (3) Mr. Peter Feleriz, member pf kile.Noe'-England Association ot
EdWationarOpportunity Program Personnel, All 'of their respective oitaniutions..
are constituent members to the National Coordinating Council.

In Our panel 'we wisht to 'address four major points: (1) Cost effectiveness of the
TRIO programs, (2) Prograrn improvements considered under our recommendations.
(3) enhaneed articulation of .Educational Opportunity Centers, Talent Search,. and
the Education Information Centers, and (4) rational fdr tihe revised eligibilitycrite-
ria and the authoriiation level:.We will begin with cost effectiveness, which will .

include a short desCription of the programs, but first I would . like to make 601-11e'r
overview:remarks regarding the mission of TRIO.

THE MISSION OF TRIO

TRIO was borne out. of the sixties as part of the ft:deral goVernment effort to
'increase the enrollment of low income students by providing equal 'educational
opportunities. it. was recognized that low income students had several barrierS
confronting them. A major barrier was financial. but in 'addition it became clear
that there was a need to provide akrademic stipport services to bridge many of the
.gaps low income students faced due to inadequate school preparation, lack of expo-
sure to educational systems, and a lack of certain support structures. TRIO was
desigm.Xl to meet these deficiencies. Upward Bound was designed as a motivational
and upward mobility prompting higher expectations) program..Talent Search was
designed to provide information and advisement, Special Services was designed as a
retention program. and the Educational Opportunity Centers were designed for
large urban and runil centers, US an information and advisement semice.
' These programs begai to addre:ss the needs of the low ir ne population. Later
the need and subsequer emand increased significantly,

VHF NEED AND OKMAND F011 TRIO

Just looking at current figures for Talent Search and EOts..one 0cL,edily see
that the need far outweighs-the current service.level.

TABLE I AVAILABILITY Of SERVICES

unUll

At recommended ievels $,155,000,000:.

N;g9Le
vetl

Soecul sevictis S55,000,000 158,x
Taient search.. ..... ..... 15,300,000

Upward bound. . 6-L000,000 46,780

dtscatiorrai opportOity centers 6,300,000 94,000

At piesenf sl4000,o,opi)

Specral §efvices 62,0G0,900 119,190

Tdrent searth.' 16,800,000 210,000

Upward bovr,d 66,000,000 50,610

FAX4t4111000(tunity centers T:1100,000 110,450
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Pert...0 (44
64gbie

poNliOn

- 12.6

2,0

1.8

14.2 -''

2.2

2.0
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The total number of persons eligible for Talent Search services is approximately
9,366,50Ø (1979 Cenius data). Assuming a 6% inflationary increaee in cost of serv-,
ices, if a constant level of funding is maintained, Talent Search projects will only be
able to serve 191,250 persons in fiscal 1980, that is 2 percent of the eligible popula-
tion. EOC's are intended to "serve areas with major concentrations of low income . ...populations." According. bathe /tame L979 Census report, 21,906,100 persons between
the ages of '14 and 34 live in central city areas. Presuming that half that number
live in areas with major concentrations of low income people, and that half again
that number live in areas of high concentration of rural poverty,. at least 16,429,500
perbons are eligible for services from the Educational Opportunity ("enters. Given
mflation and a constant level of funding, EOCti will only be able to serve 94,000
individuals in fiscal 1980, i.e. leas than 1% of the eligible population.

Beyond need the demand for these programs to asaist cRmmunities toad Mks has iia& .ii

increased. The federal, gnvernment did.an admirable job' in eXpobing the need and
prompting date 'arid lacal education agencies todevel similar programs or search

serviceii. The table on paike 4 demonstratee this. Betw n fiscal 1976 and fiscal 1279
out for wan** of funding. That eearch has 10 to ntinued demand for TRIO '

institntional demand for Special Services funda increaaed by 53_ percent; demand for
Talent Search funds increased by 21 percent; and demand for Upward Bound funds
increamed by 43 percent. This year the Office of Education, was only able to meet
two-thirds of the demand for Special Services funds, 61 percent 'of fhe demand for
Talent Search, 77 percent of the demand for Upward Bound funds, and :37 percent
of the demand for FOC funds.

DEMAND AND FUNDING PATTifiNS.

(WWII 0 maws]

Fiscal 1976:

Proven
*Ate ri
P1,19cchis

kirks of
Fhpets
Ft** Dowd ANIX440

Spec1M Sink:es

Talent Seiach.
510

219
373

' 132

$54

19

$23.3

6.0
1.

1.

Upwardflaind -- 471 424 55 38.1
EOC's"' 135 12 22 3Q

Total.

Fiscal 1971
.. . ,, 1,395 942 150 70.3

Special ServIces 558 372 57 30,6
Talent Search .. 218 116 22 8.9
Upward ,Eiound 448 345 61 41.5
MC's.. 106 18 20

. ....

' 4.0

,.. Total 1,330 851 160 85 0
Face 1978:

651 487 75 41'0
Taieht e.-arch

Upward Bound... . .. .........

190\._.
452

131

380
23

68

17.0

49.0

EDC's,,. .,. . ... If 22 15 5.0
Trammg Authenty .4 1 ....... 2 0

' Total . 1,369 1,021 181 115.0 .

Ascai 1979:

Specsal Secoces. .. 725 83
Talent Search.... 270 '25
Upward Baind '489 7 ,

tOC's .. 73 -17
Traiaing Aottlonly ..

--,7,,,;,--s..:_,

Total.. 11'.% 1.507 44'

Judging from the increased demand arid-ths continued need of the'eligible popula-
- tion. the central mission of TRIO has not changed significantly; there continues to

a
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Ibe the mandate 'to provide a -set of strategies that will insure equal educational
opportunity and equity for many underserved Athericans. The federal role in this
effort continues to be praminent. But. although the mjsuiun has remained the same
Ow strategies and interventions need to be improved to better serve the eligible
populationis This is the thrust of the INCCEOA recommendations.

l'auxai:kM IMIPKoVINEVN .EFFECTIVENESS AND EYFICLENCY

The NCCEOA recommendations have been designed to cldrify roles, maximize
reaources, and improve servke delivery to diverse populations I waat to highlight
some of the' recommendations to give fhe subcommittee a broad view, of how we
proprao.ti ireaae efficiency and effectivenesa. .

1. That TlilO>programs denneate respansibilititai in the fallowing ,mannerh(A)
community and campus based projects. (B) ievel enrellment (secondary vs. post
secoddary) and (C) the focus of Talent Search will be youth, and EOCs adultsa except
ander unusual-circumatances.

Distinguishing the role of community-lathed and camPus, based progra is is long .
overdue. Talent Search serene.* are best provided in t:ommunity siettin se Talent
SearCh is acct.ssible. familiar With avenue% of communications, and bra ai the'
community and academic environment for easier transition. This was a driving
rationale for the establishawnt of the EOCs which.seve larger geo4vaphic locations.'
The age distirwtions40 to 'provide EOCs and Talent Search with a clearer target
p0pulation. and tailored services will be enhanced. By delizeating the target popula-
tiuse..aad the. role of community and campus baaed progriuns, duplications will be.

2. That Talent Search add to their functions, tutorial services to encourage youth .
to re-enter programs of post secondary education.

The core services currently provided under the-law include identifying and publi-
cizing post seeendary programs te eligible participants to enhance application and
entry Into poet secondary education. But is has been recognized that merely identi-
fying and encouraging youth to apply may not be enough. Particularly, if in the
process of; identifying and encouraging, many, youth lack self confidence, in their
preparedneas to meet the academic rigors of a post secondary experience.. Unprepar-
edness takes many forms. For veiny, it is merely review'and confidence building
leg study habits, discipline etcl. For others, it is moreindepth academic develop-
ment, often times in one particular academic area (e.g. reading, writing, and math
skillz;). The .p.a.st several years has revealed that intsmsive tutorials focusing on a
particular deficiency has tremendous payoffs and there is no need to thwart the
desire or potential 'of a student to pursue post secondary education for an academic
problem, which in many cases can be rectified in a relatively short period of time,

3. That FAX7s provide counseling aervices and tutorials to students who are
attending an institution where there Ls no Speeial Service% Program.

Thi;4 taiditional service is_ intended to assist returning adults with the transitions
from employment aad household responsibilitiesao the academic environment. Spe-
cial Services is capable of providing such a service, but in IHEs where there isno
academic support program there is a need to fill this' gap. E0Cs can provide this
service and assist IHEs to prepare returning students to.engage the academic arena.

4. That there be a legislative provision for articulation between Elea-. E0c7s, and
Talent Search.

These three programs spreing up in different periods of the equal edlicational
movement. Talent Search is rocally based, E0Cs are regional, and EICaskre state
based. (liven the large eligibility pool, the complexities of entering into a post
se-condary institution. and the need for state. regional. and local information and
advisement, these three effOrtfl need to coordinate. Our Telsommendatitins would.
insure that local based programs would have a hand in planning for a statewide
information ,et'fort, and that both E0Cs and Talent Search would be able to use the
information packets at the local and regional level quickly. Such a partnet=ship
would .incre..aae effietency in information dissemination ta major problem for under-
aerved populationil and advisement atratekies. It would render each effort more
efftktive, since duplication would be minimized" and 'concentration 'on local ancl

ionai service delivery would be. centered upon_
'The NCCEOA recognizes- that program improvements alone, does not necessarilY.,.
wein a greater efficiency -of expenditures. We have taken..Pride in the past 'of the'

'eSt.' effectiveness of these programa, but we need to make sure,,,that- program,
imProvements continue that tradition. Again, it is important tO note, that the costSz.
remain verv law when compared to other social interventionS for similar .popula-'
tams
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tUiT EYFFAMVENKSS itp
A year ago a New York Times aerie% drew attention to the fact that two-societies

are smnehtin. black Americaone group rapidly acquiring more education, better
jobs and hifYIT:r incomes; another nnred in poverty, an unyielding underclass with
few quAlificationa. Later that month, a series on Mexican Americans in the Wash-
ingten Past depicted a similiar situation among the Iiispanic population. Both series
streased the fact that only two options are open to atate and federal governments as
they consider the plight of poor Americans, he they black, Indian, 'Latino, or white.

-The nation can &loose to maintain the poor in poverty,,or it can previde these
thdividuals various means of evess from poverty. Listed below are Department of
Labor fiscal.1979 estimatea comparing the relalive cos4 of providing thew. type of... . . ,,-- _services:

I . ova per

1 Job Corea
Youth Community Improvement Program

-Young Adult Conservation Corpe
'Youth Crnployment and Training Program ......
Youth Ince:pave Entitlement Project*. ..

.-

i

13,754
8000:

10,500
5000
.5:300

Certainly, when we Consider that the COst per client for Upward Bound ia $1.,321
and the L'Otit per client.in Speeisit_Services is $326, afid that the youth served by
these programs generally come from backgrounds very similiar to those of the
individuals assisted by the various Labor Department programs, the coat of provid-
ing compensatory educational services to this clientele seems strikingly low.

Although.TRIO remains strikingly low in cost, there,remains some gaps.in our
service. The Student Financial Assistance legislation in fiscal year 78, (MISSA) took
intO account that there are countless numbers of working class and lower middle
class Americans who may just miss the financial aid criteria for participation, bu
are in need of assistance. TRIO likewise recognizes thLs gap. Thus, we need
extend this relatively low cost prograw to other needy families, who c4M ben
from thiNse services.

,

As we investigated the surrent eligibility criteria and the authorization le , it
becanw apparent that the current criteria had too many qualifiers and clarity of
purpose needed to be established. In addition, the authorization Ievel needed to be p
modified tu accommodate the 4arge pool of low income and first generation students,
and Meet the continued demand by institutions and cOmmunities to provides these
inasential services.

PRoiNk-;ED VLIGIUIUTY citITERIA AND AUTIRMIZATION

Two modifications to the current. eligibility criteria was made; the insertion of the
first generation criteria and the 150% poverty level over the Bureau of the CAsus
criteria. The term "first GenerationCollege Student" means a person whoe parents
(either parent) have...not eompleted- a baccalaureate degree; and the term "low
income Individual" means a person from a family whose taxable income for the
preceding year did not exceed 150 percent of an amount equal to the poverty level
determined by using criteria of poverty established by the Bartell of the Census
(Orshansky Poverty Criterion).-

In the past eligibility criteria has been quite diverse. The current legislation
contains a general paragraph on student eligibility'for program services and specific
language on eligibility under each specific program.heading. The ,fairly !wig string
of modifiers in each paragraph re4ults in confusion regarding eligibility require-
moats at. the project level The propoeed languagok suggests clear and definite
guidelines on student ligibility for each program which focuses on .the student's
degree of educational disadvanta,ge when comparedito the general college goirw
population. Si.wh disadvantage is.defined in terms of (1) the educational level of the
_student's parehts, (2) the student's family income, and (3) the quality of the stu-
dent's academic preparation.

The proposed reviaions siipport the intent of the Middle Income Asaistance Act.
The expansion of TRIO services Ls also prompted by the expansion of the Student
Financial assistvce.pxograms. To insure effective utilization of Student Financial
A4d funds. TRIO support services must be available.

The intent of the propoeed revisions is to reach the working class and lower
middle income groups:, who are right on- the °Margin of current guidelines. This
population should-mot be denied TRIO services, based on the following findings:

1. First generation students are less likely to graduate than non-first generation
students

41
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-2. First generation atudents generally come from families with high incidence-of
poverty, compurable to the current definition*

,First iteneration students include lurege numbers of minorities *hillier to the .

current breakdown of minorities involved in TRIO prograMe.
4. Male and female participation is mere equitable -wane; the first generation

criteria.
The proposed. critelia is much more definable, and can be impletneptecl et the

federal and local level with leaa interpretative discrepancies as in the twit.

TILE AUTHORIZATION 'LEVEL

(*Oen the -*Current unservecl population and the expanded Mlssion of TRIO,jusiifi-
cation for a 400 million authorization makes'a gr:eat deal of sense. But beyond this,

there are several points the subcommitte* should coneider '
1. TRIO needs to match support with the expanded BEOG tMISSA1Nission. The

iitave of BEOG extends to populatioria that TRIO may not be ablete serve within
the current Lew. Our proposedeligibility revision will take care of this, but a hgiher
authorization is warnmted to set the process moving.

2. With;the 'advent of,Proposition IS and other similar measures in response to
budget comaraints, state and local educational programs may'be curtailed. This will
create a vacuum, particularly in Statist: with education opportunityefforts, support-
ed by State and local funds. The federal shase will klu y- an importent 'role in
stabilizing and encouraging educatioi opportunity 4port aervices durtng these
difficult times.

3. TRIO remains a low cost progi. An invimtment of 400 million createe an
impact ot three times that amount w en you consider the ranges of. services pro-
vided and all the Ins and community organizations matching TRIO funds:.

4. Lastly, a 400 million'authorization is a national investment in the .future of the
Anitirican citi2,enry and economy. TRIO coqtinuts to provide upward mobility,
breaking the cycle of social dependency. and providing a michanism fur iedepen-
dence.

If TRIO could contitve provi)ng such a foundation; many Americans will go on
.# the worldof work emit, the affairs of a demoeratic society in a more responsible and

prepared manner. This will only support the future monomic und eocial develop-
ment of the nation.

l'eXeliktell STATEMENT OF bR. MONTE. FOR THE HISPANIC HICHRII
EDUCATION COALITION. APRIL 10, 1979

INTRODI 7(110N

. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the 'Stibeemniittee, for
inviting me to testify, on behalf of the Hispanic Higher Education Coalition, regard-
ing, the Special Programs for Students from Disadvantaged Backgrounds, conirnonly
known as.TRIO.

As we have stated before, the four major issues faeing Hispanics .in Higher
education continue to be access, retention, professional development, and- institte
tional representittion. It is our view that TIZIO programs are a major vehicle to
addressing access, retention, Iand to a lesser extent 'institutional repreaentatien
problems plagunig Hispanic Americans. It is within this context that the -Hispanic
Higher Sducatiou Coalition analyzed the TRIO legislation.

OVERVIEW

The history of TRIO legislation is important to understand to-gain a perseective
,on the signifkance of this program to the Hispanic community.

Upward Bound wag authorized in 1904 us part of the Office of' Economic Opportu-
nity legislation. It was recognized thiLequal educational opportunity could nut be
achieved without mechanisms to motivate minority disadvantaged youth
to the academic environment. IttTi also recognized that the serious problems
facing minoiity disadvantaged fo u t h in elementary and see:ondury educution still
lingered and higher education programs addressing these,barriers were appropriate
to pursue. .

Later the, Upward Bound pregram Provisions were iransferred to the Office of
Fiducation, and ,Osubsequent years additional piecus,4 legialation Aeg. Talent
Seaech. Special vices. and Eirdwational Opportunity c,enters) began ,to fully ,ad-
dress the e,tiucationai problems confronting minority'loe'i inceme populations. Talent
Search focused on information, ildvisement,- and, placement into Higher Education
institutions. cutiunal Opperttinity Centers addreSsed information and advise-
ment as w 1. b t was established to meet the comprehensive needs oflarge urban

s
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and rural locations. Special Services was eatkished in the IHES asa.mechanisin to
enhance retention ,. and inesease the graduation prospects of, minority and low
income.students. . .

"1 Thesieefforts have been addresSing..the needs-of diaadvantaged youth for over 12
years now. The eMphasiS of each program are sound. but there is. need to clarify
and expand on the tueeessful practices of these important efforts. -

Before I diacuss the propueals.of the Hispanic Coalition. I would like to review the
participation of Hispanics in iiigher education 'and in these programs for the 41.4

years.
; ..ispiinic Porticiptition in 111,4ner-baueution: Contributions of TRIO,Progronis

'Hispanic erirollnitrit in IHEa .was Crirtually nonexistent ten years Agro. Staiistk.s
in 1969 revealed that . Hispanic stbdents were fewer than 2 percenr of the tptal

.enrollment., , :c .

Current ent011ment (1976) in higher education' is listed below:
Comparison of total,and percent of national enrollments at Institutions of Higher

Education, by race. and ethnicity, by type of institution and by percent:
. -4 -- I, ,

I
Nocaorc *Ng

2 Year IHEs 242,009
,4.Vear 237.782
Gradiate L. ... 247,197

'Prglessloaa4.. ... . t,092

Aircinr Avant Noint

.6.2 429.723 1.1 0 3,080,799 787
3'3 604,732 8.4 5,987,529 83.6
2.2 55,45? 6.0 906,859 83,6
2 5 11,181 4.5 220,059." 89 5

Tfus cAritory rtileCk a test prcrromil
*Cc u s Dew ut t.k%latig ,i4.4fen *011.1.94,ta Cea 4041 ON(,LUX s, ia .1976

.-*The'Hispanic population is officially- reporteto be ovifr 1; percent ofthe total
volution in 11174. However,. the 1916 Census 'has found that great numbers'of
ispanics have .been .inaceurately counted. It would be interesting' to see What the

.1980 Census will-indicate, buf there 'have been preliminary Teporls in several .major..... vpublications that. the Hispanic population will quicldy become (within the next two
decudes) the licigest minority with Qercentages rising to 15 percent to 20 percent di
dielotal population. As President Larter stated in hiarecent address to the ChaM-
her of Deputies in Mexico (Feb. (1, 1,,r7.9i, "Hispanics in .the U.S. are the 4th largest -
Spanish Speaking population in the world, with a poPulation Of.20 million".

However,' aii you can' see the current .partiCipation Of HispaniCti in Higher 'educa-
tion is far too low, and, corrective measures inuat.tie Nken.

TRIO_ has been. a Major mechlinism to deal witVthiS inadequacy...This is primarily ..

'. 'due .to the lai,ii.. of HisPame controlled insiStutions' that would concentrate on the
. . .

needS-of the entire Hispanic population. There, 'are on1S0 a haadful 'of emerging .
Hispanic EducatiOnal institutions. .

A -sectmd point to cerjuider is that ,Hispvics are disproportionately,. represented in
2 yew inatitutions.and:if iic ii knoWn fact that 2 year institutionsreceive a'clispro;
portionately low anwunt o.t. Student Aid and .TRIO funds as compared o 4 year
institutions. Thew two faeters have severely limited the ability of H nies to
establish a comprehensive educational opportunity and equity strategy. hertre
TRIO seems to be mikjor vehicle to rectify I fispanic educational inequities.
: :Federal education policy has relied heavily on student assistance, in the way of

rants, loans, and-Work study to nwet tfie, financial constraints 'of students. But the
nancial and psychological constraints must be. addceszed: ThiS'is-Where TRIO has

played an ithportant part.
*Contributions of RR/Q.'

The contribUtions of.TRIO have been pcfsitive in providing access and retention
services to thenispanic population. lint the reeord reveals that these efforts contih-
ue ter bb.limiteartly dile to A lack If awarenoss of the netds of the Hispanic

. ,

: . .
'Oliv.as. Michael; "Admissioit Problems of I iiipan ics''--- National Conference of Ad missipn

Cuunseliirs. Feb Ilr'./ Toddy higlier 'education is sLill far Out of mach far ninny flispanie
famihos. Educational attainment still remains at the Ith grade level Dropout ratm sour over

ill 'kin overwhvinnng minibeir of Aeitly isipulated sehool distrita.. Participation macs' in
-four yeag, graduate and prof:optional sehouls continue to be 1e;. to 2'7l... These iciequities set
agliknst the continued, tugli unemployment rates of Hispanic youth tupward to 40,/r ii exemplify
the seriousness of Ow inequities we face.. ,

de So em5tmen1 data Iran 1nstrI4ons ol Hi*

;
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PoPulation and largCly due to the lack' of reteurcei. Ten Veais- ago thepa'rticiPation
of IlispankNi bordered around 5%. There were only 7 Hispanic focused projects in
the country. (out of .1`" prtaacts). Ia 1978 thfaft has bUnan increase of putitipatign ,

.

in thab.following:
t

DATA

;if daia _SUS flicat; TS

Total number of
'If,

stodents sevel , -,123,092 8 565
it

Indans/AlaAans i J. 8,143
Asian/Pacific is- 1 .

WC, . , , 5,293 2,312
Blacks . 52,510 69,449
Hispanfc .. , .. 21,527 .2.7,286

Mitts 39,668 37,995 .
" ct ifiawte(i 87 1,428

Sex

Males . 54,017 . 44 60,036
Females ,,,, 68,820 56 85,829
Otiw 255 1,000

.

. &Apt, ci,ictiurnatc.; 701Ka al ()Auto

PROGRAmS

PotOcit

,

.

u.a

38,887

Piocaot : (OC

,

58,666

.

Pitot4

6 - 2.003 2,205 4

2. 290 1 1,921 3

47 22,335 58 22,922 39
19 4,289 1 11970 : . 20

.. 26 1 :5,803 21 17,916 31.
1 560 I 1

-
1,265 2

,41 18,498 48 23.861- 42

58 20,389 52 33,288 58

,607 2 647

Although .there has been an increase in overall participation ih TRIO, closer
inspection (i3ee table below) reveals a decline from fiscal year 1975 to fiscal year
1977.

ENROLLMLNT IN SSDS, U.S.

munti

Fcsal Year

SSDS-. . ....,;... ................ . ........
T S, .... .
U.B

.19/5

18.7

- 19.6

. 10,1

1976

-17.6

20.0

11.0

1977

.1.5r186
11.2

salvo soraJ,J'Hipe and Cx1".4nii faiCafg 19/9i

The fact remains that the eligible Hispanic population; meeting poverty and
educational guidelines for participation, is well above :10%. It must be kept in mind
that Hispanics comprise 3;i% of the minority 'population and prOportional incidence
of poverty-is twice us great than the majority population. Thus, it can be safely said
that the TRIO programs continue to cinly meet a fraction 'of the education needs of
Hispanics.

In order to address this critical gap two things must occur: (1) a clarification of
prop-am' emphasis to increase targeting, efficiency, and effectivenems of existing
resources and -(2) expanded funding and scope. These Purposes were cOnsidered in
the Hispanic recommendations, as .two essential strati-tea to elitist in the eradica-
tion of access and retention problemsTacing Hispanics.

REL"OM MEN DA T 1 C.);%

1, That TRIO programs delineate responsibilities in 'the:following manner:
A'. community and cainPus baSed..projects
B. level of enrollMent (secondary v post secondary). .
C. The focus of Talent Search will be youth ;Ind EOCe adults, except under)some unusual circumstances.

4 94
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' This will have a poSitive effei .on Hispanics since., there is a l.need to-provide
resources to comm9uity bused endeavors that are familiar With the 'problems and
avenues orirecess in the Hispanic population. HispanicioccUpy few IHE positions,-
with latle iziput into.institutional delopment, While .comn'tunity based organiza-
tions offer greater thvolvement. . .

It shoold be noted that Hispanics.are a youthful population. Seventy-five percent
of the Hisipanic population is under 25 years Of age. Therefore there is ir.need- to
focus on .youth in a more concentrated manner.

2. That TRIO programs "shoidd be targeted on persons who aspire to be, first
generation college students mid who meet a revised Criteria of 150 percent of khe

Bureau of the Census Poverty criteria,
The proposed definition of income criteria would allow the-provision-of services to .

4 0 percent of Spanish Surnamed families who do not meet poverty criteria (data
from the 1975 Census Bureau population reportsr. In effect, the tRIO programs
.would be allowed to serve the children of .the wotking poor and of. lower middle
Wass families. The attainment of Baciayliws degrees in the Hispanic community.
hovers around 5 percent. Thus 95 percent of .Hispanic families, who meet- rev*d '
19W-inceme criteria, would qualify. Such turgeting will ensure that children who
come fromfamilies without a college tradition and the resource% attributed to such
an education would be kss likely to benefit from TRIO services, and a concentrated
effort to break the cycle of poor education and poverty will wear.

3. That the authttrization for TRIO be raised to-400M.
With the expansion of services and eligibility criteria this authorization levitl is

not usleasonable. But more importantly, demand and funding patterns demonstrate
a clear need to expand, as depicted in chart below_

loks.w..mooN m rtubat*I

euvalm

Nut 1976 '

Spem4i Services

Taient Search ..

1.1pward Boond

LOC's .

Total

Fe41 1971

Spewl Semes

Tak-nt Search ... ...._ ...... ..

Upwa* bound.

EllIC.

Total

tiontr
040013

,
.

570

219

47i

135

1,395

. .... 558

..\.. 718

448

106

1.330

-
&arbor ot

Piatects
funded4

373 .

132

424

13
,

942

372

116

345

18

851

Demand

354

19

55;

22

150

57

' 22

61:

20

160

Aikution

SZ3.2

6.0

38.1

3.0

70.3

30.6

8.9'

41.5

4.0

85.0

Fiscal 1918 .

Spec...al Services 651 487 75 47.0

Talent Search 190 131 23 12,0

Upward ,Seund 452 380 68 49.0

FCC's 12 22 15 5'40

Training Authouly 4 * 1 2.0, Abb

Total
.

f ISCal 1919

1,369 1,021 181 115 P

SiXtill SO-Vices ... .. .. . ........ .
725 83

Taient Starch.. 220 25

Upward 60.1m1 489 79

ECC's _
73 17

Training Authority

Total 1,507 204

As you can see betweAm fiscal 197f3 unit fiscal 1979 institutional .demand for
Special Services. funds increased by 54 percent;, demand for Talent. Search fuilds

I 9 54
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inerakased by 21 percerM and demand fur Up ard-BOund incruatied by 4:I. percent.
This year the Officv -of Education-waii on le to, meia.. two-thirds Of the deniand
tbr Spel'ciid Services, al wrcent of the dejjiund for Talent. Search, and 77 -percent of

.the dernand l'or- Upward Bqund funds, an 37 percent of the deamnd.tbr EOC funds.

'to provide serwicsir .in a place apprapriat
tThat the eligible sponsors for admin 'tering h funds be encouraged .

tioa..in this case, Community settings. i

and Convenient to the client populn-
.

As stated before Hispanics occupy lew-iidnUnistrative and faculty slotS in IHEs.
Community bused organizations are.available and offer an excellent vehicle to meet
the educational needs of /he Hispanic population. Calnimunity settings are most
appropriate to -providegreater access and communication with. the Hispanic popula-
tion. .

5_ That ,corc services for each of the TRIO program atrategies -4e eicarly identified
to mat/me existing resources and encourage effectiveness and efficiency.

This approach- would bring greater uniformity tO the Rrojects. Hispanic communi-.
ties, will. be able to diacern with greater ease the resfamsibilit'lies of IHEa and
community based-organizations. in providing equal educational opportunity services.
Aocoantability will be enhanced, particularly if the "core" services which each
institution or.organization is expected to provide-is clearlz specirad.

G. That full 'financial assistance be provided to 'Special Students,
C,Hispanic students have difficulty negotiating the financial aid process. 1 his is,

largely due to a lack of information and' unfiuniliarity with the complex financial
aid establishment If we expect students to make a lOng term committment in
education, often at the expense of supplementThg family income by working in the
job 'market, than the financial aid institutions, should- make a long-term commit-
ment to them as weft Consistent with our recommendations for long terra financial
commitment tn low-income students, the special 'service student, would fit the
criteria to be awarded full grant, work,.andloan aid. .

7. That Upward Bound be allowed to provide specific preparation at the-secondary"
level to prepare students for careers in which minorities are particularly underrea
Presented.' ,. . I .

The number of Hispanics in Scientific and engineering prolesaions is embarraa-
ingly low. Particular attention needs to be .given to getting Hispanic students into
the .pipeline to compete with other students in hard sciences and methernatics. lii
order to accomplish this, early:interve9tionand iu:ademiC.pr.paration is needed. It
'goes without saying that many Hispanic students are concent 'Aid .in poorer schbol
districts. Additional funds and programs that will supPlement e school distriCts in'

- preparing students Kir career fields in Science, niedicirw, law, etc. are sorely needed.
11 is noteworthy, to say, that MeXico has recognized this. discrepancy. Last year.

Mexieo awarded full scholarships to 104) Americans of Mexican descent to study
nierlicine and return to. the U.S. to addresa the .critical medical shortage-inilispanie

e comniunitiea. Such a commitment, from.the U.S. should be' made as'well.

St (NI MARY

RIO is an essential program to increase aCcess.-retention, and the development
'of Hispanic faculty and administrators in Higher education. But t[herv is a deed to
target the- programs more effiNentlY througb clarification of program purposes,
expanding the scope of the progniMs to .meet, diverae needs of the eligible
populations. lastly increse authorization ni allow for greater service and siip-
port..If these steps are taken, Hispanic participation in TRIO will increase, resolv-
ing some of the acc'ess and retentidn problems confriniting Ifispanic youth. Of
course greatei- progress will depend on the ndministrators in BHCE to search Out
and fully meet the neiaii-of Hispanic's in thcnext several years. ,;.

PR,I(VAREO STATEN( 14NT (W SOTER MARY. AGNES SOtiiii.J1K AMP. DOWPTOR, TALENT
SI4RCH PROJECT ( PROJECT FORWARD ( SVTON .1.(111, COLLEO 6REEN5BURG, PA.

.1.1/ST.E.FEE(TIVENEM oy'Tai:eNT -SEA .41;tutENT
.

Talent Stanch maximizes the cost-effectiveness of -all federal- and state postaecon-
dary student aid programs throUgh its '.`search" for eligible participants,.

One 'of- the three objectives of TS written 'into the Higher .7,clucation Act of'194;a
one that is not stressed in reports.luSually is "to publicize existing forms of stLent
fimuincial aid." referring:, primarily to' federal grants 'and loans and college work-
study. The ordinary channels-through which information about student aid is made
available'are, of courae, the,schools, both secondary and poat4cofidary. HoWever.,

TS target population, eyen .thoae ingood high schools, are quite likely to be
misaed through' the so-called -ordinary" channels. For a 'variety of reasons_personal

u
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1.
and financial and environmental, !many of the TS populatie4 do mit realize
postsecondary education with student .aid is actual/y available to them. This it-f..as
true today as it was in 194-15 when the Ihgher Edueation Act became legislation..

. This fact alone justifies yesanthorriation of TRIO programs, including 'VS and the

alent Search penetrates tie"mix" of the Aeedy among the affluent in largo
urban and non-urban merger hiA 'schools, TS penetrates the isolation of rural and
semi-rural areas. TS pcinetrates the 411 walli of depressed low.iticome public hous-
ing projects. staff go to places Where high school guidance cotinselnrs,catiuot go,
even it' they wished to (ex: homes. agenciete; and IS staff are at the service of
i)ersons who no longer hi,e;e acce*s to guidance counselors. TS staff are within
telephooe redacil hf.easetvorkers tex: RES, CETA, parole and probation, public assist-
ance) who rwogniie in 'their clients the need and the potential for further educa-
tion. .

Taknt Search reacjed minorities not only in-areas where the ratio is high; ,but
also wherv it is low or population. is scattered. That is, TS is actively seeking ont
minorities. OE data' for 1977 shows, that TS reached and, actively assisted 146,565
students, as folloWs: '47 percent Black'; 26. percent .White; 19 percent, Hispanic: 6
percent Native Americans/Alaskans; and 4 percent Asian/Pacific Island Americans.

Talent Search is discovering, attracting, and assisting increasing numbers of
eligible women. ('haraCteristic of many young women assisted by TS is the depress
ing reality culled disillusionmentdisillusionment with the job market: sometinws
with marriage, often...with the environment in which they are forced to live as
providers for a. family. TS finds them or they.find Ts.. A year or more in further
education changes their`finnily situation, their,outlOok on life. their place of resi,
denee, Lind Their status from tax reCipient to tax payer. Added to this kVroup is the
newly labeled"displaced homemaker who is resceed, so to speak, by educational-
prograMs including EOC's. .

It is worthy of note that the preient percentage of womerl in TS programs (nearly
00/40 pereent) is a change in trend froth the 40/00 'percent favoring nudes in TS
before 1974.

Talent. Search has a rword of creating `'pockets of achievement" M the midst of.
"pockets of poverty.- In this category. I am going to illustrige briefly from the 13-
year history of Project Feirward, the program I repsesent. \Vc have done. irehouSe

Fistiedies on where our rst clients are now,.and 'what .the- relationship likely is
between where they are and the services they received from TS. One p'hase of.our
study hasto do with so-called "poverty pockets': in thelarget area, where as many

. 38.6 percent of the population live on incothes below poverty level, Between 65
and 85 percent of IS families are on public assistance. Despite this econamiculcv
deprived background, the postsecondary dropout rates- fOr TS students ranges ne-
tweeil a, low of 7.9 and 29.7 percent. As many as 82.9 percent o employable IS
postsecondary graduates are employed, the highest percentages being in business,
health-related, social work, and teaching profesSions. For 'many of these successful

, individuals it ismet just -one person. but whole families whose econoftuc status is
changed from -dependent- to "independent.-

The urgency for Reduthorization is more evident, however, in the data that we
cannot provide; namely, how many eligible' persons are not being reached? In fiseal
year 1977 there we're 218 TS proposals. suhmitted acroSs the eountry. Of these oriry
1)6 were funded. The amount 'of funding requested was $22 million, The amoun%
allocated was only $8.9 million. The projected need is for about $400,000,000

11 COST EFF'Frilyh'NE.SS l'Al ENT SEAUCf I 11441, sTlri)y,

.
TR! (Research Triangle Institute( did' a nationwide study of TS projects for the

Office of .Education in 1973-74. Five years later, data from the study is relevant
inspfar it.discovered conditions in which TS is involved today. For examptae-the
study reports as follows in 1974: ,

Approximately 40,percent of the TS clients were black, and nearly 011 had never
been married, Approximately two-thirds of the clients .were 4ges 17 or 18. and about
twoothirds were emolled'in grade.12. More females than males were TS clients.
Most clients 178 percent) Were nM employed; but most of those who were employed
earned less than $3,000 per year. About half of tlw TS, clients were 'classified as
coming from families' with incomes of' less than 4i0,001.) in 1973.'while about a
quarter of the clients came from faMilieS earning $6,000 or more. .

A small proportion, roughly 10 percent, came from families that earned $9,600 or
mere. At least 6c.'c lived in federal housing projects, and 0% on Indian reservations.
Nevertheless, 77% of all audentg served were accepted in 'one or mere post-second.
ury institutiens and 72% actually began .their post-secondary studies that year.

45-934 o - 79 - 32 497
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The 'KM-report ins,:lUded a cOits,analysis given here as theonly nationwide/stirdy

-.of its kind dune fei T.S...lt provides a base for evaluating TS performance in termsof .

dollars .
(. .

A elaSsilicatioo of personcel was done in the RTI- Study, as follows:
., Ailministrutii:e..Projeet Direetor, Assistant Project Director, Other Admitiii-' N...
trative- . ''''''.,TS4urce Lleirtery.Tutors. Counselers, Tutor-Counselors, Recruiters.

Sopport.--.-Secretarialielerical, Student Help:
c" According to RTI, the average full-time project.' staff may. be classified as 27

percent in laiministration. 51 %',, in service delivery, and 22 percent engaged- in
- support .activities.- the average part-time .staff is 14..percent administrative, 2S per-

cent *Service delivery, and 4-0)C percent stippordt..Obviously. persons in. many projecte
wopld be engaged in multiple functions rather than a single function continuously.

Of reported cost for Ts programs,.it is significant that 16% of funds required were
non-TRIO.' In other words, -project dire:torsi have sought out.supplemental fundS to
heru,ssupport their programs. The average 'coat. ,per student that year .(19741 was
reikf.00, ..

There is .One triii.ing.statement in this Section of the RTI report which reflects
theper-student cok in projeCts that show :in increasing nurrkber of students stich
year. It reads that "a 105, increase in the number of clients in a project was
associated with a 6%. reduction in reported cost per client." --',-) .

Another statenamZ in the RTI. report reflects the ithportance of' the 1.1,:year cen-
.tinting grant procedue which TRIO now enj4s, relating if to job security and staff
.performance: , . . .

.Personnel at Many of the 20 site-visited projecta expressed 'concern about the
adverse effect oil. project operations due to considerable staff turnover, a factor that-
was generally attribUted toe lack Ofjob security in year-to-year funding situations
and to a lack of opportunity for upwardniobility within the project.

There' are -three additional highlights Of the 'RTI report which'.portray, I believe,-
the-context of target area circumstances in which TS'prOgrams function:

'I. At least 954'7, of the projects wagk and interact with high scbools, public and
--'.- private 4-year. postsecOndary institu*ns. aniVpublic 2-year institutiens; a little less

than three-fourths olthe projecls work with private 2-year inatitutions; and a little
more than one-half of the projects werk with proprietary' institutiOns. A MajOrity
Ofthe projects 'reported reeeiving "good" 'or "excellent" cooperation from these insti-
tutions with respect to a' variety of TS activities. OVerall, projectS reported a higher
level olcooperation from postsecondary institutionp, followed in:descending-order by
high -schools and proprietary schools. Less" than one-third of 'the projetts reported

receiving "fair" ur "poor" cooperation from-9e or more of these types of institu-
.tions. -

. . .

'2. Mest of the institutions litisting TS projects also sponsored at least one other
kderally dr non-lederallytunded program for disadeanteged,itudentsa little more-

less than one-thi sponser a Special SerVices program, TS project direetor's reported
than one-third these institutions spohsor an Upward Boad program.and a Ittle.

the existence of either a "high or."very high" degreeof cooperation' between .their '
projects and the-other projects sponsored by their host institution. ..

1. Project directors also reported the establishment of good relationshiPs- with
referral agencies such as the U.S. Employment Service, Tripal Councils. Neighbor-
hood Youth Corps welfare programs, Model Cities programs, ilrious youth groups,'
custodial institutions and reformatories, and UpWard -Bound programs. These agen-
cies were helpful in referring clients to TS, as well as in accepting referrals from
TS. .'. . -

, , '
-

What 'is' it that TS sta,ff-persons do for. their clients"? . What are .the services
delivered'.' The RTI report has a brief and direct answer'', ".

Individual and. 'to a more limited extent, group counseling constituted a Major
service te TS clients. These `COunling sessions focused Kimarily on problems
associated ,with 2- and .4-yrar college entrance, fitancial cdncerns, career or voca-
tional guidance, and job placement or referrals. To 'asse4 the strengths, Weaknesses,
and potential Of their clients. counselors reported relying 'most heavily on high
school 'grades, high school counselor evaluations,, evaluations .by knowledgeable
otherS, .blographkal 'inventories, interest inventtifies, and student belf,)evaluations.
Though they receiVe less emphasis. a substantial proPortion ofmthe projects reported

. using achievement (standardized-and nonstandardized) and aptitude (academic or
vocatienal) test results for this.purpose. Approximately threefourths of the students
reported by TS project directors to have enrolled in postsecondary iristitutionS
between 1 Julyend 31. December, 1.973 attually enmiled in the specilied institutions.
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'And abont threelaurthe of theee verified enrolleeeoVere atill enrolled in theaspring..
of .1974, .

In .concluaion,to this ,portion of my repert: the RTI tudy identified several
progyam strengths across VS projecte nationwide:ameng them the following:

1. The recruitment strategy appears effective "in getting to a sizable number of
.persoas in target pvulations, Thia atrategy involves aconcerted effort to meti/
an iatertat in.farther education amongdisadvantaged youths."

Projectsi Ongage in a met of cemmon eervices, encompasaing the dissemination of
,inferniation, assistance in the application process, obtaining of financial aid, and
pereorial eouneeling. This appears :tube the essence pf.Talent Search.

3. It is generally the 'cam) thi0 .projtvta respond to the. neecia of all who come for
'assistance or .informatien, whether or net thome persona .are.'censidered clients:

4.. Effective relationshipe isre developed . with a ,standard grotiNerMatitutious to
which clienta apply and ev'entUally'attinzd:This sangests that Ts 11,found inatitu-
titles reeponaive to the needs of the diaadvantaged, notably'thoee with SSDS 4nd/dr
state-funded student service programs, such as Act 101 in Pennsylvania. .'

ccnitinuing and effeetive- interaction with' referralagencies appears to be- char;....
acteristic of TS projects.

C. Staff appear dedicated. to 'program vale and okiectiveta their coheeiorj and
interaction appear fo be adequate. .

, 7. Recruitment L from a wide spectrum of agencies (along with high sehdols),
providing educational access for many different groups Lif prospective. clients. .

8. There appears to be a 'degree of Meaningful impact on high achool counseling
prograMe and on a variety of postsecondary institution*

III votsieLtialON
, .

The Talent Search program waawisely written into the initial Higher Education
Act, and TS is well on the way to achieving its"basic objectives.

Talent Search is eseeptial'to the continuing effectiveness of 'federal- and 'at,:ate-
jundedatadent aid program*

Talent Search is proving to be counter-Welfare. It. has shown atereotypes to be.
wrong. When the RTI Study is undated in the future, TS could provide abundant

-evidence of succesa, overshadowed qnly by the realization that fewer than half the
persons eligible for postsecondary edueational'opportunities are' being reached.

Talent Search has developed. a network of effective outreach for 'post-beconciary
institutions:wider than they are able to do on their own. Without TS, even pro-
graMs like BEOC.'W111 be waated when academipc and cultural and other non-'
fmanCial factors overtake the low-ineoine student.

Talent Search reflects the high priority accorded the rights and responsibilities of,
every individual citiaen. TRIO, and specifically TS, has rWuced the high human coat
which wtinld otherwise huppen to many individuals jf they had to risk their owri
trial-anderror approach te postsecondary educatien.
s Reauthorization, with a major appropriatien, is, crucial at this time to meet the
uneerved population that we are aware ef, as well as the emerging populations we
anticipate seeking to .participate fully ,in poiabecondary institutions in the United
States r,

114.1tA P. Bu,DivisioN or STUDLNT SERvicilui AND VETICEAN PROGRAMS,
. MISSISSIPPI VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY,. .ITTA BENA, MISS.

The TRIO Programs. UpWard Bound, Special SerVices, Talent Search; and Educa-
tional Opportunity Centers, were instituted at different times over the last fourteen
years in -response to different perceived needs. The two programs that this panel
will focus are: Talent Search,and Educational OpportunitY Centers.

Taient-Search was created in.196.5,under Title II-A of the Economic Opportunity
Aet. The legislative purpokies of thiSpregrarn was to:

(a) ldentify qUalified youths of financial or cultural needs with an exCeptional
potential for Postsecondary edecational training and encoiragc them ta com-
plete secondary school and Undertako pa ecoadary &due onal training, eine-
cially such youths, who have delayed pursuing postsecondifry educational train-,

.ing,
au publicize existing forms of student financial aid, including and furnished

under this title; and ,

(c).enCourage secondary achool or college dropouts of demonstrated aptitude
te re-enter educational programs, including pogsecondary school-programs.

More simply stated, Talent Search tries to equalize educational opportunities for
low-income and minority students by identifying, counseling, and aaaisting students
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1;), ident4ing, counseling, and assistiug students of "exceptiçnu(",.potentiai to enroll
. .in higher education,

Talent Search was transferred in 19ilt) frOm the Offiee of Economic Opportunity to
theOffiice of Education and placed under Title IV-A-of the Higher Education Act

seof 19,65 'as amended. _.

Educational Opportunity Centers were created by the Education amendments or
lli7 2: The kNislative. intent of this prbgram is to: . . .

.
A, Serve areas with tuajor concentratiots of low.income populations by providing

in coordination with the applicable programs and services.
(i information with respect to financial and academic assiStanc;,7 available for

persOns in such areas desiring to pursue a, program of .postsecondary edsration,
iii) assistance to such persons in applying for admissien to institutions, at

which a program of postsecondary eduCatiOn is offered,. including 'preparing
neCessary applications for use by admission and financial aid offices; and

iiii) counseling services, tutorials and other necessarty assistance to such 'per-.,sons while attending such institutions.
ql. Serve as recruiting and connseling pools to Coordinate resources and staff

efforts of institutions offering programs oLpostsecondary edocation in.admitting
educationally disadvantaged persons .

The Educational Opportunity Centers are simitar in purpose to Talent Search and,-Special Services Programs in the currentlegislation. . ,

FUNDED PROGRAMS

;ow( 141t 1 11114110(111

"1

)4.frzef
pQtect,;
funcied

-

1976

132
IOC 13*

19//
TS 116
LOC. 18

19/8
TS 131

IOC 22

S6

TOTAL. NUMEIER 0T- STUDENTS SERVED

Race 116.565 58,666

TS Pc4cri IOC

Inilian/Alaslians 8,143 6 2,205
km/Pacittc Isle . 2,312 7 1921,

Black5 . 69,449 4/ . 22,922
Aispanics 21,527 11 11,970
Whites 37,995 26 11,916
Not FI*7 led 1,478 1 1,625

Sx
60,036 41 23,861
85,829 58 33,788

12

5

4

3

39.

20

31

2

42

58

While each of thosi programs, 'Illent Search and Educational Opportunity Qen-
tem has as its goal the atthintnent of postsecondary education for disadvantaged
youth, each was introduced legislatively at different times and under different
circumstances. Talent Search wits developed in two federal agencies. The present
legislation defines pni.y vaguely who is to be served, how, or to what particular
purpose. The present legislation makes it diffiCult to, define evho is eligible for
prograM participation. Discontinuities in legislated goals and target populaiions
nave impeded program definition of' national objectives and target .populations, and
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make difficult- theaematiohUf 't-taieur ces. needed- for specific populations to be
.

.,--eareed. Therefore. we feel that the propobed legislation recOmmended by the-Nation- .

at,Coordanatine Couneil la orw that -will improve the operation al these programs
and the delivery of servicee -to their clients: . .

-The -National,Coordinating Council's recotamendatioita which wilketleet Tailenr
Search and EOC Projects are asfollows: -aa.-- .-' .

a based programs. Among campus-based diatiagulah level of enrollment . . . 'among
flecoMmeatlation ,-.Na 1.---"Dittinguieh!lkiiii.een4",rnpus-batied and-, cOrnthunity-

,.. cammutiity-baaeddistinguish by age, gronp *avid ." .
1, It would let Talent Search Projeete focus on youth and EOC focuann adults aind

this weuidelinafiate overlap of servicoa
2. It would reuire thataservices be provided in settings convenient to the-client. .

pppnlation in order to askure that the physical and psychological barriers separat-
ing disadvantaged commuaitiesahd carnauseti would be addressed.

3.. It Would clarit'y clients eligibility criteria.
.Recaamlation .4'The TRIO Pilbgrams should beaargeted on persons who

aspire' to be -first gemeratibn college students and Who meet a -reVised low-income
'criteria." .

The current legislation does not define low-income bat the 'regulations define it th
terms of .Bureau .of Census' poverty criteria. The imposition of the criteria rtaults in
theexelnaion frem TRIO Projects of many disadvantaged students who have. need of
servicea MI order .to be given it reasonable chance of graduating from college.

RtvotnniendOtion 'Alia a "The definition of eligible sponsors should not be
changed.. However, through the sPecification of 'functions, applicant- institutions
Should he enCouraged to paoVide services ia a place appropriate for and convenient
to the client-population."

The Counejl'eantent _in this recommendution is to provide for the COmmissioner
the aathority to require aseuranees tam all applicants for Talent SearchProjects to
be located in a settitig accessible to the youth proposed to be served by the project.

RecomInendation No. 4:"Specify the purpose and type of core services which
may be provided .

Some of the core'eervicesibr Telent Search and Educational Opportunity Centers 4.
, am. similar. However. it. is hoped that there will be-no overlap between the services

of Talent Search and EOC's services since Talent Search will focus on youth and
EOC's on oedulte, Talent Search may aleo provide tutoring under the proposed

r41 :
Retvinmendpiiim No. 5."Insert a regairement ai the EIC subpart that Talent

Search Projects be involved in planning and service delivera in the State plan
developed by the EIC's. Require that Talent Search projects and Educational Oppor-
tunity Centers be provided the intbrmation accumulated by EICs.

The Council feels that since:Talent Search Progfams, Educational Opportunity
Centere and Educational Information Centers share common general purposes
increatsUig the, availability of information regarding poetsecondary opportunity and
iher6aaing =Cilia to colleges and univereitiesand since staffs in Talent Search
.Programa and Educational Opportunity Centers have experience and expertise in
the area. of information and acmes programs, mandating the sharing of intbrmation
ituteervicesbutween programs will aerve to .eliminate oyerlapping of programs and
more effieient delivery of servietas.

RecommeackAtthn N. 6."The. authorization level should be $400 million."'
.

Given the increaSed size of the target population and given the level of appropri-
ations increaaes which weuld be necessary to begin to meet unmet needs. the
Council recommends a $400 million authorization level.

Projeeting appropriation increuees eomparable to those received since fiscal year
1a76 and a }lattermost!' allocatiao of funds 'among programs similar to, that employed
by USOE in fiscal year 197S, the distribution of 'FRIO monies would allow deliVery
'of service to lese than I0aa of thoee eligible for Talent Search or Educational
OpportunitV Centere.

lt is the Council's pobiticirf that TRIO Programs are eseential to. the deVelopment
of low-inceme, eaurutionally, culturally and physically disadvantaged students,

In conelusiop, we-feel that'an acceptance of the reeommended actions made by
the NCCEOA will restructure the programs to avoid overlaja /mire clearly define
the target population, eligible _participants and define the core services to be ren-
dered. ,

Because this legislation will allow f r more intensiveaypes ofservkes arid because
our eligible poel of participants will creaae, we recommend an authorization level
of $400. Mil!iou
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Paraesaetu irstrastiasiT SCarr Ntw Fasurairsu AssOdATION OE
EDCC.ATIONAL OPPoitTuNrTY PROGRAM PUMONNXL, STATE'PkWkrr Digtoms, Eno-

4-CATIONAL OrknitTUNITY roe NCISSACUUMVir.

Chuirman Ford and' members uf the cotrunittee,..I appreciate the .invitation to 1)0
part of this panel. on Talon; Search andEducatienal Opporfunity,Cimtet Programs.

-I join with the panel in sapporting the comprehensive-set of policy proposals which
the National toordinating Council of :Educatienal Opportunity Associatians has.
.previously entered into the reCord:

.

.Whitethie connntree is likeTY-aware of .the enormous amount of effort which.
TRIO tutiiiociatgons have expended le developing theaepelicy positions, I weuldlileg
to add my Otirsatal points of emphasis. 'As the director of a -state-wide network of
Aiuczatiumil QppOrtunity Centers- in Maiseac nieettswe are preparing US celebrate
'our fifth birthday. this stmmerI tinci.it re utiag to 'know that EOC's are readyto take th lace as the "fourth TRIO progr m!"

As is tie.e acrooli the country. LOC pelSnnel have been integrated into their
-; regionel dcitional tiPportunity program-personnel .aesiociatioas.

fa:nes working relationshipa with ,Upward &arid, Talent Search, and .Special.Serv-
ice Prierr.anr staff have become commonplace. Moist iinportantly, mirny of us have
Overeome our earlier-concerns of justifying Sin. individual existence and have
learned that "thiplication of service is a false dilemma which aan be overconre bY

tthoughtful professional cooperation:
4

Let me insert that yther professional groups such. as the National Center for
Educational Brokering, the College Board,-the FIPSE 'funded CROICE project, and
the Educational Cernmisseen of the States greatly 'contributeto.professional devttop-
meat through their conferences and materials. We can.concentrate on direct eervice
while using their avenues' for Sharing the-state of the att.

Now, to speak more specifically ,regarding policy recommendations, of the National
Coordinating-Coancil, I am encouraged by the coneensus we have reached on eligi-

tequirements for Talents'Search and Educational Opportunity Center clients,
except in unusual circumstances Talent Search will target on youth while

Edueatioruif Opportunity Centers will target on Adults. Furthermore, We agree that
it he more effeetive way of meeting Nst-enrollment support service needs is by
expansion of campus based Speciel Services rather than.through heavy reliance
upon commuaity.besed programe such as Talent Search or Educational Opportunity
Centel's..

Mr: hairrnen, there ja a dramatic leed for an expansion of the outreach; infor-
mation, aisd adVisemeet.'se'rvices which.Talent Search end Educational Opportunity
Centers ate nuw providing to approximately'300,006 'persons each year. While both
programs are able to. pruvide facilitative setvices in a cost-effective manner, the
pepulation new served represents only-throe percent of our cltizens in awed of such
services iSurvey of .1,neome and E4ucation, HE.W. 1976). .

,Tiapresent a More concretePieture of uninet need let me uae Massachusetts as an
illuStratitm. At eresent $3$0,000. in federal 'EOC funds and $130,000 in federal
Talent Search monies .do piovide storefronl or neighborhood services to parts of
Boston plus the older -Model Cities" areas of Lynn, New Bedford, Springfield, and
Wqtceswr. However: a like number of urban centersLowell/Lawrence/Haverhill,

.Briiekton/Taunton, Pittlield/North Adams?' pluathemany fringe cities of Boston
itself are left with few services:. In addition,- the rural areas.of the stateaincludiag
Coae Cod, are not yet targeted fot services..

Some additional .resou,rces are proNifided through. Eclucatienal Information Center
Cliarly a state role is required to fill the geps still rernaining after

considerable feiiiral, initiatiye. Continuation of EIC's, along. with mute spevine re-
aruirements regarding theie..woeking.reletionships with TRIO programs;woeld be
helpful, .

o Ciunpk!te the,Massathasetts illustration of-untnet- need, eeen with the second
largest EOC graht ln the natiere-pIus a Talent.Search.Project, only one half of our
urban settingN and few olour -tural areas receive, ep ro riate outreach, information,
and adviSerne services. F.;vidence from- the lust- un ing competition shows that
eatt isucces.4fil vexcy is thatchesi.by four other agencies ready, to-extend servicetein
their local a arfi convineed that MassachuSetts.alone could pet anether. minion
dollars II Search and EOC funds to work within sixty to ninety. days.

Members of' the. Committee. I am here to speak.for your constituents as well aki
my colleugues: Many thousands.91 youth and adalts within your distri,4A,Arv.strug;
glingwith the increasing comPtexities:of taondarY admission and atteadance.
Securing linancial assistante alone rey Ires some professional support. Financial
aid officers at the institations 'can wor most effectively with traditional etudenta
usually dependent students. Fiest ge ration students, on the Other 'hund, ugually
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-need front line assistance offered clueer to hOme. For example, many of our adult 40
ents haYe little idea that financiai assistance is newneed-based. Many need our

2slistanee in realizing that.a ten year-old high school transcriPt with Et's and C's is
110.K." and that they ma'y well be eligible for considerabli; B.E.O.G., State Scholar-
Ship, and -other assiitance.

Now the Middle Income Assistance Act seeks to extend. financial assistance to an
additional 'one And ode-half million of vur citizens; In MassitchUSette, the Middle
Income group is "coming'down from the'hills" to Utilize our aptification assistance.

, Our Saturday seryicts have beenin heavy demand. Thmisands your constituents
are putting their Well completed 13.E.p.C.i:,,Vicatiothi in the mail box. Many, in

-.tact Most. report that they would have sto in frustration if they had not heard
'about our tinices.

Some talk of fraud:and abuse in the.13.0.a. prograni:-This is not our experierice.
We find that effective outreach, info, :nation, and advisement services offered by
Talent Search and Educational Opportunity Centers can help thousands of your
constituents see new possibilities, to be the first in their family to begin a post-
fierundary career. With similar expansion of .campus based. Special Servicea_we are
convinCeifthat you will Continue to see the happy resUlts.

Thank you.

f
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Mr. Fonn. At may proceed in the ordt"ic in which Lcalled you to
the panel to, comment on' your statemenOtdcl to it, supPlement it,
sUmmarize ir, or give, us whatever You t1;ink you would most like
to highlight in the statement.

We will start with Dr. Perez. ..`7

STATEMENT OF MONTE E. PEREZ; Th. (I.,' DIRECTOR, ME EDU-
CATION RESEARCH PROJECT,' NATIONAL' COUNCIll 'OF
LARAZA, WASHIN(TON, I).C.

.0._ .

'Mr. Piatia. Thank you, Mr. Chairnian.-I would like' to' express my
appreciation -to you and to the members of the subcommittee fo7?-.
inviting this panel to address TRIO, more Specifically,, Talent ,j-,' Search and Educational Opportunity Centers.

I am curretntly the director.ofeducation on the National Council
of 'AR= and the Neti,onal7Association for EqUal Educational
Opportunities which are mem rs of the National Coordinating
Council and members.of the His nic Higher Education Coalition.

The meinbers of my panel .inc de Sister Mary Agnes Schild.
kamp who is a member of the Mdedern Association-of Education-

, al Opportunity Program Personnel; Ms. Irma Burks, past .preSident '
of the Southeastern Association of Educational Opportunity Pro-
gram Personnel; and Mr. Peter Fellenz, a member of the New.
England Association of Educational Opportunity Program Person-
nel. All of their respective organizations are constituent members
of the National Coordimiting C,ouneil. , .In our panel, we WiSh to address four major points: First, cost'
effectiveness of the TRIO programs. Second, program improve- .

ments cOvered, or considered under our recommendations. Third,
enhanced articulation of Educational :Opportunity CenterS, Talent
Search, and the *Educational Informat44 Centers; and four, the .
rationale for the revised eligibility critetia,,and the authorization'
level which I will address at the very end. So without fu4her.ado, I
would like to turn it over to Sister Mary Agnes.

..

STATEMENT OF SISTER MARY AGNES SCHILDKAMP. MRECTOR,
,

PROJECT FORWARD. EDUCATIONAL TALENT SEARCH, SETON
HILL COLL.EGE. GREENSBURG, PA.
Sister SCHILDKAMP. Thank you.
I am. the direc r of the Talent Search Program which is called :I

"Project Forwar ' at Seton Hill 'College in Greensburg, Pa. We
have a branch ice in Brownsville, Fayette County, Pa.

There are six counties in our target area. The project began in
, 1967. Mr. Chairman, my major point is this: the Talent Search

program maximizes the cost effectiveness of all the State and Fed-
eral student ai programs. I say this, or I say -that the Talent
Seareh can do i principally because of our unique mandate. That,
is, to search:

There are, as you know, other Federal agencies that serve the
poor: Welfare, the Bureau of Employmept Security,' CETA, and
others, but they do not go out and look for welfare recipients not

. for the unemployed. They advertise, yes; but search, no. That is not
part of their missim. '. . ,

Now, the ordinary, channels through Which information about
financial aid is made knoWn to the general public and especially to

5. 0
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thos-e for whom it is intended'are the schools: secondary and post-
"..secondary.

However, the Talent Search population, even in our best high
schools-. are likely to be missed through the so-c.alled ordinary
channels of information. . .

A guidance counselor, for instance, Can put on a convincing
. assembly program with regard to financial aid. But the message of
that assembly, of those speakers, will. go past the *ars of students
in that _auditorium who have cem,e, from one or two generations of
hearing: "But it is not for you. We can't afford it. Nobody else in.
the family goes to college."

"Career. Nights", too, are another channel. But again, many
Talent Search students and their parents are not likely to be there.

. Now, where is ,it that Talent Search searches, or looks into'?
First, the schools. We seek out Talent Search persons who are

'often lost in the large urban high schools, among the 2000-or-so
students there, as well as in the large jointure high schools in rural
and seinirural areas.

We seek for them, in lowr income' public housing projects and
through the tenant associations.

We learned 2 years ago when we moved in this direction that
there are 36 such housing projects, for the moSt, part, depressed
ones, in our target area.

We involve the public.,agencies such as CETA, welfare, parole
and probation board, Bureau of Employment' Security., so that case
workers will help us to discover Talent, Search persons.

These are persons whose immediate need may be groceries or a
job, but who are recognized as having as their greatest need an
opportunity for education.

I think you will want to be assured that a high percentage of our
Talent Search students are minorities. The ,best evidence, nation-
wide, is contained in an Office of Education Memo. that'came out in
1977 which reported that across the"' country of the Talent Search
participants, 47 percent were black, 26 percent were white, 19
percent were Hispanic, 6 percent were native Americans, and 2,
percent were Asian Americans.

In our target area where the minority population varies between
1.0 percent and 10 percent, among our Talent Search clients, 20 to
25 percent are minorities.

Another high percentage of Talent Search students are women.
Ten years ago, about 40 percent of our Aientele Were women. Now e
it is close to 60 percent. Many of them are girls' in their twenties,
girls who dropped out of high school; probably, to get married. Now
they. are on welfare.

Characteristic of many of these young women assisted by Talent
Search is the depressing' reality called "disillusionments'. They arS
disillusioned about the job market. Some of ..theni are disillusioned
about their marriage. Mten they are disillusioned With the envi-,
roninent.'in which they have to live arid provide for a faniily.
. With the GED and one or even:2 or 4 years of further education,

we have seen a change in their family situation, a change in their
outlook on life, their place of residence, and a change in their
financial status from tax recipient to taxpayer. What is more, this

sir
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same independent status is passed on almost immediately to their
children. - ,

There is something else: Talent Search has a history of creating
pec.:Icets of achievenient in the midst of so-called "pockets .of pover-
ty. Now, we did an in-house study of our first 6 years of project
work. It was a telephone survey in which we reached nearly 4000
past clients.

One phase of that .siirvey concentrated on poverty pockets where
38 percent of the families in the!area exist on an income under the
poVerty level. Between 65 percent and 85 percent of the Talent
Search families in that area are on. Welfare, .but ,despite their

.

financial straits, our survey records shoW that the post-secondary
Ilräpotit rate is as low as eight percent. The 'average was 20 per-
cent. The national average for so-called traditional students is
about 40. percent. As many as 83 percent of the post-secondary
graduates in this survey of poverty pockets are employed. The
highest, numbers are in bUsiness, health-related, social work, and in

,to the teaching, professions.
The' Talent Search cost per student in those years Was $63.
Now, what I haVe said' s6 far about the effectiveness of Talent

Search' has been mostly from my experience and-also, from talking
to project directors across the country -whom I have met in. the
course of 13 years, but similttr conclusions are documented in the
Talent Search studY made by the Office of .Education in 1975. Data
from that study can be found in the printed report that I 'have

'submitted.
Now,l, wish to point out four other items based on my initial

statement that Talent Search maximizes the cost effectiveness of
all Federal and State student aid programs. .

The first item is in regard to the TRIO programs and especially,
special Services. There are about 600' colleges, post-secondau insti-
tutions, in the United States with special serVices programs under
TRIO. We look for those schools, and we let our students know
about them.

In addition, there are State programs for special services. In
Pennsylvania, for instance, the act 101 program can be found in-60-
some of our .colleges. We have a roster of those college's, and we see
to it that our students hear about act 101 programs and that those
programs hear about our students.

Secondly, with regard to the sometimes controversial loan pro-
grams, I would say that the loan program is not controversial for
Talent Search, even though 'another Ioan'or debt is about the last
thing that our Talent Search families need. However, we explain
that a student loan is different from the personal loan whichlater
on the student may be taking out for a house, or a car, or furni-
ture. E

We explain that taking out a student loan! is like working your
way, through college,' paying off your college expenses after you
graduate, which is the way the majority of studepts have to do it
nowadays.

We tell them that the money is there to horrow,i.instead of
expeeting to count on the family grocery .money. We advise stu-
dents to wait to,apply for a student loan until they are sure they
need tfte loan, and know how much they need. We tell them that

a



when they do pay it back aTtett 'graduation, what they will really be
doing is really putting it back into the kit*i for somebody else.to
borrpw.

The third item is about :all of the financial aid: grant& and loans
and college work study. Wq in the United States spend millions of
dollars on financial aid, and that is why Talent Search spends
hundreds of hours, one tO one, assisting with financial aid applica-
tiOns:We want them right the first time. We want to Minimize the
need for correction forms. And this. is not because our clients and
'their, parents do nat know what they are doing, but because their :
pers'onal arid tinaztial circumstan6s are very Complex.

There may be a liffle bit'of child support money, a little bit of
erirhed income; a disabled parent may not qualify for disability
funds..

Lost week I was helping a girl who, while her parents are living,
has lived, for the last two years with her grandmother. Her grand-
mother is on public assistance. How does sheanswer questions %Nth
regard to family income? They need help.

I am reasonably'sure that millions.of dollars in the loan program ,
,and in the basic grant program would be wasted without TRIO,
without Talent Search. And evidently, the Office of Education and
the legislators thought so, too, in 1965, when Talent Search was
written into the original Higher? Education Act.

Fourth and finally, with regard to welfare, froni our experience
we are convinced that Talent SearCh is counter-welfare.

It is our position. that providing opportunities for education is
one of the most direct, dignified and least expensive approaches to
the welfare issue. .

I vVish, of course, that at-this time, it were possible to convert
these data into persons by illustrating their stories. I know that I
cannot. I thank you for this important opportunity to speak in
behalf of Talent Search.

Mr. PEREZ. Thank you, Sister-Mary Agnes.
Ms. IrMa Burks.

STATEMENT OF IRMA P. BURKS. DIVISION OF STUDENT SERV-
ICES AND TETERAN.PRMITAIWSTMISSISSIPPINAUEY STATE
UNIVERSITY. ITTA RENA, AISS.

,

Ms. BURKS. I am Irma Burks, director of Upward )Bound, Special
Services, and Talent Search projects at the Mississippi Valley State
University located at Itta Bena, Miss. I have been a project director
here for 11 years.-

My discussion this morning wilt address some of the recommen-
dations made by the National Coordinating Council of EdUcational
Opportunity Associatien for program development.

The TRIO programs were instituted at different times over the
last 14 years in resppnse to thfferent perceived needs. While Talent
Search. and EOC have as their goal the attainment of . postsecon-
dary education for disadvantaged:youth, each was introduced legis-
latively at different timeS and under different circumstances. The
present Jegislation defines only vaguely who is to be served, how,
and for what particular purpose. .
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The National 'Coordinating CounCil recommendations are de-
signed to clarify roles, maXimize resources, -avoid-duplications, and
im rove rvice delivery to a diverse population.

mendation I: Distinguish between catnpus-based and com-
munity-based programs. This recommendation will have the follow,
ing effects on Talent Seareh: . v

It would let Talent Search programs focus ari youth, and educe-
tional opportunity centers foeus on the adult:learner. We feel that
the Wes which are community based, should focus on the adult
learner biL'cause of the great percentage of the part-time. Students
and the adult student popuWion whe are in need of flexible serv,
ices at convenient times and locations.

Most, of the adult learners need other supportive and/or social
services that are community based; such as information relative to
fooct,stamps, child support, and employment oPportunities. Talent
Search, on the other hand, is focused on youth, and should seeli to .

assist them in securing fuller and moye supportive services avails-
ble at campus-based programs at ta institutions in which these
youth enroll.

HoWever, we strongly recommend that campus-based Talent
Search projects utilize community resources to their fullest poten-
tial in serving Talent Search students.

Sister Mary Agnes has cited some ways that her Talent Search
program utilizes the community.

Another way might be to set up satellite offices within the com-
munity to be used by the Talent Search students..

Although we are proposing that .Talent Search focus on youth
and EOC on adults, in those areas where there are no Talent
Search projects, EOC would serve adults and youth, and where
there axe rio EOCs, Talent Search would serve both yoUth and
adults.

Recommendation '2: exire services for eta project are recom-
mended as a means of eliminating the duplication of services, and
to prov'ide for mcfre program effectiveness and efficiency. .

The core seroices currently funded for Talent Search under the
current legislation include identifying students, publicizing postsec-:

--oridary- -educationprograms, arid -ehccitiraging students to enter
postsecondary programs.

Tutoring has been added to Talent SearCh as a core function.
When such services are not otherwise available, many of the
Talent Search students need academic tutoring before they can
gain confidence that they can master postsecondary study.

This is especially true for those students who have dropped out
of high school, or who have delayed postsecondary entry,

Although we are proposing core functions for Talent Search pro-
jects, many times the Talent Search projects will have to do, or
utilize additional functions.

In my talent search program, I serve 1,000 students at 25 high
schools. Four of these high schools have no counselor on staff.
Three have their rotating counselor, which means that there is a
counselor at a particular school 2 to 3 days per week, and those
schools that have a full-time counselor have caseloads of a ratio of
one counselor to 350 students. to one counselor to (40 students.
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EOC core functions' are to provide information ,with respeet to
financial aid and .academic assistance. for 'persons desiring. pootsec-
ondary education, and to provide assistance to such persons apply-
ing admissions.

owever, in addition to these services, EOC may provide tutoring
and counselor services if these serviees are not available thrOugh
Talent Search or Special Services projectS..

In conclusion, We feel that the National' Coordinating Council's
recommendatiens for the proposed legislation will restructure these
programs, Talent Search and' EOC, to avoid everlap, more Clearly
define the participants, maximize the_msources, and improve the
delivery of the services to a more diverse population.

Thank you.
Mr. PEREZ. Thank you, Irma.

IMr. lenz.

STATEMENT OF PETER scow FELLINZ. NEW ENGLAND ASSO.-
CIATION OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY .PROGRAM PER-
SONNEL STATE PROJECT DIRECTOR OF EDUCATIONAL OP-
PORTUNITY CENTERS FOR MASSACHUSETTS
Mr. FELLENZ. Congressman Ford, Congressman Buchanan., arid

other 'members of the subcommittee, it has been a few years since I
have had 10 minutes before a Committee, and I treat it as a serious
challenge and a real opportunity. There is, to me, a sense of events
going on here. I am very pleased to be part of the Nevnngland
TRIO-based associatien, and to be representing and backing the
work of the National Coordinating Council.

an Educational Opportunity Center director, it has taken
some time and struggle and thoughtfulness for EOC to reach its
place as part of the TRIO program. I. am glad that that is the
outcome of the last few years interaction..

The people who are appearing with me and the others who spoke
previously this morning have my deepest professional respect, and
that is not a light -matter when you are dealing with clients' issues
that can often be very frustrating. The sense of professionalism
and .cooperation in . this group makes every day, rewarding,. and
means that *hen I go back to Worcester, Mass., and to my state
EOC project, kI can share a sense of potency, control, development,
and growth, knowing that I will be working with other protessiorr-
als on a variety of issues.

I would also like to acknowledge that there are other people who,
in one way or another, receive Federal supPort, and have been
helping us all. These include the National Center for Educational'
Brokering, the College Board, the FIPSE-funded CHOICE project,
and the EdUcational Commission of the States, which greatly con-
tribute to professional development through their conferences and
materials, and in many other ways, to the educational mission of

. the Sates.
Theee groups are able to put on conferences, and develop Materi-

als and netwo.rks of comnmication that we can readily use to
share the state of the 'art white we spend most of our resources, as
we should, concentrating on direct service for our clients. This
sharing and support is always happening through these groups.
And again, I wish to report so with enthusiasm.
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Next, I would like to give you a brief review of the Educational
-Opportunity Center grant and 'how it .operates in the Common-

' wealth of MassachuSetts. .

We.have one of the larger EOCgrants; .approximately $380,000.
We spread these fun& across five direct service operations in gtore-
front, model-city areas of 'older orban centers of' Massachusetts
such as Boston, Lynn, Springfield, ;New Bedford, Fall River, and
Woivester itself. *- .

With these' funds, we are able to set up a staff of approximately
foor professionals at each of the five sites. Each of the five loca-
tions provide services to -1,000 to 1,500 people, meaning that 5,000
to 7,500 people are assisted every:year. About 75 percent of. these
people are adults living 'within low-income neighborhoods.

Our most typical adult client is somewhat more' frequently a
woman with a 10-year-Old high school transcript with B's and C's
.on. it, 'and having some vague idea, often through another friend,
that post-secondary education is now possible. This client usually
has 'little .understanding that financial aid is available. With ho
clear 'idea about those aids, she is thinking: "I am not eligible for
any support." This persOn has' heard a.vague rumor that some help
is out there;°sOrnebody referred them to us at EOC.

We are able, as promptly as possible, to fill out, statewide, per-
haps 5 to 6,000 EOG grants a year, helping those people to get
that application in the mailbox that day if possible. It is also 'filled
out in a competent manner sO that they Will not be faeed with the
additional frustration fOr having it returned for inadequatecomple-
tion, as Sister Mary Agnes pointed out a few minutes 'ago.

Second, in terms of your .euestion about evaluation, we did a
followop 'study of our clients..from 2 years previously, and found
that. 50-percent had either completed.Some program, or were still
working oward the completion of that program in which they were
enrolled.

When ou consider the economic stress of-many of our' clients
and the' being out of high school, that 50 percent retentioh rate,
to us, looks acceptable. While it could be better, I think it makes us
more a part of the solution than a part of the problem.

. I would, like_to take a.minute to ask for your unclerstanding and
support of the sensible policy recommendations which the Natiopal

'Coordinating Counc,il is putting before this committee.
As an Educational Opportunity Center director, I find it very

reasonable to recOmmend that Talent Search concentrate on youth
service and that the newer Educational Opportunity Centers con-
centrat i. on adult service. Such service patterns are a reflection not
only of' the legislation, but of the history of our, tWo- programs.

Second, the eligit?ility criteria make sense.A would be Willing -to
have someone review the .6,000 clients in our files. I am sure that
we would be within a percentage point or two of having two-thirds.
of our clients within the proposed first-time or the-4150 percent of
poverty criteria.

Also, we support the recommeniations to the 'National Coordi-
nating Council that OP bulk of the postenrollment services, not all, .

but the bulk of them, be delivered through the expansion of the
Special Services project.
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All of the Massachusetts EOC staff are located in storefront
operations. We have tried, under the current legislation, to stretch
our services in the postenrollment direction. We have found, how-
ever, that a community-based agency is not the Ideal place to
provide most postenrollment, services; .that is, Counseling and tutor-
ing people once they are enrolled. It is not the best place to meet
those needs. The college campus-based service is better.

We do have flexibility within .our recommendations to provide
postenrollment service for adult learners with broad family and
adult needs. This includes the special needs of part-time learners.

I woCild also like yaw understanding.on the question of EIC's,
and the 'legislative futpre of Educational Informan Centers. We
have found that the Educational Information Center programs
funded in .each of the 50 States have played a role in pulling
together-the various forces within each State.

The TRIO programi are operating in a different /context than
EIC's which are within State government. The State has the.ability
to pull together HEW and the labor resourceS which often have
been very, fragmented. They may also tie in higher education and
vocational resources together within each of our States.

Therefore, we recommend a continuation of EIC legislation. We
find that it does draw monies together, It may also loosen up some
State monies that can help us to fill the gaps in present service.

I would like to conclude 10, supporting the recommendation of
our group for a substantial increase in the authorization ceiling, for
funding. Let me illustrate the need to do so. Massachusetts is
fortunate to have one .of the larger WC grants of $380,000. In
addition, the Boston area has a $130,000 Talent Search grant.

With that, half million dollars of such service money, we are
jointly able to serve several areas of Boston and the urban centers
I have mentioned, but we are still not able to target services for old
industrial areas like Lowell/Lawrence/Haverhill, or Brockton
south of Boston. Nor can we serve Pittsfield, North Adams, the
area of the Berkshires, or to target services for rurally, isolated
persons..

So my estimate is that we are able to do perhaps one-third of the
job at the Talent Search and EOC level with half a million-dollars,
and that another $1 million in Massachusetts could be put to work,"
I believe, with some healthy arrogance, in 60 to 90 days.

We have evidence that four times as many agencies are bidding
for this kind of money as the Office of Education .is presently able
to fund. That has also been the case in Massachusetts and through-
out New England. I believe it is important to say that sometimes
funding gets out there before agencies are ready to put it to work. '
Well,' I do not think you have that case, nationally, with TRIO.

Finally, word about the Middle Income Assistance Act is getting
out. People by the hundreds are coming out of the hills. They are
coming out of the middle income neighborhoods. They are coming
out in Worcester and other cities where we work.

I went down to one of our EOC Centers the othet Saturday
morning. The staff got me to bring out the coffee. They do not trust
me to fill out the BEOG applications, but.they trust me- with the

.
coffee.

45-934 0 79 - 31
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We had 20 people in that EOC office on that Saturday 'morning.
One gray-haired couple had three children starting college, or con- ,
tinuing in college We managed to fill out three BEOG applications
for them in half an hour to 45 minutes, and they had the.greatest
praise for my staff person and for our program.

I just looked ,them in the eye and said: "Those are Federal
dollars that are paying my salary, the staffs salaries. We thank
yo,u personalty for the compliment, but we would like ypu to have
it stick in your mind that, we hope, these are good uses of Federal
dollars, and that you.spread that word." .

So we are ready to work. We are working hard. I am excited
about the program, and we appreciate your 'past understanding,
and your future support and consideration.

Thank you.
Mr. PEREZ. Thank you, Mr: Fellenz.
I just htwe a few summary comments, Congressman Ford, re-

garding this panel.
The issue of money- and the authorization le)el is, extremely

important. We have touched on what is needed and the rationale.
am sitting here as ai member of two organizations: a member of the
National Cooftlinating Council and also as a meiriber of the His-
panic Higher EduCation Coalition. I would like to ,give you some
quick points on why we feel the revised eligibility criteria and the
authorization level makes sense.

First, the intent of the proposed revisions is to reach the-working
class, the lower, middle income class who are right on the, inargin
of the current guide lines. This is a sizable group of people. There
is data that we have reyiewed.

This population should not be denied TRIO services based on the
following rationale:

We find that first generation students a less likely to graduate
than non-first generation students.

Second, first generation students generally come from families of
a high incidence of poverty. And I can safely say that in the
Hispanic community, we are talking about 95 percent of Hispanic
families who do not have bachelor degrees, and who are also in the
low-income communities. Poverty- and-educational attainment is
the whole thrust for educational opportunity.

The first generation student concept includes large numbers of
minorities. Similarly, there is a great number of minorities in the
TRIO programs. It would not differentiate the current sort and
number of students involved,-and.the first generation student pro-
gram Would create equitable participation for both male and
female. It is much more definable, and it can be implemented at
the Federal and local, leVel with less interpretative discrepancies.
than the program which currently exists now, and which existed iri
the past.

Now, the authorizatii6 level, given the current unserved popula-
tions which are heavily documented in all of our testimony and the
Office of Education has documented, and ate expanded application
of TRIO, as we have it in our docuinentjustification for a $400
million authorization makes a great deal of sense, but beyond this,
there are several points that the subcommittee should consider.
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Firit, TRIO needs to match support with the 'expanded BEOG
.... commitments, or 'mission. The scope of The BEOG grants expands

the. Populations that TRIO may pot be able to serve within the
, current law. Our proposed eligibility revision would take Care of
.this, but a higher; authorization * warranted to set the process
moving.

SeCond: With the advent of.. proposition 13 and other similar
measureS in response to budget constraints, State and.16cal educa-
tional programs may be curtailed.

Thi ould create a vacaumparticularly in Sates with educa-
tional opportunity efforts supported by State and local funds. The
Federal share will play an important role in stabilizing and encour-
agirig educational opportunity support services during these diffi-
-cult times.

Third, TRIO remains a low cost-program. All 'of our data and the
documentation We haVe turned in have shoWn, if you compare our-
cost to other social interventiOns; that this is a very low cost
program. A'n investment 'of $400 million creates an impact of three
times.that amount when you consider the range of services that we
provide and all of the institutions of higher education, community
organizations and agencies matching TRIO funds. ,

. Fourth and last, a $400 million authorization is a national invest..
ment in the future of the American citizenry and the economy.

TRIO continues to provide upward mobirity, breaking the cycle of
social dependency, and providing a mechanism for independence:

If TRIO, could continue providing, such a foundation, many
Americans will' go on into the world of work and the affairs of a
Democratic sOciety in a more responsible and prepared manner,
.and this will only support the future economic and social develop-
ment of this Nation.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Ms. Burks, on page 3 of your statement, you have a breakdown,of

the total number of students served by Talent Search . . . I do not
know which year this was . . . 146,000, and it is now close to
200,000, but I am curious: if a program has been focused on youth,
why is there a preponderanCe of female clients?

Ms. BuRics. I think that we have 2 . . just from the type of
students we receive . we have a tendency to get more female
students into the prograign, not that we, focus on the female, but
they accept the services, I think, a bit more in those particular
areas.

I think that would show up in Upward Bound, too, especially in
my section of the country, although this is a national study.

-We are not just .focusing on females, but we just tend to get
them. They are more acceptable, I think, of the services.

Mr. FORD. I am not questioning or aruging with it. I am just
curious.about the dynamic that causes that kind of disparity. When
we look at the age, the age of the female students is higher than
the age of males across the board. We have More women beyond
the traditional age, for example, substantially more women beyond
the traditional college age attending sOrae Icind Of...postsecondary
education than we have men. But at the level of high school, it is
running as close as it is ever goinirlita 50-50 sort of proposi-

5 1 5
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tion, arid when you rOok--at the high khoordfopout figures, there is
a substantially higher dropout rate for the males than. there is for
the females.t.

Ms. Bukoc4., Yes. That is verytrue.
Mr. FORD. Ai ld yet, when we look at the target population that is

recruited 'through this; we find about an IS percent difference
betweeri males and females. I do not understand why.
If it were in the youth category I would understand that kind of .

bridge. When you talk about the EOCs serving an olcler population,
because.,that is where thig distortionis, male-fernale postsecondary
eat4ition consurner, there is a natura,L4ort -of.,.a' pattern that, tIon .
tinties to growsin that direction. , . . -

Ms. BURKS. Well, my oWn jwiginent would be that the females -
are more motivated and accept the services. And I guess maybe we
need to dp more in motivating the males at the :high school level.

Mr. I might add that I think there are *some eMployment
..patterns that connect With the problne-M, and that is that many
males go on into the world of work; and this is a statistic that has
been springing up since we have been offering ihe services because
we do not denyservices to.people based on sexual criteria.

Men go on into the world of work.
Women, who are at home, may have the opportunity to pursue

some of these opportunities, that are available in the community
they shop in and live in.

This is one 'of thv reasons why we liad looked at the first genera-
ion concept, as an equalizer to this problem.

Mr. FORD. Mr. Buchanan.
r. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr:Chairman.

Irst, please let me thank you for explaining to the people about
e federal funds, Mr. Fellenz. Everybod untry wants us

to balance the budget here in Congr owever, the attitude is to
balance the budget, but do not e; cut that fellow behind the
tree.

The people back ,home often do not understand the source of
funds for services they very much want.

Pappreciate your explanation. I 4ink that everybody who relies
on federal funding is going to have:44 start to do that same thing.
You are setting.a good example.

. I would appreciate it if you and Ms. Burks would both respond to
this: What is the 'nature of your relationship with E1C? Is this a
friendly relationship? Do you work, together, and do you envision
ways through which you can work together? Is there duplication?

Mr. FELLENZ. First of all, I have to be careful. I cannot speak as
the typical EOC director on that.

In Massachusetts, we make statewide use of our EOC money. We
are the only State that has that use of EOC's. Other EOC's concen-,
trate on an urban area, or on a portion of a State.

Also, the grant that 1'am managing was previously run by the
State Seeretary of Educational Affairs. In competition, however,
the grant-Moved 50 miles west.of Boston, to Worcester, a few yearS
ago. On the other hand; I do see positive things, certainly, in the
direCtive for EIC, at te State level. The director of Talent Search,
the director of the Ne* England Association of EducationaitOppor-
tunity Perionnel arid I are on :the EIC committee, among a variety

51 6
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of other people who work otit of other financial aid offices and
institutions. So we have accesS to decisions going on in that grou

The amount of money being portioned out, about $50,000, in EC
money for Massachusetts is small compared both to our EOC grant
or the population.

The EIC committee does give another context for peciple to work
together. It does bring the State into some action. And I have
found in Massachusetts, as well as in national travels, that states
often.ure utterly unaware of TRIO programs: where they are, what
they mean, and how they work, and the great range of how these
programs can work regarding schblarship moneys, and state spend-
ing policies. EIC has an opportunity at the funding level it is at
now. I think it is good."It is getting people talking to each other

, who have not done so. ,

I think Ms. Burks has a few comments, too.
Ms. BURKS. In the State of Mississippi, I serve on the advisory

*board for EIC along with, I believe, three other TRIO project direc-
tors. We hive sat in the planning meetings. We have talked about
how we can disseminate information once we get it, but as Peter
Nis also mentioned, most persons whb are on the advisory board do
not know anything about the TRIO programs in the State of Mis-
sissippi, 'but we feel, certainly, that we have begun to talk, and we
feel that we wilt be able to coordinate a lot of our activities from
now on.

Mr. BUChANAN. Very good.
Mr. Fellenz, has the 1202 mission been active in helping various

information counseling centers in Massachusetts coordinate in
order to.avoid,dupliaation? Do they coordinate?

Mr. Fv.uxisz. The 1202 mission has just been moved from the
Secretary's office to the Board of Higher Education, and the direct-
ing of EIC is one of the 1202 Coinniission's functions. Scf we get all
of those back together. In Massachusettsagain,. I do not think I
should generalizehigher education is about the third largest in-
dustry in the Commonwealth, and tension leN;els are quite high
today between the various sectors and groups. There is a study
proposing to dissolve the board of higher education, and to reorga-
nize public higher education. There are a great number of other
issues.

For example, we have a" fellow who is the president of Boston
University, Mr. Silber, who is pushing for a tuition financing plan
for higher education. The 1202 COmmission can do 'some things, but
again, I think that the members of this, The House Post Secondary
Education Committee, might have to be aware of the 1202's propor-
don within the total situation. When you have such a massive
higher education industryi, unless you throw a lot of Federal dollars
in with a very clear purpose, such funding can get overwhelmed by
the staff of one 'college president. The question of size is very
import.Rnt inljuit State.

think thal others could speak for, say, smaller States where
that same amount of money might have a radically different influ-
ence.

Mr. PERs.z. The State of California: That is not much smaller
than Massachusetts, but there is the same old thing of the strong
State postsecondary mission that really takes an intereand gets

51 7
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involved in connecting with Federal programs, and trying to ease
that coordination of thcee two programs versus some States that),
may not have that kind of approach due to a lack of resources, or
whatever.

In a set of recommendations in a separate piece coming out of
the Hispanic issue, we talk about various ways that the 1,202 mis-
sions can be applied to that kind of coordination. I might recom-mend tat .a.t that point in time, you might want to look at it.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you'Very m-uch.
The law is very specific about assisting students in rural isola-

tion, and who are disadvantaged because of that rural isolation.
Does your program service rural youth?

Ms. Busxs. 'Yes, it does. I could hardly be located in Mississippi
without serving rural youth, but unfortunately, or fortunately, I -

am located in what is considered to be the Mississippi Delta so I
servise that 18-county area, which all of the demographic material
will support the fact that they are the most impoverished area in
the State. They have the highest school dropout rate and, of course,
they are underemployed, or unemployed in that particular area.

Mr. FORD. I surely ope we have got a programin. eastern
Kentucky.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I was king: We do not have a witness from
Kentucky today, Mr. alai

I can talk a little bit abont'4astern KentuckY. I serve that
program.

Mr. PEREZ. Very good.
Mr. FORD. That will help us when we get to the full committee.
Mr. _PUCHANAN. Well, I certainly should know the nature of

Misaippi, but I thought everybdy lived right in town. [Laugh-
ter.1

Mr. BUCHANAN. That was preliminary to asking you aboui serv-
ing rural students.

It is my understanding that in some cases, Talent Search and
!1.1 Educational Opportunity Centers have been combined in rural

areas. I wonder if you have any comments alkut that.
Ms. Buass. Yes. I do not see how that woulli serve as an advan-

tage at all. I think that, certainly, as I was try.rtg to allude to in
my presentation, many of the kinds of services. far rural students,
or for Talent Search students, should take place witlin the commu-
nities and, certainly, I guess maybe if they were s y populat-
ed, maybe yes, but we have the opportunity of get into the
rural areas. It may just be more expensive, but I do n see how it
would help to combine the Talent Search programs with EOC to do
that other than to provide maybe even more kinds o services.

There are no FDC's in there. I am from what was ormerly
region IV. We have an EOC in Alabama, and one or two Geor-
gia, and one in Kentucky, and most of them are serving me ropoli-
tan areas, for the most part.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Again, I think you have already answered, ut if
these were treated as two aspects of the same basic program der
oile administration, would you find that not desirable?

318. BURNS. Yes. I. would find that not desirable because I till
feel that fop those services going to Talent Search students d
with that age group of students, you are trying to send them
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into postsecondary education, and oil' have the opportunity, you
have a closer relationshiP with the kind pf supportive 'serVices that
they need at a postsecondary institution whereas from the EOC's,
they are more closely related to postsecondary education. but not

, secondary education, and we are equipped to serve both from the
postsecoridary level and the secondary'level.

Mr. Pusiez. Let me just _add to that by saying that all of the
Talent.Search grants are much smaller, generally, than the Educe-

., tional Opportunity Center grants. There was a purpoee for that in
the oripnal thinking.

The EOCNprogram seems to h'ie much farger, it provides greater,
outreach. EOC reaches people in the metropolitan, and large rural
communities whakas Talent Search programs are more localized,
in a smaller community setting. There is some good thinking
behind this because there is a need for a wide dissemination kind
of activity, and it also needs a one-to-One kind of local activity.

In the case uf eastern Kentucky, it may just be a question of
resources, yeith little resources in Talent Search, and EOC they felt
that in that particular case it was necessary to consolidate to-try to
serve a *larger area our recommendations do not support overall
consolidation of EOC and Talent Search and the original thrust of
the large and small operations we feel, is much more fruitful.

Mr. Fislassiz. To amplify that, it has token4 years in Massachu-
setts, It takes a while to build a reputation.

We now turn to the Stet* for response, and ask for statewide
consideration of financial iseues. We are now in a situation to
almost negotiate on certain items with .the State scholarship au-
thority. We are in a position to.. e invited to cosponsor a workshop
with the State senator who is the head,of the Massachusetts Legis-
lature's education committee. In most of our endeavOrs, our en-
trance has been due to the fact that we work with 5,000 disadvan-
taged adults a year, and everybody has started to talk on and-on
about how adult learners can fill the gap as the number of kids
drops by about 25 percent. However, when you look at the onior
leadership in higher education, either managing institutions or
agencies, most have had very little experience with adult learners,
and less with adult disadvantaged learners. I would say that to
continue to buy into EOC's at whatever level as an identical adult
oriented TRIO program could be very .,'Etluable for input to this
committee and, I think, to the Office of Education.'

I am finding it very exciting: I expect to stay with TRIO and
EOC a long time. There is a lot of action. I think that the EOC
issues are somewhat separable from the Talent'Search challenge to

, bring about a cooperative relationship with 20 or 30 secondary,
I1/4 institutions within an area of a State.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I ,appreciate those responses. I was not asking
from any particular point of view but, you know, we create a
multiplicity of programs, and you do have administrative cost say-
ings where you can logically put things together. But I appreciate
your clarifying the record.

Mr. Ptak= Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Thank you. I would observe that the $400 million

figure does not scare this committee, but do not get anybody's
hopes up.

6
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The budget request from the Administration is $130 million for
all of the TRIO programs, $.10 million belbw last year's appropri-
ation. If we can get it up to last year's appropriation, I would
consider that a great accomplishment with the present atmosphere
around here. And I echo what Mr. Buchanan said. Every Member
of Congress is being asked: What are you doing about outting down
.Federal Spending? And there is very little distinction out there in

ple's minds between programs like this and any other particp-
ar ,fmancing that they recognize 'more clearly as a Federal func-

tion.
Maybe that is the problem," in getting that censtituency alerted

to the fact that this kind of service is being targeted for reduction.
If you take the inflation cost and add. it to the $10 million cut, it
becomes serious. Staying at the level funded is serious because
inflation is 10 percent, and as to a reduction, depending on the part
of the country that you are in, I suppose, there might be some
differences in ouerhead costs and other things, but generally, it is
.pretty much a national phenomenon.

We understand that there will be an attempt in the appropri-
ations committee to try for around $155 million. It seems a realistic
target. 5

I hope that all the people whonr you repiesent will be. supporting
Mr. Stokes when he makes that effort because it is going to be one
of the many efforta to try to get back to last year's spending levels.

The epportunities for complaints and lobbying with respect to
the funding of education are unlimited this year.

The only thing worse thana al lint Republican President is a
tightfisted Democratic President. f Laughter.]

Mr. FoRn. It is just more painful for me as a Democrat. I have to
live with it.

Mr. PEREZ. Yes. We appreciate your efforts.
Mr, BUCHANAN. Will you yield?
Mr. Foan..Yes..
Mr. BUCHANAN. I wish I could say that it is less painful for me,

but the truth is that, I, too, thought that a Democratic President
would be a little more liberal in his spending habits.

Mr, FORD. Next time, I will get one north of the Mason-Dixon
line, and see if that makes a difference. [Laughter.]

Mr. Fora I want to thank the panel.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Excuse me. I just have one more qeestion.
The issue will be raised that too much Talent Search budget.

money is spent in travel. -
Do any of you know anything as to why time travel and who

travels? 1*iss.Sister SCHILDKAM.P. Yes. I can certainly addrewhat.
I have been asked at negotiation interviews, for instance, "Where

do you go?" In our six-county area, I will say. In five of the six
counties there is little or no public transportation. People cannot
come to us. We go to the community action centers. We go to the
towns, you know, in each of these countries where people can get
to, forinstance, to welfare offices. They let us use their office, their
telephone, for a day a couple of times a month. We have to go to
homes, That is particularly..true in two. 91. our .counties where even
the kind of centers where ofir counselav can go are few. So we do
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-it entirely by going out to the people to get our message to them.
There is no alternative.

I reinember one time that I was explaining Talent Search in the
rurai)rand semirural areas such as ours to the Talent Search iitaff
in New York City. When I was leaving the office that day, I said: -
Sometime, if you are ever in southwestern Pennsylvania, come and
see us, I could tell they did ifot understand our description of rural.
One of the men said to me: "I certainly would like to Othine out
there. I.would like to see Rural." [Laughter.)

Mr. PEREZ. Well. Distance. -
. Mr. BUCHANAN. Ydu know, w*.,41 this body do 'a lot of travel
which unkind friends will refer to as junketing. I wonder what
percentage,,would be for traveline to conferences, or that sort of
thing. 1.

Sister SCHILDKAMP. Very little. Very. little. Most of ,this staff
travel is to get to centers, or to hOmes. . .

Mr. BUCHANAN. The travel is directly connected with Talent
Search and the service. .

Mr. PEak.z. With the service.
Sister. SCHILDKAMP. That is right.
Mr. PLakiz. In fact, Sister, in your testimony, you have some data -

on the cost of Talent Search, ari.d the majority of the cost is dealing
'with the direct service activity.

Mr, BUCHANAN". Thank you RD much.
Thank you, :Mr. Chairman..:
Mr, Foan. Than*.you very much.
I. will try to get quickly to our laStpzinel for today.
On our final panel we have Mr. Roy Fuentes who IS with the

National Education Association in Washington, D.C., and Ms.
Jackie Hardy who is the director of the College Assistance Migrant
Program at St. Edward's University. - No,'

Without objection, the statements will be inserted in full at this
point in the record.

[The prepared statements of Roy 'Fuentes, and Jacqueline Hardy,
follow:

I'REPARED STATEMENT Or ROY FUENTES, MANAGER FOR MicitANT EDUCATION, NATION-
AL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION ON INCREASING OPPORTUNITY FOR AMERICA'S MIGRANT
FARM WORKER YOUTH

.1

Mr: chairman and niembem of the Subcommittee, I am Roy Fuentes, Manager for
Migrant Education in the Teacher Rights Division of the National Education Associ-

ld ation.
The pUrposes of the NEA, which represents about, 1.8 million teachers and other

educators, are to "elevate the character, and advance the interest, of the profession
of teaching and to promote the cause of education in the United States."

As a mult we are directly involved with the education of migrant workers, and
We are eswcial4y interested- in assuring' that ''a comprehensive educationwith
meaningfu. access to oPportunitybe provided migrant workers and their children.

Too long has our nation taken for granted that the place for the migrant worker's
child is in the lettuce fields and the orange groves, rather than in the classroom pr
thelschogl laboratory.

re have in the past Made icnown our position on what we firmly believe are the
tit basic rights of the migrant. worker'collective bargaining and educational oppor-
tunity. We will 'not dwell on the former at any length at.this point, but we do want

to explore the latter.
We would note that while there are many federal and state programs to -help

ple help themselves, the migrant worker is still at best only minimally included.
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Among the eociel, educational, and other programs that benefit Millions aCroes this
land, the migrant agricultural worker is almoet an unseen person.

This is not to deny that there have been gains made in recent years, Mr. Chair-
man, significant gains in ,the educational field. We commend you and other Mem-
bers of the Congress for your efforts in this area.

There are an estimated 800,000 migrant children in this Country. Our most recent
informatiop, developed through the computerized Migrant-Student Record Transfer
Syetem, shows a total enrellment of more awn half of them--'-42,200,--as migrant
students, .

Ithagine. if' you will; 400,000 pupils, one of the nation's largest "schcol systerns",l
us it were, moving across the country, following the liealions, the.Crops, the weather,
a mobile.forCe whove harvetit-raside from the tomatoes and the beans and apples
is all too frequently one of the bitter fruit of disappointment and dreams that Will
forever be enrealized. .

As I have mited, Congress has authorized program* to improve migrant children's
education, through 'Public Law 89-10 of 1965 and Public 'Law 89-750 of 1966
especially the latteras parts of the Elementary and Secondary ealucation Act. But s,

as your Comrnittee ixinsiders legislation dealing with postsecondary education
which now includes both higher education and vecational education outinde the
regular high school settingit will quickly become dear that a critical need exists
to aseure educational continuity for the highly mobile agricultural worker.

Consider only tow major pointa.
Pirst, the median, or the average, sehooling of a migrant farm worker is five.

years, deispite our beta efforts, While the average for the rest, of the populatien is ten
years'

Second, leas thaa la percent of migrant farm worker young people are graduated
frem high school.

A school "system': that produced these resulte in any of our communities would
not only be subjected to severe and well-deserved censure. It would be replaced
alttsgether.

.Of-the total 422,000 enrollment, approximately 360,000 are in 'the kindergarten
through l2th grade group. And it is in the latter years, the high echool iciirs, When
achievement expectations , should be ?a) ,geeat,: that disappointment th..the only
reward--again, a 'graduation" rate of soinething like 8 'or 9 percent. a.

Three mejor reesons may account for this depressing result.
First, the philosophy of influencing children early in their educational experience .

reeulted in major efforts toward improving elementary grade programs under ESKA
Title I. .

Second, the argument was made that the economic needs of the migrant family
required that the older youth leave schall so as to contribute to the family earnings.
Althoagh the idea that a child must leave school to help support the family was
prevalent to a great extent in the past, we have abandoned this notion, especially
when a lack of education is a clear handicap in an industrialized sociA that
increasingly demands skills and tnore than a basic education.

Third, the argument for economic need may have resulted in another mistaken
notionthat migrants-have no interest in, and aren't prepared to do well in, higher

*education and vocational programi..
in any event, we are consigning the scrap heap, with rejection and a lack of

regard, an entire great section our population who offer a rich divelreity of
knowledge and culture to our sOcie

The evidence. We have from the woefully small j:irograms aimed ai fostering high
sehool education and college achievement for migrants demonstratee that native
intelligence enablea them, with or without preparation, to Succeed in higher learn-
ing programs, including college. Migrant yooth do aspire to high school diplomas
and collqee degree*. Their reach does exceed t,heir grasp, aa bite poet Robert Browp-
ing urged, but we do little or nothing to bring that Heaven of which he spoke closer
to them." . . .

The College Assistance Migrant Program (CAMP', an intenaive tutorial and orien-
tation for first-year migrant college students, helps.them put together a package to
complete their college education. .

It operates parallel with, and supplementary to, the High School F4rvaleney
Progrem (HEP), which helps the agricultural migrant student prepare for c011ege by
earning a general education diploma, .

.
.

' Larger: 'New York City, 137.57S:Los Angeles, 541,75;;; Chicago, NEA Research
nigh School Equivalency Prugram Fact Bodk, published tinder a grant from the Migrant ..

Oflice of Economic Opportunity, Washington, D.C., p.
' a man's reach shouloi exceoci his grasp/Or what's a Heaven for'?" Andrea del *la

Robert Browning.
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'We have plentiful data on the effectiveneas of these programs. statistical and .

subiective ma well. The !statistics are voluminoue, and time and other conelderations
prohibit their detailed recitation, but we would like to note that in at Waist 11 XXiMial
theCAMP program excels in opportunities and potential development to a point not
exceeded by other programs for dissadvantaged students.. 'Among -these important
areas are language skill training, financial aid, tutoring and counieling, stud,y skills
and enrichment, and summer employment service*.

We bssl the size of CAMP and the number of students served by,..it allows for
more in(Mualixed inetruction than 'does, the program of Special Servicee for Disad-
ventaged Studedt* which is designed to give tutoring, couneeling, and other support.
*ervices for disadvantaged etudente, but which we believe does not do it as effective.
ly a* CAMP does.

Because of the inexperience by the migrant student in dealing with bureaucraT
cites--large, impersonal organs speaking a different language (even when it's Eng-
lash) and operating in virtUally a different worldCAMP cloaely supervises the
student's dealing with' the red tape on campui. While, admittedly, the Educational
Oppnrtunity, Center offers this kinds of Service, it Us not as'individualized. As you
ltnovs, the EOCa are regional centers which combine the operations of: Upward
Bound, an.intensive summer 'college preparation program thatis minimal ia sun-
porting services, Talent .Search, mainly a recruiting activity matching disadvan-
teged persons with 'Colleges eccepting them. but which provides no money for tnition
or support service; and the Special Services for Disadvantaged Students, mainly a
tutoring and counseling service. All of those I have just mentioned are part of the
Trio Programs of the Office of Education.

The Trio program*, which the NEA fully supporta, are highly urban. While we
recognize and encourage achievement of goals set by TRIO, it mud also be acknowl-
edged that the foga is not on the rural, traditionally neglected hard-to-locate
migrant population. TRIO .0erves a relatively stable population; in this respect,
CAMPdeaigned for the !special charecteristics and problems of a mobile group7is
complementary to it.

But important' remernbir that:- conipleMentary. theugh 'it 'Mak be, 'CAMP
provides the only cemprehensive poetsecOndary education program that- monitor* a
student's progress, taking into account the environmental and academic factors as
well. Administrators, faculty, and CAMP staff all have a part in this!.

CAMP is designed te hell') the migrant students out of the fieldsUs which' they
otherwise are almost certain to returnand can be instrumental in helping them
become teachers, couruselors, lawyers, social workers, doctors, industrial leaders,
nerves, or architects, and enter into all those professions whose ranks have too long
gone without minority /*presentation, and with almost no migrant agricultural
students whatsoever. We might even someday see House Members and Senators rise
frem their ranks. tOo.

The High School Equivalency Prog5am, mentioned earlier as an aid to the mi-
grant student in pursiiit of a general education diploma, was designed specifically to
serve a population not currently lierved by an educational program of the- federal
government: the high schocil dropout.

Through an extensive rikruitment system, HEP identifies and enrolls potential
participants Who afe thtn relocated in the stimulating educational atmosphere of a
university, away frtim the usual obstacles found in and around the migrant enviran-
ment. They become part of an intense,' accelerated, individualized academic pro-
gram, leading to completion of their secondary education upon e of the
General Education Diploma examinations, and with the award icargtificates of -

equivalency. But even before the end of the program they are helped in achieving
placement M higher education, or in a job training progrien or employment.

What has been the record in CAMP andCEP? I would like to cite only a few
statistics of achievement.

In CAMP, 83 percent of the migrant students completed their first year of college
successfully. Ninety-eight percent of CAMP program graduates are gainfully em-
ployed or continuing their schooling. CA.,W students achieve a 13-minus (2.52)
college grade point averagewhich matches or surpasses that of most college fresh-
men. No CAMP student who has completed the program has been known to have
returned to migrant labor as.the chief source of income.

In HEP the results have been similarly encoeraging. Sixty pehent of the HE?
students are graduated. receiving a General Education Diploma. Ninety-two percent
of the HEP participants are placed successfully in jobs, training, or higher educa-.
tion.,
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. Unfortunately, there are only three CAMP and 14 HEP programs in the country.
These are adminiatered by the Department of Labor under the Comprehenaive
Employment and Training Act (CETA).-

We.believe that Congrees, as it moves to improve. the Higher Education Act of
1965 with addition* that would allow HEP and CAMP to continue to be effectiveto
proteCt what ingenuity and reeourcefulness have been cultivated so farShould also
mcorporate the PASS Program (Portable Aseisted Study Sequence) into the legisla-
tion.

Eisentially, PASS, a Cali ornia high school pilot program originally, is a Lorre-
.

spondence program tailored to the special need* of the highly mobile migrant
warker student. In PASS the sti'scient receives credits that are accrued toward
graduation upon oompleting the eounie. requirements. PASS alao has the appropri-
ate links with state and regional education authorities and local school' district
counseling staff who deal with migrant school problems. .

But more important, PASS, along with HEP, creates the link between high school
and college, between high school and the CAMP-administered program. It hell:*
preeerve the educational continuity .that we wish to emphasize, and which we i
believe is so imperative. It is fundamental that educational needs of the migrant
worker not be fragmented and that Congreee, the' institution, of higher learning,
and the secondary echools work cooperatively to provide the neciaskry linkage
between seconda

11.1and

postsecondary provamin
The emphasis academic goals in ,P and CAMP would appear to be incom-

patible with-the .partment of Labor's manpower training philosophy, inasmuch as
the Department attempted to eliminate these succeed-ill programs in 1975, arguing
that they were not cost effecti%je--an engineer's phrase more properly used When
trying to determine whether to build a dam, dredge a river, or construct a road.

Ndy denies that higher education is an expensive endeavor. But "cost effec-
tiveness' can also. .be measured in returns Prom a higher* earning` power, and
increasedspending for proper food, shelter, clothing, medical care,and all the other
amenitiesnot. to sneak of a few luxuriesthat increased income provides, In-
creased tax revenuee.from adiNuately educated, welfare-free, income-producing citi-
zen* more than offset' initial investinenta. Thetis, too; enter into the "cost effective-
ness" formulae fOr people.

Because of the apparent incompatibility between these programs and the' Depart- ,...,_
ment of Labor's philosophy, the NEA has urged that HEP and.CAMP be transferred
from that Department to the Office or Department responsible for education. The
NEA believes that ita recominendation remains appropriate, timely, and urgent.

As a result of the unique and complex problems created by excessive Mobility and
*rural isolation,. the NEA urges Congress to enact a separate Subpart 5 to Title IV of
the Higher Education Act, entitled Subpart 5Special Programs for Students from
Migrant Agricultural Backgrounds.

This addition should direct the Commissoner orEduention to establiiTh programs .
such as the College Assistance Migrant Program (CAMP), the High School Equiva-
lency Program (HEP), the Portable Assisted Study Sequence (PASS), .and others
aimed at identifying recruiting; and.proViding quality? education and comprehensive
services for migrant students in aeCoedary and postsecondary education.

We also recommend the authorization arid appropriationuntil such time as an
equitable funding formula is established=of $20 million in each of the fiscal years
1980, 1981. and 1982. The funds should enable maintenance and/or establishment of
existing secondary and postsecondary migrant programs ,. as well as new ones in
areaS where seasonal farm workers are not now served by th-ern. We also urge the
funding of institutions that would plan, deveiop; and carry out Services to Agrants
who 'poesess academic potential, but who are limited in their access o higher
education-opportunities because af their mebilit' and rural isolation,

While the .content of these programs may be recited in greater de , as a
minimum we belieVe theY should include active' recruitment of migrant worker
students, financial aid, career-oriented work-study activity, tutoring, counseling,
housing support, and other essential services.

The Conimissioner should also be directed to give priority consideration to consor-
tium applications from higher education institutions .as well a* local education
agencies ilsith migrant programs. Necessary aseurances by the institutionssuch as
promising to maintain a full-time migrant affairs' office to publicize and provide the
services we have describedshould be made part of the applications.

The NBA ale° recommends that in meeting the challeqge of designing programa
to meet the neixis of a highly mobile population, Congress establish an administra-
tive unit for migrant high.er education programs. This should be done by adding a
new Section III under Part A, Title I of the Higher Education Act of 1965. The new
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. ta be entitl ."Adminiatration of Special Programs and Projects Relating to
Migrant Agricult Workers,- would call upon the CornMiasioner of Educitien to
establish such a onii to administer all iMgrant provision* in- the 'different titles
under the Higher 'Edffcation Act. The unit would make grante based on Congresaion-
al funding throtigh.tiscal year 19S2 to institutiorwof higher learning for planning
imd putting into-effect migrant higher eduCatiOn programs. iltese programa .would

.draw upon.the knowledge und resources developed by thaw and other institutions.
and apply them to the ntigraat worker problem. .

The migrant 'unit would be responsible for intrastate and interstate coordination'
of programs und academic credit accruals for migrant students. The CoMmiasioner
would,also be siirected to establish a.funding formula that alloWs money to follow a
student front One lecation or institutiun to another, within or between. states.

There are several other measures that should be addreased to Meet the speCial
needs of migrant agricultural workeni in achieving greater participation in higher

,education institutions. We hope to preeent our views on these at a future date,
Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee..the National Education Associ-

ution, in. clueing. wishes -to make known pur support for your attention to .this
(question. -As NEA President Ryor testified before the Houae Education and Labor
oimnittee in September. 1977, migrant education haa made a good start under the

Elementary and,Secondary Education Act and its amendrnents in trying to change
the practice of exclusion that for too long Created a society outside our traditional
and legal structure in America. Men and women of visiOn in both majOr political
'parties contributed,to this great effort, however unfinished. Now, justice and fair
play, as well as ttw enrichment of ourselves, call upon Congress to complete the job
by adopting the changes we have recommended.

We thank you.

akm1P.1.
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PUPA= Ehmeriotawrftwasorrmo By JAJDORDIUDRIC tiAJUDY, Exameurnim DuiwroR, Cate
Laos Arsarraacr Mown erooram, ST. Eamvsarer UNWIntarTY, AUSTIN, TIM., ON
Bow" or Mammal. Arrommlon or HEP/CAMP Duurrou

MR. CHAIRMAN ANQ HEMMERS Of Tht SUBCOMMITTEE, I AM JACKIE HARDY, EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR OF THE COLLEGE ASSISTANCE MLIGRANT PROGRAM, ST. EDWARD'S UNIVERSITY,

AUSTIN, TEXAS. I AM TESTIFYING TODAY ON BEHALFIOF THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

OF HEP/CAMP DIRECTORS WHrICH REPRESENTS FOURTEEN HIGH SCHOOL EQUIRALENOY PROGRAMS

AND THREE COILFGF ASSISTANCE MIGRANT PROGRAMS ACROSS THE CONTRY. THESE PROGRAMS

HAVE PROVIDED OUTSTANDING EDUCATIONAL AND ECONOWC RESULTS FOR THE MIGRANT AND

WASORAL FAAMOORXER YOUTH THEY SERVE ON THE POSTSECONDARY LEVEL. MUCH Of THIS

swass IS DUE TO THE CONTINUED EFFORTS Of YOUR OOMMITTEE AND THE LEADERSHIP OF

CONGRESSMAN WILLIAM P. IT IS OUR HOPE THAI TIONG4 YOUR SUPPORT, THE TASK

Of PROVIDING ALTERNATIVE PROFESSIONAL CAREERS roR MIGRANT AND SEASONAL FARMWORKER

YOUTH THIEX.GH POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION WILL BE CONTINUED AND EXPANDED.

THERf ARf PRESENTLY THREE CAMP (COLLEGE ASSISTANCE MIGRANT PROGRA46),IN THE COUNTRY

AT THIS TIME. THEY ARE LOCATED AT ADAM'S STATE COLLEGE, ALAMOSA, COLORADO;

PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY, EDINBURG, TEXAS; AND ST. EDWARD'S UNIVERSITY, AUSTIN,

TEXAS. A CAMP PROGRAM PREVIOUSLY EXISTED AT SAN DIEGO STATE COLLEGE IN SAN DIEGO,
-

CALIFORNIA. UNFORTUNATELY, IT WAS DEFUNUED BY THE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR LAST YEAR.

EFFORTS TO MOVE THE PROJECT TO ANOTHER HOST INSTITUTION IN CALIFORNIA TO SERVICE

THOSE FARMOkKER YOUTH IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION WERE REJECTED BY DOL.

THE ooLLEGE ASSISKANCE MIGRANT PROGRAMS HAVE PROVEN TO BE OUTSTANDING EDUCATIONAL

'MODELS FOR THE NON-TRADITIONAL STUCENT. Y PROVIDE TUITION AND LIVING EXPENSES

AS WELL AS ALL SUPPORT SERVIC S FOR QUAL I FIED STL9E4TS OF MIGRANT OR SEASONAL

1/1HEFARPNORKER BACKGRONDL DUNGRI IR FIRST YEAR OF COLLEGE THROUGH AGREEMENT WITH

THE HOST INSTITUTIONS, THEY GUARANTEE THAT THE STUDENTS RH; COMPLETE THE FIRST

YEAR SUCCESSFULLY WILL BE PROVIDED FINANCIAL AID FOR THE REMAINING YEARS OF THEIR

COLLEGE CAREERS..

5.?6
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DUAIN; THE FIRST YEAR OF THEIR COLLEGE CAREER, CAMP STUDENTS AREAROVIDED AssIsimak

IN THE FOLLOWING AREAS:

..1) RECRUITMENT FROM RURAL AREAS;

.2) SIMMER ENRICHMENT pROGRAM OF STUDY SKILLS;

3) FINANCIAE AID CO-ARING TUITION AND Fegs, ROOM AND BDARD;.

CIARICUWM ADVISING. Am) CAREER PLAWING;

:for. 5) TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE AND STUDENT-TO-STLDENT ADVISING;

'6) COUNSELING;

7) SUMMER EMFLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES;

8) FACULTY. ANO ADMINISTRATION LLAISON.

THE CAMP PROGRAP6 HAVE DEMONSTRATED THEIR EXCELLENCE IN AREAS CW STUDENT RETENTION,

ACADEMIC 14)iiEWMENT, OVERALL IMPACT AND ODST EFFECTIVENESS, SINCE THE MIGRANT

SEASONAL* FARMWORXER PARTICIPANTS MATCH OR SURPASS THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE NON-CAMP

STUDENT. THE FOLLOWING STATISTICS FROM THE ST. EDWARD'S UNIVERSITY CA'a DEMO*

STiATE CAMP PROGRAM PERFORMANCE IN THE AREAS OF RETENTION, ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT,

STUDENT IMPACT AND COST EFFECTIVENESS.

A
ST. EDWARD'S UNIVERSITY CAMP

E1u-L:4w MO RETENTION 19724977 * .

.*,
e

72-71. 71-74 . 74-75 75-7k 76-77 77-78 iemL

UNROLLED 72 124 11_4 109 175 125 748
DROPPED 34 17 15 11 15 92
COMPLETED 34 98 123 98 i6o 1114 627
TRANSFERRED - 4 9 5 o 2 5 ' 20
SUCCESS RATE:1 54% 83% 89% 90% 92% 95% 86.5%

4SLICCESS RATEe-CLWPLETIONS PLUS TRANSFERS

I*



ACAMOUC RESULTS

ZZ 74-75. 3.5;2k 76-77 17-78 'NM
AVERAGE GRADE 1.94 / 2.46 2.61 2.46 2.32 . 2.5 2.38
POINT AVERAGE

AVERAGE CkEDIT # 11.36 ' 12.95 14.32 13.9 12.7 13.25 13.08
HOURS EARNED
PER SEMESTER

P THE FOLLOWING GENERAL STATISTICS FROM THE 1977 "MEP/CAW TRANSITION REPORT" SHOW
40

THAT RESULTS HAVE, IMPRDVED CONSISTENTLY IN ALL CAMP PROGRAMS:

LNROLLYIENT , GRADUATES

72-73 333 260 (77%) 2.27
73-74
74-75

416
461

260 (831)

395 (85%)
2.48
2.52

75-76 In 3 363 (88%) 2,37

POLL014UP STUDIES

.1
)1

ALTHOUGH NO FUNDS HAVE BEEN PROVIDED FOR THIS PURPOSE, CAMP PROGRAMS ATTEMPT TO

*DILLOW:UP-ON ALL STUDENTS WHO HAVE ENROLLED IN ANNOR COMPLETED THE.CNE ,ITAR

COLLEGE PROGROL THE FOLLOWING STAISTICS TAKEN FROM THE 1977 TRANSITION REPORT

SHOW T*AT THE POSTSECONDARY OPIPORTUNITY WHICH THE PROGRAMS PROVIDE DEFINITELY

ENABLES THE FARPWORKER STUDENTS TO SUCCEED IN ALTERNATIVE, CAREERS ANO CAREER

TRAINING. IT WET BE NOTED HERE THAT SINCE THE STUDY, AT LEAST rho HUNDRED AND

FIFTY STUDENTS HAVE GRADUATED WITH A FOZYEAR COLLEGE DEGREE. AT LEAST 20%

ARE,OURRENTLY PURSUING HIGHER DEGREES IN LAW, MEDICINE, BUSINESS AND OTHER FIELDS.

ONE Of THE FIRST GRADUATES FROM ST. EDWARDOS UNIVERSITY WILL BE RECEIVING HIS PH.D.

IN ECONOMICS FROM THE UNIVERSITY:OF NOTRE DAME THIS YEAR.:



OVERALL TOTALS
CAMP

FOLLOW-UP WORT 1972-19751'

ttrl ,
TOTAL CAMP ENROLLMENT - 18519

1. CAMP GRADUATES

F.,A.M.401... 5Aok.I.D..
4 %

MO
A. TOTAL NuiezR 940 *24

%

B. TOTAL NUMBER STILL IN COLLEGE OR
SOME TYPE Of EDUCATIONAL TRAINING 601 64%

C. EMPLOYED

.--....\.,...
3) VOCATIONAL

1) PROFESSIONAL 19 2%

2) PARAPROFESSIONAL
,

70

94

7%

9%

4) MILITARY 1.7%

TOTAL 199 21%

D. UNEMPLOYED 22 2%

E. UNKNOW , 17

11. CAMP,DROP OUTS # %

A. TOTAL 4 OF DROP OUTS 177 17% lalka)

B. TOMAL 4 RETURNED TO COLLEGE OR
SOME TYPE OF EDUCATIONAL TRAINING 25 14%

C. .EMPLOYED

1) PROFESSIONAL 0 lit 0%
2) PARAPROFESSIONAL 52 29%
3) vOCAT1c4AL. 29 16%

-......, 4) MILITARY , 10 6%
D. UNEMPLOYED 14 8%

E. UNKNOMN 2_6.5%.
-Nyra.k. *a, Is.At

111. THOSE WO RETURNED TO MIGRANT AS8OR
A CHIEF SOURCE OF INCUE # %

A. 'CAMP GRADUATES 5 .5%
B. CAMP DROP OUTS 15 8%

uPARTICIPATING INSTITUTIONS:

ADAMS STATE COLLEGE CAmP, ALAMOSA, COLORADO
PAN AMERICAN UNIVFRSITY CAMP, EDINeURG, TEXAS
ST. EDWARD'S UNIVERSIT CAMP, AuSTIN, TEXAS

529
45-934 0 - 79 iv*
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CCeST EFFECTIVE:NESS

NOT CNLY HAVE THE couza ASSISTANCE OUGRANT PtROGRAMS EVIDENCED ACADEMIC AND

PROFESSIONAL SLCCESS, BUT IFFY HAVE ALSO MAINTAINED EXCELLENT EFFICIENCY.

ADAMS STATECOLIEcF

YEAR FINDING LEVE1 ENNLMENT

r

CW PER IlArICEPANT

1972-1973 $ 76,359 113 $ 675.74
1973-1974 $1600003 119 $1512.001974-1975 $2050030 146 $1404.00
1975-1976 $2130000 139 .- - $1532.001976-1977 $225,618

.
140, $1612.00

PAN AMRICAN tliiVERSITY

1972-1973 $150.000 113 $1327.001973-1974 $160,000 122 $1475.001974-1if5 S234,597 146 $1606.001975-1176 $234,597 139 $1688.001976-1977 $260,000 140 $1657.00

ST. MAW'S UNIVERSITY

1972-1973 $257/000 72 $3569.00
1973-1974 $278,620 124 $2247.00
1974-1975 $302,232 143 $2114.00
1975-.1.976, ._.,..,. $403,856

-W4000
'109 $2787.0019764977 175 $1840.00

53 o
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MGM SOIDOL EQU I VALENCY PACCNAM
CHLP)

THE HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY PROGRAM IS-A SISTER PROGRAM TO THE COL1FGF ASSISTANCE

MIGAANT PROGRAM. IT LS DESIGNED TO HELP THE MIGRANT AND SEASONAL FARAWORKER *Duni.

WHO HAS DROPPED OUT OF SCHOOL...COMPLETE HIS GENERAL EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT ExAmaN6-

TIO*A.) AND PREPARE FOR FURTHER EDUCATIONAL ANDJOR PROFESSIONAL TRAINING.

:LIKE CAMP, HEPAS A RESIDENTIAL EOUCATICNAL.PROGRAM MDR MIGRANT AND SEASONAL

FARNNIORXER YOUTH. PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS srupy mATH, .scIENct, GRAMAR., LITERATLRE,

.SOCLAL STUDIES,. CAREER EDUCATION AND ELECTIVES'. THEY ARE HOUSED AND ATTEND CLASSES

IN A CAMPUS FACILITY AND, FOR PARTICIPATING SATISFACTORILY CAN EARN A WEEKLY STIPEND.

HEP STUDENTS ANL EXPOSED TO THE UNIVERSITY. ENVIRONMENT AND TO. UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

WHO TUTOR THEM; THEY EXPERIENCE LIVING ON THEIR OWN AND AWAY FROM liONIEJ. THEY

4CHIEW 6 HIGH LEVEL OF SUCCESS IN EDUCATION AND ARE EXPOSED TO MANY DIFFERENT

IDEAS AND OPPORTUNITIES THAT ARE AVAILABLE TO THEM. SINCE.THE AVERAGELENGTH Of

.STAY INIHEP IS THREE MONTHS PER GRADUATE, STUDENTS ARE ACCEPTED CONTINUOUSLY FROM
.

SEPTEMBER TO MAY. HEP PARTICIPANTS:ARE qivEN AT NO COS4 TO THEM:

1. TRAINING 1..EADING TO THE COMPLETION OF SECONDARYEDLCATION.

2. PLACEMENT IN A JOB, JOB TRAINING PROGRW, POSTSECONDARY .

EDUCATION OR MILITARY..

3. FLCATION41. AND CAREER CCWETENOY TRAINING.

4. BLS FARE TO AND FROM THE PROJECT SITE.

5. ODOH 4NO BOARD.

.6. MEDICAL CARE.

7. PRIVIrFGFS Of A Iik*V1.6R.Vikilf..11.54IX SILIDEkir.

0. A PROGRAM OF EXTRArCURRICULAR ACTIVITIES.

53i



. A HEEICLYST PEND IS EARNED FOR SATISFACTORY PARTICIPATION.

SUCCESS RATES

ALTHOUGH THE TAU. OF THE 1-EP PROGRAM IS A OIFFICULT ONE, THE 1977 STUDY DONE BY

THE HENCAMP PROGRAMS INDICATES THAT IHE PROGRAMS HAVE FAR SURPASSED CEPARTMINT

OF LABOR FEW ANORMANCE STDARDS, AND YE CONTINUED TO IMPROVE EACH YEAR:

JUNE 27, 1974 VS. JUNE 27, 1975 VS. AUGUST 31, 1976

1973-1974 1974-1975 % 1975-19763 t OVERALL

"TOTAL STUDENTS ENROLLED 2127 2548 +19.8% 2278 -10.6% +7.1%

TOTAL GED GRAIXATES 3156 1525 +31.9% 1524 0.0% +31.9%

TOTAL STUDENTS PLACED 943 1443 +53.0% 1698 15.0% +80.1%

xA CERTAIN MOW OF THE DROP IN 1975-1976 FIGURES MAY BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE FACT

THAT 710C,OGRAMS, LAmAR AND SOUTH CAROLINA, WERE DISCCNTINUED DLRING THIS PRoGRAM

YEAR ASN- ND/ PROGRAMS imERE ADDED.

COST EFFECTIVENESS

A STUDY DUNE BY THE HEP/CAMP PROGRAW IN 1976 INDICATE!) THAT THE gosT PER PARTICIPANT:,

-DECREASED 44% IN THE FIRST DIME YEARS OF THE PROGRAM ALTHOUGH THE SUCCESS RATES OF

THE.STUDENTS.INCREASED EACH YEAR.
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hATIONAL MIT COST ?EA PARTICIPANT

73-74

$1693

74-75
4 .

$1432 .:.

)

(16%)

,NATIONAL UN T COST KR GRADUATE

73-74 74-75 %incr.
%decr:( )

$29i9 $2224 (26%)

NATIONAL UNIT COST PER PLACEMENT

73-74' 74-75 %incr,
%decr.( )

$3539 $1965 (44%)

533
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Total 'Arodal prograicovonditures for all. REF Projects

%incr. . - Sent '%incr.
,7Q-171 Livical. '71.412 uecr.() '72 -73 %thecr.()

USK 237,468 9% 259,097 (6%), 245.156 19%

MIAMI 268,999 (2k) 262,700 (1%) 255P.760 3%

, CAL pcia 261,153 (5%) 248,51 2% 252,966 (5%)
i .

WIS 264,269 (2%)

COL 251,130 (611) 143,832 11%

, UP -. 258,798 2% 253,963 9% 288;754 (3i)
1

UTEP 246,170 (5%)

ENMU 76,755 134%

NES 227376 (4%) 286,202 (5%) 268,471 5%

PA 233,728. 11%
.

250,342 (.1%) 260,000 10%.

'OREGON 245,770 (7%) 238,987 11% 264,499 (5%)

HD<0N 232,567 (1%) 229,841 ' 8% . 249,141 28%

P,VERTO RICO 220,000 6%

534

Percentage increase of annual'program expenditarea)
'70-'71 - 174-'75 - 30.2%

%incr.
'73-'74: Utocr:() '74-75

292,743 .....(9%) 267,656

266,274 9%, 2 ,284',

241,549 8% 252,893

260,000 ' .., 9% .272,000

137,400, ; :J,12% . 163,0(X)

" Cost of living increases: '
'70-'71 - '74-'75 - 40.7%

Comparison of programs in existence '70-71 ancrthose samo

.** According to the Monthly Laioor Review.

281,618 (12%) `

234,111 '8%

'179,261 -'., (15%) .'

281,750 .09%.

24 ,000 , (0),

249,815 7%, ,

319,024 - (30%) .

233,000 2%

247,210

253,309

.152,601

282,000

285,000

257,637

222,385

255,000
.

programs '74-'76.
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REASONS P3R SUCCESS

THE FOLLOwINGARE REASONS WHICH ACCOUNT FOR-, THE.OUTSTANDING SUCCESS Of THE HEp

MD-WV PROGRARS:

1. THE PROGRAMS WIN% k:4'kINE1) NATIONAL IN FOCUS. THEREFORE, THEY HAVE
.°

BEEN ABLE TO RESPOND 70 THE SPECIAL OONCEMS AND PROBLEMS Of THE

2.

ru 'cam

.THE plOAPREKNSIVE NATuRE AND STRUCTURE Of THE PACcRAMS HAS PROVEN

ITSELF IN ASSISTING THE MIGRANT AND SEASONAL FARMWORKER TO MASTER

AND SURVIVE IN THE VAST SOPHISTICATION Of UNIVERS4TY SYSTEM.

GENERALLY, STUDENTS FROM RURAL-AUAs ARE UNFAMILIAR WITH SYSTEMS

AND,sERvICES AND AliC UNABLE TO SEEKTHEM OLT.IN TIHE TO ASSISI

THEM. THEY NEED A COMPREHENI;IVE SUPPORTIVE SYSTEM UNTIL THEY

MASTER THE. NECESSARY DOMPETENCIES FOR POSTSECONDARY SLRVIVAL, ,

-STATISTICAL HI(HLIGHTS f

.c8dE

1) AT LEAsT 83% OF THE mIGRANT STLEIENTS 1N THE CAMP PROGRAM COMPLE1E)THEIR FIRST.

YEAR OF COLLEGE SUCCESSFULLY.

2) CAMP STUDENTS ACHIEVE A C+ (2.4) COLLECrCrIADE POINT AVERAGE. THIS PATCHES

OR SLRPAsSES HOST COLLEGE FRESHMEN.

s3) NINETY-EIGHT PERCENT (98%) OF THE STUDENTS WHO IONE GRADUATED FROM THE CAMP

PROGRAM)4:EITHER CONTINUING THEIR EDUCATION MARE GAINFULLY EMPLOYED.

4) No CAMp STUCENT WHO HAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED THE PROGRAM kAS RETURNED TO

MIGRANT LALOR AS THE CHIEF SOURCE OF INCOME.



Hige

1) ALTHOWCH INFLATIONARY COSTS HAVE INCREASED 40% SINCE THE POUNDIA4 OF THE HEP

PROGRAMS IN 1971, THE NATIONAL UNIT COST PERiPARTICIPANT, PER GRAMME AND

FEli.PLACEANT HAVE XCRAScD 15%, 26% AND 44% RESPECTIVELY.

'2) NINETY-TWOPERCENT ( ).OF HER PARTICIPANTS ARE SUCCESSFULLir PLACED IN

'EMPLOYMENT, TRAINING(R POSTSECCNOARY EDUCATION.

3) SIXTY PERCENT (60%) OF HEP STUDENTS SLCCESSFULLy GRADUATE WITH A C.

4) ALTHOUGH i PERFORMANCE STANDARD INDICATES THAa EACH HEP PROGRAM SHALL

ACHIEVE A MINIM:14 OF 105 GRADWATEPOINTS, Hu, PROGRAMS HAVE ACHIEVED AN

AVERAGE'OF 130.5 caAccoat POINTS,

RECOMITNOAT IONS

/

THE,RECCOMENDATIONS PRESENTED TO THIS COMMITTEE BY THE NATIONAL 442CIATION OF

HIGH'SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY pRCGRAMS (HEP) AND COLLEGE ASSISTANCE MIGRANT PROGRNAS

cCAMP) INVOLVE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS:

17 SEPARATE AUTHORIZATION FOR HEWCAMP UNDER TRIO LEG SLATION TO ESTABLISH
,

A MIGRANT DIVISION Of TRIO FOR MIGRANT' HIGH SCHOOL DROP'CLITS ANO FIRST

YEAR COLLEGE STUDENTS. THIS DIVISION WO(.LD NEED THE FOLLOWING

CHARACTERISTICS:

A) NATIONAL IN ADMINISTRATION AND IN-FROGRN4 SCOPE
B) EDUCATICNAL IN FOCUS
CY TARGETED ON MIGRANTS AND SEASONAL FARISiORKERS
D) ENC(MPASS BOTH CAMP AND HEP
E) mot:II-MAR FINDING

2. ,ExPANSION OP THE PRCGRAMS TO SERVEWrICNAL NEEDS OF MIGRANTS

INCgEASE Of HEP AND CAMP (50'PROGRAMS) IN UNDER-REPRESENTED AREAS
(EAST AN1) MIST COAST), AT.$20,000,C00.

6
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531.

FLEXMLNTY TO INNOVATE 'PROGRAM DESIGN TO IMPR4WE

SETTER TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ANO OPPORTUNITIES TO SNARE5tX'PERIENCE

AND COMPETENCIES AMONG HEP/CAMP PROGRAMS AND WITH OTHER TRIO PROGRAMS.

'AT LEAST THE SAME,LEVEL OF FENDING FOR EACH PROGRM AND TAE MAINTENANCE

OF EXISTING PROGRAMS.

6. PRESERVATION OF BAiIC PROGRAM DESICil AND SERVICES.

7. SEPARATE NATIONAL OFFIC UNDER TRIO TO ADMINISTER PROGRAM.

.8. OE INHOWSE LINKAGE :BETWEEN ESEA TITLE 1 PROGRAM, HEP/CAMP AND TRIO.

00

,

'SUNK YOU bOR YOUR KIND ATTRNTIOX TO THIO MATTER..

0

411.
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Mr. .FORD. You may proceed to add to your stitenient, supple-
ment, or comment on those statements as you 'please.

If I were you, I Would let Jackie go first, and try to get the last
word.

STATEMENT OF JACQUELINE IIARDY, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
COLLEGE ASSISTANCE MIGRANT PROGRAM, ST. EDWARD'S
UNIVERSITY, AUSTIN, TEX.
Ms. HARDY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am

Jackie Hardy,' executive director of the College Assistance Migrant
4-Program at St. Edward's University in Austin, Tex.

I am testifying today on behalf of the National A.ssociation of
HENCAMP, Directors- which represents fourteen I-tigh SchOol
Equivalency programs and three College Assistance Migrant Pro-
grams across the country.

'Before I continue, j_wduld like to say that I have workeein
cooperation with the atfcational opportunity programs {TRW pro-
grams), and I would like to thank them for their assistance in
coordinating HEP and CAMP into the total picture of education for
the disadvantaged. We are sisters and brothers in this family. HEP
and CAMP do not want to present ourSelves as competitors to the
other wonderful' efforts that. are being made, but we do feel that
migrants and seasonal farmworkers are a special group with
unique needs. Our programs are tailored to meet these needs.

HEP and CAMP programs have provided outstanding education-
al and economic results for the migrant and seasonal farmworker
youth they serve on the ilostsecondary level. Much of thiF success is
due to the continued efforts of your cgmmittee and the leadership
of Congressman William Ford.

It is our hope that through your Support, the task of providing
alternative professional careers for migrant and seasonal farm-
worker youth through postsecondary educatiOn will be continued
and expanded.

There are presently three CAMP programs in the country at this
time. They are located at Adam's State College, Alamosa: Colo.;
Pan American University, Edinburg,,Tex..; and St. Edwyl's Uni-
versity, Austin, Tex.

A CAMP program previously existed at San Piego State College
in San Diego, Calif. Unfortunately, it was defunded by the Depart-
ment of Labor last year. Efforts to move the project to another host
institution in California to service those farmworker youth,in post-
secondary education were rejected r by the Department of Labor.
Hopefully, we shall be able to expand HEP/CAMP programs in the
future.

Basically, CAMP serves the nontraditional migrant student. We
provide tuition and living expenses as well as all of the supportive
services for qualified students 'of farmworket" background during
their first year of college.

Through the agreement with the host untsities, we have the
institution guarantee that any students wh enter through otir
prokram will be provided with financial aid for the remaining 3
years of their college career, so that any students who enter will be
guaranteed financial aid.

r

5 )
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Som6 of this aid is in the form of self-help slic as work-studY
after students ca:n get on their feet, and really show that they can

. achieve academically. Some of this help is in the form' of loans, et
cetera, but much of it is in the form of a grant. At St. Edward's, we
try not to have more than a total" $4,000 in loans at the end of 4
years, because migrant students cannot afford to paY that rthich
back, coming frOm their financial situation and having so- many
family members: -

1)&ing the first year of their college career, CAMP students are
provided ,assistance in:recruitment from rural:areas; summer en-.
richment program of study skills; financial aid covering tuition
fees, room and board; curriculum advising and career planning;
tutorial assistance and student-to-student advising; counseling;
sumther employment opportunities; and facultY and administration
liaison.

The CAMP prOgrams have demonstrated their \excellence in
area4 of 'student retention, academic achievement, overall impact
and Wst effectiveness since the migrant seasonal farmworker par-
ticipatita- -thatch or surpass the achievement of the non-CAMP stu-dent.

The following statistics from the St. Edward's University CAMP
demonstrate CAMP, Program performance in the areas of retention,
academic achieveDient, student impact and cost effectiveness.

Although we are not-funded for this purpose, HEP/CAMP pro-
grams attempt, on their own, to keep as many statistics as possible..
As you can see, during the first year, we were a little bit weak. We
were getting the systemsgoing. We had a 54-percent retention rate,
meaning that, 54 percent made it4hrough the first year. Then we
had an 83-percent retention rate in 1973-74; 89 percent in 1974,75;
90 percent in 1975-76; 92 percent in 1976-77; and last year, we hit
95 percent. The overall retention average from 1972-77 is 86 Per-
cent, which is an excellent statistic. Considering the fact that fewer
than 20 percent of the migrants graduate we feel that this is an
othstanding turnaround.

In terms of academic achievement, we have got some really nice
statistics from the St. Edward's CAMP program. You can see on
page 3 of my statement that 'in 1972-73, the average grade' point
average was 1.94, aria" the average credit hours earned per semes-
ter: 11.36. Again, this is kind of a "yucky" statistic. We had not
really started up the systems. It went up to 2.5 (a B minus aver-
age), which is coinparable to the regular college students at the
private universities, or whatever. In general other CAMPs have the
same type of statistics.

The general statistics from the ,1977 HEP/CAMP Transition
Report show that the results have improved consistently in all
CAMP programs. The enrollment from 1972 to 1975 increased from
333 to 461. In 1975-1976, all three CAMP prOgrams combined had
an 88-percent reteniion rate and a GPA rate of 2.37 in the statisti-
cal analysis.

In '1915, the CAMP progranis did their own followup study: We
tried to track down every student who had ever been in a CAMP
program, or dropped out of a CAMP program. We got very nice
statistics on that which showed amazing results. Since that 1975
study, I have done some more studying. I have traced all 700, or

.5-41
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800 students that have been in the CAMP Program at St. Ed-
ward's. I have not ,quite finalized those statistics, but they are
much better than the 1975 statistics.

The statistics taken from the 1975 transition report show that
the postsecondary opportunity which the programs provide defi-
nitely enables the farmworker students to succeed in alternative
careers and career training. Since the Study, at least 250 students
have graduated with a 4-year college degree. At least 20 pecent
.are currently pursuing higher degrees in law, medicine, business
:Ind other fields. In fact, one of the first graduates from Sti Ed-
ward's University will be receiving his doctorate in economics from
the University of Notre Dame this year.

At this point, the CAMP programs need some better connections^
in Order to gef our studeiits into really good schools once they get a
4-year college degree. It is kind of hard if ene has to hustle on both
ends. Wehope that eventually we will get a nice, splid graduate
school link for the careers that really need people, especially the
underrepresented minorities.

Now, in our followup report in 1975, you can see that We had
very good statistics. Of the CAMP graduates, we found that 601 of
them, which is around 70 percent, were still in college, or in scene
type of training after their second, third, or fourth year out. Only 2
percent were unemployed; and 17 we had not found. The rest were
employed, or in sotne college or. university. As to the dropouts,
those who did not complete one year, we found that we even did a
turnaround with them, not as good a turnaround, but 25 114,
returned to college, or some kind of training.

The .other ones were employed at semilucrative fields. On.ly 14,
Ave found, were unemployed; and 47 drifted away. It was hard to
keep track of the early dropouts, since it is hard to trace migrant
farmworkers once they have left.

We checked to see who, if any, of our dropouts, or any graduates,
had returned to migrant farmwork as their chief source of income,
since our job was, really, providing alternative training to students.
We found that only five out of the 940 graduates had returned, and
that was around Alamosa, Colo., because it is a depiessed area, and
they could not get the funds to get out. So that is less than 1
percent, virtually, of the known persons of whom we have evidence
who have returned to migrant farmwork as the chief source of
income:

Even with respect to the dropouts, we ly found 15 who went
back to the fields as their chief source income once they had
seen that there was a different way of d g things, and that there
were other alternatives available to them.

On page 5 of the written testimony are figures indicating cost
effectiveness: not only have the College Assistance Migrant Pro-
grams evidenced academic and professiortal success, but they have
also maintained excellent efficiency;

The cost effectiveness figures include all costs for one year
totally everything from the time we find them, or bring them into
the university to the time they leave at the end of the first year.
As to St. Edward's, which is a private school, we have gotten it
down, in terms of the Department of Lab& grant, to about $1,800
per student. That is a pretty good record, you know.
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, This includes the total grant-overhead, administrative cost,
paper, suppliee, and whatever. We just divided the total grant by
students, and that is what we came out with in ferms of figures.
We are trying to get it down to a bare minimurn. Only 20 percent of
the grant is adminiatrative. Everything else is direct service to the
student.

The High School Equivalency Program is a sister program to the
College Assistance Migrant Program. Information regarding these
programs is on page six of the written testimony.

These programs are designed to help the migrant 'and seasonal
farmworker youth who has dropped out of school to complete his
general education development examinations, GED, and prepare
far further educational and/or professional training.

. Like CAMP, HEP is a residential educational program for mi-
grant and seasonal farmworker youth. Program participants study

. math, sciehoe, grammar, literature, social studies, career education
and electives. We emphasis postsecondary education, or soine kind
of higher professional, educational and career competency training.

They are housed, and attend classes in a campus .facility and, for
participating satisfactorily, can earn a weekly stipend.

REP students are exposed to the university environment and to
university students who tutor them, and they experience livink on
their own away from home in a more professional kind of an
atmosphere. They achieve a high level of success in education, and
are exposed to many different icleas and opportunities that are
available to them.

Since the average length of stay in HEP is three months per
graduate, students are accepted 'continuously from September to
May. They are given training leading to the completion of second-
ary education; placeinent in a job, or a job training program. HEP
programs provide bus fare to and from the project site; room and
board; medical care; the privileges of a regular university student;
a program of extra-curricular activities. A weekly stipend is earned
for satisfactory participation.

The REP program is a very difficult one, much harder, actually,
than the CAMP because we are talking about the imigrant seasonal
farmworker who has dropped out of high school and experienced a
series of . There is 'an 80 percent dropout rate of-migrants
from high sc ool. By completi4 the GED in a I program on a
college camiius, they can be inspired to higher of education
and careers.'

The HEP programs have also improved in all of eir statistics
from 1973 through 1976. You can see that the enrollment of the
students from 19'73 to 1976 .has improved seven percent. The GED

4raduates are up 31 percent, and the,placement of students ,in
education or jin a ob is up 80 percent. -

Of course, we got a few programs knocked off during the 4ast few
years, especially on the east coast, and the Department of Labor
refused to do any expansion. That is why some Of these enrollment
statistics have dropped. The cost per participant has decreased 44
percent in the first 3 years of the program although the success
rates of the enrollment of students have increased. So they are
working on that, but that is a hard job. We have a long way to gq.

5 4 3
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. We have not had time to really improve that program as Much
as we would like. HEP is'y terrific program with a very difficult
task.

Why are the HEP/CAMP programs a success?. First ot all, our
programs, through the help of Congres4 have remained national in
focus. Therefore, we have been able to respond to the special con-
cerns and problems of the migrant.

Second, and this is most important in terms of the structure,.the.,
comprehensive nature and structure of the programs has proven
itself in assisting the migrant and seasonal farmworker tO master
and survive in the vast sophistication of university systems.

Genterally, students from rural areas are unfamiliar with- sys-
tems and services, and are unable to seek them out in time for
them to be of asSistance. SO they do need a comprehensive support-
ive system until they master the necessary. competencies for post-
secondary survival.

We bring them in, and give thein the "one-two," you know,
intensive training. Then they are on their own for the next 3 years.
Without.the intenSive training, however, they drop out.

Statistical highlights: At least 83 percent of the migrant students
in the CAMP program complete their first year of college success-
fully across the board. Ninety-eight percent .of the §tudents who
have graduated from the CAMP program are either continuing
their education, or are gainfully employed. CAMP students achieve

B, 2.5 college grade point average, which equals or surpasses
most college freshmen. I note& earlier what other more advanced.
students can do at St. Edward's University. We know of yirtually
no student who .has successfully completed the program who has
returned to migrant labor as the chief source of income.

With respect to HEP, although inflationary costs haye gone up
40 percent since the founding of the HEP programs in 1971, thez
national unit cost per participant, per graduate and per placement
have decreased 15 percent, 26 percent and 44 pit-cent respectively.

. each year. An&92 percent of the HEP participants are success-
fully placed in employment, training or postsecondary education.

Sixty percent of the HEP students successfully graduate with a
GED. There is a'real probleni for some students who are third and
fourth grade level readers. I will tell you t-ie HEP program
has not only matched but surpassed the DOL reiuirementS.

Our recomniendation to be presented before this committee is
that it would be better for us to go over to HEW or tke Office of
EduCatiori instead of staying with DOL if we could be Xih protect-
ed and supported. We would like a keparate authorization for
HEP/CAMP under TRIO legislation to establish a migrant division
of TRIO for migrant high school dropouts and first year college
students. rn this .separate division, we would need the following
charaOteristics:

First, it would have to be national in administration and in
program stope.- Going to the State, or goihg through the State
would be very difficult for us because we recruit froM all 'oyer the
Nation ,because our students travel. Second, this division4would
have to. \be migrant in focus and targeted to the migrant seasonal
farrnworker. We want to recruit the rural migrant farmworkers
and focus on that. It is a real hard job. If you get too spread out,
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you just cannot do it because of the difficulties inherent in recruit-
ing from rural areas. Third, the structure must encompass both
REP and CAMP because we want to work more closely and have
more of a bridge system between the_ two programs. Fourth, we
would prefer to have.maybe two or three year funding cycles to get
our systems shaped up, if possible, becaude it is really hard to
improve in a one year setting. Fifth, We would like to expand. The
east coast does not have anything. The west coast is getting
knocked off.

So we are saying there should be an increase of HEP and CAMP
programs . . . 50 programs . . . in the underrepresen areas at
$20 rtiillion. That is a ballpark figure in terms of, reaii3.JiEP and
CAMP projects all over the country.

In serving migrants in these programs, maybe in ten years, we
will get them all educated, and then we- will not need the programs
any.more.

Sixth, REP/CAMP needs the flexibility to innovate program
design to improve services. That means that in the REP/CAMP
transition, we `would like better technical assistance, to be able to

, skare experiences and competencies among the HEP/CAMP pro-
grams.abd with 'other TRIO programs. Opportunities to share expe-
rience and Compe'tenci would lie fruitful to s.

Seventh, we would like to have at Itast the e level of funding
for each' program, and the maintenance o , existing programs.
Again, we do not want to cut into 'funding for existing TRIO
programs. There is too little for the disadvantaged people already,
so we do not want any competition with TRIO Funding. We would
prefer our funds to lie a separate, additional appropriation.

Eighth, we .need the preservation of basic program disign and
serVices: do not split up these services and assign them to different
programs. You need it all together, and you need it to ,t)e. intensive

. . ,and 'comprehensive. Without this c... -hensiveness, you are going
to Vet dropouts. And then the 98 , -rce retention rate will drop to
30 percent.

Ninth, we would Ike a 'se te i - onal office under TRIO to
administer programs. We ould li a separate section devoted to,
migrant concerns becauke of the 'al problems of this -popula-
tion. - 1'.

Tenth, we would like ,OE in-house linkage between ESEA-tifle.I i
programs, REP/CAMP and TRIO. We would like to link our title I ..

migrant programs, especialIV with HEP/CAMP. We would like
,some ir-ind of linkage so that we would not waste, any time not
energy in getting a student's record' ttansferred. We peed a good

N transfer system for getting those 'people into CAMP ,if they have
,

dropped out. .We love a graduate. We love to have college gradu-
ated. That is something that is really a high level- kind of thing and
all of these things will help us to get them. [Laughter.1

Ms. HARDY. Roy is going to tell you about the needsofor a HEP/
, CAMP office because NEA has defendad us a lot, and hair been one

of our greatest supports.

45-914 0 - 79 35 D
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STATEMENT OF ROY FUENTES. MANAGER FOR MIGRANT EDU-
CATION; NiATION FDUCATION ASSOCIATION' WASHINGTON.
D.C.

Mr. FUENTES. r. Chairman, and members of the cominittee, I
am Roy Fuentes, manager of the Migrant Education Program for
the National Education Association, which represents approximate-

s ly 1.8 million teaching memberS.
I feel like I. have been in' an endless war. I had been with NEA

one month, in 1975, when NEA learned that the Department of
Labor %lilted to defundieliminate the High, School Equivalency
Program (HEP) and the College Assistance Migrant Program
(CA.MP). NEA thanks you personally, Mr. Chairman and other
Congressmen and Senators for supporting HEP and CAMP. We are
most appreciative of your staff, particularly Pat Rissler, in coordi-

. nating the congressional endorsement which assured continued
fundlhg for HEP and CAMP.

The NEA review, study apd direct involvenient in migrant edu-
cation programs has reached one critical conclusion: What is
'neededWhat has been missing in education for migrant work-
ersis educational continuity. Educational continuity for all mi
grants has become a primary goal for the, National. Education
.ASsociation. We. will not rest until this great Nation of ours
achieves this continuity for every migrant. By educational continu-
ity NEA means: 1: Geographicbetween school districts and states,
which the MSRTS is beginning to achieve4. Academicbetween
grade levels, preschool through postsecondary education.

Chairman Ford, NEA realizes that we are addressing these criti-
cal issues before the nation's most knowledgeable and influential
expert on inigt education.

Our statements are not discoVery in nature, rather in support of
you and your Committee's work to achieve quality and equality for
migrant workers in American education. We are in support for the
vast upgrading of two deplorable facts that are hideous representa-
tive s. of a host of impediments to the realization of the human
potential. One, 5.3 average grade attainment among migrant work-
ers. Two, less than 10 percent graduation from high school among
migrants.

We .must change our thinking toWard- the education of mi-
grantswhich goes something like this:

One, to influence children really in their educational experience.
Excellegi, but too often it stops there, and may not even achieve
'the ctAent 5.3 average grade attainment without special pro-
grams.

Two, that the economic needs of the migrant family is a greater
force than education in the lives of' older migrant youths.

Three, that because of the family's economic need migrants have
no interests, nor are they prepared for higher educational achieve-
ment.

Mr. Chairman, we commend Congress for authorizing Programs
to improve migrant children's education, through ameriaments tko.
the Elementary and Secondary.Education ACt of 1965.

Those were historical first steps in bringing migrant workers
into the American mainstr.eam. I know, that as you and members
of your committee consider the amendments to the Higher Educa-

Ao
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tion Act, that you will ,Pee conscious of the importance of your,
deliberations on migrant workers.

I pray that in the years to come that we all will look -back onthis time and saythese were the historical actions and amend-,
ments that helped bring migrant families a little closer .to full.

., participation in American education.
The High School EquivalencN Program (HEP), the College Assist-

)ance Migrant Program (CAMP) and the Portable Assisted\ Study
Sequence (PASS) are lonely but hopeful voices in an educatipnal
wasteland. .

These exemplary programs, along with the . California Mi
'Corps-7--a teaoher and health training programsustain a qu
to create the link between high school and college. These progr
and other migrant amendments to the Hi =her Education Act
gether with ESEATitle Imigrant will p preserve the edu
tional continuity that we believe Ls so t perative for rnigran
worker education. It is fundamental that ed cational needs of the
migrant worker not be fragmented, and that Gongress, the histitu-
tions of higher learningand the secondary schools work cooperat-
ively to provide the necessary linkage between secondary and post-
secondary programs.

Educational continuity was NEA's primary motive in urging that
.:ae HEP and CAMP be transferred ,from the Department of Labor to
r the.,Office of Education.

We 1believe that our recommendation on the transfer of these
'programs remains appropriate, timely and urgent.'

As a %result of the' unique and complex problems created by
excessive mobility and rural isolation, the NEA urges Congress to
enact a.separate subpart 5 to title IV of the Higher Education 'Act,
entitled SubPart 5Special Program for Students from Migrant

, Agricultural Backgrounds. This addition should direct the Commis-
sioner of Education to establish programs such as the College As-
sistance Migrant Program (CAMP), the High School Equivalency
Program(HEP), the Portable Assisted Sequence (PASS), and others
ziimed at identifying, recruiting, and providing quality education
nd comprehensive services for migrant students-in secondary and

t-secondary education.
We also recommend the authorization and appropriationuntil

s ch time as an equitable funding formula is establishedof $20
m Ilion in each of the fiscal years 1980, 1981, and 1982. The funds

'. sh uld enable maintenance and/or establishment of existing sec-
on ary and POstsecondary migrant programs, as well as new ones
in reas where seasonal farm workers are nOt now served by them.
We also urge the funding of institutions that would plan, develop,
and carry out services to migrants who possess academi6vpotential,*

4,but who are limited by their mobility and rural isolation, as well as
eConomic reasons.

The-Commissioner should also be directed to give priority consid-
eration to consortium applications from higher education institu-
tions as well as local education agencies wit% migrant programs.
Necessary assurances by the institutionssuch as promising to
maintain a full-time Migrant Affairs Office to publicize and pro ,
the serviceS we have describedshould be made part of the appli-
cations.
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The NEA also recommends that in meeting the, challenge .of
designing ,programs to meet the needs of a highly mobile popula-
tion, Congress establish an administrative unit for migrant 'higher
education progranis. This should be done by adding 'a new .section
111 under part A, title I of the Higher Education Act of-I965. The
new section, to be entitled "Administration. of Special Programs
and Projects. Relating to Migrant Agricultural Workers", would
call upon the Commissioner of Education to establish such. a unit to
adMinister all migrant provisions in the different titles under the
Higher Education Aa. The unit would make grants based.on con-
gressipal funding through fiscal year 1982 to institutions of higher
learning for planning and putting into effect migrant higher educa-
tion programs. The migrant unit would be responsible for intra-
stzte and interstate coordination of programs-4'4nd academic credit
accruals -for migrant students.. The Commissioner would also .be
directed to esWblish a funding, formulathat allows money to folio*
'a student from one location or. institution to another, within Or
between States. . .

Mr. Chairman and members of the.subcOmmittee, the National
Educatitke Association, in closing, wishes to make known our sup-
port for your Littention to this: question. As N,EA President Ryor
testified..before, theHouSe Education and Labor' Comrnittee in Sep-
teraber, 1977, migrant "education has Made a. good .start under the
.Elenientary and Secondary Education Apt and its amendments in,
'trying to change the practice of exclusion that for too long created
..a s6ciety outSide our .traditional and legal structure in AMerica.
...Men and women of Niisibn in both major political parties contribut-

:..ed to this' great .effort, however unfinished. Now, justice .and .fair
as well ,as the enrichment of ourseives,..call upon Congress to

coMplete the job by adopting the changes we have recommended.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much. Thank you also for the tremen-

u ilous amount of-effort that, particularly, you two people as the lead
'representatives in termt of people whg have worked to keep these

very small programs alive, have made.
Some day- We are going to write "The Perils of Pauline," the.

Story-of how this, little piece of poverty program has managed to
keep.floatinover'all.of these years, and which has been attacked,
for_a Ver.,, small prOgram, by an unlimited number of experts who,
'from time to tirne, thought that because it was so smnql, we ought
to get rid 61k it.

I. wish thaf we could acquaint the Congress with the way it has
been working to the poink where we would be talking abOut
substantial_ increase in the money spent for the goals that the
program tries to achieve.

We are not at all proud a the fact that our financial support had
dwindled and dwindled Over the years, but we are proud of the fact
that we have a model here that shows that you can work with
really any kind of disadvantaged and handicapped student if you
want to concentrate on it, .and really go after it. If we could put
that kind of commitment, a broad base behind the students that is
put behind the indiViduals who have been fortunate enough to
participate in this program, we probably could show some measur-
able results that the American taxpayers would.understand.
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I would like to ask you, with _respect to the migrant Student
.. record transfer, center, do they now.cooperate with the'HEP/CAMP

'schools and advise yoU of the dropout population, and Where to find
these students'? :

Ms. HARDY. Nre., on requests We are just starting to work that
put wjth them, but it is going to be a very helpful thing to Us.'It
wilLsitow us the dropouts .betwe.en the 5th and the 12th grade so,
that the HEP programs can pick the<up. They can giye us a list
of the 12th-graders per State, and we can recruit-them for.CAMP.

Mr. FORD.- I would like to get you down to see what these people
in Arkansas have done John. It is a fascinating operation that,
they, have been runninkvery quietly.

. .

".. The migrant educational directors around the country hav.e done
spine things that society would never-Piet u.s do' with any other
children. For one thing, we have- had them on the computer since.
1974, -1 think. Actually, we have had the computer 'longer than
that, but. we had the mandate'and. the computer since 1974..That
became the method of fihancing.

And when yoti ask the,computer what the. reading level of a
migrant child is, it does not matter where the child. is, what the

. background is itOells you. The same thing is done fOr.every child.
That is somethiug more than one can do in my State. ' ,

We can tell you more- about the :eduCational backgrotind of the
migrant who arrives in thy State from Texas or Florida within a
couple. of .days after their arrival than we can tell you about, a
student that moves .from Detroit to an adjoiningcity by the' end of
the school year.

And it will tell us not onlY what their reading levels are, but
whether or not they can hear well, if- they can see well, and-
-whether or not they have had their.polio shots. This is most impor-
tant.
"rhis is- one that is most iMportant, John, the vaccination-. These

. kids have to .meet the State laws. Every time they showed up at
scho'ol, they had no records with th6m, so the school officials would
give them another vaccination. Sometimes they would get vaccinat-
ed. t hree or i:our times a year.

Now, at least, the record transfer' center has the necessary infor-:
mation right up in front. -As soon as they show up,' the record of
their vaceinStion is made available, and they do not go through
that,

It is interesting ,that one of the things that the kids remembered
most a few years ago abduk being migrant students was that as
soon as you identitY yourself, somebodyis going to stick a needle in
you.

The record transfer center. kat become very popular with kids
because it has cut that down.

I am very happy to see this testimony put into this record -in
.conjunction with the TRIO programs because we really feel that we
have Made a lot of promises for concentrated, efforts for eduCation-
ally disadvantaged children in the sixties that have never gotten
ve;y close to fulfillment.

The evidence by all three of the panels here today, it seems to
me, will make it possible for us to argue for the continuance and:
'hopefully, set the-stage for future enlargement on these programs.

5



Unlike some of the other thing we do in the name of helping
educationally deprived .children, described in, title I as low-income
Children, where we deal in.a kind of vague and broad statistics, and
we deal with statistical entities that nobody can identify, we heard
identified here this morning a proposal where some specific types
.of people can be identified, as well as thevery direct effect of the
contact made by .the people being funded -with Federal .dollars.

It is, easy to see, as with everything else, that. in .education it is
always' hard to measure what education will do' for any one of -us
when we are through with the experience. Nevertheleas, t ere are
-clear figures indicating that for that relatively srpall i estment
with which we are dealing here in the programs that we discussed
today, students who, but for these programs, would be all but
totally ignored.

There are few Private foundations that have an interest. There
are civil rights groups who do-some of the things we heard and.
talked about. here today on a very small scale. A lot of well-
meaning% programs have been at thedState level:They do not seem
to work unleas you have a national focus, and they mainly do not
'have a constituency Unless you have got a national focus becaiise
too many of us live,inour own neighborhood in our own little 'part'
of the State, and are absorbed by our daily experiences and by our
daily influenceS, and rather lack the comprehension of. what ig
going on around the country concerning 'large numbers of people.

Truly, they are national programs, and truly, *they do -reflect
what ought to be the focus of the Federal Government as to the uses.
of resources.

. Politically, I ,gues8 you can recognize that it make& a lot more
political sense to tell'people that you are giving them some mone.y
to make it easier to face the taxpayers at the State local level
without aSking for additionsal taxes than it is to focus on programs
for people like migrants who do not vote 'in anybody's political.

soon as .they become a political force, they are no longer
migrants, So it is obvious, that as long as we call them migrants,
who is going to worry about them.

MS. HARDY. That is right.
yr. FORD.. If we do not cause any trouble, they will go someplace

elAr pretty soon anyhow.
There is a difference in the attitudes at the State level that has.

been developed primarily because of the resources that- the Federal
Government has been putting into it.

I might observe, finally., 'that not only are we having trouble
Wilding these programs and :trying to maintain them, but the
administration has an ingeniotis sUggestion in the budgetthat we
put a cap on the existing 'migrant program for the kindergarten
through 12th-grade children and also the handicapped children
because they finally have figured out how to develop a .Federal
Government assistance progam that only pays if you are paying for
the education of a theoretical child in Cincinnati, or some other
place. But if you have a child in school and that child is handi-
capped, for every day that child is in school, the prograrn allows
consideration. However, a migrant child is a cash-and-carry sort of
child with a bounty on his back that says that each day you

t: 1.



educate him, you put that back in the computer with, his record,
And at,the end pf the year, the computer will pay you day by day
for the education: .You do not get paid on a theoretical, or.statisti--
cal basis.

How many of you have known, 35 years ago pr 20 years ago,
anything about who was actually in school receiving the benefits of
the program specifically designed for him.

What has hapeened is that we found that there are far. more
handicapped children that were being,denied education than any-

y dreained of, and that there were far more migrant children
who were being deprived of an education than anybody ever
dreamed of and, as a result, it costs money.

Once you find them; if you make a commitment, and we, made
'commitments, and we made assumptions, whore you use the figure
of, 400, or 600,, or 5,500 children, there is the computer in. Little.
Rock which will tell you thetotal number of kids that were served
in migrant education programs from the beginning of the programs
until last year.'

In other words, there are as many educatedthis- year, and yet,
there has been no increase in the population. The nwnber of mi-
grant workers- i:Les,,uictantly dropping. The number being. replaced
by automation is'Eonstantly inCreasing, ivid in spite of thjs, we are
identifying More and more because only recently did they cease to
be ,invisible, and only recently has the Federal Government really
noticed them.

There are a handful of Statesyou can count them on one
handthat ever gave a damn about this problem until there were
some Federal dollars involved.

. In my own State of Michigan, when the first GAO study --lid
statistics of migrant workers disclosed in what part of my State the
heaviest concentration of migrant children could be found, the
school officials thought that it would be too flinch bother to meddle
with them, and refused to take Federal money to provide a pro-
gram. Only .through the intervention Of the State were we able to
force.them, on the basis of the laws of our' State, and the Constitu-
tion that says that every child is enthled to a free public eduCation.
It does dot say that the child has to be the product of a registered
voter..It does not say anything about the occupation of the parents.

,. But only very recently have we been forced into recognizing that
it dOes not say that every child is entitled to a free public educa-
tion unless it is inconvenient to educate them; and so because of
inconvenience, we did not educate handicapped children, and be-
cause of inconvenience and a lack of understanding, we did not
educator viigrant kids.

Little by little, these Federal program's have started forcing
other levels of education and decisionmakers at other levels of the
Government to not only 'clo the morally right thing, but to do, in
fact, what the Constitution and the laws of their States have re-
quired for many years.

Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like:to associate myself with your remarks pertaining to

the contribution of' the panelists, and their remarks concerning
your leadership in this matter.
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I wish to point out that *pie could be -dded into two kinds of
people: the people who care, and the people who do not care. Truly,
it is my word: divided. z-

it- is truly encouraging and very .helpitIl to have this testimony
from people who care, like .the peloplep.wo appeared before us-,this;
aorning.

Ms. Hardy, would you consider running for President?
[Laughter.] ,'"?' 1.1

Mr. i'oan. I would know of a student bOdy that m'fould nominate
her.

Mr. BUCHANAN. I will vote for you.
Ms. HARDY. I might.
Mr. FORD. I will tell youNohn,.how effective a lobbx_ist she is.
Do you notice that one of the things they have on te list that

they do for the migrant students is to provide summer enlp1oyr.
ment?

We 4ire going into the third year on .this committee of ehaying,-
during the summer,months, a genuine migrant studerit ,w1cCwoplis
during the summer months with us, and receives credit.T. aS Lunder-
stand it, from college during that time. . is *.

The young fellow we had" nrst when. we ,started- (his 2 years agO
from Eagle Pass, Tex., is now the president of the student body at
this college which only a few years ago waS a very exclusive ana a
very expensive boys school for 'wealthy people. He was succftded-
on our staff-by a young fellow from Florida, vqind the last tiMe'the
staff wasable tO communicate With him, thdy.,told me that he ,is

e president of the studwt body, and.litt's our second studerit. as.an
dministrative 'assistant with an offibe right , outside, of his.. They

sPent one summer each up liere, 'and they have taken 'oven the
1,fiole operation..
Mr. BUCHANAN. We could tell DOL, .with their harassment,. to

put on the Voucher to recruit some Congressmen to accept more- of
thtir students here.

MS. HARDY. No. [Laughter.]
Mr. BUCH.ANAN:, I think, Ms. Hardy, that we could at least try o .

clone you for each program.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much..
'The cOmmittee ',will stand in recess until the next, scheduled

hearing.
[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the Subcommiltee on Postsecondary.'

Education recessed until the next schedkiled hearing.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record followsd

CONGRESS 0?"rni.: UNITED STATES,
REPRkISENTATIV ES.

Wushington. J!,,, 197Y,

[1011. Whi.t.i.cm D. FOND,
Chalrrna HouSt' Postsecomiury Edlicution Subcommittee., Raybiirn House Offtre

Buadtrag. Washington..D.C. .

MAK MR CHAIRMAN: I write to urge the Subcommittee On Postsecondary Educa-
tion to iluthorize full funding for the TRIO prograMs in the amount of $400 million
and to extend these programs through fiscal year 19S5.

This authurizztion would allow the provision of s4.rvices under 'these progranis
approximately ,-)70,000 students, an increase of 110,000 students over the estimated
number to be served in fiscal 'year. 1979. Certainly the provision of supportive
services is necegsary at both tlw 'pre-college and college lvvek if an increased
number of low-income students are to be provided an opportunity to achieve the
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upward mobility afforded by higher education. It eannot 4ae forgotten that todayonly 22.4 percent of students from families with incomes above $17,000 go on toher education,
TRIO programs in Indiana which 1 am personally familiar with play a

critical, role in eradicating edlicational inequities for the poor and minorities at the
post-oecondary level and in reducing unemployment .and increasing earning poten-
tial among minority. youth. These programa have also aided in spavtniiiing t e coat-
effectiveness of stiWent financial aid programs.

The increatie in appropriations for fiscal-year 1977, fiscal year1978, and fiscal
year 1979 heve shoWn.evideace of Congressional commitment to make compensatory
services available to a braider population so that low-income students may achieve
postsecondary entrance and retention rata* equal to that of the general population
and be proportionately repreeented in all categories of poetsecondary institutionsand in the full range of academic concentrations, including scientific and pre-professional curricula.

Talent Search, Upwerd Bound, Special Serviced, and Educatienal opportunity
Centers programa haveproven succeesful in helping disadvantaged students enrollahd succeed in college. I am sure you are aware of the recent Mice of alucation
evaluation of Upward Bound that showed the participating students entered collegeat a 79 percentrate compared with the 61 percent rate of a control group of
students from similar backgrounds, and remained in school at the same rate ofother students_

For these reasons, I strongly urge your subcommittee to provide a $400 million
authorization for thew programs and to extend them through fiscal year 1985 toassure their continued effectiveness.

Thank you for yOur consideration.
Sincerely,

Aiiithi BENJAMIN, JR.,
Member of Cowress.

CONGRESS OF Tilt UNITED BTATIM,
House Or REPRESENTATIVES,

Washington, D.C. March 16, 1979
Hon. WILLIAM D.: Foal),
Chairman, Subcommittee on Post Secondary Education,
House Education and-Labor Committee, Washingt4 D.0

DEAR Ma. CHAIRMAN: I am enclosing a copy of a letter and information from
Frank Gallegos of Albuquerque, New Mexico relative to the Special Programs for
Disadvantaged Students os the Higher Education Act cif 1965.

I would appreciate yoifr review of the enclosures and any comments you would
like tre make on its contents.

Thank you for your,consideration.
Best regar&,

MANUEL LUJAN, JR.
Enclosures,

To: The HnnOriible Manuellajan, Jr., Congressman, United States.
From: F rank Gallegos.
Re: Handicapped Studttt Affairs.

The attached positi pa r makes a number" of recommenLitions concerning theSpecial Programs for vantageci Students section of the Higher Education Act
of 1965 as amended which expires,in June, 1980, and which will be considered for
reauthorization the following year. This paper is provided in response to a request
from the National Coordinatink Council of Educational Opportunity Associations for
input from the Special Prugrams consumer population. At present handicapped
students have had little input into the regional associations, and as a consequence
little has been done by the national administration to provide the services required
by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 which mandatee full and equal
atvess into higher education by handicapped individuals. This paper recommeads
that when the, Special Programs Section of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as
amended, is Considered for relegislation, a major portion of that legislation should
provide for the services mandated in 504, and that 504 guidelines, and Special
Programs guidelines be reconciled into one set that will provide an avenue for
accuracy in accountability for program administratera

The Honorable William Ford, Congressman from Michighn chairs the subcommit-
tee which will review input and make recommendations for the reauthorization. If I

r
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.may provide fUrther .input or elaboration in this matter please find me at 1421
Martha NE, Albuquerque, New Mexico .S7110 or call 265-5007. .

Attached are the .reeornmendi ions which will be made by the National Coordi-it
nating Council of Educational pertunity Associations.

Many of the reeommendatiot which have been made by the National Coordinat-
ing Council of Educatiomd.Oppertunity Aseociations merely scratch the surface
insofar as sUbetantive Changes in.Speeial'Pr4Tams are concerned. The basic prem-
ise behind the-original authorization of Special-Programs has changed.,
- That premise walk tha pqeasecondarv institutions were not "geared' to deal with
the problems that nontraditional or dadvantagaxi students brought with them and
therefore SpeciaFPrograms which were to be aroided from the federal treasury were
needed to provide compensatary'servicea to 'them. Much research and evidence
indicated 014 equal accees could not be achieved without a Special Programs effort.

The change that has occurred with moat.postsecondary institutions and principalT
ly colleges and uniVeraities is that with the decline of traditional' students, they
must, in order to survive. institute state funded programs of recruitment and
retention aimediprimarily at nontraditional and disadvantaged students.

This is quite evident .at the University of New Mexico, .which is currently feeling
the financial pinch of declining traditional student enrollments. UNM has finally
faced the fact that if it is to remain 4 vital institution it must actively reach out to
disadvantaged students, enroll them, retain them, and graduate them. The reaeon
for this is again quite simple. The available student ixxal is .compoSed of Black
Americans,.Oriental AMericans, Native Americans,and Hispanie Americans, and is
groWing at- a much greater rate than the traditional student' potil. In addition,
reeent fedcral legislation.reqaires equal access to handicapped students at all levels
of the educational spectrum.
: The University 01 New Mexico is not unusual amonk u ersities in its repsonse
to this requirement. Intenaive recruitment and retention pr anis are in the plan--
ning stages whiola will have as their objective, the inclusion of disadvantaged stu-
dents into the academic mainstream of the university. Once in place, these recruit-
inent and retention programa will have the effect of eliminating the need of federal-
ly funded programs. With one.exeeption.

. The exception is services to handicapped students. Although section 504 of the
Rehabditation Act of 1973 requires that postsecondary institutions make all pro-
grams and activities .accessible to the handicapped; the actual architectural changes
that must be made. and the academic support services that are required for handi-
capped students are in most cases so expensive that most universities will not be
able to meet the 'June, 19S0 deadline required by 504. ,

Currently many postsecondary institutions including UNM rely heavily on Soca.
cial Programs to provideocademic support services to physically handicapped stu-
denta. A number of problAns atiae Wath this arrangement:

I-. First the Special. Services Program is mandated to provide services to five
different definitions of disadvantaged students of.which physically handicapped is
only one. The other four definitions include limited English-speaking ability, cultur-
ally dieadvantaged, economically disadvantaged, and educationally disadvainaged.
Theoretically, approximately :i0 percent of the studeet body at UNM qualifies undera

these guidelines, yet Special Services programs are nut funded .on the basis of need.
This situation forces program directors to be very selective about students who will
be pnwided services. Again, with one-exception. The handicapped student.

2. Since 504 requites that all enrolled handicapped students must be provided
academic and other servicea, the burden falls 'on .Special Services Programs beeause
(,)1' a lack of state funded programs. Basically thete existS,a situation in Which the
Special Services Directors must comply with two differekt laws, with different re-
quirements. .

1, The Special Services Program can only provide academic or classroom support
services, aad is not authorized to provide otther types of services which are needed
by handicapped students and which are not provided by other sources.

4. The tenuous nature of discretionary contracts between the Office of Education
and postsecondary institutions does not ensure that handicapped students will con,-
tinue to receive services critical., to their continued enrollment. If a contract is
terminated with art institution: services to handicapped students would end, thereby
.creatinac difficulties\for handicapped-students and the institutiZ)n,

. i.
. tiaauset.

.

Given the above situation, a number of crucial chungas should be made in order, to improve the Spevial Services Programs which are authorized under the Higher
Education Act of Wii:}, as amended.
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First, the changes that are proRosed here reflect only one point of view 'and
robably do not reflect' the thmking and ideals of the vast majerity of Special

Programs administrators. Secondly, the propoeed changes will not saldrese the me
chanice of the varioua special programs as they exist; rather they will address the
basic premises upon which the programs are authorized,

The first change that is proposed is that Postsecondary institutions which ate
recipients of Special Programs should be ehcouraged to develop recruitment and
retention prograInsi which would become institutionalized within two or three )Tears
of receiving a peed money grant through the new authorization. An example of how
this) can be done is the Univérsuty of New Mexico's College Enrichment Program
(CEP). The UNM CP began as an Upward Bound Program approximately ten
years ago. The first tivo years the prograoperated, it did so with federal funding.
In 1971 the program became state f in 1974-75 the program was institut-
ed in all of the other four year institutions the state (at Highlands University,
Western University, Eastern University, and MSU). Thie model could certainly be
used in otlAr states. ,

The differences between Upward Botnicl, T nt SearCh, Special Services for Die-
advantaged Student& and Educational Op unity Centers are minimal and often
duplicate the services they provide. The collective purposee of these programs are to
infortivrecruit, enroll, retain, and graduate students.

The second change that is propoeed deals primarily with services to handicaped
'students and the mandates of Section 504 of the Rehlitation Act of 1973. Equal
acmes, as an Ideal, is certainly a deeirable thing however the costs involved in
eradicating architectural barriers alone are staggering if not impoible for meet
pastaecendary institutions. The costa for eradicating architectural barriers will be
borneprimarily by.institutions through funds allocated by state legislatures.

The cost of classroom and academic aupport service* should be absorbed by the
federal government through the Special Programs reauthorization. Services ander
the 'new authorisation should-be expanded to include supportive services- such .as
Student pools for severely handicapped students, specialized counseling, advocacy,
Braille service& reader services, transcription services, etc., in addition to tutoring.
In short, tife auxiliary and classroom support services which are called for in 504
should be provided by the Special 1..

The third propo cluive thaPtr7rarl Programs guidelines should be "tied in"
with Section1504 of the Reilitation Act o 1973 guideline& The current admiaie
trative problems describedoarlier could easily be eradicated if program administra-
tors had but one set of guidelinee to work with instead of two, which may at times
call for opposing rules. An example ct this is the age limitations of the Special
Programs, aqd the n limitation of 504. Another is the eligibility documentation
rNuirement IA Special Programs, and the no eligibility documentation requirement
of W4.

It



Sdur.ational Talent &Farah
Satan Kill College
GreenSbusg, Pennsylvania 15601
May 21, 1979

Congresamen William D. Ford
U.S. Mouse of bepreeentatives
619 bogie. Office building MAWS ill
WasktagtOs, D.C. 20515

Dear Coogressman Ford,

In my testimony before the SubcoaMittee on Poetimicoo4ary &location,
this past April 10, I noted that it is our conviction, based on experismos
,that Talent Search is :counter-welfare, ox in other words, that providing
opportunitise for edmaiation is me of the mostglirect, dignified, and

'relotively inexpensive approach to the welfare issue. belative to thii
position, of ours, one of.Aour staff hes juat completed an internel Study

'booed on poll taken of clients assisted by Talent Search (Project Forward,.
our office) during tho caleadar year,lp75. This particular yser, 1975,
wee selected because it allowed him to include sraduAtes of 2- or 4-yeas
college programs. The evideoce is affirmatiielneofer as indicatiag that
Talent Search makes it possible for a high percentage of former welfare
recipieatt to transfer themselves hp a tax-paying and self-supportieg
status.

I want to reassure you of TRIO': appreciateon of your ooncern and
efforts toward reauthorizetion of 9er program, and especially for listening
to our testimony. The hearing before the Subcommittee on Postsecondary
bducation co April 10 oertainly seamed thorough and supportive.

jb

Encloeure

tt
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Sincerely,

i.7-04 1A4-0-0}0
Sister Mary Agnes, S.C.
director, PROJECT FORWARD



REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGiIER
EDUCATION ACT AND RELATED MEASURES .

Part 1Library and Cooperative Education Programs

THURSDAY, APRIL 26, 1979

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY.EDUCATION

OF ME COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C. ,

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in-room
2257, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford (chair-
man of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Weiss, Buchanan, and
Ratchford. .

Staff present: Thomas R. Wolanin, staff director; Patricia F.
Rissler, deputy staff director; Roberta Stanley, legislative associat*,
William Clohan, Jr., minority counsel; and Jennifer W. Vance, \

,minority legislative associate.
Mr. Fos."). We are continuing hearings on the reauthorization of

the 1-her \Education Act. And Mr. Buchanan, the ranking minor-
ity Mrrnber, is on his way and has sent word ahead for us to
proceed and he will catch up with us when he comes in.

I have a number of conflicts this morning. I have just come from
having my spirits dashed at a meeting where we discussed the
budget resolution for next week. And we are going to be presented
with a budget of some $6 billion below the President's budget. For
those of us involved in education that makes us, less than happy.

The subcommittee on Postsecondary Education is continuipg its
hearings in connection with the reauthorization of the Higher Edu-
cation Act. Today we will receive testimony on two programs au-
thorized bY that act, the library programstitle IIand the coop-
erative education programtitle VIII./

As we meet for the second time this -month to examine the
Federal library programs cbntained in the Higher Education Act,
we again unfortunately have to face the reality of the administra-
tion s less than enthtisrtic support for funding these most worth-
while programs.

. I'm convincedand I'm sure the testimony presented here today
will support my positionthat these programs are vital to the
continued Well being of many of the Nation's higher education
institutions. Though the grants provided to 2,536 institutions under
the basic grant progiam of title II-A amounted to only $3,963 in
fiscal year 1979, they have proven, to be crucial to many schools' .

library budgets. Too giften.college libraries have suffered the brunt
(551)
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of the budget cutting leaving their acquisition budget at a less than
adequate level.

The increased costs for library maierials have been well docu-
mented. Because our April 3 joint hearing with the Subcommittee
on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education focused on
these aspects, I won't deal with it further this morning.

It's encouraging and gratifying to know that the basie grant
prograrn serves such a wide variety of institutions in its 2,536
recipients. While some have criticized the small size of the grants,
saying that larger grants targeted on a few, large libtaries Would
have more impact, I believe the program has proven helpful to a
diverse and very important segment of the higher/education corn-,
munity.

Many of the colleges which receive these grantS act in the dual
function of serving both the academic community and the local
residents. Further, the strength 'of higher edudation in the United
States stems to a great degree from its diversity...The 2-year74-year,
graduate or postgraduate institutions, public and private, rural,
suburban, and urban all benefit from the college-library grants.
The diversity we have achieved here is a- goal of mapy of our
programs, and it should be encouraged and supported.

We continue to- need top quality personitel in the library field.
Title II-B, library training, researeh and demonstration, has made,
a significant step toward insuring accessibility to the library pro- \
fession for women and minorities and to insure that emphasis is
placed on high caliber personnel.

The budgetary problems faced by libraries are felt even more
intensely by our major research libraries. The materialt they re-
quire are very costly and the staff must have extraordinary skills.
Title II-C in its first 2 years has given us solid evidence of its value
to higher education and tile community at large.

The other program we will consider todaycooperative educa-
tion--.-is an exciting and successful use of Federal funds. Grants are
made to institutions of higher education under this program to
assist in the establishment of cooperative education programs. Stu-
denti benefit from these programs in two ways: (1) they receive
valuable education-related work experience, and (2) they receive a
salary from their employer which assists in meeting their educa-
tional expenses.

A study mandated by the fiscal year 1975 Appropriations Act
had some important findings. Ainong theth, thiS study found that
cooperative education programs had --increased from 300 institu-
tions to 1,100 institutions since Federal funding began in 1970. Also
the study reported that cooperative education is a more effective
method of providing financial benefits than direct Federal assist-
ance programs. The study specifically encouraged recognition' of
the fact that the Federal investment in thiS program is less than
the direct return in taxes paid on the student earnings.

We will receive several perspectives today on program.
Among the witnesses scheduled are university presi ents, n indus-
try representative and the program coordinator at a rural commu-
nity college.

The panel discussing the library programs trill speak first. I ask
that all witnesses summarize their prepared statement in 10'min- /
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utes or less. The prepared statement Will be printed in full in the
.hearing record.

Without objection the prepared statements presented by the
members of the panel will be inserted in full at this point in the
record .and you may proceed in the order of*ur aypearance on the
notice of the hearing, unless you have a .preferenee otherwise, to
summarize, supplement, or highlight the contents of your state-
ment.

Do you have a preference among the panelists?

'TITLE II PANEL-SUSAN 1. SCHMIDT. HEAD. REGIONALI LI-
BRARY SERVICE CENTER. CALDWELL. OHIO; DAVID BISHOP.-

.., ASSISTANT DIRECTOR. FOR TECHNICAL SERVICES. UNIVERSI-
TY OF CHICAGO LIBRARIES. CHICAGO. ILL.: ANN TURNER.
LIBRARIAN. NORWICH UNIVERSITY LIBRARY. NORTHFIELD,
VT.: DAVID. HESSLER. PROFESSOR, SCHOOL .OF LIBRARY SCI-
ENCE UNIVERSITY: OF MICHIGAN. ANN ARBOR. MICE:
TON. C.' ROCHELL. DEAN OF LIBRARIES,. ELMER HOLMES
BOBST LIBRARY. NEW YORK UNIVERSITY. NEW YORK. N.Y.

STATEMENT OF DAVID .BISHOP. ASSISTANT DIRECTOR FOR
TECHNICAL SERVIC :S. UNIVERSITY OF, CHICAGO LIBRARIES,
CHICAGO. ILL.
Mr. BISHOP.' My nane is David Bishop. lam assistant.director for

technical services 'a e University of. Chicago 'Libraries and I
Chair. the Committee on Liigislation of the Association of College
and Research Libraries-which, is-a division of The American Library
Association.

I 'appreciate this opportunity to speak to the reauthorization of
title II-A of the Higher Education Act. My remarks will be based.

N. primarily on the resultS of' 'a survey of title II-A grant recipients
which was conducted by the Washington, office of the American
Library Association and the committee which I chair.

The survey we produced was sent tO over 500 library directors
randomly seleeted from the title II-A recipient list. The analysis
we did was a cross tabulation of the responses to the questions with

'the datawe had requested about each library.
. We also cross tabulated the information we had obtained about.

each institution and foUnd that we could identify four types of
institutions, each comprising approximately 25 percent of the total

I sampling. The first type is the small 2-year college.
The second type is medium sized 23/ear and small 4-year col-

leges. The tThrd type consists 'of 4-year colleges and large 2-year
colleges. The fourth type is the university..

. The questions we asked in the second part of the survey attempt-
ed to obtain guidance on whether title II-A should be restructured,
and if so,- in what way. We first aSked if the program shoUld be
continued, amended or repealed. Of the three smaller types of
libraries, 44 percent want the program to continue unchanged
while.52 percent want it amended. Among the university group 31
percent -want it'to continue. while 62 percent want it amended.
There .is little support, for repealing among any group. In retro-
spect, I belieye we made a mistake in that the background informa-
tion we provided encouraged respondents to opt for amending the
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-program. In light of this, the fact that 44 percent of the three
sthaller groups want to retain the program unchanged represents
considerably stronger supPort than might appear.

-Cie :second question asked respondents to choose one of three
ways to amend the program. The.ehoices were to base it on need,establish a Statgrant program, or develop, a major change in
direction. Again the three smaller types of institutions are consist-
ent in overwhelmingly optingby 75 percentfor a program basedon neefi while the universities prefer a major change. There is
little support for a State grant program,

The remaining queStions asked about techniques for determining
need, approaches to-state grant:programs, and ways of achieving a
major change in the program. -

We found from our survey that sit he title H-A program in its
present form has been useful and often vital to. the 75 percentof
our colleges and universities with book budgets under S150,000 a
year.. For the larger institutions, thOse in the fourth group, the
-picture is considerably different. The grants have had little impact
on these collections and there -is a strong preference, to change the
concept of the program. Comments from members of his group
like "right now it is only marginally Worth the effort" and "there
would be no major effect if the funds. stopped" are not uncommon,

It is clear that the prograin needs to be focused better than it is.
at present. An overwhelming majority want the program based on
-need but need should be defined so that it includes the bulk of the
country's junior and 4-year colleges.

There has been citicism that title H-A consists of marginal
it awards to nearly every institution in thecountry without regard to

need. Iwbelieve we muSt consider this program both in terms of fis
impact on individual institutions .and its effect on the academic
librarcommunity in general.

Alvin- Skipsna. librarian of .Skidmore College, in testimony pre-
seated to Commissioner Boyer and the USOE staff at a public
hearing on the "Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of
1965 as Amended" New YorlirCity, February 1, 1979, said;

Bdi)re you accept the too-little-and-thus-ineffective rations, look at it in another.
way l.00k at it as' a S40,000 or .$50,000 grant paid over a peridd of It) years. and
then see what exciting and effective things many college libraries have done devel-
oping an edge of excellence not found in their bread-and-butter budgets.

Our survey supports this and identifies numerous examples of
creative Programs that have been developed:

When- viewed as A multiyear grant, the total amount to each
'11 institution has been significant but the, natiohal impact may have

been even more significant. Last year an estimated 500,000 vol-
umes were purchased with title II-A funds which' is nearly twice
the number added to the collections of the Harvard University
Libraries. The collective loss of these volumes would not only
weaken the individual collections of our junior and 4-year colleges
but would have a detriment effect on the country's interlibrary
load structure as well. A particular interesting comment we re-
ceived was from a librarian from a- 4-year college in Illinois who
saki:

Ironically. just when this program gives the most "bang for the buck'' because of
widespread OCI.0 sharing and ILL. it lases its credibility. Small institutions respond
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better to IC'C loan reques;ts. H II-A funds have enriched our natural patrimony
Changing this ecology now wal mean leso for ail

What has happened is that as resources have becoMe scarcer and
as computer communications systems have improved, small institu-
tions have been required, to and have become better able to share
with one another. They. find that other institutions in their imme-
diate geographic area are able to give .better, faster interlibrary
loan service than -the-few large_libraries one traditionally thinks'of
for interlibrary loan. They also find that serVices such as OCLC
provide a fast, reliable means of locating-titles in nearby libraries,
a capability that did not:previously exist. The loss of Title II-A
funds would reduce the growth of college libraries Id weaken
their collectiong. .

.
.

It would also' tend to reduce the variation in these collections.
College libraries with budge!ts cut to starvation levels woUld tend to
develop nearly identical collections of the most basic materials. It
is only as collectiont exceed these basic -levels that variations devel-
op which result in collections suitable for resou.rce sharing among
smaller institutions.. To stop or inhibit this development at a time
when it is just beginning to be effective would be most unfortunate.

In conclusion, Title II-A of the. Higher Education Act has 'been
and is an extremely effective program. It should be reauthorized
essentially in its present form but with a provision that would
exclude .institutions that are above a certain, size: Tflis size might

-.be determined loY computing the grant as- a percentage of the
institution's -book budges and excluding those 'for whom the grant
would be less than a certain percent of their-book budget, ..

.

'Funding leVels for basic grants should be increased to $10,000:
The pplemental grants should- be continued to aid the most
n institutions and funding should be provided wilich would
make his a meaningful aspect. of the program. -

Titl II-A, in conjunction with Title II-C provides a coordinated
prop- m of support to libraries serving higher education. Title II-C
stre hens research collections And makes those collections availa-
ble to other libraries and userS. Title H-A. assist4 libraries in
developing basic collections to meet immediate user needki.

Both these programs are extremely necessary. Eliminating Title
II-A would not only weaken junior college and college library
collections, but also would place Unrealistic demands on large uni-
versity libraries, thereby adversely affecting the entire academic
library structure in this country.

I am pleased to be able to share the views of my fellow college
librarians 'with you today, and I appreciate the opportunity to
appear before the subcommittee on this important program.

Thank you.
[The full statement of Mr. Bishop furnished for the- record fol-

lows:1 .

.45-934 o - 79 - 36
5 6i
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- .Statement of David liabop

Aseistent Director for Technical Service*
ft,

University of Catena Libraries, Chicago, Illinois

before the

Subcommitee on P.steecondery Education

House Comaitt,e0 on EducatIon ead Labor .

on reauthorizatioa of the Higher gclocatioa Act

April. 26, 1979

MY dans is David lishop, I am Assistant Director for Technical Services at

the University of Chicego Libraries and I chair the COmmittee on Legiolation.Of

the Association of College and Rosearch'Libraries which is a diviiion of the

American Library Association.

appreCiets Oils opportunity to speak to the raauthoriaation of Title
4

of the Highs;r Education Act. My remarks will be besed primerily on-the remults'

of a survey of Title II-A grant recipients which was conducted by the Wathington

Office of the,aserican Library Association and the,Coemittte which I chair.

The survey us 'conducted consisted of three pirts. Tha first part provide'd

respondents with beckground information on the history of the Higher Educatinn

Act and its fundiug. The secoad part naked questione shoot recommended future

directions of Title II-A. And, the third asked the respondents to describe the

libiariei they represent in Ceres of total budget, hook budget, type of institu-

tion, marollment, and means of support.

The survey vas sent to ovar 500 library dirictOrs randollY selected from the

Title II-A recipient list. Wm receiveci 264 responses which we felt was good par-

ticularly Since there woe not time to engage in any follow-up activity. The

rellults, were analyzed using i coaputer program.called SPSS (Statistical Package

for. che Social Sciences). Tha enalYsia was a cross tahulatiOn of the responses

U.', the questions with Ube data we had requested about each library.

We also cross tabulated the information we had obtained abOut'esch iustitu-

tion and found that we cnpld identify four types of institutions, each comprising

approximately 25 percent of the total sampling. The firNt type is the mall two-

year college. It has a total ltbrary budget of under $75,000 a year, a book bud$et
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of under, $20,600:and an enrollment of un,der 1,000 students. About half wf- these

colleges are supported privately and the other half ere supported publicly.

The second type ie medium Sise0 two-year and small tour-year colleges, wan

a total library budeet of fru: $75,000 to $150,000 a year, book budget of

0,000 to $50,000, and en enrollment of between 500 and 2.500 students. .0f this

cup, two third, are publicly supported.

The third cype conststs of tour-year .collegee and large two-year colleges,

with &total library budget of between $150,000 and $500,000 a year, a books inidget

ut between.$50,0Q0 end $150,000 and an enrollment of from 1,000 to 5,000 Istudents.

Milli group iu more evenly divided between pyblic 4nd private institutions.

w
The feul-th type faiPttmi university,; with a total library budget of over

$5130,000 a year,-a book budget of over $150,000 analean-enrollment of over 5,000

e

stedepts. This eroup is overwhelmingly pplicly .supported.

Tha.questions we Asked in.the second O'art of the survey attempted to ohtain

guidance on whether Title should be restructured, and if so, in what way. We

first asked if the program should be continued, amended or repealed. Of the threi

.sealler types' of libraries, 44 peroAt want the program to continue unchanged
.

while 5Z percent want it emended. Among the university grow 31 percent went.it

to continue-while 62 percent want it amended. There is little support for repeal-

ing among any pour,. In retrospect, I beljeve we made a mist:ke in the first pert

of'the.survey, the history of thl:'legislation, in that ,e encouraged respondents

to Opt for onsnuling Ne program. lojight'of this, the fact that 44 percent of the'

three smaller grouPs want to retaie the program unchanged represents considerably

stronger support than might' appear.

The second question asked respondents to'ehoose one of three ways tb amend.the

program; The choi,es were to bast: it on need, es.rahli41 n state grant pregr'am, or

develop a m4jor change in.. direciton. Again the three. smaller types of institutions

re consistent in overwhelmingly opting (by /5 percent) for 4 program based on need

while' the universities prefer a siajor chnge'. There fs'.little nupport for 4 state

gran% program.
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The remaining questions asked about techniques for determining need, approaches

to stets grant program's, 4[14 way* of achieving major change in the program. We

'also sought general commenti about the ffectiveness of the progree, asking what

the impact on their institutions had been, AS Well XS what ttla result would be if

it were tetminated.

The comments we received were particularly interesting and provide en Ansight

into ellivUsefulness of the Title II-A'program. The following are responses to a

question about the affect termination of the program.would.havs.

A librarlap from re private 2-year college in Georgia said: 'N4 would be
reduced almost to the 'starvation level! of buying as the grant it 2/5
of 'Our entire materials budget." .

'A librarian from a private 4-year college in Kentucky said.: "As the II-A
basic grant Comprises half of the.total lil7rary budget for library mate-
riche and binding at our achool, the effct would be that of a major set-
beck in developing our library."

A librarian from a public 2-year college in Iowa said: "These funds are
ibout 1/4 of our budget for materials. We prOvide matvial for new pro-
grans and.provide materials for UAW courses. These funds allow change

.

ind growth."

The fact that colleges and univer'sities must maintain present levels of sup-

port to kibraries is extrimely.impoiAlant.

A libraries; from a pMblic 2-year college in Californiesaid: "The mainte-
nance of effort requltement,associated with II-A has definitely helped ro
keep our.budget up. Our cottage administration has maintained our budgets
pa selqast as high A level from one year to the next, and the II-A grant
,has provided eupport for esintaiuing the levels.,- Otherwise, there might
be a tendency twnibble away each year aL acquisition moneys."

A librarian from public 2-year College in Tennetiee said: ''With grant

money, our maIntrriance of effort is kept up by the Administration:"

Instituttune use Title II-A funds to purchase a variety of.types of m4terials

And to support A number of imaginative programs. The folic:a:fog are some samilles:

A librariau.fram-s private 4-ysar college in South,Calultna said: "Sow'
of our.special'progra'm needs Nould not be net--e.g. urban studies, inier-
disciplinary courses. We have used II-A funds to purchase library mate-
rials for courses that acif inter-departmentsl."

A librarian f'N4 A public 2-year college in Florida said: "It we did not
receive this grant, ac,quisition of library materials, espe;cialty books on
minorities, envii.enmental issues end ZwcItional inform.ition would suffer.
The II-A gmant has been the MAin AM/Veil of money ,used to buy these.m4te-
risle for the past five years."

et f 1 .

N.

p.
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A librarian free a private 4,,.year college in North Carolina said: '"We Kiva
put shout 20-10 percent in building up our Black 'studies resources. We

( don't have specific departments in that, but we have needs to be met there.,
, Departmental allotments didn't Cover that, HEA did and has. Proerams of

'.fureign'itudy have been aided tremendously 'by block grants from our HEA
furuli."

A librarian in Alaska said: "I askad.for the maximum amount under the HEA
ii-A program this year in order to purchase reference materials for tha
li6raries in the tiny Eskimo villages which our college serves. There are
about 35 uf these villages, and none of then has a public library snd most
,do\not have school libraries. The need is tremendous, kilt tha college's
budget does not allow for the Purchase of materials,for 'All these off-s,,,
campus mites. The H)A II-A grant would be just a start towards starting
libraries for these students. If we did not receive the-grent, the huge
,need eould be addressed to an even lesser degree."

r
A librarien [tom a private,4-year college in Michigan *MIA: "Most of the
wateri s relating to social issues; e.g. blacks, Women. Alex-Seta Indlant;
etc., ha been purclesed with these funds. Departmental funds tete inade-
quate to uppoit these important resources."

And finally there was comment which I found particulaely interesting from a

librarlen in.a 4-ye r college in Illinoi% who said:

'iroeicelly, just when this program gives the moot 'bang for the'buck'
because of widespread pcLc sharing and ILL (interlibrary loart)., it loses

,its eredibility. Small institutions respond bette to ILL (interlibrary
loan) requests. HEA II-A fUnds have enriched our shared national parei.
mony. Changing this ecology now will mean less f r all!"

Thete are a small sampling ofiiiihe many comments that we.received.

We found from our sUrvey that the Title It-A program in its present fore has

been useful and often vital to the 75 percent of' our collegen and univereties with

book budgets under $150,000 a year. For the larger indtitutfons, those in the

fourth group, the picture is considerably ditferent. The grants have bad little

impact on these collections and there Le a strong preference to change the concept

of the program.. Comments from &embers of this group like '5right noa it is only

marginall worth the effott" send "there wodld be no majOr effect if the funds

stopped" &Tenet uncommon.
,

It is clear that the program needs to be focused better than it is at present.

An uverwheiming majority want the program based on need but "need" shoulai be defined

so that it 'includes the bulk Of the country's junior andj4iyest colleges.

T.tiere has, been criticism.that Title TT .1. consists of marginal awards to nearly

every institution in t.be country.without regard to need. I helievewe must con-
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eider this program both in Lerma of its impact ou individual institutiona and its

affect oe the eel/Lie library community in general.
.10

, 'Alvin Skipsna, librerian of Skidmore College, in testimony presented to

Coueissioner Royer and the VS0E-staff at a public hearing on the "Reauthorization

of tha Higher EducatiorreAct of 1965 as Amandid" iu New York City. Fekrusty'l, 1974,

meld:

"Wore you accept the too-little-and-thus-ineffective 'rationale
look at it in another way. Look at it as a $40,000 or $50,000
grant paid over a period Si .ten years. and thin see what excitini
and affective thinge many college lIbrarias have dona developing

.

wan edge of excellence not found in their bread-enti-bditer bddgets."

Our survey supports this and leftntiftes numerous examples.of creative'programe that.

hive .14:11 deveioped.

When viehed as a multi-year g sut, the total 'amount to ench :institution ha..

been eignificent but the nationel impact may have ,beeil even more significant. Lest

year an stimated S004000'volunes ware, purchased with Title II-A funds which iS

nearly Vice the number added to the collections orthe.11arvurd University

. Libraries. The collective lossi.of thee. volumes would,nat only weaken the individ-

ual copections of our junior and 4-year colleges but would have a detrimental

effect on the'country's intevlibrary loan structure es well. Let me return 10 the

comment of the libra-rien from Illinois who. said:

"Ironically, just when this program gives the most. 'bang for the buck'
because of widespread 0CLC sharing and ILL, it loses its credibility."

What has happened is that as resources have become iCarcor and as computer communi-

cation systems have improved, &Sall institutions have'been required ro and have

becoMe better able to share wi4h one another, They LAnd that other institutions

in.their immediate geographic area are able to give better, faster interlibrary

loan mervice than the few latge libraries one traditionally thinks of for inter-

library loan. They ii\,10 find that services !inch as-0CLC prov,ide a fast, reliable

means of Locating tities in nearby libraries, a capability that did.not previously

,Ihe lost of Title f A funds would reduce the growth of college libraries

and weaken their collectiols: It rould also tend to reduce the variation in these
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. collections. College librarie'S with budgets cut to st:Netlon levele would tend to

1

&wets? nearly identical collections of the mokt bargiematerials It is only as

collection. exeeed these basic levels.that variations develop which result in

copnctiona suitable for resource sharipg among meller institutions.. To stop or'

inhillt this development et a 'ilado when it is jUst beginning to be effective would

'be most unfortunate.

In comClusidn. Title II-A of the Iiiiher'Education.Act has been and is an

extremely effective program. It should be reauthorisea essentially ie its present

form bdt with a provision that would.exclude ineritutioms that are above a certain

else. This'sise might be determined b computing the grant as a percentage of the

iostitutioes-book budget and excluding those for whom the grant would be less than

a certain percent'of their book budget.

Funding levels for basic greats ohould be increased to $10.000. The eupple-

meneal grants should be continued to.aid the most need)t institutions and funding

shoUld be provided which woold make this a meaningful ispect of the program.

Title It-A in conjunction with %,tle II-C provides a.coordinated program Of

support to libraries !peeving higher education. 'Title ri-c strengthens rearch

collect ons and makes thease collection* available to other libraries and users)

Title II-A assists libearies in developing basic
. collections to meet immediate

h

user needs. &oth these programs are extremely necessary; Eliminating Title II-A

would pot only weaken junior college and coilege library collections, but also

would place unrealistic demands on large university libraries, thereby adversely

affecting the.enti:re academItIc library structure In this country.

as pleaseci to be able to share the views of my fellow college librarians

with ,you today, alid I appreciate:the oppo.)unity to appear before the aubcommittes

on this important proitram. Thank you,
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. CHARACTERISTICS OF U.S. COLLEGE UNIVERSITY '1.IBRARIES
RESPONOING, TO AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION SURVEY ON REA II-A

Cameral
Charecteitistice

'Total Iibrety
budget

Bodget-foC--
library material*
aad binding

Enrollment

Private/public
support

Type of Postsecondary Institurion4

Small 2-yr,
Institutions

under
$75,000 .

under
$20,000

under
1.000

54Z private
46% pUblic

Modium-sizo4
2-yr. A Small

from $75,000
to $149,999

617M $2.6,000
to $14%,999

4-,yr. and

Large 2-yr. Univaraities
College*.

rom $150,000 over
0 $500,000 $500,000

from $5.0,000 clver

o $15.0,000 $150.000

from 500
to 1,500

342 private
66% public

from 1,000 . over
to 5,000 5,000

43% private 29i-Pi:1;ate
57% public 71% public

---------

'Response to Question 1,4abou1d HEA Title II-A be continued, amended
or repealed, crosatabulaged by budget fur library materials and binding

Budget for library
materials and
birwiing

continue
Question 1

amend

to $19,999 30 (4.2%)

$20,000 - 49,999 (45.1%),. 36 C50.7i3

$0,-000 - 149,999 25 (41..0x)" (54-.-1%) 3

-($1:5%)
-

$150:0-00 an4 up 20 30.in) 40 5

Totals 107 (40.8i) 143 (54.6%) 12

repeal

1.7 3-)

(4 74)
(4.91)

- - - - -

(7.7%)

(4.6%)

Totals

-6-5 (24.73f)

71 (27.11)

61 (23.3%)

262 (130.OZ

Response ter QueNtioa if amendments are necessary, what would work best,
relating the grant to quantita.tive criteria of need, changing II-A to a
state grant plogram, or a salor change in the dirFetion of the program,
rrosstabulated by budget

budiet 'for library

for library material's and binding. .

_.._.. qp.eation
.

_2
L _

materials and add need state major
binding
co $19,999

riteriar

50 (79.4%)
lInnts. ,
9 (1473%)

.rh'Ilar.__
4 (6.3%)

--9,.99.9O0,000 53--(79.-1%) 9 (13.4%) 5 (7:5%)

$50,000 1- 149,999 37 (63.82) 8 il-i.iii.) 13 -(2:4f)

$150:006 'and up 26 (4l.i%) 8 (12.7%) 29 (46.02)

Totals , 166 (66.12) 34 (13.5%) '51 (20.32)

Totals

CS i23lIi5-

67-(26.72)

-Vs- C23:Iii.

63 (i5.1%)

251 (100.0%)



Mr. Fpxn. Thank you very much.
Who would like to prckeed next?

STATEMENT OF ANN TURNER, L ARIAN, NORWICH
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY, Noy 'ICH. VT.

s TutiNEal My name is, Ann Turner. I have been a librarian in
Ver -font' for 15 years. .For the past 4 ears I have been head
librarian at Norwich thiiversity, in Ver set. Norwich is ,the Na-
tion's 'olaest private military co an enrollment of about
1,300 mOn aiaoik women and is t teal of th many small colleges in
the- Unitea States.

I am here tLiday-` to speak in behalf of he 'small, independent
c011eges, particularlY those in my own Sta se .problems I
know, and to request that the Title II-A ,be retted the Higher
Education Act.

I hardly need. to tell 'you that the mall, private colleges in our
country ar e. finding it very difficult, in many cases impossible, to
maintain- quality programs. In my own State,,Windham Colleg
recently closed its doors .for good. BenningtoeCollegei one of' t
most prestigious ,liberal arts colleges in America, has made iic
the.financial problems that seriously threaten its.continued exist-
ence. Norwich s neighbor, Goddard College, is struggling desperate;
ly to surVive. Even our tax-supported State colleges are deeply
concerned about their future.

_As the number, of private colleges dwindle, the tax-sUpported
public institutions are strained even furTher.
1The problem that I am addressing today may Seem minor in the
overall operations of these institutions, butI can assure you that it
is a most serious one to .those of us who must provide ..adequate
library materials for our students.

1969, Title 11-A provided each college and univerSity in the
country with a grant .of $5,000. Although the financial needs of
these institutions have increased enormously in the last decad-'
the grants havefgrown sraaller each year. The fiscal year 197S Titk .

11-Agrant_was*,:).0,0,. And yet, ,cluring the last 10 yearS the aver-
age cost of a libr.afy book: has more 'than doubled and the cost of
periodical subscrilStions and library equipment has more than .tri-
pled.

I would like to explain.briefly what a Title II-A grant means to a
sma4l college library. At Norwich we have 'purchased cassettes,
records, microfilms, ,and sonic very excellent books. for our coltec-
tion of military. historieo. Bennington College has built up its !
drama ccillection, Johnson State its music collection, Vermont Col-
legeleference books for i-ts nursing .program. Middlebury,has used

II grants' to '. augment its Atnerican literature collection,
Lyndon State its books on metdrolojy, Vermont Technical College
its books on civit-enigineering St. Michael's its books on adminis-
tration.

. In each case-,- the grant money has significantly enriched a col-
lege"s collection and has at the same .time helped all the other
colleges' in the State, since we stiVre one anotier's resources
throigh interlibrary loans,.

r), 5 6,9
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We also lend:. to high school and public libraries. If there is a.briOit high schOol 'student who wantS to study nuclear physics:we
are.happy to lend him ourbboks.

would also like to point out that, while the $3,963 which the
colleges and universities received this year may seeM insignificant
to a utliversity whose annual blidget exceeds half a million dollars
it was a most welcome suppleMent to my own book budget of_
$34000. I can assure you that a large number of colleges, with a
school,,poPulation comparable to ours ares,operating on a much
smaller budget for books and audiovisual supplies.

The current trend in education is away from concentration on a
few classic textbooks. 'Students are urged to use many 'sources, to
write many research papers. This is, of course, a MarVelous way toadd to one's store of knowledge and broaden one's outlook on life.Howevey, only in large universities can stUdents obtain a' great
variety of resources.

In a State as small as Vermont each college must develop its oWn
special collections and share them with their neighbors. In that
way, students can live on small campuses, in close contact with
their teachers, and still have a wealth of researeh material

In the proposed Federal budget for 1980-S1, large research librar-
ie to them.,

ies are scheduled to receive increased funding. While I have w
doubt that. the needs .of research libraries.are also great, the small-
college libraries do not share their good fortune. Large research
librarieS are used mainly by graduate students, those pui..suing
master's and doctor's degrees. The average student going to college
in, Vermont just cannot travel all the way to MIT or Harvard or
Yale to use their 'books, and really shouldn't have to if' we continue
to improve our own libraries. might also point out that the new
copyright law has created an added expense for students sending
away for photocopied materials.

Another expense we have already suffered has been the added
exQense of postal fees.

Small colleges are improving their libraries; not only through the
actual cash that Title II-A grants provide but also in another less
obvious Way. 'Funds received through Titte 1I-A must be 'matched
by the colleges, and can be spent only on stipulated triaterW.s that
support collection growth. _Administrators have, therefore, taken
more interest in collection growth during the last 10 years than
they ..would have without the incentive provided by a Title H-A
grant.

Title II-A grants are vitally important t(i small college
In closing, I would like to empha,size once again that t12Arannua

We feel that we are using these funds wisely and that our.stiidents
are deriyiv many benefits that would not otherwise be available
to them.

1 s,trongly urge you to recommend that annual Title 1,I-A grants
be continued a d, if possi )le, increased in the Higher Educatilri
Act.

apprecte /your attention to this .pro.im An thank you for
the opportunity to take part in thiS heari

iThe'l:44.1atatement of Ms. Turner furnished for the record fol-,lows:

r-
%) I
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Siacsomax al Ana Susnar

Liktarian

Norwich lbeivareity Northfis14, Vermont

befog. the

Subcomaittee on TosteacondAry Education

of tha

House Committaann Educative sod Labor

omrrauthorisatiom'of thm higbar Education Act

Aril 26. 1979

Mimeo is Ann Turner. I have Nen a libraiian in Verson; for fiftean years.

Wore that I ba4 bum a referencia librarian at Dartmouth Collage, and alsa had

beett LA charge of a public library in Nrw York. 1.have boon an ectivmmembar and

offigag of the yarmont 1.4hrary Aisociation and Maw togland Library Association and

-a membar of the America* Library Association.ifor the past four years, I have bean

head librarian at Norwich University In Vermoth. Norwich is tbmnation's oldast

private military collage with an Utrollmaut of about 1,400 nan and woman and is

typical of the many small colleges in the United States.

Iscauee Veraoat is miall, 1 aaintain cloaks contact with all o epilog.

-librariana in.the atate. I. kaow thair problemsthey ars similar t DO at

Worvich--as arelbe 'rot:ilea, of all small colleges in New England.
,

1 so hero today to speak' in behalf of the *mall, indepandant colligss, pabtiC-

ularly those in my orn stats, whose problars.1 koow, and to requeat thrt the Title

\. ,11-Mbe rstained in the Nigher Education Act.

1 hardly.rieed eo tell you thai,the small, private colleges in our cbuotry are

fiadiag it vary difficult, in many camas impossible, to maintain quality programa.
%

IA my own tate, Windham Collage recently closed its doors for loud. banniogton

Collage, 004 of the most prestigious liberal arts collages in Mastics, has made

public tha fiaancial or3btana ihat seriously threaten ita continuad existsndt..1

NOrwich's asighbo4Goddard College, is struggling desperately.to Nreive. Even

our tax-supported state colleges ire deeply concerned about their future.

.4
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Norwich has boas produciog pastas... in.all professioos end all walks of life'

far 160 years. &van thaueh the going has boon tough at timss, sod. um have no intact-

tios of quitting now. Nor hamiti4dIebury, St. Nir\heel's, Trinity or any other

smell 'colloge in Vermoat that iS squally proud of its heritage and its graddates.

The problem thatcl am addressing today soy seemnsinor in tho overall operitions

of these inatitütimii, but I can Snouts you Wig' it is a moat'sarious oas to those

of Us wbo must provid edequati linty notarial. for our studants.

La 1969, Title II-A provided sack collage and umiversity io the country with,

grant of $5,000., althoultt the financial'soads of these institutions Wive in.,.

craaSad enareously in the last decade, the grants have growo mealier eoch year.

Ths PY 1978.Title II-A great yes $3.906. And yet, during'the last ten years.the

averse coat of a library book has more than doubled. Thircoat of periodical

eUbscriptious and library equipment has more than tripliod-

I would like to sxplain briefly wbst a Title II-A grant means to a 0'411

co14ege library. At Norwich we have puichasod cassettes, records. SICrOfitms, and

soma very excellent books for oilitzlIsction of nilitery,hietories, BanniWon

College has built up its drama c011ection,'Johnsou Sidi. its music collection,

Versont,College reference books for its nursing iW6gres. Nlddleibury has used

Titlo II grants to augment Its Ameiican literature collection. Lyndop State ite

bOoks oo setsotology, Vermont Tochnics1 College ite books on civil anginaering,

St. Kichael's ite.boOke on administration.

In mach case, the grant money has significantly, eorichad a college's collection

and has se the aims tin( helped all the other colleges in the state, iince we share

One anothee.s reepurces through interlibrary loans.

I, would also like to point out that, ilehile the $3,963 which the colleges and

universities received this year may masa insignificant to a university shoot annual

budget exceeds half a ,million dollars, it vas a most welcome eupplemaht to my own

book budget of $32,000. I can assure you that a largo number of colleges vitte.e

school population cpmparabla to ,c,wre are pperatiog OD tvAch smaller-budgets for bOoks

:";
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ead audia-visual supplies.

The clireat trend in education is sway from concentratioa on a few nlailsic text-

books. Students are urged to use many sources, to write many research papers. This
4

is, of couree, a marvalous'wey to add to One's store of knowledge and broaden one's

-outlook ou life.' However, oaly An large un4versities caa students obtain a great

variety of resources.

14 a *tat* *A small as Vermont eanh college-must develop ite own special collec-

tions end *hare thee with their neighbors. In that way, students caa live on small

culposo., 1.4 close coaiant with their taschers,-and still have a wealth of research

veterial availeble to them.

La the proposed federalbudget for 1980-81, large research libraries are

eche/doled-to receive increased fueding. While I have ho doubt that the needs of

xesearch libraries are also treat, the small-college librarise:do not share their

good fortune. Large research libraries are used uainly by graduate students, those

pu suing master's and doctor's degrees. .Theo;rage Student going to college in

Vermoot just cannot travel ell tha way to M.I.T. or Harvard Or Yale,to use tbeir

hooks,'and rially shouldn't have to Ai we continue to improve our own libraries.

I eight Also point out that the new copyright law has created an edded expense for

stddente sending away for photocopied material.

Small colleges are improving their libraries, not dray through the actual Cash
1

that Title II-A grants provide but also i4 another less obvious way. Funds re-

ceived through Title II-A must be matched by the Colleges, sod can be sPent only on

stipulated materials that support collection growth. Adeinistrators have, therefore,

, taken eore,intereet iu collection growih during the last ten years than they would

Wm without the incentive provided by a Title II-A grent.

La clouriug I would like Co emphasise once again that the annual Title'II-A

pants are vitally ieportant to small college lipraries. W. feel that we are:using

these funds wisely end that our students are deriving many benefits that would not

othiewise'be available to thee.

I strongly urge you to recommend that annual Title II-A grants be continued

Lad, if poasible, increased in the highergducatinn Ant.

I appreciete your attention to this prograx and thank you fc4 the opportunity

to tale part in this hearing..

9



Mr. Foam Thank you.
Who wants to proceed.next?

STATEMENT OF CARLTON C. ROCHELL, DEAN OF LIBRARIES,
ELAWR HOLMES BOBST LIBRARY NEW YOitli' UNIVERSITY,
NEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. ROCHKLL. Chairman Ford and distinguished members of the
Postsecondary Ethicatibn Subcommittee, my name is Carlton Ro-
chell and I am the dean of libraries at New York University, the
largest private university in the country located in Greenwich
Tillage, Manhattan.,

The renewal of Title II-C of the Higher Edudation Act is what I
would like to speak to today: Strengthening Research Library Re-
sources. My remarks are a summary of my written testimony
submitted to you earlier.

Today libraries are in critical need-of stable ongoing Federal
funding. To do less than this is to endanger a national resource at
the very heart of researchresource that serves as the fountain-
helid for the cultural, economic, and technological stability of this
Nation.

For decades the library conimunity has beep working toward
developing 'a national library system to prove all library users
access to all information they require izo matter where that. infor-
mation housed. But only since the.passage of Title II-C in 977
have w n to systematically approach this objective. Title -C
reflects Carnegie Council on HigherEdifcation's belief that the
'Federal ernment should inaugurate a program of financial sup-
port forlarge research libraries. It provides needed assistance to
key research tibraries for maintaining and stre hening their
unique collections, while 'making their holdings availalli to other
libraries whose useri need them.

While HEA II-C is helping the Nation's research' libraries move
toward establishing a national system for diaseminating informa-
tion resotpces, those- libraries serving as the 'major components of
this system li;ave been facing a number of critical challenges. First,
research libraries have been subjected to severe inflationary pres-
sures. -Last year alone book and periodical prices paid by research
libraries climbed 11.6 percent and 17.5 percent, respectively.

Seco4d, academic institutions, the parents of most research li-
braries', are now facing the prospect of diminishing -revenues over
the next decade as the college-aged population decreases. -

Third, the materials within research collections are imminently
endangered by widesprsad, physical deterioration. It has been pre-
dicted that one-half the books published in the first half of the 20th
century will not be usable by the 21st century. A projection by the
New York Public Library has suggested that 50 percent of its
collections are in need of rehabilitation. Paper and binding Conser-
vation is just one part of the problem. Microforms, photographs,
recordings, and other library materials are also threatened.

And fourth, demand for research library materials is increasing,
not just from primary clientele, but form users of other institutions
requestink interlibrary loan services. Last year research libraries
loaned to, users of other libraries over 3 million volumes but bor-
rowed only 500,000 itemi from other libraries.
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The developmen4 .of a coordinated approach to delivering library
services should ease the fiscal stilling facing libraries While helping;
them to satisfy the ever-increasing deinand far information. With
Title 11,--C as a catalyst this approach 'can be strengthened. But
first, national coordination of certain programs is required and
fUndlng for these programs is necessary.

To begin with, a number of bibliographic utilities which supply
. servicesIO libraries such as OCLC. the Ptesearch 'Library Informa-
tion Network and the Washington Lrary Network need to estab-
lish communications links so they ziay share their data bases,
thereby insuring greater access to the human recoid by users.

combination with this development, bibliographic network
standar& Must be universally adapted so that interaction maybe
effected. Further, prompt. efficient QhysicAl access to materials not

. locally available'must he assured. Special consideration should be
. given the numerous "distribution and inventory problems of 'periodi-

cals which could be solved bY the establishment of a National
Periodic.pl Center. .

, And finally, the identification and preservation of last copies: of
fragile- materials' 'in conjunction with a national conservation pro7
gram must: he initiated immediately befOre entire collections are
totally- lost. .

All the country's libraries and hbrary-telated organizations have
-already invested heavily in a coordinated natibnal library system
which would ultimately benefit alllibraries and all library uSers.
The Federalicontribution to this effort is- vital to itssuccess.

Since the/ 11-C program .has' just begun, little opportunity has
arisen to /evaluate its impact.. However, early responset indicate
that the/PrOgram is significant .and critical to the delivery of li-
brary .se/evices in this country. Therefore it should not be alldwed to
-expire/Likewise other programs in Title II should not be allowed to
expire either since they compliment the effort. In fact, speak-.
ing 4,:s a member of,the Association of Research Libraries, I suggest
that we seriously consider an additional part. to Title II--namely
Title II-D which woul0 be funded at a sufficient level to alloW us to
begin -devoping a national plan to resolve the problems of inven-
tory. preservation, and distribution of periodical literature. At the
same time as the 'cost of materials soars, the Title 11-B program-

. must be continued in order to 'fund research and development of
new technology and cooperative activities that can improve the
efficiency of library operations. The small investment in the re-
search and demonstration portion of this program by the Federal
.Government reaps enormous benefits to better serve the library.
user.

In sum, these provisions of this HEA Title 11 contribute td creat-
ing a strong national system of inforMation delivery. Their v-akue to
all users of .libiaries must not be overlooked by the Congress:

I would like tb thank you for the privilege of' appearing here
today and urge you to'extend the provisivs of the Higher Educa-
tion Act, Title 11, particularly the II-C program and to consider. a

Atiw Title II-D. ,

girBy doing so you will' help to protect and nurture the research
libraries of this country which ,have been termed by the American
Council of Learning Societies, "A' prrious and irreplaceabFe na7
tional resource'indispensable to scholarly research."

[The full statement of Mr. Rochell for the record follows:j.
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Statement of

Carlton C. Ro4e11, Dean'of Libraries

.New York University(

on behalf of

American Library Association

ao .before the

Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education_ _ .

House Co ittee on Education and Labor

Reauthoriziition of the Higher Education Act

April 26, 1979

Chairman FOrd, distinguished members of the Postsecon0-

ary Education Subcommittee, Ladies 4136NGentlemen. Hy rimi

Carlton.Rochell and' I am the bean of Libraries at 'New

York University.

. .

.The library system ' t New York Univexsity has been

cont,inuously involved with evelopi.D4eV*Wvative aciVities

art services which' enhance the availability of materials to

an ever-expanding audience of users The library system of

a.

'76
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New York University, for example, is a member,of the Asso-

' cia tion of Research Libraries and serves as a resource

center of.the,New york State Interlibrary Loan System. 'In

addition, New York University's library serves as the admin-

istrative locus of the Research Library Association of South

Manhattan, a consortium which includes New York University,

New School for Social Research/Parson SchooL Of Design, and

Cooper Union for th Ad4ancement of Art*and Science,

New7York University's library isalso a Member of the

.7 New York Metropolitan Reference & Research Library Resources

..Agency of which I am currently.President. Furthermore, I

serve as the Vice Chairman of the New York State Library

Board and I am a delegate to the' White House Conference on

Library.and Information Services which will convene here in

the Fall..

It is prom this perspectiVe that I urge the renewal of

the Higher Education Act, Title' LI in toto today. I will
v

speak more specifically to Title II-C: Strengthening Re-

search Library Resources.

I have been actively involved with authorization,

fundinv and grant-in-aid processee of Title PI-C. NeW YIrk

Univeriity's library has also applied for funds under this

program each year since its inception in,,1977 and iS cur- ,

rently par'ticipating in a IIC grant program for enhancing

the state's interlibrary loan netWork.which is administered

by the New York State Library. This prograp will improve

4534 0 71 37

.411,

:0140.
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and hasten the deIivery.of library materials to AO resident

of NeW.York State.in need,Of auch materials. Hence, I hive

professional and institutional interests in thereauthoriza-

tion of-the:Higher, ucacion Act, Title II-C.

..,iit 216 time is he history of Iibrayy development in.-

this countryhave we mpre needed a stable, on-going, ne-...

tional funding vehicle. For at least two decades we have

been caUght up in various efforts to design, fund, and

iatp1osient a national library syatem.which would build,on

exntglEengths by linkixAirlic,,Linformational resourCis

together in a more effective and more economical service-

?lode. Only recently have we progressed Syst,maticallY
%

toward achievingl'our goal. One streng catalyst for, this

effort has been Title II-C which was authorized in the

Education Amendments-of 1976, I21.94.-482. I am apOreciative,
0

'of Congressional recognition of the importance of this

program and hOpi this trend will continue.
. .

The research libraries of this country.have been work-

ing together since.the turn of the century to develop pro-
,

. .w
jgyams which would'extend their capacity to.serve the heeds

scholae 'beyond the walls of, their Own- institutions.

,Many of the programs they have launched, haye been jointly.
)

'funded by participating private and public institutions.

,Others have received limited funding from,federal grants or

through Library of Congress projects, such as.the National

S.

- 3 -
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Program for Acquimitions and 'Cataloging (NPAC). The thrust'

.of these programs has been to develop:a national network of

library services which would provide researchers aectiss to

Any information they may require, no matter where that

infOrsiation is housed.

The success of these activities coupled With their. long
0

term objective* led-.to the development of. the, HEA II-C.

program: Strengthening Research. Library fie,A0,31rces. Further

iipetus was prOvided by the Carneg ,.Cplincil on Higher

EdUcation. , In ita-re*i, enti944 .
e Federal Role in

Pnstsecondary 'Educatio4 Unfieeaineas, 1975-190," a

neW program of federalipOort.for research libraries, was

reisrommended. , The x7,91.fr:' 'st.s.ted: .

Research andraduate education of high
atcess to large- research

sttingency and excep-
tionall* rapid inCreases An costs of.library
materials have resulted in sharp cutbacks in
thends,4Vailable to Many leading univer-
.*;ty.libraries in recemt years in terms. of
'COnstant:rdollars. Thishas led to cutbacks

purchases, discontinuation of periodical
subScriptions, and, in some cases, in cutting
'back' on the number of hours librariei-are

"The caae /Or some degree of federal govern-
ment support of large research libraries is

:precisely parallel to .the case for federal
government support Cif research and graduate
education. ,-States cannot capture 'all the

_111.

1. Carnegie Council on POlicy Studies in Higher Education.
The Fedetal Role In Posfsecondary Education Unfinished.'
tusiness11g75-1980. fSan Francisco: Jossey4ass, 1975)

9
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benefits from their.support.pf large research
libraries, and this may help to exPlain why
public 'university libraries hAve been.parti-
oularly hard hit by,cuts in state appropria-
tions in terms of constant dolkars in'recent

.

years. .

"We [referring to The Carnegie Council for
Higher Education] believe that the federal
govermment should 'inaugurate a program of
financial support. for Large research libra-
ries. Allocations would be based on such
factors as 'numbers of dOctoral.degrees award-
ed and ,f'ederal support of academic science, in
each institution.. Some consideration should'
Also be given in the allocation process to 4
reasonable regiomll baLanci in tlae ava4.147.,
bility of-fufio-,n

N
The Title II-C program was officially launched"when it

was funded in 1977. Consequently:, what has been termed:
,

precious and irreplaceable national resource,-. . . indis-

pensible to scholarship and researchby thr American

Council of Learned 'Societies, 2
is now receiving appropriate

recognition froM(the federlal govenment.

The purpose of ihe legislatidn has been to.he3,p

search libraries maintain and. strengthen their collections

and assist them in making their holdings available to other

libraxieS whose usL-s have need for .specialized .DElterials

from research library collections. This fiscal assistance

serves to advance the strides already Rade at the local,

2 American Council of Learned Sociefles., On Research''
Libraries (Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1969)



.regional,. state, ansi n'ational levels to 'shire library re-

eourcis widely and more efficiently,

THE CHAVIENGES FACING RESEARCM LIBRARIES

WhileHEA II-C.4 helping the na49(i's research libra-.

ries move toward establishing a national systesi.for dissemi-
.

nAting i.nformatiOn.resourcesi those libraries Serving as the
-

alorreomPonenti of the.system have been facing a number. Of

ycrit,ical challeageshen formulating plans for increaSing
/

. the sharing ot'resourc!es, such challenges as the follOwing
/

/Must be considered.,4.

Inflation,Pressures As with all the nation's institu-
,

tions, ,research librariet.haye been subjected to inflation-

kry pressures, particularly those-related to book and perio-

dical.prices: According to a recent article inthe Chroni-

cle of Higher Education, college oosts in general rose 8.1%

,over the last year4 At the same time, however, average

prices.paid by research libraries rose 11.6% for books and a

staggering 17.5% ior periodicals. This inflation rate meant

that an aggregate 10.7% increase in the Materials budgets at

research libraries purchased only 04x, more volumes over the

previous year. Such a sky-rocketing'inflation rate has also

meant that many periodical subscriptions have been dropped.

To coMpound .this problem, pubfishers have' been reducing

their press runs on many titles, iakini it difficult to

6



delay the purchase of needed items. When alibrary cannot

purchase eSsential materiels when 'they initiallk hecom\

available, they may be faced with either higher-prices for

the material paid to out-of-print dealers or with.foregoing

purchase altogether. In either case, national depositories

. of knowledge are at a disadvantage.

Revenue Projection's. On the revenue side, projections

for institutions of higher education show a dramatic con-

trast between pie 1980s and t.ie 1960s. The itesCihatc.anADi--

hoped for'in the next decadeu even at.the Most prestigious

institutions, will be 'financial equilibrium. Operating

expenses will conAue to,grow while full-time'ehroIlment

declines as the c011ege 'age population decreates by 25%.

-UniVersities will he forced to depend on ever-increating

tuition and shrinking endowment incoMe. 4ecause the libra-

ries of the major institutions serve not only their immedi-

ate communities but also the research comMunity: at, large,

*this financial projection may ultimately mean that less

local funds will be available.to continue developing libra:-

ri,e0 as a national resource. Moreover, an ever increasing.

'demand for .inlOrmation resources wig not subside as' the
.

student population diminishes.

Deteriorating, Collections. Another widespread chal4

.lenge lacing the nation's libraries is that of the Physical

deterioration of . research collections. Studies by the

-s
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Association of Research Libraries, the Libriry of Congress

and.the New York Public. Library have identified.the scone of

this nroblem to be istonishing in its proportions and atMost

overwhelming in its complexity. One researcher has projeCt-

ed that the books pUblished in the 1st half'of the 20th

century will not be useable byihe 21st century.' Another

projection based just on the New York Public Library's

research collections his. suggested that at-.1eist 50% lof the,

Library's barks ire currently in need Opreqerva.tioM. The

deierioratiOn'of paPer mnd binding is just.one part.of the

'problem. Microforms, photographs, recordings, 'maps, and

other types of library materials are also threitened with.

deterioration. Stop-gap measures like rebind11.6 and micro-

.

filming cannot Meet all requirements to conserve xhe intel-

lectual and artistic content .of library materials. Other

measures must also be employed.

AC,the present time, nuMerous'AreserVation 4.cigrams are

underwaY. In New York City,the New York Public Library has

in active program to preserve:its materials and -New York

University's' Institute of Fine Arts in conjunction with

Columbia University's Libriry School plan to research the

'various preServation techniques now in use. Other progr4ms,

such..as those at the Library of Congress, the New Engand

Document Conservation Center ind Cornell UgO.versity are. also

.in process. Even in combination with sigilar noteworthy.
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activitiei throughout thecOuntry%. these programs afe.not .

aufficientto solve this vast problei.
4

Incre'sised4gmand. Fiscal pressures and technological

priorities strain library budgets at the game time that

demands to \use _resources increase: The Major. research

libraries with 240,000,000 volumes have lent the'users cif

other libraries in every state over 3 million-of these

,volumes in thepast year.. Dui:ing.the same period, research :

libraries lave borrowed only 500,000 items from other libra-

,ries. This service costs- research libraFies millions of

dollars each year, dollars they can somrcely affcird when

services to their nWn clientele are being cut back.
.

Interlibrary loan is the primary mechanism by which

library users expand their access to.a wide range of materi-

ails not available at their local libraries.' Since many

needed materials are available only.at large research libra

ries, these libraries bear the heaviest burden for lending.

Some research libraries have'responded to this.exceasive

demand'hy charging fees, tightening restrictionson lending,'

and increasing turnaround time for delivering materials.

Such responses reduce the' availability of search materials

which is-hardly in the national interest. ThoUgh the prob-
4

leas and challenges facing individual research iibraries may

not-cause them-to e/iminate programs to share resources with

the research community at large, these problems may Lmpair

t 4.
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4
their ability to service -a national network without the

assistance Of substantial external funding mechanisms.

NATIONAL PROGRAMS

. The need to develop a national library and informaticin

system has been accepted as a solutiin to the complexities

Of redutiing.the unit'costs of operating libraries, Such a

system could- facilitate the ehariag.of.resdurces and

nat.p.wasteful and.costly duPlication of effort. Components
1

of the system include automation, netwilrksr, the development

of standards, preservation ,of materials, and national'ii-

brary saPviCes. At the heart of the',system would be.

national biblographic data base that'could be used bY all

the components.of a matipnal library and information system.

This approach would satiify'local and regional needs.by the

most cost effective means possible.

As the framework.for Anational library system devel:

ops, new challenges colrectively face research,librarieS.

Certainly, if a national system is to emerge, a complex set

Of activities willeed to be structured in 4 cohesive and

affective manner. The many discrete, dispersed. .comOonents

of library services will need coordination and an infusion

of resources in four major areas. Federal funds could be

helpful in addressing these needi in a Manner similar to the

approach directed toward the individual research library.

10 -
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Bibliographic Netwo'rk Coordination. A number of Compu-

terized bibliographic.utilities are rapidly generating mil--

lions of records which are being used in a variety of ways

by diverse groups 'of libraries. Duplication and..fragmenta-

tion have Occurred resulting in a competitive environment

detrimental :to- proMoting the prcifeasiongoal:ofuniverial,

access to the human record. A cooperative and coordinated

communications structure needs to be insured so that'this

goal can be attained. When addresiing this issue, the needs
.

pf all types and sizes 04 libraries must be considered;

r-Bibliographic Records Standardization. Bibliographic

communications and networking standards need to be developed

and dikseminated. Though same standards have been insti-

tuted, all bibliographic utilities have not adopted them,*

In addition,.inter-network cammUnication standards haVe not

yet haen .serious considered. This.iksue mUst be addressed. .

immediately before interaction becomes impossible'.:

Physical Access to Materials. Prompt, efficient,

physical access to materials no.t locally available-issTessen-

tial to effectivt service and to resource sharing. Interli-

brary loan is the mechanism tMployed for sharing material's.'

Half pf the Materials requested -are periodicals, many of

which may not even. be available 'from major libraries.

Numerous distribution and inventory problems associated with

periodical access force them to be the major element of'

4
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physical acCess proeiems. A great deal of research has been

under-1101V to solve this part of the eccess problem. accent

di*Sexisaions within the. research library community have

.focused on estabkishing a periodicals center which could

serve the entire nation. Such a center would provide 4n

efficient, reliable,.apd..4spynsl.vgArowk,deliverY sys-

teie patisfy the copyright .requirements of 'the publishing

community; and help shape a national, library system. Once

established, 'the cost of the orieration would be born pri-

marily ,its users.

Promotion Of-Preservation Efforts:1 Though a number of '

preservation efforts have been eatablished in libraries

throughout the country, these activities have not been well
-

coordinated. A national program for preservation.is needed:

Priorities for such a program would .be the. idehtificdtion
-0, -

and preservation of last copies of fragile materials and the

,.development and demonstration of.conservation techniqUes for

those libraries in need of such assistance.

.Strengthesing existing library resources while.encour-.

-aging and_expanding the oapaciv tá share these resources is

'the most efficient mean% of creating a national library

system.. Local librariesregional systems, state agencies,.

the Library of Congress, the National Commission on Libra-

ries and Information Science, the Office of Education,

.and numerous'foundations, have already'invested heavily in

- 12 -
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the creation of a ligtiollal library. system. The 'federal

govsrt1t must continue to contribute to- the system'e,

development which is on the verge 9f becoming a reality.

While thergovernment cannot pe expected to provide all the.

resources required to meet .the,challenges. facing research

it.can.add.a Significant contribution to solving._

problems that are truly national.li scope and in need of

national solutions.

Since the HEA il-C.ovrogram 124 just begun, 'little

opportunity has arisen to evaluate its impact. ,However,

those libraries receivi kunds, 'as well"- as many small

college, public, and ial libraries have supported ttie

concept becaUse it promisee their.usert an ease of access- to.

unique research collections and to distinctive information

resources throughoutthe country. Efficient administration

.* 'his alsoScampted the, library community to recommend an
. .

ezttesion of the program. The challenges I have.discussed.

can be addressed through this program. I am certain all of'4

them will .be the subject of discussion at the Upcoming White

House Confereece on Library and Information Services. It is

//likely that this forUm representing both professional and

lay interests will also urge a continuation of the HEA II-C

-program. 'Aa a de1Iegate and judging from the reaction of the

N

/
w York State delegation and ,reports from other delega-

(/

tions, I can confidently predict that the national delega-
.

.

- 13 -
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tion enpdorme ixPapkion.ofit.the 'prograa*beyond,its pre-

- $20 .1si Mon authorization level. I hope you will
respond to sty testisbony and the gcrals for action promoted at

the Whi e &ease. Conf rence by axtending thia act!
In conclusion, I Would like to thank-you fôr thel,rivi-

lege of apPe.iiring be forth 1:14. Subcosa,1' kt tea today atir urge the

extension:of all Oili provisions of the Hifiker EdUcation Act
,

"ktle particularly the II-C prpgraa.
. r

STATEMENT ..OF STSAN h. SCHMIDT likAD.'REGIONALI
LIBRARY SERVICE CENTER, CALDWELL.'0HIO

M§. SCHMIDT. .My pazne i; Susan' Schnndt.,'I -am 'currently the
head of the Southeastern- Ohio Regional Libra*. Service ,Center

located. in Caldwell, Ohio. The center is a fiela unit of the 'State
Library of Ohio, providifig a variety of services to the libraries'and :
residents of rkiral southestern 'Ohio. Prior to' co to Ohio, I
worked at the ApPalachian Adult Education Center loc on the .
'Campus of Morehead State -University in Morehead, Ky.

I am 'hhere today to speak for the American Library Assoc tibn
in ssupport of. the reauthorization of the }:ligh'er Education Act itle
II library programs, I will be speaking specifically about Title II-
87library research and demonstration. Past research proj ts
conducted, under Title II7B have helped to improve library d-
in'formition 'services.'

Dernonstration projects have explored new ways to provide ini r-
mation services' to the. digadvaritaged. There have been stu es.

''.which greatlY added to our store of knowledge about the infor
-tion needs and inforrnation seeking behavior of various et
groups such as blacks and Sparish-speaking people. For. exa le,
Title II-B studies in Baltimore arte Washington State look Ett the
specific inforpation seeking behavior of urban resident, In Chicago,
a Title -II-B'research project uting coMmunity residents looked,at
the communication patterns of different Spanish-speakr,g groups
such as Puerto Ricans, Mexican-Americans and Cubans.

Title 11-B projects have brought library service to Native 4meri-
cans by developing libraries on reservations. A 3-year Title 1I-B
-project conducted by the NatiOnal Indian Education AssOciation
surveyed the needs and established, for the first time, libraries On
reservation6 in New Yprk, Arizona, Wyoming, and South/North
Dakota serving the Mohawk; Navajo, Arapaho/Shoshone, Sioux
people. A .past project included the development of special informa-
tion and referral eenters in Major metropolitan public libraries.
Today, the Detroit Public Library serves as.the central information
and referral center for the city.

A few projects have ekamined mays of providing improved li-
brary services to rural residents. The Appalachian Adult Education
Center project explored ways of interrelating various romMunity

5s9
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. service agencies with public libraries to' .p"'rovide --ket-Vies to the
undereducated adult in primarily rural areas of the SoUtheastern
Unitt,-;d 'States. Thistbegan as, a.demonstration project to interrelate
library programs vkith adult basic education programs in seven.-
library .systems in sevenState's.

The second. phase .of this .project .was a .training prograin
the Title .II-B training program. Finally. after 4. years; over 2,000-

'librarianS, social-service agency representatives,..and adult students
from 77 communities in 10 States had.met and made specific plans
to develop information services for undereducated adults.

I would like to place the summary, Of the final report of. that-
project in the hearing record as evidence.' Another byproduct of....
this project was the development. and publication .of 20, taining. .

guides on special serVices to the disath'ant.ged which, are being
used in graduate library schools,,special workshops and by individ,
uals, .

As .a Title 11,-B- yroject, .the Arnerican Library AssoCiation devel-.
oped a manual, Literacy and the Nation's -Libraries," to help.:
concerned 'librarians develop literacy, programs.Many other adult
education programs-in libraries began as Title I1714._dbmonstrations
such as the college. level examination programs (eU,P).

Title H-,13 projects have alSo explored the new computer teChnol-
ogy, The Ohio College Library Network, OCLC; the leading online-
bibliographic system, began as a Title 11-B Project: Other cornput-.
erized retrieval projects functed under Title 11-B includeS a special ..

retrieval system for school, libraries in _South Carolina and 'coopera-
tive cataloging centersone in- Atlanta which 'serves a number of
small southern colleges and one in Indiana which provides, access
into the' OCLC network for small libraries.

While the history of past Title -II-B projects is impressive, there
is a continued need for re'search and. demonstration. There are new
technological developnients in the gathering,- proeessing, storing
and disseminating of-information such _as the use of mini- arict'
micro-computers...There are also new adVancesin the telecommuni-
cations field, such as document. transmission which could' haVe
impact.' As the country's informatiOn needabecome more cOmplex
in order to cope in today's society, librarians must be able to Use
the new technology to meet theSe needs:

The 'special needs of. rural people should be addressed. Great
distances, poor roads, and, often a p6or local tax base have some-
times inhibited the growth of libraries. While great strides have
been made, the impact of the new communications technology is
only juSt beginning to be felt in some rural. areas.

Research and demonstration is needed in the area of services to
the handicapped,...both physically 'and mehtally:-The demonstration
of the application, of advanced technology such as voice indexing
for the blind isalso needed.

.
Literacy has beCome a national priorit

_

y. The National AdVisory,
Council on 'Adult Education reported ,. at the beginning of the
1970s, that 54.5 million adults in the United States, who are 16
years of age and older and not enrolled in school, have _notcomplet-
ed high' school. The-audit performance level,,,Study out of the Uni-
versity of Texas estimated that two-thirds of the adult population.

,have severe troublein coping with consumer eojiomics.

o



In a tihie when literacy is a naticfnal it is ,hard to
understand why the importance of libraries is 'often niderestimat-
ed. School, and acadeihic libraries provide Information and materi-',:-
als for the sttdent. The public library can be a cen .Wi. for lifelong
learning for the adult who has finighed -school or for the adult
whose ethication2ifas nterrup.ted. Fedeial support is needed to
encourage this.

In conclusion, to meet he needs outlinabove plus others,not
mentioned, I urge this subcommittee to recommend ,the'reauthon7
zation of the Higher Education Act, Title II-B research and demon-
stration with an increase in the funding level..Thank you for the
oppottunity to be here.

[The full statement of Ms. Schmidt fu ni:shed for tbe record
followsl
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qaed oftOrioon Congreameai . by pais is SUOAA Behead:C. I,am ouriaatly the

BHA of cha SouCheastirn.Ohia Regional Library "orrice Ginter locetad in Calawoll,
A

Ohio. Tha Center Lea fio14 unft Ai UNk Spits 14.braxy Of Ohio providias a.vert7

sty of'Sorvicoe t* Lb. libritioa sod tosidamts of zUral toutheoetarntitip. Prior'

tOtoming:to Ohio, ; workad at the Appalachian Adult Idooation Center.locOtod,on

oakum of MorOmmi Stale Oftl,vareity in Morehaad, Kontucky.

:I suLbwre today ta speak for tiwitmoricon Libre:), Associetion in susSort of

this rsauthorization of doe higher Iducation4ct Titl* Il Library Progreme..- I

will bi spooking spacificelly about Title I14--Library Roiroarch and Damonstra-

tion. Past*resoarch projects cooductod undo; Title 114 have holtaci to issprovo

A library sed.inforastioo *optics.. Dersomtrettoo proje s how exploroa AOW ways

, to provide information se:LA/itsm ta the AlOodvantaged. have been.studies

Which :,roetly added ta our store.of knowledge &bout the information naeds'and

.informotion'soeklag behavior ef various, ethoic groups 'sand Os blacks and Spanieh-
r

spooking peaple., For sample. Title II-A studied in Baltimore and WiZhiogtow

Siete Welted at'tha specific information smoking behavior of Urban residents.'

lo Minna. a Title II-A tie...rob project using community residents looked st
*

the communication pattszas of different Spanish-speaking groups such as Puerta.

Ili:coos. Mosicen-Americanz.And. Cubans. Title II-3.projects hive brought0librery
St

servtas Co Kativs Americans by sieve/aping librariss On reservation's.' A three-

fear 'Ital. II-A project:conductad by the National Indian !donation Aesociation

survoyed,tha

al;
meand soteblishad, for the first ti, libraries on rsservations

;
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is New York, Arizona, Wyoming and South/MUtch Dokoco tervidg the NOhavk, Navajo,

Arzkao/Shoshone sad. Sioux people. Piet.projecte included the doveloPoont of

r .

ApogidI information end referval'ceaters ih major metropolitan public libraris.

;Today, the ;strait tublietibrary sarmacas tile central iniormation center fort*.

the city.

A few projects heve examined ways of providing improved library services to

rural residents. The Sapaischien Adult Ilducation CentetprojeCt explor's4 Ways of
we

inteerelating various community service agencies with public libraries to pro

-.Vida gervices to the undereducated adult ip primarily rural areas of the South-

western United $ tates. This Megan as mdemoustration project to interrelate

library programa with Adult Basic 114ucerion programa iusaVen library'systems in

seven state. s The second phase of this project was a training pro3ten under the
. ,

Title 11-1 training pro:4nm. jinally,.after four years, over twothousend

librarians, social servicm agency representatives sod adult studnnti'fromseveny

Immil:communitilos in ten states had met sd made specific plans to axvelop!sx.i.or-

;Rattan s4;vicsa liar undereducated &Slats. I would liki tb placmtheauasary of
a - _

the final report of that project iArbe hearing record as 4Vidatuce. Anothar by-

product of this project was tbe development and pwlication of twent trsining,

gui4s.on special serviCas to the disadvantaged which are being used in'gra4sts

lIbraiy schools, pecial workshops ervi by indiViduals.

Az s Title 11-B project, the American Library Association developed a.

auxual, tAtertsy_sq# the'Netko051LIbrarity,. to'help corxerned librarians develop

literacy programs. Keay other adult education pfograms in libIaries.begen as

Title /1-1 lisewnstrations such .as,.the College Level.lruusination Programs (CULP):

Title II-IS-projects have also explored the new computer techriOlogy...-.-The

Chio CollegM Lilirary Network, OCLC, the leading On-line bibliogrAphic aystem,

began as a,Title 1I-S Project. Other computerized retrieval projects funded
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,
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cheap Moeda:.
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.
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. 1.2 Lima edsea Literacy is national priority, it is hard to umdersinnd
4

why the impertence/O1 libraries is often unIrastimated. School and acadmiic..
. 4

ibraries provide information am4 materials for ik?' student. Thm.public library

'lien b. a Caoter for llia-lons"learoing.for tha adult who hiss finished sohool

ay fox theodult whoa. educatiZ M46 interrupied. Yederal'aupport.isoeeded to

mnronraas this.

lo conclusion, to mast the needs outlined ahoys plus others not mentiooed,

."'

I urge this subcommittee to recommend the reiuthorisatioa of the lliWserlduca-

tion act Title Research aod*Semonstration with an increase in the fun4iP4

level. 'Thank you for thr opportunity va be here.

STATEMENT OF DAVID HESSLER, PROFESSOR, SCHOOL OF LI-
BRARY 4CIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, ANN ARBOR

.
Mr. Ilt.T,sixx. Chairman Fo;:d -and members ,of the SUbCommittee

on. Postsecondar Education, my name is David eaSker. am a
.profesoor of the School of Library Science, Univ mity of Michigan,.
and dconsultant at that, institutiOn.

During the. past 20 years I have been deeply mvolved in many
aspects of sonic of: the Federal legislation we are dealing with
today, I will be following my wri,tten statemeñ but in more
loosely informal Manner with your backing.

The.Title II-13 of the Higher Education Act, deahng With library- .'

,trainingi is a people act. It is a ptogram that I am most anxiouSto
Speak to, because I myself am here today because I was able to
obtain my doctorate through an Ethicational Development Profes-.
siona Act grant and .participatejn, NDEA i/astituteS and also the GI
bill. . .-

So the Federal Government -has had: a very strong impact On my
life. SDI am glad to.say thank YOu 'that it is possible. .

BUt Title II-B is a Library Training Act that reaches, some
segments of ,our population that have not had a voice, they have
not had the ability to speak up for themselves: I am.sPeaking to
the =Morales and those who are also in need of financial backing.
It is ironic 'that hete, as we are facing 'the year of the White House
Conference .on Libraries and Technology, we -ar s. facing these Cut-

*backs of funds tNit reach our people in, Many ways.
Title IT-C is a longrun, Tong-terni payoff. This'. particular act, --::

reaches 'the people alMost .dollar for dollar because there is no,
bureaticratic structure administering this :type' of funding. It
reaChes the students and it xeaches the colleges. The major. bene
factors are the Some 59 graduate librarY prvi'ama and the students
who are enrolled in their . programs. The ultimate effect is that ,

each of these graduates have an abilitY to reach ,many raore people
than can be reached through:the initial applicatiOn and the fund- .

1-ing of the grint.
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ThiS a time when we need veiy critical ang cdpable personnel as
we face the gew technological problems in our librarieS today. We
can have funds available for technology, we can hav funds availa-

". ble for resources, but without the qualified people_ and without
bringing in the segment of slur society such as Chicanos and blacks,
and others so 'vital to the growth of these resources, Mr. Chairman,
we simply won't be doing the job effectively.

Title-II-B teaches many people in many different ways.
The cost of graduate library, education is rather staggAing. At

the University of Michigan, for instance, ont-of-State students,
which make up better than 50 percent of our graduates in library
science, find a. tuition in excess Of $5,000. This is just a few hun-
dred dollars under our *own medical school. This is rather stagger-
ing. Without both Title II-B grant and the support from the Uni-
versity of Michigan on some spe4ia1 funding grants these students
would not be able to be there.

I have heard and been sympathetic to a great deal that has been
tqld to me by our Title II-B recipients. The arc grateful. They wish
they could be here today to give ye4ir their voice. .

Of the 41 doctoral candidates that have gone-through our institu-
tion with Title II-B support, the rate- of completion is now 90
percent. Ninety percent completed or near completion as opposed

. .
ko 71 percent of those not storted. I think that is a rather
impressive figure considering t at the large mAjOrity of. those 41
for.'instance are minorities. Thia is a very effective program in
reaching thiS segment of our society but its longrun effect can on
be seen over years. Just as f received grants many years ago, ie
effects of receiving that grant can only be seen in the seve al
thausand students that I have had a chance to be some small touch
in their)lives over time. -

I brought along tpday a short slide_presentation that was part of
the package deeelopd for the White House Conference preparation
programs, to the Wbite House Conference boing held here in Wash-
ington in November. This slide presentation is an attempt to give a
very brief overview of different types of library situations in the
United States, of which pe9ple comprise the most impprtant aspect.
The content that will be seen rather briefly speaks to every act
that we have been talking about this morning; and act 'Title II,
provision IL and 1I-B and II-A and Title II-C as well as several
others that we are not discussing this morning.

So with your permission I would like to pull these blinds and, show you this brief presentation.
[The film presentation and prepared statement of Mr. ilessler

follow:]
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QI1LD: ,qa you got 464,-somo-boo.44 &bout thir,sea?

2. S. TI1tAN Sure,.What Utuld you lika,tO knoW?

"CNZIA: 66. anything. haue to wrille a report ibout

the see.

-COpyri7ht

A.41001. LIZRAJUAN: . We have doeens of books Odt:/110

ca

*Object. Po.ydu want,to learn Shout the ocean*.

their resources, where thevarious h.dies:of water

are located or how they caa be sepoeces of food--y

caa.t,,, Gee, : never, thought about some of 'tease

things. At my other school me only had.1.hil4Shelves

of booie so&therS'uss nobody to help me finilanything.

I guess I'll look up stuff shout using food frost the

sea. Where are the books?

1978 Oak Wcods-14edie
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- Lasustwi tat i lotik 'tit. card .catalop.'. .

together icd 1.'11 help you- leern .to use it. imod tile-re.t
Lre sow elides; filmatripe. tapes end paotos. abott

.

tha. sala

ttany' other audio-visual materials can he

. obtained-trod% the itagionel tducetion Media Center.
,

The school lilizery offers sant children thekr float
experience with while other childrio.'are

introduned to the Rublic library oArly.e Purpose

Gt41.1 libraries iS to serve the people Wtib use them.

The public iibrary Las an obligetiem to everyOne...

while-other ajia1 c:lieuttle. Today,

--professiona l. ribrarians are taking.a IooIs At.:11°W 841

Vaasa lihrarieS can serve thaii usrs btttir. \
1,1121..lC I4LN øraL..ieue1 o portunity

of &Celli*, .tOr 4114 14M need your ,help. to
.kkostr, what ''.4,our neecia libsitaertricem'are

imPortent to ynts and 'yOur.,doseaustiV,? he can we

provide them?. 'We beli.avI wolf siUrilag

and services is part Of,the snewar. let't take a look
at the fall rencorof lihrery service being.provided

today_ Then perhaps together we can work out a.plan
to improve 1,ibrary aeCVice ia all regioas of th.ie
chancing world..
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NARRATOR:, Today. prefeesional libreriana are

being educated in areas su4h as audip-viauil Lad

cOmputee technology.in addEtiop to the traditional

library skills. Keay librarians have one or more

mas4rjs degrees; zet,many schools sad public

libraries still don't have properlY qualified

libraries or adequate facilities,

CITIZEN; I thought all schools had Wararies:

SCHOOL LIBRARIAN: unfortunately not. Nowever,,

students in SOMA lementary and many escondary

schools ars luiy enough to work with A trained

librarian, and learn to,do research on their oWn

Lad to use multi-sodis resdurces snd quipment..

NARRATOR: Ideally, the library is.an extension

Of the classroom where audents cao use study

carrels to read, view slides. or listen to tapes.

Llthomigh entire classes often go to the library,

more *aphasia now is on individual linrary work.
.

50401191 LIBRARIAN: In some schools, students

produce their own slide shows, ailc, tape recordings

end creece their own materials.

CITZ24:. Things iave changed since I was in

school.
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21.

24.

SCH1101.1.L.NIAARir Yes, Ithreitszre becomirW.

moire irWolve4 n instructional'decisiona. _We're

r
tit/ewe, too. 106 mot cyy support the curriculum,

we work with classroom te%chers and administrators

,to plan the curriculum Rut al order. tO ;:ak

exuasively with students and staff, us need

clerical ihd technical support.

VoIlwortears are 4 great help with routine, dutiss.:

MAASATV1i7 Istra-h4 fraes the librariara to

perforx thor.profosaional'duties of a sed4e ind

information specialist.

CITIZXX: Whet you'ro describing sounds-graat;

but / Oàt thigi; my family has ill these things

-
aviilable-.

1/111WORI Where a person lives of on deleminas

the quality and variety of libralry Service.

Traditionally most public'Iibraries have bean
,

almost intirely supported by local tax revenue.

So they have tended to limit services to residents

of.their local schOol district or mum4cfpility.

1.111UMN: Many people don't realize, however,

that bOoks are-availible from opo4r, libraries

on interlibrary loan or other cooperative shiring

.)plans. If we don't have it, we'll get it for you

from another library. ,

G.

V



by nsi4hbor is.hard of hiding. Sha

loves Ctresd; but sae hesitates to go to-A library;.

and she an't.call the Library for iaforsaton

ta
.

because can't hissir. Do libraries offer Special

:servicee for the han4icepped7

Pit141C L.I.SkIRIAN: Yes. There are many special

services foe tho handicapped. ,lut very fau.p41,lic

libraries can Afford sign language interpreters.

rot wei should all ha installiog equipment co our

phones so we caa coammnicats With the deaf. We've

been gettiag braille,books for:Our blia4 !aSars

from.the state library for years And boW'We have'

taik.ing books as well.

'CITIZEN: C. of my friendi took-Shistory,course

Snout the CiVil War Yeriod by listening to talking

NALIC'LZBAARIAN: There are Low seven regional

libraries estab/ishad by tha tati Library that

provide for the blind and physically handicapped.

last we.mmat do more for people with spaciel 2rOblems.

Our services ere expandiny to the homebound, to

hoopital patients, and into prisons, hors and

mare, people aril disieveriog that tha librery is

1104Cce

.1194.4.4NiZa',C1I1=:_./Olks from the-public.

tibrary briog books to us regularly. I'm learning

Spanish from a boci an4r.ccr4.
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max SSMfOR mulek I only.han. a sixth grade

education in schooyi but Invie mtedied ivas-Ything

from archsaology.to.rooSiats tbrou4h the library:,
vse

reaa thk'newspsor.thare. I even check out

magaainaa,.'

'NUM Our library has some heat exhibi.ts.

There vas one Qo apace last fall- 5imoi tnen

34. Vya read seven acitoce fiction4toriti. The

37.

librarian helPed 44 fin4 them wham I,Cold bar

bow Mit) T'llked starjWars,

GILL: I didn''t.reslize until last par.& could

usa e library ta trace fax family tres,',, I,ve

be rowing paintangs and records 'frbe the

librar Car:taial:y couldn't afford te, go:out

.and bu al11.heie.

icum . Qur libeary has special projects for

tuanagers. List ye'ar 1 mide'Ciris4e1 tree

ornaments and upw.I'm 'carolling in a survival--

skills 1si

CITIZEK; I. found I can check out films to ti;.ow

at bOeCe er to my, clUb. fshowad'oni co organic

farming to my gardio clUb last montn.

39. LIIRARIIN: Four regional.public Iibrari film.

centers wars recently sat up In the stata. U.

have films on everything from amoebas to zebus.

6 2,
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41.
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43.

46.

47.

AaA47111111; Many uf tniae alataria/s And sarviCes

sr* more readily available bacausa of tbe efturta,

et the Friends of the Library:

LIBRAAIMO: The Friands sponsor book sales
%

and othar.pro;ects and give Om proCemde to ins

library for.mora bookt and eguiprent: They also

act as volunteers and do a great deal of community

vork such as reading aloud to hospital patients

4W1 preparing tapes for blind readers.

OITIZLM: Ogle of t.blogs our library.offers

is an action lin* inforeation service. By calling

tha Zerary we canfind out all kindsof things.

like - where can I get fro* Yola.lessons? Howto

I get the:bat out of my basamenc? What about the

moles ia mylard?

SICOIND CITIZZN: I called the library to sTe. who. I

should oall,about a tam rebate.

KkaRATOS:. .The public library is .the place.,to

start eh= pan have any guestioasor problems

aboUt anythingLike where to get your-driver's

licanss--or whore to pay your taxies.

-YOUTH: I wouldn't haw* thought to ask the library

for al; Cps* things. Hey, but what about people
_ . ,. .

who don't live near a library?

:BURLIO LIUARIAN: lookmabilsi and,tcnks hy

serve theme Outlying areas. Materials can also be

obtained from the Statm Library.

s

6 03
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52.
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faii8

CITIZO: Don't .the college &ad univeraity
. .

librarias L0.044 a lot of material too?

.ACAOSAIC LIARIAIAX, 7os, indead. Although

access method& vary, 'eatarials from state,

supported libraris4 are availabla to any citisen

of' the state. Tip chief purpOse lof 4C4146Mic

Libra:Las is to support the cdrriculum and

research of faculty, studenta and othar scholars

tho'collages and Universitias. laut,pay also

provida access to materials for thousands of peoplo

-through-their interlibrary loan: Our Univmrsity

&ad collegm libraries contain many special

collsctions, docummnpts, maps and rare hooka mainly

for Ila use of students and fachlty. College and

university librarians help users locate material

as idIGI as teach them to find thair pun information.

4 ualitemall: In additi'on to college and univermity

Libraries, there are a variety of special libraries.

52;CIAL LIakiltIANC In.sur tecical and business

libraries, we mainly serve our coepany employees.

.We do mogt of the information searching for tnam.

This way va save our_imployees' time so.they can

be MOTs productive for the ccepany.

SU5TUX55 MANI One day spant two beads trying

to-find inforisation 'about a business compotitor.

Then I found iy library has world wide directories

of business and industry.
'
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SPICIAL L4SRASIIMI for our utter& in spacial-

slA,b(4.CL41 we often do what we call Slit (Solecbivis

Dissamanation of Itiforstation). Wi toap,our Lasts

Lofnimari of nsa.matarials in thair field bY,doa4g

computor searchas for Owe.

MAISara: Similar sarvices ars available' at laxila

ounivarsity andpunlic libraries.

4
.SUSIXSIS WOMAN. Our librarian really ksl.ped ma

,

by pointing.out soma articles on the latest trends

in food packaging..

XLSSATORI 'Many pawl. aren't &ware that %hire

are aaay kinds of special Iiiirarias--like thoss,in

c art centers and auseums, natures cantors, Chorchos

4nd hospitals. Somotimas even mothers of ther,s

'organisation* don!t kilos, about therm libraries:

C.1111; Sut:can anyone.use thee* special

libraries?

SPEC:AL LISSASt1.441 las, many do indirectly. Not

loag.ago our library had.a call from a hospital

Momarganoy room. I patia5t had takon in overdose.

of a drug with & foreign lebtl. WM wore able to

give char snaugn infor&ion so they could treat

the patient. Material in special libraries is

often available through interlibrarf loan and other

cooperative arrangamants. Some day, there might

*van be a State wider catalog Chat would let us

know what resources all the ocher libraries have.

.#

0
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IPSCIAX. 4IS2ARILM. This would maks sharing easier

aad halp 'asp us from buying duplicates ofmmaterial

that isn't uffed very often.

kkARITC*1' State and regional cooperative

associations of libraries,. railed consortiums, .

ars already sharing resOurcas. Through the

opalwartiom, even small librerteecan obtain the

sorvices al an intaratats library cantor white

imcb of the cataloging is .diatle cooperatively.

I-MARIAM: The librarian uses the computer .

tarMinal.t6 locate cataloging'information which
4

tiVtA flashod oa tha ocreen. Well he using

eyan more, tirminals in tho tuture.

answers to repferance questions c. directly

thrOugh 'the computer.system.

ACADAMIC LIBRARIAN: Wow, in tu;s1 minutes, I can

, do a search that used to take me,two hours.

lefiltRAT011: Technology ii making it easier to

share informatioa. boat .librarias now have

Microform', which are inampensiva miniaturiled

copies of books, magazines nd documants. They

save atoraga space and shipping COStA.
_._.----- .

STUDS:UT: If it weren't for licrofila I would

novae hava boon abld van to see theaa &Act:mop

form the National Archives that I nsmded for my

thesis.

- 60
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LIBIALIAkt: .Aote 4.114e

'from tbauniversity research librarY flte iota

this smell package. The original docwments would

Wks Up taut tts cebinet drawers.

ALUMS: And microfiche aad Kieran's,* ere asy

to

.PUIL/C LIZAABLAW7 Another, way we share
, .

. .

informetioc is through consortium in/opuses.

4
. 71.

73 .

which IWO& libririee ,i11Q4 to their clientele.

With Ws pass, tha user can gr to other libreries

within the consortium 6;4 get the particuler

infoyeetioo needed for a project..

41RAATOir Yet services, are increasing. But

Wart is still mwchwork to do if we Kra to meet

our goal of equal misPartunity of accees for alL

Currently same librariesparticularly tho large

oasi--104611 maul' markekteriels Omni:hay borrow.

lbw Libraries need more money to help in far

the servcies they provide to other

PUBLIC LZIAABIANs Lo Ilithigen, Public &et 49,

passed La 1977, stablished areas for development

of regional.public library services. State and

federel aidto Libraries has been increasing, hut

eervi6t.

ce-
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70.

79. KANN
SUDS'

\

110. BLANK
&LIDS

mialuma. W. sosd psOplorWSrS11102 t099ther

sharinq Weiss and ressuises, friands. trustees

uld interested citia'aing shquld meet with librarians
. .

440 discusi how best to *rove librarY services

for everyone.

CITIZLN: How can I help?

LIARINIAN: Let urs isow what litarsry .servicSs

you and your:community need, The library is for

the people and should offer services the p4op1e

need and want. Cur.challenge Ls te make thee.

resources available for all7-incloding the

culturally disadvantaged, the handicapped and

the geographically isolated. 'How can we get

library service to everyone? Hv.24., can we.help

,you?

MUSIC UMW AND UP

ADVINZE SLIDS TSAI To "w, agroas MeV/NG Tuy
mais PROJECtait

PHOTOGRAPHS WERC MADE THRSGH 'THE COURTESY OF:

! .

Kalimazoo Publi!: Library Portage Publit Library
Climax Public Schools Portage Public Schools

.iiestern Michigan University Kalamazoo COrls9s 0
.

1414$14ZOO Instituter of Arts ' . The UOjohn Cosvany .

Provincie Mtuse, Inc..

st

4



stommmg ol David M. Sualar

Pre4asser of Library Scimeca

The DAivoraity of Withiaaa. Aaa Arbor, Wichllow

Wort tha

Subcommarsa QI restosolWry $441"11"

of the

%sumo Committee co Iducatioe mod Labor

ea reauthorlsatioa of Cho MUM: delemotioe Act

PTO 26. 1479

Wp alms iaDeviA W. Weaalar. I am a Profit:soot mod midis coaaaltset la time'

School of Library Scialko at Mee Malwaesity of Wichisoa la Aaa Arbor. I also

verve the School of Illucarime ta various caaacities through the academie program

ia lastructioaal lacheology mid the media service proarso throusb the Ofii4a of

14acitimm1 Commaicatiam sad Techholasp. IA ths put. I hess.eervad as;

Soalstact Director of the Audie.Viasel Iliocatioa CaOtor it WiChieaa; Directes of

.School Libtaries,ead Wails for,tha Ams Arbor PUblie Schools, Dirsctor of /estrus-

tioaal Service4 and Telotielos at the' Uniworsity of Soutb CarSliati la Columbia, mad

Oa Aasociate Frafesaor of todUcatioa Mad Co-Diroctor of a jolat.library/sedia prn-:

sram with the school of Lihtsriosehip st Mascara Withilaa Unitersity of ttlamtsoo.

Thaem exparisocas Ara partlaest to
mW precsoto xt thLe 14iAtts4-

'Mp reagoesilility today is to spaah la mwtOort of the reeuthorisatioa of

Titls o't the hiAiher Sducation Oct, which haaLprovidom4 fem. 71.1brary Training,"

I will be- showtssa a last-pocod soumgalida prsommistimm entitled, 'Libraries' Me
fog tooplep.to illustrate some of the complexity aid divarsity of questions dad

imarvicsa,ia school librariss, avid/mit libraries, Public librariss sad special

librarime. It it bowid that both,the audiovisual media sad my:writtea tad vaMbal

istoraatioa will affAmeettaxvhiahliahi the urgeat seeds marvid.by WiA Title. II-S.

It LS iresia that we oust plead to restore filmed/as for library trainina cad!

Woad support of library pros:sae ia amoral at the some clam our states sad'

tarritorias ass,iemaread la preparation for th it. U00*4 Confermpcmoa Library.

sod laforsatime Sarvicias to be held lacer this ymor. comma coacira of lay and

profastioluel groups in'the stste'sad territorial Laval meetlass la tha task of.

5-
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*shims our,gulturel weelth equally acceesible to All.' leeeluttioes beim broueht

te Wohlegtem will strikes the seed Air greeter support at the natiamal level to

reach mot peogla through greater vssiety sad levels of service cassisgssa with

epproachee which ere mots cast efficteet sod cast effective im the lomg rue. Aut.

the ability teprovide the sump end open librery and ieformatiop system uhich

tresAdeet Castar eupperted La Nails' the Whits Ammo gpelereace depends oe the

pusiligglizy of eguilipi eed effestive libraries*.

, This is mot a time whom we seed a proliferstiom of library schools amd pro-

N
grates epriegieg up everywhere, bet it is time whom those pr eme with documested

widow* of their capability seed oilmen to help tb..tk$4JscL9ua product. the

studest. The oulity of the epplicentekettrected to the lihrety/inforeat*

&titmice profs/aloe hes improved eerkidly is both echelershiple other such cap-

ebilities es cemmueleatiom eiills. lesdaxship, and imagisetioE

The most prommeced choose broseht &boot by Title 2I-1 of the Usher Adocettem

Aet has bees the promo. owl success of aleotities eel ec000mically deprived .

'toilette is graduate lihrscy programs at both the misters sed,doctorel level. I

have hld theoppottwpity to wock with library stodoots and precticime library pro-

feseionele throughout the couetry, end the need for &rester representation of

misoritles owl sots opeortseitiie for oetstamding osedidetee hindered omly by

'masonic deprivation is obvious.
_

Active recruitmeet of qualified ceedidetes becomes feeeihle whom this berriexp

impoeed"by scalawags era reduced to a tolerable level. fellowships awarded oa the

cookood boOlo of pOtoo;444 &al need'efeatuellv oguplge_e_gpeigims_eedispmtgeng_

'impact upoe the prafeesioe sad the services provided. VIA II-A has brought oppor-

tunity for nisotities as4 other deprived.seements in our society um share in this

goal of en informaiimm systeh ac4assibla tO ell Americans.

The evailahility of the highly *located see'vert oepable libraries ie tho

sisal. met importaat factor in being able.toist the present and futurb informs-

tioe mode of cor society sad further provide the quality eervice to ell *tweets



et thOt *midi'. Whom lisete the'pOeition Pieper ao Teclosology far the Wichipms'

White Whee Ceaferisce os Libsery and Leformettoe Services ikos.mod iniferreicrOo-
.

...S.4.40rit1011 flaT 441442C1r, mut sifts-Im it. ose al technoloiy woe the educatiofalsUppert

*1 144141t 01432114 pgof°6441. fg c their bode esperioeces sod contiesed ergot*.

With your petsiss4 es4 Cheiross. Iwould line to imolai,. that poeAtioapaper for

the receive.

AvenY Wet* IAA terriiprI 4does net hove as accredited lidetY school bereenne

lweliflei programa seed doses to aatemsive reseorces ami fecilities.

as/ sew tschealagy. It is quite cameo for slowly fifty parted of a graded* li-

brary stimme.plese to he coward of aut-uf-state 'modesty. The tuition for the

mae-reaiiestotodeett in library died* often rivels thee of the Medical .060124 at

the University of kticintges, hut the cored salary potediel ie modest compered vith

the mouticel professissel. Without the foods of Title II;11 many mos-resiient student*

'simply ovoid sot hays success to the library profs/Was. The bast siuele courts of

tecrotteest for llterstibsshie has bees word of mouth. Wisority eradootas hove bees

ievaluahle in bringihZhiShly qualifiod.studaste :from a widely dispersed curciwYphicel

area. Title II-I fumes skive bees the fectorwhich has mode the desired yawn-items;

powlble. .
-Niaoriti students tend tohave este file:eon/Si problems enme-ottoor atom:tenth..

'.4 This teedoecy couples) with the high Coat of graduate school. %ekes coatisuation of

the Title II-I program easostial. *ince it is oftSA the only soaves of fiseacial

asedstasce. Ode in tbe prair. fellowship students have a high rateof completios

ad the program. amd .jahe awe available when they finish. The percentage of dad-

ities ie the library aa4 information ecisece field is still below the pertentase in

the total populetiaa. Demerol by employers for mdmarity timeliest** is strong. &ad

our plscessot of these students is virtually LOG percent si both the master's sod

the doctoral level. Ome student recently had a choice of three firm jeb offers.

It is a pleasure and a respoasibility to speak in favor of legislation in which

the beeefite are so rewrot, eo coseisted with the goals of oar society. and so '

.%
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compltely socassary; I/711.4a Ai PrOgreicia which mulch as4 wiz; dollar

reec.hes the iatemaleiiimes Th. priority for using our' tan Sollars taist itinkys ha

coast/Weed earl the support of the higbey Zducation Act. ll-11 is consiattutt with
high prioriti WO!. The dallato nada available through fitla .11-4, hiwt:la important

.

*Ad losks reau inpect

concloaina; aria tba reauthorization of the higher Iducation act Title

piogran. and I Omsk you for the opportunity -ta Rihnolit 'ctAtiv to
the Subcannittda.

.

'Mr. HiCSSLER. The purPose of this brief audiovisual presentation
was to say that libraries today serve a variety of clientele in a
multitude of ways throughout the geographic distribution. We need
qualified People. We need the support of the Federal Povernment
in those areas where this group is speaking to you today.

Mr. Fqxn. Thank you very much. I. appreciate the effort of this
panel fox, the reei,ord here today. I have.a couple vf brief questions
that lwllL.Abk :

First I" Will ask fbr volunteersto linswer these questions. During
., all of my public service at the lOcal, State, andleder'al leirel, I have
been somewhat surprised thsat there seems, tO be so much public
support for libraries and library resources until it comes to appro-
priating money for .itAt doesn't $eem to matter which political
party is in, power. .

'Everybody talks a good game, but won't put money up for it. We
have an authorization for Title II of $81,or $86 miJlioi Theadmirt-
istration this year is asking for no money for *ts A .astIde B ai4d
only $6 million for part C.

Why do you; from,your perspective; believe it so difficult for us
to get either the Democratic or Republican adthinistrationsi,or the
Congiess to appropriate money far these programs that you de-
scribed as -being, S4`.? .Valuable and so. needed? This committee has
been cOnvinced of that for 'many years because this committee is.
the one :that has authorized theft programs. BLit for some reaSon
the people' responsible for approDriations and itbudgetS have not
been convinced. Why from your perspective has this occurred?

Mr., HESSLia. I would like to resPond to that, Chairman Ford, I
believe the effects of these moneys being soydiffuse .and reach so
many in so many ways that there is not the strong lObbying group,

. there are not, the vested interests financially, there is not the
payola and jobs and types of things where you would have a strong
lobby. ,

This is money that does reach the people but in so reaching the
people in such a diffuse way, it iS'very hard to-organize to'speak
for the act, I am sure if you cou:ld go into the households and talk
to library patiOnS, they would say, yes, I suPport it. I3ut as every-
ope .knbws wht doesn't work tOtally in this kind of operation and'
See the direct benefits,- they are:busy and committed to other tuaks
and I don't think they have, the'direct financial vested interest we
see in a lot of other legislatian. It is much .more difftise.
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n my experience in working with the Elementary and. Second-
ary Education. and Higher Education Acts, and prOvisions of
NE)EA, well, as you know, the State of Michigan was one of the
last to' accept Federal legislative support of any kind in higher
education and also ,public education. But the' fears were set, aside
very readily because this legislation was so effective in terms of the
dollars reaching the aims for which it is set forth without a bu-
reaucratic structure developed.

But this very, fact is what weakens the attempt to lobby support
-for it. I think in part that is.part of the answer. Some of my other
colleagues would like to respond.

Ms. TURNER. I think traditionally librarians have been a quiet,
mousey group who 'have been willing to work for low wages and
they have been the ones that towns and cities have loved, but
nobody cares about increasing their wages. And they haven't been
glamorous and militant. And they have gone on quietly doing their
jobs without anybody really noticing them in public. 46

I am Ann Turner from Vermont. -.

Mr. F9so. Vermont is'inuch different from Michigan.
Mr. ROCHELL. I am Carlton Rothell from New York University.,

In the past I was director of the Atlanta Public Library and have
worked across the spectrum of libraries. And I think one answer to
the question is, and I agree with my colleague in terms of the
amount of service that reaches the people, that many public librar-
ies in this country started Out as Carnegie gifts, as you know, or at
least they got a big push by grants from Carnegie. .

In my section of the country for many years libraries were
---,somewhat privzitely supported. I know from stands this committee

has taken that all of you...agree with us that libraries are just as
vital as schools and parks and other governMent services. Over a
period of years, however, people failed to recognize that libraries
have moved from Small, simple, -semiprivate clube to-wry-comptex
enterprises. It is a public obligation in a cjemocracy for people to
know and to be informed, and libraries are the vehicle that this
country accepted for the informing of the people.

At this point, just 4s we have gone about creating the National
Endowments for the Arts, and the Hume ies and so forth, and
just as we have put a national stamp On the rtance of preser-
Nation in a very visible sense, we need a nation: lan lor libraries.
And it is very hard through the constituencies tha we have to get

i that word back out to the people that count; namely your col-
leagues and people at the local, State and national government
levels. A lot of us who have tried to deal with public relations and
push the libraries forward, particularly in local government, have
been more or less slumped. If book censors come in and- start
bwning the books off the shelves, everybody would get excited and
yru would have a hue and cry. But if those self-saMe books self-
destruct because of lack of support, it is very hard to get people to
pay much attention: We are trying to find ways to call attention to
the predicament but it is a problem.

Mr. Foall It 'would appear from the presentations this morning
that the difference between large college libraries and the small
college library reflects itself in the positions which you take with
respect to the ;relevant parts of Title H. That is not very hard to

,
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understand. 1 wonder if that has the effect of dividing the library
community While you try to snatch the end of the bone closest to
you at the expense of taking it away from somebody else who is
more interested in a program that impacts more heavily on them.
notice speaking as a large library, for examPle, you are interested
in expanding II-C and you made the suggestion there ought to be
an enactment of 11-D in the face of the fact we are looking at zero
funding fOr 11-A and,B; while, as one of the early witnesses pointed
out, to the very small libraries and to the private institutions, the
relatively Small' size of these grants notwithstanding, they are vital
to the continuance Of their operation.

Now the suggestion has been made this morning perhaps one
way to approach this would be to concentrate the limited funds in
a better,way by establishing a need criteria Mr. Bishop suggested
that. Do you have in mind a specific way in which yOu would go
.about defining a library with a need as distinguished from one
without a need?

Mr. BISHOP. It would appear that the most reasonable or a rea-
sonable way, to deal with that as Was in my written staternnt is, ---
to establish a percentage; so, that if a library's materials budget is
above a certain amount, that institution would not qualify for Title
II-A.

.

Mr. FORD. Now wait a minute. If whose budget for materials?
Mr. BISHOP. If a particular institution's budget was, for example,

in excess of $150,000 or 4200,000, then it:would not qualify for Title
II-A.

Mr. FORD. All right now. YoU would use the size of the library
rather than the need of the librai? What assurance would We
have that a school with $150,000 budget was having an easier time
getting that $150,000 than one with a $20,000 budget?

Mr. BISHOP. It would appear that 'if one, looks at Title II-A and
-Titte-II---e-togetherTillarTitte 11-C is a program .whicl---provides, a
national resource.

Mr. Foan. In very few places?
Mr. BISHOP. Yes. And many of the present II-C grants are in-

volved with making those resources available to a large number of
users. So that in terms of building this national resource, Title
is addressing that. Btit it does not address providing for the irnrne-;,-
diate basic needs of smaller institutions.

Now in terms of the survey and the work that we have done in
looking at this, it would appear that the present Title 1I-A grant
for large institutions, those with book budgets in excess of $150,000,
is -not a partieularly meaningful program. We know for sm*Iler
inStitutions it is eitremely-meaningful.

The- Association for Research Librarriani is investigating the pos-.,

sibility of recommending that, its meMbers be excluded from the
program in order to make more funds available to the smaller
institutions. Now' in terms of deterrnining,need I grant you this is a
very.difficult problem. The conCern We'have is that Title 11-A will
become too narrowly focused. I ani concerned that if it becomes so
based on need that only a very few institutions qualify, it really
will lose a great deal of its effectiveness. 4 think more than basing
it on need. what would be effective would be to limit the size of the
institution at which it is foCused.



So maybe "better focused" would be more accurate than "need."
Mr. Foan.'You are not concerned, if we isolate the small libraries

from the-libraries at the more preetigious institutions, that funding
will be even more difficult? For some reason the relatively small
number 'of institutions that participate in C had a consistently
better record in convinCing the Congress and different administra-
tions that they should be funded, which indicates in this area they
seem to be eierting a great'deal more clout than t.Oe thousands of
libraries. That is kind of an anomaly, isn't it?

When you consider the geographic distribution of the House of
Representatives, it doesn't make sense that small local institutions
of any type ought to be able tooutshout, if you will, the larger
number found in virtually every congressional district in t.he coun-
try. There is something here at work that indicates that maybe
what was said. about Vermont might be 'more widespread than I.
had suspected. -

How_mpny college librarians are there in the country?
.Mr, 51HQP. DQ you mean directors of the libraries?
Mr. FORD. No, people employed as professional librariam in cola,

legAs and universities?
' s. TuaNis.it. I don't know but I think that

Mr. FORD. No one knows within 10,000? And then obviously, no -
one as them ori a list 1like The Right To Work Committee or
any.. y else so he can effectively use them as a lobby. I. was
wondering what' would happen if the x thousand librarians in the
country were to all, write one letter to their Member of the House.
and-make one phone call, not a long distance call, but a short call
to the local office of each Member of the House and tell them they
were concerned because the budget,was not providing any money
for libraries. That is an individual expenditure of 15 cents for a
stamp and-TY-to a mai-mum of-20 cents for a phone ciat-Th'it71-t
seems to me, would just boggle the minds of the people who are out
here ignoring "us.

But if you don't know hoW, many there Etre, you obviously don't
have a list to ask them to do that with. .

Mr. ROCHELL Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment on one
statement you Made about dividing the library community to get
what we want as' research libraries. I think you will find in my
Written testimony that I point out that Title 'II-C when it was
adopted enjoyed very wide support from across the whole Spectrum
of the,library community. I have certainly not discerned that there
is'a divide and conquer situation at work here in any segment of
the,profession or our services.

The other thing I might say is that the overwhelming portion of
Title II-C money that has been awarded to date has gone toward
resource sharing and not toward an institution's selective clientele
if you will.

Mr. FORD:.,Let's have no argument about the wisdom of II-C and
the need for 1I-C. That is not the issue.

Rocxxu. Well, the other thing
Mr. FORD. The issue is, whether you are going' to take yours and

run with .it and leave the other little libraries fend, for themselves.
Mr. ROcHEu.. I am speaking to that.
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.,;gr. FORDi Because your,Statement sakri you are speaking not
onlS,' for, youcr institution but for the AmeriCan Library Association.
And I 'am surprised that their posititm would be to separate out
one of the.categories..And clearly we, intended to deal differently .'
,with, the .categories. Lam going to support Title II-C in spite of the--
fact I look at rast year's allocations and discovar ,we. didn't have a :
single prestigious institution in Ilky State that got a grant. Now
that is kind of shocking to me. , - .

Mr. ROCHELL. The other thing 'I point out is such things as an.
effort toward the National Periodical Center and the developments
coming out of II-C. The library._ )orofession generally knoWs these
are. of benefit to all of us; the rising tide raises all the boats. That
is the only point I made. ,..

Mr. Hcsst.stai. I have some data for you from a document wherein .-

to the Subcommittee on Postsecondary EduCation, 1975. At that
point in time there were 2,000roughly. 2,400institutions of
higher education and nearly 14,000 academic librarians. I would,
assume it would be between 14,000 and 15,000 academic libraries.
That is really a drop in the bucket numberwiSe compared to when

-Hubert Humphrey talked to. us as educators 12 years ago and said
if every teacher in the land would write one letter, you would have
the strongest lobby in the United-States. ....

.. . That is true, but' to try to get that diverse group organized is.nat
an easy task. And libraries face the same difficult task even though
there numbers are mudh smaller. .

-I Would like to reiterate on Title II-B, dealing with training, that
the State of Michigan has been veiy initrumental in the trainin
of Title 11,-B applicants. And' I would also like to state that over 5
percent of those applicants Went to other States. I think this is
significant. ,

Mr. FORD. Well, I just obServed to the ranking minority member
that Alabama doesn't have any prestigious institutions either. I
can see they are really responding to 'need when I see for the,
University of Texas there is $250,000 for acquiring 8,500 volumes of
Latin American materials and .to catalog and enter them in a
national data base to convert existing titles to machine readable
form, et cetera.

Their foundation is about to exceed the largest foundation 'you
haVe in this country at Harvard. When this committee was there

- last fall I had explained to me in rather direct terms that the
1,200,000 acres that the university owns is producin_g $8 million a
month in revenues from gas and oil wells. " 4

Eight million dollarS' a month that Can be spent on the UniVersi-
ty of Texas campus for improving academic excellencethey don't
bily books down there. They buy writers and put them in residence
to- write books. And with these scholars we give them $250,000. I
am just.trying to take a look at-this. H-C Jo-0ks to me like it has to .

have a little work done on it. Now obviously there is not a very
objective set of criteria at work now that determines where need
really exists. It looks to me like it is successful grantSmanship that

.-is at work here. The administration's testimon presented by Mr.
Califano was very strong on the point that th' 'tion,.o-Ught to be
strengthened and the libraries having regio al.significance ought

- to be Strengthened. I don't think anyone on the committee dis-
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agrees with that But something might be lacking here in terms of
the way in which these scarce resources are being passed out to

;have maximum regional impact. .

When you talk about the other programs in A and B being so
insignificant, they mean nothing, $250,000 to the University ,af
Texas WOuldn't even.buy the cigars they throw away on Monday
morning: It is just ludicrous. And something has to be done. Pre-
sumably if we are going to talk about real need 'here, something-
has to be done to make all of these programs respond to need.

I would invite the members of this panel and the others in the
room to do what sire have invtted every higher education group in
the country to do. Tell 'us what you would like to see the statute
'say. Dos't tell us tklat we should healtkip the ocean but tell us how:
to do it, and we will be happy to consider it

The need for t least examining this kind of change is apparent,
but we can't deal with generalities. You give us a politically re-

le and justifiable position that will taivet this money in th
p aces where it is inost needed, and I think this committee woul
be responsive. And I suspect that-if you could demonstrate that-
this targeting was working, that we would have a better chance
runding it. But if I went before the chairman of the -House Appro-
priations Committee and tried to justify this $250,000 grant to the
University of Texas at Austin, he would laugh at me.

Mr. Roam:L. Mr. Chairman, my library has applied 2 years
running tor a grant under 1.1-,T and has been turned down. Blut I
would like to defend, from what, I hear you saying, the grant. to the
Southwest, namely the Univeriiity of Texas, based on the criteria
that exist.

First, that there is a regional balance portion of the acta Second;
there is the provision that we are trying to build on the strengths
that exist. This portiop of, this act is extremely 'important where
the University of Texas is concerned, since it is putting several
thousand records of unique Materials into a national data hue. Mr.
Chairman, that means that those materials are,going to be accessi-~-, .

ble to the rest of the Nation. And that is part of what the aCt was
for. It-is important to recognize the purpose of the act. And I think
to that degree those two criteria have been met; namely, regional
balance and resource sharing, .

Mr. Foan. I am happy to see there Was a small' grant to a State
represented by the chairman of the Appropriations Committee-on
the Senate side. That Makes up for the fact that the chairman on
Ws side is totally neglected.

Distribution, in terms of our finding great interest in local lobby-
ists, is not very encouraging. And I don't want to pick on Title 11
C, but I am afraid we are being heaved off by the Offide of Manage-
ment and Biidget and that the people in the library field are going
to follow down the road that is being followed by some other people \
in eduCation.

Tia dealing with the pie that is teo' -Lillian to feed the family, we
are all trying to grab our own piece to the excluSion of compromis-.
ing -and seeing that everybody gets something. We are going to be
locked,- in' the next few months, in one of the worst fights for
money for education that I have seen here since the beginning of
the Nixon administration. In some ways, it is far worse because we
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are fighting our own Budget Committee;that is coininrin with a
budget that is below the President in some regards. And We are
now, stuck with the Budget Act and with what appears to be the
overwhelming public opinion for a balanced budget, whatever that
means. ,

And at the same time we have our friends from Mississippi
asking for some help from Ow floods and some other States that
are concerned about what is going to hapPen to the people wiped ,
out by the' tornaaoes. And as of this morning, notwithstanding:
everything elseikve have done, we have a request for about $2
billion in emergency aid just for natural disasters that have .oc-
curred since before the Easter holidays:

That isn't in anybody's budget but obviously it will have to be
found someplace. And I am afraid that some will come from educa-
tion programs. So we are going to need all the help we can get.
And if librarians in some parts of the country are not complaining,
it is time . for them to start complaining. I have seen them in
Michigan turn the entire State around when they gotexcited about.
what was happening. And I believe it can be done nationally as
well.

I have one more question of Mr. Rochell. You mentioned the
potential part II-D and you had something sPecific in terms of
research and development. What would your II-D do that is not
now authorized by A, B or C? What.new element of R. & D. would
you like-in there? .

Mr RoCHELL. Well, with II-.-D specifically I qualified that by.
saying I was wearing the Association of Research Librari ' hat on
that particular recommendation. But we have had a gre deal of
stwis, to date cm solving the problem of periodical literatur in this
country; namely, that we need 'a means of selecting, storing, and
being able to ditzeminate periodical literature at an economical
rate, while paying due regard to copyright. Mr. Chairman, we need
to establish a by of unique periodical literature and a clearing- .
house to serve all types of libraries and their various users-This is
not just a research library problem. Qne reasong suggested a new
title-is that it does not fit into, 9iity, a Title II-C or II-4B. It ia a
national problem and it -affects every size and type of library in
this coUntry. We have doza great deal of work and study toWard
such a concept. I am su sting at this point that perhaps the most
sehsible approach to the problem might be to isolate thesAiational
concerns that no local State or regional effort can deal with an
treat it as a national problem as indeed it is.

[Mr. Rochell agreed at this point to forward additional testimony,
which follows as a letter to Chairmtm Ford] IP
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The "Honorable William' D. Ford
Chairman, Subcoamittet on
fottsecondary Edmcaticm
U.it'CongreSs
6)11House Office 4uilding
AnA4A SI
Washington, D.C. 20516
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itilY 8, 1979

. Dear 4ir:

As I had indicated when I presented testimony to your subcomittee on the
.Higher Education Act - Title am elaborating below on the question
.you.raised in Ay testimony conceniing the neecifor 4 Wational Periodical
COW' thruOgh the Higher'Education Act, Title II-D. I hope you will
include this more ceMprehensive reSponsa in the official recordof the
,hearings conducted on April'am I also hope you will recognize the
importance of such a center and support the library communityle seeking
legislatioe teestablish it.

Assuring atcess to periodical literature is one of the most serious
'challenges facing research libraries today.- During the last15'years,.the
costof book$ has risen 1165 while the cost of periodicals has risen An .

-unpredented 274%. These increases have meant that libraries have been
forced to reduce their purchasing substantially And modify their allocations
as to maintain their subscriptions to periodical literatUre.

While prices have been skyrocketingm'aCcess to library materials has iMproved,
increasing he demand for all.types of materials. To accommodate this
increased deciand economically, many libraries haverelied upon local or .

,4re91onel consortia or networks to borrow and lendAtems. Over 12 million
4UC. h interlibrary loae-traniections weriproctsteOn
which were periodical articles.

.

A number 4f problems Surround the loaning of this* periodical articles. High'
.'costt force II-Aries tcrlimit their subscriptions; lost issues, a frequent
probliA, can rarely,be replaced since publishers lend not to stock back

4
to,
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issues nor do they reprint then'and pages Are often torn out of articles
of high interest. These and similar problens hamper the reliability of

librery's periodical records which, in turn, creates greet problems in
th interlibrery loan process..

Since the periodicaleis the-single most important docueent mediuM for.
communicating research resultsethe problems of access to these materials
haVe received a great deal of attention, Coesiderable study has confirced
that the best method orimprovement is thi creetiee ofa single conpre-
hensive periodicels tooter on the national level. The center would.be
established as a nonprofit agency relying, for ,the first few years. On
federal.subsidy. Threugh a gooprehensive collettioo of.periodicals, the
center would assure the pereanent availability of materials in its
collection. While existing libraries weuld be relied upon for most loans,
the National Periodical Center would serve as 4 backup for fast, reliable
sereice. Costs for service would incorporatetopyright fees, thereby
coopensating peblishers for fair use. The reiults of establishing such 4
pimter would be reliable and timely document delivery from a comerehensive
collection of periedicalrliterature which Would comeleoent andelugeent
local, regional, state and other periodical resources and contribute to
the preservatir of periodical materials.

.

In sum, a, National Periodical Center would te established in conjunction
with other fedpeal library proerans thet are aimed at ieproving access to
the nation's research resources. Such atenter is indeed needid,because of
the vagaries associated with periodical access. A coeprehensive, pristine
collection of titles weuld be maintained by the ceeter in order to guarantee
an effiCient and reliable systeeeof document delivery for all the ceuntry's
library Users. Since periodical.likerature is the major medium for
communiceting research reselts, it is in the national inteeest for the

.

federal government- to astua access to- this literature for aIi its citigens.

I hope, therefore, that your subcommittee will aCt to ettablish Title II-D
of the Higher Education Act in order to implement a National Periodical

-

Sincerely,

Carlton'C. Rechell
Dean of Libraries

CCRInh
bcc: Jo4m Lorenz

Eileun Cook

6,(19
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Mr. Foxe. Thank you. I am going tiS yield ta.. Mr. Buchanan.
But as I am sitting here. I am thinking of a conversation we had

the other day when this committee was in Peking and had the
opportunity, after 2 or 3 days, to talk .tO a variety of people in the
government -about their educational system. It became apparent
that We Were getting political responses at many stages aimed at
the so-talled Gang of Four and the cultural revolution and what
they had done in 10 yearsthat that is totally responsible for the
-very backward position of education in that country.

And I had more than a half hour of discussion- with him te
discover how backward it is and how far they really have to go to
catch up with. the rest of the world. . .

But in the course of discUssion 2 days ago with the cormnittee
and staff talkiçg to the- Minister Of Education, we heard his criti-
cism of what t e Gang of Four had done to set back the education-
al system. On4 of the items he picked out was that they let the
condition of t xtbooks and library materials diminish to the point
that he felt ft was going to take years to get the supply of books
back to the point where they would begin to be able to do the
things they had been describing to us they were going to do to
modernize their educational system, -

It was important that he thought an absolutely essential element
.in updating their educational system was replenishing and improv-
ng their library resources.

aving said all of that, he then said it would take a long time
beOause it would 'be very difficult to get money for library books
from the 'gavernMent. So, even in Commuitist countries nothing
chanws.

Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. BUCHANAN'. Thank you.
I cannot resist saying I am not overwhelmed with the regional

balanCe. We have one 'token university from the entire_ eastern
seaboard and southeastDuke--which is a fine university, and 26
miles down the road at the University of South Carolina is a
wonderful library, not to mention all the other institutions in the
Southeast like-in my-own State.

.And there are a few other institutiOns"in the Southwest other
than the University of Texas. So, I am not overwhelmed with
regional balance.

Mr. IICCHELL. I think as the chair says, there is not enough to go
around.

Mr. BUCHANAN. But if you look at where the dollars and grants
went, I would say that, even so, there is a substantial concentration
in certain places. Anyway, that is neither here nor there. You did
not make those decisions so I will nOt debate the matter with you.

I do share the chairman's great concern. I think one of. the
problems is simply there is such a little bit of money. I think the
worst thing that OMB has done in the whole matter of auiterity
programs is to take small programs that are of substantial value,
like II-A and II-B, and just knock them -in the head far no real
budget savings.

As well as I can figure, this would antount to 0.002 percent of the
budget, which is just nothing in terms of budgetary savings. Yet,
Ms. Turner, you make an excellent point: If you have a book-
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budget of $32,000 and you receive $3,963 from the II-Agrant, that
is a very substantial portion of your budget.

Ms. Tuasiits. Yes, it is.
Mr. BucHANAN.. Ms. Turner, I ought to say we heve a valuable

member from your Sttte on this committee, Jim Jeffords, who
would have been with us this morning, but is on committee busi-
ness in Arizona.

Now, first, let me ask Ms. Turner or Mr. Bishop, the mAjority of
the institutions in This country, as you mentioned, are interested in
seeing a need-based criteria under Title II-A. What specific recom-
mendations do you have in this area? What factors would be good
and equitable indicators of need?

Mr. 'BISHOP. I think that the one thing that we need to avoid, as I
said before, is that we define 'need so narrowly that we reduce the
number of institutions receiving grants to 200 or 300 Most needy. I
think that Title U-A has to be regarded as general support for
junior and 4-year colleges.

It would appear that the best way to determine need or to
determine eligibility is by the size of the materials budget. We
looked at a mumber of different ways of evaluating the size of
libraries. We looked at total budgets, we looked at enrollments, and
we looked at materials budgets and felt that materials budgets
were the most reliable way of classifying institutions.

We need to try to avoid a system which requires a great deal of
btireaucracy to administer..This is an extremely vital program for
the institutions with book budgets of under $150,000, and we could
focus it better, by restricting it to instittitions of that size and

' smaller where it really does some good and where it really has an

would also like to say that I think Tit:le-II-A and Title II-C are
definitely complementary' iarograms. I work with a legislative net-
work which initiates lettert to Congress on particular issues, and a
great deal of the initial support for Title came from librarians
from small institutions.

They saw Title U-C as a very dermitl need. I think Title II-A
and Title II-C form a coordinated program -with national resources
deVeloped by Title II-C, and materials for individual institutions
provided by Title II-A.

Mr. BUCHANA,N. Does anyone else have a comment on that ques-
tion?

MS. TURNER. I think the reason that we are not violent about
this is that both the small and large libraries need each other. I
would hate to see the large libraries deprived of funding because I
need them. There are a lot of times we have advanced students and
faculty, and we do use their resources.

Mr. BUCHANAN. Ms. Schmidt, the statute stipulates that not lesa
than 50 percent of the grants made under the research and train-
ing section should be used for fellowships or traineeships Do you
think this 'accurately reflects the carrent neea? Should it be in-
creased or decreased, and should there be a preference for institu-
tions using the fellowships for minority students?

Mr. Fosn. Could I add a part to that question?
I ani operating under the assumption that that fellowship pro-

gram, although small, has probably 'been dollar for dollar the most
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.succeasful method of including minorities iiitorprofessions that we
have in terms of any Federal program with that As an -*active. Is
that an accurate appraisal?

Ms. Scum= Yes, I think
Mr. Hessum. I concur in that at our institution, the University

of Michigan. This program has .more than doubled the percentage,
frozn 4 percent to 10 percent of our graduate enrollment is Title
11-B recipients: minorities, Chicano, black and other deprived groarps,

erican Indian even.
Scion= I support that but I also feel that the Title II-B

research and demonstration is one of the lastareas of research and
demonstration specifically for libraries, and I would hate to see it
diluted. There are other groups that need to be studied and other
methods. And the new, technology is growing and growing, and
these areas need to be demonstrated so that they can be replicted.

But I do supNrt the fellowship program And see a need for an
increasing numr of minority likaries.

Mr. 11112101211. In my hand here is a flier for the school library
media services, for handicapped students in a mainstream environ-
ment; a joint cooperative venture under Title an institute,

*sponsor.W both by Jackson State University, Jackson, Miss., and
the University of Ifichigan.

The major factor that is bringing those two institutions together
is one of our minority students, Rosetta Buckey, a student of mine
2 years sgo. The 'interplay is so evident everywhere.

Ms. Saloom To repeat an etample that I. mentioned in my
testimony, the Appalachian, Adult Education Center project began
as a demonstration project which was then replicated as a training
project and was replicated many times over. So the two comple-
ment each other.

Mr. ilitssurs. Almost in imponding to that'; it is like eitYing, do
you Want to lose your left arm or right arm, the two are in such
bad need. I find myself really split right down the middle because I
am involved iirthe institutes, and I am involved in working with
these graduate students.

I know what they mean to both. The institutes reach a different
clientele, the practicing professional. The fellowships reach the
people who will become 'a practicing professional. I do not know
how you aeparate them., They are both vital. If anything, I cannot.
see a lessemng of need for this act and, if anything, a greater need
is reflected.

And it is one that does impact on large segments of our popula-
tion in ways we cannot. reach any other way. And I do not knew
much Federal legislation which does as effective a job in the long-
run of reaching so many people.

Mr. BUCIIANAN. Mr. Reshop, you referred to the effectiveness of
the OCLC, the shared computers by so many small institutions.
What specific services does this provide and would you elaborate on
that for us?

Mr. BismoP. Yes! The OCLC system provides an on-line record for
each book that has:been catal s ed by a member of the network. I
think that there are over. 1,4+ institutions that belong to the
network. "Attached' to each record are location symbols that show
which libraries hold it
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In the past, a per)ion interested in a partieular book would tendto assume 'that the Harvards or the Michigans or the Chicagos
would have it and would go there.

With the OCLC systkni one can look 'at a computer terminal and
find out exactly what institutions hold the item and .can °borrowfrail) an institution that is close bv So, OCLC has really done atremendous amount to spread int4,Flibrary loan use iind allow
smaller institutions to cOoperate with one another:

Ms. SCHMIDT. In support of that in the area I am working now in.Southeastern Ohio, my regional library service center owns a ter-minal. And we cap provide *at service of searching and locating
materials for 17 libraries in our area that cannot afford that kind
of a service.

By sharing, we can do it in a central locution. So, that it is
filtering down to Smaller libraries. They have access to this.mation-
wide network.

Mr. Huss.t.m. Just as. an example, the very sinall city of Portage,
Mich., has a public school system participating in this like OCLC
and so it is filtering down.

Mr. Binoe. OCLC is presently, implementing an interlibrary
loan system which will automatically switch requests from library
to library. With this, one can request a particular book and the
system will move through the location symbols requesting the
book. If it does not get it within a certain number of days frOm the
first institution it will move on to the next and so on.

Mr. ROCHELL. JUSt: to close the circle fully and apin without .regard to regional balance, the grant to the University of Texas
was to put those records in just this kind of system for sharing by
everybody.

Mr. BISHOP. In this exact system.
Mr. ROC:HELL- Exactly.
Ms:So-muYr. And OCLC began as Title II-B demonstration proj-

,ect. h gne of the first fiindiug sources-for -OCLC 7 or- 8 years-7
ago.

Mr. HESSLER. And much of the trained people operating the
sygtem are the people under Title II-B:

Mr. BUCHANAN. I think maybe I ought to quit with that question.
Mr. FORD. I want to thank the panel once again for your assist-

anc, in the building of this record and make one more pitch for
you to do* a little,lobbying for us. Yesterday the Post Office and
Civil Service Comthittee reported H.R. 79 to the House for passage.
H.R. 79 is entitled "The Postal Service Act of 1979."

We passed similar legislation in the last Cbngress, and I attached
to it at that time a section that dealtwith the special rate, fourth
class library rates, with particular attention to libraries to deal
with some pemiy pinching that has arisen with' the Postal Service
putting a narrow interpretation on language I put in the law
,several years ago to broaden the eligibility for use of' tits postal
rate so that catalogs, bibliographies, other kinds of rnaterials are
now mailed separately.

And we figure the Post Office is wasting more monex with five
clerks standing around figuring out what something is than it
would cost to. take everthing the library sends and-give- them the
same low rate.

.
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When it passed the last year, if you go back and look at
the committee report, 0 Weed off and said such a small ccet,
when weighed against a possible savings, probably wOuld wipe
itself out and have no budgetary impact. Again, this year they said
nothing about the bill when it was moving until about 2 weeks ago
when we were finishing put of the clear blue sky the
repreeentatives of the .,11. Postal. .r.v said we oppose the bill
because of including Stati 7.

Their reason was that it would "a/et tens of millions of dollars in
lost revenue to the Postal Service to extend the special foUrth class
library rate." Ever &ince then they have beei searching for some
basis for that statement but have not found it.

So, the committee.passed the bill, I thihk, unanimously yesterday
and no one bOthered to touch this section. But it is apparent that if
they really believe that, there will be an attempt to dTop you out of
it.

So, I hope your legislative network will not concentrate entirely
on what this committee is doing but also lake a look there: If it
will cost tens of millions of dollars, it is alot more money than we
are getting for libraries any place else. I am prepared to make the
argument that they were right before but changed their minds and
they cannot make a case for it costing tens of millions of dollars.

We found, for example, _they are interpreting the rate as a one-
Way street, when the book is going in ane direction, it can go
with a low but wheh it comes from other direction it
cannot And you imagine the nuMber of clerks it takes at $9
an hour to figure out which direction the hook is going at the Post
Office?

We are trying to give them some efficiency and at the same time
give a little better break for libraries becauae we are very conscious

--of the cost to you. -
In your audiovisual prealltation, you talked about people in

remote locatiohs havitig accirto library tesources.
Mr. Iiissiza. Tying in with that
Mr. Foan. Now that is what we were telling the Post Mice

the first place.
Mr. Hstisixa. I was assistant director of the Audiovisual Educa-

tion Center a few years back. And the film library from the Uni-L,
varsity of Michigan serves the'entire Nation. Without the preferen-
tial rate for .films that would 'have been an impossible venture.

Literally that $Cmillion collection of films reaches somewhere in
the neighborhood of 14 million people iii this Nation because of.

____ that Preferential rate.
Mr. Yoga I will tell you -this:-.11-ou do not owe anything to the

people in Mocation for that break you are getting. That was the
commercialcording industry that lobbied that provision into the
Postal Rate Code. And we had to face Mr. Gross on the floor with
records and all sorts'of things.'

But they had a very effective lobby, which has helped the librar-
ies enormously.' We sort of hitch-luked on their enlightened self
interest' We have the book publishers, for example, working very
hard for this piece of 1NWation now coming out of the Postal
Committee because they, are accustomed to lobbying in that com-
mittee anti to lobbying for the issues before the committee.

4,5-934 0 - 79 - 40



But I am not at all sure that the people that you rejorresent
realize that there is a substantive benefit involved in-that kind of
legislation for their institutions and that they have an interest. If.any of you are interested in helping us Stir up support for not
taking oUt the library provisions when the postal bill gets to the
floor, we would be happy to tell you exactly what it is arid how to
approach it.

And I want to thank you once again and call our next panel.
[Final Report. l973-I976.,- Non-formal Library Training Insti-

tutes, follbws:1

Ok
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AkTA LACHLAN ADLLIff WUCAT1O N

Executive Sopeatuoy

NOIN-FOILNIAL LIBRARY TRAINING INST1TUTE SEM-1LS: 1.9734976

INTKULRICTION:
.

.

The Appelachian Adult Lim-aline Ceotet (5,41.'.C), Morehead State Univernty, war the recipient of THKEE
lieparste focirtal grants awarded by DlIEW, Oatice of Libreria and Leamieg llenoinces. for the cussduct of.
library training rnatibite*

.

i

Tha general rtwous a Ow AALC Institute Series. view. (1) to expand public library cervices to
diandvantaged ashilts; and (2) to imarove praetket in tbia coordination of blowy sind bane eiharatio4 *myna*

The AUC Inatit,kirt zierjes we* non;formal becauae it involved nooeredit, voluntary trainiog jnovided 0841144
irl die Wire tiligigy staff involving persona hues a subtly of social sepias agencies and the community.

N

The deselvpment and 4eaign 01 the iratitutar sesiee leaf prevlieeted upon the multiple (108) demonstration
reamtch a l l t 4 1 trete Mg rojeets of the AAEcritated to the imp-rover:lea Of prac ticm in adult rilocatain over a

'sesen-year period. Three Major coriclusio,sidtimately tavavosal the Cestar'satteillion upon pyi.lic kloyeks:

,(1) Admit new rmalerm products of the niamies national adult bask education program, were leaving
programs without direct linkages with-or eves recognition or kuranledge, of -thorn Matilotiods

: through which they weight peractice..new skills and mot": lamination usuals.lhe new reader, riaing
elmost alv.veys from poverty. is also the prietili mug uulekely to iiOrt 1910firy to pUrrki.tie Strrari.1
informitiOn. The publik library, a ready free source, ii, however, sin unmard foreign phiee to Um
climit needing help the Most -the-LW-my need nut Lc un-med or. eliWeiglt pimt.'4':

.

.(2) interagency Claoporatioia and rollaboration lloes not orctir tiatutany. The reamis that inhibit and'
w PPAihit cooPsrnlioa are varied am! are sot aimpliatie. The interrelationship between public libraries

and adult -bon: education programs was 'viewed by the AAF,C es ad eine/dial Lot sion.exillant
national objective, . Furthermore,' the AAE,C was cominced that persietent (adores to *Mance
witeragemy cooperstioo-iin objective wineh had permeated all prev Mils demonstration

. eetivities-inilicated die need to study the coostraintis Beeeme of the news of the problem
. identified in (I) above the),54. ; chose to 'study intense collaborative efforts between jubt two
inctitutiom. putilMIllrearies ic adult education programa-

- .
.(3) The AAEC view a harictioriaiittracy was constantly changing as it waa damaging in thc United

States. The AAF.C. thought, cloerly paralleling that of the Adult Performance Level Study, APL, anal
Project Nett Ain of Caoa4 had begun to focus attention upon expanding defhtitions of literacy.
Figure 1 dliatrates the changing philosophy of literecy in which-the AAEC became a propoora of
the teaching td the applicatin'a of the *Mika developii,ig *kills to their everyday individual problem
solving. This exidoration indicated two related priricifirt: (a) the development of the oinicept -of eml
inattuctiori ill life, jolt, family coping alai, and. (1) the nee:cowry interagency liaison to acconipliali
the first priority. When 'cooperation is achieved between the two agencies, poblic libraries andadolt
education programs, public libraries moat be prpitti'd to appropriately *MTV the new /Lemke. when he
appears. That service Moat include those kinds of materials related to faseilonal. literacy-coy*
Nkilla materials required by clienti in the Aitplie.itiiiii pf newly acired Jails is, meeting
in fireingtifin tweittL.

62,43
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Status of Objectives by States
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. Mr. Fokt.). Without objktion, the prepared statements subinitted
under the rules to the committee by members of the' panel will be
inserted in full,in the record at this point. .

YoUinay proceed in the order that you deem mostappropriate to
add to or supplement ih 'any way you want to.comment or high-
light the prepared statements.

TITLE VIII PANEL.: ROY L. WOOLDRIDGE, PRESIDENT, NATION-
AL COMMISSION FOR COOpERATIVE EDUCATION, BOSTON,
MASS.; DR. KENNETH RYDER. 'PRESIDENT, NORTHEASTERN
NIVERSITY, BOSTON, MASS.; FATHER MALCOLM CARRON,
(PRESIDENT. UNIVERITY OF DETROIT, DETROIT, MICIL;
ROGER A. HOLMES, DEAN OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, GENERAL
MOTORS INSTITUTE, FLINT, MICH.; AND ADA :SALISBURY,
PROGRAM COOIWINATOR, COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, A$11-
LAND COMMUNIT*COLLEGE, ASHLAND, KY.
Mr, Rvokix. I ani president of Northeastern University, Kenneth.

Ryder. I have worke4 in an informal Way_with members of your
staff in .assetnbling a representative grOup bfinstitutions today
deeply concerned abautcooperative edgcation..

We , have Ms: Ada Salisbury, representing a public community
college; a representative from GM'representing a large.emPloyer of
co-op.students. I will'speak from the point of view, of a large urban
university deeply committed to coojxrative education.

Roy Wooldridge, representing the National Commissien, Will stip-
lement my presentation and Fathr Carron, the president of the
niversity of Detroit; will set forth for the committee a .kind of

specific case study of some of the changes' that might be introduced
.with the support of your committee, \,

. Before. beginning,. I would like to .ask the chairman whether
there are some limitatiOns 'of time that Should guide us iii our
infornial presentations.

. Mr. FORD.. Well, the House is in session-and I do not expect that
Olere will be very many, votes. Wejust passed up a ouoriim which
we will have to explain..to our constituents, but if there is a vote,
we will 'break and corn. back. We hope we can conclude in about
an hoUr.

Mr.. R.YDER. We will try to 'keep- our plikentationS fairly brief.

STATEMENT OF. ADA SALISBURY. PROGRAM COORDINATOR,
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION, ASHLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
MS.. SALISBURY. .1. am Ada Salisbury, program coordinator, Coop-

erative Education, Ashland Community College, I am lof 13' com-
Munity colleges in the university, system located in northeastern
Kentucky. My remarks will be specifically -regarding title' VIII,
cOoperative education.

Cooperative education is recognized as -an alternative edUcational
stratepirin 'postsecondary institutions in the United States. It pro-.
vides students with an opportunity.to participate in an ofkampus
work experience related to their acadernic ma* 'butait is more
than just work experience. It is an approach that is structured to
be blended with the students' academic major and as well to Meet
other specific needs.



The basic philgeophy of co-op in the Nation has not changed
drastically since the early 1900 s. However, there have been some
programmatic differences that have come about in recent years.

From the early 1900's to the 1980's co-op was largely limited to -
large universities in the Nation and in many instances limited in
the numbef of programs in which it was available. In 1969 there
Were fewer than 200 co-op programs reported in the Nation. How-
ever, by 1977 over 1,000 programs were reported operational at
k`post secondary levels.
1 The interest and subsequent growth in cooperative education was
riot by awident. And it was in large part due to Federal legislation
4pporting co-op. The 1976 amendments to the Higher Education
Act made significant changes and certainly opened up new doors
for more colleges and universities to participate in co-op.

Prior to the 1976 amendments, the Federal support was limited
to thoSe schools that could operate co-op on what we have termed a

;,. purely alternating calendar .schedule, the most frequent pattern
-.J,ei* alternating serdesters or quarters of work experience with
Iequsi quarters of on-campus full-time study.

The 1976 amendinent supported an alternative approach in a
term that I think is very much a part of the community college:
the approach called the 'oparallel concept, ' where the student could

quarter. And this was the door that was opeded, particularly for
actually work and go to, school during a teone given semesr or

the small college or the small conununity college or technical
school. .

Within the past 5 years, co-op programs at the 2-year level in the-
United States have taken on a new significance in the total co-op
movement. Now, currently operating in the United States' are over
1,200 community .colleges enrolling over 4 million students in regu-
lar academic programs, with an' additional 3 million in continuing
education community service programs.

the 2-year level as being eqtfally impo at the 4-year and
And to understand why co-op is so impo t to those of us at

major university level,'youl have to look just briefly at the profile of
the community college student. As a number of the traditional .
students, college level students begins to decline, institutions will
have to look at the more mature student population.

These are often referred to on university campuses as the "new
..student." But the community college has always known this new
student. I will briefly characterize' some distinguishing factors of
the new student. .

Many individuals We see on community college campuses are
more mature in that the average age of the student now enrolling
is well. above 25, more accurately approaching 30.

Mr. FORD. Could I interrupt there?
MS: SAISIBURY. Yes. %

Mr. FORD. The committee has received from the American
ciation' of Junior Colleges statistics for the current academi year
that indicates that average age 4430 and that the average.age for
females is 35.

MS, SALISBURY. Right. ,
Mr. FORD. A lot of people shake their heads like this when we

tell..them about it. We have asked them to check and recheck and

. 45-934 0 79 - 41 6 4
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they insist that is the case. And when put together with your
testimony, it is some indication of how rapidly the ages are increas-
in in those institutions.

s..SAusetatv. Right. Thank you.
Many of these individuals, as Chairman Ford just indicated, are

females. And we see them being forced to enter a postsecondary
education training while in most instances being the head of the
household, assuming the role for providing the necessary obvious
expenses. These people are immobile and they are attracted to the
community college because of the accessibility to campus.

Another group of the new student population are those individ-
mils who for various reasons are entering educational training for
retraining or upgraded training. Characteristically they too be-
cause of, in many instances, family ties are limited in their -ability
to become mobile either for entering a post secondary training
program or for participating in co-ap specifically.

Community colleges also attract the younger student population:
those high school students. Many of them are the sons and daugh-
ters of the blue collar workers. Two-thirds of these students are
first generation college students.

Co-op is an educational strategy that is vital to these. groups as
wen° as to the other students enrolling in comrmmity colleges. in
the 1976 amendments, the words, "full-time," were removed, thus
permitting colleges that were operating co-op on a parallel dp-
preach to be eligible for Federal funds.

Again, this concept permitted studentand classically I like to
identify that within any 5-day period that they can work and
participate in a co-op assignment.

Probably-Me most significant fact is that this utilizeS local em-
ployers. Again, there are limitations geographically in that stu-
dents have to be accessible to the campus and in Most instances I
think the way we operate generally within a 35-mile radius of the
institutions gives students the, flexibility to attend on-campus
classes as well as participate in the co-op experience.

The faculty members too receive the benefits in that they are
constantly in contact with the stndent with immediate feedback
from the student providing input into the classroom and certainly'
accessibility of the local co-op assignment to the mernbers of the
faculty.

Tha survey of co-op to the United States in 1977 show that in
19691 the community colleges participating in the total co-op
comrnunity, there were only 17 percent of the total programs.
However, in 1977 community colleges represented 46 peicent of the
total number of schools reporting operating co-op educational pro-
grams.

It is estimated today there are over 205,000 stUdents participat-
ing in co-op. And more than half of this total: number come from
the junior college level.

It is interesting to note also that the average senior college co-op
program reports 110 students while the, community college pro-
gram reports an average of 117 students. It is apparent then that a
large significant percentage of the employers of cooperative educe-

% tion students are those employers that come from all segments of
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the business community: the small employer as well as the large
corporation.

In fiscal year 1978 there wire 320 awards for administration
grants under title VIII. And it is also interesting to note that of
this total number of gr,ants that were given, 91 percent are still
ineligible for continuing years of support on the '5-year limitation
scale.

For fiscal year 1979 over 600 applicatiOns were received request-
..ing over $28 million. It is apparent now that a concentratd initia-
'tive has been exerted to- shift the direction of grant awards in such
away that title VIII moneys could and would be used to konvert
totally several urban Universities or several urban unversi ies to
cooperative education.

If such a shift in direction is successful, it 'is likely that knall
institutions or even large ones of a non-urban nature woul
ineligible for title 'VIII grant awards at the current apPropriati ns
level.

In a recent mes. sage to-the membership of the National Cooper
tive Education Association, our professional group, the presiden
Stated, arid I quote one sentence: "If such a shift in direction is
successful, I fear that the posture of cooperative education in this
.country will be threatened.

It is also apparent now that Congress has recognized the :poteni
tial of co-opt in its contined support with Federal dollars.

if the Urban thrust is supported, my request is that it not be at
the expense of the non-urban college or university currently in the
process of developing a sound .cooperative education progTam. It is
also reCogniied 'that several years are needed fOr institutions to
develop sound,.programs.

And this again was supPorted by the amendments of 1976 in-
creasing the years of eligibility from 3 to 5 years and also increas-
ing the maximum amount of funding,to Which one single.institu-
tion is eligible from $75,000 to $175,000. Yet, the irony is that last
year the average award for an administration grant was just slight-
ly over $42,000..

In conclusion, it is my recommendation that if title VIII legisla-
tion is to achieve its congressional intent, it is imperative that it be
applied fairly and equally and not be modified indirectly to benefit
a limited number of institutions.

[The full statement of Ms. Ada Salisbury follows:] 4
,
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SUBMITTED BY

ADA LSE SALISBURY

Ashland Community College
. 1400 College Drive
Ashland. Kentucky. 41101

Coops ra t v Zducation is recognized as an alternative

educational strategy in pOst, *secondary institutions in the

-4-United States; Cooperative.Edscation provides students with

an opportunity to apply classroomtheory4n a real-wor

situation that is sore than just-work experience It'ie

an aPproich structured tp students academic majors and.

":planned to enhance the total educational program. BlAtlic

philPsOphY of-Cooperative Educatinn has remeined rather

,nstant'aince the oarlY 1.900's. However, programmetio
. tqs:dirfsrencet belie surfaced. in iaient years to better meet

needsfnf s_varied student-population. From the early

*1900'sto the i960's Cooperetive.Education wet Mostly

,limited.to:Melor universities, and Sven during this period'
Not* sisa available to students. it onlY a limited number of

acsdemic,.p oirams. In.,1959 fewer than 200 colleges and

-universities reported operational Cooperative Education.
.

'prcgrams; hoWever, by 1977 over.1,000.post aecondary.

Axatitutiont reported viable, operational Cooperative

Education oograms.

*The int est and sueequent growtU in Cooperative

Education vat not by accident4 and was sji large parI due_ .

to chrges in Federal Legislation supporting Cooperative
Edu ation pr grams. The 1976 Amendments to the Higher

;
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Education Act mad. Signific'ant Changes by opening new door?
.

for Apre colleges and universities. in'the Unit'ed States to*-initiate mnd expand Cooperative 'Education programs. Prior
o

iojthe 1976 Amendments, Federal suPport was granted,to

institutions operating noperattive Education pn an.alternating

.pattern"wherehy itudents spent specific periPds'in fulltime,

, academic study and periods in fulltime, relates! wOrk. The

usual pattern was tp alternate semesters c quarters. This

approach, still in effect in a large number of universities,

was not in many ibstances functional within' smaller colleg-es,

community colleges, apd technical institutes.

.Within thm past five..ears Cooperative Educatio

programs in two-year post secondary inatituvions in thv

Usited States have taken on a new significance. Now currently

. operating are 1,234jcommunity colleges and technical institutes
\

throughout the United States enrolling over four Million

4

students, with an ad4iti6na1, three million in. c"ontinuing "

Education and Community Services' PrOgrams. To understand

why Cooperative Education. is so vitally important to the

smaller colleges, comitnnity col.leges, and technical inst tutes,

necesiary to look at thestudent nopulatiOn withrn

these inititutions. As the number of traditional, colltge-

age-persons begins,to cfecline institutions -of -higher educatiOn

will invariably have to turn to.the mature population, often,,

referred to as the "new studtnt," ot university campuses.

0
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The community collego.has always known the "new student.!:

Today, the average age of the community-c011ege student is

25 years- !fatly ar.e females assuming the role.of the head of'

the household. These individuali are responsible in many

instances tor rearing children and providing an income for

t'he obvious, necessary aVonses. They elect to enroll in

commnnity col ege for various reasons, inclu4ing essibi

-to campus and reduced educational costs. Many are n mobi

in that responsibilities and financial limiiationt prohibit.

their relocating in other ge-ographic areas.

Neanwhife another group in the "new student" populit ion

encompasses those ir,dividuals who for various reasons-are

e ntering educatinnal programs for retraining or up-grading

of skills. Characteristically, these persons too are immobile

_in th.ir ability relocati in other areas for the purpose

of entel ng post secontery progrims..

Community CelIeges also attract younger students, many

from lower-income levels and often with less than adequate '

academic achievement. These students are sons an&I daughters

of blue-collar workers, and appyoximately 2/3 are f,irst-,

itineration college students'. Cooperative Education is an !

educational strategy that is particularly beneficialto tbese

as well as the Other gronps in college, programs. Cooir,rative

Educltion in community colleses.most frequently utilizes

.businees and industry', and other agencies-within th. 'service

area of the inattution, permitting students to be placed in

local Cooperative work assignment.

1

4 0



In the 1976 Aniandsmnt to.the Higher Ilduoation Act tte

coeds "full-timi" were removed, thus permittingFederal'

I.

support for ,programs offering 'cooperati4 Education'on a

calendar schedule, thisooften referred to 44 a "parallel

apprgach." The "parallel" concept..permits students-to

attend n-campus classes.and participate in in off-campus;

work-assignment during any given seawater or curiarter. lhis'.

action greatImy Aided the Cooperative Educationqhovimen/ in

small institutions whore students were concerned about

completing.their educational program on-schedule without

extending ,thell.r time in the educational institution. Thin

approach provides immediate feedback to the classrodm

instructor for exchanging ideas weekly with students who

.attend class and concurrently' participate in CO-07) work

assignments.

Of Rarticular significance to the edUcational institution

are the cloum andrcontinulng relatiOnships developed with-^

local buiinesses as a result of faculty interaction with

busi'nesti prac.titioners by Kav,of Students involved in Cooperative

'Education. A survey of Cooperative Education'in the United

States in 1977 showed that j.unict, colleges increased ,their

participation in CO-OF from 17.6% of the population in 1969
1

to 46.6% in i977- Et is estimated that there are over

205,000 CO;-OP students in the United States and-Cenada,,with

over 110,000 or more than 50% of these students posing from

the junior college level. It is signi,ficant also to note

so
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..:thit the averegs senior college program was' found to have

11U-students-while the average junior college prograa'.had

170 students. It Is apparenntiployers of Cooperative

tducation.studenta.come from all segmeints of the private

Sector and,governmenta1 agencies. with over 205,000 students
-

currently perticipating in Cooperatcve.Cducation. it is

obviOus that the smaller,.indtpendent,employers, as opposed

to large corporations, provide a significant percentage of

total employment-Opportunities for Cooperative Education

stUdents. These enrollmen atatiatics are indicative of-the-

ie;pact the smaller institutions have made ind can continue

to make in the total 20-OF movement.

In Fiscal Year 1978, 320 awards were Made tq post

secondary institutions for administration of Cooperative

Education programs. A breakdown of, these awards .based' on

maxiium of five years eligibility i*:

53 --Tirs'Year Grants

65 Second...Year erants

73v.. Third Year Grants

87 - Fourth Year Grants

42 , Fifth Year.Grants

Con)i.idsting only those institutions receiving awards in 1978,

over '914 haVe..,rern;ining yelirs of eligibility to receive an.

award for expanding Cooperative Edacation programs under

ictle VIII. tor Fiscal Year 1979, over 600 application,



wire received reAu*stin 'funds fro's' Title -in emcee' of

$2S Million dollars for the administration Of Cooperative

Education programa.

It is apparent that a conentrated initiative has been

exerted tp shift the direction of grant-awards in such a. way

that Title VIII funds could and woUld be use&to convert.
. .

totally several urban universit es to Cooperative.Education.

If such a shift i direction is successful, it 'is likely

that small institu ons or even large ones in non-urban

areas 'would be ineligible tO compete for grant-awards under

Title VIII et the .current.appropriaiion level. In & recent

.message to the membership-of the National Cooperative

Education Association, the president of this professional

association statod,'and I qUote, "If such a shift in direCtion

is successful I fear that.the posture Of Cooperative Educatiom

this cciuntry will be threatened. everal hundred instit%?-,

tiops arecorrentlY-in the process of building Cooperative

Educatioo programs using Title VIII funds a& seed money. We

all recognize as does
r

Cobegress that it takes several years

for a program tafreach the point at which it becomes self-

sustaining. Chenging the intent aud process by which Title' VIII

funds are awardpd would .in effect 'jerk the rug out' from under

many inetitutions in the middle of their building efforts."

It is.apperent that Congress has recognized the potential'of

Cooperative E ncation 'through Federal assistance, and if the

urban initiative is supPorted with Federal dollars, it definitely

649
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should not be at the xpense of the non-urban colleges or

universities currently in the process of developing a eound

'.Coopenetive Education program. It is recognixe4 that several

years are needed for institutions at all levels to'develop...w

sound CoOperative Education -progipalms, and this xas also

supported by the acti n of Congress in *the 1976 Amendments

of the nigher Education Act by,extending\rhe years of

eligibility for Fe.deral support from three to five-years'

while increasing the amount which may be awarded to single

institution for administration coste from $75,00.0 to $175,000;

yet, during Fiscal Yen, 1978, the average award to an.individual

institutiOn was $42,641.

.If Title VIII legislation is to achieve its Congressional

4

intent,. __it. is imperative that it be applied fairly

.and equally, and not be modified indirectly to benefit a

limited num-ber of institutions.

Recommended Revisions Title lunt

It is recommended that Title VIII be revised as follows:

Sec, 80

1: Authorise td be appro riated in.SectiOn 801 for

Fiscal Year 1981 628,000.000

. Fiscal Year 1982 $32,000,000

Fiscal Year 1983 S08,000,0.00

Fiscal Year 1984 842,000,600

Fiscal Year 198 $48,000,000

Fiscal Year 1986 W4,000,000



Fiscal Year l987 $60,000.000

Fiscal Year 1988 $65.000,000

Fiscal Year 1989 $70,000.000

Fiscal Year 1990 575,000,000

to enable tAto Commiseioner to make grants pursuant to

section 802 to institutions.of higher education, or to

combinations'of 'inch 'ins-;itntfons, for, the,planning,

establishment, expansion. or carrying out by such

institutions or Combihations o regress of Cooperative

EducatiOn,. (Such programs shall' vide alternating

pariods,of Academic study.and of public or priyate

employment, the latter affording students not only

the.opportunity to earn the funds necessary for

ontimuing and .completing their education but, so far

4, practicable, ,giving them work experience related

to their academic or occupational ob5ectives.) andl'

enable the Compassioner to make training% demonetration,

or research grants or contracts pursuant to section 803

not to exceed a total amount in excess of 20% of the.

annuarappropriation:

Sec. 802

NO CHANGE .

Sec. B03

:Reve "subsect on (b) of".

a,

ot

i.)
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STATEMENT OF .ROGER A. HOLMES, DEAN (iF ACADEMIC
AFFAIRS, GENERAL MOTORS INSVITUTE, FLINT, MICH.

Mr. HOLAtai. Good morning, I am Roger Holmes, dean of acze,
demic affairs at General Motors Institute in Flint, MiCh. On behalf
of GMI, I am pleased te have this opportunity to meet with you
this morning to tell you that we at General Motocs support cooper-
ative education in the strongest possible terms.

Over 60 years ago we embraced the then new concepts of cooper-
ative education in the factories of Flint, Mich., and in almost any
building we could find in that city, because the needs of a burgeon-
ing industry called for worker-students and student-workers. This
was the beginning of General Motors )Institute. GMI is as firmly
and totally committed to cooperative 'education today with 2,200
students as it was in its infancy.

In other towns, and cities. of the Midwest,'enterprises that were
embryonic divisions of the corporatiOn hired cooperative students
from the pioneer of cooperative education, the University of Cincin-
nati, anci frorn other universities that were early adopters of the co-
op concept. Today, in addition to GMI students, General Motors
hires approximately 1;000 co-op students eaclv year from over 100
institutions nationwide:

Our commitment to cooperative education is clear: We:believe in
it, we do it on a sizable scale as both employer and educator, we do
it on thel basis of responsible corporate principles anfi we like the
results.

It wolild be easy, as an engineer, for me to portray our cOmmit-
ment to cooperative education with charts, tables, and graphs; we
delight in numbers. But cooperative educatien, is, above all else, a
process of People working for the comthon good of the audents,\the
educational institutions, anif the business enterprise.

It is the people that count, and where people count, the princi-
ples and the beliefs of the corporation count far beyond the tally of
dry facts. These; then are ,,our cooperative education principles at
General Motors, voiced as both employer 'and educator of coopera-

;tive education students.
First, education is a lifelong process for the productive .person.

Childhood and adolescence are devoted almost totally to formal
classroom education: Education in ;iult 'Years is characterized
largely by jkarning in the workplace ith occasional short returns
to the formar setting.

The college years, between late adolescence and early adulthood,
are ideally suited to a mixture of roughly equal portions of mean-
ingful work experience and demanding, self-motivated formal edu-
cation.

C rativelechication is the most effective, means of showing
t one must learn while Working-and work while learning in an

vancing society. We, believe that the work-and-learn habits deve
oped by a person during cooperative education will carry into t
working years to the benefit of the individual and hence to the
benefit of General Motors.

Second, an outstanding form of education combina the under-
standing of theory and grasp of principles with the enlightment of
applications and the reality of practice. In our view, cooperative
education is the exemplar of such a form. The ideas of the lass-
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room and the experience of the workplace are bo enhanced in
.

the mind of the student. Who discovers the connectink links..
Our Nation must make every effort to see that ta ented. youth of

all backgrounds are 'prepared to the fullest extenti to make their'
.contributions to society through industry and Goveqment.

. Third, General Motors can help in the full development of talent-
ed .youth while getting our own jobs done through cooperative
education..Cooperative education enables students to earn:a -Sub-
.stantial.. part of their ethicational expenses.. Indeed, we find that
economic responsibility and maturity comes early among.co-op stu-
dents; they often graduate not merely debt fme, but with a modest

- head start.
Talented students, whether froiri normal or disadvantaged back-

grounds, graduate with a lot going for them:. an education closely
coupled to the world of work, :meaningful 'work experience, and
some dollars to the good.

Moreover, the students have had the opportUnity to learn about
the range of occupations open to them and the potentials and
lirnitations of fields .which interest them.. People` should choose
their careers as they best see them. General Metors: commitment
to booperative education allows do-op students to make this choice
on an informed.basis.

.We can give students in our workplaces our views 'about their
best talents as- we see them. They, in turn, can see what jobs we
.need done to get on with our enterprise and size up their hopeful
oaths in General Motors. . . .. '\

We have no requiirement the co-op student jOin General- Motors
...on.graduation fronir GMI or any other educational institution, and.-
Welfuve 'not guaranteed the student asjob years later in advanCe
either. Still, in the large majority of cases, the student decideS that
:GM offers a promising career and- GM decides that the, potential
graduate will help us prosper.

A career choice has been wisely Made and matched to.our busi-
ness 41,leeds. The ,newly hired young engineer or budding Manager
has an understanding and appreciation of General Motors, the
function 'it fulfills in the provision of goods and services in our
economic system., and his or. her ?ole in that function.:ThiS is a
dividend of cooperative education.

cooperative'education provides a smooth and positive tran-
sition into full-time -employment at the end of the undergraduate

.. period. The co-op graduate newly hired is immediately productive
upon graduation, tdIthe delight of the employer.

It is commonly felt, in industrial circles that it takes from I to 3
years for the new College graduate to become- effective if that
employee was not a co-op student. In .c.00perative education, the.
time dhange from neophyte to productive professional is woven into.

.thework-study schedule. .

The benefits of cooperative education are not limited to students
'and industry; education. profits as well. General Motors wants its
co-op students to carry the knowledge arid attitudes gained in the
workplace back to the classroom to foster probing discussions 'of
needs and applications in industry. This enhances faculty interest
in professional7pr4lices and diminishes academic isolation from
the world outside the classroom.

45-934 0 - 79 - 42 5 3
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Moreover, cooperative education increases the dialogue between
people in business and industry and people in education. We think
this is good: We in General Motors view ourselves as partners with
education in our concern for the 60-og student and -in the design of
an 'articulated work experience and education program. In main-
taining the dialogue, we are made more aware of needsin educa-
tion and educatars are made more aware of needs in business and
industry.

To emphasize just one aspect, we believe that in a highly compet-
itive job market, education is the equalizer that breaks down racial
and econoraic barriers. If education is to prov#Ie genuine equal
Opportunity for advancement, it must be related to career 'paths in
the areas 'of need.,in business, industry, and Government. We pro-
vide one linkage to education in this respect.

Finally, any lively society must transmit its value system to its .

young people. At General Motors, we consider it our duty to trans-
mit to young people the values of American business and industry
and the values of the American economc system as we see them,
not with a hard sell, but by- reason and principle,_ for them to
evaluate.

Cooperative education is one of the best ways to introduce young
people to the value system of business and indiistri and pass on to
them the freedom and the wisdom to adopt or ter the v4lue
system in their time.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH RYDER, PRESIDENT, NORTHEA4TERN
UNIVERSITY, BOSTON, MASS.

Mr. Ryn&a. I am Kenneth Ryder, president of Northeastern.Uni-
versity. I also serve as vice chairman of the National Commission
-on Cooperative. Education. Northeastern University since 1909 has
committed itself to develOpment of cooperative education. It is
today the Nation's largest institution in this respect.

Sometimes there are spirited discussions as to which institution
is the largest private university in the country, Northeastern
claims full credit for that title. 'We are enrolling annually some
50,000 students, including some 19,000 on a full-time basis. A great
majority of these are-committed to programs, of cooperative educa-
tion.

I think we all join here today in a kind of common spirit of
concern about the future. of education, faced, as we are, by two
seriops problems: prospective declining enrollment and at the same
time uncontrolled rising prices and the prospect of tuition in-
creases denying equality of opportunity which has been our nation-
al commitment for recent years,

Related to the problems ok education I might also point out the
prospective problems of the labor market, because that same de-
cline in enrollment that will affect colleges in the next few years 1-

will result in a significant decline of avable young people in the
age of the twenties within a decade.

Some 20 to 25 percent may in fact be subtracted from the present
labor pool of that critical young worker population. And we would
suggest cooperative education is one way of preparing for the time
when we must make full use of that productive portion of the
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population, combining half of their -time in schOol with half time
. availability as part of the labor force. .

There are currently, aS the resultof the farsighted.congressional
support, some 200,000 young people in 'this country who are em-
ployed, as cooperative students attending institutions with a cooper-
ative plan. This particular development is only the beginning in
.our judgment.
- We believe there is much future growth potential- if the Nation
will 'solve both 'the financial student 'aid problem and its :/own
national labor needs by further enthusiastic support of what title
VIII has begun.

I know as Members of Congress you are very concerned about
inflationary pressures. I encourage you, however, to expand cooper-
ative education by encouraging More institutions to enter the field,

\by strengthening existing programs; and by soliciting greater ern-.
,p.lOyer participation.

acknowledge this will require allocation of a certain .amount of
new 'dollars. I hasten to state, hoWever, that My 'proposals and
those supported by the national commission would generate tax
revenue's substantially higher than any subsidies suggested for the
encouragement of cooperative education.

Let me summarize briefly several specific recommendations
which n-lay be further amplified by remarks Made by my colleagues
here at the table. I urge there be a reVision of title VIII .to provide
substantial .increased funding for conversions of institutions to the
cooperative model, both startup of new programs and also, on a
selected basis, the_ expansion and total conVersion of certain urban
based institutions.

I suggest that there be established a .supplementary administra-
tive grant program which' can serve as.an incentive to institutions
in attracting as niany students as possible to. the Cooperative way
or education.

I suggest a combination of sections 802 and 803 into a single
authorization: which would ai4ow. greater flexibility of administra-
tion by the Commissioner. I wbuld alSo ask ih passing for a revision
of title IV-c so that the work-study program could supplement and
support cooperative education and.expansion.

As president of,a large urban uniVersity, inust.also, parentheti-
cally at least, express my very strong support for that bill which
Congressman Ford and othem have supported in recent time, the
Urban Grant University Apt., which may be possibly,.included as a
new title of this Higher Ethication Act now being considered. 1'

It would be' a vital support for' the President's urban program
and bring greatly expanded services to our entire ,Nation because
of the resources which large urban universities have available

The time is short and let me touch briefly updn only a few
amplifications of these i-ecommendations. I would suggest that, in
the ,enlargement of support for 'administrative grants, we are inter-
ested in no way in weakening,the current program of title VIII
which encpurages :new institutions td enter this field,

We are urging rather that thiS program be supplemented by new
funding which will allow substantial conversion of large institu-
tions. We are suggesting at the outset that the conve?sion. might
most profitably occur in urban institutions, not only becaute of
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President Carter's sugges-iion of .aii) urbamemphasis and the great:
needs there, but iwcause 'urban .centers provide diversity of job
opportunities Which could be supportive of .a broad based strctrum
of cooperative programs.

. I anisuggesting that in a very significant. way, CongreSs commit
itself to expansion of funding. My colleague, Dr. Wooldridge, will
suggest shortlY some of the justification fbr the figures included in
my forMal statement. By .summarizing, I suggest that we get an
authorization for appropriations in future years going. from a level

some. $56 million for fiscal 1981. to .a -level of possibly $110
million in- fiscaf 1990,, a long-term commitment for continued sup-
port and expansion Of this cooperative plan.

.We recommend that sections 8024'and 403 be combined because
we believe that the Commissioner will in future Years'have greater
flexibility in judging the relative needs of the total. program as
submitted to the Office of Education. We.know. We have 'in'a sense
passed a first phase under title VIII.

Congressman Ford mentioned earlier the .dramatic expansion of
the number of institutions .committed to co-op to now in-excess of
1,000: We are not certain how.many additional institutions can .or
should be recruited. We are not sure-how many large institutions
might .be total& converted..We believe combining the authoriza-
tions in 802 and 803 will allow the Commissioner to render a more
informed judgment each year as this process proceeds.

.We recommend in the coming period that section 803 have a title
change and include the word "demonstration" in that title because,
at least at the outset, we would suggest that some of the conversion
of institutions in an urban setting to full commitment to co-op
would best occur under the phrase "demonstration projects" and

Ythat the funding should be clearly earmarked for that purpose..
am suggesting a neW section of-the act: a section 804, ..which

allow the Commissioner to authorize expenditure of.$200 per
t cooperative education student each year to 'institutions with 'on-

. going cooperative education programs. These grants would be
ministrative sustaining grants which 'for the next several yearS
would establish an incentive for abd encsragement toWard ex-
tending the cooPerative eduCation plan and .itS benefits to, the
greatest number of students.' .

We believe that the philosophy here of providing seed money (or
expansion of co-op would allow institutions to establislY and perfect
programs iditiated earlier with the administrative, startup grants,
Whose, funding may have now expired or will shortly expire, for
these institutions and Others to. experiment, with innovative ap-
proaches to cooperative education such as extending co-op educa-
tion to the graduate levels in many professional fields, extending it
to.adult education to- international exchanges utilizing 'multina-
tional corporations.

By its very nature cooperative education .is experimental. It is
still being developed. After three-quarters of a century of' its devel7..
opment, it is still 'not finally'in a perfect form. And all institutions
involved with it recognize its potential which is still not fully,
realized.

We belitwe there is a possibility to recognize ,frorn.Such adminis-
tratiVe sustaining grants signifrcant enlargement of the students
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now being served, so that there can be a multiple in groWth. in
current enrollments.

'We knoW .thiT represents a sUbstantial amoUnt of money. Given
the present spirit of congress we do not easily- suggest new fund-
ing, but we would suggest here is a, unique kind of recommenda-

' tion, because we propose something that has built into it a guaran-
teed return to the Federal Government. in excess of any money
provided.

The .administrative grant program. sUggesting $200 per student
year would return tO the Federal. Gevernment in taxes $600 per
yean.There is a built-in.gtiarantee that whatever is invested in this
field will immediately' return through incoMe taxes aiyi other taxes
paid.

To supplement the title. VIII, I am suggesting there _be a further
modification of title IV-c, the college work-study program. Briefly
stated, Our suggestion is.that there will be opportunity.for individu-
al institutions to use up to. 20 percent of the ,work-study allOcation
to suPport the development of jobs in the private sector and that
such private sector jobs. require a 50 percent contribution from the
employer..

This would provide a leverage for the, extension and expansion of
funds available for student assistance, ,since that contribution is
substantially larger than now required from the' npnprofit institu-
tions and . would guarantee a relevance and -diversity of ettiploy-
Ment opportunities that would significantly improve the education.-
al aspect of the current work-study program.

We would suggest in addition that a portion' of 'that work-stu4
allocation be designated for administrative costs, since many insti;
tutionS not on .the cooperative model will have to set up new
placement proVisions and even co-op institutions .will 'have to, devel-
op entirely new staffs and new approacha to make' full usre of-this
coil ge work-Study'allocation.

T lese, in essence, are the proposals that I 'would make on behalf
o ortheastern and which are endorsed by. the national commis-
sion. I welcome the opportunity to present them to you and would
ask' for, further amplification now fruit my colleagues.

.iThe full statement of' Kenneth G. Ryder follows:i

,
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Statemeet by.

Eenneth O. Ryder

Presideet, Mortliaastern'University

Boatnn, Messachusetts

i'ag.Kennetb G. Ryder, presideet of Northeastern University in

Sostoe, and vice chairmae of the.national CommissionfOr Cooperative

gducatioe. Depending on what aemantic or numerical standardnome

litea, it could be seicritat.Northeastern is the nation's largest
.

private amiversity. It ennually enrolls some 501000,students, of. which'.

19,073 ere'ful-tiaie. More significantly for purposes of today's

bearing Northeaitere ie thi natioe's largestooporative education

:iestitutioe. It has. 8;000 full-time undergiaduate students participating

in 000perative educatioe, not to mention Law and other. graduate

schools based on the Cooperative education concept.

These aro py credentials and I welcome theOpportunity to come

before yon today to speak of cooperative education gonerally,1 and to

specifically offer views on reyisions to Title VIII of the Wigher

Education Amendments of 1976 Ind on revisidne to Titio.rv-c of the

Nigher Education Act of 1465.

The past decade is one in which the United States has expairienced

sOcial eed econoeic'alterations certain to affect prOfoendly the

fate of those who live within ite boundaries. As.the nation looks

to a mow decade, the'1980s, as it plans for the future, educational

and human resources meet be linked to assure that pture eititena of .

our country are educated, well-motivated citizens who are productive

member* of the American society. The availability of skilled manpower
I

will be especially critical by the close of the 1980s as demographic

changes sharply reduce the numb.r.of young people of college age.
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order to achieve ttiis necessary e9ntinuum oI A productitee

eitieenry.'wmseseet continue tn step ep to and addreas the erksii

whieh faces hagher educetion. This crisis permeetes our land and

our campuses.° ,Its .eiertirdients are Prespects of declinine enrollment
1

end the everinereesing costa of education.. Netional attention should

be focused as well on Another compelling aspect of the national

educationel:conditrens tllented and cieelifiedLyoung people from lower

end middle-income femilies who have tied their dreams of upward
7

mobility to higher oducatioe as the escalator to social and ecopemic

-advencement away be denied that OPportunity, that mobility,' in

everincveasing eeybore because bheY'eannot afford to pey'the rising

.eosts of higher edueation.
4

Allied to the,fdture of educatiee in a critical interrelationship

.111-re the demoeraphics of the labor pool in the 198Cis. Within ten

'Year's, there Will be A shortage of 20-year-o1ds in the national

to6rk force. Thedemegraphic. deeline which' faeces education faces labor

as well.

Thd Yederel govereMent,'since 1965, has encoereged a program.

thsrough which the sons and daughters of American lower and middle-
.,

incoMe families,ean gain a cellege or eniVirsity educationwitheut'

burden of oxeessive indebtedness, or long periods of repayment.

--This program is coeperative educitien, en education program rooted

in the wOrk ethic which has made this netion so strong and so

.preductive.

CoePerativc education, an mi edueetional strategy. integra-etes, in

'a structured wey,.ancampus study with offeampes, profeasionally...

related wurk experience.' Studente are placed in jobs in which they

are paid the appropriate or current wage forthat job, Whilefearning

all, or most,' Or their college or university expense they,.at
o

Itt

em.

I
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the SIAM time, further their education by gaiping valuable on,the-job

training au well es a critica1 understanding of the world of Work and

of their ability to accommodate to that work-World.

Cooperative education, unlike some Other education/work.plograms,

iz mot a loan program. Nor is it a giant program. A recent study--
. ,

Cooperative EducatiOn-A NatioLl ASsesement7- mandated by the Cuhyress

Iv produce data for future CoAgrassionat decisions showed that

euopeyative educatiOo is more effective as a method of student

a financial Assistance 'than any of the other such, programs being funded

by the Federal government: The income stildynts earn under the cooperative

education plan is a direct result, literally the fkit, of their lat)or.

tt AA income taxable at the state andFederal levels. 'The total: Federal

taxes paid by cooperative education students more than offset tiv

Federal govermment'S annual investment in the program to date and -can

provide future finanying for inconfive programs to promote the

.r.ipid growth of cooperative.education.

In contrast, let'ise refer to federally-insured loans. At a recent

Washington meeting of the American Council on EduCation (A(E). an

uffleiall of the U.S.-Office of Education's Bureau of Student

Financial Aid said that the Cost-of a federally-insured-loan had reached

at least'$700 per $1.000 loaned. Further,. the 1,:eilerai government

'pays 13.25 per cent in interest On insured luans of students who are
.

-in college and not in their payment period.

There is A significant dissimi)arity which shOuld be noted

between cooperative education erui so-called "shadowing experfencer

where stialente only observe what in going on in the work place. On .

cooperative.assignmootsl, sucicilf-are' regular, paid iimployees of the



compeny or the ,agency by whop they are employed. Research has shown

that cooperative educatiosi stbdopte demonstrate a greater proclivity

toward stayial in obllwage or, in thn university, and.to complete their

degree 'requirements than dO.non000perative education students. They

bmgin their full-tie*, after-graduation employment t hiyher starting

salaries and are promoted moirrapidly than are their Counterparts

47
fc tradltional academic curricula. They haVe the chance to

wsperience realistic work situetioniand to try ditferent careers or

career fields prior to having to mike any major, 1441-range, long-

term c rear decisions. Students oftSn exhibit, as a result of their

cooperat've experience, yreater,self-Confidencw, maturity, and

selfnawaren s. Also, they have a more accurate, a mote realistic esti-

Matien of thei professional and personal strengths and abilities than
0

..
,.

For many ot our nation's young people!, cooperative education is
. .

the only route aVailable to obtaining a Nigher education. It provides,

educational opportunity for the childrcn of woriing class parents and

for these from socialiAnd econowNically-deprived backgrounds, for thOse
7

Who cannot afford the coat of a higher educatipn. Mbre And more, in

do other students.

'recunt years, it hes-become more attractive to middle-claaa families

as increasing tiucational costs erode educationalopportunity, and

as the superior educational values of cooperdtive eduvation are.more

,broadly recognized.

The cooperative Oucation model hag proved, in many disciplines.,

to, be a superior form of.education et both the undergraduate and *

gradvate levw4a. It hes added vality to Me leitrownq process by

w.
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expiLiding 1101.clessroom, by taking it to the Wrld of work,
40

Lher world'outsIdet the classroom_ It has given siudgAti A fooling

fpr, and understanding of, the environment to be encountered following

graduation from college; the student learns the reguirementa, conetraints,

and opportunities of the poatareduetion world. It has broken the

eomatimemonutopy of contineous classroom loarningwith the staccato,

offceaput chellesego. Most, importantly, oecempiative

education has given stUdenta the opportunity to realistically test .

career choicea in the laboratory of work.

The cUrriculum benefitaliroe .cooperetive education (se well. The

presenctof students in the work-world introduces thm to the latest

developmeets in,given fields; an offechich finds its way into

strengthened curricula.

Aiide from the demonstrable value of cooperative education as a

moans of learning, it offers eeployers, both in the private and public

sectors, a medium through which mployees can be:recrUited and,

retaiPed to meet curroat and future menpower needs. There is much vidence

to show that companies, large ahd and particularly those

engaged in high technology processes and advincid service functions,

. rely heavily on cooperative edudetion institutloes for new employees.

There are estimated to,be some 10,,0,00 private sector employers

(such as General Mature, Ford, IBM, Burroughs, General Electric,

Bell Telephone, Xerox), more than 30 major federal agencies, and many,

many state arid municipal agencies eeplOying cooperative educatiOn

students. The hiring of these students has resulted in savings in

\recruitment and tra,ining costs, and in improved employee. retention

:rates. eurther. cooperative education facilitates the assessment of

(
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employee quality...441 Iromotability (advaecement patentialj. An employer

use sperformence On the job ate' axentral criterion in staff-

*election rather thee relying eolely ma Written teets or ,foree1 'i4er-

Pviews. Cooperative educatioe gives employers better'accoss to
2

Alltiecritier and tO women, and it gives minorities and women greater access

to employers. It.promotes affireative action. Tbe value of

cooperative ediacation,es an avaeue of-hiring bits-been contimmor

eoAtInuAlly by the xperience of employer*.

The adoption of a cooperative educittion program, its installation

and subsequent operation; alwa -represents a costep an educatiOnal

ineeitution. such programs beo more cost eefactive, however, when'

the progrei is large enough for students to alternate periods oncampos

and offCampus and twO students can he enrolled for every upper

division opening.' Because students.pertioipatino in cooperative education411, ,

re ver much of their tilitioamnd living expenses from their earnings',

'college or university,Fan distibute its scholarship funds more

. widely. And, because cooperative education institutions are in

full operaLon iwelve month.* of the year and because of the alternating

pattern of oncampus aod offcampus .attendance, facilities are more

. effectively .and %ore efficiently utiliied.

The farsighted aed important Yederal leadership Manifested in
)

the support of coOperative education has enabled, in labs than 10

years, the numberlhf institutions committed to Cooperative edUcation

to increase from 50 4to nearly 1,000. There are more than 200,000

students in the United States participating in the cooperative form

of education and annually crning wages of approximately $800 million.

*as

4
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It.can be said, theretore, that coOPerative-educa'tion is'firmlY

entreeChed A L A component Of American oduc'etion with nearly one-third
.

of al.1 institutions of higher learningpublic and private, four-year

and tco-year, senior and juniorhaving adopted Cooperative education

in ame'or more programs of etude-

Thehistory.cd the Yederal government's involvesent in coaperative

ite erowine interest ih the past achievement and

future potential ef this educational form. COeporative education,

was, in 1965, first classified Under Tiike III.for utilization by

developing institutions. in Leta, the Congress xpanded its support

and moved eooperatlye educatia to Part ii. of Title IV as part of its

increaled efforts to elfpand college student access to cooperatii/e

education. With the 1916 amendments to the Higher EduCation.Act, You

in the Congress xwaffirsed Congressional aupperi of cooperative dudation

end assiened it exclusively to Title VIII. By doing this, the Congress

stressed the importanvecf 'cooperative education as a slnnlficaet

national educational strateey4

Not only is cerope'rative education A method of education which isN
eriticallyimportaet and necessary at this point in the nation's

history, but also it has strong and valid financial benefite, both)

for the student and for.the employer. Expansion of cooperative

education as an edUcational formend as a means of student financial

assistance can lessen same of the crisis'of higher education in this

nation while providing workers who can contribute productively to

the nation'and to society.

I ae conversant with your concerns 44 MWIlburikof thUi Congress.
I as particularly aware of the inflationary pressures a ng down

,.

4
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on your decleion-makihq hers iu Washington as well as on us all in

...the cities and towns throughout the Country. Theclolid of inflation

Multipartite; iE haegs.over the capItalyit. hangs over the

-I Provinces. .I encourage you however to expilnd*cooperative education

by encouraging More itietitutions to enter.the field, by strengthening

existing programs, and by soliciting greeter employer participation.

I acknowledge this will require allocation of'a certain amount of

new.doll.ersldtn the levislative tenor is against such allocations.

I hasten to state, however, fhat my proposals would generate fax'revenues
. .

substantially higher than the subsidies suggested, while acouragIng'

a form of education whose time, it must be acknowledged, has Xidally

arrived..

I heye several.recommendations.
%

I urge the revision of Title VIII

of thS Higher Education amendments of 1976 to provide for,the conversion

.of A eelected number of urban-based inatitutions tm large-scale

cooperahave.educ*ion programs. Further, I 'call for ple ektablishaiont

of supPlementarY administrative grants to serve au incentives

to institutions' in attracting as many students as possi4)le to the

cooperative way of education, and I sugeest combination of the Section

Ii02 and .003 Afithorizations into a single appropriation. I would also

ask, for reviaion of Title ry-c of the Higher Lducation Act of I9G5

to permit the une of Work-Study monies in the private sector.of

employment.

Via Title VIII, 'and legalation whiCh preceded it, the Federal

government has provided incentive grants in effect sceseraging

hundreds of collves and'universities to initiate coopeAptive education

Apro.grams. Theie.yrantM, al cOurently operative, provic.4a decrAVVhag

6 6
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livel of Federal Ise:Wady during tho tixot five years. It is in these

fiist five years that "ataxt up" costs are heaviest. The prevent

legislation doe's not provide fox additional assistance once the

initiel phase is complete. Federal fundtng of cooperative actuation

to date has prodeced clearevidonce of widespread interest in this,

veopmerativerform of-education7--lat-few-institutions have-converted--

totally to thMcooPerative model, and few have a6gressed toward

more coaprehansiVe models. Most offer elective, optional Programa

enrollinv relatively few students. New Federal support is needed

if thia promising revolution in American education is to be deeply

estabbished sied made available to a larger segment of the college

and university populaiton.

Cooperative education, a.tile-tested form of education linking

educationalrand human resources, can creatively serve .the needsof,

urban Centers and, most particularly,. the youth in.these urban areas,

while at the same tile.* sccOmplishing some of the major goals of collecjes

and universities located there. The cooperative model.of koressionally,
- directed and personal decision-making hai value for and application to

both urban.and institutional initiatives. The structured combination
a

of study and work can 4nrich the urban cemmunity, recruit workers into

the urban labormarket, and make living and working in the cities

'more attractive. all those speoifics luad to a fuller fulfillment

of the American gOals of equal oppot-tunity and equal access for all

of its citizens.

Kegarding the urban environment, and given-the feet that Chairman

Ford has introduced,, with others, the.Urban Grant University Actif

may I parenthetically, but strongly, endorse that particular piece.

411
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of legislon. Under this act, universities like Northeasitrn would

be eligiblo.for fund's to work closely with local government and use

tremendous appliedresearch and academic resources of

to help address.urban needs. Such legislation is fully cons tent

with President Carter's rben.Program and,would maceouteame local

octeperatien-ie rben problems. '

Keturning to consideration Of Title VIII, I recommend it be

modified to provide adequate funds-for the sUbstantial convertion to the

cooperative education model of a number_of complex universities

located in urban centers throughout the nation. This recommendation

dosa not dilute, nor does t diminish, the importence ot cooperative en7

deavors in nonurban areas fhabughout the land. It is not a replace-
P

mint for the'current funding emPhasis. kather it addreasts a most immediate

Additional need to better the urben'enviroement, with the realization
0

that: cooperative education is a method towe,rd that/betterment and.

ilso reflects historic evidence that laece, complex programs can be

more productive in attracting lerge.numbers of students into cooperative

edu4ation'.

44/ accoceakish this conversion the Congress should authorize
. .

the_aEpropriation, in Section VOl, of substantial monies to enable 1k

the Commiasioner of Education to make grants, pursuant to Section 802,

to institutioes of higher education, or to Combinations of such .

institutions, for the 114lanning, establishment; expen5ion, or carrying

out.; by such'inetitutions, of cooperative education progreate, and

for makini training, riNiarch or demonstration grants pursuant to

Sect.ion_80.1.

at

-

a
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I would recommend the appropriations be authorixed on.the

.tollowing schedulei

risCal year 1911, 4\56,500,000

Vilest year 1942, $\05,0cm,0o0

Fdscal year 1913, $ 74500,001 ,

Fiacal year 19115, $ 96,500,004

Fiscal year 1981, $101,000,000

ri4ca1 year 1987, $104,500,000'

Fiscal year 1988, $108,000,000 ,

Viscal year 1919, $109,500,000

Fiscel year 1990, $110,000,000

(The metliod o generation Of theme authorization figures,

and their sub*tentiation, will be addressed 4n later testimony

/toy L. Wooldridge, vice president for cooperative edUcati9n7at

Northeastern end presid.ent of the National Commission .fitr'l:ooperatisve

Education.)
r`

It iu recommended that the authorixa$.ion'for Sedtion* 802 aro,

803 be combin*4 into a sitWe e2proPyiMtion which.will allow that

8is4it21er 4.reeter_flexibility. fn.mtkintlawards4or demktstratioprent'?

to implement large-ssale cooperatiVe'education_progxams

centers*

Moreover, I recommend Ehat, in Section eOZ, from the sum.*

apprUriaIedzirsuant tolSection 401, the Commissioner be' autherixed to

maky_grants to_institutions of higher education in amounts not in

excess of 'p0O,000 for any_ fiscal_year, and to combinations of uuch

instItItions in amounts not to exceed an amount equal to the

6 6 s



Eroduct of 4210,000 tints the number ot inatitutions participating

in such combinations, for-any fiscal-year. I further 'recompsnd the

retinti6n Of the percentum funding_ formula contained in the vesent

law.

As to Section 803, I would recommend additioZof the word

*Demonstration" to the title.. I suggest replacing the eZieting

sectioliWith this wordingi "Frog the sums apkopriated pursuant to

Section 801, the ComMissioner is authorized to m.ike gtante to, or oontracts

with, institutions of higher education, and oombinations'of such in-
. ,

stitutions. and to make grants or contracts with other public or priyafi

nonprofit agencies4or organizations, when such grants or contracts

will sake a particularly signfticant contribution to attaining the
.5

goale bf this suction which are-(1) the training of persons in the planning,

establishment, administration'br coordinatiOn of-cooperative education;

(2) the establishiqg of projects deMOnetrating or exploring the

feasibility or value of innovative-methods of cooperative education;

OF (3) reseaxch into methods of improving, develtping,.dr promoting

s the use of cooperaXive education programs in institution: of

higtior education.

I recommend adding a.new section to the title, Section 804.

This section will permit the .7.-xairissioneL, pursuant to Sections 801,
>

4

802, and 803,to authorise an eXpenditure of $200 per coonerative education

student per year to ihstitututions with on-g2ing cooperative education

a

programs, an axpenditure to be .dlested annually tO the cost Of living.

These would serve as admintstf'ative sustaining grants, to,establimq

incentive for mad encouralement toward o;,(tending the co2perative education

plan, and Its benefits, to the greatest'number of students.

45-934 0 - 79 - 43 .6 9
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based on the philosophy of providing funds as seed money for
-41

the eetablishment xpansion strengthening or carfying aut of

Cooperative education.programs, thia authorisatioa would all.ow
, -

institations to stabilize and perfect programs initiated eirlier with

edsinistratiVe start -up grants and to experiment with innovative...
\

-,OpprOachas to cooperaktve education, appreaches such at extending

.7.00parative mdacation tin-the graduate level ,. to adult education,,amd:

tc international exchanges through multinational corporations.,

Cooperative education, by its very nature, requires aUbstantial xpendiiuri

beyond thas1 found in a regolar, a poncooperative academic program.

In -dePth persoaal and Occupational counseling of students'prior

to job placement, and upon return from employment, is an essential

aepect of an effeetiVe cdeperative educatiod system. In addition,4

1 substantial pzofessional staff is required to seek oat prospective

employers and to'assist.

e\
oyers,in designing employment opportunities

which naVe the maxie &Ium nc Ar anal advantage for students.i.
..'' ..,

e
4

I realize this recoMmendation represents a,sebatantiamoUntoot

fandi iinwayer, it is ent:irely consistent with Congressional and
'.%

Xxecut desires to balance budgets and to combat inflation tor there
,

is a guns- teed return to the'Federal governimint. For each WO .

grant;d, there is a return of tome WO in tax inLme. Therefore, I argu,

thatethe.mare students placed in the cooperative educationvei

,the more.the Federal §overneent benefits financially.

I Let me speak now to.Tiele IV-C. The College. Work-Study Program

provideiloupplemental_income to students demonstrating fdnancial need;

it doei_ma ay providing jobs in nonprofit agencies and institmtiOns.

4
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/.
Student-selariea are supported (subsidized), pp to SO percent, by

the Federal government. We'must be cacerned about the Work-Study
-

'PrOgram, however. According to U.S. Office of Educetion data,

some S5 percent of the students on Work-Study* do nOt leave the.

campus'of their college Or univeraity. They remain oacamPueaS part

of the institutional work fords. There ip a da4ier of decline in

quality in.the uature of work assignments. We muit beware the In-

greasingly.unchallenging aspect of scene of.these aliignments.

-Also., Work-Study fands ore administered through* the college or

universiti financial aid office. Professional .focus apd time constraints
.

.

mandate that the pfkbrities of financial aid officers be placed

necessarily oh financial aid, not on placement. There muit be mots'

concern,, under Work-Study, with,placement in career-related jobs and

thia is where cooperative education can play an important role.

The Federal government, in recent improvements id tha CFA

Program, has recognized the need to provide experience in the private

saLtor of employment. So too should Work -Study be modified to permit

access to theenriched work. experiences available in the private sector

/
of the etonomy. A greater flexibility in the usa of Work-Study funds

would llow colleges and universities-to usm Federal dollars as

leve aye in obtai4in4 additional funds from private employers,. and

* increasing financial resources available ..to studentd), This

'ended use of Work-Study funds Would be aignificant'in the development

of jobs in urban areas. Also it' complements the revisions suggostead

for Title VIII. .

6 71
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AnempattAi n of Work-,SCU4 into the private sector will not

fringe.on current labor structures, nor wi.11.1t th4; Jobe

availahle tle,nonstudents:%. Aathec, its long-run 'consequences would

be beneficial to labor via an expansion of the labor market,

particularly in urban America, and an increasing of the pOol of availablim

trained workers. Earlier I spoke of the declining demogiaphies of.

20-year-olds.in the future work'fOrce. An expansion of Work-Study

'Would maintais a substantial number (some 50 percent) of this age

group in the work force in.critical jobia, at a time when they might
-

otherwiselarop out of the work force to pursue, full-time, higher

education.

have two spycific recommendatioms regarding W.ork-Study:

First, the Congress should authorize the Commissioner to permit_20 percent7

Of the Work-StUd_y funds appropriated each_year to each institution to.

be made available for.laplementing College 1A-Studx_eontracts with

the efivato employment sector. The funds would be,authoiized'to.bg

used to subsidize student salaries up to 50 percent, similar...to the

formula used in On-The-Job Trwining. This would encourage more ."

private sector employers to take advantage of cuoirerative education,

and as a needed outcome, would providl moaningful jobs for students..

This is not en.inflatioaary reguesybecause it is nut g rugUest for

additional funds. Rather a requo.:it for eallocation of

exittirw, funds.

(1161
.7 Secondly, I recommend that of this 20_poreent application of Work-,

w.. .

Study funds for davOI2pLinijons in tho,private sector, 25 _percent be

authorized tot tu.o _by tlo iiistitutiou to he1.11 oh4erwrito Ftr_ifrative

.7'7'education'program cost?_;:. Asking institutions, through theiir: financial

aJ11.
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aid,officers, to develop a new spectrum of jobopportunitieS

in the private sector is putting a new developmental burden on tA.

edministratiou of these institutions. However, it is taik to

recooniae and encourage this Administrative development becausn

t:he!'effect is to make more student aid dollars aVailable, 'ror non-

cooperative education c011egedlentire new sechanisis would have tu be

develewod; for c6operaiive education institu.tions ther* would be

mead to augment statf to. expand,lob placement efforts in the private

sector.

1 have wolcOmed the opportunity to addresm tbi* subcommittee 0A

the specificeOf Title VIII and.Title IV-C. Congressional support

of tho revisions I propont would be evidence of high national priority

being givento coopemative education As a concept which mectu tho

nation's educational needs At this time in.tts history, and AU A

supplementary ok aiternatu Method for finanmi'ng college costs,

Thank you.
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STATEMENT OF ROY L. ZIDCE, "'RESIDENT, NATIONAL
COMMISSION F OR.CO(ll'ERATIV : EDUCATION, BOSTON, .MASS.
Mr. Woca:oRnxii.... Mr..Chairman, I am Roy Wooldridge, president

'of the National COMmiesion for Cooperative .Edueation,-re'present-
, ing some 350 college institution members and .70 emPlbyer .mem-

bers. I am also vice president for cooperative eduâatiOn at North-'
eastern University in Boston where,'We have, as PresidentRyder
has indicated, 8,460 upper class students currently partioipating,in
th,e program.

With your permission, I will not read mystatement.) I will work
:from a lew notes to summarize my statement and the-tables that
accompany it because I realize time is getting short. My remarks. are going to be confined to the'title VIII positions that were just
mentioned by President Ryder and not directed to...the IV--c (o)
work study-portion of it. I will try to preSent the figures that. back

.up.the specific recoMmendations contained in his paper.
Let me summarize first by Saying there were four different posi-

tions really that we, the National Commission, are asking..Congress
to cOnsider with resp:ect to title VIII: No. I, under section. 801, to
give more flexibility to. the Conlinissioner of Education through a
lump sum authorization. In the past the authorization has always
beet split between the administrative grants, on the oue hand, and-

, research and training and demonstration on'the other..
And we say in the new :legislation give one -lump sum appropri-

ation each year, in order to give the Commissioner more flexibility
in'making grents. ,

. ,The second thrust would be to preserve under 802, 'which is the
section that addresses itself to the administrative kind of grant, a
continahtion of the 5-year funding limitation that, as Ms. Salisbury
iridicated, in 1976 was increased from 3 to 5 years.

But we do ask for an increase in linlits. We think it would. he
wise, particularly in light of.inflation and the need to have institu-
tioths on a much larger scalefthan befbre, go into 'cooperative educa-

.

tion, Mr. Chairman, to have new limits of $300,000 instead of
$14-L,11Q, per institution or $250,000 per instituti that apply as
pail of a consortium.. . .

And we Would retain the, decreasing forinula;.forcing self\support
over the '5-year period of Federal funding wherein each year the
inStitution is required to produce a larger percentage of the budget

t_ for the operation of the co-op program over the 5-year period..That
is the second thrust.

The third thrust that we asked fqr is the addition of a new
dimension of demonstration grants,- asiPresident Ryder mentioned, .
modifying the title of section '803 to inclu4e demonstration. Al- I
though it is in the current wording of 803 as IS now stands on the -
books, Mr. Chairman, hut it does not appeae in the title at the
front of seCtion S031 We just think it would strengthen the Cojnalis- .sioner's hand if` this.were so done. , '

. .

Fourth,.and finally we have asked for a new sectioh 804.and that
is the general financial suppOrtto institutions that offer, the coop-
erative prograrn,Ori the basis of $200 per.student per year.. And I
Will defend in a moment where we obtained the $200 per'year Per
student.
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I would .hasten toadd, as did President Ryder, that .all of this is:
really noninflsationary because the Federal taxes more thad-offset
the expendituirs. In my tables I will attempt to.show you how that
is done: But there is one statement I would like to.make thatis'nOt-.-
Contained in the tables.

And that is if we assume t'hat this legislation would be funded
.over. a 10-year period and at the levels we have suggested here,
Which 14ealize ,4..at a longer pe,riOd than normal legislation' vvituld
be written but if you add up all the dollars I have on my charts in
appendix. A and appendik B, the Federal Government would have
'spent at the_end of 10 years $912 million..That is a total ex,,pendi-'
ture for co-op education of $912. million.

And that will produce a program in place where students would
. earn $2 billion a year in annual earnings. In other words, the 'one

time investment over a 10-year period of $912 milliort produces a
program which each year from that point on produces $2 billion

;worth of student earnings. So, you can see it. becomes a significant
student aid program.

Moving on rapidly to my two charts, appendix A and B at the
,end of my paper, I would just like to.say in section 1 of the chart I
-attempted to develop a pattern, a potential pattern for a program
where we would take suven of these so-called urban institutionSat
$500,000 each institution for yearthat is where the $3.5 million
comes from, seven tithes the $500,000. each yearfollow the prog-
ress of those institutionsassuming constant funding of $500,000 a
year over a 5-year period, to get them completely' moved, into a co-,
op education program.

And I am assuming in this 'chart that the next year we.do move
another seven in so we would have a total of 14 institutions in--
volved and then another seven. In other words, seven each year
over a 5-year period or a total impact on 35 institutions over what I,
prAjected to be a 10-year period because of the phasing in and out

lot' institutions.
I have drawn the totals for you at the end of section 1 showing

.4he millions Of Federal dollars that .would be necessary if you add
tipllie columns.

In section 2 I have dealt with- the current so-called administra-
tive grant for which we are now asking the lump sum to be

., appropriated. &it that is for the administrative grants at a con-
stant $10 million a year. I have not attempted to allow for infla-
tionI am sure there would be some concern about that in the
future, but juSt in order 'to draw .some reasonable totals,7and the
current $3 million a year that Voes into research and training,
which might be6at a constant level.-

Again, I have totaled those two areas tinder section 2. I have
.then taken what President Ryder proposed in the $2.00 per year per
student institutional aid. In order to get those figures, you 'have to
look at table B where .1 developed the ,enrollment figures, because
Without enrollment there is nofigure to multiply the student per.
year osts by.

the bottom yot will see that we have assumed that the
institution in the first seCtion might go from 300 students to 750, to
1,250, enCiing up at the, end of the fifth year with about 3,000

675
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students in the program. I applied those figures back into the table
above.

The current trend of $12 million a year funding of co-op is
produchw a growth rate of about 20,000 co-op students a year. I
applied that to the current 200,000 under other enrollments and I
have arrived at the bottom line under appendix B which is the
total: ending up. with approximately one-half million or- 485,000
students that would be part of the program over the 10-year cycle.

So, taking those figures, I go back and multiply by $200 a year
per student. And assuming all institutions would apply for the
money, that would be the institutional aid total, on the section 8
line from the Federal Government. Add it all up and you .get the
total U.S. Office of Education appropriation each year, which are
the same figures contained in President Ryder's presentation.

And I guessSthe final thing and maybe the most important thing
from the monetary point of view is the final line 'which indicates
that with $600 per year paid by the students in a-Co-op program
and that breakout incidentally is $130 'a year for Federal income
taxes, $245 for the social security or FICA tax paid by the student
and the same $245 that is matched by the emplo.yer: Adding up to$620 in Federal taxes a year generated by each of these jobs.

So, I just took the round number of $600 and multiplied that by
the number of students. And you 'can see in each case the income
coming into the Federal Government each year fax surpasses the
amount of money that we are asking to be appropriated. It is not
unlike the G.I. bill after World War II where the additional earn-
ings allow those young people to pay more income 'taxes back than
was extended.

The trouble with that is ihe Federal Government had to waif a
number of years for that to happen. I am saying with this program
it happens every year as the program goes along.

I appreciate the opportunity to make my remarks to you and if
you have any questions or comments, I would be delighted to
answer them.

Thank you.
[The full statement of Roy L. Wooldridge follows:
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Statement fiy

koy L, Wooldridge
Vrmaident. Ntional Commission for Coops *vivo idocation'

end

Vice President for Cooperative Education
Mortheastern,Uniwersity, Boston/ Ma!sachuastts

before the

Subcoomittee on Postsecondary EduCation
: CoeMitim O'n latritc.iv and 4a

tkii,Lse of Rep,resentative <

April 26, 1979

Wrt'..Fliairssan and distinguished members of the subcoemdtteel

* My nom is Roy L. Wooldridge. I AM Fresident of the National, Commission

for Ctoperative Education, which is a private, non-profit agency with a sopOorting
-

,bembership'of 350 nititutions and 70 Corporations. I aMalso Vice President/

for, Cbopeyative Education at Northeastern University, which is the nationk's /

/

dergeet 000perative ducation ibstitution, with 6,000 full-..time.Mtudents

partiiiing 1.n the progra;. : welcome this opportunity to offer'specifiC

recommendations on sevii.,ins to :17it1e V::: of the Higher Education Amendwents

of 197e,

e\

"v.
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The. previous testimony presented recommendations fox revisions to Title VIII
10

of thy Higher Fducation Amendments of 1976 and 'to Title IV-C of-the Risdr

Education Act of 190. My remarks are directed at a more detailed eiplanation

qf-the cluing*. regarding the Title V/II cooperative education program. To begig.

let.me summarise oux poeitionon Title VIII.

04 reccemend that the separate authorizations for administration, which

ileludes.de4eloping, expending, and strengtheniag 000perative education progrom.

end for research, training, and demonstration be cosibined into ailthorization

to alloiethe Commisaiooer greater f1,0Eibility..41-ANaaing...S.Eante.aim01..A.t. the .

large-scale adoption of 000perative education programs at urban-based institutions.

To accomplish the objectives outlined in Dr. Ryder's testimony, the following

annual authorizations are necessary: l981-56,500,004: 1962-$0,000,000;

3.9113-V74,50.000, 1984-$65,000,000; 1965-696,50Oi000; 1986-4En:000,000;

1987-$104,500,0001 198ti-$1.04,000',000, 1969-$109,5W,000: 1990-$110000,000.

The federal government's involvement in cooperative education has been

mainly for-the purpose of providing feed money to institutions for beginning

and developing prpgrams. Our reeommendations seek toadd 4 new diMensioo to

the federal commitment that will permit 000perative education to dere* as a

key function in lrnking our nation's educational and human rmeourese toward

tbe goal of an educated.and productive society.

WO are advocating revision in Title VIII legislation that will permit

greater flexibility in the awarding of grants. This flexibility is needed

in order to permit the.large-scale adoption of cooperative education at

urban-based institutions through demonstration grants while preserving the

integrity orfresearch and training grants and not jeopardizing the further

developoent of cvsoperAtiVk education at ,...maller urban and rural institutions.

W. recommend tile retention of the percentum funding formula because it requires

elf-sufficiency after five yars and necessitates long-range institutional,

a
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philoeophical and financial commitment to and planning for the'Progrem. rt

is also recommended thAt the spe,:dfic institutional and Consortium per ,institution

funding limita be raised to $300,000 and I:250,000 respectively to allow for the

innovation and expansion of oaoperative education.

This greater xpansion will inevitably result in heavier demands on the

u.s 'office of 1:docation tor technical assistance in monitoring and liaison

function, and therefore, will require increaeed staffing.
^

The compelling evidence that demonstrate* the importance .f coOeprttive

-.,
education on'tke Undetgraduate level lead* Ue to priciPissMIlti'expen.Sion nf

cooperative educatiOn into the graduate level, the sphere of adult education,

and the realm of international exchanges through multi-national corporations.

The development of an effective Cooperative-education program requiree

edministrative expenses greater than those experienced by Academic departments.
w

Such essential, components of A cooperative .d4tion program as career and

persomal cousell-ng of students before and aftei their work assignments, job

development and maintenance a relations with employers, training of faculty

, and Ataff,revising uurriculum and revamping other ieetitutioeal functionia

such as houeing, athletic*, admissions to accommodate an alternating calendar

pettern eecelqf the COst to an institution. Therefore, it is Secosessended,?

that under Title VIII, grants of $200 por student per year be awarded to

institutions to help undtruotite the continuing expense of their cooperative

programa and to promote innovation and expansion. Out experience at

Northeastern University where 8,000 studcnts co-op each year, is that.it

dusts the institution 5231 per student par year. This proposal puts a

premium on large-scale cooperative programs, whioh research has shown that

programs tem to tec,:xrp n$0ro cot;t effective if they,eni.oll a substantial

portion of an institution's student body, This is not an inflationary

recommendation bet:att.:4 the expenditures are far exceeded by the income the
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f a.
. federal goveinmont receives from the taxes paid by students on their co-op

.eernings.

The attached mivendlces axPlain tb. impact of theme recommendations..
g

SECTION 1

This section graphically illustrates the impnct of the urban initiattle

desonstration prOjecte. A number of assumptions have been made in the

formulation 11,f this chart: (1) seven urban-based institutions will inter

the' preject eaCh year o' five years beginning With fisCa11981, and by 1989,

thirty-five institution's in different urban contain, will have participated;

(2) each institution will receive five years of funding, therefors,.the last

group of seven institutions will receive its first funding in fiscal 1985

and itsjaist in 1989; (3) each institution will be able to receive up to,

$5000900 a year fOr five years.

Sy vay of a specific *sample, ourilext papelist is Either Malcolm

.Carron, president of the Oniversity!o5 Detroit. His,institution is currently

preparing for the vouverrion to a maslive coopere;tive education program.

rather Carron's remarka will clearly demonstrate the validity of these

recommendations.
411.

SECTION Il

computations tor naction II aro based on a.$1o,oclq,cmo annual

Appropriation for Administrative grants beginning in fiecal 1981 and continuing

through fiscal 199(L The continuation of funding this type of grant is essent,ial

to sustain the.develOpment and expansion of programa at institutions,that do

not fall into the oiban-based'IArge institutio category.

This section also shows a $3:000,000 annual appropriation for trtining

and resetrch. Extensive training'activities are vitel to the future of
a,

dooperative'edurarion. currently fifteen federally-funded training centerv

throuyhout 60 country provide servivvx to profonsionals in the field that

a
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ere onnatched ia &fly other discipline. Sind arly, research on enployer

benseas end student outcomes is critical to Cho edvencement of cooperative

education. The'nbellenging and changing demands Of 'andante and mekloyere

require the 'continuation of intensive training and research if cnoperetive

odunation is to maintaln its exemplary role in higher...location and the

cOaporate community.

OCTIOM .

Section III reflects the ooncent Of federal issistance to institutions

to hey offset the administrative costs of operating a cooperative education

program. These figures are based on enrollment projections that ire shown

in appendix B. Cooperative education' xperiences an ennnal growth of

Approximately 20,000 students. Therefore,. it is reasonable to assume that

by fiscal 1940, 3$0,000 students will be nrolled in Ceoperative education

programa at institutionkreceiving regular administrative grants: Add tothis

those students participating in the program at institutions that receive

demanstretinn grants, end by 1990, the total enrnlleent of nooperative edimation

students will bo 465.(40. 'Multiplying each year's total conperatine education, .

enrollment by $200 results in the figures presented in ens secti4
.

en
TA4 projected nrollments at the institutions participating in the urban

initiative ere based on the estimate that 300 'students will participate in the

first year, 750 the securid year, 1,250 the third year, 2,000 the fourth year,

:sad 3400 itiy the fifth year.

SWTION IV t

Tbis 'gentian shows the total federal expenditnre each year for Title VIII.

Mese are claidevetive figures and do not account for inflation,

' SnCTIpel V

This section indicates the total federal taxes paid by onoperarive education

students each year. These finures are based on an average annual salary of

681
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$4000 on which appryximately U.00 In feddrral taxes is paid ae a result of'

tha amployeant of cooperative oducatinn studants. Mass figures dramatically

show Chat each year the taxes far alccoad the amounts being requested frail this

government to pperate programa of cooperative education.

a.
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SECTION I

TotAl $ TY 1981
of mehool$ loc

3.5
14

21

28

35

TOTAL. 2,1

5 r. ot4

ADMINISTRATIVE 10.0
okorrs

RESEAXCH ANO 3.0
TRAINI)G GRANTS

TOTAL 13.0

stmom Iii

6200/5TO3ENT 40.0

SECTION IV

TOTAL U.S.Q. 56.5

SECTIOR IV

FEDERAL TAXES 121.0
$600/STVOENT

FY 1982
2nd

FY 198.1

3rd

1MST1TUTIONAL FINOINC
35 DRAAN UNTY.R.S

(IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS)

.SX 19104 FY 1916 FY 1986
4th 5ch

FY 1987
7th

FY 198$
tich

I.

FY 1989
9th

APFENDI X

J'Y 1990
10th

A

3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

1.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 w
3.5 3.5 3,5 3.5 1.5

3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5
3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

7.0 10.4 ,, 14.0 17.5 14.0. 10.5 7.0 3.5 0

* * * *

0
10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10:0 10..0 10.0 10,0

CA

.1.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 . 3.0 3.0( 3.0 3.0 :

"44

/I.O MO 13.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 13.0 13.0

* * * *

45.0 51.0 58.0 66.0 74.0 81.0 88.0 93 0 .97.0----

* * *

65.0 74.5 85.0=== 96.5 101..0 104.5 108.0 109.5 110.0

* *. * * e*

136.0 154.0 .174.0p 199.0 222.0 244.0 263.0 279.0 291.0
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COOPERATIVE EDUCATION STUDENT INEOILMEMIE
(111 mus.Axas

APPLADIX.

FY 1941 -TY 1982 TY 1983 FY 1944 PY 1985 FY 1986 FY 1987 FY 1983 YY 1989 Fylog90.

14t 2nd 3r4 4th 5th 6th 7th 8 thth 9
. 01

nrollawats; 2 ..5 9. 14 21 21
22 14,

21 21 21

due to 2' 5 9 14 21 21 * 21 21
Denonstra- 2

lie
9 14 21, 21 21 21

tin grants* 2 5 9 14 21 21 -21

7 5 9 14 21 21
,

TOTAL 16 30 51 70 77 98 105 105

qt. 60
Oth r Co-op
T.hro lments -200 220 240 260 .280 300 320 340 360 380

TOTA 0070?,

FAU01.124DITS 202 227 256 331 370 406 438 465 485

-

*Projected enrollments at institutions participating in the urban imitietive are based on the satisate that
300 atodeots will participate in the first year, 750 the second year, 1,250 the third year, 2,000 the fourtIr
year, and 3,000 the fifth year. a
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STATEWNT. 011 MALCOLM CA-IiRpN. S. J. PRESILVT,
-, UNIVEIISth OF DE'fROIT
Father' Carron,. Ur. Chairman-and distinguished Members vf the,

subcommittee, niy mime is Malcohn Carron. I am president,-ofi the
University of Detroit.My. remarlis are directed-toward the adrninis-
-trative and Academie ehangeS.necessary for an urban institution to

'adopt a hirg,e-scale coOperativeedacation.program and the Mherent
'eosts'encounterrd in such a radical change.

. The University; of Detroit, fOunded 141817, i an independent
universily- operated .by the Jesuit Fathers ' with 'an enrollment of
pver 8,000. studertts, 'of Which approximately half are full;time un-
dergraduates in architecture, busineSs, klucation,, engtheering, lib-

'eta! arts, andrscienee. We offer, niaster's degrees..in 28 programs,
doctorates in chemistry; engineering, English, cacd psychology; and

...Professional degrees in law and den-tistry;
'The board of trustees of the E.I.niversity of .Detroit is comrnitted`to

serVe the needs of' its urban constituency. This ,-commitrnent-. is
manifested in an education- Program that is designed to.-deal with
urban, interracial, and cross-ctiltural pNoblems and'the pr:dblems
justice .in the city 'and world. .In 1978 'black StUdenta rpOesented.,
over .20 percent of the student enrollment and'95 percent of the:
studertts m four of 'our basic colleges and the law school w.6.e from,
'the metropolitan Detroit area

Cooperative education has bee4 an.irnportant part of the itr:iiver-
sity's academic .program for almost 7(ryeats.Since 1911 it has been
a. requirement in engineering and each of th 00 engineers
graduated since then has been a cooperativ educa ion sljudent.
Today, cooperative education is required in Chitectu e and. is,an
option prpgram in bUsiness, arts, science, and 'the grathiate school.
(Ner ;i0 percent -of the .univerty's I97S baccalaureate graduates
participated- in the program.

.

For several years the University :of ..Detroit has been 'aiming
toward the gait of , incorporating participation in the cooperative
education program ka; a -degree requirement for all of our students.'
En order to do this, we would expand the existing programs in
liberal arts, businvs, and scienves, strengthen it in-engineering
and architecture and initiate cooperative education in the school of
law.

T6 achieve this goal will necessitate massi e 'changes within the
imititution,-and we are confident that theUniv*ity of Detroit is
prepare44 to make the conversion to a' coOperativeeduCation institb-
tifl a success. `.

. The university's natiOnal 'position in cooperative education is'
Well recognied. The professional staff of' the university's-coOpera-
five education division represents over 50 years of administrative

.

experience in all phases of.,cooperative education: liberal arts, usi-
ness, science. engineering, and architecture. Its direetor, Donald C.
Hunt, has been president of theCooperative EduCationssociation,

.

chairman of Cooperative Education Division of:the AMerican Soci-
ety for Engi,neering Education, recipient of the Hernfan.Schneider
Award for outstanding contributions to the advancement of the
philosophy Lind practice of cooperative education .programs, and a
recipient of hontary degrees from the UniverSity, pf the -Pacific

.4.VA n - 7-) - 44
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arid the Milwaukee 'School of Engineering for leadership in. the.
. .

cooperative edtication movement. , ..

This arnbitious undertaking will require the total involvement of ...

every aspect and function of the University. Th faculties in busi-
n

.traditional "rionpragmatic"' approach to. evaluation of
ness, arts and scieces will have to revise their rriculum frOm a

a reaiisti
the.practical application of their gourses to the World of work. This ,
Will necessitate extensive faculty. orientation .and training to pre-
pare them for teaching and counseling an entire student body that
is in a cooperative plan. of education:

With the assistance of ekperis in the.fleld .of cooperative educa-
tion, the director of cdoperative edlication will conduct ,a series of
forinal training institutes to familiarize the faculty with the inter-

. Mil and external requirements of.implementing a large-scale coop-
eratiVe education program. Released time faculty will be appointed
from appropriate acadenn,c areas' to assist the cooperative ethica- ,

tion Staff in counseling students entering the:program, stimulating
faculty contact with busineas, industry and government, and super-
vising students on?work assignments:.

Sithilar training institutes will 'be conducted for university ad-
tninistrators to acquaint, them with the innovative techniques nee-
essary for the administration of a Cooperative education institution .
with- regard:10 -oft-campus -registration, -financial- ald;-veterarisTit'-
fairs,...recordkeePing, course and classroom scheduling, student af-

-.._:-----fairs; insurance coverage, and faculty relations.
The recruitment of students... to the university will be .geared

toward marketing the. University'of Detroit as a cooperative educa-
tion' institution. The admissions staff will participate in training
institutes and an admissions coordinator will be appointed to serve
as the cooperative education expert:in the .recruitment of students.

This individual will be responsible for the continued development..
.of cooperative education with the high school 'counselors and for
liaiSon with 'all of the ,cooperative education coordinators regarding.,"
developments in admissionst. Coupled with 'this will be the iriiti-, ..

'ation of 4n extensive.program throughout the metropolitan Detroit
area for training of high sellool counselors in the functions, advan-

..... . tages and educational benefitS of 'cooperative education., Additionak-.;,
. ly, this heightened activity will requiee the hiring of more staff M

the uniVersity'scOOperative education 'division.
The support of employers hasTheen strong .and continuous since

1911 When the-program began at the Univerity of Detroit and has
become much i'nore diversified-since the oPtional cooperative educa-
tion progranis were started in ,arts, business and science. The uni,..
versity is know throughout the. Detroit business coMmunity as a ..,

"co-op institution, and it is on this highly regarded reputation
that.the university will expand the opportunities for arts, business
and Science students.

'The legal cbmmunity'N'stbe courts; the law enforcement offiCers
andthe practicing attorneys all support the concept of cooperative

4-education as recently presented by the American Bar Association
in ita statement regarding the integration of the study 'of law and
thi- praCtice of law. . . . , . .

` The university has been encouragml by this support. of the legal.,
profession and especially from its >a mni whe hold 60 'percent of
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the judgeships in the mkropolitan Itroit 'area: At present there
are 225 employers actively involved .in 'hiring University .of.Detroit
cooperative students and an additional 125.- have had cooperative

"students dgring the past 3 years. .

These-45 .employers plus the members of the legal profession
would form the basis for the -expanded- cooperative echication.piv
grams.

Based on opr costs, we .project such an undertaking' as I. have
described would have added costs of -$350,000 to $450,000 per year
for 3 to 5 years. The length of time needed to make the total
conversion to cooperative, education wduld depend to some extent
.ori favorable economic conditions.

I think it is evident from my'remarkS that I azn totally commit-
ted to cooperative education and I am sure that, in the near future,
the University of Detroit- will become a total coOperative education,
institution.

.Mr. Foga. Thank you very much. The staff has just cleared )i.t4 up
for me. I was puuled by where the initiative was coming' from for

.the.urban.concentration of funds in.this program. I had just called
''to 'ynY attention the fact that the Secretary of HEW had asked us

for a technical amendment to the program as one way to approach
....trlie..prOblems_of-the-arb4n: Schools-by shifting -tbe-money-in-,-a-way
. that would, as .114s.i' Sahsl*ry indicated, if we did nothing ealse, when

we aredealing with 'a finite amount of iiioney,'Certainly we should
do this. .

I take it that one of the concerns with schools that have been in'
cooperative education for sorne time'is that the 5-year period leaves
you cut oiT atthe time thatthe program. is going well..

Dr...Ryder. has suggested an alternative .I would like you to think.
`aboutpresumably off the top of his head. What if the university
was permitted to stagger its co-op program so instead of having .5
years per, institution, it was for the schools within the institution.
SO, you s`tarted the co-op program sand .then it would trigger it

----again .for another offiod -of time-with another one of the schools-or
a combination of the schools Within the university. WOuld that be a
Method .of permitting, the larger schools with: more complex pro-
grams to continue in the program without dislocation of. the.. funds
for the small schools?

Mr. RYDKR. Congressman, Lthink this Would be a diStinct advan-
tage Oyer the present, system because it would allow' planning
according to the needs of individual ordgrams.,kdo think, howeVer.
that there is an aspect that must be considered and that is ttiat no
institution,' whether one is at the end of its 5-year, startup period -

.Or one like Noitheastern' that is 75 years along the road, can be
slid to be fully inaturod and developed. ,.

I have 'delayed for several years funding proposals for improve
.:ments oT counseling for students and integration of Career develop-
-Inept programing wfth co-op because the annual.cost was going to

be increasingly at 4*S0,000 yearly accumulated for, sefveral years.
I am at the present.time.sitting* on several plans for the develop,

ment of 'an adult-oriented co-op- program specifically tailored for
people at:baccalaureate level' to serve people in midlife who would .

need that same kind of integrated education and experience as,

s.
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they perhaps c
all of these are

think w4a
tional. And in .
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ge careers or are returning to emplayiuert. In
developmental money is needed.

. .
must recognizo Cooperative planning is not tradi-

institutions, no matter how well established,
there is continued pressure from .the faculty to revert to more
traditional tilans ihat have students al.ound the whole. academic
year. And there needs to be incentive to institutions to maximize
the numbers of students attracted to the cooperative plan.

What the legislatioh- Congress initiated has done is produce a
dramatic revolution, with nearly ono-third of the American colleges
in one form or another having co-op on Campus. But most programs
developed are frak,riIe. The mostly involve an average of 50 or 80
students per campus. They have began and the concept is accepted,
but there is a .continued sustained need for the development, or
what will happen under tight money times is .ipany of theSe institu-
tions will slide back, and the, promising beginning will not in effect
,be realized..

So, we do feel that whatever the elongation of the. startup grant
period, that there is -a critical need.for some.sustaining adminstra-
tive costs to furtherprime .the pump and really accomplish what
could be done'.
Mr FQ1th, I appreciate the two charts that you gave us. I am

Committee in an attempt to, justify ,the legislation we have on the
boeks and.to try to getsome Money for'it. Ansi I expect to have:a,
hour between now and thki ,beihg primed fbr the questnis that 1
am sure.I am going to get.

. But. the .way in which you have worked out the figures.has great
appeal to .mebecause nothing succeeds arOund.here quite as well.as
so-called the cost7benefit ratio reduced .to its lowest commin de-
noMinatOr, which..iv;.how many Federal dollars go out and how
many come.back..:. .

It is an interesti* approach tO an explanation of the. real costs
in terms, unfortunately, that are more:understandable:to our col-
.latgute.s than the question of. the _value to the country d'access- to
education for people who otherwise would not have it.. :It also
appears t41 me that this committee recently lias very strongly and.
unanimously 'reaffirmed its concern -for, the independent. college
student in the confrontation that took place just ,a few weeks ago
that turned out well for the independent studerit..

Yhat we are really talking about here is anóther program- that
.kitegnizes, I would .gather, that Nirtually all of the stOents ,that
would' be involved here would be presumptively in the -category of
indepenOent studentS.

Mr. RYDER. They are virtually all self-supporting.
-Mr. FORD. I ani also aware of the. concern,'because I -hear.it at

'eVery..educational conference:that I talk to, about "the poor liberal
arts colleges fading away into thedark past,because no one will be
interested any.longer if we keep doihg things differently than We
have in the past.

My -.own feeling is that we will alsmays have on-college campuses,
even- when We quit building ivory towers, people' who resist changed
And in thiS instance they are just ,not looking at the figures and
they are trying to resist evolution.

, k



And. the facts are all before us..This committee for several y rs,
. and particularly during years when Mr. O'Ha.ra Was chair n,
started concentrating, in anticipation of where we are now, n
where the stujpfit population. was going to come from if- we we
going to continue to have the variety of khpols 'in place where they
are now acrass the country. .,

It is unrealistic tO assume that you can make such a .camPlete
adjustmea with the. returning Student or the older student that
you will fill the vacuum entirely,- but it is very clOar that the
.schools that are willing to uidapt to the change in the population
and the change in consumer 'market for ,education are the ones
that are going to survive, whether they be large or small.

And I am ery happy to -see Malcolm Carron here again this
m, orning. He w s president when Mr. Buchanan and I thoroughly
compromised ou .selves with respect to our prejudiee in 'favor or
urban university at hearings in Wayne. .Maybe it is because we
both have contacts with institutions that have urban-based popula-
tions- that are easy for us to observe and easier for us to under-
stand than perhaps other people without them.
*. But I suspect is we 'fool 'around with-a prOgram that is going to

take apY money from the small schools in 1.7entuckynd -put -it into
urban 'UniversitieS, 'we will be in real _trouble-at.the full committee.

'Mr. RYDE4.:Could I g4gest-----,- .. . .

.

. Mr. FORD. Ms.siSalisbury, I am sure, is going tO Call olv,the`
chairnian before-she leaves. .. . 14'..' .

,

Mr. RYDER. We would hope the Congress Would' have that ill
- mind and would .raise the level of appropriation closer to What has

been .atithorized. I think .you realize the authorizatonis curreittly
$2 ii million' and the President'S..recommendatioit has been $15 mil-
lion.for current funds. .

Several organizations have proposed $20 million at least be-ap-
A;

'propriated'thiS ,year. We w9,uld, strongly recommend that that di-:
rection allow both of these important interestS to be served.. -

Mr. FOttn. Weil, one of the statements made ,mention someone,
-and I askupe it was Leo Kornfeld, although he was not mentioned
in the .' statement, who, jun speaking before an education .group,
pointed out' that currently the guaranteed student, loan program'
was costing over the life of the.loan approximately $700 for a
:.51000 loan and making a comparison between the return .on that 7
kind of funding against programs such as this.

I. hope we can keep them as complementary approaches, al-,,
though the .one dramatic change that the administlation seetns to
be.prepared to ask for during'this reauthorization is a change awily.,

.
from the gilarapteed student loan program that is producing pira
trerhendous, franklyand this is one person who has accepted

.,.their 'figures op itwindfall for the banks that have .been able to
. recognize that there was big money in providing guaranteed stu-
dent loans'.

-And theSi have developed an exaniple dor us that shows with a
..relatively7 small- investmea you can pyramid that investment in a
way. ,that even bankers find astounding. 'That giVeg you some indi-
catidn of how difficult it is to change because 4 suspect the ABA

.
will be in here, very quickly after.the administration!s proposal is
put on gaper 'and tell us we are going to destroy the American
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banking industry if we do this, in spite of the fact they have
an anybody else about the

Pe.
complained longer and louder t
ty in dealing with Federal red

I want to thank the panel, Ad I particularly want to'thank Dr.
Ryder for his assistance to the staff in devaliiping for us this bart
of the record. You have done Uj good job of giving us a cross-section
of people who _could put in t record a very strong case for .not
only the continuance of coo ative.-education provisions of title
VIII but also foran expansion.,

I am not sur rised . that you have the foresight to extend your
figures out to 1990. It is very 4ifficult. around here to get people to
think of 1981;.1980 seems f some reasbn to have 'everybody's
attention. We hOpe in conside ing this legislation we will be able to
.get some of our colleagues to think with us in terms of a dvicle
ahead. The 1990's are close' u n us:

It seems like a long time o but in terms -of how long it takes
these programs to evolve and, roduce results, it is not that very
long at all.. I do appreciate that sort of farsighted approach.

LI would Make the same appeal to you that I made to the librar7
If you have got a friend in Congress please talk to him or her,

as early and often as
Mr. livOR. We will ta

'for yoUr courteSy. If a

ble. We cah use a lot of help.
e you seriously on that. We are grateful
member of our staff can amist your staff

in specifics of interprc tion or sUpplementary wording, we would
be delighted to help in any way.

, -
Mr. FORD. One final comment before I yield to the gentleman.

front Alabama'. Mr. Holmes, I was talking .back and forth, to:the
staff while we 'were going thrOugh your statement aticl.it. is remark7
.able how closely your presentation and yOur reasoning-with reSpect
to the relationship between the world ,of work and the ability .of
sorneane who has been.,in the work force tO return to college and
profit:thereby' parallels tile statement that we gOt in Peking about
their new idea.

.

-And the way it was characteried to US.was that it.was going to
be similar to the man walking on .two legs: One leg being the
traditional student' and one a recognition. that during the .bad
period of theicuhural revolution many.people werexlenied aCCess to
education lAncrbut.inW- the woi:k foree who now have the desire and
capacity to return.'

And anything-that can be accepted..by; the General. Motor4 and.
the PeoPles Repablic of China ,simultaneousVmust .in fact be based-
upon some great cosmic truth.

1VIr. HotAtEs. We' have -had.: two delegations ,. from the Peoples
Republic-of China to GM in the last 3 months.

,Mr. FORD.. They show a great deal of interest in .trying to repli-
cate a paa 'of our system. &.), they apparently have been favorably
impressed .by what-they have seeh. .

Mr. Buchanan.
Mr. atiCHANAN, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think they might have a goosi deal to learn from us, I wouid

like to associate myself first with the chairrnan's remarks both in
ikupport of cooperative education and in sympathy with ydur testi-
mony this morning and in thanking you for making thia record.
M. Salisbury; I might echo what the chairman said, that Kentueity
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is pretty well proteeted in our committee, in addition to which, We
now have as the chairman of 'the Labor. HEW Appropriations Sub- \
committee, the distinguished gentleman from Kentucky, Mr.
Natcher. .

.. So, Lwould think that it is probably a good ihing for entities like
-the one you represent, Ms. SalisburY, that a couple of Kentuckians
are well-placed.

MS. SALISBURY. Thank youokir;and Lagree.
'Mr. BUCHANAN. I wonder -if someone can -tell- me how many-

postSecondary institupons dirrently require participation in a co-
opergtive education program? .

Mr. WOOLDRIME-D6 you want.it broken down by areas?
BlicHANAN. I am trying to get soine idea of the order of

magnitude of the institutions.. A .

Mr. WOOLDKIDGE: There are about 1,000 of 'the 3\000 bigher edti-
-cation instituions, both 2-year and 4-year-inSetitUtiOns,'t.hat offer co-
op. .

Required co-op such as Father Carron described it?.'
Mr. BUCHANAN, Yes.
Mr, WOOLMUDGE. The Engineering School of...Detroit; probablY'4

like that, I am going to have to guess; 20.i stitutions olthe 1,000.
." Most of the programs are optional programs.. at. 4,- the student. 4
arriVes at the. institution and then after arrivin at the' institution'
has the 'option of selecting a co-op:,program if..h .or she: Wishes, .

In the mandatory program,...suclvasengineenng at Detroit and
most. of nortAeastern s programs, the institution offers only that...
And if you really want .4 4-year conventional education, then you

.

go to seme .other institution.
Ms..8ALISBURY. I am reading from the "Research on Co-Op, 1977',

conduCted by Northeastern regarding.. the . number of mandatory
prograins. It says: ,

I*
More community colleges run mandato6e. *grunts or programs with some .ele-;

ments operating on atmandatory basis and same .on.anaptional7basis, and the mbre.
senior college programs operate wirtive progtarns.

Statistics, can you read thiS real ,qUiek?
Mr...WOOLDRIDGE. Yes, 28 senior colleges. and 65 junior, a. total Of

9:3. I ,Wasn't close. According to . this, twenty-eight:4-year institu-
tions and eighty-five 2-year institutions, it* a total cf :93y.whereas1
was estimating the 20. . . ,

Mr.' ButirANAN. Gan we have that study for the record? 4'

Mr. FORD. Yes, without objection that will be submitted for the
record. . .
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Thi eapansion of'clveretive .44Q4Li4.41 inc. the first annual

. urvey, Wick wee condi;c.isd by the Ciaoperetive Educariost Narseirth

'Center in 1964, has been remarkable - 710 percent.: Thia griwris La .

graphically represented in Figura 1. The curve shows not only the rapid

Figure 1
Population oi Cb-op Program by Esch'Ye r, 1969 - 1977

200

'69 '70 '71 '7,2 '73 '74 '75 '76 '77
Year

expengion of cooperative education programa. but also shows Mhat

emie of growth has glowed substantially ovet the past two years. The

net increase in the number .uf programa iR 1976 was six perceut anti in

1977 was 2.6 percent. Of further significance l ther relstive expansion

of progress in junior and community' colleges, As compared to senior

institutions. Figure 2 presents the percentage oi rhe.total population

of cooperative p ograma which junior collegee represent for each.year,

3
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-4

1969.throu1 b 192T. it h4nos that lor collagen hove increased thole`

participation is dooperative education frees 17. pnrcmut. of [ha papule:

tiun iu 1969to 46,6 percent in 1977. IL also 'shows that this

protortiOnal expansion haa,lavolded off over the past thretyars.

Figure 2 '

Pertestage uf Total Ca-ap PopuiCrion
Conotitutod'by Programerin Junior Colleges

bOX

0

'69 470 '71: ''72 '73 '74 '75 '76 '77
Year

lecause junior and community collages have become s .11:a significant

part of tha total effort in cooperative eduCation. it was decided to

wain. mtailaricias ond Offerances 'between Lhea Ann senior college

cooperative education programs. The data fur these analysis. are of two sorts:

basic file data which are proves data collected' annually, which -do not

change at 411 or only slightly over a period of several years and Which

nave been added to oyr comnotar_file with'updarings (way the past several

years; md supplementied data Wiiichyore cOlected in 1977 fur the,first

time LIZ about slx yeir. These data represent a 62 percent sample of

tge estimated population of 1054 programs.

6 9
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As the.apSlymes to be reported upon ta the remainder of this

article will sh ow. there ate numerous differeacmilbetvems senior college

and junior college co...Punitive mph:nation programs. Theie ire also a

number of important similarities. The Wret item nf csimparisom (and

difference) is Lmititutioail cmatrol. The data Of table 1.show that

lumpily three quaAlera of All co-op'programs are foa . in public institu-

tions'. Proportionslly many store'etnior programi are in private

Inetitutions wiletsis many more Junior college programs are in public

inaLirutiona.
1

This; Ls onderstendable since most two year institutiOnS
*

ire community colleies.

TABLE 2
institutional Control of Junior and Senior Co-op,Progrema

Ci.O14-4-1-icTT
Control

7-
%

nior Total
%--% f

Public 104 54.0' :445 90.6 749 71.1
Private 259 46.0 A6 9.4 305 28.9

X
2

169.398; d.f. . 1; P 4.0001

4. FLOGAAN STATUS AKA 01414012ATI0NAL CHABACTIBISTICS

There are five item to be comeidered in this section: the current,

operational status of the program; the operating soda; to whom co-op is

mad. available; the conditions of co-op availability, and the administra-
,

clue organisation of the prograu within the institution.

Table 2 presents the current operationel status ni pro-gravel. The

data shol:Nthat 62 percent of all programs judge theellves to be fully

1The significance of this.aod other differences to be reported was
tested by chn Chi-Squire sestistic for two independent samples.

695
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uperatiorts1 with An seid.itionel 27 percent-in the ftlitial stigma of

line X
2
value for [he table le significeet showing that.implementation.

the overall lesponstnrof enior and 4;alor coileiee are reliehly differenr.

The primary reason for chi, significant difference lies in the greeter'

proportion or senior colleges programs udged to he'tkeelging.
.

TA8LE 2
Operational Stain* of Junior and Senior Co-op PrOgrama

""-Operational Senior ,To-lcror' -Th
.r___ %__ J'___

.

_ _Z._
Fully Operatioval 332 59.0 322 65.6,

Yledging
.

170 . 31.3 110 22.4

Filtrating corulucting
reasinili(y study 42 ?.4. 45 9:2

'en Response 11 2.3 14 23(

X . 10.655; d.f. . 1; P 4: -.02

. e

--T-o-117.--"-

.4 - Z ____

654,, 62.0
286 27.1

87 8.2
27 2.6

. _

The Aingle programmatic characteriatic.whicb,hest differentiates

junior and senior college co-op pr4raps is the vperational mode. Junior

colleges charaeteristically use tPue parallel plan, exclusively or in.

'..ombination with other modes,, and senior college* characteristically nue.

the alternating mode. The data of Table 3 show this clearly. Additionally.

TANLE 3

Operating Modes of Junior and Senior Co-op Programs

Opera'ting t Senior JiTlyy Total_ ...L....-

Parallel
r 3

28 :1147..6

Field '2 4,15.7 13 2.6 45
Alternating 2-37 42.1 54 11.0 291

5.0 96 19.6 124

Extended Daty 3 0.5 13 2.6 16 1.5

Combination with
Alternatin 11pcodingi
Parallel) 1 147 .26.1 144 29.1 291 \27.6 ,

g l

'Combinarloo with
Parallel (excluding
Alternating) 40! ' 7.1 LO5 21.3 ' 145 12.8

Other it 38 6.1 26 5.3 64 6.1

$o Response W 6./ 40 8.1 7.8 7.4

. 4 .---- ."--- --

.

. 194.102; d.f. 7; p 4..A101

T.-
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e4tbough the trequadciee ere reletively amell, the groatei c;umber of

tie1.41 programa found im se'isior eolicsee and the greater member of

extended 40 pregrame-iounal iu j5nior colleger conLrtbuc to the'highly

sitnificent.Chi Square val4.

,More enior colleges make ruyperatiSa stlmrcetion available to all.

.students on ceapos. while more lonior ...roiLemelrmake it available iu

more lirlted number of curricula. These findinv are presented in

Table 4. These d4ra also allow thAt the large majority of both junior

TABLE 4
Numbert.ot Curricula Participating iu Junior aud Senior Cr>,-op Programa

-
.Curricula
Pint eizit

Senior Junior Total.

All corricura
r 241 42.8 156 31.8 297 37:7

Must curricular 125 22.2 122 24.8 247 23.4

Few curricula 108 19.2 140 2l1.5 248 s 23.5

UVR: VurrUllIA. 48. 8.5 ' 34 6.9 82 7.8

No Response 41 7.3 34 79 80 7.6

19.979; d.f. 4.4; P .0o9s

an4 senior college program provide cooperative education work experiences

to tudents in more than a mingle curriculum area. The data of Table 5

'Onair Olaf me majority of proirsmos err aino-aeri144.14)..44.4.441,414kmaza om

tiOler a fill tw aptloo-al or oiler:five baaim (stsdents mast achieve a

'minivan^ aeadce'lc averjgc to qualify for particitration).. These dUta also .i.

i) 6fiutf eignificaat difterenoes between junior and senior programa. The

".. / f.

' tifierencen occv in three categories': ,re Junior collagen run aandatoiy

programa or programa with nome elements- operating on a mandatory baais

'end sow on.an optional basis; and more senior :!olleses operate selectiVe

t

program*. When throe data or analyzed for trends oVer time, they show

a significant lrend iiom mond tory to optior;11 programa.2

A.L. Kazwell. Raca. Methuen 6 Co. I*31). London;

69:7\
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TAALX 5
Mannar of AWsilehility of Co-op to Students In

Junior mad.healor Program

Availetility
of Cm-op

. a

Senior .lunior Total

Mandatory , 28
Optional J.85
Selective

'Soma handatory, some
Optimal
Other
Me hoopoes.

% 2
X

5.0 65 13.2 93 8.8
32.9 171 14.8 356 33.8
41.6 80 16:3 314 29.8

41.4 133 27.1 197 18.2
1.6 . 6 -. 1.2 15 1,4
7.6 36 7.3

-
,9 7.9

111.791; 8.1. - 5; P .o001

The final item to be examined in Chie 'section of the report it

the position-of cOp.rsLive education'within the administrative organize-

elm of the iagtjtAlt N3. The data are emmatizedin Table b. They

show two principal mode : a centralized program, reporting to the

eta:Oslo dean or vice prosident;.end a program which is a fonctido within

AA academic department. division, or college. The table, as a wholn, show

relit/Ile difference between junior and senior,colleses. Eighty-threa

percent of the X
2

value, hoWever. is due to a single difference:

significantly more senior colleges report that cOoporative educttion'is

a function of the senior Wed alumol. plAZ:ssent offiro-

TAXIS 6
Administrative Potition of Junior and Senior Co-op Programa

To 1.01,m

Co-op keporte

Primident
4 :*

Academic Deas*oer ViMm
President
Dem or Vice President
Student Personnel
Placement Officer
Academic Department
Other
ho Xesponse

Senior Junior Total

19

5

32

31

151

63
45

z f

3.4 20.. 4.1 39
._,

18.2 189 18.5 404

6.6 23 4.7 60
5.9 2 0.4 15

26.8 145 29.5 296
11.2 65 15:2 128
8.0 47 9.6 92

28.108; d.f. 7: P 4.001
"--N

...

3.7

38.3

5.7

3.3
28.1

12.1
8.7
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D. MUTING CMARACTEMSTICS,

This ection of the report will focus on information ralatinellko

co-op job charActestistics and credit awarding, policies end practices.

Table 7 piremants data regartling the relationship hatween students' coopOra7

tive work assignmenta and kheir acsulasa Majors. 'Ms riatamtaa that

over 80.parcent of the programS report that all or mu-st.of their co-op

jobs aro relatad
IP

to the studantst scaddsic. major. They further show

twit more junior collo*** report that mll co-op jobs ars related and

that mora senior colleges report leaving the decisioe of job relatednega

up io the student.'

TOLE 7. . .

Relatedness ui Co-op Jobs 4o Student Academic Major For
Junior sad Seltior Programs

Relatedness of
c2-tn1 Jct._

Senior
____.

4' 1

Total
I

.4.9.121.9r

j'

All jobs rmlatad ISO 32.0 187 '38.1 367

',goat jobs related 276 49.0 230 46.8 506 48.0

Difficult In find 24 4.3 29 5..9 5 5.0

'Student deciaion' 32 5.7 6 1.2 1.

Mon-related i 0.2 0.1
Soma yss, some no ,7 1.2 0.2 8 0.8

No reapcmss 43 7.6 7.7 81 73
1

21.577; d.f. . 6; P 4.01

Nk,.As
with j.. rolevaucy, about 80 porcent of tha programs report

Ir"

------.. _,
thAt 411 or most of their co-op jobs ar4 paid jobs. Oiffersocsa

betweeu junior sod icnior collele6 are sististically siiiniticant at

this .05 level but in practical tams they ara.amall. These findings

are summarised in Table 8.

,
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TABLE a
co-of 1d6 .C4114140141,ipsi For 4usior end Sernioi kquipNuma

Co-op-Aoh Bnior Junior Total,e
Compensation ;

I.. X

All. le,aid -,. 340 :167:4 104 '62.3- 646
Most 4,41 d 47. 1.1.9 97 19.8 .164 15.6 A
Welt paid, WE
voldntary J.5 CO 28 , 5.7 73. 4.9 .

$4st vblohtary. 17 3.0 12 2.4 29 2.8
All voluntary 9 1.6 4 4.6 18
Other 1 .2 - I .2 :2 :2
14o Besposu eat:. 444. ''.'. 7,6 38 - 1.8 82. 7.8

. .

2 '
X 1.3.877; 4.i. 6; P

skaintr.tcant trend'over the; past novo years _has' hetan the increas

number of programs adopting, policies of /warding credit based upon

coopartitive wor k. experience. ma 4:iata of .Tab1. 9 thoU that 70 percent

`ot ali program 'eithet award rato-additiva credit ur :ward nosi-Ataditivn credit
. . #

in roma curricela sod additive:in other cufricula..3 Table '9 aIs0.48bus

'tan pircant' jUnior 41,4. commUnity coileete ausrd oon-additive Credit
: -

based optin co-op wUrk experiMelnw:thaUt do senior 'e41114ea. The difference

TABLE 9 .

Cradii OU1icies df Junior end Senior Co,....op Programa

Credit
Folic le

Additive
Non-Additive
Credit' for ptoiscts
both Additive and
tio'n-AdditivO'

%one
Other

V40pomar-

Senior -131.00r Total
.tT Z

34 6.2 56 11.4 91- 8.6
326 57..9 335 ' 68.2 661 62.7
52 4.2 4 0.8 5b : 4.1

34 . 6.0 V 40 8.1
SI 14.4, 22 4.5
2 .2 -- __

34.. . 6.0 34 6.9

76.814; d.L 6; P 44.00i

14 7.0
103 0.8

1

6.s

3Ndn-A43dl
it *vane that the credits awarded take the place of

academic credit!, no Ily alarmed by meana of on-campus courees. Additive
credit meNns that thW credits awarded are added to the 'total credits
normally requited fur graduation.

-7 0 0

4
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ie statistically reliable. liy coutrest. significantly Mors senior

prograne ward credit for etudy projects b*4144,4p00 6000 espret of

Omit cooperative weik experience. In additioa( more onlor cellega*
.

,

do out *weed any credit at All. ,

The amount al credit per'werh experience and total$ tor senior and

junior collegss is summairisAci. in Table 10 and I. The average per

expArienca credit is 4.2 and 1.75respectively,for senior and junior.

. 4
colleges; the steerage total tiusdner of credlcs awArded is 11.6 and 10.3.

%

In practical terma the difference* are smell. They are..howeyer,

statistically reliabLe. it arclmat from these findings that credits

earned from co-op constitute. op On* average, li.percunt of Ant ASMICiate

degree and 9 percent of A haccalaureate degree. It should be further

.eatad Chet fur 19 percent of cke aseiMT cellege* and 38 percent of.tlia

junior colleges the amLuat'of Credit that may'be:eArnud for Asti single

'work term varies Among participating department*.

TA812 10'
Per Co-op Experience Credit Awarded

By Junior and. Senior Progrema

4

Croft{ ts

Senior Junior Totel
r. I

1 - 3 ' 101 22,5 124 28.5 225 25.5

4 - 6 89 19.9 86 ... 19.8 175 19.8

+ ! 42 9.4 26 ,. 6.0 68 7.7

VaIlttlaY sleilArtment 176 9j L6_4 37./ 340 . 38.5

Varies among etedents 4 0.9 6 . 1.4 10 1.1

Varies. both diper,t,
meets end student* 11 2.5 7

't.,

1.6 18 2.,0

Other 7 1.6 15 3.4 . 22 2.5

No Response 18 . 4.0 7 1.6 25. 2.8'

u

415-944. - 79 - 45

15.441: d.f. 1; p 4.05



Noxious' Credit Awat'apakiti, JOador add Sanior.Pragrama

Kattimum.Dagraa

Crodkt.

1 - 3'

4 - 4 .

7 - 9
10 - 12
1) - 15
14 - 18
19

22 4.'

Varies:
Mo Response

$ tor Lan 10E,

Z

Telda

21' ' 4.7 21 '4.6 42
.-

4.8
61 _44.1 46 - 15.2 129 14.4
54 12.5 68 15.6 124 14.0
44 14.3 *9 20.5 153 17.3
40

49

8.9
10.-9

28

69
6.4

_15.9
48

"118
7.7

13.4
10 ,A2.2'' 1 0.2 - 11, 1,2
34 8.0 8 L.S 44 5.0
84 18:8 7) - 14.41 151 17.8
25 5.6 L 12 - 2.6 2/ 3.1

41.1614: d.L. 9; P 4..001

*A-quaation regarding the relationship of'COvp lobesod'acadessic

major was asked of sll programa awarding credit. lissponses to this
,

quaatfors,aremmassrised iM Tah1e,12. Ilors senior colleges than luraor

collogui lasiit upon job raIevanci-ii cridli is to,be awarded. 'it

-
Intorestinito obserbs that a Comparison of cradilaaiardlog prOgrass

4n4 fposTetag which award uo cridit shmed-no,differencsowith respect

to ipaiitanci sport major related co-op jobs'. :AppOreatIY, the.objeci1440

,of pro9iding tuc4iita,with proIessionally re10154 work'exparientad basic
a .

4 w.

co cooperative-4446414m6.; irreepectiv4 of wkstbsr oradit is'Co be.asardad_

r not.

TAKE 12.
kpAgedialc Major Means Credit

arding Jusiffir as14 SeniorrProgrash.

kelatednesa of
co_22 Job

.a
Job most be rotated
Most jobs related
Need not. Wang
Mo Respooss,

Sanior JuniT4- 'Total
o

,f s 1 -

,

I
191 3.1 2'3) , 5 T. 6 426 48.2
155: -34.6. '147 33.8 302 54.2
81 18.1 48 11.8 ' 129 14.6 :

19 I .. 4 . 2. 7 1.4 26 2.9 ..

x 17.761; d.f. 3; P.44 .01 -
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a
thi60 4 4.I4On hes been ea** to,OWard tradit anid.tanammeat of

credit ha* bola detamaisard it nest follows that * dacioila se to who

*hall bi taspoasi41* for awarding-tho credit soot he wadi. A watiMPY

Of.dAcisioas. hint* been aad*.. tkey ori owaiarised haiow in:Tobla 13 sad

frequont apprueehan are to place rospoosilaiity wpm:

1) ill* aciidealc dapartimiativinvoIved 26.644rceuE; 2) the cuOPerative

,---ffdlifOttoo.coordtaotors - 23.4 i4rcont; amid, 3)ho'h1 ve IOW responsibilitY'

to toordiastoro sm4 faculty - 111.9,percsot.. Thars'ara striking diffetencti

between juoior *ad saniur eolloges with rogard to ciao firat two of

tiii*4 policies.. Nagy sots jOnIor Collages ploce resporiainiliiy for

;awsrding.crodit with coordinators. Ia coutrast. huay "ore sentur colleges

have the toaehing faculty assume rasponaibility for /wardii g. crafir...

. , tA&Lii
8i#4004thi1ity Fur Awarding Cre4it AAGUIL

Junior sad Senior Co-op Programa

ii,W,Sa43.Z*7-fur

&Cordial Credit

cu-op Coordinator,

Go-op pirector
Co-op Advisory
Cumaittoe

Coordinator and Vacuity
Academic department
Caordinotor and
Director'

CaOrdinatur and
Acadeftli! Dean

Other
NO Reoponsie

Senior

:L. I
38 8.5 169 16,9 207 '23;4
67 45.0- 65. 14.9 132 14.9

10 2.2 5, . 1,1 15 1.7

92 20.5 44 ,19.3 176 19.9
178 39.7 57 13,..1 235 26.6

6.. 1.3 14 -5.2 20 '' 2.3
,

19 4..3 '.19' 4.4 34 4.3
23 ,, .5.1 19 4,4 42 4.8

, .15 3.3 3 -a./ . Is 2.0

2
158.690: d.i. 8; P 0001

Ft fly.'Programvavording credit wore oohed it'euiftior is chsrged

fdi the cro44.
,

kmoponapv rto fund i1.bt. 14. They show that moot '--

'iadfr ei.ard.ing.pro'grasie tp4 :credits 4ttleci through cc-op

03
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an* 4o sa at LW, Slim* rate aa Credit* aornad through 0004C Mea44..

Junior'sad AidiA* collages aro easamtially *lila, with relArd to this
r .

decision hut differ eiemi other alternatiye approathea. -WC jUSiOf

college* Clutege mo tuition and more senior e011egea cneiga at a rate

.diffireat frOm that ch.rgeit (ur otHerr. credits (Praimaably a lasimee'''

amount). 9

TULE 14
Tuition Pnalcieo For Co-op Credit Farman

Abaft Jonitir.a444 Sanior Programa

Tuition For
creqtc. Awarf/14

Senir. Jonloy , . Total

' X f- k. ___1_
Regular rats 339 ,757 329 75:6 668-

.

75.6

Different fr.,.
reg.olar VAL* 39 8:1 11 2.5 50 57
Yaarly tuition 16- *.0 .26 , 6.0 62 7.0 :

No 19 4.2' 62 14.2 fll 9.2

So Reapana, 15 3,1 7 1.6 ,', 22 2.5
!

X
2

42.9/7; 4.f. 4; P

Alt programs. whethSr.awaxcliug credit for co-op or not, wars asim4'

if. they 1.0* ame rota ul learOng'contract when placing.their stodants

on am faaignelax. 'Maim raaponsaa, summarised in Table 15, show that

.a total or ja perrent of all. prograas curreatly use learning cof,ltracta

an4 taat ;tn./Additional se9SM percaat A * conaidaring thair uae.. Signifi-

cantly more junior co1In8es than senior colleges report some applitatiou

74,41.14 15

Sep of Laarninn Contract...By Junior and Senior Co-op Programa

Use
L40;11101; Contr443

F Zeni.(11. Junior .
.

x 1 4-- %

Yoe .147 26.1 228 46.4 375 '35.6

.443 . 150 26.6 35 716.1.- .

Planning 47. S.3 .25 5.1. 72 ..: 4.8.

Sy /espouse 219 8.9 70S 41.3 472 40.4'

X 91.821; 3; P 4..0001
1,.
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of coorkact lisarming Co their co.opnraCive educarioq-progrems.. Foeueing

only u&.i: chose Nho relpunded to Cho question about learning contra/as

sod swardrng gredic,-it is interesting co nSte chat a sign1ricantly

lergerl RrOpurckon ut prograbosaoarding credit or any kina ns'e learnin:

eumcracta theti programa noc.aarding ocedir. Thus. .findings Are

presqptked tn Table 16.

lose.ot

Learning
Contracts.

Learning contract
No learning cuntr

-CausideriniCcoutr

. 7 ' TAALZ.16
Vii of Learning, ttontracIs Hy Creait Policies

! Additive
Non-

Additive
Adaitive 4
hon-Addiriv

'Credit
1,dr

Cr dit

30 61.2%

,...,Cvedij.

279 68.0% 42 70.02 11 38.2% 9 12'.0X

IIC,C 16 32.7. 90 22.0 7 11:7 , 16 47.1 56 74.7'

'cc 3 6.1 41 10.0 11 18.3 5 14.7 10 11.3'

--.-,

. X
2

112.412. d.f 8' 1' 43)001---J-_,--L

As a foliage: -op to the questions regarding credit and learning

cuntrawts. progr4ar directors Nora &eked to report Inn, student learning

wee d: ':111.1.1r real:lases ere Summarized in Table 17. Terms papers
t,

_ TAULE 17
ApproAches To Evalnetion'of Stiaient

Learning Among junior nd Senior Programs

....
Evaluation Senior Junior Total

-r

Term paper and rwoorts 244 49.2 163, 32..4 407 40.7

Lugs, journals .44 6.9 ,,51 ',,- 11.7 95 10.2

irudant self e%ialwition 67 11.5, ..63',.. 14.4t 130 13.9

Employer. sit*
.

suoeruisni. 57 11.5, !Jki,, .17.,9 135 14.5

Go-up cour.linatvr . , 26 .5.1 ;; 14_

Instruct/at., facttlty

advisor 25 .'. 5:0, ' 24 f.5.5 49 5.2

Sehinar participation 27 5.4 :' 25 , 5.7 57 . 6.1

Other 6 1.'2' 8 1.8 14 1.5
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,end tUdient reports are the single soot froqueutlfumed ethod for

documenting *indent learning. They ere used three times as ofig4 as

the next most frequent approach. reliance upon employer judgments!

Soolor sad junior collegee differ significantly with tagerd'to their

use of thee. two most frequent asAssompot approached'. Senior colleges
4

001ka greeter use uf stUUmmt papers 4nd Awslor cones.* use employer

ratings shore frequently.
.

Junior end senior institutions also dit with respect to the

uumber.ut reported visits to etude t e .work assignments and the

nuaber of reported visits tu eeployers. In hoth instance!, junior

co11egem report a greeter number of v4eits. These date afe presented in

Table.

_TABLE l$
Average Annual Coordinator Visits To Students

While On CO-up Assignment Among Junior end Sdiuir Programs

kiiiiiiii iaimakistir-OT -Piir. Senior Junior Total
Student Visits % X

Lees than onmpar staden 191 . 13.9 63 128 254 24.1
1 - 2 per etuaont 105 19.7 116 21.6 .221 .21.0 .

More than 2 per tudent 12 5.7 48 . 20.0 130 12.3
No Isaponsa 235 41. 214 43.6 449 42.6

- 94.915: d.f. * 2: P4; :0001

Th111.1: 19

averege nue1 Coordinator Visits To Employer..
Junior mod Senior Fragrant.

Nomber-Imployet j_
,

Senior
7-e

. junior Total

% f
0 Il 2.0 5 1.0 16

1 - 177 31.4 115 23.4 292
28 - 50 66 '11.7 16 7.3 102
51 - 75 21 3.7 22 4.8 43
76 - 100 21 3.7 37 7.5 sa

101 - 125 12 2.1 16 3.3 .28

More than 125 14 2.5 43 8.8 57

No Rompoosi 241 42.8 217 44.2 458

* 40.529; d.f. * 1: P.( .001

0

1.5
27.7

9.7
4.1

5.5
2.7

5.4

43.4
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C. PDCGRAK STAY?

This'eoctiom of the report prseents data 'regarding the witicationail.

levels of program coordinators acid date ou staff salaries.
%

''Tabln 20 gives Chi higheet level of educstioe schieved by professional

progrei staff at junior.aed henior college programs. The. findings show

TASLE 20
Mighest Level of Education Schimved.By Profeasiosal

Stskt ut Juntor sad Senior Prograwm

Education Level
Senior Junior

.t 2

Lees Lhao n

hoccalaureate .10 0.9 84 4..2 94 3.1
Baccalaureate 200 18%8 463 23.2 663 21,7,
Beaters. 520 4-8.9 1154 67.9, 1874 613
Doctorate 134 11.4 94 4.7 428 14.0

X
2

4 4.275; d.f. . 3; P 0

somewhat eimilar dtstributioss oi sduCational Isv.1 fox JUnior'and

Molitor college program staff is that for both the masters degree

accounts for the /aroma proportion nod lees than the baccalaureate

accounts for the smallest proportion. Kowever the staffs ar, pso-

portiusally alike only with regard so their number* who have the

haccalaoreats4agres. SignifiCantly 'ors junior college program staff

havt less than the'hAcceleursete anti signifiCantly more have the masters

degree. Do the other hada, significantly sore senior college program

stiff have the doctorate. Ma data also auggest s substantially greater

number of junior collage staff Mao senior college staff participating fn

copepsEiVe ArZwcatioa. Dirsct asta on 65-inant, however Kre n5E7iVillaBle.

Tables-21 and 22 below present data on junior sod senior college

proves 1i1aries for coordinators and directors, respectively. r Table
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21 gives the distributIon Of coordisatut salaries. Tas sista show tha

Aintior and senior distribution* differ at the 95,percent level of

TOILE 21
Distribution of Coordinator Salariss'Among

Janice and Senior Programs

Salary 1
Diatribution

Senior Junior

%

Total
-4-----4._ Z-Z f .

OD to $12.000' 19 3.4 9 '1.8 28 2.2

$12.001 - $16.000 58 10,3 52 10.6 .110 10.5

$16,001- $20.000 58 10.3 447 9.6 105 ' 10.0

$200001 - $24.000 25 . 4.4 36 7.3 61 5.8

$24,001 And above 4' 0.7 10 2.0 14 1'.3

PO Respons 399 70.9 . 317 68.6 736 70.2

2
...4.468; Cf, ''' 5; ? 4: -OS

.

confidence. with a somewhat'sreater proportion of junior college pro-

gra. coordinators earning higher salaries. It seems likely that the

fact that two year tolls*. provarm are almoat.exclusively in pUblic

institutions wksreas only half of.the mentor college procreate ere in

public institution* may account tor this difference. On the other hand.

f.isce data of Table 22 show no differences ig the salary levet s. of junior.

And senior program directors.

TASLE 22
%Distribution of Director Salaries Among

Junior and Senior College Programa

---tielary -1 Senior
Distribution r

.4_
2

-

Up to $14,000 34

$14.001 - $18,000 72

$18,001 - .$22.000 40
4,22.001 - $24,000 17

826,001 and above Id
.No response

' 6:0
12.8
7.1

3.0
3.2

82 67..9 1...

Junior Total_-_----____________.-- - - - - -
I 2 _f__ x

38 7.7 72 6.84
46 9.4 110 11-2
37 7.5 77 7.3

11 2.2 20 #.7
14 2.9 32 3.0

345 70.3 727 69.0

. 4.841; d.f. 5; P >

4



D. COOPESATLYE EDOCAT10* Pla0GR4M ENROLLMENTS

Co-up student earolleent data are ummarized in Table 23. These

data indicate. first. that the enrollment distributions fur junior and
-

senlot colleg programs. differ significantly. eith.aore senior programs

having no mote than /00 students sad more junior programs with more thei4

800 student enrollments. Sevona. the data'show. for both junior and

...elor programs that at least half the pkograms have no more than 100
a.

TA81.1.21

Student Enrollments In Junior and Senior Programs

htudent 8enior. Junicir 'Focal

1
Enrollments .

;

1000 and above
901 - 1000
801
101
601

SOI

401
301

900
800
700

600
500
400

201 - 300

101 - 200

1 - 100

Reanonee

AI
11 1.9 19 3.9 30 2.8

1 0,S 9 1.8 12 1.1

2 0.3 6 1.2 8 0.8
4 0.7 2 0.4 6 0.6
_2 0.3 8 1.6 10 0.9
10 1.8 9 1.8 19 ' 1.8
8 1.4 9- 1,8 17 L.6

II 1.9 23 4.7 34 3:2
24 , 4.1 33 6.7 57 5.4
65 11.5 90 18.3 155 -14.7

410. :.'58.6 243 49:5 573 54-5
.17.0 70 14.3 163 15.5

i2
- 16.082;

,33

d.f. 11; P 4.01 .

participating tudents. The typical program size (median) for senior
. .

colleges le 56 student enrollments, for junior colleges 76 and for the

total,
4

Calculation of, average (mean) program size poses s problem

Wiese.* the relatively tr./. programa of more than 1000 tudent enrollments

`se,

(203 percent).greatly distort the arithmetic ean. In an (fort to

-

4
Par purposesSIgf calculating median and mean student enrollments,

class Intervals of 25 students were used, rather than the 100 totodent
intervals given in Table 23.

7 9
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compemete. man rerolleants were calomlated with.them loutiamdecs"

removed. The average'emior collage progrem was found tollim /10'

strategic*, the average junior.college -program 170 students and the,

averse( ati. all programa 134 students.; Using them average figurse

for all prograea reporting enrollments of no more than 1000 sod

(for prolirans sot reporting enrollments end edding the known Aterollmanie

for programa 4reater.than,1000. the heat estimates of co-op population

marollasom are:

- Senior colloee programa V4,269 students

Junior coilege pmgrams 110,08 students

- Total populationot programa 204,757 students.,

E. SUNKLAY

The 1977 cooperative education aurvey dem were analyzed DO as

to air./ hoth the eajor characteristics of program in the U.S. and

Canada and the similarities and differences.between progrene in

junior and senior colleges. ,The principal findinis sre -summarized

below:

There are 1054 co-op.progrmajn the U.S.'and Canada
(li jal Canada). Of theee, 563 (53 percent) are in

'oraZoe colleges and 491 (47, percent) ate in junior cons:Pa.

2. Just over half the senior programs are in public institu-
tions, whereae 90 percent of junior prorame are in public
institution..

1. The principal mode of operation-Among senior program is .

tha alternating plan. Among junior progress, it is the
parallel plan.

A. Among senior college Ilrograme, the most frequently used plan
a tudent access to tht progrem is the optional with
specified acaSmic standard/I for admiesion. Freely optional
programer, the second moat 'frequent. Among juniqr
programs, the optional plen is the most frequent but
there are also a mhatantial number of mandatory program.

.0'
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S. Most programs, both jumior and mentor, report all or moet
xo-op work assignments are relat.ed.to the etudente
academic major.

The great malority of co-op vork &alignments are paid. for
both junior and senior program,.

7. About 70 percent of ill programs award degree credit. based
upon co-op work. Those credits substitute for credits
typically earned through.on-ramtnas course*: More junior
progreme award credit thee eenio programs.

d. The overawe par work experience number of credits awarded
fox co-Op is 4.2 for senior programs and 3.75 for junior
programa.. The overate number of total crediti awarded
is 11.6 and 10.1 respectively fur senior end junior
programs.

9. Approxisately half of the 'junior. college progrems report
using *owe form of'lierning eGlar8et with their co-ap
etudents. Among senior colleges. about ogle-quarter
report using them.

The most frequently used methods of student evelustion
are, for both junior nd seaior programs. term papers and
reports (44 percent) and employer,aasesamost (15 percent).

II. Coordinators in junior tollege .programs report more frequent
visits to .students et work /god to meployers thao do .
coordinators io senior programs.

N

12. A substentiallY grestir proportion of'senior progran
coordinators have theddoctorate than junior program
coordinetors.

13. The overall diatribution of coordinator salaries is somwehat
hilier swag junior programs in comparison with senior
pr gram.. Yoe director', however, the distributioos of
salary are the same.

14. It ix astimaied that there are about 205,000 co-op stodeote
in the U.S. and Camada. Over half the population of pro-
grams have fewer thin 100 student enrollments.
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- Mt. BUCHANAN. Do you have the statistics on the percentage of
co-op students who continue to be employed after graduation?

Mr. WOOLDRIDGE. On the average about 50 percent or half of the
students coming out each, year "with degrees in hand frbm both 2-
and 4-year will si.t,a_y with their co-op 'epiployer af r graduation.

Mr. BUCHANAN. YOU 'indicated GMI.
Mr. WooLtaunGE. That would be considerably higher because it is

4 single eorpOrate entity.
Mr. BUCHANAN. What about the success rate of students finding

a job after graduation?
- Mr. WommuixaL The other 50 percent? Usually Very little prob-

lem at all because in a 4-year program they have 2 of
experience in addition to the regular baccalaureate and in a 2-year
institution at least 1 year and sometimes 11/2 years of expenence in
addition tO their 2-year degree.

4.SO, they offer the experience and the degree. And usually find '
, employment more readily and at higher pay, to start.

Mr. BUGHANAN. 'I must say I have some sympathy for the idea of
making available some percentage of the college work-Study pro-
grams with the private employment sector. But I wonder to, what
extent such jobs may come from jobs that otherwise Would be given
to nonstudents, and I also wonder what the laborunion's attitude
is toward this'?

Mr. RYDER. It is very hardLto judge whether there would te an
impact, but our feeling is that this would provide an opportunity
for diversity of employment in a great number of smal er compa-
nies and corporations and employers that now cannot o rate a
program of sufficient scope tO justify full pay for a rgul4 college
co-op student.

We believe the expansion would come in terms of professional
experience in many, many small companies where there would not
be a significant impaCt upon.the labor situation.' And, of course, the
organized labor unions have formally endorsed cooperative_educa-
don, I think, for pretty qbvious reasons: That it is a program to
serve working people. The sons and daughters of laboring people
have an opportunity through cooperative education to get social
mobility that would not otherwise be available.

Mr. BC.TCHANAN. I would be pleased if we could make the case
that this would not have significant impact upon the laborer situa-
tion because I would think that would be a rather key factor.

Mr. RYDER. Yes, it would be. -
Mr. BUCHANAN. If the institution

, s _consortium funding limits for
itstitutions were raised from $175,000 and $125;000 to $300,000,
Ind 1200,000 xespectively, could, sufficient co-op education jobs be
found to use the money immediately or should it be phased?

Mr. WOOLDRIDGE. No, I think the Congress' should enact the law
and the Appropriations Committee should appropriate that money
high enough for them to come up to that immediately.

The problem in cooperative education has not been finding this. .

jobs, oddly enough, but attracting enough students into it. When I
said earlier that except for a few of us that run mandatory pro-
grams, the student arriving at the institution, and having arrived
there,, they may find that option 'available to them. And the real
selling has to be done to the students. Hdving once gone to camptis

,
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ag

and been accuStomed to the 'routine, to then interrupt that to go
.out to businesS -, n .. dustry has been a greater probleM than for--....
the coordinators find' g jobs..

Northeastern, and hat iS.the other half, has'been doing it since
1909, and even through the 1930's and the tmko.rnajor world war%
the jobs are there for students. . ,- .

Mr. BUCHANAN. Thank You very much. Again, .I want .to join the
chairman in thanking the' panel for your most helpful contribution
to the record. -

M. Fotp. Apropos of Your question before the last one, JOhn, it
is my i4gPression that there are a. substantial, number of students
generated by. thethig Nee subsidizing in, some fashion employees
who go to college 'and taRe programs-that are in some way related

'. to their possible' Career objective, that in fact you give them time
off and actually pay part of the tuition and things' of that kinkIs

.. that found in other parts-of the cotintry7
hi the Detroit 'area that is not something new. That is something

.that has been going on for quite some time.
And in response to the question about the unions, I have riever

. ,. heard of negative reactions: from union people in- Michigan .with
respect' to these arrangements. And as a matter' of fact,-they have
been verY supportiVe .of them. Does- this program that General

., ..:Motors.participates- in the Detroit area, doeS..that.'haPpen dther
parts of the country as well?, .. .

Mr. HoLmEs. Yes, .Mr. Chairman. I think that, most co rations,
beyond a certain 'size have some form of tuition refund. Thervery
sizably 'encourage their employees to finish high, schoutif thky:havo.-
-not done so and .finish degree programs if they have not done so.

And generally they will provide tuition refund programs either..

whole or in part either prior or after a grade is aChieved or some,
thing-of that sort. ,

. .

% Mr. FORD. You will not classify Ahat type of student as 'a co-op
student, would you? -

Mr. FICILMEg. Generally, no. They are going to school at night or
'on -their own time or perhaps at times understandably arrived at
with the corporation.. So they 'might be put on an appropriate-shift
so that 'they:could go to school at times when the classes were
offered in the school they choose to attend.

Father CARBON. We just made an agreement with GM Truck to
do onsite education for them, sending our faculty out ta the plant,
and there will be hundreds of workers who will get a. start on a
bachelor's degree in this way. They will get .full credit, of coUrse,
and qualify through the normal-admission requirements.

But that again will not be teChuicaIly part of Our co-op. ,
'Ms. Sausauxv.. And i will just add one thing. We too at the

community college have that same type of 'relationship whether.it.
cOmes through our providing training as part of continuing educaz
tion, comMunity service br 'regular acadeMic prograins at whatever
time is necessary tp meet the )ieeds of individuals or groups of'

, individuals within a particUlar company, either onsite training-or
On our CarripuS.

Mr: BUCHANAN. Father, just one other' thing, on your law pro-
gram; do you use title II, the la* student experieAce program?
Mat program authorizes the- CoMmissioner of Education to enter

3
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into grants or contracts to establish or expand progranis which
provide clihical experience to students in the praetice of laW?

Father CARRON. We are involved in that and have been from the
beginning but that is more on an intern level and it is experience
the student gets under,supervision of the faculty. And they actual-
ly represent clients in court and everything. A co-op experience I..
would imagine would be working in a law office.

So, it would be a little difficult: And I do not think you could g t
those funds for that, could- you?

Mr. RYDER. No. We have the only program in the country of
law school fully committed to cooperative education-It is a differ-
ent type in terms of experience for our students. When we reestab-
lished the law at hool 10 years ago, we committed it totally to co-op.
The program consists of 3 years like a traditional school, with the
first year being one of full-time study and thereafter on alternate
3-month periods the student shifts between the campus and the law
experience, having over. the period of his degree a full year of
experience in the legal setting. .

And the faculty have chosen to provide a diversity of experience
so thaiti the student may be in a Wall Street law Office or ip a legal
assistance area or the Federal Government at some commissiOn. So
that there is an opportunity to get a broad feel for many aspects of
the law -as well as substantial earnings and the practical experi-
ence that is usually built into iriterifihip.-

Mr. BUCHANAN. I was just wondering if there is specific differ-
ence that you need that aspect in cooperativit education plus title
H?

Mr. RYDER. We would be delighted to see it shifted to the co-op
side of the funding level becaus e. we believe that provides the best
internship iMaginable.

Mr. FORD. This is a cynical approach but the problem we have
had in the development of that program has not been the small
amount of money put into it but the difficulty was tradition, which
until very recently would not permit students to do anything
meaningful in law, offices. And we now have growing across the
country'a phenenon of permitting paralegal personnel.

You used in danger when you had somebody working in the
"law office of violating the .professioanul coda of conduct or the code

-ogethicsif they worked On ale Wrong thing at the wrong time and
it was in fact construed by the Bar Association to be the practice of
law.

-If.somebody got so gc;od that they went into the county building
lo file papers as a -messenger but the 'judge asked them some
questions about the papers while they were filing them, suddenly
you were in trouble. The Bar Association is slightly behind the
Medicaj Association in coming into the 20th century. -

But that is moving very rapidly now. So that the opportunities
are presenting themselves. The opportunity just was not there for
meaningful employment in the law &ice. You had to send them
out to be messenger boys in the past.

Mr: RYDER. I think we made a major breakthrough in gettink
approval from the law school association and the ABA for this
cooperative education program, which iS fully ;accredited in all.
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respects and does represent ,a whole new approach to legal train-

e are delighted tô pais on the orch to other institutions.
Mr. FORD: Thank you very much. ind we appreciate your help to

us. The committee will stand in rec4t.until tomorrow morning in
Harttbrd, Conn.

[Whereupon, at 1 p.m, the subcommittee was recessed until
Friday, April 27, 197U

4.
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STAIRKLiT Of TUX ASSOCIATIOU OF AXIAICAM ITILLISSERS
College Library Program

(Higher liducetioa Act Title 11-A)

The Association of American PublishersAAP) is the pommel aSSOCiatiOla of
book publishers in the United Swops, It comprises the General *Publishing
Mivisiao, Direct Merketing/look Club Div/44m, Tethoiciel, Scientific and Medical
Division. Interostionsi Division, College Division, Mass Paperbeck Divisioni sad
School DiVision. Our 340'member publishing houses produce the vast majority
of general tranle, educational, reference, professional aoareligious books
puiblishiee in this country. -AAP somber* Publish 601-of the instructi001
materibla used in the tietion's classroose.

Righet! Lduestion Aer, as originellY enected.im 1965, included a-pro-
vision for college library r0400cCIPO: At the time,- the Senate committee
report paced that "although.the Ration contains some of the finest university
liyrsries, the member of inadequate college ahd university libraries is over-
wheleing." While Title II-A, With its FY 1966-79 total of 6187.6 'Billion in
funding hes helped. the fact is that the need persists. The National Inventoty
of Library Needs - 1975", published by the Nationel Commission on Libraries sod
Information Science less then two years ago. Doted that 61sciet two-thirde of
college and universitY students are served by inedequate libraries. Another' .

1;neratiou of students should oot be shortchanged because our college libraries
ve just not kept up With the koowledge explosion.

There is too great'a difference between the have and have-not schools in
library retourcea. Harvard, in the fill of 197/ had 9.547 illion volumes in
'its library with a lull-time eqUivalent professional staff of 249.5. It

ranked first in the nation: Its University of California at Davis, with
,comparable professional staff of 66.4. bed a fraction of that collection, .

1.381 million volumed. It ranked 50th. Consider then the great majoritY of
poet-secoledery institutions below that level With eveo less in the way of
reaourcee

,

7 We supOort exteneion of the-Callegálihrary-Program gitle II-A of the
Higher tducation Act) with modifications. The basic grant ceiling shOuld le
increased from 65,000 to $10.000 Ulth'the requirement that flr any basic grant
in excess of $5,000 the ioetitution would provide equal matching foods. As in
other educatioe progress, seinteneoce of effort could be cuiputed on either a
per student or an overall expenditure basis and"would be tightened so that
exceptions could be fur only one year.

These changes, which are along the lines of RR 10541 introduced in the Last
Congress by Representative William Ford, Uould neat the changiog needs. of the
program and many'of the criticises which hags been leveled ',Wont it.

The administration has sugested that grants be made only on the basis of
need-. One way this could be accomplished ie to'define college libraries in need
as those falling short of the college.library standards estsblished by the
Americao Library Association.

. kxtoostoo of tbe College Library Program, as we suggest, would serve to
stimulate needed additional aupport from non-Fedirel sources because of the
matching and maintenanCe of effort requirements and would help hard pressed
iustitutions to best the increasingly complex needs of students and scholars.


